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was made good the Commissioners would have
no alternative but to keep the line open.
Are you aware that in the estimates we got
from the Railways Standing Committee it was
found that a great deal of the timber that they
expect to get for the mines is already being conveyed to the mines by the company's own tramways ?-I have heard, so.
In the event of those tramways being still used
would they not compete against your railway?That would seem to follow naturally.
Therefore, it would not be advisable to run
tramways to compete with this railway?-I don't
understand the honorable member's question.
The tram lines are alieady there, and we have
no control over them.
But you are going to fix local rates, or rates
for the carriage of timber, which we are told
is going to be one of the chief factors in making this line pay?

The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I don't think
that is stated, unless timber is under
" Goods."
"All other traffic" is put
down at £500.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN:
vVe heard in the speeches of honorable
members that the Department expected a very
large revenue from conveying timber to these
mines.
There are only two mines there, and
they are both supplied by tramways of their
own. In the event of our building this line would
it not be advisable to have those tramways closed?
-From a railways revenue point of view, undoubtedly so.
I should like the Commissioner to be well assured that he has got a very great compeling
factor there already, and that unless he is going
to have these tramways closed, he will have to
cut his freights down very low to compete against
them. Naturally, if you fix 2S., they will say,
"We will give you IS. 6d., or use the tramways."

Sir HENRY CUTHBERT .-Onl y Parliament
can close those tramways.
The Hon. J. G. AIK.MAN:
Would it not be advisable to have one thing
or the other ?-From a railways revenue point
of view it would be undoubtedly desirable to
have the tramways closed. ,
You would never advise any railway to be constructed where there was something else to compete with for the traffic in any circumstances,
would you ?-Certainly, if there was still sufficient traffic to make the railway pay.
We will take it for a town of 1,500 people, and
a line which is goinll to be twenty-six miles 10nO'.
The whole traffic is' centred in 1,500 people, a;d
you cannot get more nor less from them. Would
you still advise the construction of a line to compete with the tramways ?-I cannot advance any
opinion on the advisability of constructing this
line.
Really you know very little about this ?-Very
little.
And your own opinion, so far as you have
seen the evidence, is that you would not have it
constructed? (No answer.)

The Hon. W. CAIN:
This railway has been brought forward, and
reported on some four years ago. Would you
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like to have an opportunity of looking into the
question, and reporting on it before the line is
constructed, and taken over, and, if so, how long
would it take you to look into this matter ?-1
should like, before expressing an opinion on the
advisability of constructing this line, to look into
the question, and visit the locality. As to how
long that would take, it is rather difficult for
me, to say at the moment, because there are three
or four very pressing matters in hand just now
for the Commissioners, and we are not very well
able to leave Melbourne.
I think your answer to the first question gives
all I wish to get. I think you would feel much
more pleased and satisfied if you had the opportunity of looking into the matter.

Sir HENRY CUTHBERT. - It wouId be
more satisfactory to the Committee and to
the country also.
The Hon. E. :MILLER:
It is proposed at present to open the line a.s
far as Tyers River, a distance of about ten miles.
Would you advise breaking the gauge for that
distance, or would you sooner have a broad
gauge, supposing it cannot be extended for some
time ?-As I understand the situation, the line
would not be built to the Tyers River unless it
would be ultimately extended to Walhalla. If it
is to be extended to vValhalla it must, owing to
the character of the country, be a narrow-gauge
line from somewhere about the Tyers River
through to Walhalla, and the best place for the
break of gauge would bc at Moe. Consequently,
if only the first section is to be built now, and
the intention is ultimately to extend it to W'alhalla, the first section should be narrow gauge.
But if it should not go beyond this river, would
you advise a narrow gauge for the short distance?
-As to that, I 'can say now without visiting the
locality that it should not be built at all.

The witness withdrew.
Mr. C. E. Norman, Chief Engineer of
Way and '''orks, Victorian Railways, was.
called and examined.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT:
You know something about this proposed line
from Moe to 'Valhalla ?-No, I know nothing
but what I have seen in the report of the Railways Standing Committee about it.
You have never visited that locality?-No.
Looking at the report of the committee, do you
think it is as desirable to construct that line today as it was four years ago, having regard to
the altered circumstances of 'Valhalla :-The report of the committee was issued in 1900, and I
have only to take the altered circumstances of
vValhalla on what I read in the newspapers. Of
course, I have no knowledge of what the circumstances were in 1900, nor of what they are now in
Walhalla.
Of course, you have the position of 'Valhalla
in that report, and we may take that as pretty
correct ?-Yes, in 1900, but I have no meaL» of
information beyond the newspapers and her,rsay
as to the position of 'Valhalla now.
But, of course, as to whether the population
was increasing or decreasing, you would be guided
very much by a report coming from the officer of
the shire.
Suppose the officer of the shire at
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Walhalla reported that the po~ulation of the at the present day for maintainina the Walhalla
shire last year had fallen by 1,000, that is to line while it is new would be £I~O per mile per
say, from 3,600 to 2,600, you would be guided annum.
by that in coming to a cone! usion as to whether
That is close on £3,000 per annum, is it not?
the altered circumstances would induce you to -After the renewals commenced-of course that
recommend that this line should be proceeded period would depend upon the class of materials
with ?.-.:....Yes.
that are used in the construction of the line-I
That would be an important factor ?-Yes.
estimate that it would cost from about £130 to
A diminishing population is not an inducement £140 a mile to maintain it.
for the construction of a line ?-N o.
•
How long would it be before renewals are reo
It means a falling off in traffic?-Yes.
quired ?-U sing local timber for the construction
Can you speak of the traffic between Moe and' of bridges and culverts, and for sleepers, reWalhalla in goods ?-No.
newals would probably commence within about
N or the passenger traffic ?-N o. I have never ten years.
'
been off the main railway line at Moe in the
direction of Walhalla at all.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN:
Then when do you come in and take the superCan
.you give the average cost per mile for
vision of the line? Is it when it is constructed?After it is completed and handed over to the Rail- the mamtenance of broad-gauge lines? How does
it compare with the narrow gauge ?-To como,
ways Commissioners.
Then your duty commences in conn ex ion with pare with this line you want to take a broad,gauge line in a similar district, and with
that new line ?-Yes.
Taking the line from Moe to
vYhat the Committee really wish for is any in- light traffic.
formation that it is possible for the officers of the Thorpdale, which has been open now for sixteen
Department to give them on the question as to years, the average cost of maintenance for the
whether this is likely to be a paying line or not, :last four years has been £129 per ,mile per
and it is with that object that we have called you annum. Taking the line fTom Warraa~l to
here this evening ?-I have never looked into the N eerim, which has been open for fourtee~ years,
matter, I have never been over the country, and the average cost for the last four years has been
I have no opinion that I can give.
I have no £88 per mile per annum.
knowledge that would justify me in, forming an
The Hon_ W. S. 'MANIFOLD:
opinion.
Reference has been made to the cost of mainThe Hon. J. G. AIKMAN:
tenance of the Beech Forest line. \Vas not that
\Vhat is the cost of maintenance of these nar- t~ a great extent owing to what I suppose enrow-gauge lines ?-The cost of maintenance varies gmeers would call faulty construction in the first
with the locality in which the line is constructed. instance? It appears as if the batters were exIt varies from about £46 a mile per annum up to cessively steep, and the embankments, where such
occurred, were absurdly narrow and steep also.
about £93 or £94 a mile per annum.
And you have no idea as to what the cost of H the line had been built with the ordinary
maintenance of this line in this mountainous loca- batters, and according to the ordinary way that
lity is likely to be ?-I have an idea of what the engineers plan out things, the maintenance would
cost of maintenance would be likely to be, based surely not have come to so much ?-No.·
I understand in the case of the Beech Forest
o.n what it has cost to maintain other n::urow-gauge
line a definite sum of money, £60,000, was put
1mes.
apart, and that the line had to be built for that,
That is what I would like to know to check the and that safety and everything else was sacrificed
reports we have ?-Yes, at the time when this re- to get it into the amount.
Is it not the Case
port of the Railways Standing Committee was that a large-amount of money has had to be spent
made, I furnished an estimate of the cost of main- on that line since, in order to make it really
taining the \Valhalla line, and several other nar- safe ?-Yes. The working expenses have had to
row-gauge lines. My estimate was that the cost bear a considerable burden on the Beech Forest
of maintenance for the Moe to \Valhalla line line, because the line W8.S constructed too cheaply
would be £60 per mile per annum while the line to begin with.
•
was new, and £100 per mile per annum when the
So that although it seems an enormous amount
renewals had commenced on the line. One narrow-gauge line was (;ompleted just before that per annum to spend on maintenance and repairs,
time, but we had not much experience of them. it is not the fault of the narrow-gauge line, but
Since then two other narrow-gauge lines have been it is f 3.ulty construction in the first instance that
constructed, and we have now, therefore, three has added to it so much ?-Yes, but I don't base
narrow-gauge lines running. The cost of main- the estimate I have given of £100 per mile
te?(tnce runs from an average of £46 a for the Moe to Walhalla line only on the Beech
I base it also on the Ferntree
mde per annum on the \Vangaratta to Forest line.
The cost of mainWhitfield line up to an average of about Gully to Gembrook line.
£94 per mile per annum on the Colac tenance of that line has been £93 a mile on the
and Beech Forest line. I have not been over the average for the l~st four years, in fact, since the
Walhalla country, but if it is to be assumed that line was constructed.
Then in the case of that particular line, is
it is similar country to the country between Colac
and Beech Forest, that is, that part of it is not any part of that high cost attributable to too
very rough, but that a considerable part of it is cheap construction ?-No, the line was fairly
very rough; and if the line is constructed in the well constructed, but it runs through a country
same manner, of the Same class of materials, with which is very liable to slips in the slopes of the
the S:1.me earth-works, and with the same width cuttings, and it has cost us a considerable amount
of formation of and slopes to the earth-works as of money to clear away the earthwork which
the Colac to Beech Forest line, then my estimate has slipped down.
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Then £100 a mile would be a fair thing for
the maintenance of a narrow-gauge line if properly constructed ?-For a narrow-gauge line, in
rough mountainous country, if properly constructed, I consider £100 a mile a fair estimate
of the cost of maintenance.

The Hon.

J.

G. AIKMAN:

Seeing the serious cost which is likely to
occur in the maintenance of the Moe to \Valhalla
line, the question has been asked of Mr. Tait,
and I think it should be asked of you, whether
you would not like to look over the line before
this item is passed ?-I am only an officer of the
Commissioners, and I have nothing to do with
directing the policy of the Department as to
whether the line should be constructed or not.
Don't you think it would be advisable for the
. officers of the Department to see over the line?
Everybody is blindfolded, and the witnesse!
we have here to-day know nothing at all about
it. In fact, nobody seems to know anything at
all about it.

The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-The witnesses
They did not ask
were expressly chosen.
to corne here, and I think that remark
about their being. blindfolded is unwarranted.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-I quite understand that the witnesses did not ask to
come here, but apparently they do not know
an):thing about it. We have ehher got hold
of the wrong witnesses-Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-I think we have
had the right witnesses here.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN:
Giving your. honest opinion as a professional
man, don't you think it is advisable that you
should. see over the country? Your estimate
might be nearly doubled, because it is very likely
that there will be landslips in a mountainous district like this.
We only want to get at the truth
of the matter for the good of the country.

Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-This witness has
told you that his dutv does not commence
until the line is made:
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN:
. \V<;>uld you not like to see the country before the
11l1e IS constructed ?-Before I express an opinion
as to whether the line should be made or not I
should like to see the country.
'

The witness withdrew.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT stated that
last night this question came before him
so sud~enly ~hat he h.ad no opportunity of
confernng WIth the dIfferent officers of the
Departments to ascertain which of them was
best acquai~ted with this· particular line,
and. could gIVe the most satisfactory informatIon to the Committee. He thought the
Surveyor-General would have a pretty general knowledge of the country and the
House directed that the Survey~r-General
should be summoned. He went to the Department to-day to see the Survevor-Gen[4 1]-2
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eral, and found that he was out of town.
He asked if there was any officer that could
give the information -he desired, and
said, " If so, let hini be sent to the Legislative Council." The officer would probably
attend willingly without being summoned,
and now he had to ask the Committee to
be good enough to allow him to call Mr.
Black, in place of the Surveyor-General.
He begged to moveThat Mr. Black be asked to attend in place of
the Surveyor-General.

The motion was agreed to.
:Mr. George Black, District Surveyor,
was called and examined.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT:
What are you ?-District Surveyor for Melbourne.
Does that include this line from Moe to Walhalla ?-It does not.
Have you ever seen the land between Moe and
Walhalla ?-Yes.
A good deal of that land is Crown land?-Yes,
a good deal of it.
Do you know how much of that land was applied for and selected before the year 1900?Yes, 17,000 acres was applied for.
Since 1900, how many acres has been applied
for ?-4,400 acres has been granted.
Al together ?-Yes.
What kind of land would that be ?-Mostly
second and third class.
\\Tere there numerous applications to take up
more land ?-There have been nearly 5,500 acres
held in abeyance for 20 applicants.
Since what time have those applications been
held in abeyance ?-Since .Mr. Bent gave instructions, about two years ago.
Twenty applicants for 5,000 acres ?-For
5,400 acres.
Those applicants selected the very best land?
-Yes.
\Vas the applicatio.n for grazing areas under
the 29th section ?-Under the 29th and 4ith sections.
The 29th section applies to grazing areas with
the right to select?-"-Yes.
.
Some of these grazing areas are very largeup to 2,000 acres ?-Yes; it depends on the class
of country ..
Of third class land, what is the greatest area
a man may take up ?-1,280 acres; that is under
the 29th section, or what is now called the 35th
section.
That grazing area confers the right upon the
holder to select an allotment of land ?-Yes.
For the last two years there have been only
20 applicants for some 5,000 acres ?-That
is all.
Was that land mostly third class land ?-Nearly
all third class.
It is proposed to saddle that land with a
charge of ISS. an acre. Do you think that the
Department will have many applications for the
land saddled with that charge ?-I do not.
The second class land, which is called the
superior land, it is proposed to saddle with 305.
an acre. \Vould that be a barrier to the tak ng
up of the land ?-I think so.
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What has become of the first class land in the
district ?-It was selected years ago.
So now we are reduced to second and third
dass land ?-Yes.

The Hon.

J.

G.

AIKMAN:

You have been over this country?-I have.
What is the population supposing the Ilne is
made for the first fen miles ?-There is hardly
any population for the first ten' miles. If you
.cross the Latrobe there is none.
If the House sanctioned the ten miles it would
be useless unless we made the whole line ?-I
think so.

The Hon.

J.

STERNBERG:
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Is the land suitable for cultivation ?-Yes; it
has been cultivated for years.
Is most of that land availabl'e for selection?It is all selected-that is, all the goqd land.
You do not think there would be a very great
demand for the remainder of the land ?-No; it
is only very rough grazing country.,
Would it be difficult to get from this country
to the railway stations with produce ?-Oh, no;
the country is not very steep; it is undulating.
What sort of land is it into Walhalla ?-Bad
country; very steep.
How many miles would there be that is very
poor country?-About three or four miles.
It would not carry any population ?-No.
Are we to take it then that, in your opinion, this
land would hardly pay for taking up ?-I do not
know.
It depends on a man's opinion. I would
not take it up.
Do you think it would bear loading to the extent of 15s. an acre for the third class, and 3os.
an acre for the second class land ?-No; I do not
think anyone would take it up under those conditions.
To what extent would it bear loading?- It
might increase in value from 5s. to lOS. an acre
near the railway.

You have had considerable experience as a
land officer ?-Yes.
How long have you been in the service?Thirty-nine years.
You know the State well ?-Yes.
Is there a good demand for Crown lands?Yes, for good land.
From your experience in Gippsland, you think
there is a good demand there ?-Yes.
You know the land the proposed railway is to go
through ?-I do.
You said you did not think there were many
The Hon.
M. DAVIES:
applicants. Why did you arrive at that conclusion ?-I suppose the land is ~oo poor.
Did you ever prepare a report with reference
Is the land beyond Tyers Creek poor ?-It is to the enhanced value of the land ?-Yes.
better, a great deal better.
Is this a copy of that report?-Yes, I think it
Will the railway traverse this ?-Yes.
is; it is a joint report.
Do you think there will be any applicants for
Will you read it ?-I have not got my spectacles.
it ?-That is all held; it !s gone years ago.
The Hon. ]. M. DAVIES.-I will read
We have had it on good authority that there
is a lot of Crown .lands in the district ?-I mean it. It is as follows:that the good land is all taken up.
The Secretary for Lands, Melbourne.
The first class land ?-Ye;s.
In compliance with instructions of the HonorHave you been in the locality?-Yes.
Vlhere it is proposed to construct the railway? able the Minister of Lands, we have" in company
of Mr. LaGershe, of the Forest Department,
-Yes, all over the district.
'What kind of land is it on Tyers Creek ?-It made an inspection of the area that will be enis volcanic soil, but rather poor; that is, por- hanced in value by the construction of the protions of it. There is a portion in Moondarra that posed railway line from Moe to Walhalla, with a
view of classifying the land in accordance with
is volcanic; about 8,000 acres. That is first
the provisions of the Land Act, and determining
class.
I mean the land available for selection. Is approximately the enhanced value of the land by
At the same
there any good land available for selection?- the construction of such railway.
time we were instructed to examine, and as far as
There is not any good land available.
practicable define, what should be retained as
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR:
State forest within and abutting on the area
How m'any times have you been over the pro- under consideration_
During a five (5) days' inspection, we traversed
posed line lately?-I have been over it a good
many times. I worked there, and lived there the greater proportion of the area, and found that
although there is a very limited area of Crow!l
for two years.
How long is it since you visited it ?-I think lands suitable for actual settlement, from an agncultural point of view, still there is a large quanit was about 1900.
You are familiar with the whole country?- tity of rough grazing country suitable for young
stock and store cattle.
Yes.
And you know the first section from Moe to
The area on the eastern and southern slopes of
Tyers River pretty well ?-Yes.
the Baw Baw Ranae is covered with a splendid
Are there rich river flats there ?-Only on the forest of timber of ~arious kinds, eminently suited
Latrobe and the Tanjil.
for milling pUfDoses,and could be, in the event
To what extent ?-There is a good deal of it. of the demand for the timber, easily reached from
The flats where the railway will go are only the proposed railway.
This, we propose, shall be
about half-a-mile wide.
reserved for State forest purposes.
Do you think the Moe station would be suffi\Ve beg to submit herewith a plan showing how
cient for the settlement to that point ?-I think we propose to classify the land, also a tabulated
so.
statement showin a the areas and values of the
Starting from the Tyers River for a radius Crown lands und~r present conditions, from t.he
of ten miles, what sort of country is it on towards stand-point provided by the Land Act, and the .mWalhalla ?-For the first ten miles it is volcanic creased value of such land after the construction
country. The railway would pass through it.
of the Moe to Walhalla railway.
'What sort of L:mber ?-Mountaln ash.

J.
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Supposing a man had a block of third class
land 10 miles distant from the line, could he bring
his produce over the 10 miles at a reasonable cost
and with reasonable trouble ?-Not by the present
roads.
The roads would have to be made right through
the country to bring produce to the line ?-Yes.
How do you estimate the lOS. increase in the
value of the land for 10 miles on either side of
the line if you say that. settlement would not increase there ?-We thought that with the railway
beincr made roads would be made as well to give
the l~eople access to the railway.
Then you anticipate settlement ?-Yes.
But vou said that settlement would not take
J. C. MEAKIN_
place ?.:'....It would to a certain extent.
21-3-03.
Would it not be the ca!5e that if this land were
Then there is a table which shows that the used
for agriculture or grazing settlement would
leased lands would gain £3,737, the Crown be considerable on the 10 miles on either
lands £17,9°0, auriferous lands £18,17 5, side of the line 30 miles long ?-Oh, yes; there
and timber lands £30,875' That is a total would be room for a good many.
Would not the settlement take place ?-The
gain of £70,687 on land still held by the country
would be taken up, but I do not know that
Crown. The alienated lands, amounting it would at this valuation of 30S' and ISS. an acre.
You estimated the increase at lOS. an acre?to 31,3°0 acres, would also be largely enhanced in value, according to this report; Yes, providing the roads are made. ,
Also providing that settlement takes place?
and there are reserves of 2,100 acres.
-Yes.
Is this your valuation still ?-Practically it is.
Do you think that settlement woul.d take place
Do you think that you fairly led the Committee if the line were constructed?-I thmk the land
t') believe that there would be an enhancement of would be all taken up with the lOS. loading.
£70,687 on the lands still belonging to the Crown
Therefore settlement would take place, in your
if this line were constructed?-That is quite right opinion, which would give the Crown an increase
if you take this area, which represents 10 miles on of about £70,000 in the value of the land ?-Yes.
each side of the line.
As a result of the construction of the line?-Yes,
Do you say it represents that in the report?and of the roads.
It is 10 miles on each side of the line.
\Vhat would you estimate the area of each holdThe Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-Ten miles! ing to be in order to obtain that lOS. increment?In that country they can take up 640 acres.
That alters the complexion considerably.
Can you tell me approximately what is the
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES:
total area within ten miles on either side of the
To witness:
line from Moe to Walhalla ?-I may say that
I do not care whether it is 10 miles or 50 miles; to-day I was asked to come here and give eviI ask you whether you estimated that the Crown dence as to land within five miles of the line.
would gain by the construction of the line £70,687 I have prepared an estimate of that.
The pre·
in the value of the land ?-\Ve have enhanced the vious report, dealing with land within ten miles
land lOS. an acre all over.
of the railway, included large timber reserves,
\Vas your estimate that you enhanced the value principally one large reserve along the foot of
£70,687 ?-Yes, according to this.
Baw Baw, amounting to about 60,000 acres. That
Do you adhere to that still?-Yes.
land is superior, although outside the five-mile
area, to much of the other land, and might stand
The Hon. W. LITTLE:
loading up a good deal more than the other, if
I think you told us that you had been in the the railway was constructed and roads made up
service for over 30 years ?-Yes.
to it.
And you have a good practical knowledge of all
Your evidence, so far, has really not touched
kinds of land, either for cultivation or grazing the area outside the five-mile radius 7-That is
purposes ?-Yes; I think so.
what I have been restricting myself to-the unYou have seen settlement developed for the last sold land within that radius. With regard to
30 years?-Yes.
this previous report, it embraces that within the
Do you think that this line, if constructed from ten-mile radius.
Moe to Walhalla-that is, not taking into consideraYou have not in the slightest degree contration the alienated land-will be the means of in- dicted the previous statement of an increment
creasing the present population ?-No, I do not of £70,000 in the area ?-1\'0.
This large timber
think it will.
reserve along the Baw Bavl is rather superior
Do you think that it will only be a slight in- land, worth perhaps £2 an acre if the railway
crease as far as land settlement is concerned?- was made near to it, and the roads were made up
Yes; it will make a very slight difference.
to it.
The bulk of the land is very indifferent grazing
How far is that from the line ?-I think it
land ?-It is.
will be outside the five-mile radius-most of it.
But
within the ten-mile radius ?-Yes.
The Hon. R. B. REES:
The whole of it ?-Yes, the whole of it; taking
You say that you increased the value of the land
10 miles on either side of the line. \Vhat sort of that area as 60,000 acres, and the area of second
roads are there that could be traversed throughout and third class land as 60,000 acres, that would
be 120,000 acres altogether. If we put £1 on
the 10 miles?-The roads are not very good ..
the 60,000 acres of good land, and 5s. on the
It will be perceived that the tables give the
values of the whole of the Crown lands which
would be commanded by the proposed line, .including the auriferous and forest lands-whIch
are not at present available for selection . .
There is an area of 31,300 acres of ahenated
land in the district, chiefly first and second class
land and these are the lands which would be
most'increased in value by the proposed railway.
The greatest enhancement will be on about 8,000
acres in the Parish of Moondarra.
Several small reserves, amounting to 2,100 acres,
are also included in the area.
GEO. BLACK.
(Sgd.)
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other, that would be 25s., a~d half of that would
be 12S. 6d. We lumped it all at lOS.
\Vould you lead us to infer that you are prepared to load that area to the tune of 12S. 6d.
per acre ?-If the timber reserve is taken in.
Do you include that in this report ?-Yes, in
the previous report.
This is the report upon which the whole calculation has been based {-Yes.
That is what we have to deal with ?-When I
was told to give evidence to-day, it was to be
in regard to land within five miles of the railway.

Revenue Bill.

The Hon. R. B. REES remarked that
he would ask honorable members not to interrupt, as the witness was under his examination now.
To Witness.-How far is the average of that

60,000 from the railway line ?-I should not think
it more than seven or eight miles.
From your knowledge of Gippsland country,
how many farms would that reasonably cut up
into, or what area do you think a fair thing as
a farm in that 60,000 acres ?-From 200 to 300
acres of that good land would be enough.
The Hon.
M. DAVIES:
From 200 to 300 acres of that land would be
According to your deWho told you that ?-The Secretary of Lands. suitable for a family?
finition of good land, how much good land is
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said that he there in that 60,000 acres ?-All that forest retold the Secretary of Lands that what was serve is good land.
If the line was constructed, would you say that
wanted was within five miles of the railthe 60,000 acres would be taken up in 320 acre
,lay.
blocks by selectors ?-We would not allow it to
The Hon.
M. DAVIES.-But the Com- be taken up in such large blocks. vVe would remittee were not told that.
strict them to 200 acres, or 300 at the outside.
Do you think that that area of 60,000 acres
The Hon. R. B. REES stated that
would be taken up if railway facilities were
jt seemed to him that the evidence had been granted ?-I think so; I am sure of it.
largely cooked. Now they would try to
How does that tally with your former evidence
get at the truth.
that if the line was constructed there would be
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR rose to a little or no increase of population en route?was speaking of this land within 5 miles of the
point of order. He said he would like to Irailway.
know to whom the honorable member was
You say there would be a great increase of
referring, when saying that the evidence population-I am dealing still with this 60,000
was cooked. - Was it to the witness, or to acres-on this Crown land ?-Yes.
Is there any other Crown land in the 1o-mile
the Minister, or to whom?
between Moe and vValhalla ?-There is no
Sir HENRY CUTfIBERT.-Did he say that? radius
other very good land.
I think he 9ught to withdraw.
What area is there additional to that 60,000
The ACTING ,CHAIRMAN (the Hon. acres ?-There is no other first class land.
That is not the question. vVhat area is there
BALFOUR).-What was the remark that
of Crown lands additional to the 60,000 acres?was made? I diG not hear it.
within 10 miles of this line, there are
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-That the evi- Altogether,
158,000 acres of Crown lands.
dence was cooked.
There are 60,000 acres of good land that will
The Hon. R. B. REES said that he carry a f amil y to every 200 or 300 acres?-Yes.
What proportion of the balance is fit for agrithought that any remark no,t heard by the
culture, speaking roughly?-I could not say.
Chairman was passed ove1r.
There are patches through it.
The AC~ING CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
\Vould the balance of that country-I am takJ. BALFOUR).-I would desire the honorable ing it roughly-carry a family to every 640 acres?
- I should think so.
member to state what he did say.
\Ve have arrived at this: the area of 60,000 acres
The Hon. R. B. REES stated that, to will
carry a family to every 200 or 300 acres?prevent a waste of time, he would with- Yes.
draw the statement. Honorable members
And the balance, how much is there of that?had thrown him rather off the line of his 98,000 acres.
So that 98,000 acres would carry a family to
argument.
every square mile?-Yes.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-You have
-VVe have 60,000 acres of that country which
thrown yourself off.
would carry a family to every 200 or 300 acres,
The Hon. R. B. REES:
and 90,000 acres which would carry a family to
To Witness.-'Ve are dealing with ten miles every 640 acres ?-Yes.
Would you think it reasonable or probable that
on either side, and not five miles. The whole
of this 60,000 acres is within the ten-mile radius? the 98,000 acres would be taken up under selection
if this line is constructed ?·-It would be taken
-Yes.
And is Crown lands ?-Yes.
up in .large blocks like that.
And you say that that land is capable of being
In 640 acres ?-No doubt it would.
loaded to the tune of £1 an acre ?-Yes, if roads
\Ve have come to this position: Instead of havare made to the railway from it.
ing no increase of settlement, as the result of constructing the line, we should have thl'! whole of
SiT HENRY CUTHBERT:
hat country taken up in from 200 to 640 acre
Would that be second or third class.? - W e t
reckon that first cbss.
blocks ?-Yes.
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How many settlers would there be on the 60,000
acres at 300 acres per settler ?-200.
. That is 200 families.
On the 98,000 acres,
allowing 600 acres for each, how many settlers
would that make ?-About 250.
About 250 settlers would take up that 98,000
acres, and 200 settlers the 60,000 acres.
That
brings us 450 settlers ?-Yes.
.
Would you think it reasonable or probable that,
as the result of constructing this line, 450 settlers
would take up land between Moe and Walhalla ?-I think so.
I suppose you will admit that there would be n.
considerable increase of population in that area ?Yes.
Approximately, what population is there on the
land between Moe and vValhalla in this ten-mile
radius at present ?-I could not say exactly. There
are a good manv at Moondarra, and a good many
on the river flats, along the Tanjil and Tyers.
vVould there be 100 settlers ?-More than that;
about 300.
About 300 at present ?-Yes; north of the Tyers
River.
You estimate that there are 300 settlers at present farming ?-Yes; and living on the land.
And you would estimate that an increase would
take place, as the result of the line, of 450 new
settlers ?-Yes.
That would make, roughly, 750 settlers ?-Yes.
Of course, that is conditional on this forest country being made available. It is now in the forest
reserve.
Is there any proposal that you know of to reserve this land permanently, or is it to be thrown
open as the result of constructing this line ?-I. do
not think it is decided how it is to be dealt WIth.
It is a reserve for forest purposes until the Commission has settled the matter.

Sir HENRY CUTHBERT:
Do you mean a timber reserve ?-It is a timber
reserve now.

The Hon. R. B. REES:
We dealt a little time ago with the applications
·for the land. Has a.ny of that area since 1900
been thro'Hl open for selection-any of the area
within the ten-mile radius ?-Yes; it has all been
thrown open lately.
A lot of the reserves ?-The reserves have not
been thrown open.
'What is the result of the applications of selectors ?-I said before that this is only within
the five-mile radius. I could not say what has
been applied for within the ten-mile radius, because we did not take it out. That is all I dealt
with before I came over.
You have no information as to the amount of
land that has been thrown open for selection,
and the amount applied for, within the ten-mile
raclius ?-No.
Perhaps you will repeat what you have said
in regard to the five-mile radius. There was an
over application for that ?-There were about
twenty applications for an area amounting to
5,400 acres, but that is held in abeyance.
"Vhat areas was this cut up into ?-It was not
cut up at all, because we did not. carry out the
surveys. It has been stoppecl.
You clo not know what area it was proposed
to throw open ?-I presume the whole of it is
to be thrown open.
The whole area ?-The whole of it except the
forest reserves.
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vVhat is the area per selection ?-Up to 1,280
acres; third class would go in 1,280 acres.
So that most of the land in that 5,400 acres
was third class land ?-A good deal of it.
That would be thrown open in 1,280 acre
blocks?-Yes; only as a grazing area.
The probability is that of this 5,400 acres there
would be onlv five blocks ?-But they cannot
select that. They can only select 640 acres out of
the grazing area, or half.
I want to find out if there was a rush of applicants for the blocks when they were thrown
open. You say there were 5,000 acres approximately thrown open for selection, and there were
over twenty applicants. That would make five for
each block ?-Yes, if they were all of that size.

SiT HENRY CUTHBERT:
If they were all of one size ?-They were of
varying sizes.

The Hon. R. B. REES said that he
would now get on again.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD rose to a
point of order. He desired to knew whether the honorable member should keep on
repeating these questions over and m'er
again.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
J. BALFOUR).-I scarcely think that the
point of order can be upheld, unless
it ca'n be shown that the honorable
member is asking questions unnecessarily.
The honorable member is evidently trying
to get information, and if he asks questions
once or twice for that purpose, there can
be no objection j but if he continued to ask
the same question over and over again, it
would be improper. I have not noticed
that the honorable member has done that.
I think he is endeavouring to get information.
The Hon. R. B. REES:
To Witness: I do not think that I have asked
you this question before. You say there are five
applicants for each block thrown open in this
area?

Sir HENRY CUTHBERT remarked
that the witness did not say that.
Witness.-It has been applied for in various
sized blocks. I do not think there is any above
1,000 acres.

The Hon. R. B. REES:
It is better land outside the five-mile radius
than within the five-mile radius ?-Yes, the Crown
land is better.
Do you think it peculiar that you should be
instructed to give information merely as to land
within the r.ve-mile radius when the report was
as to land within the ten-mile radius ?-It never
struck me at all.
As to the construction of roads ten miles away
from the line, is the country so mountainous that
it would be difficult to construct roads ?-It is
not so bad as that.
If a selector was living ten miles away he
would be able to bring his produce to the railway line ?-Yes, provided roads were made.
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DAVIES:

Sir
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HENRY CUTHBERT:

In the parish of Telbit there is not much iand
I find that you gave a report to the SurveyorGeneral on the 4th December, 1899, and that re- available for selection, I believe ?-There is none
at present. It is all in the forest, and withheld
port concludes as follows : " The land in the Moondarra and Telbit districts from selection.
Great importance was attached by the gentlemen
is nearly, if not quite, as good as tile Neerim
South land~ and the climate i,s similar. At pre- who exaTfoiined you at some length on this report,
sent, very little can be done with it on account of or valuatIOn, of yours to the two parishes, Telbit
the want of .ra~lway cOfo1nexion. The only market and Moondarra. I see that the land leased under
n.t ~resent withm reach is Walhalla, and that is too section 29 in the Telbit district is put down at the
hmited to encourage the people to cultivate and large area of 200 acres?-The leased land.
And that you have estimated its present value
open up the country.; but even to 'Walhalla no proper road fit for vehicular traffic has yet been pro- at £150, and for the enhanced value you have
added £100 ?-Yes.
vided.
That would be about 15s. an acre ?-Yes.
" In the event of a railway being made to WalThat disposes of one parish ?-N 0, there are
ha~l~, the.re would be a great traffic in firewood and
nunmg timber from the Moondarra district. The about 60,000 acres in it.
I am speaking of the leased land under section
settlers would be able to clear their land and sell
29. Then I come to the Crown lands, 3,500 acres,
~heir timl;>er cheaply to the mines. There is an
present value, £2,625; enhanced value, £4,375,
ll~exhaustIble supply of milling timber of various
kmds on the slopes.of the Baw Raw which a rail- How much an acre do you estimate it would be
way would open up to the Melbourne and other enhanced by?-That is about ISS., too. That is
markets. At any rate, I am of opinion there is, in the same parish.
Then there are 35,000 acres of timber reserves,
between th.: good land in the Moondarra and Telbit districts, and the excellent forest of timber- and 1,500 acres of auriferous lands. I do not
without taking into account the mining traffic of attach much importance to the auriferous lands
vValhalla-sufficient inducement to warrant the except for mining purposes, and, as to the timbe;
lands, they are all reserved ?-Not permanently
construction ?f at least a l,ight line of railway."
reserved; only temporarily reserved.
Are you stIll of that opmion?-Yes.
Are you aware that the Forest Conservation
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD:
Commission are strongly in favour of no further
You ha~e already told us in your report that the alienation of timber reserves ?-Yes.
I next come to Moondarra, where there is
best land m the Moondarra district is perhaps not
quite equal to the N eerim South l~nd. Do' you leased, under section 29, your report states, 1,35°
know the Beech Forest land beyond the terminus? acres-present value, £675; enhanced value.
£1,012.
I suppose that is an increase of lOS.
- I do.
How does the best of the Moondarra land com- per acre ?-Yes.
Then, as to the third class Crown lands, there
pare with the land beyond the terminus of the
Beech .Forest ?~It is a different class of country, are 9,500 acres available, and there are 6,200
\Vhat does the aurivolcanIC land m the Moondarra district whereas acres of auriferous land.
Is it quartz ?-Oh, no;
in the Beech Forest it is not. You could not com- ferous land consist of?
it does not differ much from the other second and
pare the two very well. The climate of course
third class land, although there has been a little
'
is similar. There is a good rainfall i'n each.
I take .it that you would class the land beyond gold got there, and it has been reserved as aurit?e termmus of the Beech Forest 1ine as reall y ferous land.
People cannot go in and select it ?-N ot until
tip-top land ?-Some of it is. It is not all tip top.
it is withdrawn from the auriferous area.
Parts of it are not.
It is very steep and broken, but not along the
The Hon. W. PITT:
railway. In value, how would you compare the
You say there is first dass forest land where
two-that is the best Moondarra land with the land
beyond the terminus of the Beech Forest line?- this line is going through in many places ?-No;
vVell, provided this railway was made to Moon- I do not.
Is there any first class forest land there ?-N ot
darra, the land there would be much more valuable, I rec.kon, than the Beech Forest land-that in the course of the line.
Within five miles of the line ?-N 0; I do not
is the good land. It is much nearer Melbourne
think there is.
for one thing.

The Hon. W. H.

EMBLING:

All through your evidence I have noticed you
refer to the fact that the roads are the main question in connexion with this line. vVhat, in your
opinion, would be the cost per mile of making
these roads to feed the railway?-I am not an engineer. I can only give a very approximate estimate. I should think from £300 to £400 a mile
to make them properly.
How many miles of roads do you think would be
required ?-I could not say.
This is a very important question. This line
depends on these roads, and who is to pay ~or
them? You say it will cost £300 to £400 a nule
to make these roads ?·-It would cost more if they
were metalled; £600 a mile.

The Hon. D.

MELVILLE:

On the question of timber, 'do you know the
Edi line ?-No.
The Beech Forest ?-Yes.
How do these forest lands compare with the
Beech Forest lands ?-The timber is better m
that district, I reckon.
The sworn evidence given to the Railways
Standing Committee is that millers are paying
£4 an acre to private people for the rig~t to cut
down Beech Forest timber.
If that IS so, at
what would you value the timber per acre on
these better' lands you have just named ?-:-1
reckon the timbt'T is very valuable there, If
tramways were made up to it; and I have no
doubt that would be done.
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From what you know these forests are worth
as much as the Beech Forest?-Yes.
That would be ~ tremendous income-£4 an
acre for the timber along the line ?-That means
only Mount Baw-Baw land, which is reserved for
forest purposes now.
There is not much good
forest land along the rest of the line.
Presuming the trees are going to be sold and
cut down, they are worth at least as much as
the trees on the Beech Forest line, where the
millers are paying £4 an acre for the right to
cut down timber ?-I do not know what they are
worth.
Presuming the evidence given to the committee with regard to the Beech Forest is true, these
forests would be most valuable ?-N 0 doubt.
Moe is sixty miles distant, ever so much nearer
to Melbourne.
There must be in these enorm?us forests ten times the value of this trumpery
raIlway?-The forests are of no use without the
railway.
Exactly so; if you do not build the railway the
forests will rot ?-Quite so.
You have been up there ?-I have.
What is the extent of this good forest land?60,000 acres.
Forty thousand times £4 ?-It is not all near
the line.

The Hon.

J.
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And what you were writing about in your reo
port, which was read by the Attorney-General,
IS the whole of the river flats within ten miles
of the line ?-Yes.
The evidence you gave before the committee
still holds good as to five miles on each side of
the line?-Yes.
In your opinion, five miles would be quite
sufficient tc? cart produce in that country?-The
roads are not good; they want making in many
places.
Would it be any use settlin a people on the
land beyond. Would they be ~ble to get their
produce to market ?-No doubt thay would, somehow. The roads are not made to the route of
this line, but to Moe and other places.
Roads, in your opinion, are almost as essential
as railways ?-Of course they are.
The railway would be of no use unless roads
were made to the stations ?-No.

G. AIKMAN:

Is this rich forest land, of which Mr. Melville has spoken, within 5.ve or ten miles of the
line now poposed ?-The land is within a ten;
rr.ile radius.
.
The good timber on the Beech Forest line is
abutting on the railwav?-Yes, some of it.
That would make a ~ast difference to Mr. Melville's calculation of £4 an acre ?-They would
not get that price a distance from the railway.
What quantity of the land you spoke of before the refreshment hour would be required to
support a family?-640 acres of the poor land
would be ~mple.
Is that land which is very rough, and only fit
to graze young cattle on ?-For ten miles, between the Latrobe River and the end of this
railway, the land is extra poor, it gets a little
better beyond that.
So that within five or seven miles of this line
640 acres would be quite sufficient to support a
family?-I reckon that a family could live on
it, because it would include little bits of river
flats.
I have a letter from a gentleman who has been
looking for land there, telling me it would not
support one family per square mile.
'Would
that be wrong ?-Yes, that would be wrong.

The Hon. R. B. REEs.~He is a Bourkestreet farmer.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-No; he comes
from the W'immera.
To tIle Witness.-I understand that it is land on
which bracken fern will not grow ?-There is grass
on it, not very good grass, but I dare say it could
be improved to a certain extent.
By the construction of the railway?-No, by
killing the scrub, and otherwise improving the
land.So that within five miles of this line the land
is barren ?-No, not quite barren, but it is very
poor; it is what we call third class country.

The Hon. W. H. EMBLING:
Mr. Melville talked about the enormous value
of this forest, and said that saw-millers were
giving £4 an acre for the right to cut down the
trees in the Beech Forest. What would it cost
to make the roads to this forest ?-Tramways
would have to be made.
What is your idea of the cost ?-About £100
per mile.
That would be £1,000 for every ten miles of
road to this forest ?--Yes, but some of the roads
would be shorter.
In your opinion is it desirable to conserve the
forests of the country, or to destroy them ?-I
think they ought to be conserved.
Has not the whole tendency of your examination been that these forests ought to be destroyed?
-Oh, no, I do not sa V that.
They ought to be conserved ?-I think so.

The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said that
all this talk about £4 an acre for cutting
down tre,es in the Beech Forest was beside
the question.
The forests ought to be conserved.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-For what
purpose?
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE:
If this line was const,ructed the principal traffic
on the line would be timber ?-Yes.
You are not an engineer?-No, I am not.
Consequently, you are not in a position to say
what the roads would cost ?-No, although I have
some idea.
.

Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-He has given a
verv low estimate of the cost.
the Hon. J. STERNBERG.-No; a very
high one.
The Hon. D. E. :McBRYDE:
The main traffic would probably be timber?Yes.
There are a number of saw-millers, and probably a number of others would start?-Yes.
The farmers in the district and others would
send produce by the railways ?-Yes, but I
reckon the timber trade would be the principal
trade for a long time.
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The Hon. D. MELVILLE:
'What are you preserving these forests for?\Ve cannot touch them.
\¥hat is the object of the preservation of
forests ?-1 do not know; I have no idea.

Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-Rainfall.
The Hon. D . MELVILLE:
\Vhat are these trees growing for?
Do you
thin them down ?-1 have nothing to do with the
Forest Department, but I do not think they do
much thinning up there.
You have seen these forests; what do you think
those trees are useful for ?-They are no use
there at present, except, perhaps, for climatic purposes.
Do you think it is for climatic purposes only
that we are preserving these forests ?-1 do not
know; I do not pretend to know.

The Hon.

J.

M. DAVIES:

You said that, in your opinion, y'0u thought it
was right to conserve these forests ?-1 did-particularly good forests.
Now, for what purpose would you conserve
them ?-1 would build railways to them, if I had
my own way.
To utilize the timber?-Yes; and then the land
would be fit f.or settlement after the timber is
taken off.

The Hon. W. LITTLE:
\¥e have heard some talk about 60,000 acres of
timber reserves;, if you go to the centre of that
timber, how many miles would it be from the
new railway?-lAbout twenty miles. Of course,
the railway bends to the east.
Then, from the prop.osed railway line to the
first fringe of that forest reserve how many miles
would it be ?-About five or six miles, perhaps, to
the nearest part of it.
.
How many miles would it be from the railway
right across this forest ?-It goes pretty nearly up
to the Baw Baw Range.
How many miles approximately?-It is about
five or six miles before you come to the small
timber.
And how many miles does it extend from that
point ?-It would extend fully ten miles, at any
rate.
Then to get the average haulage of the timber,
you would have to take the centre of the timber
country.
How many miles would that centre be
on the average from the railway line ?-1 reckon
that about ten miles of tramways would strike
about the centre of it. The tramways would have
to be taken up the valleys of the rivers.
Do you think the roads would be as bad to make
f.or that ten miles as for the first ten miles from
Moe ?-It would cost almost as much for roads as
for railways.
\¥ould it cost more to make that ten miles of
roads from the centre of the timber country than
to make a road for the first ten miles along the
railway line, if the railway was not there ?-The
railway line, of course, goes over different country
from that w~;ch the road would go over.
\Vould it be much more difficult to make a road
for the ten miles from the forest than for the ten
miles from the commencement of the railway line?
- I cannot say.

The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU:
You told the Committee that an ordinary road
would cost from £300 to £400 per mile, and a
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metalled road, probably, £600.
Can you tell us
what it would cost to make an ordinary corduroy
road ?-I cannot.
Not approximately?-It is only required in wet
parts.
'
Can you say what a tram, with ordinary wooden
rails, would cost ?-Yes; about £100 per mile.
The trams at "Valhalla, I understand, do not
have wooden rails ?-N o. They are better there;
but the tramways that sawmillers generally use
would cost about £100 a mile.

The Hon. H. W. H. IRVINE said he
did not wish to ask the witness any questions, because the witness had been examined already by nearly every honorable
member. He thought the witness had tried
to answer the questions honestly and intelligently, but he believed he had been Ibadgered to some extent.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he rose to
a point of order. When a witness was being
examined nonorable members could put
questions to him, but they were not entitled
to make speeches.
The ACTING CHAIRj~vIAN (the Hon.
J. BALFOUR).-I was just about to tell the
honorable member that questions may be put
now, and that discussion will come afterwards.
The Hon. H: VV'. H. IRVINE expressed
the opinion that the Committee had had
enough of this evidence, and should now
proceed with business. Honorable members
should vote at once for or against the line,
but what was being done now was pure
waste of time.
The witness then withdrew.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the evidence taken at the Bar of the Council this day, relating to the Surplus Revenue Bill,
be printed in Hansard.

The motion was agreed to,
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT movedThat the evidence taken at the Bar of the Council on \Vednesday, 17th August, relating to the
Surplus Revenue Bill, be printed in Hansard.

He said it was a matter of surprise and disappointment to members, not only in this
House, but also in the Assemblv, that no
report had appeared in H ansa;d of the
important evidence that was taken last
week.
He might mention that, at a
meeting of the Library
Committee
that afternoon, it was resolved that it was
desirable in future, whenever evidence
was called t.o the Bar of either House, and
either House desired that the evidence so
taken should be published in Hansard, that
that should be the rule.
In his opinIon it
was a sound and wholesome one.
It was
very important that honorable members
should have the evidence in connexion with
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this subject complete in itself, the more annually in building railways if we wanted
Mr. Speight was '
especially when the Council had now the the country to progress.
opportunity of consulting another place in a very clever railway manager, and that was
connexion with Money Bills, by sending sug- his opinion.
Later on, Mr. Mathieson
gestions to it, and another place would then came before the House when the Beech
have an opportunity of seeing upon what Forest raih,:ay was under discussion, and
evidence those suggestions were based.
he was found to be absolutely opposed to
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. Mathiethe construction of that line.
Discussion was resumed on item 6 of the son's evidence on that point was very reschedule - "Towards Walhalla railway, markable.
Speaking of the grand Beech
Forest country with all the work of twenty
£30,000."
The Han. J. H. ABBOTT stated that years-the trees rung, and clover and rye
he had had the honour of sitting on the grass growing all over the forest--this
Railways Standing Comm"ittee during the great railway magnate said"-""Vhy, genwhole of the examination with regard to this tlemen, if you do well you will buyout all
line. He had travelled with the commit- these settlers and le.t the railway alone."
tee over the country, and had examined' it He (Mr. Melville) had been scarcely able
in every way. At that time he had felt it to contain himself when such evidence was
He pointed out that if the evihis duty upon all the facts that were then given.
ascertained, including the fact that the Long dence of this railway magnate, with his
Tunnel mine had some seven or eight miles salary of £3,500, was to be taken, and if
of tramways which would compete with the the Beech Forest was to be abandoned, that
railwav, to vote against the line.
As he part of the country would go back to the
However, Parwas now the only member in the House who wallaby and the kangaroo.
had been a member of the Railways Stand- liament did not pay much attention, at that
ing Committee when the report on this line time, to the views of Mr. Mathieson, and
To-night a
was adopted-Mr. Melville being Minister the line was constructed.
of Defence !It the time-he thought it was whole battalion of railway officers had aphis duty to say how he came to the con- peared at the Bar, and although the Walclusion to vote against the line.
The evi- halla railway was authorized by Parliament
dence he had now heard in this Chamber, four years ago, it appeared that these
in his opinion, had certainly not improved' officers had not taken sufficient interest in
the prospects of the line. Honorable mem- the matter .to consider it in any way. They
bers were told that the population of Wal- knew nothmg about the business, and not
halla was very much decreased, and that one of them had had sufficient public spirit
the yield of gold showed a large falling off. or se,nse of duty to go to the district, and
Not only
As to the land, whether forest or agricul- see what the country was like.
tural land, it must be in very much the that, but Mr. Tait had advised the Railsame state as it was when the Railways ways Standing Committee that the country
In other
Standing Committee visited it four or five' ought to cease making railways.
years ago.
Under these circumstances, he words, the clock was to be stopped, and no
felt that he would still have to vote against further development was to take place.
What could Sir Henry Cuthbert think of
the line.
The Han. D. MELVILLE said he his witnesses when they declared, after all
wished to make a few remarks about the the enthusiasm that had been expressed
evid'ence given by the officers who had been about the development of our forests and
brought to the Bar of the House-and very the country generally, that their advice was
properl y-at the instance of Sir Henry for us to make a dead stop-that Parliament
Cuthbert. The Council at various times had ought not even to construct a miserable little
ta.ken the evidence of three different Chief narrow-gauge line to Walhalla and the Baw
Commissioners of Railways. Mr. Speight Baw Ranges? The saw-miller was ready
was examined on one occasion, and Mr. to spend £100 a mile on tramways, and
Mathieson on another.
Now they had the miners at Walhalla had constructed a
heard the evidence of Mr. Tait. An extra- tramway that was really a narrow-gauge
ordinary difference of opinion existed on the railway, to bring timber to the mines j yet
part of these Commissioners.
When Mr. the Gove.rnment, according to these witSpeight was examined by this House his nesses, must not spend this money to make
These witnesses
evidence went to show not only" that we a railway to Walhalla.
should build railways, but-that we should would, no doubt, shut up the Upper House
spend two millions and a half of money if they could, and the other House as well,
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long as it would suit their own book. quantity of timber, and promised to be one
Howe.ver, the opinions they had expressed of the best lines in the State. If honorable
must, no doubt, be accepted as represent- members went to S,vitzerland they would see
ing their honest views.
The men who narrow-gauge lines that were being built to
had gone to this part of Gippslana in the the tops of the mountains, through country
early days, and had started the Long Tun- that was entirely barren for about nine
nel mine, were· men of a very different months in the year. When that was condescription.
The father of his honorable trasted with the re!.iources of our own counfriend, "Mr. Pearson, for instance, when try, honorable members should not hesitate
he first went to· Vl alha11a, had to carry for a moment in agreeing to a line of this
,ladders with him in order to get into kind. He had quite expected that the railthe place.
An immense amount of work ""vay officials would give evidence of the hesihad been done by those men in the Long tating kind that had been heard that evenTunnel mine, and something over a million ing, and that their evidence would be used
and a half of money had been got out of it. as a sort of Westinghouse brake on railway
When the RailwaySi Standing Committee were development. The evidence of all these exinquiring into the line to Edi, beyond Wan- perts was, as a rule, antagonistic to the progaratta, some of the saw-millers declared per and natural progre3sion of the country.
that the trees in a certain part of that dis- \Ve should build railwavs to-day not at a
trict would be worth £1 apiece, if the rail- cost of £4,000 a mile, b~t advant~ge should
way was built. In the same way the value be ta~en of the .newer ideas in railway conof the timber in the neighbourhood of the structIOn. For l11stancc, he believed that a
Walhalla line would be enormously increased proposal was made at one time to put a weir
if the line was constructed. The Railways across the Thompson River near Walhalla.
Standing Committee had not suggested for I f that were done power might be obtained
The
a moment that the line would be built simply to work the railway very cheaplv.
on account of the Long Tunnel mine. Every value of the timber and the othe; natural
one knew that mining districts were liable to resources of that district was unquestionperiods of depreission, but it was expected able. I t had never occurre'd to any man
that the construction of this railway would that these forests were being conserved
arrest the downward tendency, so far as merely with the object of allowing the trees
Walhalla was concerned, and if the work to rot. The settler in the Beech For"est
had been carried out when the committee immediately he got his land, had been abl~
recommended it four years ago, he had no to sell the trees upon it for about £ 4 an
doubt whatever that that would have been acre. In his opinion, therefore, the Governthe result. Unfortunately, the Government ment was th~roughly justified in pressing on
was not able at the time to spare the money. the constructIOn of the Walhalla line. The
It was said that since then 1,000 people had qyestion of cost, however, might be reconleft Walhalla, but even if that were true it slde:ed, b~cau?e there was a possibility of
would make very little difference in the pros- . makmg thIS raIlway for very much less than
pects of the line. What was wanted was to £ 12 9,000. In the case of the Beech Forest
ir..duce people to 'settle on the land, and thev line, the Railways Standing Committee had
would not do that unless they ·were provided sa id distinctl y, "If you cannot build this line
with facilities to get their produce to mar- for £60,000, you shall not build it at alL"
ket. He was satisfied that there was untold" S~bsequent.ly, the Ra~h~ays Standing Comwealth in our trees and our land, almost mIttee obtal11ed the Opl11IOn of the Engineerjustifying the ideal railway expenditure sug- in-Chief as to whether he could construct
gested by Mr. Speight. It was on that the line .if the cost was limited to £60,000.
groun~ chiefly that the Railways Standing On Apnl 10, 1900, the Engineer-in-Chief
CommIttee recommended the Walhalla line. gave his certificate as follows : The farmers at Moondarra showed the comI believe that I can make a workable 2ft. 6in.
mittee what the land could produce. There ga"uge r~ilway from Colac to Beech Forest,
was no narrow-gauge line that the Railways thuty mIles lcng, alonrr the surveyed route with
~radients as deSIgned by me, for £60,000, ~xclu
Standing Committee had vet recommended sl~e of the money already spent on surveys, which
that did not give good promise of being a wIll be equal to the initial traffic.
success. In the same way the Mallee railways had been forced through Parliament,
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.--Did he
do it?
h order to develop that part of the State,
and they were now doing splendidly.
The
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE said he cer.
Warburton line was carrying an enormous tainly be~an to do it and finished it. All
]So

Hon. D. Melville.
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the extra money that, Parliament had to be ~o~mitte~ had heard to-night, would fully
asked to vote was because of certain land- JustIfy those honorable members who e'nterslips that occurred in the very wet season. taine'd the opinion that thi's item of £3 0 ,000
They caused an ~xpenditure of only a few ought to be opposed. He had come to the
thousand pounds more.
conclusion from tte evidence that he heard
The Han. W. J. EVANs.-What has been this evening, that it would be very unwise
'
the total cost of the line?
indeed if the Committee were to sanction
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-£120,000.
the construction of a portion of the line from
The Han. D. MELVILLE said it had ,Moe to Tyers River, a distance of ten miles,
cost no such sum. This w~s 30 miles of portion of which was well served at the prerailway in similar country to the Walhalla sent time from Moe for a distance of three
country. The Premier might yet say that and a half mile3. Beyond that three and
this amount was in his hands, and that the a. half miles there was little or no populaWalhalla line need not cost so much as tIon to pay for the construction of tte line.
£ 12 9,000.
On one point the Chairman of the Railways
The Han. W. H. EDGAR.-Do you sug- Commissione1rs was very clear, and that was
gest that it should be referred back to the that if the line was to stop at the end of •
Railways Standing Committee?
the ten miles it ought not to be constructed.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he was When honorable members considered the
not suggesting anything. The Beech Forest nature of the country between Tyers River
lill'=' had doubled the estimated traffic on an and W ~lhalla, and tt.e very great changes
original cost of £60,000, and, therefore, tl~at had taken place in the mining commuw,here could there be any mistake in the mty at Walhalla, and the pro3pects of the
recommendation of the Railways Standing ?iff:rent .mines. there, they we're perfectly
Committee for the construction of these nar- Jushfied m saymg that, with a population
row-gauge railways? The Premier was diminishe? by one-third, they ought to pause
only proposing to make the first ten miles and to gIve tte best consideration to the
of this railway, and nothing more. It was evidence of. the experienced gentleman' who
really clearing the way for the complete was here to-day. When the question was put
line, and ,it was quite possible that the to hiJ?' "Can you recommend conscientiously
Premier might see his way, in view of cer- t? th~~ Cor:nmittee that this will be a paying
tain suggestions that might yet be made, to lme? that gentleman answered fairly that
say that this rail way did not need to cost he had never gone over the] ine himself and
£129,000.
It might be urged that what that during the period that he had beed here
he was saying was in the direction of de- there was little or no comment about the
ferring the construction of the line, but he construction of this line until very recently.
wac; not afraid of any charge of that charac- Honorable members Knew how the time
ter. When he induced the House to pass o~ the Commissioners was pretty fully occuthe Bill for the construction of this line a pIed, and there was no suggestion from the
few years ago, he certainly had it in view Govern:n~nt of the day that after four years
that it would be constructed at once. In the opmlOD of those ,gentlemen shaul d be
a trumpery business of this kind, seeing taken to ascertain whether, in view of tte
that it was only the construction of a small great changes that had taken place, it would
portion of the line, he did not think the be sound or good policy on the part of ParCommittee could dare to take the advice of liament to give its sanction to the conthose gentlemen who appeared before them struction of the line. He did not think it
necessary to speak at any length now on this
to-night.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT remarked {;ubject, because most of the members of the
that honorable members had listened with House were pretty well tired of the circumgreat attention to the very eloquent speech stances. They had given a vast amount of
which had just now been delivered by Mr. time and consideration to the question, and
Melville. This, of course, had been a pet he did !lOt think the time could be proscheme of Mr. Melville's. He introduced it perly saId to have been wasted in this disinto this House, and by the forcible manner cussion. The discussion had been fairly and
in which he presented it, he gained the well and very properly carried on. In the
House on his side. While he (Sir Henry consideration of the Surplus Revenue Bill
Cuthbert) admitted that there might have this was the only item out of 70 on which
been some reasons four years ago for the members of the Council differed from the
construction of the line, the discussion that views of the Assembly, and that jusrified
had taken place, and the evidence that the him in asking the Committee to adopt the
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motion which he now intended to propose.
The great change that had take~ place in
Walhalla had induced the PremIer of the
State to say that he attached little or no
importance to the trade of Walhalla. The
honorable gentleman was perfectl y jus~ified
in arriving at that conclusion.
It ca.m~ out
in the evidence to-day that one solItary
coach travelling daily was sufficient to suppI y all the passenger traffic.
.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-They dId not
mention the special coaches.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said nobody
asked the witnesses about the spedal coaches.
The Hon. A. O. SACHsE.-One coach
used to carryall the passengers to Sydney.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said that nobody had mentioned the evidence of G. T.
Bateman, who was examined by the Railways Standing Committee four years ago.
This was his evidenceTo the Clzairman.-I am an hotelkeeper, at
Toongabbie. Of the four lines to Walhalla I do
not favour any of them.
.,
'Vhich would serve 'Walhalla the best r-I could
not tell you that. I do not want a railway to
Walhalla at all. I do not think Walhalla is deserving of a railway. I do not .think it would
pay. I was living in \Valhalla el.ght years previous to coming here. I was not 10 favour of a
railway when I was there; I w~s always a strong
.opponent of it.
I do not thmk that Walhalla
,would be benefited in the slightest degre.e by .30
railway from anywhere; at the same tune, It
would do injury to oth.er places, and probably
would injure Vlalhalla Itself.

An HONORABLE i\IEMBER.-He was agent
for an opposition coach from Moe.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said the honorable member never referred ~o that man
in the slightest degree. The WItness added
thait the quantity of ,goods brought to Walhalla did not exceed 48 tons ewery week.
The Committee had already heard of the
seven passengers a day, or 42 passengers a
'Week.
Who, then, would say that the line
Of course, the Premier had
would pay?
to fall back upon the lands, and Mr. Melville gave the Committee a very glowing account of the great value of the timber, and
brought honorable members to t~e ~eech
Forest.
He pointed to the splendId tlmber
there alongside the railwav line, and said
that each tree was worth .;: I.
In round
numbers, £ 130,000 was to be provided for
the construction of this railway, without
making any provision for making roads,
perhaps at intervals of a mile or so, to get
into the timber country.
Without those
'roads the timber could not be taken
-out.
It would be an injudicious and
wanton waste of the money of this
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State to proceed at the present time
with this railway.
If, in the course of
a year or two, a wonderful change took
place at Walhalla, if the Long Tunnel
Company was successful in its great enterprise, as he hoped it would be, in the meantime the Commissioners could go up and
examine for themselves, and be' in a position to furnish a report, and, if necessary,
they could be examined again when a Bill
relating to the line came up, and could give
full and' ample information to the House
as to whether the construction of the line
He therefore
would be justified or not.
thought the proper course would be to suggest to the Legislative Assembly that this
item should be omitted.
He did not think
it would be necessary for the Council to
state any reasons whatever.
Those reasons would be gathered from a reading of
the speeches inHansard, and of the evidence that would be published in Hansard.
Sixty-nine of the items in this schedule
had· been passed by this House and another place, and this House was desirous
that the public works provided for should
He begged
be proceeded with at once.
to moveThat a message be sent to the Legislative Assembly, suggesting the omission of item No.6,
"TowarJs 'Valhalla Railway, £3°,000."

The Hon. J. M. DAVIE S remarked that
he intended to say only a very few words,
because he supposed every honorable member had' made up his mind how he intended
to vote,. and no vote would be changed
by anytIiing that had been said by any honorable member.
At the time the Lilydale
to \Varburton line was constructed there
was only one coach a day, so that that was
no criterion of what the traffic on a new line
He certainly was surprised at
would be.
the first part of the evidence given by IHr.
Black, but his surprise was abated when he
found that Mr. Black had received instructions that his evidence was to be confined to a
radius of five miles from the railway. That
information was not given to the Committee
at first, and it was only by the subsequent
examination of the witness that the Committee became aware of that.
Sir Henrv
Cuthbert had stated that he had decidf';]
to move this motion on account of the evidence given to-day, but he would remind
the honorable member that on August 10 he
moved an exactly similar motion without
having heard one word of the evid'ence.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-I am onlv
strengthened in my view.
.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said this railway was reported on by the Railways
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Standing Committee, and it then gassed
Parliament.
In pursuance of the law the
persons who were affected by the line subscribed the necessary money to purchase
the land that was required for the railway, and paid that money to the Treasury.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-Is it paid?
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said it was
paid, but he did not know what its ultimate
fate had been. So far as he knew, it was
there now.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT .-It ought to be
handed back.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said that if
there was anything that should be observed
bv Parliament as between Parliament and
the people it was when Parliament itself
'passed an Act, and the Government, in pursuance of that \Act, received from the people
interested the price which they had to pay
for the benefits they got under it. It would
be a gross act of repudiation if this line
was not gone on with.
The Han. A. McLELLAN.-There will be
no injustice to the people if the money is
refunded to them.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said it would
be a great injustice. No one knew what
had taken place in the way of contracts,
relying upon the faith of Parliament carrying out that responsibility. Returning the
money would not meet the case at all. The
Comn1ittee had. been a long time over this
item, and he ,yould like to get to a vote as
soon as possible.
The Han. W. L. BAILLIEU observed
that he wished to make a few points on the
one aspect of this line of which he thought
he had some knowledge, and which in this
House had been, he would not say wilfully
misrepresented, but put certainly in a way
that was not in accordance with the actual
position. That· was the aspect that referred
to the mines. He was very much -in doubt
indeed as to whether he could vote for this
line at all until he heard the Premier. He
was much affected by what the honorable
gentleman said, although he thought the
honorable gentleman took a very robust view
of the whole position. A great oleal had
been said here that was not the truth concerning the mines, and he believ·ed that honorable members had not a clear conception
of the position. Mr. Irvine was interested
in mining, and he should understand the
position, if he would take the trouble to
look into it.
The Han. H. W. H. IRVINE.-I neV~I
spoke about mining.
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The Han. W. L. BAILLIEU said
the pOSItIOn to-day from the mining
side of the question warranted this line
more than it did four years ago.
Last week Mr. Aikman said that one honorable member had stated that some £4 0 ,000
or £50,000 was being spent by the Long
Tunnel ICompany looking for the lode, and
he (Mr. Baillieu) interjected that that was
VVhat he did say was that the
not true.
company had spent £35,000, and would
have spent altogether £5o,000-probably
it .would be. nearer. £60,000-before they
fimshed, not In lookmg for the lode but in
equipping their mine to deal with' the ore
bodies tha't had been left 'exposed and
proved to be worth some 9 dwts. to I I dwts.
to the ton.
If anyone would take the
trouble to analyze the returns from the Long
Tunnel mine for the last 2! years, they
would see that, the~ had had an average ret~rn of somethmg lIke 10 to II dwts., which
dId no~ par, because it was costing them
s~methmg lIke 50S. a ton to do their work.
No one knew better than Mr. Irvine that
it was not right to carryon mining at that
loss.
\ ,That was now being done should
have been done any time during the last
ten ~ears, a~d he thought it was to the discredIt and dIsgrace of the people in charge
of the mine that i~ was not done long ago.
Th~y had cast aSIde now every stitch of
theu old .machinery, and they had abandoned ~heu ol~ shaft and their old habits.
The eVIdence m co~nexion with the mining
aspect of the questIon had been distorted
because what he was saying now was th~
truth co~cerning the matter, and if the evidence ,:TIth regard to the land had been distorted In the same way, then the Committee
ha.d been misled. The company had thrown
aSIde e.verything and had -embarked on an
~xpendIture that would run into £5 0 ,000,
In order to be able to treat the are bodies
that were known to exist in the mine and
that were known to be worth a certain' average per ton, and in addition to that deveIopm~nts . had taken place in the ad joining
~me SInce they embarked on this undertakmg that had proved the mine to be of stilI
g:reater value, but the amount of that additIOna! value could not yet be definitely asc~rtamed.
He had been told in the lobbIes by honorable members that they did
no~ understClcnd the true position.
. he HON. J. G. AIKMAN.-You explained
It fully then to me, and you convinced me.
T~1e Han. W. L. BAILLIEU said he was
makmg t~ese statements now to convince
If the honorable member
the IComm] ttee.
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was in ignorance, at that time it was only
fair for him (i\tlr. Baillieu) to try to convince the Committee of what he knew to
With regard to the aspect
be the position.
of the line as it referred to the land, many
of Mr. Black's statements could be taken to
show that he did not believe the line should
be built, while many others of his statements seemed to show that he did believe it
should be built. Mr. Black said, in answer
to the Attorney-General, that the line should
be built to make valuable the immense
forests there, which, he said, were of no
value as they were.
He was certainly
going to disregard a good deal that had
been said against the line, and he was going
Many
to rely upon that which he knew.
statements that had been put forward had
been distorted, and, perhaps, were worth
no more than the statements that had been
made against the line with regard to the
mining aspect of the question, of which he
was now speaking with some knowledge.
The Hon. W. PEARSON observed that
Sir Henry Cuthbert laid great stress upon
the six passengers in the daily coach from
Moe to Walhalla.
At the same time the
honorable member forgot that there was a
coach three days a week from Toongabbie
to Walhalla, whic!1 carried more than six
P1SSe!1gers, while from Moe, althoup-h the
mail coach onl y took six passengers,
he thought there was hardly a day went by
without three or four, if not more, special
coaches going. If honorable members would
w('lrk our what six passengers travellirJg six
days a week meant, they would find that in
the twelve months it would give more than
the estimated loss on this line.
The estimated loss was £700 a year, while six pas:sengers a day would work out at over
,.£1,000 a year.
He did not deny that th(;;
populatiun had decreased, but honorable
members might well look at that question in
another light.
The principal mine had
been doio t; dead work for the last three
years, and spending an enormous amount of
money.
Th~
sh:.lfeholders had shown
their confidence in the mine, and there had
not been a defaulter as regarded paying a
shilling call once a month, while on four occ2~ions rhe call had been 2S. a share. The
company were now within a very short time
of being ('n the gold.
In fact, they expected to be on very rich stone before
Christmas. The natural result would be increasen. employment, and the popuhtion
would increase from this out.
In fact,
he thought it had already begun to increase.
There was no danger that this line would
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land the count.ry in a he3.vy loss.
The
passenger traffic alone would more than meet
the estimated loss.
Walhalla was not only
kt:own to Vlctorians, but it was known ail
over the world.
The Long Tunnel mi'le
had given it that name, and the first question
that many visitors from the old country
:lsked ",a5, "'Where is 'Valhalla? Can we
vVhen they heard ,a:)out tbe
get there?"
terrible roads and all the difficulties of the
journey, they cried off, but if a railway was
built, they would flock rhere, for there was
no doubt that Walhalla was the" Temple of
Fame."
The Hon. J. STERNBERG said he did
~ot wish to give a silent vote on this questIon, and therefore would give his reasons
why he proposed to vote with the Government. It had been clearly demonstrated to
him that the proposal was the outcome of a
contract entered into by the Government
with the people of the locality, and that was
shown by the formation of the trust, and
by the fact that the people had pJ.id r.ertalIl
1110;)(,), •

The Hon. H. W. H. IRVINE.-Subject to
the passing of the money by Parliament.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG said that,
having heard the evidence, and having read
the statements submitted to this Chamber,
he was convinced that, under proper management and proper conditions, the railway
would pay. If he did not think it would
he would not be prepared to vote for it. He
took cognisance of the tlm'ber and mining
resources of the district, and, having heard
the statement of :Mr. Baillieu, who was an
authority on mining, he had no hesitation
in taking up the position he had explained.
'Members knew from the report submitted
by Mr. Black in 1899 that the land was very
much bett~r than that officer had stated tonight. His evidence was very conflicting indeed, but he did not desire to particularly
censure him. The evidence given to-night
was very contradictory, and not altogether
in keeping with what they might have expected from an officer of the Lands Department. He did not think anything he could
sav would alter the views of honorabl'e membe~s, for they had made UD their minds as to
how they would vote. If the line were not
constructed now it would be constructed in
the near future, because, as pointed out by
Mr. Pearson, it should be constructed, if
only on account of the mining resources of
the district.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD observed
that he wished also to state the reasons that
actuated him in coming to the conclusion
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he had arrived at. Members had heard a
lot of evidence from witnesses supposed
to be skilled witnesses, and had heard the
opinions of honorable members who knew
the loc~lity and knew its possibilitie~. Th~t
evidence and those statements conflIcted 111
a very marvellous manner. One ~vho, ~ike
himself, considered the matter dlspassIOnately and without prejudice, must necessarily feel in a position of great doubt as
to how he should vote. He wished to call
attention to the real position of' matters.
The rail"'ay had already been authorized
by Parliament, and the s~m in this item
was intended to start the raIlway. If members passed this item they pledged themselves, and they backed up the Government
and pledged the country to go on with the
work and complete it. Mr. Tait, in whom
honorable members had the utmost confidence, stated that the ten miles ought not to
be built, and could not pay unless the remainder of the line was made. If this item
were passed the Chamber would be pledged
to carrying out the whole work. If me~bers voted in favour of the proposal of SIr
Henry Cuthbert they would simp~y leave
the question in abeyance. In doing so they
would not be repealing the Act that authorized the construction of the line, but would
be simply saying that in their opinion they
did not think that the Government ought to
use the surplus revenue money in starting
this railway. In the future, if what the
optimistic members of the House told them
occurred, and settlement took place, or there
was any serious indication that settlement
would take pl~ce, the proposal could be.
brou~ht up' agam, the money could ~e voted
for It, and the work could 'be carned o~t.
!hese ~vere the reasons t.hat actuated hIm
m co~mg to the conclUSIOn th~t he ust
hold. h!s hand for the J?res~nt, WIth the VIew
of gIVmg an opportumty m the future.
The Hon. E. MILLER remarked that M!.
Harwood had taken. the ,~ords out of hIS
mouth. In supportmg SIr Henry ~uthbert's proposal he did not want .it to be
thought that he was oppo~ing t~e BIll: !he
evidence given in conneXlOn WIth thI~ Item
showed the necessity for further conslderation of the matter. At present, as fa.r as
he could see, the money would be unwIsely
expended in making this line, and should
not be voted.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMA~ said that the
other evening he ~ook exceptIon to a remark
made by Mr. Balllieu in regard to the expenditure of a certain sum of n;OI!ey on the
Long Tunnel mine. 'Mr. Ballheu stated

n:

that the owners of the once famous Long
Tunnel mine, which he hoped would be
famous again, were spending something like
£50,000, of which some £36,000 had
already been spent to work the mine in a
modern way. He (Mr. Aikman) took it
that the honorable member had stated that
the once famous mine would be famous
again when they had spent that money. He
hoped that when the money was spent the
company would meet with favorable
ground. Nothing had been said in the de'bate to alter his opinion that further information was necessary.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he
wished to explain in regard to the £68,49 6
from the latest report of the Railways Standing Committee as the total cost
of the Beech Forest line, that £6,000 of
that sum was due to wages, which had been
raised to 7S • a day. That increase was due
to the extra wages paid, so that the Railways Standing Committee's estimate was
perfectly correct.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said. he
would like to refer to the evidence given by
Mr. Tait, who stated that tfie Railways
Commissioners had not been consulted as to
whether this line should be constructed or
not. He was astonished to hear that. He
did not think that any of the Commissioners
was competent to give an opinion on the
matter. They simply went by the information of their officers. What more could they
know about the matter than the business
men of the Council knew? Therefore he
could not see why any great importance
should be attached to the evidence the.y
gave.
A great deal of capital was made
out of the fact that people had left, or
were leaving, Walhalla. Anyone who had
been in Victoria for any length of time
must know that the population fluctuated in
all these mining centres, but when gold was
struck, th~ pe.ople flocked back just as
rapidly as they went away.
He put a
question to Mr. Black about the timber, and
Mr. Black gave the sensible reply that the
timber was the most valuable thing in connexion with the railway.
The best timber
in Victoria was to be found in that district,
and why should not facilities be afforded to
bring it to market?
He stated the other
night that a set was made against this line,
and he was confirmed now in that opinion.
He ,-vas satisfiea ~hat the line would pay,
and .It was only nght th~t .me~bers shou.ld
c~nslder the people resldmg m ~he d!stnct, who had .at present .many dIfficultIes
to contend WIth.
A lme would also
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encourage people to settle there. He hoped
honorable members would think seriously
before voting against the proposal.
Several HONORABLE l\1EMBERs.-Vote,
vote!
The Hon. R. B. REES said there seemed
to be a desire on the part of some
ho~orable members to gag others.
He
had extracted some valuable information
by questioning Mr. Black, who had given
evidence before the dinner hour that he
contradicted afterwards, showing that there
was something behind the evidence he had
given before the dinner hour, and that he
had been advised by his superior officer to
give evidence on the basis of a radius of
five miles, when the radius was understood
to be ten miles.
I t had been stated that
the Railways Commissioners knew nothing
about the line. He had read the following in
the Railways Standing Committee's report :'These figures i.ndicate that, in the opinion of
the Railways Commissioner, this is a railwav
which may .be expected to very nearly pay inte'rest on c:apltal cost and working expenses from
the start.
If the cost of construction can be
reduced to £4,000 per mile, as anticipated, it
will only require a very slight increase in the
estimated traffic to cover" the comparatively small
deficit of £715 per annum, disclosed in the Commissioner's statement.
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depel?d in a great measure upon the timber,
and, 111 a few years time, the timber, within
a reasonable distance of the line, would all
b-= cut down, and then there would not be
much traffic fo~ the line to depend upon.
Even the PremIer remarked in this Chamber the other night that the crop on the
land now was the best that would ever be
on it, so that the Premier admitted that
there would be a. better return from the
It was,
timber than from anything else.
therefore, obvious that the Government
should give the most serious consideration
to the matter before going on with the construction of the line.
The Premier stated
that it was the law, and that the Government were going to carry it out j but the Attorney-General stated that no Act of Parliament could tie the hands of honorable members.
He supposed that honorable members would attach as much weight to the
opinion of the Attorney-General as to that
of the Premier.
In regard to the timber,
there would be great disadvantages in connexion with this line as compared with other
lines, for the timber would have to be transferred at Moe, and there would be great
expense in conveying it.
Mr. Pearson
stated that when the Premier visited Walhalla he had a terrible time of it· and that
should give honorable members ~n idea of
what the country was like.
If the roads
were so bad on the coach routes what must
they be in other parts of the district? Mr.
Pearson also stated that the roads were in
a disgraceful state at Wood's Point and
that it was discreditable to Victori~ that
there was no railwav communication there
for the conveyance of the goods. He thought
the honorable member was in error in making that statement, because he was at Warburton a few months ago and knew that the
goods went through from Mansfield on the
other side.
He hoped members would not
pass the item, for if thev did they would
be committing themselves to the construction
of the whole line.,
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE moved-

He did not. see how it could be said that
the Railways Commissioners knew nothing
about the line.
There was an appendix
in the Railways Standing Committee's report, signed by Mr. Mathieson, a former
Railways Commissioner, and this appendix
ga ve the exact position in regard to the line.
Mr. Mathieson, after due inquiry, and aftel
receiving exhaustive reports from his officers,
estimated that the deficit on the proposed
line would be only £715.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said he had
intended to refrain from speaking, but seeing that some honorable members were inclinea to prolong the dehate, he' thought he
might make a few remarks.
He would
oppose the construction of the line. 'According to the evidence given before the ' That progress be reported.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
Railways Standing Committee., there would
be a loss of £715 on the line, but as Sir he was always anxious to get on with the
This seemed to be a neverHenry Cuthbert pointed out the other night business.
that was only on .the understanding that ending discussion, and it was quite possible
the lUonev could be got at 3! per cent. that there might be a small House next
The Premier stated that the Tuesday. Before that time members would
interest.
money could not be borrmved now under be able to read the evidence which the Go4! per cent., and that would make the loss vernment had directed should be printed
He was, therefore, inclined
0'1 the line ne:arly £2,000.
It was known in H a/Hard.
that many of our railway TInes when first to concede to the proposal that progress
built did not pay. This line if built would shoul d be reported.
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gone on this particular subject.
They
might now consider the Railways Standing
Committee practically of no value, because
Ayes
I2
they were not going to accept that body's
Noes
15
recommendations, nor to give any consideration to what had been stated by the PreMajority against the motion
3
mier, who personally inspected this district.
Then they had the evidence of the public
AYES.
officers given to-night, and the fact that the
Mr. Rees,
Mr. Brown,
Railways Standing Committee, after full
Mr. Sachse,
Mr. Davies,
inquiry, considered it desirable that the
Mr. Sternberg.
Mr. McBryde,
line should be made.
It had been stated
Mr. Melville,
Tellers.
that there would be a loss of £715 annuMr. Payne,
Mr. Baillieu,
Mr. Pearson,
ally on the line, but, on the other hand, it
Mr. Crooke.
Mr. Pitt,
must be remembered that at present there
were no fewer than three roads in Walhalla
NOES.
being maintained, and that the expense inMr. Luxton,
Mr. Abbott,
vol ved was five or six times greater than the
Mr. Manifold,
Mr. Aikman,
anticipated loss on the line would be. The
Mr. McDonald,
Mr. Cain,
Mr. McLellan,
cost of carrying goods at present was very
Sir Henry Cuthbert,
Mr. Miller.
Mr. Evans,
gr((at.
He did not admit that there would
Tellers.
Mr. Harwood,
be any loss whatever on the line.
In reMr. Edgar,
Mr. Irvine,
gard to certain evidence given to-night conDr. Embling.
Mr. Little,
cerning the timber trade, he confessed that
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE said he had he knew nothing about the land lying some
listened to the debate on this question with distance away from the railway line, but he
a considerable amount of interest.
He knew that a considerable area of very
thought he knew something about Wal- good agricultural land existed within reahalla and the surroundi~g district, but he sonable distance of the line, and he knew
had certainly heard a considerable amount men who had remained in occupation of
of startling information.
The object~ons that land on the faith of Parliament passwhich he supposed had most weIght ing this line.
They had remained there
were those raised by Sir Henry Cuthbert, and thrown away some of the best years of
and they simply amounted to this: their life in struggling with very
that he apparently considered that great difficulties, trusting always that Parthis would be a line to the Long liament would carry out the undertaking it
Tunnel mine.
Sir Henry Cuthbert had entered into. Allusion had been made
seemed to think that because the number of to the fact that a trust had been con. men employed in that mine had decreased stituted. That bodv had considerable
Walhalla was wiped out for ever.
The trouble in getting the necessary sum to put
position at Walhalla was exactly the same down, and they were paying a high rate of
as that of a man who had his factory burnt interest on it, but that obligation was appardown, and while it was being rapidly rebuilt ent! y to be disregarded to some extent bv
found it necessary to dismiss a considerable some members of this Chamber. He said
number of hands.
The work at the Long to some extent, because the fact that the
Tunnel mine, which had cost about Chamber made this 'suggestion did not mean
£35,000, was now almost completed, and actuall y that this sum of money would not
before this section of the line was made be expended. This Chamber had the right
the owners of the mine would be in a posi- only to suggest to another House that the
tion to know what its future was likely to item should be omitted, and if the other
be. That was only one of the many aspects House did not agree to it, how would this
of this question.
Ther~ were many other Chamber stand? Was it proposed to throw
things to be considered in regard to the the Bill out on account of this particular
traffic that might come to the line. A large item? This Chamber was taking up a verv
amount of evidence had been given, a good strong pa.;ition, and would be doing a very
deal of which was conflicting, and he undignified thing if it had to back down
doubted whether members were much wiser from what appeared to be a very ill-advised
Very great caution should be
now th;m they were at the beginning.
It action.
was a reflection on what members had done observed before establishing this precedent.
in the past to go to the extent they had If they were going to take a certain course
The Committee divided on the question
to report progress-
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of action in connexion with their fi~st suggestion, which they could not consistently
follow out, they would be establishing a precedent that another place would only be too
re3.dy to take advantage of in connexion
with other matters on which right might be
on the side of thi'3 Chamber, and they might
find that the right of suggestion had become
practically valueless. There were some people in the Walhalla district who were interested in having the line thrown out. He
was quite aware that letters had been written to honorable members giving one side
of the question alone, and no doubt those
opinions carried a considerable amount of
weight. He was afraid that, in 'some instances, the case was prejudiced before the
other side 'was heard at all. The carriers
and coach proprietors, who would be affected
bv the construction of the line would no
doubt bring a considerable amount of inflUE!nce to bear to prevent its being constructed. Sir Henry Cuthbert to-night read
certain evidence given before the Railways
Standing Committee by 1'.1r. Bateman, an
This man's
hotelkeeper at Toongabbie.
hotel was on one of the rival route~, which
would suffer very materially if the line was
made, and 'Mr. Bateman therefore opposed
That was
the construction of the line.
about the only item in tte evidence that Sir
Henry Cuthbert could get hold of to support his arguments. There was one other
aspect of the question that was of considerable importance. 'He had received from
Walhalla about five or six sheets of foohcap
referring to the various mistakes made in
the debates on this question, and one mistake particularly alluded to was the stress
laid by some honorable members on the
expenditure on certain tramways It was
held that these tramways would compete
with the railway line, and that consequently
a large amount of the revenue anticipated
from the line would not be obtained. The
estimate of the Railways Commissioners in
regard to the revenue was that passengers
would give £980, goods other than minerals
£5,760, live stock £75, and all other traffic £500. The sum of £5,760 did not include any estimate in connexion with mining timber or firewood, and if any allowance whatever was made for that traffic, it
was in the 'Sum of £500 which was set down
Consequently it
as for" all other traffic."
could be concluded that not one single class
of goods that would be conveyed on the line
was affected bv the statement he had referred to. Si; Henry Cuthbert and other
honorable members had based the passenger
Hon. E. ,. Crooke.
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traffic on the traffic of the coaches from
Walhalla, but if any honorable member had
ever undertaken that journey, he would soon
realize that people had no inducement
to travel and would not undertake the
journey unless it was absolutely necessary.
When he Wal:; at Walhalla he was asked if
he would be in favour of bringing members
of the Legislative Council there to see the
place for themselves. He replied that the
questioner's desire was apparently to wipe
out the Council in one act, because he felt
that if honorable members undertook the
hardships of that trip they would never come
roack.
It was greatly to the credit of
the Premier that he had undertaken the journey to see for himself what the difficulties
were. He did not think the Premier would
forget it in a hurry, although the journey
wa!'..; undertaken in the very best period of
the year. In the midwinter or the wet season the difficulties of travelling in the district were increased tenfold. ' We had from
time to time constructed a large number of
cockspurs, one of which ran to the flourishing district of Warburton, which was of much
tht! same character as the Walhalla district.
In this case there was not onlv the land
and the timber along the line, -'but at 'the
end of it practically the largest consuming
centre in Victoria at the present time that
had not got railway communication.
It
might be said that Walhalla depended on
the mining industry, and that that industry was 'uncertain, but 'Valhalla was undoubtedly one of the most certain mining
districts in the State. The Long Tunnel
Company formerly consisted of only 2,400
shares, and when the expense of getting
the auriferous stone became so great that
the mine did not pay, the shareholders had
sufficient faith in the mine to reconstruct
the company with ten times the number of
shares, without going to the English market
and floating what might have been supposed
to be a worn-out mine, planking down
£50,000 for putting down an inclined shaft
so as to tap the auriferous ore known to
exist there, through indications in the
workings of the Long Tunnel, and from the
fact that the Long Tunnel Extended had
worked it up to the v-ery boundary. of the
Long Tunnel. The shareholders having had
th;.' confidence to do that, on the strength
of the expert knowledge at their command,
he did not think any stronger argument
could be adduced to prove that the future
of the mine was assured.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN.-Will the line
pay very much better afterwards?
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The Hon. E. J. CROOKE said the Long
Tunnel Company had gone through two
chapters of its history, and was now opening the third.. Its first chapter covered a
very prosperous period. At the end of the
first chapter" the company ,had to cease
work, the shares went down, and calls were
made. But eventually it entered into the
second chapter of its existence, which was
as profitable a period as the first, and there
was no reason to believe that the mine would
not prove as' good at a depth as it had
proved in the past. The other day the
Long Tunnel Extended Company took a
crushing from about the very same depth,
and it yielded very nearly 2 ounces to the
ton. Since then they had had another crushing, which he, understood had worked out
just as well. T,hat stone was taken from a
part of the Long Tunnel Extended mine,
adjacent to where the Long Tunnel would
commence operations about the middle of
December next. He did not think it would
be very much use constructing the first ten
miles of this line, but by extending it to fifteen miles they would tap agricultural la~d
and timbered country; and from that pomt
there would be a considerable traffic to and
from Walhalla.
The cost of working
mines at Wal-halla became so great, owing
to the high price of firewood, 2S. a cord,
and exceedingly bad firewood too, that it
was impossible to make a profit, unless the
stone was rich. The Committee had been
told that the firewood was brought by tramwavs which would compete with this railwa)',' but at present, one-half the supp!y
of firewood to Walhalla was brought m
by horse teams in competition with the
trams. The trams were, of course, fixed,
and could not wander from tree to tree like
a dray. The distance at present reached
bv those trams did not extend beyond the
d~fficu1t countrv, and consequently, the radius of forest' land worked by those who
used the trams was limited, and was very
soon cleared. Moreover, the trams did not go
far enough to tap the good timber country,
and teams were enabled to compete successfully with the trams. It" horse teams could
be worked at a satisfactory profit, in competition with the trams, what show would
the trams have against a railway line
through the forest country? The pro'bability
was, that it would pay some of the mines to
burn coal instead of wood, a ton of coal
being equal to from 3 to 5 tons of
wood for steaming purposes, and in that
case, other railway lines as well as th~
Walhalla line would have the benefit of
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the carriage of coal to Walhalla. But his
main argument in favour of the construction of this line was that practically they
had to spend on roads four or five times
more than the railway would cost, and from
the roads they did not get a shilling of revenue, whereas, from the ralIway some revenue, at all events, would be obtained.
He was verv sorry to hear that honorable
members had made up their minds about
this line long ago, and that no argument
would have anv effect on their decision.
Honorable mern"bers ought to come to the
Chamber open to conviction, and be practically a jury to decide on the evidence.
The Walhalla line had been recommended
by the Railways Standing Committee, personally inspected by the Premier, and the
Council had had submitted to it evidence
from which no other conclusion could be
drawn than that this line ought to be constructed.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said the question honorable members should ask themselves was, what was a railway for, and
what justified its construction i
A railway was to bring produce to the sea-board,
and to convey merchandise to the people
inland. If they wanted to promote settlement, they could do so by means of railways. If parts of the country were already settled, they could make those districts more prosperous by providing railway communication.
The question was,
therefore, not whether this line should
be constructed, but whether it should be
made at such a cost as would not be excessive, in view of the amount of passenger
traffic and the quantity of produce and merchandise to be carried over the line. Wac:;
there anything wanting to make this railway a success?
Take timber for example.
This line would tap one of the finest forests
in Australia.
Then, if it was a question
of opening up mines, it had been proved
that this railway was to be extended to a
mining district, 'which contained one of the
finest mines Victoria ever had, and they
had reason to believe that that mine, would
again be very profitably worked in the early
future. It was also a happy augury that
the Long Tunnel Extended mine bade fair
to become quite equal in importance and
profit to the Long Tunnel mine, so that
there "'as a prospect of having two such
Mr.
mines to be served bv this line.
Howitt and Mr. Reginald Murray had reported that there was a dyke formation
of over eighty miles from the other side
of Walhalla to Wood's Point, through
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Gaffney's Creek, Enoch's Point, and Jamieson, and it was a matter of absolute certainty
that wherever that dyke had been tested
within that distance of eighty miles, gold
had been found, although he would not say
always in payable quantities. Wood's Point
h8.c1 proved a large gold-producer, and.on
the same line of reef the New Dempsey mme
was giving large returns.
Bet,:'een th?se
two points there was the AI mme, whIch
p:l.id goon dividends until very recently, and
had turned out large quantities of gold in
the p::tst.
Then there was Matlor.k, and
the whole line of reef country from the
Yarra track down to 'Valhalla.
Was thero.=!
::my reasonable ground for supposing that
all the gold had been taken out of the
ground at vValhalla? Honorable members
must know the auriferous ground there had
hardl y been j)ricked, and if a district could
go ah'ead as that district had done up to the
present, with goods carrie<;l on pack-horses,
W8.S it not reasonable to suppose that a narrow-O'auge line into that part of the countrv, ~vhere they found heavy" timber, and
laJrge tracts of good soil-a line that could
be constructed at a very small cost, and
maintained at little expense-would eventually pay? 'Vere they going to stop railway
construction and p";lblic works altogether?
'''ere thev to discharge a number of men
from the 'different branches of the Railway
Department, and check the progress of that
district, rather than incur a very slight
risk? He did not think the Council would
do itself justice if it carne to such a decision.
Thev must risk something.
Hononble members wilUld recollect that "'hen a
narrow-gauge line from Wangaratta to Edi
W8.~ projected, it was opposed by men who
professed to know all about the matter, ~ut
who had since been proved to be uttelly Ignorant of the real facts of the case.
So far as the Railway Department were concerned, honorable members who were in the
House at that time would remember that the
whole of the Railway Department were absolutel v opposed to the construction of tha t
small ~arrow-gauge railway.
The Hon. ·W. J. EVANs.-It should ~J."e
been broad gauge.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said that that
showed the cloven hoof at once. The Railway Department opposed it because they
thought it should not have been narrow
gauge. Honora'b~e members we~e told then
that it would never pay. Every dIfficulty had
been put in the way of the railway paying
after it was constructed. It was actually
loaded with costs from one end to the other,
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and, not\\;jtc.standing this, it was paying a
handsome profit to-day. The same rule was
a pplied by the wise men of the Department
-who knew all about the narrow gauge, but
who proved that they knew nothing about it
--to the Beech Forest line. What \Y;IS the
result? There was the same fiasco. Honorable members were told that the narrowgauge system was an absolute failure, and
that it could not carry big timber, and that
a big engine could not be put on it. He
went from Festiniog to Port l\1:l.doc, in
North Wales, and found a narrow-gauge
railway that had been running for 40 \'en[s
with a gauge of !ft. II !in., or 6!in: Jess
than this. That narrow-gauge line was
carrying more goods than the whole cf the
North-Eastern Railway, and more passengers than any line in Victoria. ThaI: narrow-gauge line carried the longest possible
timber and enormous boilers, and did all the
slate trade of that part of the country.
Whenever honorable members saw a building roofed with slates, they might fairly
assume that the bulk of those slate') had
come over that little line j and yet tIle wise
men of the Railway Department 1hought
that a narrow-gauge railway could not possibly be worked at a profit, and that it would
be no good. Mr. Melville had given 8.tte'1tion to this question, and that honoral,)l~
member must know that these narrow-gauge
rail ways had been a success, and were likely
to be a success under the circumstanc(~s of
this particular line. In order to pay, must
a na"rrow-gauge railway go through good
land? Was that to be the criterion? Because, if it was, here was a large amO'I'It
of good soil, in addition to the timber re'
sources. If it would pay to put a broadgauge railway where the soil was good, it
should pay to put a small narrow-gauge
Then
railwav where the soil was good.
there \~as a sort of hoI Jv trinity in connexion
with this line. There was m'ining of great
promise, and of even great present output.
These mines to-day were paying dividends,
and the Long Tunnel had been paying
handsome
dividends.
In
the
second place, there was the heavy
timber for mining purposes, and i?exhau?tible supplies for saw-mills. BeSIdes thIS,
there was the rich agricultural land
close to the railway line, and this land, accordinO' to the Premier's statement, was
sufficie~it to justify the consfruction of the
railway. Honor~ble members had spoken
against the line, although they had not been
there, and were not able to speak from personal experience. Mr. Melville, who spoke
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most logically and eloquently, and who had
a full know ledge of the advantages of the
narrow-gauge system, had recommended the
line. That honorable member was usually
very sceptical, and would not recommend
anything to the House unless he knew there
was something in it. Mr. Melville would
support the line again if it again went before him on the Railways Standing Committee. This narrow-gauge railway was
justified from what Mr. Crooke had shown
them, and it was to be regretted that Mr.
Crooke had not spoken at an earlier stage
of the question, for his remarks had affected
a number of honorable members. If th . .:
statements made by that honorable member
were facts, and he (Mr. Sachse) believed
that they were absolute facts, the railway
would be justified from 'one end to the other.
If it were proposed that they should put
down a broad-gauge railway, with all its
attendant petty costs, it would be like using
a steam-hamm'er to crack nuts, and ther~
might then be some logical objection to the
line. But what it was proposed to pllt
down was after all nothing but a tramway
-a tramway to give people living under
the adverse circumstances of residents out
in a bush place the means of reaching civilization, and to give them some of the arlo
vantages of civilization, the cost of whi.:h
they were contributing to themselves at prc·
sent. Those people had helped to build
railways in the more settled districts. The
appeal for this railway came like a voice
from the wilderness, crying out for some
of the advantages which others enjoyed, and
to the cost of which they had had to contribute. It had been proposed that the line
should be referred again to the Railways
Standing Committee. What was the good
of referring the matter back to the Railways
Standing Committee when that committee
had already recommended its construction?
The Han. W. J. EVANs.-There are new
mem'bers now.
The Han. A. O. SACHSE said that the
only ne\v member was Dr. Embling.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-And Mr.
Bailes.
The Han. A. O. SACHSE said that the
only new members were Dr. Embling and
Mr. Bailes. Why should the line be referred back to the committee, which meant
an expense of two guineas each time they
sat?
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Refer it back
to the other House.
The Han. A. O. SACHSE said that the
other House had passed the line, and had
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sent it on to the Council. The memlbers of
the other Chamber had passed the Bill.
The Han. W. J. EVANs.-vVe should
omit the item, and let the mine develop itself, and get the good gold you are talking
about.
The Han. A. O. SACHSE said that the
country was already pledged to the line,
and the question now merely was ,whether
it should be constructed out of loan money
or out of the profits or surplus on the year's
\York.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-The railway
has to pay interest on the amount all the
same.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said' that that
did not affect the question.
The question
was whether this line should be constructed
out of loan money or out of money which
the Government had obtained by saving.
Surely the honorable members who were acquainted with financial matters would admit that it was wiser, in view of what outsiders might think, to construct railways
out of our surplus revenue, rather than that
we should borrow money for the purpose,
especially when the country was endeavouring, as far as possible, not to borrow more
money.
It had been the endeavour of
this Government not to borrow more money,
and if they had wished to borrow money
they could' have got it.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-You 'would
have to come to this House for authority.
The Han. A. O. SACHSE said that they
would not have to come to this House. It
was simply a question whether it was advisable for the Treasury to issue bonds or
pay for this line out of the savings. The
Government would do whatever thev
thought proper.
The Government would
do its work in its own way, but the Government in this instance thought it a wiser
and better policy in the interests of the
country generally that they should show
they were able to construct public works out
of savings.
Honorable members had before them the position, that this line would
be constructed either out of loan money or
out of savings from the revenue. The line
was being constructed' now.
Men were
already at work on it, and it would be
better to carry it out with the surplus
revenue than that money should be borrowed for the purpose.
The Han. J. STERNBERG remarked
that, in consequence of there being a ve.ry
thin House, owing to a large number of
members having left, it was only fair that
progress should be reported, with a view
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to the matter being discussed on the next
day of sitting.
They should not take a
division in a very thin House. . He begged
to moveThat progress be now reported.

!?e Hon. J. M. DAVIES expressed the
opimon that the Committee might consent to this motion, as it would enable honorable members to catch their trains. They
w?uld recollect that the other night he
w:rshed to get the matter put through, and
he resisted progress being reported, but
when he found later on that it was against
the wish of a large minority, he consented
then to progress being reported. He
thought the same courtesy should be extended to-night to those who were now in a
minority as he had extended to the minority
on that occasion. There wa's reallv no instance of the House being forced to sit to
deal ~it.h a matter ~xcept in the last days of
the seSSIOn. He dId not know whether Sir
Henry Cuthbert ever remembered such a
case. At any rate it had not happened since
he (Mr. Davies) had been in Parliament.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE stated that
he had constantly supporte'd the adjournment
of the House at a quarter to ten O'clOI~k.
He ~ad found that, after they had been all
day 111 the House, that would be about the
time. to leave for home. Surely the business
to-mght was not of such a pressing nature
that they should create a new precedent. He
had even suggested to the Attornev-Gen~nl
that they might this session be able ti) dose
at half-past six o'clock, and he thought there
should be nothing to prevent their doing
that. He would appeal to the Chamber not
to create a new precedent. If, on the contrary, honorable members decided to d(::bate
thi's question, he would be prepared t.o take
part in the debate, with, he felt, considerable
profit to the Chamber. The discussion on
the whole question had been tremendously
restricted in order that honorable memcers
might g~t home. Sir Henry Cuthbert b~llJ
stepped 111tO the arena, and had given them
a new lesson, and Dr. Embling WDS now in
his element, like a stormy petre'!.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS rose to a fJoint
of order. He desired to know whether Mr.
Melville was in order in referring to an 1,0norable member as a stormy petrel.
.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he
thought his remarks
were in perThe honorable member
fect orde.r.
to whom he had
referred
seemed
to be like that famous bird, the stormy
petrel, which, when there was a gale, developed so much fire.. Dr. Embling wanted
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them to debate this subject until 12 o'clock
or later. Every honorable member had
restricted himself this evening in the matter
of asking questions from the witnesses, in
order that this business might be got through,
and there had been no idea at all of prolonging the discussion. He (Mr. Melville)
had certain matters which he was desirous
of bringing before the Chamber, and certain
illustrations which he would like to present
to honorable members. If the Houte wa~
not going to adjourn, he thought he shoukl
bring these matters, which were of 9. very
important nature, before honorable members'
attention.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-It may be
worked by electric power from the water
supply.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that
there were two or three honorable members
who would be glad of an opportunity of
discussing this question more fully.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-More than
two or three; the whole of us.
The Hon. D. :MELVILLE said that the
Government whic,!1 had brought up this matter was now suddenly confronted with this
vote.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-Not suddenly.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that he
knew that the honorable member did not do
The honorable memanything suddenly.
ber had it all planned for a week or a fortnight.
Next time he (Mr. Melville) rose
he would take the opportunity of debating
th~ quest.ion of constructing narrow-gauge
raIlways 111 our mountainous districts.
He
had thought he would have got that in edgeways to-night. The honorable member who
was leading the opposition to the line had
brought his '~itnesses! and found that they
utterly demolIshed hIS o\vn case and that
h~s witnesses. would not in any 'way assist
hIm.
He dId not know whether the Mini?ter really meant to divide on this questIon.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-Yes.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING remarked
that Mr. Melville had given them a chalThe honorable
lenge to stay all night.
member had told them that he was going to
speak for an hour or two.
On behalf of
h~norable . members who were with him on
thIS questIOn, he desired to say that instead of adj?urning, he was prepar~d to
stop here untIl to-morrow morning.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT observed
th~t, in answer to the Attorney-General, he
\mIght say that he understood, from the
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views which the honorable gentleman expressed at an ear lier period of this
debate, that he was anxious to have
the matter settled,
seeing that so
much time had been occupied night
after night.
In consequence of that a
number of members who were opposed to
the line had refrained from speaking.
Member after member who did get up
to speak, stated that no matter how eloquently other honorable members had
spoken, and no matter what arguments were
adduced, that could not alter a single vote.
The Attorney-General had carried out the
promise he had made, and did not speak at
The interests of the country
any length.
members should be considered. Night after
night they had been brought here to discuss this question. When were they to obtain finality?
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-To-night.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said he cerThis
tainly agreed with that interjection.
was the proper time to have the question
decided, and they were adopting t~e views
of the Attorney-General when the honorable
gentleman said he wanted a division.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-That was
what was wanted the other night.
Sir HENRY ,CUTHBERT said the honorable gentleman then wanted a division, and
he was perfectly right. There was a power
behind the throne-a wonderful power. If
the Attorney-General would consult his own
wishes the honorable gentleman would say
he was perfectly prepared to accept a conscientious vote on this question to-night.
Why should honorable members be put to
i~convenience night after night, and why,
SInce the question had been fully discussed,
should they prolong this debate? Could it
result in any good?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-Does the honorable member think I can control the debate?
Sir HE~RY CUTHBERT said that he
thought ,so, if the honorable gentleman
would only use the great influence that he
possessed, and he would ask the honorable
gentleman to use that influence, and let
them bring this question to a solution at
once.
The Hon. lA. O. SACI-IsE.-Does not tl:.e
leader of the Opposition control it for the
moment?
Sir HE~RY ICUTHBERT said no' he
. was following in the footsteps of the' Attorney-General, because that honorable gentleman took the proper view before IO
o'clock 'this evening.
The Minister of
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Public Instru~tion was quite right in what
he had said during the debate, for he did
not think that the discussion had influenced
a single vote.
Did one honorable member
believe that, by prolonging this discussion,
it would effect any great change in the views
of honorable members?
Were reinforcements required on the other side? If they
exhausted the whole list he thought it was
scarcely possible for them to upset the determination that had been arrived at.
The Hon. A. O. SACHsE.-What about
our determination some da ~s ago?
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said that that
had been settled to-day, and by a majority.
The Hon. R. B. REES remarked that he
would like to read a little extract from the
IJlansard report of Sir Henry Cuthbert's
remarks the other evening.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT rose to a
point of order.
He said that the honorable member should read nothing in reference to a debate that had taken place this
seSSIOn.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
honorable members could refer to anything
that had taken place in connexion with the
subject-matt'er under discussion.
The Hon. 'V. H. EMBLING.-The question is the adjournment of the debate.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
J. BALFOuR).-An honorable member can
refer to any statements made bv honorable
members in connexion with this.l question.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-On the motion for adjournment.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
J. BALFOuR).-On a motion for reporting
progress great latitude is allowed at all
times, so long as an honorable member refers to matters connected with the debate
that is going on j but I do not wish to encourage this sort of thing.
The Hon. R. B. REES said that he
woul? like to quote from the speech made
by SIr Henry Cuthbert on the question of
the adjournment of the debate ]ast Thursday.
On that occasion Sir Henry Cuthbert saidHe thought }t would be um~is~ on the part of
the, Hous~, art,er the long slttmg, to continue
thelf conSIderatIOn of this question. The House
genera}ly adjourI!ed at ro o'cIock~
It was very
early III the seSSlOn. They had dealt with item
5, and were now dealing with item 6, and these
were the two most important items in the
sche~ule. One ,of the items was already passed,
and 1.£ ther adJ?urned the matter until Tuesday
the dlscusslOn WIth regard to this item would not
probably last more than two hours.

He thought they were in the same position
now' as they were then.
They should have
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a chance of dealing with this question when They were now in the same position, except
their blood had cooled down and they were that the majority was on the other side, and
in the proper frame of mind to consider members who constituted that majority
the matter.
He would suggest that they seemed to take a very different view of the
He
should let the matter rest until Tuesday- situation from that taken last week.
until they had seen their friends attending thought they would be in a much better
the municipal elections, and seen the con- frame of mind next Tuesday to give a detests that were -going on. To-morrow some cision on this matter, and certainly they
of their friends would be in the local as- could do it then with a calmness which at
semblies and some would be out.
They present was absent.
would be able to notice the effect on their
The !Committee divided on the question
friends of being turned out for their past
that progress be reportedmisconduct.
Ayes
12
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-Is the honorNoes
13
able member speaking to the adjournment?
Majority against the motion
I
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
J. BALFOUR).-I would ask the honorable
AYES.
member to keep to the question before the Mr. Baillieu,
Mr. Rees,
Mr. Brown,
Committee.
Mr. Sachse,
Mr. Crooke,
I :Mr. Sternberg.
The Hon. R. B. REES said that the Mr. Davies,
question was whether they should report M Melville,
Tellers.
progress, and, in speaking to that, he had Mr. Miller,
I Mr. Payne,
Mr.
Pitt,
I
Mr.
Pearson.
brought in the question of what the feelings
of honorable members would be when they
NOES.
appeared' before their constituents. When
Abbott,
Mr. Little,
Mr. Aikman appeared before the electors Mr.
Mr. Aikman
Mr. Manifold,
and had to answer for his sins the honor- Mr. Edgar,
Mr. McDonald,
able member, he was sure, would regret the Dr. Embling,
Mr. McLellan.
Mr. Evans,
Tellers.
example he had set.
Mr. Harwood,
Sir Henry Cuthbert,
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-This is Mr. Irvine,
Mr. Luxton.
simply" stone-walling."
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
The Hon. R. B. REES said the adjournment should be agreed to, so that honorable J. BALFOUR).-I will now leave the chair,
members might resume consideration of -this as I have 'been sitting here for a considerable
time.
question in a calm and cool manner.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved. The Hon. E. MILLER said that members had taken a very serious step, and
That the Hon. W. H. Embling take the chair as
ought to give the greatest consideration to Acting Chairman of Committees.
the matter.
There was no reason why
The Hon. J. G. AIKI\·IAN movedthey should pass this item to-night, for
That the Hon. D. Melville take the chair as
they could dispose of it next week.
The Acting Chairman of Committees.
least members could do was· to consent to
The CLERK said that if there was any
the adjournment.
dispute, the President would have to be
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE remarked that serlt for to resume the chair.
one very great advantage to be gained by
The PRESIDENT having taken the chair,
adjourning the debate till next week was
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that a
that they would be able to see in print the
contradictory evidence they had heard. He question had arisen as to the appointment
had not been able to draw any conclusions of an Acting Chairman, Mr. Balfour havHe moved that Dr.
from hearing that evidence, but possibly by ing left the chair.
Embling
should
take
the chair, and
reading it he might be able to analyze it
and form an opinion.
He could not help another honorable member moved that Mr.
It was
contrasting the behaviour of Sir Henry Cuth- :Melvil1e should take the chair.
bert to-night with that of Mr. Davies, who thought desirable that the question should
had a majority behind him the other night, be settled by the President.
but recognising that nothing was to be
The PRE'SIDENT.-The question is
gained by going on after half-past ten gave that the Hon. Dr. Embling take the chair
way to suit the convenience of members. as Acting Chairman of Committees.
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The House dividedAyes
Noes ...

13
13

AYES

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Pitt,
Rees,
Sachse,
Sternberg.
Tellers.
Mr. Baiilieu,
Mr. Crooke.

Balfour,
Brown,
Davies,
Melville,
Miller,
Payne,
Pearson.

NOES.

:Mr. Abbott,
Mr. Aikman,
Sir Henry Cuthbert,
Mr. "Edgar,
Dr. Embling,
Mr. Evans,
Mr. Harwo.od,

I

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Irvine,
Little,
McDonald,
McLellan.
Tellers.
Mr. Luxton,
Mr. Manifold.

The PRESIDENT.-The House being
equally divided, it is my duty to vote with
the ayes. The Hon. Dr. Embling will,
therefore, take the chair.
The House again went into Committee
for the further consideration of the Billthe Hon. W. H. Embling in the chair.
Discussion was resumed on the questionThat a message be sent to the Legislative
Assembly, suggesting the omission of item No.6,
"Towards 'Valhalla Railway, £30,000."

Sir HENRY CUTHBERT remarked
that if Mr. Melville spoke like an angel
for the next two hours, he would not make
much impression on the Committee, and,
seeing that the President had given his
vote in favour of appointing Dr. Embling
to the position of Acting Chairman, he
thought they had better come to a decision
as to reporting progress. He begged to
moveThat progress be reported.

The motion was agreed to, and progress
was reported.
:MELBOURNE HARBOR TRUST ACT
AND MARINE ACT AMEND~IENT
BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. W. PITT, was read a first time.
The House adjourned at twenty-five
minutes past eleven o'clock, until Tuesday,
August 30.

EXAJVIINA.TION OF
WITNESSES AT THE BAR
OF THE LEGISLATIVE
COUNCIL.

The Hon. D. MELVILLE expressed
the opinion that the Committee should not
TifT ednesday, August 17, 1904.
come very hastily to a decision to defeat
the purpose of the Government.
People
(Publlshed in accordance with resolution
were leaving Victoria because there was a of 'Legislative Council, August 24).
block in the Lands Department, retarding
land settlement. For a long time past, they
FLINDERS-STREET RAILWAY
had been endeavouring to get Crown lands
STATION.
thrown open, so as to arrest the exodus of
Mr. C. E. Norman, Chief Engineer of
people from the State, and the proposal to Way and Works, Victorian Railways, was
construct this line was made for the pur- called and examined.
pose of preventing people from leaving the
The Hon. D. MELVILLE:
country. By rejecting this line, the CounDo you remember the original papers that the
cil might still further postpone the opening up of Crown lands in the district, and Department rroduced to the Railways Standing
Committee in reference to the Central Station,
they were aware that 1,000 residents of giving plans and the cost of the station, when
this locality had already left the district. the committee began to deal with it ?-Yes, sir.
Have you any memorandum as to the amount?
What excuse could this Chamber give to
the public for any further procrastination? --I have not the original papers. I understand
mean the original papers about the first plan
Honorable members should ask themselves you
of the station. These papers are not the original
was it true that people were leaving Vic- papers in connexion with the station, buf they
toria, and was the Council doing its best are, as far as I see, the papers connected with
to prevent furth'er departures from this the design that was adjudged the first prize, as
of the competition held in 1900.
country. The WalhaBa railway, they were theDoresult
they include the whole history of the mat·
told, would open up 60,000 acres of land ter ?-[ have not looked through them.
for the people. The Government had been
Perhaps you can do without the papers.
Is
thinking over various ways in which emi- the design on the wall that of the original stagration from Victoria could be stopped, and tion ?-The one on the right is.
That is the railway proposal ?-That was the
they had deemed it desirable. to force the accepted prize design in I goo.
hands of the owners of large .estates, and
Did you give the Railways Standing Commit·
tee all details of that building ?-Yes .. sir.
compel them to subdivide their holdings.
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Can you remember the gross cost of the build·
ing and everything concerned with it ?-I have
the information here in writing, which I have ex·
tracted from the papers.
The question is the total cost of that structure?
-With the station yard connected with it as
well ?
Of the whole thing, as given there; or the total
cost as estimated then, with all details?-The
total cost of the station, as pass('d by the Railways Standing Committee, on 1st October, 1900,
was £26S,c61.
That is ~ot the question.
The question is,
what was the estimate of the cost of that building when you first laid it before the committee,
not what the committee ultimaterv did with it?
- I am afraid I shall have to consult the committee's report to get that information.
Consult ::mything you have, and tell us what
was your definite proposal as to the ultimate
cost ?-I gave the Railways Standing Committee,
on that design, an estimated cost of £250,000 for
the station and yard complete.
'Yhat were the second figures, or were there
more than one set ?-In subsequent evidence an
addition was made of about 15 per cent. to the
cost of the station yard, bringing the total cost
up to £265,061.
Do you know of ·another estimate, amounting to
anoth':!r sum, from the Turner Government?Not of that design, that I remember.
Then your estimate was £250,000 ?-The first
figures 1 ~ave were l,"2so,ooo, afterwards corrected to ;(,265,061.
"Therein was the necessity of correcting it?'fo provide for the increased cost of labour. After
the estimate had been originally made for the
yard, the price of labour went up, and an addition of 15 per cent. had to be made to the cost to
provide for that.
Did that include everything up to that date?The £265,061?
1 mean your own figures ?-I am keeping to
that. The £265,061 which I gave to the committee was my estimate of the cost of building
the station at that time.
". as there no estimate of £200,000 given to the
committee ?-That was before this station building was designed, and was on a previous design.
That estimate was made in 1897.
Within one year you added to it ?-Within
three years.
And that brought it up to the then date?-The
estimate of 1897 was £201,607, based, however,
on a different design of building. The Railways
Standing Committee decided later on that competitive designs should be invited for the building, and the design on the right-hand side was
the result.
It was on that design that the esti·
mate of £265,061 was given by me to the committee.
1 have arrived at the point I wanted to get at.
YOll once produced a design to the Railway~
Standing Committee that W::lS to cost £201,607 ?-..
Yes.
That is all I want on that.
Later on a further
design was suggested. Why did that £201,607 design fail ?-The Railways Standing Committee
were not satisfied with the design of the building
for the £201,607, and they thought that compe·
titive designs should be invited.
In that design of £201,607, had you any shops?
- I don't think we had any shops.

Wh Y hadn't you shops?-The question of putting shops in the building had not been considered, I think, at that stage.
When the Railways Standing Committee called
for designs, you approved of that?-Yes, sir.
With what result ?-With the result that that
design was accepted, . and given the first prize
out of seventeen competitive designs.
This is the one ?-That is identically the same.
That does not show the end elevation and the
corner elevation, but the elevation to Flindersstreet is the same on that design as on the other.
YO~l sigr.ed this j)'lan ?-Yes, sir.
Why did you sign it; what did your signature
mean ?-It meant that it was the accepted design
of the station, and that we were proceeding with
the station on that design.
.
Do you think the one to which you added
£65,000 was an improvement, and did it fulfil
everything that you required ?-Yes, sir.
That
£65,000 additional, as you put it, making
£ 26 5,061, comprised what we considered was
necessary, in September, 1900, to carry out that
plan.
How many shops were there in that build~ng?
-Three.
Where did you place the shops ?-Between the
central entrance and the Swanston-street entrance.
'Yhat was your reason for not putting shops at
the corner of Swanston-street ?-Because we required the corner for the main entrance to the
station.
Did you tell the committee that ?-I do not
remember whether I did or not.
Do you think the committee were told ?-I
have no recollection whether they were told or
not.
Do you still think that corner necessary for
the traffic ?-I do not exactly understand what
you mean by the corner.
Do you mean The
main entrance?
This is the part at Swanston-street which you
sa y is required for the traffic. You think t~at
you cannot have shops there-that you reqUlre
the corner ?-Yes, sir; we certainly require the
corner for the traffic.'
Do you still think you require it?-Yes.
'Yould shops be an improvement ?-Not at
the corner, certainly not.
You had only three shops at first ?-Yes.
How many shops are in your new design?-:Altoaether, eleven on the street level, or prachcallyl:> on the street level, and nine in the basement.
'What does the basement mean?-The basement means the floor below the street level,
between the central entrance and the western
end of the building.
'Yhat had you there, in your plan, before the
shops were there ?-vYe had practically no basement in that plan at all.
That plan was designed for a building without a basement.
"That was to be carried on there-departmental work?
,Yhat had you in your plan ?-vVe
had no shops beyond the three in that elevation,
and they were all between the central entrance
and the Swanston-street entrance.
The b~lance
of the ground floor was devoted to. pubhc accommodation and to the rooms reqUlred by the
officers of the Department.
I understand that was impressed on the committee by your Department?-Yes.
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What have you removed upstairs? Are the
public going upstairs, or where ?-vYe propose
to put the refreshment-room and the diningroom upstairs.
Then a passenger has to leave the railway
platform and go upstairs to get to the refreshment-room-is that an improvement ?-The refreshment-room and dining-room will be accessible from the street direct as well as from the
platform.
Would it be an advantage-that so-called improvement-to cause all the people who are
going to patronize the dining-room to go upstairs ?-It would be more convenient for the
railway travellers if the dining-room and the
refreshment-room were on the platform level.
You have stated that £265,000 was Y0ur estimate of the cost of the station; what has occurred in the interval to induce you to change
your mind, and go for a larger amount of
money?-In answering the question, I would
like to be allowed to commence by saying that
I freely admit, to start with, that the estimate of
1900 has been proved to be much too low, for
various reasons, which I propose to detail in
items.
The report of the Railways Standing
Committee, dated 1st October, 1900, included certain figures, on page 9, showing that the cost of
the station buildings and roof would be £149,578,
and that the cost of the ground plan and station
yard would be £115,483, making a total of
£265,061.
That estimate for the completion of
the ground plan and station yard was based on
an estimate given before the committee in June,
1899, and it is referred to in a previous report of
the committee, on page 23, the report of the Railways Standing Committee, dated the 27th June,
1899.
The details of the estimate for the station
are given in Arrendix E, on page 23.
Now, from
those details, I have extracted the then estimated
cost of various items, such as earthworks, perm::ment way, platforms, and .others, which I will
detail as I go on.
The first item I have is earthworks and permanent way, the cost of which was
estimated in August, 1897, at £45,504; in October, 1900, at £52,330; and it is now estimated at
£94,3 00 .
What is the date of the last estimate ?-It is
dated yesterday.
But you. ar~ no~ giving us the £265,000 estimate;
you are slIppmg It all over from 1897, and coming
down t.o to-day?-I am giving you both.
I will
commence again at the first item-earthworks and
permanent way.
The estimate of the 1st October, 1900, for that item was £52,330; the estimate
to-day is £94,300.
I have already pointed out
that the estimate of October, 1900, was based on
the estimate of August, 1897, as shown in the
Railways Standing Committee's report.
My exp~an:ttion is that the estimate of August, 1897,
dld.not provide for the complete regrading of the
statIOn ya!"d east of Swanston-street, which was
found neces5Hy when the work of relaying the
yard was taken in hand.
The estimate of 1897
also included relaying a considerable portion of
the main lines in th~ yard with new 80-lb. steel
rails; these were subsequently altered to loo-lb.
steel rails to be in conformity with the rails on
the suburban lines.
'''-hen the detailed plan of
the yard came to be considered by the -officers
working the traffic, it was found that a large addition was necessary to the sidings for puttincr away
and cleaning trains, particularly for ra~e and
other special traffic.
The additional sidings now
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included in the plan for that purpose amount to
about three and a half miles. During the time the
a.lterations to the yard were in progress, a cons;'derable amount of money was expended in
tempolary tracks, to enable the traffic to be worked
without interruption.
No allowance waS made
for such temporary tracks in the estimate of
August, 1897, and if funds had been provided to
enable the w<?rk to be carried out at a steady rate
of progress, as was expected, there would have
been very little expenditure on temporary tracks.
The next item I have is passenger platforms and
retaining walls. The estimate of October, 1900,
which was based on the estimate of lAugust,
1897, was £17,958, but the estimate to-day is
£20,563. The estimate of 1897 provided for the
ordinary type of masonry platform walls, but
after the work was started it was considered advisable to adopt, in such a busy station, the
British practice of constructing platform walls
with a projecting coping, so as to reduce the
danger to persons who might accidentally fall
down between the platform and the train. The
estimate now made includes an additional platform next to the river, to provide separate accommodation for the St. Kilda trains. Also one
more platform at Prince's-bridge station than
the plan of 1897 included.
Item No. 3.-Subways.-The original estimate
of 1896, viz., £10,000, provided for two subways, each 15 feet wide, constructed of ordinary
brickwork without special lining, with floors of
tarpaving, and with roofs of rails imbedded in
concrete.
This estimate was carried forward
into the Estimates of 1897 and 1900, the only
addition that was made being £2,500 in 1900, to
provide for one of the subways being 20 feet
wide, and for lining the walls with tiles. The
original estimate for these subways was very much
too low. No allowance was made for the high
cost of constructing them under the heavy train
traffic. The position of the western subway was
subsequently altered to bring it exactly into line
with the east side of Elizabeth-street.
This
placed it immediately alongside of the existing
12 feet storm-water drain of the City Council,
and the difficulties of constructing the subway
without endangering the stability of the stormwater drain, and at the same time providing for
the safe carriage of the traffic overhead, very
largel y increased the cost.
The subways, as
being carried out, are roofed with steel troughing, covered with asphalt, instead of rails, in
concrete, and are of very much superior finish to
those which were estimated for even in 1900, it
being felt that as a~ least half of the passengers
to and from the station would require to use the
subways, they should be made as clean and
pleasant in rl:pyearance as possible.
Asphalt
flooring, instead of tarpaving, was considered
necessary, in order to withstand the wear of the
heavy traffic, and avoid the necessity for frequent
interference with the same by repairing the tarpaving.
Item No. 4.-Lengthening northwards and
widening Swanston-street bridge, and making
ramps to platforms.-The estimate of 1897 car·
ried forward to 1.900, was £26,680, but the estimate to-day is £29,170.
The increase in the
cost is due to more attention being paid to the
appearance of the ramps.
Item NO.5. - Lengthening Swanston-street
bridge southwards, to provide additional tracks
and accommodation for 8t. Kilda trains-
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estimated cost, .£' IO,ooo.-This was not included
in the plan of 1900, out it is now considered
necessary to provide for the safer working of
the St. Kilda and Port Melbourne trains.
Item No. 6.-Complete roof over the station.
-The estimate of October, 1900, was £46,870.
This estimate on being revised to suit a. fourstory building constructed of granite, freestone,
and :brickwork, as approved by the Standing
Committee in 1900, amounted to £74,000. The
increase of £27,130 is due to the extra height
required to suit the four-story building, necessitating incre.ased provision for stability; electric
lighting under main roof, and the addition of
roof over parcefs yard, neither of which was provided for in the estimate of 1900; the substitution of granite and freestone for a great deal
of the brickwork in the south wall and piers of
the roof, the estimate of 1900 having provided
for brickwork almost entirely; also the use of
copper instead of zinc in the mansard roofs and
barges. For permanent verandahs over platforms,
foot-bridge, and approaches, the total estimated
cost is £25,700. The Commissioners having now
decided that verandahs over the platforms, footbridges, and approaches should be substituted
for the proposed complete roof over the station,
the estimated cost of roofing is brought down to
£25,700, a reduction of £21,170 on the estimate
of October, 1900.
Item No. 7.-Signals and interlocking.-The
estimate of October, 1900, was £9,200. The present estimate is £30,643' This very large increase is due to the following causes :-Alterations to plans of the lines to provide additional
connexions between different systems, and including separate platforms and lines for the St.
Kilda trains; construction of signal boxes in
brick instead of wood, in order to minimize the
risk of fire and to make the structures in keeping with the new station buildings; additional
signal bridges at the west end of the station,
necessitated by the complete roof having been
done away with; large cost of temporary work
due to the same causes described in conn ex ion
with "Permanent Vvay"; and the introduction
of some up-to-date safety appliances, such as
electrical control between signal boxes and automatic electrical control of the signals by the
trains themselves.
These electrical appliances,
which account for £9,400 of the increase, have
been introduced in recent years at a great many
important stations to provide increased safety to
the trains, and to reduce delays in handling
traffic, especially at busy times.
Item No. S.-Station Buildings.-The amount
included in the Standing Committee's report of
1-10-1900 for a three-story building in accordance
with the fust prize design, using chiefly brick-work
with Pyrmont stone facings, was £90,208. The
estimate now for a building with four stories above
the street and basement below the street, chiefly
brick-work with facings of cement, is £171,458.
Of this large increase the sum of £30,500 is due
to the following additions to the building :-Extra
cost of basement over ordinary foundations,
£5,000; alterations to provide for 20 shops instead of three in the prize design, £2,500; cost of
a fourth story, £23,000; total, £30,500.
The
balance of the increase is due to increased ladies'
waiting-room accommodation; alterations and additions to main hall, cloak-room, and booking
offices at Swanston-street; enlargement of cloakroom and rooms over the same at Elizabeth-street

entrance; construction of the main lavatory aCcommodation for men in the basement instead of
on the ground floor, and provision of superior
finish to the walls and fittings of same; extra cost
of girders to s~pport additions to the building
across the tracks at Swanston-street end j lining
the walls at the entrances with glazed tiles instead
of 'plain brick-work; asphalt in lieu of tar-paving
to floors of entrances; furniture and additional fittings in the portions of the building to be used by
the public and as departmental offices; electric
train indicators; extra cost of electric lifts and
two additional freight lifts; telephones and fire
appliances; rooms and lavatory accommodation
for station and yard staff, to be built under
Princes-bridge station in lieu of placing them in
the main building; cost of preparing sever?-l different sets of drawings to meet" the views of the
railway management at different times since 1900;
large increase in quantities ascertained from detailed drawings; rise in prices of labour and materials since 1900, considered to be from 10 per
cent. to IS per cent.
Item No. 9.-Sundries.-The amount provided
in estimate of 1/10/00 for various smaller items
was £9,315,
The amount now required is
£27,066.
The principal items going to make
up the increase of £17,751 are :-Temporary
accommodation in booking and other offices, waiting rooms, lavatory accommodation, platform verandahs, &c.; alterations and additions to water
supply for locomotives; altering the lighting of
the yard to suit altered lines of way; lighting
of platforms and approaches i additional and
improved drainage; improved fencing at Jolimont; premiums on competitive designs, and the
cost of investigating and adjudicating thereon.
These various items I have given amount in the
original estimate to ,£'265,061, that is in the
estimate of 1st October, 1900, but the present
estimate for them is £440,000.

The Hon. D.

MELVILLE:

'Vhat is the reason for abandoning your estimate of £265,061, and going in for £440,000?
- I started my previous reply by saying that
I freely admitted that the original estimate was
too lo\v.
That is one reason why the higher
figure is now asked for.
The estimate that the
Railways
Standing
Committee
passed
of
£265,061 was based on incomplete information
obtained from skeleton plans, without any definite knowledge of the character of such a large
work on the part of the persons who made the
estimate.
This is the first work of the kind
that has been submitted to them.
It was the
first experience we had, and we did not allow
sufficiently for the difficulties of carrying out
the work without interfering with the traffic.
I do not think I can give any better reasons
than those I have given.
'Vhen you made the discovery that you were
all ,nong in your estimates, did you make it
known to the Government ?-1 discovered it in
November last, and reported it to the Railways
Commissioners.
Did you know th,lt the Railways Commissioners made it known to the Government ?-1
believe they did, but I do not remember the
date.
You discovered it last November ?-Yes.
Did you do any work under that plan ?--'Ve
completed the foundations of that building.
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\Vhen did you cease building them ?-\Ye
ceased building the foundations about two years
and three months ago.
Then you did no work under this plan ?-We
have clone a large amount of worI~ on the yard
and subways and other works, but not on the
building.
But you have done no work under your designs ?-vVe have carried out the foundations
and the basement to suit that building.
Notwithstanding that you found that this plan
"'culd not work, you have carried on then some
of the work ?-\Ve have not found that that
plan would not work. As soon as we got the
details of the designs out we let a contract for
the foundations and basement of that identical
building, and that contract was carried out and
completed about two years and three months
ago.
Your final discovery occurred in November,
and you communicated that information to the
Commissioners by letter?-Yes, I reported to the
Commissioners fully the whole circumstances in
November last.
Did you get a reply, or discuss it with them?
-The Comn1.issioners discussed it with me after
they received my report.
I do not know that I need ask any questions
about your private interview with the Commissioners, but last November you were aware that
this work could not be carried out at the money?
-Yes.
Might I ask whether there was any remonI am
stI ance on the part of the Government?
not going to press that question unless you like,
but I want to get a little more information about
"'hat has occurred since last November. All this
most important matter of nearly doubling the
cost occurred to you in November.
Did you let
the Railways Standing Committee know anything about it ?-No, I did not.
You tossed them all overboard?
They were
nobody?
What do you propose to do now?
Do you want to go on with this, or do you propose to send it to the Railways Standing Committee, or what is to be done about this extraordinary doubling of the cost ?-I have no proposal to make on that aspect of the question.
I apprehend that it is not my duty to say what
should be done after I have reported the facts.
\Vas this discovery never made public until yesterday?-I could not say.
I have no recollection
of seeing it published, but I cannot say whether
it was made public or not.
You fully admit then that you were all wrong
in your estimate, and that it would be dangerous
to the country to carryon as at first? You admit
that your estimates were not reliable in those days?
- I fully admit that the estimate on which the
Railways Standing Committee passed the amount
of £265,000 was too low.
I admit that it was
based on incomplete information, and not only
did not provide even enough money for the work
that we knew then had to be done, but did' not
provide for the additional work which it has since
turned out has to be done.
How many people checked all these calculations?
How many checked them in your Department ?-The taking out of the calculations for
different portions of that work was given by me into
the hands of the best men we had in the Railway
Department. The cost of the construction of the
building itself, which is the main part of the expense, was estimated, in the first case, by the men
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who got the prizes for the best designs.
Their
estimate was checked by a competent officer in my
Department, who made out that the amount set
down by the first-prize winner was, I think, a little
too low, but not much.
That is as far as my Department is concerned.
Then somebody else checked it?
Did not the
great Public vVorks Department take a hand?From the report of the Railways Standing Committee I gather that the Inspector-General of Public \;Yorks als.o had the estimate checked.
Did you ever hear of a gentleman named Anderson ?-Yes.
Do you know him ?-The quantity-taker, I presume.
Yes.
Tell us all about Mr. Anderson ?-He took out
quantities for the assistance of Mr. Davidson in
making his report.
Was he pa:d for it ?-I do not know.
\Vhat was his conclusion ?-Mr. Davidson based
his report on the quantities furnished to him by
Mr. Anderson.
I ~hink I am correct in saying
that, but I should hke to refer to the report to
make sure.
This is it : Department of Public vVorks,
Melbourne, 19th September, 1900.
The Railways Standing Committee having
sought some assistance from this Department in
connexion with its investigations of two desiO'ns
for a new railway station in Flinders-street, the
Honorable the Minister directed that it should be
afforded, so far as the resources of the Department permitted. The aid of the Public Works
Department was, I understand, considered to be
desirable, because of certain apparently unaccountable differences in the quantity of important
details, as set forth in the two designs, and as being quite independent of competition.
It was
early apparent that the Public \Yorks Department
could take no action in the direction desired .by
the committee, excepting on data which was not
then forthcoming, i.e., on properly ascertained
quantities; and for so extensive a work it was not
possible that these could be taken out by the departmental staff within the limits of time which
could be granted by the committee.
Under
these circumstances, ~r. Arthur Anderson,
quantity surveyor, was requested to prepare
schedules of quantities with all despatch, and, as
a result of assiduous attention by himself
and staff, these were handed in yesterday.
The method adopted is in cubing the buildings,
not in one lot, but in several, according to the
amount of workmanship and material set out,
while the ironwork throughout is billed in complete detail.
Having the quantities, I handed
them to Mr. Marsden, senior architect of this
Department, with whom I have been in frequent.
consultation as to the prices at which the several
items of work should be run out.
As regards
the buildings, I accept Mr. Marsden's judgment
and experience as being as good as any procUl'able, while, in reference to the ironwork, we
jointly investigated and determined on rates.
Full details herewith.
I have requested Mr.
Marsden that, in the event of the committee desiring explan:ltion, he should hold himself at its
direction.
\VJl.f. DAYIDSO~.
Then you are completely supported by every
conceivable man in your own Department, and
outside it?
Have you any objection at all to
raise as to all these men being competent ?-No.
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I was not on the committee for the last twelve
months, but were not the officers of the adjacent
States consulted, and were they not judges of
these designs ?-The judges of the designs, which
were sent in, were a committee composed of the
Engineer.in-Chief, Victorian Railways, Mr. Rennick; Engineer-in-Chief of New South Wales,
Mr. Dean; the Engineer-in-Chief of South Aushalia, Mr. Moncrieff; the Chief Engineer of
Queensland, Mr. Stanley; and Mr. Lloyd Tayler, then President of the Victorian Institute of
Architects.
Is that not an array of great men? Did those
gentlemen know the condition that the competitors were to keep within the money specified by
you in the Railway Department, and that they
were, in short, to make a principle of the estimate
of the Railway Department ?-Yes.
And they held within that estimate ?-Yes.
What have you to say now to this tremendoug
change? How many competitors were there?Seventeen.
The officers of Victoria, New South vVales,
South Australia, and Queensland were all engaged
in this work, and were they all wrong?-The conditions then were not the same as they are now. I
have explained that the total difference in the cost
of the building is £81,250. The first item towards
that is £30,5oo~for additions to the building. That
is for the additional story and basement. The
next item that I would like to include is the increase in the cost of labour and material. Take
that increase as 12~ per cent. Then even if you
only take the £90,208, which was the cost estimated on 1st October, 1900, and £30,500 for
the addition of another story and the basement,
that gives a total of £120,000, and 12! per sent.
on that is another £15,000. That makes your
increased cost, so far, £45,500, due to causes
which were not within the knowledge or control
of any of the people who investigated the drawings in 1900.
If you add together these sums
of £90,000, £30,500, and £15,000, you get altogether in round numbers a total of £136,000,
showing an increase in the cost of your building
of £45,000. The other items are those which
I have detailed. They were smaller things, and
many of them should have been foreseen when
the original estimate was prepared" such as lighting, telephones, furniture, and a number of other
small items of that kind.
Suppose we defer this thing for another three
years; is it hir to infer that there will be another
change again?
Which way will it be if we
defer it again, just as long as the Government
have already deferred it? If we had started
on this building at the time you completed that
plan, and rushed on with it, could you have completed it ?-Yes, we could have got it completed
by this time.
And at the money?-No.
But you only discovered this thing last November; and you would have built it before last
November ?-\~Te would have found out probably
when we came to let the contract that we had
not got enough money provided.
\Vhat are we to do? Is there any way of
getting anything reliable out of the D~part
ments? I am not wanting to be personal at all,
but you see tha~ this is rather a history of inefficiency?-I can only say we have far better opportunity now of arriving at a close estimate
than we had when the estimate of 1900 was made.
The drawings have since been taken out in de-

tail more than once, and w~ have detailed quantities to go upon.
vVe can price out every item
of the work, which was quite impossible on the
original prize designs. We also have a large
amount of eXlLerience of the cost of carrying out
work unCler the traffi<:, which enables us to form
a very much more reliable estimate than we could
seven years ago when the estimate for the yard
was made:
You spoke of having these rough drawings.
You do not blame the Railways Standing Committee for accepting those from you, do you?No.
Is not the blame yours that rough and imperfect drawings were submitted? You do not blame
the Railways Standing Committee ?-No.
Gincers from Queensland, New South Wales,
and Victoria all gave evidence, and now you
are giving evidence that you have all had to
change your minds.
You do not blame the Railways Standing Committee for that ?-No.

The Hon.

J.

H.

ABBOTT:

Is there any likelihood of the building being
carried out at the present estimate of £440,000,
or will there be any chance of extras, or any
other expenditure' which will still Ifurther increase it ?-I believe that the building, as now
passed, and the station complete, can be carried
out for £440,000. If there are further alterations later on it may either reduce or increase
the cost according to the nature of the alterations.
We have to deal there with a very large
business.
It is not like dealing with a small
building, or even with this building alone. We
have to deal with the whole working of the traffic,
and a great many circumstances arise from time
to time, which cause very large and very extensive alterations to be made in the lines of
way, and in the signalling and other appliances
that are absolutely necessary for working the
traffic. Even alterations in time-tables very frequently cause alterations in the positions of lines
of way, and no railway man dealing with such
a large business as is done in the Flinders-street
station can say what will occur even twelve
months hence, let alone seven or eight years
hence, with regard to the working of the traffic.
My object was to find out whether really or
not we had arrived at finality now. If we agree
to spend this much money on the station, shall
we be justified in considering that it will be carried out. for that amount of money? I heard
your evidence when I was on the Railways
Standing Commit:tee, and my impression was
that the whole affair could be carried out for
this £260,000. \Ve cross-examined every witness
that came up, and we got what we thought was
a final statement.
vVe thought that even that
was a great deal of money. Is there any chance
at all of this amount being exceeded? I have
taken the liberty, perhaps an unwarrantable
one, of reminding this witness that at that time
the Railways Standing Committee were certain
that what we were told was riQ'ht, because we
were taking evidence on oath.
This evidence is
not on oath.
Is this any more reliable than the
other was?-(No answer.)

Sir

HENRY CUTHBERT:

I suppose you are advising us now to the best
of your ability on these improvements that are
about to be made at the station?
You have described very fair! y and very well alterations that
were suggested.
vVho was it suggested those

lIn
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alterations?
I wiII take the subways.
I think
in Ig00 some of those were to be IS ft. wide, and
they have been enlarged to 20 ft.
At whose suggest:t>n was that carried out ?-That was done by
the Rail ways Standing Committee before they
made the report of October, Ig00.
They decided
to enlarge one of the subways to 20 ft., and the
estimate for the subways was increased by £2,SOO
to cover that enlargement, and to provide for
lining the subways with tiles.
That is included in the £26S,000, but there are
some extras that you read out, and that I could
not follow?-The estimate for the subways was
made originally in 18g6.
It was merery for the
ordinary subways, such as are erected at suburban,
or other stations, with common brick walls and so
on.
It was subsequently considered necessary to
line the subways with tiles, to asphalt the floors,
and to cover the subways in with steel troughplates, asphalted over the top, to keep the roof
perfectly dry, instead of rails in concrete. . I
also pointed out that the cost of the constructlOll
of the 20-ft. western subway had been very
largel y increased by its having to be built alongside the City Council's storm-water drain.
The
cost of the brickwork and excavation, and so on, of
that subway was practically doubled by its being
put alongside that storm-water drain.

The Hon.

R.

B.

RITCHIE:

'Vhen you gave the answer £440,000 to complete
the station-did you mean that in addition to what
has been already spent, or deducting the amount?
-The £44°,000 includes the amount already spent.
In that case£280,000 would complete the whole
thing as per drawing there ?-£27S,000 about.

The Hon. W.

PITT:

That means building and roadway and everything ?-Yes.

The Hon. W. S.

'MANIFOLD:

I understand that the Railways Standing Committee, and subsequently Parliament, ratified the
expenditure of £26S,000 on the station and yard,
and I would like to ask the w:tness what amount of
money has been spent already towards carrying out this plan, including any alterations that
have been made in it-to put it more clearly, in
the money that has been already spent, what is
the difference between the amount estimated and
the amount actually expended, approximately,
without going into very close figures ?-I am
afraid I cannot give an answer to that question.
The amount we have spent is £164,696 up to the
31st July last out of £26S,061.
I cannot tell you
how much the estimate would amount to for the
items on which we have spent the £164,696. It
would be very ddEcult to make an estimate.
,Vould you say-I am only asking in round
numbers-could not you tell within £10,000 or so?
- I am afraid I could not give any nearer answer
than that the £164,000 bears the same proportion
to the total expenditure of £440,000. That is to
say, this £164,000 is rather more than one-third
of £440,000.
It represents only rather more than
one-third of the £26S,000.
That is to say, that
it repre!'ents an expenditure of about £go,ooo
under the original plan. That is as near an estimate as I can give.
I under.;;tand by that rough estimate that,
at all
eYents,
in
those
alterations you
have cxceedeCi the legal expenditure, you
have exceeded the sum of £20,000.
To
come to the point at once, under the Railways
Session 1904.-[421

Standing Committee Act any sums to be expended,
exceeding £20,000, can only be done legally with
the authority of the Standing Committee.
I
would Eke to ask you, have you complied with
that Act.
I refer to the money that has actually
been spent, as to what authority there was ?-W'e
had authority to spend £26S,061 .out of capital
on the station, and till we had arrived at that
:a.mount, I should assume we did not want anv further authority.
I presume that any architect or engineer lays
off a certain proportion of the total expenditure
for earthworks, and a certain proportion for
foundations, and whell we find a very considerable proportion of the total expenditure has already been spent merely on underground work,
we may safely conclude that ~,t the time they
were doing that they must have known they were
exceeding the sum which they were justified in
expending, without the authority of the Railways
Standing Committee. If they have done so, they
have spent that money illegally.
I understand
by your rough estimate, that the money expended
has exceeded the estimate by about £90,000. As
you cannot directly answer that--under whose
authority is that increased expenditure made?The authority that was given to me to expend
money, was the authority of the Railways Commissioners and the Minister of Railways, up to
that amount voted by Parliament, and the subsequent authority to expend a certain sum out of
the railway working expenses.
That is the only
authority I had.
Now, with regard to the alterations in the subway.
I understand, so far as I can follow the
figures read out by you this evening, that in
1900, according to that estimate, the subway,
with the alteration of £2,SOO for lining and so
on, totalled to £12,500 i and instead of that the
sum of £31,000 has been spent i by whose authority was that done ?-The sum of £2Q,S43 had
been spent up to the 31st of July, and we estimate the total cost of the subways at £31,100.
By whose authority?-Ry the authority of the
Railways Commissioners and t~e Mini~ter who
authoriied the expenditure of money up to the
amount voted by Parliament, without specifying
that it should be e~pended on any particular portions of the station.
Then you have a.3sumed the responsibility,
knuwing you wert:' limited to a particular sum.
You, individually, have assumed the responsibility of spending on these underground works a
sum you knew must eventually lead to the total
sum being vastly exceeded.
Do you assume the
responsibility of that ?-I assume the responsibility of allowing the works to proceed, carrying
out the works to completion according to the designs agreed on, and I drew attention in November last to the fact that the estimated cost was
likely to be largely exseeded.
You must have known very much before No·
vember that you were infinitely exceeding the
sum at your dispos~t1, is 110t that so ?-I had not got
the accounts specially made up, and I had not
gone into them until November last.
It was in
November I went into the accounts for the station, and found that we were likely to largely
exceed the amount authorizer!.
J

The Hein. W. S. MANIFOLD.-A case of
"building the house without counting the
cost" ?
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The Hon. J. M. DAVIES objected that
remarks should not be made on the answers.
The Han. W. S. MANIFOLD.-I apologize, and withdraw that. I did not intend
it in any offensive way.
To the Witness.-At the time, 1900, when the
total cost, estimated by you, I understand, and
placed before the Railways Standing Committee,
was put down at £265,000-do I understand that
that was laid before the Committee as the total
expenditure ?-Yes.
Then, I understood the honorable the Premier last night to say that at the time when that
£265,000 was spoken of, and I did not know why
he did not mention it, but in the minds of some
persons who made this estimate, it referred only
to money that would require to be voted by Parliament, and that all the time knowledge was
practically withheld, or information was not laid
before the Committee to the effect that this building would cost :tnother £50,000, which was to
come out of railway revenue, and tlwt really the
cost of the building and the yard was known by
some persons at the time to be '£315,000, instead
of £265,000.
The point I want to find out is
were you in any way aware that the £50,000
that was intended to be spent on this building
out of railway revenue, was in addition to the
£265,000, which you appear to have laid before
the Railways Standing Committee as the total
cost ?-At the time that my estimate was placed
before the Committee, £265,000, I believed that
it was sufficient to carry out the sULtion.
At the
same time, I knew that that was the capital
amount to be voted by Parlirrment, and that a
sum would be chargeable to railway revenue to
represent the cost of replacing the original buildings and lines of way and so on; but I did not
anticipate that the expenditure would reach a
total of £315,000.
I thought it likely that there
would be alterations and additions to the design
which the railway revenue portion of the expenditure would help to meet; but I did not think
that the design placed before the Committee
would require any more than £265,061.
Do I l.nderstand you to say thn t whi Ie you estimated the cost of the buildinl5s and yard to be
only £265,000, you knew all the time that a
considerable other S\lm of money would be
necessary ?-N 0; I did not know.
I anticipated
it was quite likely that alterations would be
made, and additional expenditure might be required as the work progressed.
There was something said about .£50,000 up
your sleeve ? - -

The Hon.

J.

M. DAVIES.-I said it.

TIle Witness.-The expression "up your
sleeve," I think, fairly describes the situation,
because I knew that a certain sum had been and
would be charged to railway revenue.
If the
station had been completed for the £265,000,
the whole £26~,000 would not have been charged
to capital.
The £50,000 would have been
charged to revenue, and only [215,000 to capital; but in a work of that description and magnitude, there are almost sure to be alterations
and additions as the work proceeds; and I had,
as has been stated, £50,000 "up my sleeve"
in order to provide for alterations and addi·
tions.
Do you include that now in the £265,000?No; in addition.
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Were the Railways Standing Committee aware
that this further sum would be required ?-No;
I was not aware it 'Yould be required myself.
I did not think so, unless alterations were found
to be necessary.
. Then the. Ministers were wrong in saying last
I1Ight that It was known that the cost of this
building and yard would be £315,000 ? - -

The Han. J. M. DAVIES.-The Minister said nothing except what he read. from
the report. I only read the document which
was signed by Mr. Norman, and added no
word to it.
The Hon. W. S. :MANIFOLD:
The £50,000 was' described as being "up the
sleeve."
That was the way it was put.
We
were tol~ last night, and led to believe from
documents or otherwise, that this building was
under-valued by £50,000; about which the Railways Committee did not know anything at all.
Is that the case, or is it not ?-No; it is not
the case.
Somebody else must have had it up their
sleeve ?-No.
If I may explain.
I said just
now I estimated at the time that the station
and building could be completed for £265,000.
At the same time I anticipated that it was quite
possible that alterations and additions would
develop themselves, and be found necessary 'as
the work progressed, and I considered it was
just as well to have the capital amount voted
for the full sum for the station, to be able to
deyote the working expenses amount to any
alterations and' additions that might develop;
but as far as the carrying out of the design
of tbe station approved in 1900, I thought that
the [265,000 would be sufficient.
And you did not consider it necessary to advise the Railways Committee that this further
money would be probably wanted ?-No.

The Hon.

J.

STERNBERG:

You had, I presume, officers specially set apart
to obtain those estimates ?-Yes.
You say in your evidence that they proved
much too low.
Was that found out in consequence of something that transpired ?-It was
found out when we came to go into the matter
again in November last.
Then, again, the Railways Standing Committee, you said, were not satisfied with the design
which cost £200,000-what were they not satisfied with?-They were not sati"sfied with the
design of the station building.
The building only?-Yes.
In the estimate which you subsequently submitted-£261,000-you alleged then that was
sufficient to carry out the construction of the
station suggested by you.
V'fere the elaborate
designs as far as shops and other surroundings
included ?-There were three shops only included
in the design of 1900, ,vhich was to cost £265,000
in round numbers.
'Vould that have been sufficient to have carried on the railway business ?-Yes.

The Han.

J.

BALFOUR:

I understand that a large amount of the extra
expenditure beyond the £265,000 you ~laim to
have been made because of necessary Improvements that had taken place since that contract was
talked of, such as electrical appliances and fresh
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signallings, and so on, and I understood you to That would include only verandahs over the platsay, in fact we know, that a large additional forms at an estimated cost of £25,700, so there
amount was proposed to be spent by the Govern- is a saving of .£48,300 there, bringing it back t(}
ment to put on a fourth story and the basement; £440,000 practically-that means the three-story
deducting all this, can you say about how much building.
extra was spent which was an under-estimate in
As I understand it, we have before us a prothe original proposal, and what was necessary? position that the four-story building is going to
That is to say this: you take the blame, and you cost £440,000 ?-Yes.
do not take the blame, I understand, of the necesYou now say to complete this building will
sary alterations that scientific progress and the cost £440,000 ?-I might explain a little further.
saf ety of the public have made necessary, the That building-the design of October, 1900extra platform and story and basement, but I provided for using granite, brick, and Sydney
understand there is a certain addition you admit freestone, and the estimated cost of that to-day,
should have been included in the original esti- including a complete roof, is £489,000.
Out
mate.
Can you tell me how much that is, £440,000 proposal includes only verandahs over
roughly? You deduct what the Government sr.ent, platforms, instead of complete roof. The buildextra shops and basements and top story, and de- ing is built with granite at the ground-floor
duct a number of new platforms that were neces- entrances; bluestone between the entrances, and
sary for safety for the Port Melbourne and brick and cement above the first floor.
St. Kilda trains, and such things as came up from
To carry out the building which has been put
progress in railway making, fresh interlocking before this I-louse to cost £440,000, that is the
and signalling and electrical appliances. How bigger building, if the House now drops the top
much, then, did you under-estimate that should story, drops the shops, and the shops in the
have been estimated when you gave your estimate basement, can you tell us what it would cost
to the Railways Committee ?-I can only make then ?-If you put the two buildings on the same
a calculation roughly in my mind now, but the level as regards platforms, verandahs, instead of
total difference between the two estimates, the main roof, and brick and cement, instead of brick
£265,000 and £440,000 is £175,000. Roughly, I and Sydney stone, the four-story building is
should say that half that is due to under-estimate estimated to cost £440,000, and the three-story
of the works, that we should have estimated £4 22 ,5 00 .
higher when the plan was prepared. The other
Then, according to that, the extra story, the
half is due to unforeseen matters that we could shops and the basement are going to cost only
not have estimated for at the time.
£17,500 ?-I am reading from figures here, and
I might further explain that in the £3°,500,
The Han. W. L. BAILLIEU:
which in my earlier evidence was described as
What is the amount involved in putting another the cost of the fourth story and the basement,
story to the building, with the addition to the and additional shops, there has already certain
basement and shops included, or, in other words, money been expended on the foundations, which
what would the cost be if we carried out that comprise the basement story, and that money
plan now with all the Improvements that the De- must stand as part of the building, having been
The
partment consider necessary.
The Government spent-the basement is practically built.
submit to the Committee a proposition of a four- additional cost that we would have now to incur
story building, and the Committee would like to to carry out the fourth story is £ 17,500.
Can you tell the Committee, having regard to
know what is involved in placing the other story
there, with the basement, shops, &c. ?-The esti- the expenditure that has already taken place,
mated cost to complete that design, but with the what will be necessary to spend to complete the
addition of the fourth story, and with the snops, building ?-The building only?
and including a complete roof over the station, is
Yes. Never mind the permanent way. What
£513,500. That is for a building using chiefly will it cost to put the four-story building up
brick, with Pyrmont stone facrngs.
now? I mean the additional expenditure. Never
That was not the question. 'Ve have before us mind what has been spent ?-The additional exa cost of £440,000 or £513,000. Now we carry penditure required to complete the four-story
the building a story higher, which gives us some building, using cement facings, is £154,882seventeen more shops. Now, if we revert to the that is for the building alone.
original plan, as adopted by the Committee, as to
And from that we can only deduct £17,500, if
the building going to cost the original Sl,1m, in- we put up a three-story building, instead of
cluding such additions or mooific:1tions as expe- a four?-Yes.
rience h:1s taught the Department to be necessarv ?
The Hon.
D. BRowN.-Last evening
-Th:1t is leaving out the fourth story and the
the Minister told us the cost of the fourth
extra shops?
Yes. I will put it another way: the estimate story would be, in round numbers, £25,000.
was £265,000, can you give the Committee what
The Han.
1\1. DAVIES.-Fourth story
it will now take to put that building up, with the
necessary additions, that experience has found to and basement.
be necessary, then the difference as an additional
. The Han. J. D. BROWN:
story and the basement ?-The estimated cost of
carrying out the design of October, 1900, comThat does not quite agree with the figures
plete to-dar is £489,000.
The
given in the return read this evening.
Let me understand: £489,000 is the estimated figures appear on the estimates of those Governcost of the design of October, 1900, complete?- ment plans- the fourth story, £24,5°0.
At
May I be allowed to explain a little. That design one time, when Mr. Mathieson was examined, the
il'cludes a complete roof over the station, which question was asked, "What would the third story
is estimated to cost, in the £489,000, £74,000 as . cost?" and he replied, "Roughly, £15,000." In
against what we are proposing in our £440,000.
your opinion '£25,500 plus £15,000, will be the
[4 2J-2

J.

J.
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amount necessary to build. the third and fourth
stories.
Mr. Mathieson stated that the figures
were based on the reports of his engineers, but
the sum of £39,500 would be saved if the Committee decided to drop the third and fourth
stories?-The sum to be saved would, perhaps,
be more than £39,500, but I have not got any
up-to-date estimate of the cost of the third-story
and cannot say what it would be.
£39,000 'i~
rather less than the amount that would be saved_

The Hon. F.

STUART:

You .tell us that the estimate of £265,000 was
made 111 1900 for the cost of the building and
permanent "lay. \Ve assume it to be a fair
estimate, and you now tell us that the cost of
the buil(~ing, with the increased story and basement, ,vIll be £440,000The delay of four
years has increased the (;ost very largely f::H
many reasons. Now, suppose we delay another
four years, will not the cost be more than
£440,000 ?-That must depend entirely on developments.
The cost might be more or less
four years hence.

The

HOll_ R.

B. REES:

I would like to ask if this station, with the expenditure of £440,000, will accommodate the
Prince's-bridge traffic?-Yes_
'Vhy did you say in your statement that there
was one more platform requi'red on the Prince'sbridge station ?-One more required for holiday
and race traffic.
It will accommodate all the
Prince's-bridge traffic on ordinary days, probably fifty out of fifty-two weeks in the year, but
for the extra race and holiday traffic it has always
been proposed to use the Prince's-bridge station.
Therefore you require to keep a staff at
Prince's-bridge ?-N ot all the year round.
A
sufficient staff will be placed there on the days
the station is open for traffic.
'Vould not that deduct from the proposed earnings or the proposed savings of this new stationthe amalgamation ?-That has been taken into account in estimating the savin~s to be made.
You say the estimates of 1897 were carried forward to 1900, when the Railway Committee asked
for those estimates.
'Vas there no checking of
the 1897 estimates when you gave those to the
Railways Committee in 1900 ?-No.
The estimates were not gone into afresh.
They were handed holus-bolus to the Railways
Committep. simply?-The only addition in the
estimate that was made in the other portions of
the btl:lding was the addition of 15 per cent. to
provide for the increased cost of labour.
You say we have carried out the foundations of
the buildings according to the original plan? The
foundations are in the plan which provides for
new basement shops-is that so ?-No.
The
foundati0::l.s are built and include the space
for the basement shops.
I understand the proposal for basement shops
was the proposal of last year, and that the foundations have been in for two years. "Vhat reason
had you f.or putting in basement shops last year,
when this is a new proposal of the Premier's?It was not intended to put shops in the basement
when it was built, but it was used for storage and
')ther purposes.
'Vhat would be the expenditure in converting
those basement store-rooms into eligible shops?
-About £2,500.
That is an additional expense on the foundations-the £10,000 spent already ?-Yes; that is
t.o provide nine shops in the basement.

!~ere is a possibility, and I should say a probablhty, of the electrification of the suburban railways. \Vill the station, as proposed, with the
ways and all that, answer when this electrification
comes along ?-Yes.
Without any additional cost of alteration for
permanent ways and so on ?-Of course, the electric?"l. appliances will have to be put in, but the
posItIons of the lines and platforms are not affected by the motor power of the trains.
The
platforms, as laid down on the plan, and as
~artly constructed, are required in those positIons, whether steam or electricity be the motive
power.
You are the head of the Department ?-Of the
'Yay and "Vorks Department.
You are at the head of the Department that
has made these estimates ?-Yes.

The

HOll.

E.

MILLER:

. If we gr::l.llt this £80,000 for the railways will
It be necessary to go on with the works to the end
-when the £80,000 is exhausted, will you be
able to stop spending any more money?-'Ve
shall be able to stop, but it would not be advisable to do so.
. \Vould It be advisable to go on to spend the entIre sum of £440,000, do you think ?-I think so.
In the course 0 f the next two or three
years the full sum should be spent; my view is
that the station should be completed.
I think most stations nre covered in as a rule
-in your opinion, would it not be w~ll to have
the whol':'! of this station covered in ?-I
do not think it is a necessity, and I do not think
it is worth the extra money that would be required to cover. it in.
Do you not think the public desire that it shall
he all covered in ?--I do not think so.
I think
they would be well satisfied if they could be
under cover from the time they entered the approach to the st~tion till they got into the trains,
but I do not th111k they would require the lines
of way where the trains stand to be covered in.
If it should be required in future to cover it
in, the cost would be £513,000 ?-If we build verandahs now to cost '£25,700, and we afterwards
had to pull them down. and build a roof over the
w.h?le station, we should probably spend an addItlOna.1 fio,ooo.
As re.gards the railway station, in your opinion,
would It not serve the public and be sufficient! y
good for them and for the use of the Railway Department if no buildings were put at all alon~
Flinders-street ?-N o. There must be some builci~
ings. It is intended to bring the Eastern District
country trains into this station and start from this
station, and some accommodation must be provideel for the country passengers who will start
from the platform next the street. There should be
some waiting-rooms and some other conveniences
for the country passengers, in addition to what
are provided for suburban passengers; some
buildings for public accommodation and for the
officers necessary for the Department next to 6e
street.
There are at present some old portions
of the original buildings there, which are used as
ladies' waiting-rooms, and offices for stationmasters and others.
The building on the ground floor would be
sufficient for that ?-If we had the whole of the
ground floor, we might accommodate the officers
and the public in the buildings provided.
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And that would be at a very small cost, as compared with the buildings proposed to be put up
at present ?-I have not taken out the cost of the
()ne·story building.

The Hon. T.

LUXTON:

\Ve are given to understand that there were
seventeen competltors showing their designs. for
this station, in the first instance.
\Vhat was the
amount set down for the station to cost at that
particular f.me ?-The station building was about
£101,000.
I am not absolutely sure of the
figures, without looking it up.
At whose instigation or suggesti.on was that increased ?-The sum was increased-I am not sure
whether I suggested it, or the. members, of the
Railways Standing Committee d~d .so.
1 he s~m
was increased to provide for buddlllg. the statIOn
buildings with Sydney freestone. Illstead of
cement, and to provide for the hIg~er cost ~f
bbour, w:th the materials, w~ich had mcrease? III
price considerabl y after the tune that th~ desIgns
were sent in.
The report of the Standlllg Committee gives that information.
May I read from
this : "The estimated cost of executing the design
submitted by the Department in January, 18 99,
amounted, at the prices then ruling, to 1,'101, 18 7
for the roof, subways, and fayade i brick and stone
being specified for the buildings.
At pre~ent
prices, which are 25 per cent .. above the pn:es
ruling in June, 1899, the executIOn of that desIgn
in brick and stone would amount to £126,4 84,
" The Engineer for Existing Lines estimates that
the approved design would have ~ost at the 18Q9
prices 1,'II9,OS7.
At present pnces the cost IS
estimated at 1,'149,S78.
"This estimate is made up as follows : Buildinrrs in brick and cement
1,'67,988
Add fo; granite and freestone as recommended
22,220
Total buildings in brick and stone 1,'90,208
Roof over the whole station
46 ,87 0
Subways
12,SOO
Total cost of the superstructure
recommended
",
".£149,57 8
That is the amount that was included in the
"£265,000 for the building.
As thin~s have turned out, it is evident
that the si:\teen competitors on that occasion were
-done an injustice to, because we have spent con~iderably more than the amount they put in the
plans for at the time.
I wish to convey that out
-of seventeen competitors only one was sufficiently
low to be recognised by the Commissioners, for
this reason, that it was near the £100,000.
The
others were higher and theirs must have been rejected for that particular reason. \Vhereas at the
present time we are going into £440,000, so the
sixteen who competed were rejected because their
price was too high.
Is that a fact or not?-I
was not one of the judges who adjudicated on
the designs sent in, but I believe the designs were
adjudged not only on the question of cost, but
on the most suitable design for the building, and
I think that was the view that the Standing Committee took of the designs when they saw them,
that they accepted what they considered the most
suitable design of building for the station.
°

The Hon. W. S.

II8r

MANIFOLD:

I understand that this proposed railway station would only accommodate the suburban traffic
and the eastern country traffic?-Yes.
Is it the case then in a short time the country
may look to a further larger expenditure at
Spencer-street-is anything contemplated in that
line ?-It is contemplated that when the finances
of the State will permit an improved station
shall be constructed at Spencer-street for the
main country traffic of the State.
Has that proposal for an improved station gone
at all beyond a mere idea, or has any estimate
of the probable cost been formed ?-No i no
plans or estimates have been made out for the
station at Spencer-street.
Some small sketches
have been prepared, but nothing done in the
way of making plans, or estimates.

The Hon.

'R.

B.

RITCHIE:

I want you to give your imagination a chance.
\Vhat would a station cost at Flinders-street
-not an elaborate one like that in the plan, but
a ° decent honest station, fit for the requirements of about a million people, or the
requirements of the people of Melbourne,
at Flinders-street-if you had a free hand
to build a good honest station of good workmanship but cheap ?-If I had a free hand
to build the station building at Flindersstreet to-day, I would build the four-story building, at the cost estimated in these estimates.
Do I understanOd that it requires four stories
to manage the traffic of that station, or can you
do it with one story-stations like those in
Europe and England-what wouJd it cost ?-I
think that the whole matter cannot be compressed into the requirements of the traffic of
the Department and passengers at Flinders-street
station.
vVe have a valuable piece of land, of
which advantage should be taken to put up a
presentable building in a conspicuous place in
the city, and if. we can do that, and earn a considerable portion, if not the whole, of the interest, by letting portions of the building, I think
it is the proper thing to do, and I would recommend that it should be donc.

The Hon. W. H.

EMBLING:

You say you had rough sketches for a station at Spencer·street.
Can you give an idea
of what a station there would cost ?-I cannot
give any estimate at present.
\Ve started with £101,000, which went up to
£365,000-it is now £513,ooo-can you tell us
who is the responsible person who has been
behind all these different rises in price-it could
not have been the Commissioner or the Engineer
of Existing Lines, it must have been some power,
who was it-was it the present Premier ?-\Vhat
I understand the question to mean is: how is it
that the cost has gone from £101,000 to
£S I 3,000?
\Vho authorized that?-The cost of the station prepared in August, 1897, and adjudicated ,
on by the Railways Standing Committee, was
£201,607, and the cost of the station now recommended, the four-story building is £440,000.
The Standing Committee did not like the plan
of the building which was to cost, including-the
yard, and so on, £201,607, and they arranged
that competitive designs should be invited.
A
considerable time was spent over that, and when
the designs were sent in the one which was
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estimated on the then prices to cost £148,000,
was accepted.
That is the three-storey building.
The reasons for increasing the cost from
£265,000 to £440,000 I think I have already
mdicated in my previous evidence in detail.
How is it ?- I said in answer to the
Han. Mr. Balfour, that the extra cost, of
£175,00o--the difference between £265,000 and
£440,00o--could be put down to about half the
work being under-estimated pre,viously and half
to unforeseen additi'ons.

The Han. M. CUSSEN:
I would like to know from you what you could
do to meet the present requirements of traffic
for £101,000 nO'vv-would that n'leet the present
requirements ?-

The Han. J. M. DAVIES. - They have
spent £165,000 already.
The Han. ::\1. CUSSEN:
0

In addition to that, what could you do with
the £101,000 that was submitted to the competing architects-would it meet the present requirements of the suburban traffic ?-I think that
with £101,000 we could put up a building that
would probably give accommodation to the
travelling public, and for railway offices in the
building.

The Han. R. B. REEs :
We have heard about the increased price of
material.
Has there been any increase of wages
during the last four years, between 1900 and
1904 ?-In skilled labour there has been a considerable increase in wages.
Fifteen per cent. ?-Yes; bricklayers, the
wages have increased from 9s. to lIS. a day,
that is considerably more than 10 per cent. In
dressed stone of various kinds the prices have
gone up over 30 per cent.
In bricks, the p_rice
the Department is paying to-day is more than 12
per ~ent. to 15 per cent. over what they were paymg m 1900.
Is it a fact that Mr. Bent has brought the price
down to the £2,000 under that ?-Our prices are
estimated on the price we buy at in the open
market to-day.
Vlas the work done by the Railway Department,
or under contract, in the subways ?-The subways
have been carried out by the Department by day
work.
The' foundations fox the building were
built by contract.
Do you consider that there was any great increase in the price of that work carried out by
day labour over what it would have been' by
contract ?-Not any great increase, although it is
not practicable to c,ury out as cheap building by
day labour as by ('ontract.

The Han. W. H.

EMBLING:

As to the additions made in the various little
items that together amount to money-you told
us that instead of the walls bcing finished with
bricks, tiles were employed, and other alterations. \\Tho authorized those-the Railways Standing Committee, the Commissioners, or the Minister ?-It has not been done at all yet; but it is included in the e~timate.
You mi~understand me,
The original estimate
was that the works were to be finished in a plain,
simple manner. Now the subways are being finished with tiles that was r,ot included originally?
-,-Yp.s j the last estimate of the Standing Committee included the tiling in the subways.

l'he Han. W. L. BAILLIEU:
You say it is cheaper to carry out a work
under contract.
vVould it have been possible to
carry ~ut the ~ork there while the railway traffic
was bemg ~arncd on ?-It would be possible, but
very undesuable, and very unsafe, considering
the traffic that has to be carried on.

The witness withdrew.
:\lr. Thomas Tait, Chairman of the Victorian Railways Commissioners, was called
and examined.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE:
I ~ave had the pleasure of hearing you once
or tWIce on matters of money and the usefulness.
of money, and I know the answers vou have
given on this question,
I have simply called you
because I think your indorsement has been given
to some of t~is work.
Therefore I will ask you
to l?ok at thIS plan, and ask you how much you
are mterested in this.
vVhat is your opinion, and
how far are you interested in indorsing this proposal that you have heard discussed ?-I will read
the report of the Commissioners made to this
l!~use, dated the 31st March of this year, on the
F lmders-street station and yard"The full benefit cannot be derived from the expenditure which has been made on this work, until
t~e whole scheme has been completed.
The statIon and yard in their present condition are a
source of discomfort and inconvenience to the public and of expense to the Department, and the
.Commissioners are, therefore, of the opinion that,
If the finances admit, the work should be completed
without further delay.
Detail drawings and quantities for the station
~s now contell!plated have .onlY lately been finIshed, and eIght alternative estimates of cost
(based on these drawings and quantities) will be
found in Appendix NO.4.
The Commissioners favour a station as per Alternative Scheme No.8, because with snch a long
frontage a four-story building will have better
proportions than a building of three stories, and
the rents of offices, &c., on the fourth floor will
it is believed, more than pay the additional amoun;
required .for in~erest on the cost of. the extra story
and for Its mamtenance.
The dIfference in the
cost .of one roof over the platforms, lines of way,
and Swanston-street footbridge, and of separate
r?ofs over t~e platforms and footbridge onlyVIZ., £4,500, IS too large to justify the provision of
the former.
The' cost of the whole 'work, including the rearrangement of tracks, interlocking and signals,
platforms and platform roofs, subways, &c., as.
per Alternative Scheme No.8, is estimated at
£440,000.
Of this amount, £155,256 had been
expended up to 31st December, 1903, and, of the
balance, £55,600 will be charged to working expenses in accordance with the principles defined
in Appendix No. 5, leaving £229,144 additional
capital funds to be provided to complete the whole
scheme.
Until the finances admit of more being done, the
Commissioners propose that the expenditure be
restricted to an amount sufficient to complete the
tracks, subways, platforms, and platform roofs,
and the basement ,and ground and first stories of
the station building. This will provide the facilities required for the efficient conduct of the traffic
and the accommodation needed for the public, and
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also a number of shops in the basement and ground
floors facing Flinders-street, which it is estimated
will bring in a considerable revenue.
The provision of these facilities and accommodation will
admit of the discoJ;ltinuance of the use of the
Prince's-bridge station, except for special excursion and race traffic, with an estimated saving in
work:ng expenses of over £6,000 per annum.
The cost of carrying out this proposal is estimated at £190,744 in addition to the sum of
£155,256, expended up to the 31st December, 1903,
making a total expenditure of £346,000.
If the
work be put in hand at once the additional funds
needed, viz., £190,744 will require to be provided
as follows : ..,j-
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The Commissioners propose that- the balan~-f
the expenditure required to complete the whole
scheme as per Alternative No.8, viz., £94,000, be
postponed until the finances admit of the necessary
outlay."
Those are the views of the Commissioners about
this station.

The Hon. D.

MELVILLE:

The document which you h~ve read is simply
a document that has been put 111 our hands-that
has been Jecentl)' placed on the Assemblv table.
T~e question I deSire. to have answered by you,
WIth your large expenence in stations, is how far
you are accolln~able for th~ subject you have
!ead over.
Is It your own Idea, or is the plan
111 :my way fixed up to your notions of a station
for such a city an~ s~ch a place ?-Shortly after
the present CommIssIOners were appointed, and
when I cculd take a few moments from more
pressing matters, I commenced to look into the
~luestion of the station that was being built at
Flinders-street.
I went over the plans caref.ully with Mr. Norman, considered some suggestIOns that .were made, looked into the question of
oConcentratmg all the traffic at Flinders-street and
some 0 f the alterations that have been made in
. the plans recently, are the result of that investigation.
The fourth story was a question that
had not tllen been finally decided.
'When I
speak of myself, I speak of my colleagues. We
f.eIt, as we stated in the report, thnt the additIOnal .revenue to be obtained, and the improvement 111 the appearance of the huilding warra~ ted the provision of a fourth story.
It was
pOInted O~lt ther: was :1 considerable danger from
the use of one Ime of way by the St. Kilda and
Port Melb)urne trains, and, aft!"r consideration,
we came to the conclusion it would be unwise not
io provide an additional line of rails on the St.
Kilda side of the present platform. Indeed, we
thollg~t that ~wo should be provided, so that the
St. Kllda tram could use one and the engine get
round on the other; and that the other could also

be used as a running track. I felt that more waiting-room accommodation should be provided for
the public in what is known as the ground floor.
There was no waiting-room for men, and no room
where men could smoke. I thought that a large
couDtry traffic would be handled, and that· such
accommodation should be provided when we
were building such a fine station.
I found
also that a refreshment-room had been. provided on the ground floor, i:ll1t not a large one,
with an annex below the level of the street. After
consideration we decided that a fourth story should
be provided and rearranged, the ground story to
provide additional waiting-room accommodation
and the dining-room.
The matter then regted
for some time. \Vhen it again C:lme up, the suggestion was made that additional shops might be
provided, and :lfter looking into it carefull y, I
came to the conclusion that shops could be provided without much, if any, detriment to the accommodation f:)r the traffic, and that the j woult!
bring in a large revenue and help to carry the
cost of the station. \Ve provided the additional
room by reducing somewhat the provision made
for the ticket offices (they seemed to be unnecessarily large), and by moving the dining-room up
to the first floor, which I think i:; a deciaed improvement, because it would be above the noise oF.
the street, :ll1d the dirt and d·.Ist, where ther'.!
would be a fair outlo:Ji(, wl.ere il would be
nearer to t:1e kitchen, and where mere roon-,
could be provided, and it would be easily acce:,;5ible to the travelling public and the citizens who
desired to patronize it.
Those were the main
changes approved of by th:! pr~scjlt Commissioners.
\Vhen we assumed office, the foimdations of the building were practically, if not
actuali ~7, in the same cendition 0.5 they are now.
\Vork was being proceeded with .1.t a shw rate,
and on some of the pl;)iforms.
\Ve hav(' S1'elh
since we were appointed, in the neighbourlioo.l
of '£16,000 in completing and going on with the
subwa y ~lnd platforms, of which about £~I'OC()
has been charged to the working expenses, the
capital voted by Parliament having been exhausted.
This £9,000 is a :)art of the amount
which will be charged to the working eXpfl1SeQ,
represent;ng repl.1.cement of the accommodation
that existed.
When did you take charge ?-The 1st June,
190 3.
Did you understand at the time, or was it
explained to you by anyone that up to that
point you were working on a design-that all
the operations up to that time were towards this
-plan ?-Shortly after the appointment of the present Commissioners I obtained the plans, and
looked into the question of what was proposed
to be provided and what had been provided, also
as to what money was available to proceed with
the work, and the situation generally.
When you took charge you knew the limit of
expenditure ?-Yes, several weeks after I took
charge.
You were made aw:ue that vou were workinfl'
tow:ll'ds this end.
I think you heard Mr. No~~
man state that, in November, he discovered that
t~lese additions provided by law could not be earned out for that money. Did you consult with
him? He says he made the discoverv that he
w~s in a di.fficulty, J?arliament having ~uthorize<.l
thIS expendIture? \Vhat was your advice at that
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time when it was brought before you ?-When I
first went into the matter with Mr. Norman the
detailed plans and drawings and quantities had
not been taken out, and that work was not completed until about November. At about that date
the Con)missioners drafted a report to the then
Minister of Railways on the rolling stock, way
and works, and stores, and that report was presented to the members of the Cabinet. As to
the Flinders-street station, it was very much
on the lines of the present report that
I have just read. The reasons for the presentation of that draft report at that time was that
Parliament was in session, and a Loan Bill was
about to be presented. The Commissioners had
not, however, then completed their-inspection of
all the lines, and, with the consep..t of the Premier,
they withheld that report until the 31st March,
at which date we had inspected all the lines and
works of the Victorian Railways, and amended
it accordingly.
Do you think that anybody, Parliament being
in session, should have taken the liberty of suppressing facts from Parliament, because it
amounts to that? This was made known in November, when the Houses were sitting.
\Vere
you responsible for not making Parliament aware
that, the limit was to be enormously increased if
this work was carried out ?-I do not quite understand your question.
You have told us, and Mr. Norman has told us,
that he had discovered, in November, and reported it to you, that a very large amount of
money would be required to complete this station.
This was known in November.
\Vhy did you
consent to the date being altered to the 31st March,
when no Parliament was sitting? This was a
question for Parliament-it was not a Government
question?

The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that Mr.
Melville was assuming a great deal. The
Commissioner of' Railways never said he
consented to something. The Commssioner
said he presented an imperfect draft report,
and he understood the Commissioner to say
that he got the consent of the Government to
postpone that report until he was able to perfect it-not that he consented to do it at the
request of the Government. And then Mr.
Melville assumed something and put it into
the next question.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he had
not assumed anything. The question was as
to the time between the discoverv and the
presenting of the report. What - he asked
was why this information which was given
to the Ministers had been withheld. The
witness had told him that he got permission
from the Minister to date the report up to
the 31st March, when Parliament was not
sitting.
To the Witness.~You have intimated to us that
you were aware of this tremendous increase in
money, and that you did take steps, but the arrangement was made that it should be dated the
31st March ?-\Vhat is the question?
\Ve know the number of months between November and March. ""hat did you have in view
by agreeing to this postponement of the signing

of the report ?-I thought I had already explained
that we had made certain estimates as to the requirements on the Victorian Railways about the
end of November, and that as there was a Loan
Bill coming on, that information was given to the
then Minister of Railways (Mr. Shiels).
Mr.
Irvine asked whether we would have this report
laid on the table of the House. I said no, we did
not want it laid on the table of the House, that
we proposed to include it in our annual report
for next ~ear. Our annual report for that year
had been Issued. Later on we completed our inspection of the lines, and Mr. Bent kindly consented to our making some amendments in our
report. As to Flinders-street station the draft
report was very much on the lines of the present
report.
It was a very appropriate moment, I admit,
when you had a Loan Bill coming on, and when
we were likely to want more money. \Vhy did
you not press on the thing ::l.lld get it included in
that Loan Bill ?-Because I was told, and knew,.
that the finances of the State would not admit of
one pound being spent on Flinders-street railway
station, and we would not have asked for the
money for the Flinders-street station at that time.
Then it was the financial condition of the State
that had delayed'it until the 31st March ?-It has.
been delayed for year~
Is it faIr to ask you, without reference to anything that has been done at ali, supposing no
foundations were in, what kind of station, considering the finances of the State, which you are
very careful to consider-what kind of station to
do your work with the least capital would be
necessary. How much would you set aside for
it if nothing had been done ?-I have not had time
to give such a subject consideration. The Commissioners had to take matters as they found them,.
and it was out of the question to make any decided
changes in the plans, therefore we did not devote
any time to the consideration of it, as it would
have been thrown away.
\"hat I meant was that we might get some idea
of your judgment whether the thing was of allY
value. The foundations are practically in?Yes.
If £50,000 were set aside to make the additional expenditure with those foundations as they
are, what could you do with that money?
"Yould it not be sufficient for the kind of traffic
that you have?
I have gone down three times
a day to look at your station, and I find that
the people are only about three minutes' walk
from the trains.
\Vhat do you want with this
tremendous expenditure, always keeping in view
our finances?
\Vhere are the people who are
going upstairs? "Vhere are the diners? Whence
come they?
To-day there were seven people on
the whole station when I arrived.

The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-I can tell the
honorable tnember that I have had to wait
on that station for twenty minutes, and
sometimes it is raining.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE:The Commissioner knows exactly what I am
saying-that to-day, and every day, there is n()
one wanting a dinner upstairs.
I know the
Minister once told me that we cannot spare all
the money. Is it really necessary that we should:
make that provision ?-I think there is considerable misapprehension on this question.
People
seem to think that the main question is the provision of tll.:- sta.tion building.
That is, if I
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Evidence has been given that you require a
might say so, the smaller part of it.
The "hlain
necessity for this large expenditure at Flinders- station at Spencer-street; has that matter been
street is to provide the necessary lines of way, considered ?-I will again read from the report
platforms, and shelters for the public, and to a copy of which has been given to the House.
so interlock the signals and lines of way that H says-" The present station is inconvenient for
brge operations may be successfully and safely the public, insufficient for the traffic, and discarried on.
Out of this total of £440,000, creditable both to the Department and the State,
£171,458 is for station buildings, in accordance but in view of the large outlay involved in' the
with that design.
The balance of that money construction of a suitable new station, and the
is for the lines of way, platforms, subways,
re-arrangement and improvement or" the tracks
verandah roofs, lengthening
Swanston-street which would be required in connexion therebridge and widening it, and to provide accommo- with, the Commissioners feel that the work
,dation for the trains and the public.
If we should not be undertaken until there is a conar.e going to provide, as we should, a suitable siderable improvement in the finances, and the
station at Flinders-street, we must, whatever work when undertaken can be carried on to comkind of building we put up, provide foundations pletion without interruption, and they have not,
and a roof.
Those are two expenditures that therefore, made any provision in Appendix No.
.are common to any building that we put up. 3 for the improve_ment of the accommodation for
Having to incur those expenditures, it is ad- the passenger traffic at this station."
visable to go on and to provide a building of
Will it require anything like this at Spencer.a suitable height, so that it will be capable of street ?-As there ha_s been so much difficulty
providing additional accommodation, and bring about estimates in conn ex ion with the FITnders'in sufficient rent not only to pay for the extra street station, I prefer not ·to hazard even a guess
accommodation, but interest on three-fourths of about the Spencer-street station.
the whole cost of the work.
That is the reason
An estimate has been given that it will cost
whv the Commissioners favour the building now about £200,000; .is it not handicapping your capiunder consideration.
tal enormously with this great station to put up
Looking at those plans, is all that brickwork this building ?-I think the Commissioners have
and those towers necessary for the traffic ?-l shown due solicitude for the capital account in
could not say that the steeples were necessary their report.
In regard to the Spencer-street
13 the conduct of the traffic.
station, we say we feel the work should not be
Is there anything requiring that amount of undertaken unless there is a considerable imbrickwork? Is that incidental to the traffic when provement in the finances.
\Ve have not asked
we are so hard up?
Is all that incidental work for any money for it.
necessary for the next ten years ?-I wiII have
The electrification of the railways has been
to ask you to put your question so that I can brought up by honorable members, and the
answer it.
answer is that these stations wi)! be ample, and
Did you ever see a station provided like this·
that they will in no way interfere with the conanywhere, and did you ever base any calcula- struction, if it is ever done.
Your trains wili
tion on shops? Anywhere where you have travel- run right through every two or three minutes, and
1ed have you seen any such station for such a the people will not want a station at all.
All
purpose, ,vith all those bricks and steeples?trey w[tnt will be minute or two-minute trains
Yes; I can give you two notable examples, one
dash ing throu~h.
,"Vhere are yom feeders then?
that I had to do with myself-in the Toronto
Union station, one of the features was the pro- -\"hat feeders?
The dining-room and r.ll the provision upvision of shops in an arcade through which all
the passengers had to pass.
Another case was slairs ?-\Ve never contempln.ted they would feerl
The people from the eastern
;ust before I left America.
The New York while in transit.
Central undertook to re-arrange their station, district who take the trains and leave the trains
and proposed to spend millions of dollars-per- at the Flinders-street station should have som,:!
They h::1.Ye
haps tweh'e or fifteen millions-on .that work, means for obtaining meals there.
and they intended to so arrange It that the now that means at Prince's-bridge, but the
rental of the shops in the building would go a P ri!lce's-bri(lge static,n will be abandoned, and it
long way towards paying the interest on the will be necessary to make some provision for
them in the new station.
\Ve know it will be a
cost of the building,
Can you say what the total cost o~ the Toronto pre,1t convenience for suburban passengers to be
:-,ble
to
obt:tin
a
meal
at
the
luncheon counter be-'
station is ?-I could not say, and It would n~t
give you any information if I could, because It fore they take tne trains, or when they arrive in
the city, especiall y ladies.
involved a great many tracks, and so forth.
vVould it cost £10,000 ?-Yes; but I cannot
It is only the Gippsland traffic that feels that
tell you the amount, because I do not recollect.
necessitv.
You do not expect anvthing from
Give us some place which we all lmow where suburban passengers ?-I thing the suburban pasthere is a station with shops ?-I do not know senO"ers will make use of the luncheon counter at
Fli~d€rs.s(!(.'et to 'Some extent.
\Ve think la-dies
of such a place that you all know.
.
Have vou any. idea what it is to co~t to .wIden will, and we hope to derive a large rental from
your wa\' so that you can get a t~1Td Ime at the lease of the dining-room privileges.
Spencer-street coming towards the Fl~nders-street
You have taken the matter as you found it;
station ?-Do you mean at the Flmders-street you have merely 1Unde sugg-estions to build up
viaduct?
.
the statiurl in the best possible way in your judgYes ?-\Ve are managing ther~. WIth h~O.
ment ?-\Ve took matters as we found them, and
Do you approve of the widenmg th.ere.
po made such suggestions as we thought advis.1h!c
you suggest that that should be carned. out.- to carryon the work.
That is one of the troubles I am keepmg ~or
Because it was there? Was there no other
the future.
.I have not had time to deal 'nth
reason ?-\Ve had to take tIle work that had been
that yet, and it is not urgent.
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done, and adapt any sugge:>tions we had to mal:e
to that work.
You do not feel disposed to make any suggestion to the House on the whole question on your
own l!CCCtmt-anv sugge'5tion other than is now
made ?-That report contains our views about this
station,

The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD:

at Bar of Legislative Council.
Ydu have to pay interest on the money that is

1ying dead now?-Yes.
You will also have to pay interest on the
£270,000; that will be £20,000 altogether. You
stated that the rents you are going to receive will
assist you, but you have nothing to authorize you
in saying, that you will receive those rents?No; but it has been carefully gone into, and
that is considered a reasonable estimate.
It is
considered that the rents and the saving at
Prince's-bridge will amount together to £18,000
a year.
With all these buildings, whate'ver you like to
put up, do you expect to get any more revenue
from the public ?-I do not consider that the provision of this passenger station will increase the
passenger traffic to any appreciable extent.
Will it by a single passenger ?-It might attract a few passengers from the tram lines.

Have vou read the Art of Parliament defining
the duties of the Railways Commissioners, and
the powers given to them ?-I have.
Do you find anything in that Act of Parliament requitiI.g you to buill shops ::Lnd to let
them, collect the rent, look after them, and keep
them in repair, and do what is virtually the bm,iness of an estate agent, or even empowering yo~'
t(, do it ?-l do not recollect seeing anything 1[\
that Act requiring us to tio so.
As Lo whether
we hav·:! the power, I car, hardly give ar, opiair.n
The Hon. J. D. BROWN:
without looking into it further.
H'lYe you read in the report is!Jued by the RailYou do not know of anything that, definitely,
either empowers you, or .requires y_ou, to act as ways Standing Committee, in 1900, the evidence
agent in the letting of shops ?-I know the Com- given by Sir William Zeal ?-No; I have not.
Do yon know Sir \iVilliam Zeal ?-I have met
missioners have the power vested in them to let
their premises, whether they be buildings or land, him . .
He is a gentleruan who has been in Melbourne
but as to whether they can engage in the business
of a real estate agent I cannot say. We have the for fifty years, and· i;.; a 5rst-class authority on
In reply to questions addressed
right to lease the refreshment rooms, for instance. city properties.
I am referring to the erection of shops, and to him by the Committee, he said that, in his
carrying on the profession of a person who builds opinion, neither the shops nor the offices wr)uld
shops for the purpos~. of deriving an income from let at aiL
He gave good and substantial reathem, and seeing that they are kept in repair?-I sons to back up his opinion.
vVould you put
assume that we have a precedent, because there your opinion before the opinion of Sir William
are shops in the Flinders-street viaduct which the Zeal ?--I say, no; because one can hardly be exCommissioners lease.
pected, after being in Melbourne for one year,
I ask, have you found anything in the Act that to have as much knowledge as a gentleman who
requires you to do it, or empowers you to do it?- has been h~re all his life, and has been engaged
All I can say is that I do not know of anything in bu:,;iness.
But we have men in the Departin the Act that requires us to do it. I am under ment who know about real eshte.
One cf our
the impression that we have the power, but I offi~ers does nothing ("Joe) and he made ~:\haus
would not say definitely.
tive inquiries about the city before this estimat~
was made.
I do not put it in as my estimate,
The Hon. E. MILLER:
but as the estimate of the Department, and the
I have read that when you came here your first best that could be ubtained.
object was to make the railways pay?-I have
You have not had the advantage of reading Sir
al ways added the proviso, consistent with afford- William Zeal's evidence.
To my mind that is
ing such service to the public as the traffic rea- very strong, and I wi~h to know if ) Ott w:1uld
sonably warranted.
ta.kt! upon yourself to advise the Committee to
Is not the paying of the railways your first '-lisagree "'lith his statements ?-I would recomthought-to make them pay, with safety ?-It was mend the Legislative Council to accept the
one of the main considerations.
estimate that has been given as being a safe one.
Has it struck you that the building of this
enormous station will very much interfere with
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE:
your revenue? vVe have been told that in one way
Do
you think it is a fair thing to charge the
and another the station will cost £soo,ooo before
it is finished, and the Railway Department will Railway Department with the value of the land
have to p.ly interest on that.
Has it occurred that that station is on ?-I am not aware that it
to you that that will mean £20,000 a year in is charged with the value of the land.
This land that this barrage coyers is wmth so
interest ?-The estimate is not £500,000; it is
If you put a b:.lilding en it, you
£440,000, of which £170,000 odd has been much a foot.
expended up to the 30th June. That would leave increase the value of the land enormously, and
£270,000 to expend. At the present time we are I should think the railways. should not then be
receiving no return on the money already spent, asked to earn interest on the value of the buildbut by the expenditure of £270,000 we can com- in!!" plus the increased value of the land it is
plete this latest plan, and we anticipate we will built on ?--I am un·der the imllression that that
derive a revenue of at least £12,000, if not more, land, as well as much of the land occupied by
from the rental of the premises, which will pay the Victorian Railways, is Crown land, and the
more than 4 per cent. on the balance of expendi- cost is not included in our capital account.
ture required, and will give us the additional acIf you did not put a railway station there,
commodation needed, and also enable us to save that land is worth so much a foot.
It is worth
£6,000 by the concentration of the Prince's-bridge to the State £300 a foot, and if you put a
work at Flinders-street. So we will be better off £400,000 station on that land you have £280,000
financially if the work is completed than we are worth of land, and your railways. will have to
at the present time.
find the interest on the value of that land and

•

Railway
th3.t building.
Can you do it ?-I do not
. understo.nd that, because we put a building on
land that is already vested in us there will be an
increased charge against the Commissioners for
the increased value of that land.

The Hon.

J.

BALFOUR:

You said the larger proportion of this £440,000
was necessary for the protection of the public
and the increased safety of the trains ?-Yes.
Out of £440,000, £Iio,ooo is for tne station
buildings.
. So th·at £2io,000 is necessary, apart altogether
from the building ?-Yes.
For the proper and
safe conduct of the traffic.

The Hon. W. L. BAILLlEU:
Having regard to the fact that £60,00~ or
£io,ooo has already been spent, part of wl'lich
is in foundations, would you, as a comparative stranger here, not having regard at all to
what the Railways Standing Committee had already agreed upon prior to your coming to this
country, recommend any smaller building or
lesser building involving a smaller outlay than
the present scheme ?-Our recommendation is set
forth in the report.
We believe that this is the
best thing to do, to put up this four-storey building, and complete the work as now contemplated.
Are you guided at all in that conclusion by
the fact that this station was adopted and recommended by the Railways Standing Committee ?~The general plan of that station is governed by the land available to put it on.
It
must be a long, narrow building, and I doubt
if the space available can be utilized better than
as shown in that plan.

The witness withdrew.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
~Vednesday,

August 24, 1904·

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
two o'clock p.m.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
EXCURSION FARES TO COUNTRY SHOWS.
·Mr. ~1cKENZIE asked the Minister of
Railwavs if he was aware that excursion
fares f~om Melbourne to all country shows
had been discontinued j if so, would he take
steps to have the privilege reinstated?
Mr. BENT.-The following is the official
reply:.
A very large number of shows, race meetmgs,
and simIlar gatherings take place in the State in
the course of a year, and if tickets at cheap rates
are issued from Melbourne on all such occasions
the Department will suffer considerably in
revenue.
The number of passengers travelling from Me!bourne on such occasions to the places affectea
by fhe low fares, who are travelling on ordin~ry
business, largely exceeds the number travelhng
speCially. for the purpose of attending the show,

Department.
&c., and as the Department is unable to charge
the former a higher rate than the latter, a very
serious unnecessary loss in the revenue would be
sustained by the extension in such cases of the
holiday fare area to Melbourne.
It may be
pointed out that not only do the cheap fares in
such a case affect t~e revenue of the Department
from passengers gOing to the place at which the
show, &c., is being held, but also the revenue
from those going to all stations beyond th,ere, because such passengers are able to purchase tickets
at the reduced fares to the place of gatherina,
and then re-ticket from there.
The cheap far~s
also to some extent affect the revenue to stations
contiguous to, but short of the place of gathering,
when such fares are less than the ordinary fares.
The Commissioners, therefore, are compelled
to confine the concession to the area from which
a majority of the passengers will be travelling
solely. for th~ purpose of visiting the show, &c.
A liberal VIe,,: of ~he matter is taken, and every
encouragement IS gIven to such gatherings by
means of cheap fares from the stations from
which experience teaches the increased traffic will
increase the revenue of both the shows, &c., and
of the State railways.

PETITIONS.
Petiti~ns, praying that the Assembly
would gIve effect to the expressed' wish of
the electors in reference to Scripture Lessons in State Schools, and that a complete
analysis be made and published of the
voting at the referendum on the introduction of Scripture Lessons into State schools,
were presented, bv l\1r. E. H. CAMERON
(Evelyn), from residents of Doncaster, and
of the parochial district of St. Andrew's,
Queenstown j by Mr. McLEOD, from residents of Woodend and Ne,wha~ j by Mr.
KIRKWOOD, from residents of Barnedown
and Axedale j by Mr. MURRAY, from residents of Warrnambool j by Mr. ELMSLIE,
from residents of South Melbourne and
AI~ert Park j and by Mr. LEMMON, from
reSIdents of Yarraville.
A petition, praying that the House would'
reject the motion for the opening of the
Public Library, :Museum, and Art Galleries
on Sundays, was presented by Mr. WATT,
from the Rev. Alexander Stewart, Convener
on Lord's Day Observance in the Council
of Churches iIi" Victoria.
A petition, praying that the House would
retain the present Mining Boards, was presented by Mr. McLEOD, from residents of
the' Daylesford division of the Castlemaine
Mining District.

SURPLUS REVENUE BILL.
EVIDENCE TAKEN AT THE BAR OF THE
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
i\Ir. PRENDERGAST asked' the Premier if he would have printed and made
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available for members of this House the
evidence taken at the Bar of another place
in connexion with certain items in the Surplus Revenue Bill?
He understood that
as this was evidence given by individuals
who were not members of Parliament, it
was against the practice hitherto to have it
printed in 11 ansard.
It did not appear
in Hansard, but it was most important
evidence, and he trusted the Premier would
make it avaii:ible for members 'of this
House, who were deeply interested in the
matter. He believed the evidence had been
taken bv the Government Shorthand Writer.
Would "the Premier make it available?
Mr. BENT.-Yes.

Amendment Bill.

shall be the Minister, and in his absence the Secletary for Mines, and any two members thereof
shall form a quorum.

Mr. 1\IcLEOD stated that the Department had given a good deal of attention
to the question of the Mining Boards and
their working. When Mining Boards were
instituted, it was to meet a very different
set of circumstances from what obtained
now.
When Mining Boards were established, the bulk of the mining was carried
on by small co-operative parties working
for themselves in various portions of the
gold-fields throughout the State, and it was
necessary then that there should be local
hoards to deal with local requirements.
Since that time, the circumstances of mining had very greatly changed. The single
RAILWAYS STANDIKG
CO;,\1MITTEE.
miner was becoming very rare indeed. In
fact, he was almost extinct in most of the
l\1r. BENT movedThat the following members be appointed mem- gold-fields, and the great bulk of the
bers of the Parliamentary Standing Committee miners were employed by companies. The
on Railways :-Mr. Bailes, Mr. Graham, Mr. ~wo principal purposes which the Mining
McBride, and Mr. Warde.
Boards had served for many years past,
The motion was agreed to.
had been in connexion with the taking up of
land, and the labour covenants.
At theADJOURN:MENT OVER :MUNICIPAL time the various Land Acts were passed by
ELECTIONS DAY.
Parliament, a very large area of land was
Mr. BENT movedreserved as auriferous -land which was,
That the .House at its rising adjourn until Tues- perhaps, not within miles of any known
day next.
gold-field. From time to time the Land Acts
provided, and properly so; that this land
The motion was agreed to.
could be taken up, and its surface used in
MINES ACTS FURTHER
the meantime, 'until it was required by the
AMENDMENT BILL.
miners, because it would be utter foIl y to
The House went into Committee for the leave large areas of land lying vacant on the
further consideration of this Bill.
mere possibility that they might some day
Discussion took place on postponed be required for mining. This land, which
clause 23, which was as follows:might be very useful for people to settle
, (I) Every Mining Board constituted under the on, was left quite idle, and, therefore, the
provisions of the Mines Acts in force prior to the Legislature struck the happy medium of alcommencement of this Act shall on and after the
1st day of January, 1905, be abolished, and in lowing the surface to be used, while leavsubstitution for each such Mining Board there ing it open to the miner to enter without
shall be a Mining Board constituted as hereinafter paying compensation for improvements.
provided for each mining district.
Although that was the law under Ith!'! Land
(2) Such abolition and substitution as aforesaid
shall not affect any by-law made or any acts, Acts, the Law Officers of the Crown conmatters, or things done or commenced prior to tended that, 'under section 15 of the Mines
such abolition and substitution; and on and after Act, it was very doubtful, so long as that
the 1st day of January, 1905, all the powers, section remained as it was, whether, in
authorities, rights, privileges, functions, obligaspite of
that
reservation,
licensees
tions, and duties immediately prior to that datt'
not still entitled to compenvested in or imposed upon any Mining Board were
hereby abolished, shan be transferred to and sation from miners who entered' upon
vested in and imposed upon and executed by" the lands that were held under those licenMining Board substituted therefor under the pro- ces. In clauses 4, 5, and 6 of this Bill it
visions of this Act.
(3) On and after the 1st day of January, 1905, had been now made perfectly clear that,
the Mining Board for each mining district shall notwithstanding anything contained in secconsist of the Minister, the Secretary for Mines, tion I,~ of the Mines Act, it should be left
and three persons appointed by the Governor in open for the miner to enter without comCouncil, of .whom one shall be a warden acting
within any part of such district, and one an in- pensation on any of the land which was
spector c:f mines acting within any part of s~ch taken up under those sections of the Lands
district. The chairman of each Mining Board Acts, and that in future no compensation
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would have to be paid. Consequently, that
would give the Department a much freer
hand in dealing with land of that sort, because the Department knew that the surface of the land could in future. be occupied without any question arising of the
miner having to pay compensation should
he wish to enter upon it, except purely and
simply for buildings that were erected on
the land. Therefore, that question, which
was one of the largest branches of the work
which used to be referred tlo the Mining
Boards, was gone. Then with regard to
the labour covenants, honorable members
were aware that the Department was now
for the first time taking power in this Bill
to insist upon every company sending in.
every year, a statement of the amount of
work done, the amount of money it had
expended, and the number of men it had
employed, in the form of a statutory de-.
claration, so that the Department then
would have full information regarding
every leaseholder in Hhe State, the work he
had done, the men he had employed, and
altogether, the exact position in which he
was standing in regard to the labour coyenants.
Consequently that information
would be at the disposal of the Department
much more satisfactoril v and efficientlv than
it could be obtained' from any outside
source. One of the most important things
for the progress of mining, as every member who re.sided in a mining constituency
knew, was to have a uniform code
of mining by-laws in the
State.
It was verv awkward for a man who
went into - a district to take up a
that
he
had
to
lease
to
find
make himself acquainted with the by-laws
of that district.
There might be exceptional circumstances applying to one or
two districts that might require one or two
by-laws specially dealing with them, but
as a rule there was nothing to prevent a
uniform code of by-laws being enact~d
for the whole of the State, so that when
a man once satisfied himself as to the reC}uirement~ of the law in regard to taking
up claims, he would then be able to go
to any part of the State and take up a
There was no necessity or justificaclaim.
tion for the reverse being the case.
He
was sorry to say that this was one of those
things that the Mining Boards had hitherto
In 1900 a sample code
steadil y blocke.d.
of by-laws was prepared by the Hon. A.
"Vvnne.
Several attempts were made to
induce the Mining Boards to confer in
order to cO:1sider these matters, and even-
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tually his predecessor, the present Minister
of Public Works, called a conference in
Melbourne of all the Mining Boards, and
submitted this codified set of by:-J.aws to
them for approval.
That body approyed
of those by-laws, wh:ch then had to be
referred back to the various boards.
With
the exception of two boards, those of Castleinaine and Ararat, it had been impossible
to induce the boards to come to an agreement as to what these bv-Iaws should be.
Some of the objections that the v were making \:rere extremel y trivi~l inde;d.
At any
rate It had been found Impossible to secure
the adoption of a uniform code of byHe had no wish to make accusations
laws.
against the Mining Boards.
He had already shown that the miners themselves had
not recogn~sed the Mining Boards, or had
taken no mte,rest in them, and that the
result of the elections for the boards had
shown that there had scarcelv been anv interest taken in them at all -bv the m'iners
pure and simple.
He had - with him a
n~mbe.r of letters from miners, which he
dId not propose to read, because some were
couched in rather stronger language than
he would care to put to the House, but
the whole tenor of them was that the Mining Boards had been perfectly useless to
the individual miner, and that they were
sometimes an obstruction and a hindrance
to him, an~ pre~ented hi~ in many ways
from followmg hIS occupatIon as he wished.
He had received a copy of the Omeo Standar.d, which seemed an ably written paper.
I t was stated the.re in a leading article:Th.e Bill was brought before their haH-yearly
meetmgs, an? as few ~f. the branches had any
one to explam the prOVISIOns of the Bill to the
me~bers they had no means of giving it fair disCUSSIOn,. and could only pass resolutions upon matters whlc~ had been brought prominently before
them.
1 he members of the Mining Boards did
n.ot lose any opportunity of trying to retain their
smecure bIllets, and there were always letters
before the branches from the member of the
local Mining Board, or the personal attendance.
of the member himself, asking the branches to
vo~e for the retention of the boards, the result
bemg that most of the branches passed resolutions
to that effect.
The miners did not like the proposed constitution of the new boards, and they,
therefore, vo~ed for .the retention of the present
system, no~wl~hstandmg that they had very little
cdnfidence m It as a safeguard to their privileges.
They know that the boards are of very little use
to them, as at present constituted, and, in face of
the claims of the members of the board as to the
immense 3:mount of work that they do, the miners
see very lIttle result from it.

~e wa~ not going to raise any feeling bv
discussmg the. r:natter, ~ut he had simp 1."
taken the pOSItIon, whIch he did firm!.v,
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that the Mining Boards as at present constituted had outlived their usefulness.
Mr. SOLLy.-How many letters have you
received condemning Mining Boards?
?\Ir. McLEOD said he had received abou~
nineteen or twenty.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-Do you know that
resolutions have been passed by branches ,)f
the Amalgamated Miners? Association ifl
favour of the boards?
l\'fr. McLEOD said the very· paper from
which he had just quoted gave a report (.f
a" meeting of one branch of the Amalgamated
Miners' Association which condemned the
present boards.
One branch of the Amalgamated Miners' Association in Gippsland
was quite satisfied with the Bill. as it stood
in relation to this matter, provided that the
one member whom it was proposed to add to
the proposed new Mining Boarel from outHe had
side was elected by the miners.
also received several other letters to the
same effect. As he said in his second-reading speech, if he were quite satisfied that the
miners as a whole wanted the present
l\-1ining Boards, or looked upon them as
necessarv to their privileges, he would think
twice \b~fo:re he enelea.voured t:o abolish
them, and on consideration he had resolved
upon a modification of the scheme proposed
in the Bill, which he thought no one could
deny would act fairly in regard to the matThat modification was embodied in
ter.
the following amendments, which he had
circulated to be proposed in sub-clause (3)Omit all words after "consist of" to end )f
clause, and insert-" five members, viz., a
warden ahd an inspector of mines acting
within anv part of such district, both of
whom shall be appointed from time to time by
the Governor in Council, a representative of the
registered companies carrying on mining operat:ons within such district to be nominated as such
representative by such companies for a period of
three years in accordance with regulations to be
approved by the Governor in Council, and two
• representatives to be elected for a period of three
years by male persons of the full age of twentyone years being the holders of miners' rights in
force at the date of such election and for a period
of at least three months immediately prior to such
date and being natural born or naturalized subjects of the King and resident within such district.
" The mode of such election, the time for holding the same, the remuneration to be paid to the
members of such board, the appointment of
chairman, the number of members necessary to
form a quorum, the place and times of meeting,
the mode of filling vacancies caused by the death
or resignation of any member nominated or
elected in terms of this section, shall be provided
for in regulations to be approved by the Governor in Council."
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Those regulations, of course, had to be
laid upon the table of the House.
No one
could assert, whatever his opinions were regarding the Mining Boards, that there was
any necessity or justification for the large
amount expended upon the Mining Boards
at present, or for a number of gentlemen
meeting once a month to discuss matters
which were perfectly fruitless in their results.
The board that the Government
now proposed to constitute would give all
the representation that the miners could
possibly want, and it could be called
together at less frequent periods than
one month, and do all that was reand
save
the
country
a
quired,
very large sum of money.
He would not
take up any more of the time of the Committee, as he had indicated the lines of the
proposal
Mr. OUTTRIM said he would be most
happy t'O assist the" Minister in creating a
better board than we had at present if it
were possible to do so. It seemed to him
that the proposition of the Minister would
giye the mining community a board, some
of the members 'Of which would be unable
to devote the necessary time to the work
laid down. No doubt honorable members
knew the duties 'Of the Wardens about the
country. They were men who were run
He did not care what
off their legs.
centre a Warden was living in, he might
see his home only on S·aturday and Sunday
nights. To put these extra duties on to
the Wardens, when they already had more
than they could do, was unfair. Then, as
to the inspectors of mines, it was generally
understood that we had not as many as
we ought to have to do the work efficiently.
He believed that there were not sufficient
inspectors of mines to do the work required.
Then taking the Wardtens and the inspector
of mines, who had now more work than thev
could do, what good could be expected
from having them on the boards? He
failed to see that the board, as proposed,
would be any improvement 'On the existing
board. We had seven mining districts
with ten members on each board, making 70 members altogether, and the cost
was between £4,000 and £5,000 per annum. All these men had local know ledge,
and if any of them were unsuitable for the
positions, it was the fault of those wh'O
elected them.
It might be said that a
large number of honorable members were
not fit for their positions, but they were
elected by the people, and the people were
responsible. From his knowledge, as one
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who had administered the Mines Department,
he could say that the boards had done magnificent work, and were doing good work
now in stopping the alienation of the auriferous areas. Their time was taken up in
watching the auriferous areas, and this was
the reason why the boards were objected to
by some people.
Those who were very
anxious to g,et land had a terrible down on
the boards, because they were the stop-gap
between the alienation of the land and the
Minister.
The boards were doing good
work, an.d the board as· proposed by the
Minister would not be able to devote the
same time to the work. The Minister also
proposed that there should be a representative of the mining companies on the board.
Why was that representative required?
The :Minister said there should be one from
the mining companie~, and that two should
be elected by the holders of miners' rights.
He could understand having a representative of the Amalgamated Miners' Association,
which was a very large and important body.
What "'as the representative of the mining
companies to do on the board? He contended that the proposition of the Minister was no improvement on the present
board.
Mr. ~IcLEOD.-Is not the Amalgamated
Miners' Association covered by the holders
of miners' rights?
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Ko. ~1iners working
in the deep alluvial leads did not require
miners' rights, and did not take them out.
It was only the men working in the back
gullies or the co-operative parties that elected the miners' rights men. That was where
he found fault with the franchise. There
were men who got their living as miners,
but had not the right to vote in connexion
with the Mining Boards. A larg~ proportion of those who wer~ engaged in shallow
sinking in days gone by had been wiped
out, and the constituents of the Mining
Boards in some instances did not engage in
mining work at all. He hoped the Minister would not force the proposal through,
as it was certainly not in the best interests
of mining. The Mining Boards had done
great good in the .protection of the forest
areas. He was sure the Minister must know
that during the regime of the Irvine Government, the Minister of Lands was the
means of parting with a very large area of
forest country contiguous to mining dis'tricts that we would feel the loss of for
many years to come. The Mining Boards
did everything to try to stop it. He did
not know what action the Mines Depart-
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ment took to stop that alienation. When
he was in the ?\Iines Department no auriferous areas were alienated that were objected
to by the Department; but, under the Irvine Government, forest areas had been
taken away. In the district he represented
the ~ining Board did everything they could
to stop the alienation, but they were not
backed up by the Mines Department. Taking all the circumstances into consideration,
he would ask honorable members to consider whether the proposed board would do
better service for the country than the 70
men with ]o:::al knowledge distributed all
over its area. He did not think it would.
Mr. KEOGH said he would ask the ~Iin
ister to consider this matter very carefully.
The remarks made by the 'last speaker
seemed to be very much to the point. In
regard to the election of the boards, it had
been pointed out bv the ~Iinister that there
was
scandal in - connexion with miners'
rights taken out on the eve of an election.
Exactl y the same thing happened on the
eve of an election for the medical men to
the Melbourne Hospital, but no one would
say that the 'Melbourne Hospital was a bad
institu60n on that account. It was simply
the fault of the mode of election, which
could be easi] y rectified. It had been said
that in many cases the decisions of the
boards were the decisions of one man. That
was so to some extent, because the State was
divided into districts in the same wav as it
It . might
was divided into electorates.
just as well be said that what was
passed In the House was one man's
It was desirable that the
opinion.
State should be divided into electorates
In connexion with the proposed board, h~
did not think the Wardens would know
much about the work, and that it wouid fall
It would
upon the inspectors of mines.
be a case of one man's opinion here :-tls().
The work ('ost something, but every Department we had cost something. If we expected people to do work they should not
be begrudged fair remuneration. He considered that it. was necessarv to have somebody outside the officers or' the. ~Iines Department to protect the miners and to represent their interests. If we had officers of
the Mines Department7, they would simply
report to that Department, and the report
would go from one to another till it reached
. the Minister. The Department's recommendations were a.l ways accepted. The boards
had done good work in the past, as pointed
out by the honorable member for ::\1an'borough, a.nd he had not the slightest doubt

a
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that they would do good work in rhc future
if allowed to remain. The.y had not always
agreed with the Mines Department, and it
was not well that they should always agree"
but the Minister had final control.
1\lr. TOUTCHER observed that he was
surprised that the MinisIer had not fallen
into line with the generally expressed opinion concerning the use.fulness of the present
The general expression of opinion
boards.
at public meetings, as pointed out in the
second-reading debate, was in favour of the
existing boards. Approval of local repre,sentation was expressed at these meetings.
According to the amendment that t11e Minister had circulated, the majority of the me,mbers of the new board would be neither elecIt was proposed
tive nor representative.
that a warden and an inspector of mines
should be two of the members. that ihere
should be a nominee of the ~ine-owners,
and two menibe,rs elected by the holders of
miners' rights. '
Mr. McLEoD.-The mine-m:V;:lers hcl\'e to
elect their repre'sentative.
Mr. TOUTCHER said the new board
might be regarded as a nomirJf~e board, as
the Department was to nominate two
members and the mine-owners ene, so that
only two would be elective.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-That is the
minoritv.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Yes.
1\lr. McLEoD.-Is it not unfair to say
that?
Mr. TOUTCHER said that nothing was
stated about an election for the representative of the mine-owners. Thf~ amelldn~t'nt
simply provided that a repres~n:~l1:'ve of lhe
registeTed companies, carrying 011 mining
operations within the district, was to be
nominated by the companies. The s:;'~:'\nd
part of the amendment simply ckalt with
the mode of election, the time for
holding it, the remuneration to be
paid to the me!TIbers of the boald,
and so on.
The general consensus of
opinion in mining constituencies was that
the Mining Boards should remain as
they were.
The Government and the
Committee should not disregard the
views of membe.rs who represented mining districts.
In connexion with factories legislation, country members took into
consideration the views expressed by members of the House who had the most intimate acquaintance with the wants of t,hose
engaged in the industries affected by that
law.
The views of the mining representatives had been expressed on the second
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reading' of the Bill, and it was then
pointed out that the public meetings had
expressed themselves in favour of the
Public meetings were
existing boards.
held .. in Stawell" Ararat, Moyston, Mount
Wilham, and Deep Lead, five of the largest
mining centres in his constituency, and they
all expressed themse.lves in favour of the
existing boards j they considered that there
should be local representation and local
control rather than central representation
and control.
1\1r. McLEOD.-How many attended the
Stawe,ll meeting?
:Mr. TOUTCHER said that there was a
large attendance, according to the newspapers.
Mr. McLEoD.-There were nineteen
persons present.
Mr. TOUTCHER said that the report
in the newspapers then rpust have been an
exaggeration. The information the Minister
had might have come from a gentleman
He
who at one time represented Stawell.
(Mr. Toutcher) was now speaking as the. represe,ntative of Stawell j not as the man
who \vas defeated, but as the man \"ho
won the, seat against a gentleman who was
very much opposed to the Mining Boards,
and paid the penalty at the election.
Mr. McLEoD.-You are quite mistaken
as to my informant.
Mr. TOUTCHER said he would accept
the Minister's statement that he was wrong
in his surmise.
No sound objection could
be taken so far as the franchise was concerned.
I t might as well be said that
every man who voted for a Member of
Parliament ought to pass some examination
to qualify him to cast his vote.
Many
pe,ople who voted at the elections in connexion with the Mining Boards took a very
deep interest in mining. Every shopkeeper
in a mining town was largely concerned in
the welfare of mining and in its operations.
There were many men in Ararat, who had
small businesses, but if a rush took place,
the,y had their miners' rights, and were
ready to start operations.
They properly
had a vote.
As the honorable member for
Maryborough state.d, there were many
miners engaged in working for companies
who had not provided themselve.s with
miners' rights, simply because they did not
He be.lieved in local conneed to do so.
trol and local representation as much as possible, and he hoped the, Minister would give
some consideration to the views expressed
by members representing mining districts.
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He was sure that man~T members repr~
sent.ing agricu1.tural centres ,rould be found
sEpport!ng those who spoke with pradic:l.l
experience in reg a rd to mining interests.
J n his o\\n district--and he did not say it
becJ.l1se he happened to be the member-they had a practical Mining Board, which
was composed of first-class men, who took
. a very deep in~~)rtst in mining.
They
gave up their valuabJe tillle to the work,
and during the last three years dealt with
over 1,800 applications for land, and saved
much valuable land to the mining community.
The honorablE: member for 1\J anTbo;ough had referred, as he (M r. TOlltcher) did, on the -;econd reading, ~o the
m3.nne!" ih which Mr. Taverner, as T\Linister of Lands, laid unholv hands on the
alluvi::tl and timber lands.' There WClS :t
very valuable estate saved to Stawell and
Ar:ira[ by the emphatic prot~st made a( the
time by the Mining Board in regard to a
certain valuable timber reserve which Mr.
Taverner proposed to throw open for land
settlement.
Had it not been for the J\1ining Board. who were alive to the local ,rants
of the miners, especially in regard to alluvial sinking, this valuable estate would have
been sacrificed, so far as the miner was con·
cerned, and the splendid timber on it would
have been destroyed.
After all, what was
the saving to be effected by the new proposal? It was proposed to have an inspector
of mines and a Warden, as well as the :Min.
ister and the Secretary for Mines, and would
this not mean expense? The new proposal
could not be carried out without expense.
The proposal meant doing away with local
representation and local control. Why not
abolish the shire and borough councils, and
gi\"e to Parliament the whole power of dealing with local government?
Great notice
,,"as taken of motions passed by the Kyab·
nm reformers some time ago, but now not
much notice was taken by the Government
of the resolutions of large public meetings
:in connexioD. with this matter.
The Minister l'.ar received from the back-blocks 8t
Omeo a newspaper which probably only haIfa-dozen people read, and the article quoted
from that paper might have ~been inspired by
some man who had stood for election for a
'Mining Board, but had not secured the confidence of the electors.
Yet the Minister
was going to take notice of that newspaper.
He had seyeral letters in his possession
from all parts of his constituency, adyocatin(:{ the continuance of the present boards.
He was sure the ~Enister would facilitate
the pass:1.ge of the Bill by giving con-
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sideration to the local demands.
There
were only ten men elected in each
distri.:t, and it could not be said that membttrs who were supporting the existing
boards were doing so because of any influence the boards might have in connexion
with parliamentary elections.
He had had
demands made on him to try to steal a little
bit of land behind the Min1ng Boards-to
steal it from the miners for the agriculturists. In many cases, if it were not for
the Mining Board·s land would have been
taken away from the miner and lunded
over to the farmer.
He was very much
surprised at the action of the J\1:inister,
seeing that he had had wide experience
of the usefulness of the Mining Boards,
am1 knew what great service they
har! do[",(! to the mining community.
The members of the boards were scattered
over the district, and they knew the district. As the honorable member for Maryborough had pointed out, the State had the
services of seven tv men for a EttIe over
£3,000, and they -represented the whole of
the mining districts in Victoria.
Mr. COLECHIN.-They are good, honest
men.
Mr. TOUTCHER said that he believed
He could not speak of any
they were.
board, except the board he knew.
The
honorable member for Geelong was speaking of the Stawell Mining Board, but that
honorable member was present the other
day at a meeting in that electorate, and
knew the work that board was engaged in.
Time after time he (Mr. Toutcher) had attended the board !11eetings to see what they
were doing. He had seen them engaged the
whole day in going through applications
and revising them, ano in forming a subcommittee to go into Mining Bills. They
had given great attention to the provisions
of this Bill. If they were not seized of the
importance of this industry, would the members of the board do that? Without any
disparagement to :Members of Parliament,
he could say that they gave far more attention to these matters than did many
Members of Parliament. and they were deserving of the best consideration, especially
when the people who elected them asked that
the" should be continued in the future as
in the past. The boards had done a great
deal of good, and were deserving of the
respect of the Assembly. He could not
see that the body to be appointed under
this clause would do the work any better
than the existing boards, or as well. The
people loved local control.
If he was
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one of the mining community, he would resent thiis central infhnence and interference. There was nothing more effective
than local control, for local people knew
more about local conditions and local wants
and circumstances than any Minister' or
member, or mining inspector or Warden.
Here was a proposal which would make
the board an altog,ether nomin.ee body, for
there were three nominee members out of
the five who were to constitute the board
as proposed by the Minister.
He had
thought that, after the expression of opinion from all round the Chamber on the
second reading of the Bill, the Minister of
Mines would have seen his wav to have
brought forward a much bette; proposal
than this. There had certainly been contention about very important clauses in the
measure, and a number of honorable members had tried to amend and improve it, but
there had been no factious opposition.
The Minister, as he deserved, had got the
highest credit for trying to do the
best
he
could
for
the
industry,
especially in regard to ventilation.
One
would have thought that after receiving
,every assistance and consideration from
honorable members the Minister would have
met them in this one small but important
He must express surprise that the
matter.
Minister had made a hotch-potch of the
whole thing, and his proposal was now
neither one thing nor the other.
If they
were not to have local control, why did the
Minister not stick to his own plan? This
compromise was not creditable either to the
Minister or to those who were prepared to
He would like to see the Miniaccept it.
ster at the eleventh hour give some consideration to the views expressed by mining
members, and every mining member had
spoken in favour of the provisions of the
Act in this respect as they stood now. He
trusted that the representatives of the farming, districts who understood something
about mining would give their assistance in
seeing that the boards were carried on as
they were at present.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-They are not listening to
you. The farmers' representatives are' not
here.
Mr. TOUTCHER said that he trusted
that the farmers' representatives would' assist in preserving local control.
If the
Minister gave consideration to the views of
the mining members he would be doing good
for his Department, and for the mining
community generally.
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Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) remarked
that he 'was sure the Minister and the Chamber would acquit him of having in any way
obstructed the passage of the Bill from
the time it was introduced by the Minister.
This afternoon he was going to do all he
could to expedite business by saying but
very few words in connexion with the proposals now before .the Chamber.
With
regard' to the necessity and the utility of
the Mining Boards, he had carefully read
the newspapers from the time the Bill was introduced into the House, and he had failed'
to gather that any opposition of a character
worth noticing had been raised in any
mining community throughout the length
and breadth of the State to th'e present
~Iining Boards, with the exception of the
article which had been referred' to bv the
:Minister of Mines this afternoon.
There
had been absolutely no demand by the
miners for any change, and they were the
people who were most interested in this
particular matter.
So far as public meetings were concerned, it would be found that
in all the centres of every mining constituency-and he could speak particularly with
respect to the constituency which he repre.:.
sented-thev had been unanimous in expressing a -desire for the retention of the
present :Mining Boards.
Amongst the reasons assigned' for this wish was that referred to by the honorable member
for Allandal:e in his second-reading
speech, whe.re he pointed out the varying
conditions in different parts of the State.
It had been said, and repeated in the public press, that the Mining Boards had outliven their usefulness, and now did nothing.
He believed the Minister intimated that
they met once a month for the purpose of
having a few words amongst themselves and
arranging to draw their screw.
So far as
he had been able to gather, the objections
which were raised against the rete~tion of
the Mining Boards had arisen very largely
from their extreme watchfulness in seeing
that the mining covenants were observed by
the mine-owners, and also to their extreme
watchfulness against land-snatching.
l\-Ir. OUTTRIM.-That is the trouble.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said that
he very much regretted that there 'were very
few honorable members present on the Government side of the Chamber.
Members
who represented constituencies which were
not affected ·by mining legislation were
nevertheless in Parliament for the purpose
of hearing the opinions of those honorable
members who did represent mining con-
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stituencies, so that the m~ning members
might have some influence with the ,Chamber in connexion with a matter of this description.
He fervently hoped that those
honorable members would not merely come
into the chamber when the bell rang for
a division, and give their vote for the proposal of the Government in connexion with
this matter from the view that whatever was
submitted by the Government was bound to
He thought that the honorable
be right.
members who were sent here to represent
farming districts should pay some respect
to the opinions of those who came here to
This was no
represent mining districts.
light matter.
No doubt some honorable
members thought that this was a very small
matter indeed, and that it only concerned
70 worn-out and wearied old men who had
got into these positions, and were drawing
£50 a year, in order to prevent' them from
going on the pension fund.
With regard
to the "Mining Board at Beechworth, that
division was abo!lt the largest in the whole
State, with, perhaps, the exception of the
It extended from
Gippsland division.
Jamieson to the Upper Murray, and the
countrv was mountainous from one end to
On that board there were men
the otller.
who had served almost a life-time in the face
as miners, and who were able to bring practical know ledge and experience to bear in all
There were men on that
mining matters.
board who were not onl y working miners and
managers, but who were entitled to the respect and confidence of the community in
other ways, for the strong practical experience they brought to bear in connexion with
their duties, and he thought that the opinions of these gentleme'n ought to weigh very
considerablv with honorable members in matteI'.3 of this kind. He would like to disabuse honorable members' minds of the idea
that the :Mining Boards were only a refuge
for worn out men who were looking for £50
a ye'ar. The Mining Boards of the State
cost between £4,000 and £5,000 a year,
for which the State received the services of
70 practical men, who brought practical
know ledge to bear on the questions with
which they dealt. And when honorable
membe'rs looked at the list of matters that
the Mining Boards throughout the State
deal with, and remembered that the applications for land, and in" connexion with leases,
ran into some thousands during the yearthe average in a mining district, was, he
thought, from 600 to 700 during the
year-and that in connexion with many of
these applications, visits had to be' made to
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remote parts of the district, it would be
realized what important duties members of
the Mining Boards performed, and it would
be seen that to talk of the.3e people getting
on the boards for the purpose of receiving
£50 a year, was simply a farce. Some of
the gentlemen who were on the Beechworth'
Board came a distance of roo miles to attend the meetings, and it cost them £roo a
year for expenses. It might be asked why
they did that. They did it because they
got .a certain amount of honour and kudos
from their membership of the board.
He
thought that the proposal to substitute what
wa's practically a nominee board, and to do
away with local control, was one that this
Chamber should strongly oppose in every
The great desire that
shape ,and form.
prevailed for the retention of the Mining
Boards in their present form was shown by
the public meetings which had been held
That fact
throughout the mining districts.
ought to weigh very strongly with honorable
memberts as against any expression of opinion to the contrary by the metropolitan
press. One of the metropolitan papers, in
discussing this matter, did point out that
there should possibly be ,an exception made
in connexion with the Gippsland district.
He believed the Gippsland district was particular! y 'referred to. That showed that, in
the opinion of the writer, there was some reason for perpetuating the Mining Boards, at
any rate in a district of the character of
Gippsland. The Gippsland district, so far
as he kne"w, was similar in its geological
features to the district he represented, which
was part of the Beechworth division. The
Beech,,;orth divi!3ion was a mountainous
coun~ry
:Brom
one
end
t;o
fhe
other.
The gullies, creeks, and valleys were of an auriferous character, and in these there were but few
large mining companies, while the individual
miner was strongly represented. There were
a large number of individual miners and cooperative working parties, and these were
the people who desired the same system of
local representation that they had en joyed
since r865, when the Mining Boards were
first constituted. These were the people
who were holding meetings and asking Parliament to retain the Mining Boards in their
present form, and he hoped that these
people's opinions and wishe'S would be respected. He dared' say that in connexion
with Bendigo and Ballarat, where there
were large deep quartz mines, there might
be some reason whv a board of a different
character sh'ould Ib~ appointed, as it would
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:Mr. ~1cGREGOR remarked that he did
not be called upon to do the same class of
work as the boards in the Beechworth and not wish to delay the Bill, and what he
Gippsland divisions. But in his opinion it had to say on this subject would not ocwas impossible to make any distinction in cupy very long. He would like to draw
this respect between one district and an- attention to the remarks quoted by the Minother, andl the only way to' meet the posi- ister in regard to Omeo. At a meeting of
. tion was to retain the Mining Boards in the Amalgamated Miners' Ass'ociation held
their present form, and to maintain the prin- last week in Eaglehawk, when there were
ciop'le of local representation. He hoped that representatives present from Bendigo, Cresthe opinions expressed by the honorabl e WIck, Ballarat, St. Arnaud, Daylesford,
member for Stawell and the honorable mem- Castlemaine, Dunolly, Pitfield, Eaglehawk,
ber for Maryborough would have some . Raglan, and Newstead, a resolution was
weight with the Minister, and that he would passed in regard to this matter. The rep'Ort
see his way clear to withdraw the proposal of the conference statedto abolish these boards altogether. He
Clause 23, providing for the alteration of the
wished to impress as fervently as he could constitution of Mining Boards, was strongly opupon the mining members that they should posed, the council being of opinion that the present system was far preferable to that proposed
take .into consideration the position of the by the Minister. Whilst objecting to the proindividual miners and the co-operative par- posed alteration, the following resolution was carties, who were so numerous in the Beech- ried :-" In the event of the alteration bein a carworth and Gippsland d.ivisions, and whose ried by Parliament, the following amendment
be m~d~ on the Minister's proposals, i.e.,
interests should toe conserved by retaining ~hould
That the Mmmg Board for each minino district
the boards as they were at present. The shall. consist of two members, elected by the reMining Boards had done a very large spectIve branches of the Amalgamated Miners'
amount of valuable work. Some objection Association in the said district, two members
by the mining investors, and the 'Varden,
had been taken as to the method of elec- elected
who shall act as Chairman of the Board.' "
tion, but he thought the rejoinder of
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-That is the
the honorable member for Gippsland North
was a good one, when that honorable mem- very proposal I made.
Mr. ~IcGREGOR said that if the prober instanced the e].ection of the hospital
committee. If rights were taken out just posal of the Minister was carried, he would
prior to the election that was no reason be very pleased to support an amendment
why the Mining Boards elected under those as indicated by the honorable member for
conditions should be worse than if compnsed, Allandale.
. Mr. OUTTRIM.-How can vou do that if
of men appointed under the new system
proposed by the Minister. If that was the the Minister's proposal is car;ied?
Mr. ~IcGREGOR said that he would do
chief objection to the retention of the Mining Boards the Minister should come down it by way of amendment.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-If it is carried, you canwith a provision for a new mode of election.
In the interests of mining he would strongly not do that.
Mr. McGREGOR said that he would ask
exhort honorable members, and particularly
the
Minister not to do anything that would
the honoralbJe members 'On the Government
side of the House, to su poport him and others preven~ honorable members having the opwho represented mining constituencies in portumty to do what had been mentioned.
opposing the Government in connexion with He did not know the position of the vV' arthese proposals. From the time the mea- dens in other parts of Victoria, but he knew
sure was initiated he had not in any way that the Warden in Ballarat was fully ocendeavoured to obstruct its passing through. cupied, and had neither the time nor the
the House rapidly, and he thought that the opportunity to attend any board such as
best way to expedite .it now was for the proposed by the Minister.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It is the same
Minister to withdraw the proposal which
Honorable members everywhere else.
he had submitted.
Mr. :McGREGOR said that, from what
should ask themselves whether the boards
had net done excellent work, and were thev he knew of the Mining Inspector, that offinot now doing excellent work, which wa's cer's time was also fully occupied. Reflecharmful neither to the mining interests nor tions had been cast on the members of the
If honorable members Mining Boards. He only knew intimately
the land interest.
answered that question in the affirmative the members of the board in his own disthev would be doing justice to the country) t:ict, and for ~xperience, integrity, and upand certainly to the mining community, by rIghtness he dld not know ,,,here to get any
better men in any calling in life. These
voting against the Minister's proposal.
Mr. A. A. Billson.
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men had also had experience in the old
country, for some of them had been Cornish
He thought that the Minister
miners.
would facilitate the passing of this Bill if
he adhered to the old system, instead of
pressing for the change contained in the
proposal the Minister submitted.
?\1r. LIVINGSTON remarked that he
did not propose to say very much on the
amendment proposed by the Miniskr, but
he certainly could not agree with it. The
suggestion, in the first place, was that the
boards should be entirely abolished. Honorable members now had brought before them
a Mining Board of quite a different constitution. It had been said that it was a nominee board, and to a certain extent it W LtS :l
nominee board. I t had been furt~Jer asserted that the existing boards we':e pr8Ctically worked out, and that their day of
usefulness was gone.
In some districts
that might be true, but in other distric':s he
believed that the Mining Boards had !Jeen
the salvation of mining. He also believed
that if in years past the boards had had
more power the mining industry would h:n'l'
been in a better position than it was to-day.
The scandal that rested upon this State because of the destruction of the forests W:1S
one for which the community would have
to pay the penalty for many )'ears to come.
Had the boards the Dower to reserve certain
forest areas for the- use of mini()g, it was
quite probable that, instead of hav:ing n
carry timber from Gipps-land to Maryborough, Creswich, and other places, there
would have been ample timber nearer home.
and the mines could have been worked
What the mining industry
more cheaply.
was going to do in the near futl:f'.~ fOf timber he did not know. Although Gi }.)psland
was looked upon as a country whid;. was
full of timber. he could assure honorable
members that in many parts there was not
sufficient timber left to fence the selections.
He knew of many cases where the Mining
Boards had done a great deal of good for the
mining industry in their particular districts,
and he thought the remarks of the honorable
member for Maryborough were Sl'ch 111at
they woul d entirel y kill one parti~ll b r part
of this amendment, and that was in reference to the miners' rirrhts.
It was well
known that the miners as a rule held fewer
miners' rights than the. business people.
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had many of his friends, because to apply
for a lease one had to have a miner's right.
He would make a suggestion to the Minister. First, he entirely objected to the
Warden having a seat on the board, as he
\ras more of a judicial officer, and in many
instances \vas not a practical man. They
ought to try to improve the constitution
of the Mining Boards by getting better men
on the boards. A number of those on the
boards to-day were not of a great deal of
service j the more practicaI men they put on
the boards the better. The inspector of
mines would be a very useful man indeed.
If it was found that he had too much to
do, more mining divisions could be created
and more inspectors appointed. The companies should have some sort of representation, and might be allowed to elect one
member of the board. The three members
outside those two practical nominees should
be elected by the holders of miners' rights
and certified members of the Amalgamated
Miners' Association.
That would give
He
three practical miners on the board.
trusted that the Minister wouId reconsider
his own proposal, because it would be absolutely unworkable.

Mr. MORRISSEY said he felt that the
Minister desired to amend the existing Act
in the most perfect manner possible, and,
so far as he had gone, the honorable gentleman merited the cordial congratulations of
honorable members for the work that had
been done in connexion with the Bill. But
surely the Minister should be impressed
with the views of honorable members representing mining districts, who told him that
this proposal was unnecessary. The honorable gentleman must know that those hon. ?rable members desired to promote mining
mterests, and have them fully and amply
protected by the Mining Boards, which exercised a certain control over mining interests in their respective districts. S urel y
the Minister did not desire that the Government should be defeated on this clause?
J udg,ing from the discussion, defeat must
ensue if the matter went to a division. He
did not desire the Government to be defeated, be::ause he was sure the Minister fully
believed that his proposed new board was
an improvement on the present Mining
Boards. The Premier stated that this Bill
was not a party measure, and therefore it
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Thev have no use for was in possession of the whole House,
to enabJe them to send to another place the
them.
best possible measure they could frame.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said that he himself F or these reasons he urged the Minister
had held a number of miners' rights, and so to reconsider what he proposed to do, and
J
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give effect to the expressed wishes of the many
mining members who had already spoken.
The main objection to the Mining Boards
was that the men who constituted them
had too closely ahd too conservatively carried out their duties in protecting auriferous areas in the interests of the miners.
Had those men been more liberal, and
allowed forests to be denuded, and areas
of auriferous lands to be alienated, they
would not have been held up to public
obloquy to anything like the extent they had
been by those whose displeasure they had
incurred.
).[r. MURRAY.-They have been
peculiarl y susc.eptible to local influence, and
hence their local popularity.
:Mr. MORRISSEY said the onlv local
influence they had been susceptible -to was
that of the miners, whose interests they desired to protect. It could not be said that the
members of the Mining Boards exercised a
political leverage on behalf of any honorable member, and that that was actuating
honorable members who supported the 1VIining Boards. If the Mining Boards were regarded by the miners as valueless, honorable members who supported those boards
must be offending the miners and flying in
the face of their constituents.' Personally,
he approp,ched this question with a perfectly open mind.
He had not had much
experience of mining matters, but had Ii'i'
tened attentivel v to all that had been said
by hOl1(:rable ~embers who had for years
been closely associated with mining, and
had expIessed their honest convictions, an.]
their views had determined him to oppose
the clause.
He hoped, however, that the
l\Jinister w(mld not compel him to sit on the
opposite side of the Chamber to himself, if
a div]sion was taken.
Mr. :McLEOD stated that there had been
a want of appreciation of the position on
th~ iJ8..rt of honorable members who had
spoken on this question. His argument was
that past legislation and some provisions of
this Bill had taken away from the l'dining
Boards the principal part of the work for
which they were created. This Bill made
it perfectly clear that auriferous land could
not bf~ held against the miner.
'What('ver effect section I.) of the ,'l\.rines Act
could have was obliterated by this Bill.
There was no necessity for the Mining,
Boards to report on the observance of the
labour covenants, because the Committee
had passed a clause requiring every company to file a statutory declaration every
year as to the work they had done, the num-
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ber of men they had employed, and the
amount of money they had paid.
1n all
the apologies or defences the Mining Boards
had made, and in all the arguments that
had been used in support of the continuan~e of the Mining Boards, only those two
POlllts had been dealt with.
The occupation of the Mining Boards, as far as those
matters were concerned, was gone.
jIr. HUNT.-vVhy appoint a fresh
board?
'
Mr. McLEOD said the Bill provided for
a board at a largely reduced cost, and it
would do all the work that was required.
~Ir. HUNT.-The cost is partly made up
by the revenue from miners' rights.
)1r. McLEOD said that the revenue
would be received in any case. The honorable
member for Mary borough argued that the
Mining Boards ,vere necessary to suggest
certain local requirements which the members of those boards were particularly con~rersant \~Tit~.
But were there any persons
ll1 the dIstnct better eonversant with local
minIng requirements than the ir.spectors
who were constantly examining the mines.
and the Wardens who were constantly ad,
ministering the mining bws?
1\1r. OUTTRIM.-Plenty of them know
more than the mining inspectors.
Mr. 'McLEOD said he had never come
across them, and he spoke with as much
know ledge of mining as honorable members
who had already spoken, together with some
know ledge he had gained' in the Mines Department.
1\1r. OUTTRIM.-As you have not given
representation to the Amalgamated Miners'
Association, why give it to the companies?
Mr. McLEOD said the companies who
found the money to work th~ _mines ought
to be allowed to have a worain regard to
the administration of the law.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Many of the miners are
shareholders.
Mr. McLEOD said those miners were
represented by the companies.
He had
contemplated giving representation to the
Amalgamated Miners' Association, but he
found' that while there were 25,700 miners
in the State the Amalgamated Miners' Association represented only 6,700 miners in
Victoria and Tasmania-the two States
being allied-according to the recent return
from the Registrar-General. Surely no honorable member would claim that a body representing less than one-fourth of the
miners should have full powers of representation of the whole body of miners in
the State.
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Mr. ANsTEY.-The holders of miners'
rights are only about one-tenth of the
miners, and you propose to give power to
them.
Mr. McLEOD said that last year there
were 32,000 holders of miners' rights.
Mr. McGRATI-I.-There we!e not 3 2 ,000
miners.
Mr. McLEOD said that if separate representation had been given to the Amalgamated Miners' Association and also to the
miners, some of the miners would have
been represented twice over.
He doubted
whether there was a very large number of
holders of miners' rights who were not
miners.
A large proportion of the miners
resided in their own houses, built on residence areas, and, therefore, must hold
miners' rights.
Was it asking too much,
if the miners were anxious to have a voice
in the election of the Mining Board, that
they should become qualified by taking out
miners' rights, which cost only 2S. 6d. a
year each?
A regulation of some kind
The miners' right had
must be provided.
been recognised as a legitimate voting
It was very unfair for the
. qualification.
honorable member for Stawell to talk about
the proposed board being a nominee board.
1Vlr. TouTcHER.-I said it was more of a
nominee board than anything else.
Mr. ~IcLEOD said the companies had
to elect their own representatives.
l\Ir. TouTcHER.-You should say nominate j they are not elected.
Mr. ~1cLEOD said that was merely a
quibble. The honorable member had made
a reflection on the writer of the article to
which he (Mr. ~lcLeod) referred.
Be
would therefore quote from a report of the
Omeo branch of the Amalgamated Miners'
Association.
If honorable members could
not consider this question on its merits, he
was not going to attack the Mining Boards
What he was proposing was
personally.
proposed as a matter of administration j he
had shown the reason and necessity for the
change, and the unwisdom of having a
number of cumbrous boards instead' of one
The half -yead y meeting of the
board.
Omeo branch of the Amalgamated Miners'
Association was reported in the Omeo
Standard, of Tuesday, 16th inst.
Mr. TOUTcHER.-How many were present ? You asked about the attendance at
the Stawell meeting.
Mr. McLEOD said he would assume, as
the honorable member did with regard to
the Stawell meeting, that the Omeo meeting
was largely attended.
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~Ir. ANSTEY.-There were nineteen at the
Stawell meeting, and four at the Omeo
meeting.
Mr. McLEOD said the report of the
committee of the Omeo branch of the Amalgamated Miners' Association appointed to
make recommendations with regard to this
Bill contained the following passages:-

\Yith regard to the clauses as to the abolition of
the Mining Boards, we are not in favour of the
retention of such boards if some other body could
be put in place of them that would more effectively protect the interests of the miner under
the present conditions of mining. vVe acknowledge that the boards have been very serviceable
to the miner in the past, when nearly all mining
was conducted under the provisions of the mining
by-laws; but the boards cannot assist the miners
effectively under the leasing system, by which
means most of the mines are now working, and
the expense of keeping the boards in existence
should be saved to the State, and devoted to some
other purpose, which would be of more assistance to present-day mining.
Mining Boards
have no control over the issue of leases, their
suspensions, or their forfeiture. A late Minister
of Mines tried to give them more power and a
chance to prove their usefulness by referring all
applications for suspension of leases to the local
Mining Board for report; but this has not been
found satisfactory.
The applications were referred by the board to the member represe~ting
the district in which the lease was situated, but
as that member did not know more than a small
proportion of the leases in existence in his district, and as it could not be expected that he
would individually visit, at his own expense, the
mines so applying for suspension, he had to depend upon inquiries from some other person or
report without any knowledge of the condiThis has worked to the
tions which existed.
great disadvantage of miners, who have held
leases in the hope of obtaining capital to work
them_
The former system of referring applications for suspension to the local Inspector of
Mines was more just, because the inspector had
an intimate knowledge of the work done on the
leases.
The Minister would then have the opinions of
the miners most concerned, in conjunction with
that of the expert opinion of the Inspector of
Mines, to fortify himself against the specious
reasoning and arguments of influential mining
speculators.
Miners would rather trust an inspector's report than that of a person who knows
nothing of the circumstances surrounding an application for suspension_
Members of the Mining Boards have been
known to obtain concessions for applicants for
land by means' of undue influence, and a total
disregard of the interests .of the mining communitv, whilst local miners would have stronaly
opposed such concessions if they had known they
were being applied for.

In other States there were none of these
Mining Boards, and yet mining seemed to
flourish without them. He asked honorable
members to earnestly consider this question. He had no personal object to serve
111 submitting his proposal, but in view of
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the abolition of the duties of the Mining quartz land. On alluvial Jand, if John
Boards, there was no necessity to continue Jones had got his title, William Smith could
the boards.,
As he had pointed out, the mine on his land, except within a certain
.Amalgamated Miners' Association did not distance of the home, the orchard, or the
represent a large body of miners, and, there- well. Nearly all the work that had been
fore, cQuld not claim to represent the whole so well discharged by the Mining Boards in
of the miners, whilst the miners' rights were the past had been gradually removed from
literally the franchise of the members of their purview, and this very Bill transthe mining community.
ferred some of the.ir duties to the lessees.
Mr. HUNT .-That is an argument in faSir ALEXANDER PEACOCK remarked
that he found himself in a very difficult your of no board at all.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said it
position in connexion with this matter. He
No honorable member could
neither agreed with the Government nor with was not.
honorable members who represented mining S:1Y, even by the greatest stretch of imagiconstituencies and had been speaking very nation, that the Mining Boards now represtrongly in favour of the retention of the sented the mining industry or the miners.
present jlining Boards. He (Sir Alexander They did not. It had been urged that the
Peacock) indicated .his views on this ques- Mining Boards had done no harm to the
tion when speaking on the second reading mining industry, but what a poor argument
of the Bill, and although some of the mem- that was in support of the plea for the rebers of the Opposition had not too great a tention of those boards. Whenever he went
regard for the principle of Ministerial re- to Ballarat he found different influences
sponsibility, the course he (Sir Alexander were being brought to bear with a view to try
Peacock) then mapped out with regard to the to retain the Mining Boards. Those honorconstitution of Mining Boards in the future able members w.ho had urged the retention
.had been subsequent~y adopted by the exe- of the present :Mining Boards would not go
cutive of the Amalgamated :Miners' Asso- to those boards for advice.
~rr.
OUTTRIM.- The present Mining
ciation. And certainly if the Mining Boards,
as at present constituted, were to be abol- Boards are preferable to the board proposed
. ished, that was the proper course to take. by the Minister.
The members of the present Mining BOa1:ds
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
had been able to exercise a great amount there was no use in honorable members
of political pressure and influence. Mining shutting their eyes to the fact that the
Boards in the past 'were all right, but sub- present Mining Boards did not fairly represeCluent legislation had gradually removed sent either the miners or the mining inmany of the duties they used to perform dustry.
A large number of those who held
from their control, and the provisions of mine.rs' rights were not miners at all.
In
t.his Bill went still further in that direction. his speech on the second reading of the
In respec:t of the alienation of auriferous Bill, he ha.d explained how these miners'
How many of
areas, the M'ining Boards had an immense rights were taken out.
amount of work imposed on them previous those rights had been taken out to assist
to 1884, and subsequently to 1890, but the the candidature, of a particular individual?
l\Iining on Private Property Act had And then when the election took piace, how
changed all that. Any person who applied many of the other candidates were greatly
for a mining lease on private property surprised at the number of rights that had
could force the owner of that property into been obtained by those who voted for their
the Warden;s Court! and the Warden could opponents? There was no voters' roll, and
s~.\', as Wardens had done, tnat the owner until the last moment no one knew how many
He should like
was entitled to 110 compensation, because the rights had been taken out.
surface of the land was not injured. If the to see a body appointed that was more.
surface was iniured, t!le land-owner had to representative of the miners and the inIt had not yet been proved
prove to the Court the amount of damage dustry itself.
done, and rebutting evidence could be that the present boards repre,sented either.
brought forward by the applicant for a lease Ten or twelve years ago, when £80,000
who wanted not to have to pay any com- per annum was voted for prospecting, did
pensation. The Mining Boards had not any- the Government propose that the distributhing like the work to do now that t.hev had tion of that money should be le.ft in the
No.
It
in years past. The principal cases referred hands of the Mining Boards?
to 'those boards, at the present time, were was thought necessary to appoint a special
applications for small residence areas on board upon which the men who kept the
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industry going were represented as well as
the miners.
De,spite all that had been
said to the contrary, he was sure that it
would be far better to vest in the Governor
in Council the power of appointing the
members of the Mining Boards, with a provision that the Inspector of Mines for the
district should be one member, that there
should be two members representing those
who contributed the capital, and two representing the miners and the Amalgamated
Miners' Association.
He felt himself that
it would be a great mistake to centralize
all the work, but nevertheless it was quite
true that the great body of miners did not
Take the case
hold miners' rights at all.
of Bendigo or Ballarat, Or any other big
mining district.
Mr. TouTcHER.-The men who are working for a wee.kI y wage do not need the
protection of the :Mining Boards.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
that the honorabl~ member had contended
that the Mining Boards did not protect
the miner.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Yes, they do.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
the Minister had read an extract from the
Omeo newspaper with reference to the suspension of labour covenants.
When his
(Sir Alexander Peacock's) colleague (Mr.
Burton), was Minister of Mines, he re,mitted the question of the suspension 01 the
labour covenants to the Mining Boards.
When asked why he did so he said, "They
have very little to do, and we must ke.ep
them employed."
Personally, he (Sir
Alexander Peacock) approved of the course
then adopted by his colleague, because
when an application was made for suspension, it was quite right that it should
be notified to the public, and as the doings
of the ~lining Boards were reported, the
persons interested got to know that an application for suspension was made. What was
wanted now was an entirely new board. It
was not right that the man who took out a
miner'.) right should be the only yoter or
person represented on the board, and it
would be far better to have a board in which
the mine-owner as well as the miner would
be properly represented. He was sorry that
some better suggestions in that direction
had not been made, instead of attempting to
defend that which could not possibly be defended. The conditions of mining had so
completely altered, e3pecially in the older"
districts, that it could not be said now that
the Mining Boards f airl y! epresented tht'
industry.
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Mr. FAIRBAIRN said he felt some diffidence in expressing an opinion on a mining matter, but the question the Com1ll1ttee
were now considering seemed to be thai vf
the best way in which to promote the mining industry. From that point of view, it
seemed to him that the '3uggestion of tpe
~Iinister of Mines was in every way a good
one. The new board which it was proposed
to create would be a body something similar
to the Railwavs Commissioners. That was
the kind of man3:gement that was wanted in
connexion, not only with the mining industrY, but in connexion with other industrie:;.
Honorable members would remember the
time when the railways were managed by a
~1inister alone, and the present Premier
took a hand at that work.
~1r. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-It was the
oaly time "when they paid, anyhow.
~Ir. FAIRBAIRN said that 1\1r. Bent
was a very able man, and with twenty years'
experience he would have licked 1\1r. Tait
into a cocked hat. But it was pretty expensive work while he was being trained for
that Departme,nt. However, like a commonsense man, he selected men of experience \'0
aJ3sist him. The Minister of Mines might
also be trusted to select well-trained men
for appointment to the new Mining Board.
The miners would then have two representatives, and the companies would have one.
From a commercial point of view that
seemed an ideal way of managing the mining industry. The Minister of Water Supply, when he was stumping the country,
said he intended to adopt a similar system
in his Department-that was by appointing
a board, so as to secure some continuity () f
management, instead of having a Minlster
coming in one day, and starting a lot of
fads, and then in two or three months' time
having another :Minister coming along, and
upsetting what his predecessor had done.
From that point of vi'ew he (Mr. Fairbairn)
had much pleasure in supporting the 1>10po;al of'the Minister of Mines.

Mr. McGRATH stated that he felt himself in a position similar to that described
by the honorable member for Allandale.
He could not support the amendment of the
Minister of Mines, nor could he vote for
the proposal that was first put forward by
the honorable gentleman, while at the same
time he was unable to support the ~fining
Boards as they were to-day. He recognised
that those boards did not represent the class'
they were supposed to represent. "What he
should like to do was to make the Mining
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Boards fully representative of the miners.
He hoped to see the Minister's proposal defeated, and a proposal carried that the men
engaged in the industry should vote for
the members of the board, and also that
the powers of the boards should be increased.
It must be remembered, however that the members of these boards did
not get £6 a week like Members of Parliament, but only £r, and it could not be e,xpected that they should do the whole of the
work of the Mines Department for that remuneration. Nevertheless, he contended that
the Mining Boards, even as they were now
constituted, had done much good to the
mining industry.
The Berringa mining
field would never have been discovered if
the boards had not been in existence. There
were on that field to-dav between 2,000
and 3,000 people.
But' for the Mining
Board a fence would have bee,n put around
that land, and no prospec6ng would have
In that ,way the State owed
been allowed.
to the Mining Boards one mining field at all
events, because the field would never have
been opened up if the boards had been
It had been pointed out that
abolished.
in numbers of instances auriferous lands
'were being selected, and that the Department did not carry out the recommendations
made by the Mining Boards.
He himself
In many cases
knew that to' be a fact.
where the boards had protested against the
alienation of Crown lands the Inspector of
Mines had been sent by the Department to
fake a report, and make it favorable to the
That was
sale or leasing of the ground.
one reason why the boards han not done so
much good work as one would like, but that
was not the fault of the boards themselves,
but very often of Members of Parliament
who had used their position to go, and, as it
were, steal the lands of the country and prevent these auriferous areas from being prospected or worked.
The Minister of Mines
had quoted a paragraph from the Omeo
paper--the only paper with the exception
of one of the Melbourne journals that had
supported the position the Minister took up
The honorable gentleon this question.
man. however, forgot to say that, though
he had received nineteen letters from individuals in favour of his proposal, he had
also presented a petition from hundreds of
people in his own constituency against the
abolition of the Mining Boards. 'Vho those
nineteen people were honorable members
'were not told.
Honorable members on the
Government side of the House were very
fond of calling the labour members a
lIir. McGrath.
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machine party, and of saying that they
were obliged to vote as they were ordered.
But he (Mr. McGrath) noticed that in the
discussion of this Bill those honorable members themselves had invariably voted just as
the Minister desired, though they had not
listened to the debate.
1\1r. HUNT.-That is most unfair to those
who have been here all the time.

Mr. ~1cGRATH said that those honorable members who represented mining districts \vere almost unanimously opposed to
the proposal now put forward by the Minister of Mines, and would not be led by the
machine party that seemed to predominate
in this Legislature to-day.
:Jlr. KIRKWOOD observed that, like
the honorable member for Allandale, he was
placed in a very awkward position. During his election contest one of the questions
put to him at every meeting was whether
he was in favour of the abolition of Mining
His own feeling all through had
Boards.
been in favour of the Mining Boards, because he had had ample opportunities during the last thirty years of knowing what the
boards had done. They had protected the
smaller mining men, especially in alluvial
mining, from losing a lot of the ground, and
they had also protected allotments of ground
for small holders. During his experience of
Mining Boards they had had a great deal
of work to do, particularly in the Bendigo
distr~ct.
He was certainly in favour of
having ~lining Boards, but he was not
pledged to stick to the old boards. The
executive council of the Amalgamated
Miners' Association of Victoria had issued a
circular which was entirely against doing
away with the present boards. If, 'however, those boards were done away with, the
association would Drefer that, instead of
adopting the Minist-er's proposal, the board
for each district should consist of two
members elected by the respective branches
of the Amalgamated Miners' Associatwo members elected by the
tion,
mining investors, and the Vvarden, who
should act as chairman.
He hoped the
Minister of Mines would consider that suggestion, because he (Mr. Kirkwood) did not
believe in the board which the honorable
In his
gentleman himself proposed.
opinion it would not work at all well. Be-'
sides that, it would create too much cenHe should be
tralization in "Melbourne.
very sorry to vote against the 1'.Iinister, but
under the circumstances he could not see his
way to do otherwise unless the honorable
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gentleman altered his position altogether.
The suggestion of the Amalgamated Miners'
Association seemed a very fair one, and if
the Government would adopt it he believed
it would \York far better than the proposal
now before the Chamber.
Mr. LAWSON remarked that he did not
agree with those honorable members who
contended that the present Mining Boards
were faultless and immaculate bodies, but
neither could he see his way to agree with
the proposition laid down by the Minister
of Mines in his amended proposal. As he
(Mr. 'Lawson) indicated in his second-reading speech, lie would be glad to see the Mining Boards made truly representative of the
mining industry; but he did not consider
that either of the Minister's proposals-the
more objectionable one in the Bill itself, OJ
the le:;s objectionable one that was embodied in the amendment now submitted -- would
result
in
the
creation of representative boards.
With
regard to the Warden, .the honorable member for Gippsland South made a very good
point when he stated that the vVarden was a
judge in mining matters, and that it would
be far better for him to be quite free from
any opinion he might gather through being
a member of a Mining Board~ As a member of the board the Warden might be compelled to give a casting vote on a matter
which in some way or other might subsequentl y come before him for decision in
his judicial capacity.
Mr. McLEoD.-The Warden would not
discharge any judicial functions in connexion with the Mining Board.
Mr. LAWSON said that was true j but
he thought it was far better to keep the
Warden quite free from interference in
matt,::!rs \rhich might il! ;1l1y shape or form
come before him afterwards for judicial decision. I t was true that the Mining
Board was not a judicial body, and, therefore, it did not seem to be a suitable place
for the vVarden. Then, as to the inspectors, he thought the inspectors of mines
were generally valuable men, and it would
be a good thing to have the benefit
of their advice with regard to the
work of the l\Iining Boards. At present, however, the general opinion in mining districts was that the' inspectors had
too much to do already.
vVith regard to
the proposal that there should be two representatives of the mining companies on
the board, it seemed only bir that the interests of both sides should be represented.
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As to the position of those who held miners'
rights, he consider.::!d that the :Minister's proposal \\' as not more satisfactory than the
boards as they now existed.
It was well
known that the holders of miners1 rights included all sorts and conditions of men, and
that all manner of men were represented.
:JIr. McLEoD.-W'hat qualification could
you make?
Mr. LAWSON said it was not his duty
at the present juncture to make a constructive proposal; but, surely, the Minister
could arrange that the vote should only be
given to those electors who had a qualification, either as working miners or as members of the Amalgamated Miners' Association.
At present there were seven mining
districts, and each district had a 'Mining
Board, consisting of ten members.
Those
districts were very large.
The 'Minister
stated that the members of the boards would
be represented, because of their local knowledge.
Now, if there were to be two members representing the mining industry, what
would happen in a large mining district
like that of Castlemaine?
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Does it not go right
away to Korumburra?
Mr. LAWSON said it went right away
to Vvestern Port.
But~ apart from that,
the particular town that had the greater
ma ioritv of holders of miners' righc')
Suppose
would dominate the whole thing.
that one town had a great majority of the
miners, and that there were two men to be
elected to the board.
The result would be
that that town alone would have two representatives, and all the rest of the district '\vould be unrepresented.
Now, \'\There
would Daylesford come in as part of the
Castlemaine mining district?
Castlemaine
and Maldon would dominate the whole
board, and there would be no " local knowledge" sp far as Daylesford was COllcerned.
Therefore, while he could not
absolutely defend the boards· as they \"ere
at present constituted, he could not see his
way to accept the proposal made by the
Minister.
It gave. him no pleasure to
oppose the Minister in this matter, because
he felt that they had the same object in
view.
?\If. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)
said he had circulated an amendment, the
object of which was to give due representation to the miner.
If the modified proposal of the Minister, or something like it,
was not accepted by the, Committee, he
would be prepared to move his amendment
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on the report.
Many members of the
Mining Boards had done splendid work in
the past, but he agreed that those boards
did not represent the whole of the mining
interests of the State.
The last speaker
stated that the larger towns would dominate the smaller ones.
That was what
he (Mr. Cameron) desired to obviate.
He
contended that the Minister should have
the right to form centres, and that each
The
centre should have three members.
miner had no greater claim upon the community than those who were e.ngaged in
olther indus!f::ries.
:Municipal c,~)Uncillors
did their work without any remuneration,
and he believed the miners 'would be prepared to do the same thing.
The honorable member for Grenville, in his secondreading speech, said that the miners were
most independent men.
He (Mr. Cameron)
agreed with that statement, and believed
that if they were given the chance, the
miners would be glad to accept the proposal that was made m the amendment
he had circulated.
:JIr. McLEOD said he was very much
disappointed to find that those honorable
members who had spoken on this question had not made a single suggestion as
to what sort of board should be substituted
for that proposed by him.
It was admitted by almost everv speaker that the
Mining Boards did not now represent the
community, but not a single sugg,estian
had been made for their improvement.
It
was all very well for the honorable member for Castlemaine to sav that he was not
in a position to make a" constructive proposal.
It was the duty of any honorable
member who found fault with what was
proposed to suggest some improvement. If
an honorable member opposed a proposal in its retails, he should show how
those details should be altered.
2\Ir. McGREGOR.-Let the Miners' Association elect the boards.
:JIr. McLEOD said that the suggestion made by the Amal gamated Miners'
Association was much more liberal than
his own proposal. He proposed to give one
representative to the mine-owners, and two
to the miners, whereas the Amalgamated
Miners' Association proposed to give two
to each.
If the Committee fe.lt that way
he had no objection to doing so.
He
begged to move-
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Mr. McLEOD stated that he would now
move the amendment of which he had given
notice in sub-clause (3).
He begged to
move-That all the words after "consist of" (line
22), to the end of the clause be ?mitted.

The amendment was agreed to.
:JIr. McLEOD movedThat the following words be inserted ;-" five
members, viz., a "Varden and an inspector of
mines acting within any part of such district,
both of whom shall be appointed from time to
time by the Governor in Council, a representative
of the registered companies carrying on mining
operations within such district to be nOI:ninated
as such representaive by such companies for a
period of three years, in accordance with regulations, to be approved by the Governor in Council,
and two representatives, to be elected for a period
of three years, by male persons of the full age
of twenty-one years, being the holders of miners'
rights, in force at the date of such election, and
for a period of at least three months immediately
prior to such date, and being natural born or
naturalized subjects of the King, and resident
within such district.
" (4) The mode of such election, the time for'
holding the same, the remuneration to be paid to
the members of such board, the appointment of
chairman, the number of members necessary to
form a quorum, the place and times of meeting,
the mode of filling vacancies caused by the death
or resignation of any member nominated or elected
in terms of this section, shall be provided for in
regulations to be approved by the Governor in
Council."

He said that the conditions for the elections
were the same as applied in the pre3ent
~1ines Act, while with regard to the regulations, the only alteration from the present
regulations was "the remuneration to be
paid. "
If any honorable member could
suggest any more representative board, he
would be very glad to consider the suggestion.
The Committee divided on the amendment-

25
27

Ayes
Noes
l\Iaj'Ority against the amendment

Mr. Argyle,
Mr. Bent,
Mr. Bowser,
Mr. Ewen Cameron,
Mr. E. H. Cameron,
Mr. James Cameron,
. Mr. Carlisle.
Mr. Downward,
Mr. Fairbairn,
That the words "on and" (lines 3 and 20) be Sir Samuel Gillott,
Mr. Graham,
omitted.
Mr. Gray,
Mr. Kirkwood,
The amendment was agreed to.

2

AYES.

Mr. Langdon,
Mr. Mackey,
Mr. McBride,
Mr. McCutcheon,
Mr. McKenzie,
Mr. McLeod,
Mr. Murray,
Sir Alexander Peacock.
Mr. Robertson,
Mr. Watt.
Tellers.
Mr. Duffus,
Mr. Hutchinson.
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Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
1I-fr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

McGregor,
Morrissey,
Oman,
Outtrim,
Prendergast,
Sangster,
Smith,
Solly,
Toutcher,
\,yarde,
Wilkins.
Tellers.
Mr. Anstey,
Mr. Lawson.

Beard,
Beazley
H. S. Bennett,
A. A. Hillson,
J. W. Billson,
Colechin,
Elmslie,
Harris,
Hunt,
Keogh,
Lemmon,
Livingston,
McGrath,
Mackinnon,

PAIR.

Mr. Cullen.

\

Mr. Bailes.

Mr. McLEOD 3tated that certain words
had already been omitted, and he would now
propose other words to fill up the blank in
the clause. He begged to moveThat the following words be inserted :-" Seven
members, viz., an inspector of mines acting within
any part of such district, who shall be appointed
from time to time by the Governor in Council,
two representatives of the registered companies
carrying on mining operations within such district
to be elected as such representatives by such companies for a period of three years, in accordance
with regulations, to be approved by the Governor
in Council, and two representatives to be elected
for a period of three years, by male persons of
the full age of twenty-one years, being the holders
of miners' rights, in force at the date of such election, and for a period of at least three months
immediately prior to such date, and being natural
born or naturalized subjects of the King, and resident within such district, and two representatives
of the Amalgamated Miners' Association, to be
elected for the said period of three years.
" (4) The mode of such election, the time for
holding the same, the remuneration to be paid to
the members of such board, the appointment of
chairman, the number of members necessary to
form a quorum, the place ::llld times of meeting, the mode of filling vacancies caused by
the death or resignation Qf :1l1 V member nomiTinted or elected in terms of this' section, shall be
provided for in regulations to be approved by
the Governor in Council."
~Ir. TO eTCHER observed that he could
nuL see t1:at anything but confusion \rould
arise from the ~Iinister's new amendment.

For inst::l11ce, in his own electorate there was
a branch of the Amalgamated Miners' Association at Stawell, but there was none at
Ararat.
In Ararat there were a lot of
miners who earned their living by alluvial
sinking. but they had no org,anization,
whereas there was a powerful organization
in Stawell, where deep mining was carried
on.
Consequently the Stawell people
might predominate altogether over the Ararat
men. The amendment seemed to be confusion worse confounded.
The Government
should ha,-e taken the direction thai: the
Committee really gave in the last vote, for
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the whole consensus of opinion was shown to
be that the board.3 should exist as they existed to-day.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-No.
Mr_ TOUTCHER said that was his opinion, and it was also the opinion of the Committee as expressed by the. last vote.
He
could not see any system to better the existing one. The honorable member for Allandale was distinctly and decidedly an strongly
in antagonism to centrauzed governme,nt as
the rest of the members of the Opposition
corner were. This amendment was no better than the former proposal of the Minister, and it was simply to make a sort of
nominee board. If the Minister would not
accept the deci'.3ion of the Committee that
the present boards should be retained, he
should give' honorable members at least some
little time to consider this new proposal, and
then a sweet spirit of reasonableness might
prevail, and the Minister might be able to
get his own way. It was not fair to spring
a surprise on honorable members at the verv
last moment.
.
~lr. BENT.-What do you call sprin.!~ing
a surprise ? You made the blank.
:Mr. TOUTCHER said in any case the
blank ought not to be filled up in a haphazard way.
:JIr. McLEOD.-I have complied with your
request to strike out the Warden.
Mr. TOUTCHER said the Minister had
complied with that request only when he
was forced to do- iJO by the vote of the Committee. The Minister should comply now
with the opinion the Committee had expressed.
Mr. McLEOD.--I told you and others that
I would be very pleased to accept any practical suggestion you made, and you did not
make one.
?\II. TOUTCHER said he made the prac·
tical suggestion to leave things as they were,
and as the people wanted them. Honorable
memberl..; who represented mining constituencies could claim without egotism that
they knew more about this question than
other members.
He held that he and' those
with him in this matter represented the
wishes of the people.
They had to take
their anstructions from the {people they
represented.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You should
take instructions from nobody.
Mr. TOUTCHER said then his honorable friend did not always take that course.
Honorable members \Vere supposed' to follow public opinion.
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Mr. WATT.-No; we are supposed to
lead it.
Mr. TOUTCHER said he was very
sorry for the way some honorable members
had led' public opinion.
He would refer
to Kyabram, if it were not that there was
no mention of K yabrOam in this clause.
It
would be a fair thing for the Minister to
accept the opinion of mining members that
the present conditions in regard to Mining
Boards should not be altered.
This hurried amendment now before the Committee
had received no consideration at the hands
of the Minister or of members.
As it
stood now he would oppose it, and he
otrusted' the honorable member for Eaglehawk would stick to the views he expressed
a little while ago, and stand for the Mining
Boards as they were, and not allow the Government to put the" comether" over him,
to get him to speak one way and vote
another.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK stated
that, like the honorable member for Grenville, he felf a difficulty In regard to this
matter, because it was quite clear that the
Mining Boards as at present constituted did
not represent the mining ind'ustry.
N umbers of these miners' rights were taken out
not for mining at all, but to enable men
to get a home.
N umbers of wood-cutters
and others, who wanted to get a home in
mining districts, took out a right for haIfa-crown, and after they had been on the
ground for two and a half years they were
entitled to apply for their Crown grant, and
then certain procedure was followed and
The titles of
they got their Crown grant.
a large portion of the town that the honorable member for Stawell represented and
a large portion of the town of Clunes were
obtained by residents by virtue of rights
they held' years ago.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (FitzroY)'o-And the
people who hold them never did a bit of
mining in their lives, and are never likely
to.
Mr. BENT .-One of the largest hotels in
Ballarat is on one-near the station.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said the
proposal now put forward by the Minister
was far better.
It was on the lines of
what the executive of the Amalgamated
Miners' Association suggested the other day,
and it was even better than that. I t might
be urged that if Mining Boards were not
to be retained, and if the suggestion of the
Amalgamated Miners' Association were
adopted', there would be danger of a possible crisis, because, seeing that such a small
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proportion of miners in the State were
members of the Amal.gamated Miners' Association, and numbers were working on their
own account, honorable members might be °
accused, if they voted for the proposal put
forward by the Amalgamated Miners' Association, of giving preference to unionists.
This might create trouble.
If flie attempt
had been made to dispossess the holders of
miners' rights, it would be c;loing an injustice to people like the constituents of the
honorable member for Ovens, and of several
of the honorable members for Gippsland,
because there were large numbers of miners
working on their own account in those parts
of the State.
The spirit displayed there
was that of the old' days of mining.
Mr. TouTcHER.-There are no branches
of the Amalgamated Miners' Association
there.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
there were br~nches of the Amalgamated
Miners' Association at Cassilis, at Omeo,
at Glen Wills, and at Walhalla.
The
honorable member for S ta well had misapprehended the position, and was virtually arguing for a close borough for
the miners that held miners' right s.
Tt.e honorable member argued that miners
who did not work on their own account
were not going to have any representation at all. That was the effect of the
honorable member's objection to the Minister's proposal.
The honorable member
was asking that the question of the eligibility of any person to have a vote "should
be left to the person who wished to take
out the miner's right.
The miner who
worked on his own account was to be recognised, and the miner who worked for companies, or other employers, should be represented also.
What body could better
act on behalf of the working miners than
the Amalgamated Miners' Association?
When the prospecting boards were created
in (;onnexion with the prospecting vote, representatives of the Amalgamated Miners'
Association were selected, and he presumed that, under the Minister's proposal, the branches of that association
would
nominate
representatives.
The miner
who
did
not
hold a
miner's right ought to have representatio.l
on the board.
He was glad that the
Warden was struck out, because the
Wardens had any amount of work to do
already.
He was very doubtful whether
the inspectors °would be able to devote the
necessarv time to the work. He had always been in favour of more inspectors
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being appointed. The inspectors had many
duties already imposed upon them by legislation, and if this proposal were carried,
they would have more to do. It could not
be said that, under the new scheme, the
boards would primarily represent the employer, but it could be said that the new
boards would be' more fairly representative
of the different branches of the industry,
and that the Minister would be able to get
better advice, than under the present
system.
The Committee divided on t~e amend·
mentAyes
Noes

28
24

:Majority for the ame11dment
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Mr. Bent
Mr. Bowser
Mr. Ewen Cameron
Mr. E. H. Cameron
Mr. James Cameron
Mr. Carlisle
Mr. Duffus
Mr. Fairbairn
Si'r Samuel Gillott
:Mr. Graham
Mr. Gray
Mr. Hunt
11r. Keogh
Mr. Kirlnvood
Mr. Langdon

Mr. Levien
Mr. Livingston
Mr. Mackey
Mr. McBride
Mr. McCutcheon
Mr. McKenzie
Mr. McLeod
Mr. Murray
Sir Alexander Peacock
Mr. Robertson
Mr. Watt.
Tellers.
Mr. Argyle
Mr. Hutchinsoil
NOES.

Mr. Beard
l\h. Beazley
Mr. G. H. - Bennett
Mr. H. S. Bennett
Mr. A. A. Billson
Mr. Colechin
tMr. Elmslie
Mr. Harris
Mr. Lemmon
Mr. Mackinnon
Mr. McGrath
Mr. McGregor
Mr. Motrissey

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Oman
Outtrim
Prendergast
Sangster
Smith
Solly ,
Toutcher
Warde
Wilkins.

Tellers.
Mr. Anstey
Mr. Lawson
PAIRS.

Mr. Cullen
Mr. Thomson

Mr. Bailes
Hannah

I Mr.

:JJr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said he
would like to know from the Minister
whether it was possible to make provisio!1
for the election of the six representatives on
the board in the ordinary way, instead of
what was proposed. There were very few
reg.istered companies in his district, and he
thought it would be better to have all the
representatives elected.
Mr. McLEOD.-How could we do that?
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Mr. LAWSON said that the Minister
was asking for great power in regard to the
payment of fees, for they were to be fixed
by regulation.
He believed in the doctrine of Ministerial responsibility, bu t this
was a tolerably large power to leave in the
hands of the Minister.
The payment for
the existing boards WaJ3 provided by the
The Minister ought certainly to give
Act.
some idea as to what the payment vrDuJd be.
~Jr. ANSTEY stated that he would like
to know if the Minister intended to make
any alterations in the hours of polling. In
connexion with the .last Bill which, however, was not passed, the hours were extended from five to seven o'clock.
Was
the Minister agreeable to extend the time
to seven o'clock?
Mr.McLEoD.-I will consider the matter, and will give every facility for the
voting.
Sir AI.EXA~DER PEACOCK said
a compromise might be arrived at such
as was come to in connexion with the
Constitution Act Amendment Bill.
He
thought the Ministry agreed to
SIX
o'clock for the country districts in connexion with that measure.
In connexion
with the municipal electionis taking place tomorrow he thought the poll closed at six
0' clock, and with the train service they had
in his district, it would be difficult for the
ejectors to record their votes.
:Mr. ~'lcLEOD observed that he was not
in a position to give a definite ans\\'er, as
he had not the regulations before him. He
would tJ.ke care that the regulation was
made so as to give the greatest facility to
the voters.
It was quite possible that he
might provide for seven dclock in the
towns, a'1d six o'clock in the country.
flh. LA'~TSON remarked that the Minister must see that, under the present pro ..
posal, there might be great difficulty in giving due represent3.tion to localities.
The
argument bad been that there should be
some one on the board with local knowledge.
The present mining districts were very cumbrous :md very large, and under the princ~pal Act power was given to the Minister
to create a certain number of mining districts, :lnd to alter and vary the divisions
thereof.
He wished to know if the Minister would give careful consideration to the
advisability of altering the boundaries of
the districts, so rh3.t the boards might be
m3.de more represcnt:1tive of the part1cubr
localities. The larger towns, where there
was a majority of voters, would have a
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steps as the board shall direct to pre,iominating influence, so that outlying
vent the continuance of such pollution
places might have no representation.
or injury.
Mr. McLEoD.-We will reconsider the
(b) to order any person about to commence
districts with the view of giving fair reor authorize sluicing, dredging, or
other mining operations which will, in
presentation all round.
the opiniop of the board, cause in~Ir. LA""SON said he was glad to hear
jury or pollution to any river, stream,
The Minister might consider also
that.
water-course, lake, or reservoir, not
whether, instead of having two members reexempted from the operations of this
section, as hereinafter provided, to make
presenting the whole district, it would not
such provision, or take such steps as
be advisable to have divisional representathe board shall direct to prevent such
tion. The Minister could not create more
, pollution or injury; and
than seven mining districts, unless petitior;s
(c) to report to the Minister, and make such
were presented to both Houses asking for
recommendations as the board shall
think fit in connexion with every apmore.
pl}cation for a mining lease for any
Mr. Th{cLEoD.-We ·have considered that
area upon which the applicant intends
matter already.
to carryon, sluicing, ;dredging,or
other !.p1~ning operations which may
Mr. LAWSON said his point was whether
p011ute or injure any river, stream,
the Minister could not frame a clause prowater-course, lake, or reservoir, ,not
viding that instead of having two members
exe~pted from the operation of this
representing the whole of the holders of
section, as hereinafter provided.
(4) The Governor in Council may from time to
miners' rights the districts should be
divided so as to give divisional representa- time, upon the report of the board, exempt from
the operation of this section such rivers, streams,
tion. The probability was that more 'local water-courses,
lakes, and reservoirs as are in his
know ledge would be got by subdividing the opinion, by reason of the polluted condition of
such rivers, streams, water-courses, lakes, or redistricts.
useless as a means of providing a water
1\1r. McLEoD.-I have made a note of the servoirs,
supply for domestic or stock purposes, and shall
point.
publish notice of every such exemption in the
Mr. MACKINNON pointed out that in Government Gazette, and the Governor in Counthe amendment passed by the Committee it cil may at any time revoke any such exemption,
and shall give notice thereof in the Government
seemed to be possible for the representa- Gazette.
tives of the Amalgamated Miners' Associa(5) .Any peron who by himself or his agent or
tion to come fram any part of the wide, workman carries on any mining operations in
There was no limitation as to contravention of any order of the board as
wide world.
aforesaid, or disobeys any order of the board,
residence.
and thereby directly or indirectly causes polluMr. McLEoD.-We will provide for that, tion or injury to any river, stream, water-course,
if necessary, in the regulations. I have lake, or reservoir shall be guilty of an offence,
taken note of the honorable member's point. and upon the complaint of any person aggrieved
thereby, or of an inspector of mines, shall for
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
every day upon which mining operations have
Discussion took place on clause 56, which been so carried on, or such order disobeyed as
aforesaid l shall be liable upon summary convicwas as follows : -

(I) For the purpose of regulating hydraulic,
mining, dredging, sluicing, or any other form
of mining by which sludge or mininO' debris is
discharged into any river, stream, w~ter-course,
lake, or reservoir, the Governor in Council may
appoint a board to be called the Sludge Abatement Board.
(2) The board shall consist of three members,
who may at any time be removed by the Gov..ernor in Coun,cil, and any two memb~rs of the
board shall form a quorum.
The first board
under this Act shall consist of the Chief Engineer of Water Supply, the Surveyor-General,
and the Senior Inspector of Mines.
(3) It shall be the duty of the board(a) to investigate any complaint made of
polluting or injury caused by sluicing,
dr<::dging, or other mining operations to
any river, stream, water-course, lake,
or reservoir, not exempted from the
operation of this section as hereinafter
provided, and to order· any person
causing or, directing such operations to
make such provision, or take such

tion to a penalty of not more than £5.
(6) For the purposes of this section water shall
be deemed to be polluted which contains in solution any poisonous or injurious matter in the
total proportion of more than 75 grains to I
gallon, or which contains in solution any earth
or mineral or any earthy or other insoluble
mineral substance in the total proportion of more
than 800 grains to I gallon.
~Ir. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said he
had no desire to render ineffective the efforts of the Government in dealing with
the sludge question.
It was a very difficult matter to deal with, because of the
It was highly deconflicting interests.
sirable that honorable members should endeavour to make themselves thoroughly acquainted with all matters in connexion with
this question, so that the Committee might
be able to arrive at a determination that
would be equitable to all partie.s.
He
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recognised with other honorable members
that it was very desirable indeed that, as
far as possible, our streams should be proIf it were intended
tected from pollution.
to do so, a much more comprehensive
measure than this would be required.
He wished honorable members to distinguish between the pollution of our
streams by the discharge into them of water
containing sewage matter and germs of a
noxious character, and the discharge into
them of water discoloured by mining operatiolls.
The clam~e dealt particularly
with the pollution of streams by the discharge into them of water which had been
used for mining operations.
This was an
extremely important matter, and had a most
important bearing on the district he repreIf the clause was carried, as it
sented.
stood, it would mean absolute ruin to
nearly every mining company in his district.
Therefore he fervently appealed to
every honorable member :to ex.ercise the
greatest care and caution before voting.
He wished every member to endeavour, as
far as possible, to distinguish between the
pollution of streams by the discharge into
them of sewage and noxious matter, and that
by the discharge of discoloured water.
Honorable members ought to ask themselves
the question, how far mining operations
As
affected the interests of land-owners.
far as he could understand, the agitation
in connexion with the disposal of sludg~
arose largely from the land-owners who
lived upon the banks of the rivers.
He
ventured to say that if a close inquiry were
instituted-and he courted the. very closest
inquiry into this matter-it would be found
that, as far as his district was concerned,
no very serious damage had been caused by
mining operations, although mining had
been carried on there for the past half-century. He would like, also, to impress on honorable members the fact that mining was carried on under leases granted by the Crown,
and that the people who had obtained those
leases were required to comply with certain
covenants, and to pay an annual rental for
the rights and privileges granted to them.
He believed he was right in saying that if
the Governor in Council revoked a leas":!
granted to any person, that person would
have a right to compensation against the
He thought thty had the right in
Crown.
this mat:er to assume that to revoke a leas·=
would nullify the lease.
If the Govern-·
ment, after the lease was granted, by Legislative enactment rendered it impossible for
the person who held the lease to carryon
Sessiolz 1904.-[43]
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mining operations under the lease, he would
have the right to look to the Crown for compensation for the difficulties and obstacles
He hoped that honorplaced in his way.
able members would not be blind to the injustice that would be done to these people
if the Minister's proposal was adopted. If,
when the leases were granted, they contained all these conditions, and provided
that these people should not discharge discoloured water, or water containing more
than a given number of grains of
earthy
matter
per
gallon, into
a
stream, the lessees would have known
exactly what they had to face.
He had
circulated a ne\~ sub-clause, which made
provision that this part of the Act, Or any
regulation made under it, should not affer:i:
the mining rights enjoyed by any person at
The
the time of the passing of the Act.
object of that was to insure that people who
had leases at the present time, and who
were carrying on mining operations, would
be exempt from the operation of this
clause or any regulation made under it. He
thought that no jnjustice should be meted
out to these people \vho had been engaged
in mining for many years, and who had, perhaps, invested the earnings of a life-time in
this industry. Why sl:ould they impose conditions which would' render it impracticable, unprofitable, and imposible tc!
cc.rry on operati.ons?
I f they did that,
thev should compensate' these people, or if
they carried this clause they should insert
a provision exempting the present lessees.
He did not care how
from its operations.
far the Government went in protecting the
streams which were now clear, and upon
The
which there had been no mining.
Government might provide, and in that they
would have his support, that leases issued
in future to persons who applied for
the right to work on these rivers should
contain any conditions they liked.
Then
the men who were applying for the leases
would know what they had to face. But he
would ask honorable members to look at
this matter from a just point of view.
They should ask themselves if they were
voting right in imposing conditions which
would render it impossible for miners to
carryon the operations that they had been
carrying- on for a number of years.
He
did not wish to dwell at great length on
this matter, because he, believed it was
one which would appeal strongly to honorable members' sense of justice.
He hoped
honorable members would not make this a
party vote, but would act with every caution,
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Mr. KEOGH.-Get the opinion of younger
and not be carrield away by any statement,
such as had been seen in the press, that men.
ruin was staring the land-owners in the face.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said that
He was aware of the fact tnat in the dis- it was known that during years when the
trict which the honorable member for Wan- water was low some of the holes filled up,
garatta represe,nted,.in the North Ovens Shire but in flood times they were Cleared out
in particular, there was a lot of land silted again.
over, but subsequently the Government wele
Mr. McLEoD.-Where is the sludge carapproached, and providea a sum of money
ried to?
with ,vhiah the two councils constructed
~Ir. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said that
works, and during the last twenty years
Of course,
none of the land had been flooded with silt. it was washed down the river.
Mr. GRAHAM.-In the meantime the land the Chamber could take whatever action
it liked, and if honorable members felt disadjoining. has been destroyed.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said that posed to commit an act of in justice and'
the land which had been silted over ori- stop an important industry they could do
ginally was now admitted by the land- . so.
owners to be the best land thev held.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-\Ve
Mr. GRAHAM.-I represented that part of do not want to do that.
the district at the time it WeW destroyed.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said that
:Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said that
he
was here to express his opinions, and to
he (Mr. Billson) knew all about it. He had
been there recently, and he could say that state his know ledge on a practical matter,
that land carried the finest grass in the and having done that he felt that he had
If honorable members
district.
By the expenditure of a few done his duty.
chose
to
shut
down
the
industry he felt that
thousands a channel was cut, and a bank
raise.d, and on the other side of that there he, at all events, had' voiced" the opinions
of his constituency, and the opinions of
had been no further silting.
He
Mr. LANGDoN.-What about the con- those who had practical knowledge.
had
one
magnificent
practical
illustration
re"
taminated water?
garding the effect of silt in the rivers. A
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said that man named Henley, a hop-grower in his
if the honorable gentleman would refer to district, constructed a weir across the Ovens
the report of the officer who was sent up River 30 or 40 years ago. It was remarkby the Water Supply Department, he would able that the water behind that weir was
be able to satisfy himself as to the condi- as deep to day as when the weir was contion of the ,vater below the dredges in structed.
If honorable members did not
the Ovens River.
He would find that the believe that they could ask Mr. Henley
earthy matter at a certain distance below and the adjoining property-owners.
Th~
the dredges was not so much as ttere was weir was put there for the purpose of
in the water in flood tirnes t through the driving a water-wheel, and behind this weir
water flowing over cultivated fields.
The was the very place where silt would be
whole thing depended upon the point at likel y to lie, but there was no silting up
which one took a sample of the water there, and never had been.
He hoped
for the purpose of seeing whether it con- honorable members, if they felt strongly distained this percentage of earthy matter to posed to retain these conditions in the Bill
the gallon.
If the sample was taken. im- in regard to sludge, would also assist in
mediately after the water was d'ischarged carrying the amendment he had cir~
from the dredges undoubtedly it would not culated,
and
the object of which
pass this test, but after it was discharged was to leave this matter in abeyance. He
in the river it speedily settled, and the would ask that the people wno had been
river was clear.
granted leases, and who "rere carrying on
Mr. "JIORRISSEy.-It goes on.
operations, should be allowed to carry them
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said that on under the terms and conditions on which
one honorable member stated that it was the leases were granted. In the case of any
filling up the rivers.
He (Mr. Billson) new leases, if it was desired to insert new ,
had spoken to two of the oldest reside.1ts conditions, he was prepared to assist the
on this river, who had been there for 50 Government in doing that, but he would
years, and' they told him that the river was earnestly appeal to every honorable memas deep now where they lived as it was 50 ber to assist him in having the amendment
he had circulated inserted.
years ago.
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Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)
stated that he had thought over this clause
very carefully, and he believed that when
this board was constituted there would be no
danger to either of the parties in this matter. He felt that they should trust the
Government and the men who would be appointed to look after the interesf, not only
of the land-owner and the miner, but of
those who depended upon the river for
water.
Something like 7,000 people
were dependent upon the Mitchell River
for water and sustenance.
They lived
upon the profit of what they produced from that river valley.
They
sent out 50,000 bags of maize annually, and
in some years perhaps more, and from
10,000 to 12,000 pigs and fat stock, and a
great deal of butter. These 7,000 people
lived on the profit of what they produced,
but there wouldl 'be four times that number
of people living on what was produced
there. If honorable members were not careful in dealing with this subject, the whole
of that land would be destroyed, and in
doing that they would be destroying something which 'would otherwise go on producing food for the people for ever. "Vhen
speaking on this Bill last year he made a
suggestion, which was taken up, that the
rivers should be classified. He had thought
the matter over since, and he believed that
would be the solution of the difficulty.
There were thousands of acres in his
own district which could be dredged without injury to anybody, but there were also
thousands of acres of fine rich land that
should not be touched on any account, and
which if left 'would be an everlasting source
of food for the people. To show what had
!been done by silting up, he might point out
that on a piece of land which he owned some
years ago there was a second fence standing
on top of the original fence. On the river
near Numurkah there was land on which the
silt had been carried, and every summer the
surface turned up like scales on a fish's
back. It had been said that the stuff
worked up by the dredge would lie where
it settled. Similar stuff to that thrown up
by the dredge was discharged into the river
Moorabool at Morrisons many years ago.
There was a big flood in 1863, and the whole
of that stuff was carried 30 miles down. The
stuff on the tops of the banks was carted
away to make a reservoir. The place now
had the appearance as if they had started to
make a road.
Honorable members should
be careful in dealing with this subject, .for
a great many people were affected. They
[43J-2
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should not alter ·one line of this clause as
it stood.
Mr. :MORRISSEY stated that he felt
some honorable members apprehended too
much as a result of the operation of this
clause. It was admitted by all that our water
supplies should be kept clear, because we
had not nearly as much water as we required, and we could not afford to waste
any of it.
It 'was admitted by all that the
main streams must be protected to their full
carrying capacity, and that under no circumstances should these streams be allowed
to silt up or be reduced in their capacity.
If the amendment proposed by the honorable member for Ovens was carried
the Minister might as well strike out clause
56 altogether.
The board which the measure proposed to protect the streams and
water-courses would, he felt, do that justice
to mining which the honorable member for
Ovens desired.
Mr. GRAHAM.-We do not want to stop
mining.
Mr. MORRISSEY said that they did
not want to do that.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It will still
go on in the creeks.
~lr. MORRISSEY said that it would go
on to the extent that mining could be carriedon without interfering with the other
great sources of wealth that were dependent
011 the purity of the water supplies.
There
was nothing in this clause but what was
absol ute I v necessary to protect streams and
rivers. . The Murray last vear, instead of
running as a river of pure water, fit fDr
stock and domestic uses, was running a
stream of water that one could only characterize as pea soup, and that was coming
down from some stream, he did not know
which, in the Upper Murrav district. That
state of things could not be permitted to
continue, and unless they had some such
power as was contained in this clause, the
result would be that that great river system
would be reduced in capacity to a material
extent.
Considering the amount of money
involved in connexion with water distribution, he felt that in that resnect alone action
must necessarily be taken by the Minister
of Water Supply to protect the streams and
other water supplies which were necessary
for the stock and the settlement of the
people throughout the State. The honorable member for Ovens could rest assured
that this board would give the mining interest already in existence all the -consideration
it was entitled to.
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Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-That is all
they want.
Mr. MORRISSEY said that if the honorable member contended that the interests already created must be retained intact, no matter what damage the ·mining
operations were doing, he thought the board
would not agree with him, and tha~ the
owners of these intere'sts would have to suffer in the interests of the great and necessary development of this country.
Mr. GRAHAM stated that he sincerely
trusted that the Minister would retain every
line of this clause. The Government must
have given the matter very serious consideration when they were drafting the clause, and
he was certain that if the clause was passed
as it stood the mining interests would not
suffer. If the honorable member for Ovens
would look at certain sub-sections of the
clause, he would find that the board had
pow.er to make exemptions. If mining compames would only carry out the conditiom
imposed upon them even now, there would
not be much cause of complaint, but they
were not doing that. Many of the dredging
companies did not carry out the conditions
of their lease, and they allowed the sludge
to run in any direction it pleased. If these
companies were called on to make silt traps
there would be no complaint on the part of
the land-owner. He (Mr. Graham) had seen
the effect of sludge in tte Allandale district.
·When he went to Miners' Rest about 40
yeafl3 ago, the creek there was one of the
finest creeks in Victoria. It contained water
holes 40 feet deep. N ow there was not a
water hole in it, the sludge having filled up
one hole after another. The whole of the
fiats had been destroyed by the sludge, and
the owners of that land had never to this
day received any compensation for the destruction of their property. In the Wangaratta district,. which he represented many
yeam ago, there were complaints about the
Tarrawingee. Some of the finest agricultural land there was destroyed. In the Goulburn the people were threatened by the same
thing. Attempts were now being made to obtain dredging leases on the Goulburn River,
and if that was allowed the whole of the
Goulburn Valley would be covered with silt
and destroyed. He had also seen the effects
of the sludge in the district mentioned by
the honorable member for Gippsland East.
Beautiful fiats along the river about Morrison's had been destroyed.
He sincerely
trusted that the Minister would not alter one
line of the clause, and that it would be carried out in its entirety. If that was done he
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believed that mining interests would still be
protected, while at the same time there would
be protection for the agricultural interest.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK remarked that the honorable member for Goulbourn Valley had expre'ssed the hope that
not one line of this clause would be altered.
N one of the honorable members representing
mining districts wanted to see any damage
done to the streams, and he himself took up
the same position now as when the Mines Bill
was brought in last year. As to the principle underlying this Bill, he thought. every
fair-minded man should support it; but in
regard to the details, he hoped that amendments would be made.
On the second
reading of this Bill he called at~ention to
the fact that the Warden and the Inspector
of :Mines, whom it was proposed to appoint
to the new :Mining Boards, would not have
sufficient time to perform the duties, and
that the districts would be too large. But
what should be said in regard to the sludge
boards?
Mr. McLEoD.-We have adopted your
suggestion, and are going to strike that
board out.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
that they all knew that Mr. Stuart Murray
had his time completely occupied, as he had
a great deal to do in connexion with irrigation. The other officers mentioned in this
clause were also fully employed with their
present duties, and the result would be that
the board would really be administered by
a clerk.
IHr. PRENDERGAsT.-\Vhat is going to he
put in?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
that he understood that it was going to be
provided that the board should consist of
persons whom the Governor in Council
should appoint.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The principle is not
bad.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
that the principle was not bad if the officers
appointed had the time to carry out the
duties; but the three officers mentioned in
the clause were amongst the busiest of the
Government officers. If they were appointed it would mean delay, and if it did
not mean delay it would mean that these
officers would be over-worked. He desired
to call attention to sub-clause (6). He did
not think that any honorable member representing an agricultural district-he himself
represented an agricultural as well as a
mining district-wanted to see any injustice
done to the agricultural interests; but this
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sub-clause (6) would shut up the big alluvial mines. That was not intended. The
sub-clause read(6) For the purposes of this section water shall
be deemed to be polluted which contains in solution any poisono'us or injurious matter in the
total proportion of more than seventy-five grains
to one gallon, or which contains in solution any earLh or mineral or any earthy or other
insoluble mineral substance in the total proportion of more than 800 grains to one gallon.

Mr. GRAHAM.-When it becomes too
mineralized it kills vegetation.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
that he was informed by' Mr. Squires, of
the VI est Berrv Consols, that if that subclause was carried, it would mean that that
mine would be guilty of a breach of the law
every day in the week.
In that mine
horses were employed underground, as they
were in numbers of other mines, in drawing
the trucks to the plat.
These horses lived
down below for years, and it would be a
good thing if some of the farmers' horses
were kept as well as these horses were kept.
They got as fat as butter, though drinking
this water which might be said to be poisonous. If a burst occurred at any of the mines,
as at the Spring Hill and Central leads, and
the water was pumped up, there were some
land-owners who would think nothing of
levying blackmail.
They would say that
an Act of Parliament set forth so and so,
and that the water was interfering with their
rights, and the whole of that district might
be paralyl.ed by injunr::tions being obtained
to stop operations, unless Parliament hap'pened to be sitting, and a Bill could bi;
brought in to deal at once with the subject.
He would not s·ay that the majority of the
land-owners, or a considerable number of
them, would take that action, but honorable
members knew that there were always individuals who liked to take advantage of
their position. Some of the farmers had
waited on the mine-owners, and asked that
the pumps should be kept going, and stock
were supplied with water right down the
Loddon.
By this means hundreds of
head of stock had been saved.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Did not the City of
Ballarat water your district for a long
time?
Mr. McLEoD.-Is not that proof that the
water is neither poisonous nor injurious?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
that the seb-clause provided also that the
water should not contain more than 800
grains of earthy maher to the gallon.
Mr. McLEoD.-~hat is sludge.
.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
that he understood that if there were 2 ozs.
of pipeclay in a gallon of water, that water
would be classed as polluted.
Mr. McLEoD.-It means about 3 lbs. of
sludge to the gallon.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
that when water was· pumped up from a
great distance, it would contain earthy matter, but after it had flowed a little way it
clarified, and that was why the land-owners
in the drought-stricken dIstricts had asked
for the water.
Mr. GRAHAM.-The Victoria Estates sup·
plied the whole of the district there.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
that a pump had been erected forty miles
further down to pump up the water that
was coming from the mine, in order to utilize
it for stock. He would 'admit that in the
majority of cases the water from the mines
would not come under this definition, but if
there was a burst in the mine, the water
would come under it; and although it clarified after flowing a little way, it might
still be objected to, and that might mean
hampering the mining industry.
He
thought they should limit sub-clause (6) in
. some way, so as not to apply to water
pumped from a great distance, such as deep
He was glad the Ministe.r had
shafts.
withdrawn' the proposal in the Bill in regard to the constitution of the sludge board.
Mr. KEOGH said that he was glad
the Government had taken up this matter, and had introduced this clause into
the Bill.
It was to 'be remembered
that it was only during the last few
years that bucket dredging had been
carried on in our rivers.
The different
Ministers of Mines seemed to have acted
very carefully.
The country had been
promised legislation to deal with this
subject, and it had came 'at last, and he
hoped that the Government would stick to
If
their proposals as far as possible.
honorable members effected amendments that
would improve the clause, so that, while not
interfe.ring with the land-owner, they would
benefit the miner, so much the better. There
were several applications now for dredging
leases in Gippsland, and, as nad been
pointed out, the people of Bairnsdale were
dependent altogether on the River Mitchell
for their water supply. It was stated by the
honorable member for Ovens that the rivers
did not fill up, but he could inform the
honorable member that the rive,rs in Gippsland were silting up through the mining
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operations which were going on at the VISIons. In the districts mentioned by the
heads of them.
The consequence was that honorable member for Goulbum Valley,
the river beds were rising much faster than . and in the south of Gippsland, he had seen
the banks, and the rive.rs flooded now much great devastation caused through the giant
The nozzle, which had blown down mountains,
more easily than in years gone by.
honorable member for Ovens also expressed and the silt had been allowed to flow away
the hope that nothing would be done to without anyone caring where it went to.
make this Act retrospective. But that meant, But the cure proposed for that in sub-clause
if anything, that the damage that was going (6) was very dangerous from the alluvial
on, was to continue' and not be interfered mining point of view. He would like to
with. It was to be hoped that in that respect point out to the Minister that he had made
the Minister would stick to the Bill, and a mistake in regard to the proportion of
that where the Minister found, or the board mineral substance in every gallon of water.
found, that dredging was doing harm, the He was sure the honorable gentleman would
dredging would be stopped.
The river agree with the honorable member for Allanflats were, perhaps, the most valuable land dale, that the result in connexion with aIluin this State, and the most valuable asset vial mines was that the water from them
we had was our land.
We wanted to might be declared to be poisonous, as the
retain our population as much as possible. quantity of foreign matter permitted to be
But if these flats were destroyed or in the water, as set forth in the sub-clause,
dredged away, people living on that land was so small that the water from these
would go away, and would never come mines might be obJected to. If the Minister
back again.
The State should encourage made a calculation, he would find that if
people to se,ttle on the lands.
As the water contained something under 2 ozs.
soon as land had been operated -upon to the gallon, it would be qeclared
by the dredge, the land was done for, poisonous.
and that was a national loss. The State
Mr. McLEoD.-It distinguishes between
was spending a great deal of money in irri- poisonous matter and sludge.
gation and in constructing water channels
Mr. OUTTRIM said that the Minister
in the northern districts, but at the same had stated that 800 grains of earthy matter
time it was' allowing the river channels to to the gallon was 3 lbs. to the gallon.
be filled up. It was said that the silt did
Mr. McLEoD.-I was mistaken there.
not gP very far down the rivers.
Mr. OUTTRIM said that it was a little
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-The char- under 2 ozs.
acteristics of your country .must be entirely
Mr. McLEoD.-Yes.
different from ours.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-There are
Mr. KEOGH said that must be the case,
437
grains to the ounce.
because he had seen silt going several miles
Mr. OUTTRIM said that he was sure
out to sea in flood times. He had seen the
water discoloured for miles, and he believed th-= Minister did not mean that water containing that quantity of earthy matter
the same thing happened in New Zealand.
If the
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Is that the should be regarded as polluted.
Minister could arrange to alter this clause
result of mining?
Mr. KEOGH said it was partly the re- so as to make sure that it would not affect
alluvial mines, he did not think there would
sult of mining at the lieads of the streams.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-You get be any objection to passing these sludge
proposals right off, but as the clause stood
silt from other causes than mining.
it
was a dangerous thing.
The honorable
Mr. KEOGH said that that was certainly
member for Allandale and himself represo, but they did not want to increase it.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Oven.s).-You can sented a district in which there were large
alluvial mines, and it was absolutely necesha ve a regulation to prevent that.
Mr. KEOGH said that they wanted to sary to get rid of the water from them.
stop the rivers from being filled up with Every care was taken, and the water flowed
silt, and if the honorable member would away as pure as they could get it, but still
propose anything that would be of advant- there might be earthy matter in it to tlie
The \Vater
age to the miner, and not injure the agricul- extent of 2 ozs. to the gallon.
from
these
alluvial
mines
could
be drunk
turist, he would support it.
Mr. QUTTRIM stated that he agreed by stock.
Mr. McLEoD.-That is absolute proof
with the Minister of Mines, that the provisions put in here were really good pro- that it is not poisonous.
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: Mr. OUTTRIM said that he knew by
experience that the water was not poisonous,
but if the provision was retained in the
clause the water might be objected to by
some people.
must prove that it
\,
.Mr.
. .McLEOD.-They
.
IS mJunous or pOlsonous.
Mr. OUTTRIM said that they might
prove that it contained 800 grains to the
gallon.
Mr. McLEoD.-Then it becomes a sludge
question.
Injurious or poisonous is a
separate question as against the sludge.
Mr. OUTTRIM said that he would like
to know from the Minister that the subclause would' not affect the alluvial mines.
Mr. McLEOD.-I will explain that in a
minute ..
Mr. BOWSER stated that he had to congratulate the Minister upon ha.ving introduced this clause into the Bill. This clause
contained in the main the amendments
which he (Mr. Bowser) submitted last session.
Although he was inclined to agree
with the honorable member for Allandale
that sub-clause (6) migqt be modified, yet
he thought that, on the whole, the clause
should be adopted, with the exception, however, of the provision in relation to the
constitution of the board', and he would
propose that the Warden should be included
111 the board as an officer who was conversant with the local conditions, and also
as a legal authority accustomed to deal with
evidence.
Some such member was
wanted on the board.
He understood
that the honorable member for Goulburn
Valley during the course of his speech-he
'(Mr. Bowser) was absent at f.he moment-had spoken with regard to the injury the sludge had done in the Ovens River
and along the flats at Tarrawingee. It had
'been already proved before a Roval Commission more than once that the original land
'along the flats had been submerged to a
depth of from rft. to Sft. by the sludge
from the diggings above. In regard to Mr.
Henley's place, that was above the sludge
'channel, and therefore was not subject to
injury.
Mr. A. A. BILLsoN (Ovens).-But it is
belm\" the dredges.
Mr. BOWSER said that the injury fr9m
the dredges was a more' recent injury to
the river. The main deposit in the river
came from the Beechworth and other mines
in the district, and great volumes of sludge
had been deposited in the Ovens River for
30 miles from the sludge channel. In regard to Tarrawingee, that was one of the
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most striking examples of the da.mage
caused by sludge. Twenty-five years ago
a creek there, known as Hodgson's Creek,
had holes from I4ft. to 20ft. deep, containing large quantities of fish. These holes
had now entirely disappeared. In the immediate neighbourhood there were deposits
of sludge running from rft. to sft. deep,
and hundreds of acres of land were submerged. Honorab~e members should see
the crops in that district after they had been
once submerged by sludge from the Beechworth mines. A crop which before that was
strong and green, became yellow and sickly
in appearance, and never recovered its'
former condition.
Mr. MURRAY.-Is that the result of the
gold in the sludge?
Mr. BOWSER said that that was the
general effect of the poisonous matters in
suspension, and brought down by the water.
l\-1r. MURRAY.-These are golden waters.
Mr. BOWSER said that there could be
no doubt whatever that a time had arrived
when Parliament had the duty thrust upon
it of protecting the rivers of our State.
Victoria was already scantily supplied with
water. In the arid districts especially there
were large towns growing up which were
dependent upon the water supply of these
rivers for domestic purposes, and there were
irrigation works throughout the State in
which millions of money had been invested,
and these also were dependent on streams
like the Goulburn, the O-vens, and the Mitta
lVlitta, which in the future would contribute
more largely to our irrigation schemes. It
was necessary, if the reservoirs were not to
be silted up, and closer settlement and production re'stricted, for Parliament to afford
some protection to the rivers in the State
which were all too scanty now for the pur~
poses for which they would be needed in
the future. In regard to the statement made
by the honorable member for Ovens that
the bed of the Ovens River had not been
seriousl y raised, there was a very good reason indeed for that. But he would first of
all deny the statement that the bed of the
c?annel had not been seriously injured.
Nature had provided in the Ovens River
and in most of the rivers in the State, thou~
sands of natural reservoirs or water-holes,
which in a season of drought nreserved animal life, as it had done in centuries past.
,These water-holes along the Ovens River had
been from raft. to 20ft. deep j but, during
the last 25 or 30 years, they ha.d been entirely wiped out, and what water-holes remained were only 3ft. or sft. deep.
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Instead of having settling dams, we had been
storing the sludge in the water-holes. In
the channels of the Ovens and other rivers
there were numerous bends in which the
water could settle, and deposit the sludge
which it held in suspension, and these had
been the settling dams for the mines. These
thousands of water-holes along the Ovens
had been filled up through the mining operations carried on at Beechworth, Harrietville, and Bright for many years past. That
was a wrong done to the State and to agriculture, and an injury and a wrong to the
people, who in future would be dependent
more and more on agriculture, if this State
was to develop.
He therefore congratulate,d the Government, and he rejoiced, with other honorable members,
to see that the l\1inister of Mines was
for the first time introducing these salutary
provisions, and in a form which had already
been found to work so satisfactorily in California. The provisions of this part of the
Bill were based mainly upon the law known
as the Camietti law, which ·had been in force
in California since 1893. This Bill, however, did not make anything like the adequate provision which that law made for
protecting the rivers and water-courses of
the State. On the Sierra Nevada, where
there was 50 miles of auriferous country
worked by giant nozzles, the destruction
which went on on the Bear, the Sacramento,
the Yuba, and the Feather rivers was so
great as to deposit along these rivers, which
were far deeper and swifter than our own,
an enormous amount of sludge and debris.
On one of those rivers 170,000,000 cubic
yards of earth was deposited, and on another 200,000,000 cubic yards, entirely
stopping the ordinary ocean traffic up to the
town of Marysville, and preventing the
miners from conveying their supplies along
the river into the interior, and the farmers
from sending their produce to the markets
of the world. Millions of pounds' worth
of destruction was done along those splendid rivers in California, and nothing was
done until the Camietti law was passed, ten
or eleven years ago. Previous to that the
mining interest was, of course, in the ascendant in California, because of the support it obtained in the Legislature. Since
that law was passed, however, a board had
been appointed composed of engineers. In
the United State~ the Government had
adopted the wise expedient of using their
army engineers for constructing roads,
bridges, and national works in times of
peace. Th.at board had been found to work
excellently in California, and he had no
Mr. Bowser.
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doubt whatever that the boar.d now proposed
would work satisfactorily here. He noticed,
however, that no provision was made in this
clause to compel mining companies to con·
struct settling dams.
Mr. McLEOD.-That will be a matter to
be dealt with by regulation.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-As I under·
stand it, the board would send a report to
the Minister in each case, and the Minister
will have power under the lease to do what
is necessary.
Mr. BOvVSER said that these powers
were already provided under the lease, but
they were not operative. He did not agree
with the honorable member for Ovens that
an easement had been established· by long
use for the pollution of the River Ovens
from the mines at Bright and Beechworth.
Some time ago the Wangaratta council ob·
tained the opinion of one of the most eminent lawyers in Melbourne-Mr. Frank
Duffy-as to whether any such doctrine
would apply to the pollution of the King
River, from which the town obtained its
M·r. Duffy gave an opinion,
water supply.
in the course of \vhich he sai,j Generally on the case the general position is
this: The mining company will be prohibited
from polluting the water or interfering with its
flow, at the instance of any lower riparian propietor, be-:::l. use none 0 f the provisions of the
~tatutes dealing with mining interfere with or
diminish th(· common law rights of riparian proprietors.
Accoruingly, any person whose land
has a ri\'er front::!ge may apply for an injunction
ag soon as the river in front of his tenement is
affected.

This opinion was supported by decisions
of the courts in New Zealand, as well as
by decisions in the United States, and he
(Mr. Bowser) had no hesitation in saying
that the claim that an easement had been
established by long use in the case of
the King River or the Ovens River had no
foundation in law. That contention, there·
fore, was certainly entirely overthrown. It
W3jS provided in sub-clause (6) thatFor the purposes of this section, water shall be
deemed to be polluted which cont~ins in solution
any poisonou<; or injurious matter in the total
proportion of more than 75 grains to one gallon.

Then it was provided that the proportion
of earthy or mineral matter must not be
He
more than 800 grains to the gallon.
was told by the chemistry branch that 800 .
grains \"ere equivalent to about one-eighth
of I lb.
He noticed that honorable mem~
bers representing mining constituencies
contended that that was far too high a
figure. At all events, he considered that
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the· presence of 75 grains of, say,
cyanide of potassium to each gallon of
water, would be injurious to animal an-i
vegetable life, and cyanide of potassium
W::I,) commonly used in the mines.
However, in regard to the clause generally, h;.!
thought the Minister or the board shOUld
have some guide as to the quantity of
poisonous or injurious matter that might be
allowed.
Mr. McLEOD said he had listened very
attentivel y to the discussion, and he was
sure that the honorable member for Ovens
had propagated a number of unfounded
fe.ars in this matter.
He (Mr. McLeod)
believed that it would be a great advantage to the miners themselves to have
a regular legitimate mode
of conducting operations,
instead of each
lease'holder depending On the visit of
an inspector, as at present.
So far as the
present leases were concerned, if the conditions were fully carried out, the inspectors
would stop all dredging operations, becaus·.:!
tbe comlitions in themselves were so stringent.
It was true that, as the last speaker
had pointed out, this clause did not go so
1 ar as the Califofilian .Act.
The reason
of that was that we wanted to put a stop
to the pollution of OlJr rivers before the
evil reached the same pitch as that which
had been reached in California.
The object was to keep it within legitimate control.
The honorable member for Ovens wanted to
exempt from the operation of the clause
"mining rights and privileges held and enjo~;ed by any person in any land undet
lease, licence, or regjstr~tion 'at the lime of
the passing of this Act."
That would apply to land held under miners' rights, and
if it were agreed to it would be pos~ible
for people working under miners' rights to
pour thousands of tons of stuff into the
rivers, without being under any control. It
was well known that at the present time a
number of men were working under miners'
right.; on the upper reaches of the Yarra,
and although they were only making low
wages, they were polluting the stream, and
would eventually put the country to enormous expense in dredging the stuff out of
the river.
He was sure the honorable
member would ·acquit j he Department of
any desire to hamper legitimate minin,g.
But there were two important industries in
this country-mining and agriculture--and
the Government believed that, under proper
reL!;lllatiop~, the two industries were not antagonistic, but could be carried on side bv
side.
For that reason the Government had
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brought in this Bill, because they believed
it would be to the advantage of every ant:
connected with mining operatior:s or with
agriculture that harmonious conditions
should prevail.
If the honorable member
for Ovens would turn to sub-clause (4), he
would see that the Governor in Council was
empowered from time to time to exempi.
from the operation of the section "such
rivers, strearps, water-courses, lakes, and
reservoirs as are, in his opinion, by re:lson
of the polluted condition of such rivers,
streams, water-courses, lakes, or reservoir:;,
u::;eltss a.::; a means. of providing a water
supply for domestIc or stock purposes."
With regard to all other rivers, watercourses, and reservoirs, it was intended to
provide certain regulations, so that a miner
,~ould know before he commenced operatIons exactly what conditions he had to
compl y with, in order to prevent pollution.
He th?ught that would be a boon, not only
to agnculture, but to the leaseholder himself, because the Committee might be perfectly sure that the Government would not
~pose. conditions that would render mining
ImpOSSIble.
At the same time it would be
admitted that there were certain leadina
.
h
nvers, suc as the Goulburn, on which min-b
ing ~hould not be allowed on any terms.
ParlIament had spent a lot of money in
p.roviding a water supply on some of those
nvers, and common sense would show that
it could not .allow .those rivers to be spoilt
by the depOSIt of SlIt.
He had obtained a
memo. fro.m the Chief Engineer of Water
Supply WIth regard to the distance which
sludge was found to travel on the Loddon.
~e wc:s sorry he did not have the report
WIth hIm at that moment, but he believed
that sludge had been found on that river
at a point either 25 or 28 miles below the
place where mining operations were carried
on.
The manner in which sludge was deposited in the rivers, and afterwards spread
ov~r the cOl.;ntry, had already been deFIrst of all it was deposited in
scnbed.
holes along the riVeT-course, and then
when the floods came it was washed out and
s~read ave: t~e flats.
He was impressed
WIth an ObjectIOn which the honorable member for Allandale had raised with regard
to the proposed board. The object of the
Government was that the first board, at any
ra!e, should be .thoroughl y representative,
and should conSIst of men who knew all
about the water-courses in the State. Upon
further inquiry he found that, as the honor~bl~ member pointed out, it would be obJectIOnable to take certain officers from the
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Department whilst there were other officers of high standing who were thoroughly
conversant with the rivers.
Consequently
he (Mr. McLeod) IDlt,ended to move an
amendment in sub-clause (2) to strike out
the wordsThe flfst board under this Act shall consist of
the Chief Engineer of 'Vater Supply, the Surveyor-General, and the Senior Inspector of
Mines.

The sub-clause would then readThe board shall consist of three members who
may at any time be removed by the Governor
jn Council, and any two members of the board

shall form a quorum.

The object, of course, was to secure men
who were thoroughly conversant with the
subject, and men of high standing, whose
dictum could be accepted without dispute.
In order to provide for every emergency
there was another amendment he intended
to make in sub-clause (4), by inserting the
words "or such portions thereof " after the
words "such rivers, streams, water-courses;
lakes, and reservoirs."
This would meet
the case of rivers or streams that were only
partially destroyed, in order to discriminate
between those portions of them which had
been polluted already and those portions
which could be protected from pollution.
Sub-clause (6) fixed the maximum amount
of poisonous or injurious matter, or the
proportion of earth or mineral substance,
that should be allowed.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Would it not
be better to strike out that sub-clause altogether, and leave the matter to the good
sense of the board?
Mr. McLEOD said that the sub-clause
was put in advisedly. It was necessary to
fix some standard.
The absence of such
a ~tandard was found to create great aifficulty in connexion with prosecutions under
the Health Act.
If a standard were fixed
in the manner now proposed, mining companies would not be liable to be blackmailed time after time, because the standard
would be there, and there ,,,"ould be no
going behind it.
The question had been
submitted to the scientific and water supply
authorities for a definition of what they
considered in the first place to' be a: safe
quantity of injurious or poisonous matter,
because it was well known that such things
were discharged into the water that came
from cyanide and arsenical works.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-The word
" injurious" will present a lot of difficulty.
Mr. McLEOD said that the inserti,on of
that word was' really a safeguard to, the
party who might
charged with polluting

be
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the water. If that party could pro\'e that
the water was not injurious-as, f?r instance, if he could show that horses and
cattle were drinking it without injurythat would be an absolute proof tl)at he
was not breaking the law.
A chemist
might sa y that a certain thing was
poisonO!lS, but other evidence might be
brought to show that although it was
poisonous in one sense it was not injurious.
In the latter part of sub-clause (6) it would
be necessary to strike out the word "solu~
tion," and substitute the word " suspension,"
because the substances there referred to
were insoluble, and' therefore could not be
held in solution.
As to the quantity, he
had no objection to increasing it from 800
to 1,000 grains per gallon, but he did not
wish to depart from the scientific standard
that had been laid down, because there
He hoped
must be something to go upOJ1.
honorable members were now satisfied
that there was no intention to interfere unduly with mining, but that all that was intended was to secure the best interests. not
only of the miner, but also of the agriculturist. He begged to moveThat in sub-clause (2) all the words after
" quorum" to the end of the sub-clause be struck
out.

He said he had already explained the object
of this amendment, which was simply to
leave the Minister to choose the members of
the board.
Mr. LAWSON remarked that in speaking
on the second reading of the Bill he also
hid drawn attention to the fact that it was
proposed to appoint gentlemen on tl-.is board
who already had their time very fully occupied. He was therefore very glad that the
Minister had proposed this amendment,which
would be very satil.;factory to all concerned.
Together with the honorable member for
Ovens, he represented a district which was
very much interested in dredging and
hydraulic sluicing, and, as far as he could
ascertain, those who were engaged in those
occupations we're perfectly satisfied with the
board that it was proposed to create.
It
was recognised that there were conflicting
interests, and that the object of the Government was to deal out even-handed justice to
both parties, and to consider all interests impartially. It was assumed that the board
would comprise representative.:; from all
sides, and that not only would it include
representatives of those who were interested
in preserving the water supply, and preventing pollution,' but also repre'.:;entatives of
those who were engaged in hydraulic sluic-
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ing and dredging.
Those streams which lon, was tying it down to a very narrow
had already gone beyond redemption could limit indeed. While the repr,esentatives of
be exempted from the operation of the 'minin~ constituen~ies, where sluicing and
clause, and with that proviso, and with the dredgmg were carned on, might be prepared
amendments which the Minister now desired to accept that proposal, he was informed by
to make, he believed it would be possible to practical men that they would be totally
meet the views both of the agriculturists and unable to carryon mining operations under
the miners concerned.
the sub-clause. On this point he quite
The amendment \Va,s agreed to.
agreed with the honorable member for Wangaratta and the honorable member for RodMr. :McLEOD movedThat in sub-clause (4) after the word "reser- ney,. who had tak:n great interest in preThe
voir" the words "or such portions thereof" be ventmg the pollutIOn of our rivers.
inserted,
whole of the agricultural development of
The amendment was agreed to.
t~e State ~epended on the prevention of
rIver pollutIOn. At the same time the clause
Mr. TOUTCHER movedThat in sub-clause (6) the words" or injurious" would gi,:e .v~r'y wide and dange;ous powers
to the iVhmster and the board. ,At Mount
be omitted,
Mr. McLEOD said he trusted that after William there were about 200 miners who
the explanation he had given of the reasons would be affected by the clause.
~:lr. ~~cLE~m.-What stream do they run
why those words were inserted in the clause.
the honor.able member would not persevere then taIlIngs mto? This only applies where
the sludge or other matter is, run into a
with his amendment.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-It is a very wide term. stream.
M~. TOUTCHER. said th.at the sludge
!Anything might come down in the sludge.
Mr. McLEOD said it was not sludge at ran mto a creek, whIch furmshed a water
supply fo: .s~me of the sheep and: cattle
all, but polluted water.
Mr. TOUTCHER said that this pol- on the adJommg land. If the word" inluted water might 'be the result of sluicing jurious." were retained it might be conoperations, and the word "injurious" was strued 111 su~h a way a~ ~o injure everyone
very wide indeed. There might be a dozen ~onnected WIth the slUlcmg and dredging
However, he had consulted
and one reasons for injurious matter finding mdustry.
its way into the water. The clause did not s,?~e ho~orable members on that (the Op,posay" injurious to animal life" or anything slt!on) SIde of the House, and they seemed
to thmk that the Minister's explanation, so
of that kind.
'
Mr. MACKINNON.-I think the sub-clause far ~s regar~ed the term" injurious," would
proVIde agamst the danger which his (Mr.
is all right.
Mr. TOUTCHER said that with regard Toutcher's) constituents believed that this
to the latter part of the sub-clause the Min- pr~vision would do to the industry in
ister had stated that he was willing to in- whIch they were engaged. Under these circrease the quantity of earthy or mineral sub- ~umstances, he would not persist in dividstance from 800 grains to 1,000 grains, but m.; the CO.mmittee on the question, but, at
he (Mr. Toutcher) was informed by a prac- the same tIme, he would like to be assured
tical chemist at Mount William, Mr. Owen, ~hat this board, which he supposed the Minwho had made a stud:y of this question, that IS,ter ,,:ould vest with very large and wide
it would be impossible to carryon sluicing dIscretIOnary powers, would see that the in.
operations if this sub-clause were kept in dllstry was not injured in any particular
the Bill. The result of that would be that ~armer by the term" injurious" remaining
a large number of men would be thrown 10 the clause. As he had already pointed
out of ,york. He (Mr. Toutcher) was very out, the word " injurious" was a very wide
glad that it was proposed to give the term, an,d might lead to dangerous conse'Governor in Council power to deal with any quences 111 regard to sluicing, although the
portion of a water-course that might be af- people eng:aged in that industry might not
fected, but as it was intended to appoint b.e responSIble for any matter of an injua board of experts it would be much better r~ous character coming along into· any parto give them a wide discretion in defining tIcular stream. If the Minister would safe,,-hat injurious or poisonous matter was. gnard the industry, as ,he believed the honTo say that the poisonous or injurious mat- orable gentleman would, he (Mr. Toutcher)
ter must not amount to more than 75 grains was quite content to withdraw the amend·to the gallon, or the earthy or mineral sub- ment.
'stance to more than 800 grains to the galThe . amendment was withdrawn.
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Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ove~s) drew at·
tention to the following sub-clause which he
had given notice of proposing at the end of
clause 56 :-Provided always that nothing in this Part of
this Act contained, or any regulation made under
the provisions thereof, shall affect the mining
rights and privileges held and enjoyed by any
person in any land under lease, licence, or registration at the time of the passing of this Act.
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Mr. IvIcLEoD.-That will have to be
done. Everyone applying will have to go
before the board.
Mr. LIVINGSTON asked if parties
could start work before giving the board
notice?
Mr. McLEoD.-Certainly not.
Mr. TOUrCHER movedThat the words" or which contains in solution

He said that after the explanation of the any earth or mineral or any earthy or other in1\linister of Mines, with which he was very soluble mineral substance in the total proportion
more than 800 grains to one gallon" be
much pleased, he was perfectly satisfied of
omitted.
that the interests of mining were going to
Mr. :McLEoD.-You had better strike
be conserved in every way. Personally, he
had the utmost confidence in the Minister out the whole sub-clause. There is no de•
of Mines, and, coupling the remarks which finition clause.
~1r. TOUTCHER said that the followthe 'honorable ,gentleman had 'made that
evening with his spee,ch, on moving the ing words would stiU remain in the subsecond reading of the Bill, he (Mr. Bill- clause:For the purposes of this section water shall be
son) had every reason to believe that the pro- deemed
to be polluted which contains in solution
vi~ions embodied in the Bill would in every
any poisonous or injurious matter, in the total
way safeguard the mining interests. Under proportion of more than 75 grains to one gallon.
these circumstances, it was not his intention
~lr. McLEoD.-That' is poisonous matter.
to proceed with the amendmem.
That is not sludge at all.
Mr. LIVINGSTON stated that he
~lr. TOUTCHER said he knew that the
wished to congratulate the Minister of Minister had promised to increase the numMines on the very excellent provisions in ber of grains to 1,000 per gallon, but at
this part of the Bill. These provisions had the same time, the Minister would be vested
been badly required for many years, and if with discretionary power, and if there was
they had been in existence years ago they any damage done to any stream or reserwould have saved many a river from pollu- voir, he would have full power to deal with
tion.
He could give an instance even in the matter.
Gippsland, where one of the finest rivers
Mr. McLEOD.-That is a matter for
there-the Franklin-was practically de- - the board.
~1r. TOUTCHER said that if the words
stroyed by a species of ground sluicing.
The tailings had been thrown lnto the river, which he wished to have omitted remained
and many acres of river fiats had been de- in the clause, they would press very heavily
stroyed. He trusted that the ,Minister in some cases.
Mr. McLEOD.-If we were to carry your
,rould not increas.e the number of grains
that might be held in solution per gallon, amendment, the 75 grains would apply to
as the honorable gentleman had intimated srudge as well j there would be no distinction. We have advisedly drawn a distinchis intention of doing.
Mr. McLEoD.-I agreed to make it 1,000 tion between sludge and poisonous matter.
Mr. TO UTCHER said he could see that,
grains.
but still he thought there was great dan1\lr. LIVINGSTON said he thought
ger to the people who were engaged in
that was a pity, because the coming generathis industry by retaining the words which
tions would have to look more to the land
he wished to have omitted. He was infor their living than to mining.
There
formed, after a practical test by a chemist,
was just one point on which he would like
that even if the proportion was increased
to be clear-he understood that this would to 1,000 grains the provision would have
be retrospective.
the effect of closing up the whole indusMr. McLEoD.-It applies to everything try of sluicing.
This was a very serious
that is being carried on.
danger, and a great menace to the sluicing
Mr. LIVINGSTON said he might fur- industry, and he felt bound to press the
ther suggest that the Minister might make amend men V.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK re'regul1ations which would provide that, in
the event of any lease being applied for, marked that he felt in some doubt about
He knew that these
the board should be notified into what river sub-clause (6).
clauses were brought in owing to the new
the debris ,was proposed to be shot.
.
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phase of gold mining which had been introduced in recent years, known as bucket
dredging and hydraulic sluicing.
The object of the clause was really shown by the
introductory words at its commencement,
"For the purpose of regulating hydraulic
mining, dredging, sluicing, or any other
form of mining by which sludge or mining
debris is discharged into any
river,
stream," &c., there should be a board appointed to be called the Sludge Abatement
Board. The clause was primarily proposed
to deal with the new industry that had been
introduced, and its whole principle was admirable.
Last year he (Sir Alexander Peacock) supported the proposal to create such
a board when jt was brought forward by
the honorable member for Wangaratta. The
creation of the board was a splendid idea,
but the trouble he saw in connexion with
sub-clause (6) was whether the definition
of what was poisonous and injurious mat'ter would meet the cases of our deep alluThere was no evidence with
vial mines.
regard to this point.
If the Minister
could tell the Corpmittee that the inspectors
of mines had sampled the water that was
pumped up from deep alluvial mines and
what the result was the information would
be very important.
~r. PRENDERGAsT.-There is very little
pOIsonous matter in deep alluvial mines. It
~s in reefing mines that the poisonous matter
IS.
Sir ALE'XAND ER P EAJCOCK said
tha~ the .manager of one of the largest alluvIal mmes wrote to him when the Bill
was circulated a letter, in which he stated
that th~ w~ter which. he was pumping up
from hIS mme was bemg utilized by horses
do.wn bel?~v, and yet, said this manager, if
thIS provISIon became law, it would be possible for his company to be prosecuted.
Although the land-owners wanted that water
it .would come un?er sub-clause (6), and the
mme manager mIght be brought before the
court and the mine shut down.
Another
manager who had written to him said that
the whole clause was a splendid idea and
it was a pity it had not been in ope;ation
years ago, but that s?b-clause (6) might
prove very dangerous In the case of mines
where there was a rush away and a flow
of ~he underground slum and sandy water.
ThIS. ~entleman's suggestion was that the
provI~Ion should not apply to mines where
pumpmg took place.
The original idea
was th~t lth~ . clau~e should provide for
hydraulIc SlUICIng, In connexion with which
there was an agitation in some parts of the
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State when the matter was under discussion
last year, and' rivers were being polluted
by dredging.
The danger was that in
trying to deal with the difficulty that existed
the provision might be extended too far.
He knew what the Minister of Mines
wanted to do, and every honorable member
wanted to help him in preventing stre:llI.. s
from being polluted j but the danger was
that some cantankerous land-owners m:g-nt
make use of the provision to shut down
mines, for which the provision was not Ifallv
intended.
.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)
asked the Minister of Mines if sub·dause
(6) was intended to apply merely to claims
that were using chemicals--cyaniding, ann
that sort of thing?
Mr. IVIcLEOD said that was the original
idea.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said he
did not know whether the IVIinister had any
communications from his inspectors with
regard to any analysis of the water from
mines. From one mine, to which he referred th~ other evening, 5,000,000 gallons
of .splendId water had been pumped, from
whIch there was no debris at all, and the
land-owners were extremely glad to have it.
Of course the sub-clause would not apply
to that case, but there were other cases in
which there was a certain amount of debris
that was pumped up with the water.
Mr. McLEOD said he could quite see the
difficulty of the honorable member for
Allandale. This provision was recommended. by the chemists of the Department of
Agnc~lture. Before the third reading of
!he BIll he would. have the matter inquired
mto, and ascertaIn whether any analysis
had been made of any mining waters and
whether the provision was likely to i~juri
ously affect mining water.
If he found
that such was the case, he would propose
any necessary amendments after the third
reading.
, '
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK stated
!hat ,he was perfectly satisfied with the MinIster s assurance.
Mr. Toutcher's amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. McLEOD movedThat "800 grains" be omitted ana"
grains" substituted.
'

1,000

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was passed.
Mr. SMITH rose to move the following
new clauses:A. Before any. dividend is payable from the
profits 0.£ a.ny mmmg company incorporated under
the no-lIabIlIty system, a sum equal to two pounds
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ten shillings per centum of the whole amount of
s.uch proposed dividend shall be'set apart by the
directors as a reserve fund, to be expended only
in the development of the underground workings
of the mine worked by such company.
B. Such payments to such fund shall be continued during the payment of dividends until
such fund shall reach an amount equivalent to
ten per centum of the nominal capital of such
company when such payment shall cease; and
such fund shall only be drawn upon when the
company ceases to obtain returns sufficient to
cover expenses.
C. Each and every director who takes part in
the declaring or paying of a dividend, without
previous compliance with the provisions of this
section, shall be personally liable to return to the
company the amount of percentage on the dividend so paid.

Mr. McLEOD said he might inform the
honorable member that the Government had
now in print a draft Bill to amend the Companies Act, in which the matter referred to
in the honorable member's clauses would be
more appropriately dealt with. These were
not, strictly speaking, provisions that should
be in a :Mining Bill, but were more suitable
The Government
for a Companies Bill.
were providing in the Bill to which he had
referred for this question, which was rather
more difficult than appeared on the surface,
and therefore he would ask the honorable
member not to propose his clauses in connexion with the present Bill.
Mr. SMITH stated that, in view of the
assurance of the Minister with regard to the
introduction of a Bill to amend the Companies Act, he would not proceed with his
clauses on the present Bill.
.
Mr. LAWSO N proposed the following
new clause:D. (1) In th.,:: event of ;my·dispute with respect
to wages or the hours or conaitions of labour
occurring between the owner or owners of any
mine or mines, and the miners employed by him
or them therein, such dispute may be inquired
into and determined by a Board consisting of a
chairman, who shall be a vVarden appointed by
the Minister, and six other persons, three of whom
shall be appointed or elected by such owner or
owners·, and three of whom shall be elected bv
the miners employed in such mine who are party
to such dispute.
(2.) The Governor in Council may, pursuant to
the provisions of sedions seventy-seven and
seventy-eight of the Principal Act, make regulations for the conduct of elections of members of
such Bo:uds.
(3) In the event of the owner or a majority of
the owners or of a majority of the said miners
being di5satisfied with the determination of such
Board, such owner or mapority of owners or
majority of miners may require such determination to be referred to the Court of Industrial
Appeals, constituted under the provisions of the
Factories and Shops Act 1903, and such determination shall be referred bv the Minister accordingly.
.
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(4) The provisions of the Factories and Shops
Act 1903 with regard to determinations of Special
Boards referred by the Minister to the Court of
Industrial Appeals shall, as nearly as practicable, apply to determinations referred by the
Minister to the court under the provisions of this
section.
(5) Any person who cuntravenes or who does
not cr)mply with any d~termination under the
provisions of this section made by a Board or
by the Court of Industrial Appeals, shall be
guilty of an offence and shall be liable to a
penalty of the same amount, and which may be
enforced in the same manner as for an offence
against the provisiuns of Division 1 of Part III.
of the Mines Act 1897.
(6) No reference to the Court .of Industrial
Appeals of a determination of a Board, consti.
tUled under the provisions of this section, shall
have th.:! effect of suspending or delaying the
operation of such determination.

He observed that the principles which were
enunciated in this clause were principles
which were already acknowledged by statute
law in this country, and he thought there
was every reason why they shourd take advantage of the present opportunity to adopt
these salutary principles in connexion with
those who were engaged in the mining industry. Briefly, the clause provided that,
in the event of any dispute arising with
respect to wages, or hours, or conditions of
labour, between the owner or owners of a
mine and the workers in that mine, the dispute might be referred to a board, which
should consist of the Warden for the district, three representatives of the mineowners, and three representatives of the
miners.
This board would meet and
endeavour by conciliation to effect an
amicable settlement of the d~fficultv.
ProviSIon was made empowering the Governor in Council to make regulations as
to the election or nomination of the board.
If the board could arrive at a satisfactory
determination, wen and good, the dispute
was ended, but in the event of the determination not being acceptable to a majority
of the mine-owners, or a majority of the
miners, it could then be referred by the
Minister to the Court of Industrial Appeals,
which was established under the Factories
Act.
Parliament had already created that
Court, and he was endeavouring, so far
as prac1:icable, to adapt the provisions of
the Factories Act so far as they could be
made to apply, to disputes between miners
and mine-owners.
His object was ,not
to create any organization which would
manufacture disputes.
His intention was
simply to create a board which would be
able to effect the amicable settlement of disAt the
putes 'when they might a·fjse.
present time there was· absolutely no pro-
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vision for the settlement of disputes.
The
community recently had an instance of a
strike which lasted for more than fourteen
months in Gippsland, and here was Parliament absolutely powerless and helpless to
intervene while a great deal of damage was
being done both to the proprietors and to
There was no means now,
the workers.
in the event of a dispute occurring between
the workers in a mine and the mine-o\\iners,
by which an amicable settlement of the
The miner,
difficulty could be arrived at.
on his part, if he considered the matter of
sufficient importance, must strike, possibly
with disastrous consequences to himself,
or,
at any rate,
with ,Fsastrous consequences to those whose
If the
monev was invested in the mine.
mi"ne-owner, on his part, had any cause of
trouble, his only remedy was to lock out,
and that meant misfortune and difficulty to
Here there was a simple and
both sides.
effective method of settling those disputes
Fortunately there
in an amkable way.
had not been, in regard to the mining industry, a large amount of labour troubles.
The mine-owners and miners had generally
managed to work together amicably, thanks
to the good sense and judgment and discretion wh-ich had been shown by both sides.
But a dispute might arise, it was never
known when trouble might occur, and then
there was only .the barba:ric method pf
striking to effect a settlement, or to end
the trouble., and verv often strikes created
as much trouble as that which they sought
to cure.
Here was this simple provision
to avoid that.
Of course it might be objecrted that this large question should
not
be
dealt
with in
a ,piecemeal fashion, and that there ought
to
be
a
comprehensive
Arbitration
Act, but he thought that Parliament
ought to take the opportunities as they presented themselves, and here was an opportunity for adapting these provisions to the
needs and requirements of the mining ,industry. It might be said that trades were
being dealt with piecemeal under the Factories Act, because if a trade desired to come
under the operation of the Wages Boards
provisions, those engaged in that trade must
satisfy the Minister of Labour that they
had a good case, and this House, and under
the amended provision the other House, must
agree by resolution to the appointment of a
board. There were over 25,000 men engaged in the mining industry, and he supposed he was safe in saying that there were
100,000
people dependent upon those
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25,000 workers for a livelihood.
It was
not a twopenny halfpenny industry which
was employing 2$,000 men, and which affected the happiness and well-being of a
great many people in this country. Therefore, it could not be said that Parliament
was legislating for one small section of the
people when it sought to apply these provisions to the settlement of disputes in this
industry.
He did nO't know what the
feeling of the Government was in regard to
this clause. He hoped it would not be hostile, and he hoped the Committee would
consider the proposal entirely on its merits.
The House was already committed to the
principle, which had been acknowledged in
regard to industrial legislation that was
already on the statute-book. It was quite
impossible for the miners to take advantage
of the provisions of the Factories Act, for
a mine was not a factory within the meaning
of that Act. If the definition of a factory
was enlarged, so that mines could be included, that would probatbly end the difficulty, but at present it was quite impossible
for the miners to come under the provisions
of the Factories Act, because the definitions
at the commencement of the Act debarred
them from taking any advantage of it. If
this House considered that for tliose en'gaged in certain industrial pursuits the protection of the law should be afforded, and
that there should be a means provided
whereby they could secure for themselves
satisfactory conditions of labour, then why
should the House deny to those \'\'ho were
engaged in this most difficult and hazardous
of employments the privileges and the benefits which that industrial legislation sought
to confer, not alone upon the workers, but
also upon the proprietors and those who
were interested in the matter from the other
side of the question? It was infinitely preferable to both sides that disputes should
!be settled peacefully rather toan that there
should be industrial war and strife in the
community.
He knew this opened up
a big question-the question of arbitration and the question of strikes-and
one could spread himself out on it and'
e1aborate it at great length, but he did not
think it was the desire of the Committee
that long speeches should be made in regard
to this proposition.
The principle having
been admitted in regard to other industries,
and a good' case having been made out for
the application of the principle to the
mining industry, he hoped the Committee
would agree to this proposal.
He had
npt hear,d from one side ·or ,the other ~Ul)'
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great OpposItIOn to it.
During the last
election, speaking in every town and hamlet
in a mining constituency, he signified his
intention of bringing this matter forward,
and neither mine-owner On the one hand,
nor miner on the other, objected to it. On
the contrary, he had evidence to show that
the proposal was very much favoured in
mining districts, and' that not only the
miners would be glad to know that they
had this security and protection, but that
the ca pitalists and mine-owners, and all
thos"e ,,-ho had invested their money in
mines would be glad to know that there was
a certainty of continuity of employment, a
certainty of freedom from industrial strife
and warfare, and a certainty that work
could be carried on as usual, even if 'disputes did arise, pending a judicial settlement of the disputes by the boards and by
the court which was sought to be created.
This would not entail a great deal of expense on the State.
The boards would not
alwavs remain in existence, and the expens~ would not be increased.
A board'
need only be created when a dispute arose,
and after the matter had been referred to
the Minister.
If it was a trifling dispute,
or a dispute which in the opinion of the
Minister was not worthy of being investigated by a board of conciliatIOn, or by the
industrial court, then the Minister would
have the power to refuse to refer the matter to a board.
But if the Minister considered, after having received representations on the matter, that it was of sufficient importance to warrant further investigation and inquiry. then he had this means
~t his disposal, whereby the matter could
be peacefully settled and industrial warfare and trouble could be avoided.
He
ferventl y hoped that the Committee ,,,"ould
give sympathetic considerat~on to this pro~
posal, and that when the Bill was placed
upon the statute-book this principle would
be embodied in it.
Mr. McLEOD stated that he regretted
that he must oppose this clause at the present stage.
The honorable member for
Castlemaine knew very well the difficulty
of dealing with a sUDject of this sort piecemeal.
If was a very large question, .and
had to be dealt with as a whole.
With
regard
to
the
question of hours
and conditions of labour, the Committee had aheady passe.d 3\ series
of ehborate clauses. The eight hours day
had been made compulsory in the Mines
Act, and the Committee had now elaborated
in clause 4J ~ very extensive series of con-
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ditions under which miners were to work.
It would be very unwise for the Committee
to pass now practically a declaratory resolution which it might be found impossible
The question was a
to carry any further.
very large one, and other a vocations had the
same right to expect consideration.
The
question of conciliation and arbitration
He did
was at present in a state of flux.
not wish to elaborate his arguments at this
stage, but if the honorable member for
,castlemaine gave the question a moment's
consideration he would see that it was most
inadvisable to endeavour to complicate the
present state of affairs by applying these
principles to one particular industry more
than another.
Mr. LAWSON.-rt would have been a
very good thing if we had had it in regard
to our coal mines.
~1r. LEMMON observed that he desired
to support the proposal of the honorable
He was a little
member for Castlemaine.
surprised at the attitude of the Minister of
Mines, inasmuch as the Government had
pledged themselves to re-enact permanently
the principles which this clause contained
with regard to a large number of trades.
The Government had indicated in the Address-in-Reply that they intended to place
permanently upon the statute-book the
Factories Act, which included these special
boards in regard to the question of wages.
Mr. McLEoD.-That will be the time to
deal with this.
Mr. LEMMON said the position of affairs in regard to unionism to-day had been
seriously altered by various decisions given
in the old country, and this necessitated
that some action should be taken by this
House to protect the miners' wages.
He
did not profess to be an expert in mining
matters, but it was his privilege to see a
large number of mines, and come in contact with a large number of miners when he
contested an election for the Senate, and he
was much struck then with the awful conditions under which those men were compelled to work.
He had been much interested in factories legislation, and he felt
that there was no avocation in this State
which demanded more protection from the
State than the calling of miners in regard
to the conditions of labour and wages. It
was horrible to look upon the miners coming up from the deep mines, sopping wet.
with dirt and filth over their faces and
he could quite understand the truth ~f the
statements made by Dr. Cowan in relation
to the mines in and about Eagleh~wk. 'Dr.
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Cowan said that 318 miners had died there
in twenty years through miners' complaint,
and
that
20
per
cent.
of the miners died prematurely from this
disease.
E very three weeks a miner was
carried to the grave through the conditions
under which he was compelled to work.
Surely, if Parliament could alleviate those
conditions by giving the miner a substantial wage, in order that he might obtain
better food and better nourishment, Parliament should certainly do so. The miner
would be given, at any rate, some protection bv being assured of a better wage.
He quite recognised that the Minister had
taken up a consistent attitude so far as
his individual opinion was concerned in
connexion with this matter.
The honorable gentleman was waited upon some time
ago by the representatives of the Amalgamated Miners' Association, and urged to
have a clause of this character inserted in
the Bill, but he then referred to it as
class legislation, he did not express any
sympathy with it, and he stated that he
would refer the matter to the Cabinet. Apparently the Cabinet was of the opinion
that the mine.rs should not have this protection.
There was hardly a piece of
legislation dealt with by Parliament that
was not more or less of a class character.
Parliament was legislating for classes of
the community as it went 'along, and surely
the mine.rs were not going to be the only
class to which this modicum of protection
was to be denied.
This clause, in the
fi~st place, would grant the miner the right
to have a say in regard to his share of
the gold extracted from the mine.
That
was all that was asked for.
The rhiner
was putting his labour into the mine and
the capitalist was putting his money, and
the Labour P arty asked that the miner
should have an opportunity around the
table of a vVages Board to determine what
was a fair living wage for those engaged
The clause would largely
in the calling.
The experience of th-e
minimize strikes.
past had been that wherever workmen had
the opportunity of getting this limited
amount of justice, as contained in the.se
special boards, there had been a strong
desire on their part to be satisfied with
that limited amount of justice instead of
resorting to the means of striking in order
to compel their employer to give them that
which they believed to be fair.
There was
a danger of the monev covenants that had
been inserted in this 'Bill being used for
the purpose of compelling men, by the com-
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pany getting suspensions under those covenants, to submit to a reduction in wages.
Therefore, the Committee should be very
careful to give the miners adequate protection, and so it could reasonably be claimed
that they should have this protection of the Wages Board system.
In the
past the miners had largely depended on
their unions.
He supposed that numbers
of them would say to-day, "It matte.rs
not very much whether Lawson's amendment is carried or not.
We have
our trades organizations to protect us,
and through those organizations we will
fight if the mine-owners want to impose on us unfair conditions." Although he
was one of those who desired to see peace
rather than war, he regretted to have to admit, as a trades unionist, that to-day trades
unionism stood in a position the like of
which it had never been in for the past fifty
years in the British Empire. This was du·e
to decisions given in England under the
common law. As that common law prevailed here as well as in England, the principle of trades unionism hade been seriously crippled, and to-day trades unions
practicall y could not successfully carry
on
industrial
warfare.
The
Taff
Vale decision had declared picketing
to be illegal, and had decided that
a union could be sued in its regi~
tered name. Through that decision the
sum of £23,000 had to be paid by
a trades union because it exercised
powers that unionists had had for the
past fifty years.
It was found that
that decision applied here, and trade.s unionists had to admit that they could not say
that they could successfully conduct a strike
under the limited powers that they had at
the present moment. This was a matter
that gave serious concern to the last conference of tFie Amalgamated Miners' Association. Recognising the importance of that
decision, they approached 1\1r. Deakin, who
was then IAttorney-General of the Federal
Government. The deputation was introduced by Mr. Tlidor, M.H.R., and included
Mr. J. Nankervis, of Ballarat, president of
the Amalgamated Miners' Association j Mr.
John Praed, of Eaglehawk, chief secretary
of the Amalgamated Miners' Association.
and others." including a representative of
Tasmania. Mr. Tudor, in introducing the
deputation, was reported as follows:According to' his interpretation of the verdict,
emI?loyers were not prevented from, at any time
durmg the currency of a dispute, asking any other
employers not to take on any of the men who were
out on strike, but if a member of the men's union
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on strike asked another man not to fill his place,
he made not only himself but his union liable to
an action for damages.

Then Mr. Nankervis was reported thusEven if there was no dispute on, it appeared
that they were not safe from an action.

Mr. Deakin's reply contained the following:The deputation had come on a very important
subject.

Then Mr. Deakin pointed out that, whilst
as Federal Attorney-General he did not
desire in any sense to interfere with the
rights of the States, the men could l~k
for protection in connexion with theIr
rights and t~e. pr~tection. of .. t~eir
privileges as Ulllomsts m the ConcIlIatIOn
and Arbitration Bill which the Federal Government were proposing. Then the report
went.onTherefore, if strikes could be prevented u?-der
such an Act, "picketing" would not be reqUlr~d,
and that being so, the whole value of the Jindmg
in the Taff Vale case by the House of Lords, that
picketing is illegal, would become merely of
historic interest . . . The whole of the Commonwealth le a islation must necessarily take the
direction of p;eventing and settling 'industrial disputes, and making impossible pi.cketing on the
one side and lock-outs on the other.
By the
short cut' of 'a Federal Conciliation and Arbitration Act the desire of the deputation would be
met.

Then Mr. Tudor asked, " What about a dispute in one State?" and Mr. Deakin said,
"Each State must manage its own affairs
within its o\\'n borders."
Therefore, it
would be seen that Mr. Deakin recognised
that the matter was one of serious importance, and it was known to-day, through correspondence with the old country, that the
trades unionists of Victoria, as well as of
every other part of the ~mpir~,. had b~en
seriously crippled by thIS declslO~, whI~h
was worked up by those who were d]ametn~..:,
ally opposed to the rights of. workmen m
connexion with their trades Ulllons. It was
undoubtedlv worked up by the Tory party
al~d the Tory papers.
He remembered
O'oing through the files of the Times in con~e..~ion with this matter, and he found that
the proprietors of that paper were adopting
then exactly the same policy as was adopted
b:v the Argus newspaper prior to t~e advent
of the Irvine Government, and pnor to the
crippling of the factories legislation of Victoria. The Times newspaper talked about
the trades unions ruining industry by their
"ca' cannv" policy; and altho!Jgh Mr. I~aac
Mitchell, the secretary of the Trades Umons
of Great Britain, and Mr. Sidney "Vebb
pointed out in reply that those s~a~ements
were absolutely untrue, yet· a ~llmst~r of
Mr. Lemmon.
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the Crown rose in his place in the House
of Lords, before the decision was given, and
spoke of the trades unions as cruel orga~i~a
t10ns. The outcome was that the decIsIOn
was against the unions. It was very hard
to find that in Victoria, as well as in Great
Britain, the right to picket had been taken
from the trades unions. This was a very
valuable power, that the miners would require if there was any industrial dispute,
because, realiy, picketing began when organization began.
~hen ~mionists. be&an
to ask men to jom theIr orgamzatIon
they practically began picketing, and,
a'5 Mr. Nankervis said, it \vas hard
to define where that power began in
connexion with an industrial dispute.
Through that decision the trades organizations of Victoria, including the Miners'
Union, were limited in any demand for
fair conditions.
As the honorable member
for Castlemane had pointed out, there had
been a serious dispute in Victoria in the
coal mining industry, and surely it was not
desirable that a similar dispute should occur
in the gold mining industry.
The position of trades unionism had undoubtedly.
bee.n limited, compared with what it was
for the fifty years from the decision in
the Queen v. Rowlands in 1851 down to
the decision of Lord Lindley in Qu.inn v.
Leatltent, in 1901-a period of fifty years.
How great the· diffe,rence was since. the
decision in the Taff Vale case was gIVen,
could be gathered from the following extract from the judgment of Lor~ Lindley
in the case he had mentioned:A man has no right to his employment beyond
the particular term of his then employment, and
every man h:ls the right at common law to say
how, when, where, and with whom he"will.work.
He may !TO to his employer and say, I WIll not
work with you unless you dismiss so-and-so."

That was the power that the Outtrim
miners considered they possessed, and that
was the power they exercised in c~)l1nexi.on
with the Martell case.
In dealmg WIth
that case the Chief Justice of Victoria
saidI, on the other hand, conclude that those same
hcts-.

He was referring to facts quoted by Mr.
Justice a'Beckettshow plainly that the defendants' (the Outtrim
miners') primary, and, indeed, only purpose and
intention was the punishment of plaintiff by depriving him of his means of living, b~cause.he had
offended another union, and that WIthout llltendina to effect any other purpose, nor, indeed, having
any other purpose to eff·ect for their own a-dv~m
tage.
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The Court, in this case, was influenced
by the Taff Vale decision in the old country,
but although apparently that was the law,
and although the other Judges agreed
with the Chief Justice, that judgment
came as a severe shock to the trades
unionists of Victoria.
He (Mr. LemmQn) claimed that the Outtrim miners
were justly seeking to protect the
right of combination, and to advance the
interests of men in combination.
The,y
cared not for Martell, but for the fact that
Martell was a non-unionist, and they
held that for him to be allowed to work in
co~npany with unionists would mean the destruction of their union, which was the only
protection thev had. They did not know how
soon a man of the Martell type might be
introduced into the mines of Allandale, or of
other centres, where trades unionism prevailed, in order to induce the unionists to
reyolt.
The unions might then b~ pulled
into the Courts, and, owing to a decision of
the House of Lords over which Victorians
had no control, their funds might be seized
for'damarres.
This was a verv serious posib
tion, and therefore the trade~ unionists of
Victoria in the mining industry could reasonabIv demand that this modicum of protectior~ should be given to them. The law'
Lords of Great Britain, when they dealt with
the interests of merchantl3, told quite a different tale.
In the case of the Mogul
Steam-ship Company v. McGregor, Lord
Justice Bmven held that it was a perfect I y
legal thing for a body of traders to boycott
a steam-ship company, unless that steamship company refused to carry the goods of
a rival trader. He said:As nn illustration of what is meant by this, suppose that X had sold an article first to A, and then
to B, and A induces X to brenk his contract with
B, A would have a just cause.

That ",'as to say that a bodv pf traders could
boycott a ste~un-ship co~pany, unless it
refused to carry the goods of a rival trader.
Supposing that Sargoods and Andrews Bros.,
two merchant firms of Flinders Lane, were
in a ring, and \Viseman Bros. were out of
the ring, and those three finns had their
good3 carried from the old country by the
I\IcIlwraith, McEacharn Steam-ship Company, if the two firms in the ring believed
that it was to their disadvantage to allow
Wiseman Bros. to obtain goods through
~IcEacharn's ships,' they could go to that
steam-ship company, and say, "Unless you
refuse to carry Wiseman's goods, 'we shall
boycott you, picket your office, 'and endeayour to persuade all other traders not to
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trade with you." According to Lord J ustice Bowen, that would be a perfectly legitimate thing to do, but if there was a strike
of the 'employes of those firms, and they
endeavoured to persuade others to join their
unions and to refuse to work for those firms,
that would be an illegal action. The unions
could be drawn into the' courtti, and their
benevolent funds--lheir old-age pension
funds, their sick and funeral funds-could
be taken to satisfy damages.
Mr. BEARD.-Is that class legislation?
Mr. LEMMON said it was first class
legislation for the other side.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-That is more a tailoring business than a mining business.
Mr. LEMMON said the principle applied
all round. He was not responsible for the
limitations of ,the honorable gentleman's
mind in the matter. He regretted that the
trades unionists of Victoria should have to
put up with decisions that had been given in
the old country. The' case was very similar
to the decision referred to by the Rev. Dr.
Rentoul in connexion with the great Scottish Church case, where the Law Lords of
Great Britain had no conception of the
forces that were operating in Scotland, and
were therefore not competent to give a decision in the matter.
Dr. Rentoul claimed
that Scotland should have Home Rule in
order to decide a matter of that character.
If that was true in connexion with ecclesias·
tical matters, then in regard to the religion
of trades unionism, the religion of humanity, Australians should certainly not be
bound by decisions given in the old country.
He desired to see the new clause passed,
because he feared there would be a rude
awakening ,,,hen the miners, who had en·
joyed the protection of unionism, became
aware of the fact that unionism had been
stabbed in the back by the Tories in the
old country. He thought there would be
trouble in connexion with the mining industry, and it would be wise for the Government to recognise the advisability of giving
the men this limited, protection in order to
minimize the strikes tl?at would undoubtedly
occur. He believed that it would be to
the advantage of those who had money invested in the mines, and this was one of
the arguments advanced by Mr. Seddon,
who said that the best reason he could give
for the investment of capital in New Zealand was that there was a legal means to
prevent strikes and locks-out in that colony.
That was one of the best reasons he ad,vanced as' to why investors shouid invest
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in the mining industry of New Zealand,
because there was no fear of the loss that
occurred through strikes and lock-outs. The
only thing he regretted was the limitation
in the clause j he would like to see it
broadened. He hoped protection would be
given to those miners who were called upon
If
to take a seat on the Wages Board.
there was one thing that should be regretted
by members, it was that men called upon
to sit on Wages Boards under our factories
legislation, should be victimized, sacked,
and boycotted, as had occurred in some
cases.
When the constituency of Mar.yborough. declared in favour of labour, certain action was taken against a number of
miners, because it was alleged that they had
voted in a certain direction. The gentlemen responsible fer that knew what sort
of a demonstration would take place in
Maryborough, and he was glad to say that
the threat to dismiss certain men had not
been. carried out, or that any whe had been
dismissed had been reinstated. There was no
doubt that intimidatien had been used in
connexion with these men. It was known
that, in connexion with the butchers' trade,
five men who had been called upon to take
seats on the board were sacked and were
boycotted by the trade. When this was recognised, he thought it ,vas only fair that
protection should be given to these men. It
was hardly wise to ask these working men,
who were unprotected by the law, to take
seats on Wage's Boards, for they would
become marked men. A" black list" had
been circulated by the P astoralists ' Union
to intimidate the men who took part in industrial disputes. The g,entlemen who con.trolled mining operations had no more love
for the employes than other employers had,
and some of them would be found
ready te sack men who were elected
to the Wages Boards.
The new clause
was fair and just, and he hoped it would
be carried.
If the mine-owner was wise
he would recognise that it was advantageous to have the sympathy of his employes; and if this clause we.re passed
the men would recognise that they had justice and would. be prepared to render better
service.
Mr. SMITH remarked that when he was
speaking the other evening in connexion
with the monetary clauses of the Bill, he
made certain statements showing that the
wages of miners in the district he had the
honour to represent had been considerably
reduced by reason of the fact that youths
were put on to work with men in the face.
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The honorable member for Kara Kara made
some refe.rence to that statement, but he
(Mr. Smi-th) was sorry that the honorable
member spoke so low that he could not
On referring to H ancatch what he said.
sard, he found that the honorable member
saidThe man working a drill might be paid a little
more than the man guiding it, but for two
men doing the same class of work to be paid, the
one boy's wages, say, 36s. a week, and the other
45S. a week, was a state of things which did not
occur there.

The honorable member was speaking of his
own district, and further statedSurely this was not the general practice in the
Bendigo mines; perhaps the honorable member
meant the statement to apply to only on~ or two
cases.

He was very pleased indeed to learn that
the condition of affairs which he mentioned as existing in Bendigo did not exist
in the district represented by the honorable
member for Kara Kara.
The remarks
that he made, far from applying to only
one or two cases, applied pretty well in
the general sense.
It was because of this
that he intended to support the proposition
of the honorable member for Castlemaine
in regard to a Wages Board.
The miners
of the Bendigo district, in particular, had
been hopjng for a long time to se.e an
arbitration and conciliation measure placed
on the statute-boolk, so that they might
have an opportunity of presenting their
case in a fair and impartial manner, and
leaving the tribunal created for that purpose to decide the exact position in which
they stood, and the wage they should receive. He was very sorry to have to confess that the statements he made previously
~vere absolutely true.
He did not say
that the general body of dire.ctors were
moving in this particular direction.
He
had it from mining managers who desired
to pay men decent wages, that they were
at times brought face to face with the fact
that certain companies paid less than they
ought to pay, and these managers were
asked how it was that they were paying
so much when other companjes got the
work done for less.
The consequence was
that the managers perforce against their
own humanitarian feelings had to submit,
and tell the men that they would have to
accept the lower rate of -wage. The general
tendency in Bendigo seemed to be towards
a reduction in wages. - He asked one of the
representatives of the miners' committee In
Bendigo the other day whether he could
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give any specific information on this subject, and that man mentioned one or two
mines in which the rate of wages paid to
so-called boys, who were young fellows,
some of them as good as men ever would
be at that particular work, was the munificent sum of one guinea a week. He hoped
the Committee would agree to the proposal of the honorable member for Castlemaine. If it were carried he was satisfied
that the board would have plenty of work
to do in remedying the grievances that existed in the mining community, more especially in respect to wages.
Mr. MACKINNON remarked that he
did not intend to say anything about the
Taff Vale decision. He was rather disappointed that the Minister was not inclined
to view this proposal favorably, tor it was
a very reasonable proposal that the honorable member for Castlemaine had made.
The honorable member stated that in
cases where unfortunate disputes arose it
was desirarole to have some tribunal to settle
them. We had had experience in Gippsland
of a very unpleasant nature, and to some
extent rather discreditable to our civilization.
He was neither blaming one side nor the
other, but it was discr,editable to see people
starving and ruining one another. The proposal of the honorable member for Castlemaine was simply that a board should be
available for the settlement of these disputes,
and that if the board were unable to settle
any dispute satisfactorily it should be referred to the Court of Industrial Appeals
that we crea.ted last year. Nothing could be
simpler. It was fortunate' for the goldmining industry that the employers and emp'loyes were able to regulate their calling so
as to avoid these disastrous disputes, 'but
such disputes might arise. The existence
of such a board as that proposed was not
open to the objection that migbt be made
against arbitration boards, because it did
not invite constant fighting and quarrelling about the details of the calling.
What was proposed was to provide
what was considered to be so essential in the great dispute between Lord
Penrhyn and his quarrymen in Wales,
namely, a court to which the parties could
have. recourse when they found themselves
involved in a dispufe. It was in the interests of the whole community that there
should be such a court. In the days before
the King's Bench and the Queen's Bench
were created, a great many people thought
it was highly cred~table to settle disputes
by the bludgeon, the strong man coming out
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That was very much the way we
our industrial disputes to be settled
at present. We should certainly endeavour
to take some step in the direction of providing people with a satisfactory tribunal
for the settlement of their disputes.
allow~d

The Committee divided on the new
clauseAyes
22
Noes
24
Majority against the new clause
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Mr. BENT movedThat progress be reported.

He said that it was necessary now to bring
on the Melbourne Harbor Trust Act and
Marine Act Amendment Bill.
The Commonwealth had been collecting fees for the
Harbor Trust, and the amount involved was
£60,000 a year.
The Commonwealth authorities had agreed to continue collecting
the fees until the 1st September only, and
it was therefore necessary to have the Bill
passed.
The motion was agreed to, and progress
was then reported.
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MELBOURNE HARBOR TRUST ACT
AND MARINE AlCT AMENDMENT
BILL.
Mr. SWINBURNE moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said-This Bill
ic; necessary on account of changes havincr
taken place in consequence of the decisio~
of the Attorney-General of the Commonwealth. Honorable members will know that
at the present time the wharfage rates collected' in :Victoria are collected by the Customs Department, and have always been
~ollected by it.
When the Commonwealth
t?ok over the Customs that Department contInued to collect the wharfal!e rates for Victoria.
At present no wharfage rates whatever. are charged in connexion with goods
commg from home ports, that is from Victorian ports into Melbourne, or vice versa.
The Attorney-General of the Common~vealth is of opinion that the wharfage rate
Imposed by a State authority in respect of
~oods from other States, and not imposed
~n respect of ~oods ~arried between ports
In that State, IS a Vlolation of section 92
of the Commonwealth Constitution Act
'
which declaresOn the imposition of uniform duties of Customs
tracie, commerce, and intercourse among th~
States, whether by means of internal carriaae
or ocean navigation, shall be absolutely free. b

. The Prime Minister intimated to the Government of Victoria that the Commonwealth Government could not in future collect .the rates, because they were of a differentIal character as between the various
States.
Mr. BROMLEY.-Which Prime Minister?
~Ir. SWINBURNE.-First of all Sir
Edmund Barton. Then Mr. Deakin) continued the correspondence, and at last they
gave the Government of Victoria notice that
they absolutely refused to collect the rates
any longer unless the differential nature was
corre~ted.
They gave us notice, after suspendIng the day for some time, that after
the 31st August they would cease to collect
them, unless Victoria arranged to make the
'wharfage rates charged at Melbourne and
any other port of Victoria apply to goods
Jrom 'any other port in the Commonwealth,
so that they should not be of a
differential character as between Australian
ports.' This Bill is necessary to give effect
to that decision. At the present time the
wharfage rates are collected under the
se1venth schedule of the Melbourne Harbor
Trust Act and the second schedule of the
'l\1arine Act. They vary in connexion with
different goods. Now it is proposed that
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the Melbourne Harbor Trust shall be empowered to fix 'a rate not exceeding 5S. per
ton upon all goods coming into the port of
Melbourne. It is proposed to allow them
this maximum, but they have formulated a
schedule by which goods from the local
po:ts will be affected in a very small way.
It IS proposed that all cereals, grains, onions,
potatoe,s, or anything of that character,
,should be charged a low rate, which would
be fixed at IS.
That would be applicable to produce from all
other
States as well, for it must be uniform throughout
the Commonwealth.
The 5s. per ton would still pertain to all
goods coming from foreign ports. I may
say that careful calculations have been
made, and it is found that the total wharfage rates upon goods coming from local
ports" .t~at is Victorian ports, upon which
the shIlhng rate would be paid, would not
amount to more than £1,000 per annum.
I f this Bill is not passed, and the Melbourne
Harbor Trust is not allowed to charge in
this way, it will mean a diminution in their
income of about £60,000 per annum. On
account of the Melbourne Harbor Trust's
rates having to be uniform throughout the
States, it will mean, if this Bill is
passed, a loss to the Harbor Trust of
£3,000 per annum, but deducting £1,000,
wl~ich they will get from wharfage rates on
~hl p~ents from the local ports of Victoria,
It wIll really mean a net loss of about
£2,000 per annum. It has been suggested
that the Harbor Trust should collect these
r~tes, but it would be a very great inconvemence to the public if the Trust had to do
so, and it ,,"ould be very much cheaper for
the Gover-?ment to continue the arrangement
:under whIch the Customs Department collect the wharfage rates, as that Department
has done in the past.
I t is very easy for
people who wish to enter .goods either for
Customs dues, or wharfage rates, to go to
one place, and make practically one entry for
the whole of the Customs dues and wharfage
rates. Therefore, it is a very great convenience to the public in general to continue
this arrangement with the Customs Department. I have' here a Ibt of the proposed
rates which the Harbor Trust have made out
and ·which will be brought into force on th~
passing of this measure.
.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK.-Can those
rates be varied from time to time by the
:Melbourne Harbor Trust?
:Mr. SWINBURNE.-Onlv with the consent of the State Governor i~ Council. The
assent of the Governor in Council must be
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obtained before any such changes of rates
Ur. McCUTCHEON. - I am aware
can take effect.
that the other States of the Commonwealth
~1r. 11AcKINNoN.-That is the present must do for their States as it is now prolaw.
posed to do for this State, but they may
Sir ALEXA~l)ER PEAcOCK..-And will that only charge one-half or one-quarter of the
list of rates apply to goods from all ports rates charged here.
Has the Minister asin the Commonwealth?
certained from the Commonwealth TreaMr. SWINBURNE.-Yes.
The same surer whether it is the intention of the Federates must apply to all goods coming from ral Government to make the rates uniform
.any port of the Commonwealth into Vic- throughout Austra1ia at some future time?
toria; all such goods must pay the same
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I understand so. This
uniform charges.
Bill is in accordance with the CommonMr. LEVIEN.-Must the rates ·on goods wealth Constitution Act.
landed at other Victorian ports be similar?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The protective
l\1r.
SWINBURNE.-Not neces'.3arilv policy of Victoria was desi.zned to give
similar to the rates charged at the Port of goods from our own ports an advantage over
Melbourne, but the rates charged at any Vic- goods arriving from other ports.
torian port on goods from any port of the
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-If goods coming from
Commonwealth must be uniform.
other ports in Victoria are not charged
-:\lr. LEVIEN.-We shall want to send our wharfage rates at the Port of Melbourne,
goods to the ports of other Australian then the same classes of goods from all
States, and we do not want to be put at a othe: ports of the Commonwealth must be
disadvantage.
admItted free of wharfage rates here. We
afford
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Mr. S"':INBUR~E.-Yes, each port wharfage rates on goods from all other
may have Its ow~ hst of rates, but those ports of Victoria.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Then I underrates must be umform on goods from any
part of the Commonwea~th.
stand that. if we levy wharfage rates on
~1r. BROMLEY.-We wIll be no better off goods commg from aNew South Wales
..
. port to Melbou~e .we shall have to levy the
than we are at present.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-But lt IS. neces-~ame. rat~s on SImIlar goods from any port
sary to charge wharfage rates on goods In Vlctona, or else abolish the rates on the
shipped from any Victorian port to Mel- New S'outh Wales goods, if we still debourne, or from one Victorian port to an- sire the Victorian goods to be free of wharfag-,e rates at the port of Melbourne.
other.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yes; but as I have
Mr. 'WARDE.-What is the estimated decrease in the Melbourne Harbor Trust's re- just explained, we cannot afford to do that,
venue?
and therefore must empower the Melbourne
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The net decrease is Har,bor Trust to charge rates on goods
estimated at £2,000 per annum.
Goods commg from other Victorian ports to Melcoming from any other State in the Com- bourne,
monwealth will only have to pay the same
~lr. PRENDERGAST.-If potatoes are
rates as goods coming from any Victorian shIpped from Warrn::tmbool to the port of
port to Melbourne. At present goods from Melbourne to-day, they are free of wharfany other Victorian port coming to Mel- age rates?
bourne are free, and as goods from the other
~1r. SWINBURNE,-Yes, that is so.
States' ports will pay lesser rates than they
, ~Ir. PRENDERGAST. - But potatoes
are paying now, it is estimated that there sDmped from any port in any other State.
will be a net reduction of about £2,000 a to Melbourne have to pay wharfage rates tovear in the revenue of the Harbor Trust. day?
Alterations in the Melbourne Harbor Trust
Mr, SWINBuRNE,-Yes, they have.
Mr, PRENDERGAST. - I understand
Act, and also in the Marine Act are necessary, as there are schedules in both Acts. that if potatoes from \Varrnambool are ac1If honorable members want any further in- ~itted free of wharfage rates at Melbourne
formation I .shall be willing to give it.
In future, potatoes from any other State
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must also be admitted free of wharfage
rates here?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yes; if this Bill is
not passed, they will b-e free of wharfage
rates here, because the system must be uniform j but we are compelled, in order to
protect the revenue, to impose a charge of
IS. per ton on potatoes from Warrnambool
in order that we may charge IS. per ton on
potatoes from other States.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-That is not free interchange between the States of the Commonwealth.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Then where
there is a charge of wharfage rates on goods
coming from another State to Melbourne,
you propose to charge wharfage rates on
the same classes of goods coming from any
port in Victoria to Melbourne, in order to
comply with the Commonwealth Constitution Act, and protect the revenue of the
Melbourne Harbor Trust?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yes.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Well, I do not
see any way out of the difficulty, in view of
the provision of the Commonwealth Constitution Act with regard to uniformity of rates,
but it seems to me that this is one of the
penalties we are now paying for Federation.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-The list of rates has
been carefully gone through, with a view to
devising the best system for giving goods
from Victorian ports the utmost possible advantage.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Well, this is
a very small penalty to pay for Federation,
and jt is not likely to turn me against Federation at the present time; but I like to
understand these matters thoroughly when
thev are under discussion.
:NIr. LEVIEN.-I do not know whether
the State Government ,vill have any power
to regulate these charges in future.
The
Melbourne Harbor Trust will naturally
seek to get as much income as possible, and
it strikes me that we should be very careful
not to fix too high a maximum, because that
would be distinctly against our local ports.
Have we any power to lessen any of the
rates the Melbourne Harbor Trust imposes, because if we have no power to restrain the Trust, our country interests may
perhaps suffer?
Mr. S\V'INBURNE.-The rates fixed by the
Melbourne Harbor Trust have to be approved by the Governor in Council before
they can be levied.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK,-And they will
'have to be uniform on goods from any other
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port of the Commonwealth, including other
ports of Victoria.
Mr. LEVIEN.-That will be entirely
against such ports as Warrnambool, Portarlington, and Geelong.
Are we giving
power in this Bill to collect wharfage dues
at the port of Geelong, for instance, on any
produce landed there from any other port
of Victoria?
~Ir. SWINBURNE.-Yes j this Bill amends
not only the Melbourne Harbor Trust Act,
but also the Marine Act in that respect.
Mr. LEVIEN.-At present the Melbourne Harbor Trust have no power to collect dues on goods from our own ports. Are
we now giving the Trust power to collect
dues on goods from Geelong, for example?
l\Ir. S'WINBURNE.-On goods from all our
ports in Victoria to Melbourne.
Mr. LEVIEN.-We are not enlarging
the powers of the Melbourne Harbor Trust
outside their present jurisdiction?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-No.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Will any goods come into
Geelong free after this Bill is passed?
l\Ir. SWINBURNE.-They have their own
rates at Geelong.
1\1r. LEVIEN.-At present there is no
collection there.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Let us get
into Committee, and then honorable members' questions can be properly answered by
the Minister on clause I.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time
and committed.
On clause, I (Short title), .
Mr. MACKINNON said he would like
a little more information.
He understood
how the trouble had arisen. It was pretty
obvious, on reading the Bill in connexion
with the Acts it amended, but what difference was it going to make to the Melbourne
Harbor Trust's finances?
The funds of
the trust had not been altogether satisfactory
in the past.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-They had a balance of
£20,000 last financial year.
Mr. MACKINNON said that the trust
seemed to have had some difficulty in making ends meet in the past, and he under·
stood that while they would get an extra
£r ,000 from wharfage rates on goods arrivin~ coastwise from any place within Victoria, they would lose £3,000 in revenue
from wharfage rates on goods from outside
Victoria, leaving them with a net loss of
£ 2,000 a year. Were the members of the
trust satisfied with that?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-They are.

Marine Act
Mr. MACKINNON said that in that case
honorable members could not complain.
Mr. LEVIEN said that after the passing
of this Bill, goods from other Victorian
ports to Melbourne would have to pay the
same wharfage rates as goods from other
States in the Commonwealth. For instance,
only IS. per ton would be charged on potatoes from Tasmania in future, and potatoes
from ports on the Victorian coast would
have to pay the same c.harge of IS. per ton.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yes, the charge will
have to be uniform, whatever it is.
Mr. LEVIEN asked if some authority
would be compelled, under Federal direction, to collect I s. per ton on potatoes from
ports on our own coast when they arrived
in :Melbourne?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-XOt under this Bill.
Mr. LEVIEN said he presumed the Melbourne Harbor Trust would collect the
charges under this Bill, and would, therefore, collect IS. per ton on potatoes arriving
at Melbourne, whatever port in the Commonwealth th~y came from.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-At present the charge
Oil potatoes from other States is 5s. per
ton.
Mr. LEVIEN said that if this Bill was
passed, the trust would collect only IS. per
ton on potatoes from other States of the
Commonwealth.
Would goods from Geelong to Portarlington, for instance, have
a wharfage rate collected on tbem, and if
so, under what authority?
:Mr. SWINBuRNE.-This Bill has nothing
to do with any wharve,s outside the wharves
of the port of Melbourne.
The Customs
Department do not collect wharfage rates
at any other port in Victoria.
Mr. LEVIEN said he understood that
the port authoritie,s at Geelong could collect
whatever wharfage rates they 'Chose, as
long as they were not in contravention of
the provision in the Commonwealth Constitution Act, with regard to uniformity.
]\1r. SWINBURNE.-Yes.
Mr. LEVIEN said this Bill was a local
measure, applying only to the port of
Melbourne.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yes.
Wherever the
Customs Department collects the rates, there
must be uniform rates on goods from j he
ports of that State and the ports of the
other States.
Mr. LEVIEN asked if the several States
had agreed on a uniform rate.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-Each State can make
its own rates, but those rates must be applied
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to goods from its own ports as well as to
goods from the ports of other States.
Mr. LEVIEN said he understood that
each port could have its own rates.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yes, but they must
apply to the whole Commomvealth.
Mr. LEVIEN said in that case there
was nothing to prevent New South Wales
charging 5s. per ton.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-But they will
have to charge it to everybody.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The port authoritie,s at
Sydney might have a very big debt, and
have to pay very high interest, and in tlut
case they would have to charge higher
rates than the rates in Melbourne, but they
must make those rates uniform on goods
coming from various ports of the Commonwealth.
~1r. LEVIEN said as he understood the
matter, they had the power to levy higher
rates as long as those rate,s were charged
on goods from any port of the Commonwealth.
:Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yes.
J'\Ir. LEVIEN said that the Melbourne
Harbor Trust were going to be authorized
to charge a maximum of 5s. per ton on produce coming to the port of Melbourne from
any port within our own State or any other
State. The question was whether that was
not too high a charge to authorize the
trust to make.
Mr. WARDE.-They have always had the
right to make that charge subject to the
approval of the Governor in Council.
Mr. LEVIEN said that goods coming
to Melbourne from Victorian ports had
hitherto been free, and honorable members
should hesitate 'before giving the Melbourne
Harbor Trust power to collect up to 5s.
per ton on produce from other ports of Victoria. The Railway Department already
made extravagant charges for the carriage
of produce, and now they would have the
Melbourne Harbor Trust levying extravagant charges. He thought that 5s. per ton
was too high a maximum altogether.
Sir ,ALEXANDER PEACOCK said he
wanted to understand this Bill. He understood there was a wharfage rate of 5s. per
ton imposed on all goods importea to Melbourne from any of the other States of the
Commonwealth.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-There have been some
differentiatiol1s, but mostly 5s. per ton has
been charged.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said that
hitherto goods shipped from Warrnambool
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.to Melbourne were admitted free of wharfMr. PRENDERGAST.-And thereby we will
age dues here.
lose £60,000 a year.
Nlr. DUFFUS said that if that were the
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-Under the Melbourne
Harbor Trust Act goods from all Victorian position, we could not help ourselves. But
ports were excepted from the wharfage there was one thing to which he would like
rates. That is the provision we want to to draw the Minister's attention. The honorable gentleman said that already a scherepeal.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said dule of charges had been drawn up by the
that arrangement was illegal under the Melbourne Harbor Trust, and that a charge
Commonwealth Constitution Act, and he of I s. per ton would be imposed on
understood from the communication that cereals, potatoes, and similar produce.
had roeen received from the Federal At- Now, although IS. per ton might be a very
torney-General, mentioned by the Minister, small charge on cereals, it was a very high
that the attention of the Victorian Govern- charge on potatoes, when they were at a
ment had been called to the fact that such low price in the market. For instance, the
an arrangement ~vas in contravention of the price of potatoes ruling in his district was
Commonwealth Constitution Act. It must I5S. per ton at the Western ports, pretty
necessaril y follow that the Federal At- well all the past season, and IS. per ton
torney-General had sent a similar com- would be 7k per cent., a very high charge
munication to the Governments of the other on potatoes of that value;
As the GoverStates, who would no doutbt take similar nor in Council would no doubt have the
steps to those now being taken by the Go- supervision of the rates charged by the Melvernment of Victoria. He understooa the bourne Harbor Trust, he would ask the
Minister to say that we must have uni- Minister to bear in ,mind the necessity for
formity, and that. it was proposed, if this making an especially low charge in the
Bill was passed, to reduce the cbarge of 5s. shape of wharfage rates on' such produce
p!=r ton to 1 s. per ton.
as potatoes.
"Mr. SWINBURNE.-No. Instead of the
Mr. S WINBURNE.-I will bring the matseventh schedule in the Harbor Trust Act, ter before them.
which contains a number of rates, we now
Mr. OUTTRIM remarked that at preintroduce a clause giving the Harbor Trust sent there was no charge on any produce
power to charge rates~ with a maximum of shipped from Warrnambool to Melbourne,
5s. per ton. The trust cannot charge more, but under this Bill the Melbourne Harbor
but they can charge les~. They have made Trust would have the right ,to charge up
out a schedule which is much to the ad- to 5s. per ton in wharfage rates. Now, a
, vantage of all local productions, as they are charge of 5s. per ton would shut up the
r·eally to be charged a maximum rate of IS. port of Warrnambool, and drive the proper ton .
duce to the railways.
. Sir ALEXANDER PEitCOCK said the
Mr. MACKEY.-Such a charge cannot be
net effect of the change would be a cost to levied without the consent of the Governor
Victorian producers of £1,000 per annum.
in Council.
. Mr. SWINBuRNE.-Yes.
Mr. OUTTRI~{ said the Governor in
Mr. PRENDERGAST ...--I f you do not pass Council had a great deal more interest in
this Bill the Melbourne Harbor Trust will the railways than in the shipping.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I have explained what
lose £60,000 per annum.
~ir. DUFFUS said he noticed from the the intentions are.
l\Ir. OUTTRIM said that was only as
press that the Premier of New South Wales
had been asked to pass a measure similar far as the present Government was conIf the Melbourne Harbor Trust
to· this Bill in regard to wharfage rates in cerned.
that State, and· he had declined to impose were empowered to charge 5s. per ton on
wharfage rates on New South Wales pro- goods shipped from .any Dort in Victoria
duce.
That being the case, he (Mr. Duf- to Melbourne, they might drive all the trafHe had no personal
fus) had thought that the Government of fic to the railways.
Victoria did wrong in bringing in this Bill, interest in the matter, but he would like
but from the explanation the Minister had honorable members representing the ports
If
given, it now appeared that if wharfage of Victoria to look into the question.
rates were not imposed on Victorian pro- a lower maximum amount were named there
duce shipped to Melbourne, the Federal would not be so much difficulty.
Mr. McCUTCHEON said he would like
authori6es would refuse to collect any
the matter made a little plainer. The Minwharfage rates at all.
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ister said this Bill applied only to the Melbourne Harbor Trust. At the same time the
honorable gentleman said that the Commonwealth had determined that the Trust's rates
must be uniform. Did these uniform rates
apply to the. Port of Melbourne only, and
could the ports of Geelong, Warrnambool,
and Portland levy other rates?
Mr. MURRAv.-Each port can fix its
own rates, but cannot differentiate between
goods froni Victorian ports, and goods from
ports in the other States.
1\1r. McCUTCHEON said it appeared to
him that that was a very extraordinary state
of affairs. The ports of Geelong, Warrnambool, and Portland might have totally different rates from the rates charged in Melbourne, and treat goods in a different way
from what they were treated in Melbourne.
If that was the case, had arrangements been
made for the Customs authorities to collect
those rates?
I t would be a very extraordinary ~tate of affairs to have different
wharfag~ rates in different ports, according
to the dIfferent necessities of the different
ports.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-Each port has its own
burden of debt, and its own interest to look
after.
Each port can fix its own rates,
but those rates must be uniform on goods
from all ports of the Commonwealth.
Mr. SANGSTER asked if any action
would be taken by the Government of Victoria .to make the principle apply to every
port. III the State. The Minister said that
this measure would apply to the Melbourne
Harbor Tru'3t only.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Under the Marine Act
the same principle will apply to every port
in the State.
~1r. SANGSTER said the :Minister stated
that the :J1elbourne' Harbor Trust could fix
any rate up to 5s., but it had to be approved
by the Governor in Council. Was not the
Governor in Council's approval at present
required to any charges the Melbourne Harbor Trust desired to impose?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The charges are fixe'd
in the scherlule appended to the Act.
At
present the Melboutne Harbor Trust must
charge the rate.:; mentioned in that schedule,
but they are now being empowered to have a
flexible rate up to 5s. per ton, so that they
may be able to vary the rates according to
the goods.
Mr. 1\luRRAv.-Under this Bill the Melbourne Harbor Trust can reduce their rates,
but they cannot raise them above 5s. per
ton.
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::\1r. SANGSTER asked if the Governor
in Council had any jurisdiction over the
Harbor Trust when they reduced the rates.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The Trust cannot raise
their rates above 5s. per ton.
They can
raise them, say,. from IS. to 2S., or any
amount, as long as they do not raise them
above 5s.
1\Ir. SANGSTER said that was exactlv
what he wanted to know.
Mr. SWINBURNE. - The Harbor Trust
may, from time to time, by regulations approved by the Governor in Council, alter,
raise, or lower the rates betwee'n nothing and
5S. per ton.
Mr. SANGSTER said that the alterations had to be approved by the Governor
i:1 Council before they could take effect.
1\1r. SWINBuRNE.-Yes.
1\:[r. SANGSTER said that when the
Harbor Tru'st was blamed by the newspapers for levying certain rates, they ,yere
simply doing what had been approved by
the Governor in Council.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-You are now getting
beyond the Bill.
Mr. SANGSTER said that goods shipned
from port to port in Victoria were at present charged nothing in the shape of wharfage rates, but such goods shipped to the
port of Melbourne would be charged wharfage rates after this Bill became law.
1\1r. J. CAMERON (GiiYiYsla1ld East)
said 'it seemed to be quite fair that each port
should have its own charges. Warrnambool
could not offer the same facilities to shipping
as Melbourne, and it was only fair that the
Melbourne Harbor Trust should be able
to make a difference in their charges.
Mr. McCUTCHEON said it was very
desirable to have the Governor in Council
and the Melbourne Harbor Trust brought
into connexion in fixing these rates, because
the majority of honorable members would
agree with him that the Harbor Trust, looking at the matter from their own point of
view, mig-,ht feel very strongly inclined to
levy high rates. The Harbor Trust had
nothing to consider but their income, whereas the Governor in Council, wi"th whom honorable members had some influence, would
take into account the w~nts of various
parts of the State, and the one body would
form a check on the other.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-\Vhere
do you find the Governor in Council in this
Bill ?
1\1r. McCUTCHEON said that the Harbor Trust's rates could not be enforced
until they were approved by the Governor in
.I
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Council, and it was very desirable that such
a condition should exist. It would prevent
either the political or the commercial influence prevailing, and honorable members
need not entertain any fear on that point
at all.
Mr. BEARD asked if the Melbourne
Harbor Trust could fix a rate of 2S. per
ton, providing they made it applicable to
goods from any. port of the Commonwealth?
Mr. SWJNBURNE.-Yes.
Mr. BEARD said he understood Geelong
could fix 3s., providing it also applied to
goods from any port of the, Commonwealth?
:1\lr. SWINBURNE.-Yes.
. Mr. BEARD said he would like to know
if it would be according to the Commonwealth Constitution for Queensland shippers to be charged 2S. if they sent their
goods to Melbourne, and 3S. if they sent
them to Geelong?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yes, as long as each
rate is applied to goods from any port in
the Commonwealth.
Mr. E"VEN CAMERON (Glenelg) observed that if wharfage rates were not
levied on goods shipped from Victorian
ports to Melbourne they could not be collectetl on goods from other parts of the
Commonwealth. The local rate of any port
must be applied to goods from any other
port in the Commonwealth. It was inevitable that those rates must be charged on
goods shipped from Victorian ports to Melbourne, no matter how adversely it affected
the Western and Gippsland ports. It meant
an advantage of IS. per ton to the Railway
Department, and a handicap of I s. per ton
to the Victorian coastal steamers.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-It may be 5s. per tor.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).Yes j it could be used as an instrument for
shutting up the coasting trade of the VicThe enactment of this Bill
torian ports.
would have a seriously damaging effect on
the local trade of the Victorian ports, because it would divert traffic from the local
ports to the Railway Department, which by
differential rates had been trying to shut up
the Victorian ports.
~Ir. SWINBURNE.-It will only amount to
£1,000 a year on goods shipped from Victorian ports to Melbourne.
Mr. EvVEN CAMERON (Glenelg).Yes, it meant that handicap to the coastal
trade. It would be a great deal better, if
we could do without the revenue, to have
free ports for intercolonial coasting vessels
throughout the Commonwealth j but, as we
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could not do without the revenue, he saw
no way out of the difficulty but charging
the lowest rates compatible with the required revenue.
Mr. LEVIEN remarked that it was quite
clear that some charge would :have to be
made to cover the loss the Melbourne Harbor Trust would have to sustain by charging less on Tasmanian potatoes, for instance, which was a considerable item, but
he would ask the Minister to consider whether the Government were not proposing to
give the Harbor Trust too great a power.
The Harbor Trust ought not to have the
pcwer to levy a rate of 5s. per ton on Victorian produce. He was aware that, according to the list of rates already prepared,
the Harbor Trust proposed to charge only
IS. per ton, but whatever money· the Harbor Trust required would have to be taken
from the ports that of necessity must ship
goods to Melbourne. It was wrong, in his
opinion, to place in the hands of an independent body the power to charge 5s. per
ton on the whole of the Victorian produce
shipped to Melbourne.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-They cannot charge
5s. per ton without the consent of the Governor in Council. The Governor in Council
will see that the charge is a correct one.
I\Ir. LEVIEN said the Minister meant to
say that any charge-5s., or 5d. per toncould not be imposed without the consent
of t.he Governor in Council.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-That is so.
Mr. LEVIEN said if the Governor in
Council had given his consent to a charge,
he would like to know whether there was
an y power in the Governor in Council to
monify that charge in any way?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The initiative would
have to come from the Melbourne Harbor
Trust.
Mr. LEVIEN said that if the Harbor
Trust once got power to collect a certain
rate-·and they could be given power to collect rates up 'to 5s. per ton under this Bill
-they could go on charging that rate as
long as they pleased. He did not think the
Harbor Trust should have the pmver to
charge up to 5s. per ton.
I\l.r. SWINBURNE.--We cannot help it.
Mr. LEVIEN said that charge would be
a tax on our own people.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-If we reduce the maximum we shall reduce the :Melbourne Harbor Trust's revenue enormously.
The
charge for all foreign produce is 5s. per
ton, and 5s. per ton is now charged on some
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goods coming from other States of the
Commonwealth.
Mr. LEVIEN said the Melbourne Harbor Trust had power to make a differential
charge on goods from ports outside the
Commonweal tho
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The schedule in the
old Act applies to all places outside Victoria, but we must have uniform rates. on
all goods coming to Melbourne from vanous
ports of the Commonwealth.
Mr. LEVIEN said the Harbor Trust's
rates need not be uniform las regarded
goods from foreign ports.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Not necessarily, I
think; but it is very unlikely they will not
be uniform.
Mr. LEVIEN said that compliance with
the provision with regard to uniform. rates
on all goods shipped from any port III the
Commonwealth would cause a heavy burden
to be imposed on Victorian coast-borne produce.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-£I,ooo per annum.
Mr. LEVIEN said that estimate was
based on the assumption that th~ rate levied
on Victorian produce would be IS. p.er ton,
but the Harbor Trust would have power to
charge five times that amount.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Not without the consent of the Governor in Council. You must
trust the Governor in Council.
Mr. LEVIEN said he would like to be
assured that no charge could be imposed
other than the law now permitted without
the consent of the Governor in Council.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-That is so.
Mr. LEVIEN said the Governor in
Council ought to have power, not only to
approve of a rate, but to cancel it if necessary.
He did not believe in handing over
this large power to the Melbourne Harbor
Trust.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It will be quite safe,
seeing that its exercise is subject to the
approval of the Governor in Council.
Mr. LEVIEN said that once the Governor in Council had approved Tjf any charge
fixed by the Melbourne Harbor Trust, the
Governor in Council had no power to alter
or abolish that charge.
Mr. SWINBURNE. - The Governor 111
Council will very carefull v scrutinize the
first list of rates.
Mr. KEOGH observed that the Minister
had said that the amount that would be
collected in the shape of rates levied on Victorian produce would only be about
£1,000 a year.
That would not be a very
large sum for the local producers to lose.
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What would the Harbor Trust lose through
lowering the rates on similar produce from
the other States?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-£3,000 a year.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill, having been gone through, was
reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. SWINBURNE,
the Bill was then read a third time.
MINES ACTS FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Mr. LAW"SON proposed the following
new dause:It shall be lawful for the Governor in Council,
upon the recommendation of the Minister, to grant
licences to the holders of miners' rights, to enter
upon any Crown lands comprised in any gold
mining or mineral lease, and mine therein or
thereon for gold or minerals, to a depth not exceeding 200 feet from the surface.
The mode of application for such li,ccnces, the
extent of ground to be held under the same, the
fees to be charged for the same, and the conditions upon which the. same may be granted, shall
be prescribed by regulations to be approved by
the Governor in Council.
No such licence shall be granted unless the
Minister is satisfied that the mining operations
proposed by the applicant will not interfere with
the proper working of the demised area.

Mr. McLEOD said he would earnestly
ask honorable members to finish dealing
with the Bill to-night, as this was the only
night that would be available for its consideration for a considerable time.
The
Premier had decided to bring on the Closer
Settlement Bill on Tuesday, and if the
Mines Acts Amendment Bill got through
to-night, he (Mr. McLeod) would bE! able to
have it printed, and to see what further
amendments might be required on the report.
1\1r. LAWSON observed that he W:lS
quite prepared to say notb.ing about this
clause, but simply to move it if the Minister would accept it.
He saw no ob]ec"
tion to it.
Mr. "McLEO D stated that he thought the
honorable member could hardly be serious
It
in asking him to accept this clause.
proposed actually to have two sets of
owners for a l.ease-one set of owners to
mine down to 200 feet, and another set to
mine below that depth.
The :Mines Department, where there were shallow allu"ial runs on a lease, had frequently reserved
a shallow allmrjal portion for miners, and
made it a condition of the lease that they
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were enabled to enter there.
But in the
case of quartz mining, to say that there
should be one set of men mining down 200
feet, and another set below that depth,
would give rise to great difficulties and conflicts, apart even from the question of the
If the honordifference of ownership.
able member gave the matter a moment's
consideration, he would 'see that it would
b~ thoroughly impracticable to allow two
sets of men to occupy one quartz lease.
)'1r. LAWSON remarked that he had already given the proposal more than a moment's thought.
He did not ask that
these men should have the right to go on
anv lease, except with the permission of the
M{nister.
He would point out that there
might be included in the lease a great deal
of country which the lessees did not want
and did not require to work. There might
be shallow alluvial ground.
.
Mr. l\fcLEoD.-Weare giving permission
in that case now. Where there are shallow
all uvial runs we now reserve that ground
for the use of miners. .
Mr. LA'VSON.-But it might not actually be reserved. Of course if it was excised from the lease well and good, but if
there was land included in the lease which
the leaseholder did not need this clause
would give the Governor in Council power
to grant the holder ·of a miner's right the
right to go on the ground and work that
land which the lessee did not r.equire. The
clause fully protected the rights of the
lessee, as the mode of application, the extent of ground, the fees to. be charged., and
the conditions upon ,vhich the application
might be granted were to be prescribed by
regulation, and no licence was to be granted
unless the Minister was satisfied that the
mining operations proposed by the applicant
would not interfere with the proper working
of the demised area. The Minister must
know that there were often on leases a great
deal of ground which individual miners
would work, but which was now locked up.
At present if the holder of a miner's right
went on such a lease he was a trespasser.
This clause would not give the holder of
a miner's right the right to go where he
chose, and to mine where he chose. With
regard to the proposal in the clause in regard to mining to a depth "not exceeding
200 feet from the surface," he (Mr. Lqwson) was prepared to amend this portion of
the clause, and to substitute the words "a
depth to 'be decided in each particular case
by the Minister." There was a strong agitation in a certain part of the large min-
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ing district which he represented in favour
of this proposal, which reserved power to
the Governor in Council, who could fully
protec~ the interests of all concerned.
He
was not wedded to the particular depth
mentioned in the clause, and he would like
to know if the Minister would accept the
clause if it was amended so as to provide
for a depth to be decided in respect of
each application by the Minister? If there
was any danger whatever of an application
interfering with the proper working of the
demited area, of course the :Minister, in the
exercise of a wise discretion,. would refuse
it, but in many cases the clause might be
the means of opening up ground which was
now shut up, and thus provide .a great deal
of employment to miners and the unemployed.
°Mr. UcLEOD remarked that if the honorable member was prepared to make the
depth 50 feet he would accept it, but he
could not go below that.
Mr. LAWSON said he was quite prepared to accept a depth of 50 feet, or, if
the :Ministe'r preferred it, a depth to be decided ·by the Minister in respect of each
application.
Mr. ·McLEOD.-That would give rise to
a('cusations of favoritism.
Mr. LAWSON lSaid that; acting on the
suggestion of the Minister, and retognising
that half a loaf was better than no bread,
he would amend the clause by omitting
" 200 " and substituting " 50."
The new clause was amended accordingly,
and was then agreed to.
l\lr. ANSTEY proposed the following
new clause:No auriferous land shall be alienated without
the written consent of the Minister of Mines .. And
a schedule of all such lands so alienated shall be
laid before the Legislative Assembly within one
month of the alienation if Parliament be then
sitting, and if not then within one month after
the ne~t meeting of Parliament.

He observed that under a former Land Act
it was clearly set forth that no land, forming
part of the auriferous land of Victoria,
should be alienated in fee-simple, but of late
years a provision had been inserted in a
more recent Land Act giving power to the
Minister to sell any land which he might
class as unworked land.
Without taking
away this power from the Minister he (i\lr.
Anstey) wanted to provide that a schedule
of all such land so alienated should be laid
before the Assembly. It w<13 not necessary
for him to refer to 'the large auriferous areas
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which had been alienated in the past, with- The auriferous lands were going very fast,
out the knowledge and consent of Parlia- and honorable members wanted' to be certain that the Minister of Mines was cO,gniment.
, Mr. McBRID E expressed the hope that sant of the fact that auriferous land was
He
the Minister would not agree to the pro- alienated and gave his consent to it.
posed new clause. It had taken a good would suggest that under the circumstances
many years to get the present provisions in the honorable member for Brunswick should
the law into working order, so that in the not press his clause, because, as had been
minings districts the farmers and the miners stated by the Minister of :Mines, it would
were now able to work amicably under the be non-effective, and would not carry out
He
existing law, and miners were allowed to what the honorable member desired.
enter upon land without paying any com- (Mr. Outtrim) had heard it whispered that
pensation. If the proposed clause was there was going to be an amendment of the
passed, it would do away with the good Land Act proposed by the Minister of
which it had taken many years to effe'ct. Lands if pos.:;ible before the session was
Mr. McLEOD said he would point out over, and if such an amend'ment was
that this clause would not haye the effect brought forward some provision might be
'rhich the honorable member for Brunswick placed in that Bill to carry out the wishes
desired, because in order to achieve what the of the honorable member for Brunswick.
honorable me'mber wanted, it would be In the meantime, he would suggest to the
neces\.;ary to alter the Land Act.
The honorable member not to persevere with his
administration of everything in connexion proposal.
The clause was negatived.
with the land was under the Lands DeMr. ANSTEY proposed the following
partment, and at present the Lands Department sent on all applications for auriferous new clause:After the passing of this Act all machinery or
lands to the Mines Department, and if there
was any objection from the Mines Depart- plant on or below the surface of a mine shall be
for the wages of the men engaged in such
ment, the Lands Department declined to liable
mine, and no machinery or plant shall be removed
grant the application. But this was a mat- or sold until such wages liability has been fully
ter which was placed bv the law altogether met.
in the hand3 of the Lands Department, and He said that under the existing arrangeunless the Land Act was altered, the clause ments ,,,ages were a first claim on the assets
proposed by the honorable member, even if of a mining company.
At present' it was
it was passed, would simply be a dead very often found, when a company was
letter.
being wound up,. and the men applied
l\.fr. OUTTRIM remarked that what the for their wages, that the plant belonged to
Minister of Mines had stated was perfectly some one else.
In manv cases the men
correct~ but so much of the auriferous land
were led to believe that they would have
of the State had been parted with from time the first claim on the machinery, if the
to time that some guarantee was required company were wound up, but it afterwards
that the Minister of Mines consented turned out that this was not the case. That
to their being alienated. He' (Mr. Outtrim) was found in connexion with the Eldorado
believed that the present Minister of Lands Company.
The Reward Company at
war a very fair man, and would not take Meredith sold off a few weeks ago, and
any auriferous land' even if he could, but the men were not paid.
Amongst others
the late Minister of Lands (Mr. Taverner) that had done the same was' the Imperial
parted with a lot of auriferous land, and Queen at Ballarat East.
Mr. Agar
he (}'Ir. Outtrim) did not know that in 'Vynne and Mr. Isaiah Pearce, ex-mayor of
every case the sanction of the Minister of Ballarat East, came into court and swore
Mines was given.
This clause was pro- that they owned the machinery, thus beatposed by th,e honorable member for Bruns- ing the men and lariaing lliem in heavy
wick as a sort of guarantee that all aliena- costs.
The machinery of the Watson's
tion of auriferous land must have the im- Hill Dredging Company was found to beprimatur of the Minister of Mines.
long to a man in Melbourne, and the
'Mr. McLEoD.-The trouble is that even miners could not get their wages.
The
if it is passed it could have no effect until sum of £60 was due to one man, and £9 0
,,'e altered the Land Act.
to two othe,rs-father and son.
The CresMr. OUTTRIM said that might be per- wick Alluvial, the New N uggety, the
fectly correct, but the :Minister of Mines Duchess of Cornwall, the South Britannia,
understood the object in moving the clause. and one of the Moonambel group, all robbed
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their workmen.
Dozens of other companies could be named, who had done the
same thing during the last year or two.
The object of the clause was simply to
protect the wages of the 'miners in cases of
this kind.
MACKINNON expresse.d the
Mr.
opinion that the honorable member for
Brunswick had got hold of a flaw in the
existing law.
A little while ago a decision was given in a case under Act No.
1514-re the Glen Mona Gold Mining Companv-and the effect of that decision was
practically to leave those who were working on the mine, including the mine managers and everyone e] se, very little protection indeed.
What happened in that
case was that an execution was put
in. There was no winding up, or anytqing 6f tnat kind to which the. section of
the Act might apply, but the machinery was
sold and carried away, and the mipe.rs
had to go WIthout their pay altogether.
Now, that was never intended.
He did
not think that the proposed new clause as
it now stood, would have the desired effect,
but if the honorable member for Brunswick
would allow him (i\l{r. Mackinnon) to help
him, they might be able to draft a clause
which could be brought up on the report.
He found that in England the Cornish tin
mines had secured the passage. of an Act
which absolutely protected the miners, at
all events to the extent of two or three
months' wages; and if they got an inkling
that the machinerv was to be removed, a
speedy process wa's provided whereby ,they
could prevent the removal of that machinery
and thus save themselves from loss.

Amendment Bill.

Mr. McLEOD said that he also hoped
that the honorable member in charge of this
clause would accept the offer of the honorable member for Prahran. The clause as
it stood would not meet the class of cases
it was intended to meet. Two or three matters had to be considered. In the first
place, mining machinery was sometimes supplied on time payment.
Mr. MACKINNoN.-Then that fact snould
be notified.
Mr. McLEOD said that bills of sale
wer,e also given, which could not be easily
traced. He would give the honorable member for Brunswick every opportunity on the
third reading of passing a clause to secure
the payment of wages.
Mr. ANSTEY stated that he would accept the suggestion made to him, and withdraw the clause for the present.
The clause was withdrawn.
:Mr. ANSTEY proposed the following
new clause:L. All sub-lessees who have broken the ground
from surface, sunk shaft, erected machinery and
other requisites for mining, may, after the passing of this Act, secure from the Crown a direct
lease of such sub-leased area, and such area
shall be deleted from the original lease; and
any tenant of Crown lands held under the Mines
Acts who sublets and charges rents or royalties
for the right to mine upon Crown lands shall be
liable to forfeiture of leases held by him and
to a penalty not exceeding £s for each acre of
Crown lands sublet in contravention of this
section.

He said he wished to refer to a few instances in connexion with sub-leases. First
of all, he would ref.er to the leases held by
Mr. Isaiah Pearce, of Ballarat East. This
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK ex- man controlled an immense area of Crown
pressed the opinion that the honorable lands, and derived royalty from the North
member for Brunswick had brought forward Woah Hawp mine, the New Normanby, the
a very real grievance. He. himself had British Queen, the Imperial Queen, and
known of some of these cases in which the several small co-operative parties. In the
miners were defrauded of their wages, case of the North Woah HawD mine no less
though, fortunately for his own reputation, than £16,598 had been paid- in royalty, in
that kind of thing had not occurred in any addition to which Mr. Pearce has received
mine with which he was connected. There £47,607 for crushing the stone, making a
was undou!btedly a defect in the law in this total of .£64,205.
The shareholders haCl
respect. Cases had occurred in which the only obtained £25,650. During the halfmen had been led to believe that the plant year ending in June, 1903, that company
belonged to the company, when as a matter had to pay Mr. Pearce £559 12S. in
of fact it did not belong to the company royalty, while the shareholders never got a
. at all. He hop-ed the honorable member for cent for themselves.
Brunswick would accept the offer made to
Mr. LEVIEN.-And probably had to pay
him by the honorable member for Prahran,
and he was quite sure that the Minister of calls to meet the royalty.
Mines would be willing to render assistance
Mr. ANSTEY said that Mr. Edward
in passing the clause in a proper form.
Hooson, of Sebastopol, had written a letter,
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which was read to the Mining Conference,
in which he saidA syndicate called the Sebast~pol Pr~prietary
are charging 5 per cent., notwIthstandmg that
the land is not their's, but the Goyernmen~'s.
So, also, in the East, a Mr. Pearce IS chargmg
5 per cent. ~ for Government land.
Why should
this be so?
It's discouraging enough down
here with our water trouble, owing to the South
Star having ceased pumping, without having to
tolerate a tax such as this.

That letter was referred by the Conference
to the Minister of Mines, and there the matter ended.
·Mr. McLEOD.-What date was that?
Mr. ANSTEY said it was last year, before the present Minister took office .. Another notorious case was that of the Pltfield
Proprietary Company. That· company controlled a large area of ground under consolidated miners' rights. At the outset they
sank one little shaft on the ground, but that
was all the work they had done. Since then
they had cut up the Crown lands into blocks
of 10, IS, or 20 acres, and subl~t them to
other people. In some cases. mmers w~.re
unable to get on to that land WIthout paymg
10 or 20 per cent. royalty.
In his opinion
no persons had a right to claim royalty for
lands that were owned by the State.
The
State alone should be entitled to demand
. royalty for the use of Crown lands. In the
case of one claim of 20 acres at Pitfield, 10
men were originally employed, and had succeeded in getting on the gold. They obtained about 10,000 ounces of gold, and out
of that they had to pay 10 per cent. royalty.
In other words, that one party had been
obliged to pay £4,000 in the shape. ~f
royalty to a private company for the pnvIlecre of working on Crown lands, while they
th~mselve3 did all the work, and found all
the capital. All over the country the same
state of things prevailed. At Bendigo the
Sea Company had to pay royalty on one of
Mr. Lansell's leases.
The Great Comet
Company at Bendigo also had to pay royalty
to private individuals.
The Great South
Long Tunnel at Walhalla was another company which was unable to pay its way, and
at the same time the shareholders were
obliged to make calls in order to pay royalty
to certain individuals, who had a monopoly of Crown lands. If the mining
industry was to be given a fair chance, the
men who were carrying on the work should
receive the profits, and no private individual should be allowed to exact the payment of royalty from those who were mining
on Crown lands.
That kind of thing
should be put a stop to at once.
Session 1904.-[44]
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Mr. McLEOD said that one difficulty in
connexion with this proposed clause was
that, by section 51 of the Mines Act 1897,
it was providedIt shall not be lawful after the commen~ement
of this Act, to assign, under-let, or part Wlt~ .all
or any of the land demised under any ~mmg
lease, or to let a tribute in regard .t~ereto without
the sanction, in writing, of the MmIster.

As a matter of fact, permission to sublet
under conditions approved by the Department had been given in a number of cases.
At the same time, there was a large num?er
of these sublettings that had been earned
on in violation of the law. Strange to say,
the Department was unable to get evidence
in cases of that kind. Plenty of anonymous letters could be g(jt, but no one would
come forward and say straight-out that certain things were going on..
There ~vas
nothing which he had set hIS face agamst
since he had been Minister more than
against the improper subletting of leases,
but in only one case had he been able to
get any real evidence.
In that case, he
intended to call upon the lessees to state
how much money they had themselves
spent on the lease, and particulars a3 to the
subletting. The Department was hampered
by the fact that men who had signed agreements to accept sub-leases would say
nothing about it, and no definite informaThe cl~l1:se
tion could be got from them.
now proposed, however, if it were carned,
would invalidate and repudiate arrangements that had been entered into with the
sanction of the Department. If information could have been got with regard to
cases of illegal subletting, the Department
would have dealt with them long ago.
He could assure honorable members that if
evidence was forthcoming, any case of that
kind would receive full and vigorous investigation. Every case, however, mus~ be
judged on its merits. A co:upany I"? Ight
sink a shaft and erect expenSIve machmery
in order to keep the water down. In a case
of that kind, it was on1y fair that the company should be allowe~ to sublet a part of
its lease to other partIes, who would not
be able to work the minoe without assistan.ce.
He would not approve of a company whIch
leased the ground, and did not spend a
penny upon it, being allowed to sublet and
to charge royalty.
If any. case ?f that
kind were brought under hIS notIce, he
would take prompt action.
Mr. OUTTRLM expressed the opinion
that the Minister of Mines did not understand exactly what the honorable member for
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Brunswick really wanted to do.
The
trouble was that the Minister could not deal
with ground that was held under miners'
rights. Some of the claims to \V hich the
honorable member for Brunswick had referred were held under consolidated miners'
rights, and in such caseS the Minister was
reall y powerless.
Mr. l\lcLEoD.-That is the difficultv.
Mr. OUTTRIM said that he hoped, before the Bill was finally dealt with, -a clause
would be drafted to give the Minister that
power, and to say that the men who were
working in these mines should, at all events,
have justice.
Mr. ANSTEY observed that the svstem
of taking up land under consolidated rri'iners'
rights, in order to escape from the jurisdiction of the Minister, was rapidly extending.
In one of the cases he had mentioned the
company which held the lease had never
put a cent's worth of machinery on the
ground, and had never done any work.
Mr. McLEOD expressed the opinion that,
by a slight alteration of section 51 of the
Mines Act 1897, it might be possible to
deal with consolidated miners' rights. He
would look into the matter, in order to see
whether he could meet the honorable member's views.
Mr. ANSTEY.-How do we stand in relation to leases?
'
Mr. McLEOD said it might be possible
to provide for leases, but that involved a
legal question which would need some looking into.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said he
was afraid that some little misapprehension
existed between the Minister of Mines and
the honorable member for Brunswick. He
understood that what the Minister had promised to do was to amend section 51 of the
Mines Act 1897, which forbade the practice of subletting without the sanction of
the Department. He quite agreed with the
honorable member "for Brunswick that this
royalty charge was one of the greatest embargoes on mining. It was abolished under
the :Mining on Private Property Act, and it
was rather a strange thing that it should be
possible with respect" to Crown lands. But,
although this was a great evil, and an encumbrance on mining, the difficulty was to
legislate with respect to existing agreements.
If those agreements were invalidated it
might cause the greatest complications.
Since the Act of 1897 was passed subletting had been absolutely forbidden, except
with the consent of the "Minister.
Mr. McGRATH.-It is still done.

Amendment Bill.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said the
Minister had already undertaken to deal
with cases of that kind if evidence was
brought before him.
He (Sir Alexander
Peacock) knew the case to which the Minister had referred, and in which action was
to be taken. It was in the Beaufort district, and the subletting· had taken place
since 1897. lhe Ballarat East case, however, occurred before 1897, and he could
not see how Parliament could intervene. As
the Minister pointed out, A had taken up
ground, and had sublet it to B. B knew
w hat he was doing, but he formed a company, or took in partners. N either the
company nor the partners 'knew about the
subletting, and that was where the trouble
came in. He (Sir Alexander Peacock) also
agreed with the honorable member for
Brunswick with reference to consolidated miners' rights.
He had always
considered that the Minister should have
full control over these matters, in order
that he might be responsible to Parliament,
and be able to reply to any criticism. At
the present time these miners' rights had
furnished a means by which the control
of the Department could be evaded. A
large amount of ground had been taken up
under consolidated miners' rights,. over
which the l"Iin~s Department had no control
whatever, particularly in the North-Eastern
District.
Mr. :McLEOD said he did not want anv
misunderstanding to arise. He understood
that the honorable member for Brunswick
dirl not ask the Committee to make his
clause retrospective, because that would be
utterly improper. He (Mr. McLeod) had
pOinted out that since 1897 these agreements to sublet were illegal, except with
the sanction of the Department. The honorable member could not expect Parliament
to go back now and legislate for claims
under co-operative rights that were entered
upon in fulfilment of agreements that were
perfectly legal at the time, but he (Mr.
McLeod) was prepared to consider whether
these miners' rights claims could not now
be brought under the same provisions as
those which applied to leases.
Mr. McGRATH stated that he was very
pleased that the Minister thad consented
to deal with consolidated miners' rights. In
his (Mr. McGrath's) constituency that was a
burning question to-day. In the case of
the mine at Pitfield that was referred to by
the honorable member for Brunswick, the
miners had put their money and labour into
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it, and supplied the w.hole of the machinery,
and they were now desirous of obtaining
possession of the claim for themselves. At
the same time, they were not anxious to draw
the attention of the Minister to that particular case, because they were afraid that
their present agreement might be forfeited.
'With reference to land held under lease, to
which the provisions of the Act of 1897 applied, he considered that when A sublet
to B, and B complied with the labour covenants, that compliance with the labour
covenants should not exonerate A from his
responsibility in that respect, and the lease
should be forfeited.
Mr. McLEoD.-But if the lease-holder
gets the consent of the Department to do
certain things, then the men employed by
the sub-lessee are counted as complying with
the labour covenant, but not if the leaseholder does not get that consent.
Mr. McGRATH said that the Sebastopol
plateau could not be developed at the present time because of the royalty that was
charged by the holders of the ground. The
late Minister of Mines had refused to give
any assistance in developing that field by
dealing with the water difficulty, so long as
the present condition of things prevailed in
connexion with the leases.
In his (Mr.
McGrath's) opinion it should be laid down
that those lease-holders were not complying
with the labour covenants, and the leases
should be given to those who were working
the land. The same condition of things prevailed right through Ballarat and Sebastopol. In the case of the leases held by Mr.
Pearce miners were prevented from going
on the land, with the result that a large portion of it remained locked up. Before the
third reading of the Bill the Minister should
endeavour to formulate a clause which
would give the companies that were working the leases the right to mine on Crown
lands without being obliged to pay royalty
to some one who had put no capital whatever into the undertaking.
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put in no capital whatever. He would ask
the Minister whether it would not be possible to take action against those persons
who had violated the law in this way.
Mr. McLEOD said he had already stated
that in the only case in which evidence had
belen placed before him he was making rigorous inquiry. It seemed to him that men
'would talk a great deal outside, but refu~e
to give information to the Department.
Where that information was given, and the
charge was proved, the lease would be forfeited. He could not do more.
The clause was withdrawn.
Mr. MACKINNON proposed the following new clause:M. In section sixty-four of the Principal Act,
after the words "Her Majesty" there shall be
inserted the words following:"to occupy and use a site upon which to
erect machinery for mining pUfJ~oses
upon any Crown lands, whether the
same shall or shall not have been demised under the provisions of this or
any other Act heretofore or hereafter to
be in force relating to such leases as
may be granted under this Part, or shall
or shall not be occupied by virtue of a
miner's right or business lIcence, and."

He said the object of this clause was to
enable the lessee of a mine to utilize adjoining Crown lands for the purpose of
a machinery site.
The lessee would have
to obtain a licence for fifteen years, under
section 64 of the Principal Ac~, which
authorIzed the issue of licences to cut races,
obtain water, and so on.
He thought
it would be found that this provision would
·work well. If this' clause were paS'3ed bl'
would move another new clause which would
be necessary to enable the Minister to grant
these licences, and to. regulate them until
such time as he was able to pass regulations in the ordinary way.
Mr. McBRIDE obse.rved that this clause
appeared to have been drafted with. the
view principally of increasing shepherdmg.
If it were agreed to it would be possible
for a company to hold a machinery site for
fifteen years, and during that time no oile
else would be able to use the ground. In
his (Mr. McBride's) opinion Parliament
should not encourage that kind of thing.

l\-Ir. ANSTEY remarked that in the caJse
of consolidated miners' rights the permission
of the Minister was not required to subletting agreements.
In the case of leases,
however, he (1'.1r. Anstey) understood that
those people who sublet without the permission of the Minister were doing someMr. MACKINNON. said that this matter
thing which was absolutely illegal. If that had been brought under his notice as an
were the case, no consideration whatever evil.
He was not personally concerned,
should be shown to the lessees. It had but he understood that it would De found
been pointed out by the honorable member convenient sometimes, in order to work-a
for Grenville that some of those lessees had mine to advantage, to provide a site for
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machinery, or for a tramway, upon a small
Anstey
A licence of .t~at Mr.
piece of Crown land.
Mr. Argyle
kind could not be given now.
The l\lIms- Mr. Beard
ter had no power to do it.
If any damage Mr. H. S. Bennett
was done to the Crown lands over which Mr. J. W. Billson
Mr. Bowser
such a licence was given, compensation Mr.
Bromley
would have to be paid.
Mr. Ewen Cameron
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Tfiere is no compensation in the case of Crown lands.
Mr. McLEOD stated' that this clause
had been carefully considered, and would
not have the effect that was feared by the
honorable member for Kara Kara.
For
instance, there might be no site on the
mine itself that was suitable for the erection
of a battery, and the only available site
near by might be on another lease.
If
the Minister considered that A Company
could e'rect a battery on B Companv's
ground without interfering with B's ope~a
tions in any way, that could be done.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-It
rarely required.

is

very

:Mr. McLEOD said he had gone into the
matter thoroughly with the Secretary for
Mines, who was thoroughly posted up in
all these matters, and with the addition of
a proviso to the next clause, which he
(Mr. :McLeod) would propose, tbere was
no obje,ction to the proposition of the honorable member for Prahran. The proviso
he referred to would relate to cases in
which there was a lease of private property, and the lesse.e wanted to put a battery upon it.
The owner of that property
might have arranged simply for the right
to mine under the land, and not for th~
use of the surface, and the question might
arise who was to receive compensationthe owr.er of the property or the leaseholde:.
Mr. :McBRIDE stated that he remembered one case of a macr..inery site.
This
was the case of the Bell Rock lease at St.
Arnaud. He did not know whether he
would have another opportunity of explaining his position in regard to this clause.
The CHAIRMAN.-There will be a later
opportunity when the question is put that
the new clause be added to the Bill.
The Committee divided on the question
that the new clause be read a second time:Ayes
40
Noes _ ,
2
Ma jorit y for the clause

38

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Sir
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

E. H. Cameron
James Cameron
Carlisle
Duffus
Elmslie
Samuel Gillott
Graham
Hannah
Harris
Hutchinson
Keogh
Kirkwood
Lemmon

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Sir
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Levien
Livingston
Mackey
Mackinnon
McCutcheon
McGrath
McGregor
McLeod
Murray
Outtrim
Alexander Peacock
Prendergast
Robertson
Smith
Solly
Swinburne
\Varde

Tellers.
Mr. Forrest
Mr. Lawson
NOES.

Mr. Gaunson

Tellers.
I Mr. McBride

1\1r. l\lACKINNON movedThat the clause be added to the Bill.

Mr. 'McBRIDE stated that he was sure
. that the Committee did not understand the
vote that had just been given. 'He was sure
the Committee had never come across a case
of this sort. He had known cases where
mining properties that might have been
developed had been locked up simply because of a provision of this sort, which said
that the machine'ry site belonged to the
original owner, and nobody could disturb
it. Whenever he saw anything of this sort
being brought in, he considered it his duty
as the representative of a mining district to
stop it. He had joined with a lot of honorable members in their desire' to do away with
shepherding, and now when those honorable
members got an opportunity of casting a vote
that would strike a greater blow at shepherding than anything else, those honorable
members refused to do so.
1\1r. MACKINNON said that if this new
clause gave rise to shepherding, it would be
through the action of the Ministe.r himself,
because a licence of this sort could not possibly be granted unless the Minister saw that
it ,\;as a fair thing. The Minister now intended to propose that the consent must be
gained of people on adjoi:t:ling Crown
lands.
Mr. GA UNSON remarked that wherever
he believed the best knowledge resided, he
followed. He was quite satisfied that the
honorable member for Kara Kara knew more
about this subject than anybody else in the
Committee, and therefore he followed him.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I thought you
believed in Ministerial responsibility?
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Mr. GAUNSON said this was not a case
of Ministerial responsibility 'but of knowledge, and he was satisfied that the honorable member for Kara Kara could give instances of this sort of thing where no one
else in the Committee could give an in~
.stance.
Mr. SOLLY.-I thought you did not believe in late sittings? Why do not you let
us finish?
Mr. GAUNSON said he ha:d stated that
he did not believe in late sittings, but he
was here to do any work that was to be
done, however late the House sat.
He
still believed it was a great mistake to ask
honorable members to work after ten p.m.,
especially when the sitting began at halfpast two to-day.
The clause was agreed to.
Mr. McLEOD proposed the following
new clause:MM. At the end of section sixty-four of the
Principal Act there shall be added the words : "Provided, further, that before any such
licence shall be granted in respect of any land
alienated from the Crown in fee simple on "r
after the twenty-ninth day of December,. One
thousand eight hundred and eighty-four, or of
any land licensed or leased on or after the said
<late, under any Act relating to Crown lands, with
the right of ::tcquiring the fee-simple thereof, or
'Of any mallee block or mallee allotment in respect of which a lease or perpetual lease is issued, or of any land in respect of which a lease
for the cultivation of wattle trees is issued, the consent, in writing~ of the owner
or oWller and occupier of such lands to
the issu:! of such licence shall be obtained, or
if the applicant be unable to obtain such consent,
the compens,ation for surface damage to be done
to such lands by reason of the granting of such
licence shall be determined as if such lands were
applied for as a mining lease under the provisions
'Of Part II. of the Mines Act 1897, and the amount
of such compensation paid or tendered to the
owner or owner and occupier."
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dealing with licences to erect machinery
for mming ~Jurpose:s, the regulations for
the time being in force under the Principal Act rebting to licen,ces to cut, construct, and use drains, dams, and reservoirs, shall apply as near! y as circumstances will permit to licences to erect
machinery for mining purposes."

He said this was a consequential amendment upon the new clause that he had previously moved. The object was to enable
the Minister to grant licences, before he
took steps to make these regulations, so far
as the present regulations relating to licences
would allow him to do so.
The clause was agreed to.
Mr. SMITH stated that he had circulated the following new clause:F. The percentage payable to the owner by the
tributer shall be based on the following scale : First three pennyweights clear, from three to five
pennyweights five per cent, and one per cent.
additional for each additjonal pennyweight up to
fifteen pennyweights, which latter charge fifteen
per cent., shall not be exceeded, excepting in
C:l!>es where the tributer shall agree to work on
the h::tlves system.

He said he was sorry he could not go on
with this clause, because of the, action of the
Amalgamated Miners' Association in stating
that they could not support it. He trusted
that a provision of this description would be
inserted in the next Mines Bill, because in
the meantime he would take the opportunity
of educating the miners more fully on the
question.
The schedule having been agreed to,
Mr. SMITH stated that he desired to
propose the following new clause:G. It shall be compulsory on the part of the
mine-owner to allow tributers the right of entry
to any pa~ of the workings of any mine held by
the said owner on lease if in such workings no
work has been done by the ~,aid owner for a
period "f three years, providing :1.lway~ that such
entry shall in no way interfere with the working
of the mine.

He said that the reason whv the words
" mallee blocks, or land for th~ cultivation
of wattle trees," were inserted was because
that particular section of the Act provided Earlier in the evening he left the House,
for leases being taken for mallee allotments, understanding that the Bill would not be
and also for the cultivation of wattles. It taken up again until next week, and when he
was therefore necessary to cover the whole came back he found that the Bill had been
ground, to prevent any question arising as proceeded with.
to compensation.
The CHAIRMAN .-1 cannot take any
The clause was agreed to.
new clause now, because I have declared the
Mr. ~IACKINNON proposed the follow- schedule carried. I must ask the honorable
ing new clause:member to deal with the question on the
consideration
of the report.
N. At the end of section seventy-seven of the
'!?rinci!1:.l.1 Act there shall be inserted the followThe Bill was reported with amendments.
ing : "Provided n.lso that until the Governor in
Council shall have made regulations

, The House adjourned at thirteen minutes
to eleven o'clock, until Tuesday, August 30.

Petitions.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, August 30, I9 0 4·

The PRESIDENT took the chair at ten
minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read the
prayer.
PET!TIONS.
Petitions, praying that the Council would
give effect to the expressed wish of the electors in reference to Scripture lessons in
State schools, and that a complete analysis
be made and published of the voting at the
referendum on the introductien 'Of Scripture lessons into State schoels, were presented, by the Hon. W. H. EMBLING, from
residents 'Of Bulla, and frem residents of
Bacchus Marsh and Melton j by the
Hon. D. E. McBRYDE, frem residents
'Of Somerville and Morningten Junctien j by the Hon. R. B. REES, from
residents of Mildura, Hopetoun, Beulah,
Inglewood, Sea Lake, Berriwillock, the
electorate 'Of Mjldura and Swan Hill,
and the Nerth-Western District 'Of Victeria, and alse (in the absence of the
Hon. J. M. Pratt) from residents 'Of Donald, Vectis East, and Horsham j by the
Hon. J. STERNBERG, from residents 'Of
Bendige; by the Hon. A. O. SACHSE, from
residents of the district of Ovens, from
residents of Mansfield and Bonnie Deon,
frem residents of Beechworth, and from
residents of Lake Rowan; by the Hen.
E. J. CROOKE, from residents of Rosedale,
Flynn's Creek, and .Denison j by the
Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD, from residents
of Warrnamoool, from the Warrnambool
Presbyterian Church, from re~dents 'Of
Woodford, frem residents of Heywood, and
from residents of Apollo Bay j by the Hon.
W. PEARSON, from residents of Stratford,
'from re.sidents of Drouin, and from residents 'Of Warragul j by the Hon. T. C.
HARWOOD, from residents of .Geelong, from
residents of Werribee, from residents 'Of
Steiglitz, and from residents of Little
River; by the Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU, from
residents of Echuca, from residents 'Of
Shepparton, from residents 'Of N umurkah,
and from residents 'Of Wunghnu; by
the Hon. J. BALFOUR, from residents of
Auburn, from residents of Armadale, from
residents of Inverleigh, and from residents
'Of Preston; by the Hon. A. McLELLAN,
from residents of Fitzroy; by the Hon. J.
Y. McDONALD, from residents of Scarsdale,
and from residents 'Of Ballarat j by the Hen.
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J. M. DAVIES, from residents of East
:Melbourne j by the Hon. H. W. H. IRVINE,
from residents of Ararat; oy the Hon. W.
LITTLE, from residents of the Ovens district j by the Hon. D. MELVILLE, from residents of Mereland, and from residents of
Northcete j and by the Hon. J. G. AIKMAN,
from residents of Yarraville, and from
residents of Williamstown.
IXCREMENTS TO TEACHERS AND
PUBLIC OFFICERS'.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Last Tuesday l\1r. Evans asked a questien in regard
te prometions in the Public Service, and
I promised, if I ceuld, te answer. it today. It is not on the notice-paper, but .1
propose to answer it now. I have altered
the questions a little, because the honorable
memb~r said he wished to include increments and subdivisional prometiens. The
answer to this question embraces members
of the Public Service, including teachers,
but does net include the Railway Service.
The questions and answers are. What amount will it take this year if every
person eligible for promotion or increment up
to 30th June, 1905, including all those eligible'
in the past who have not been promoted or received increment, are promoted or receive increment ?-Answer-£8,449.
What would be the full amount for a whole
year (many would get it this year only for part of
a year) ?-Answer-Approximately, double the
above sum.

That means if' the prometiens were given
to all eligible, it would be an additional
burden of £16,890 a year.
What is the sum payable this year in respect
of subdivisional promotions and increments made
or given in last year ?-Answer-£7,522,

That is an additional burden this vear
over the subdivisienal promotions anl increments given last year.
SDRPL US REVENUE BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIE S' movedThat the Hon. J, Balfour take the chair as
Acting Chairman of Committees.

The motion was agreed to.
The Heuse then went into Committee
for the further consideration of this Billthe Hon. J. Balfeur in the chair.
Discussion was resumed on the item
"Towards Walhalla railway, £3°,000,"
on which the following amendment had been
moved : That a message be sent to the Legislative
Assembly, suggesting the omission of item No.
6, "Towards Walhalla railway, £30,000."
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The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
he thought all members who intended to be
present to-night were now present. . The
Committee had had a long discussion on
this item, and he thought it was desirable
that a vote should be taken as soon as possible. He ,,"ould like to state that, as an
objection was taken to the motion moved on
the last day of sitting, that a certain gentleman should take the chair, he had thought
it necessary to move that Mr. Balfour should
take the ~hair, fully recognising, however,
that this action on his part meant the loss
of two votes on a division. He did n"ot
desire that this Chamber should exercise
its new powers under the Constitution Act
in regard to making a suggestion on. an occasion when the majority was very small,
for it would necessarily mean that this
Chamber would occupy a very undigni6.ed
position. Members were pretty well equally
divided, and it was quite possible that the
difference caused by moving that Mr. Balfour take the chair, and not another honorable gentleman, who was against the item,
might make the difference in the voting.
Members of another place in dealing with
this matter would consider the strength of
this Chamber. How could this Chamber
stand out if there was a majority of only
one? He thought it would be a great mistake to persist in the objection under the
circumstances. At present a number of
men were employed in connexion with tne
work on this railway. The Premier thought
he was justified in employing these men.
The result would be if this item were
thrown out that these men would be immediately dispensed with, and that would be
a great hardship on them, seeing that they
had been sent up there.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-Have they not
gone out on strike?
The Hon. J. 1\1. DAVIES said he read
in the papers to-day that only a few individuals went on strike, but that they had
gone back to work.
.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT observed
that this question had been discussed during the last three or four evenings that the
House had sat, and he did not think any
further light could be thrown on the subject. Members ,,-ere not favoured with the
report in Hansard last week of the whole
of the evidence taken at the Bar of the
House, although he had hoped that it would
have been published in the last number of
Hansard. He supposed that the strain was
too great on the reporters.
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The Hon. J. 1\1. DAVIEs.-The whole of
the evidence is published in Hansard.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said that a
portion of it then had escaped his notice.
He sa w in Hansard the evidence
taken on the question of the central
railway station, but he did not come
across the evidence taken last week.
It was his loss that he had not had
an opportunity of" seeing it j but, still, he
had a ver" clear recollection of what took
place. This Chamber was now in the position for the first time, in dealing with a
financial matter, of being able to suggest
the elimination of one item' to another
place.
Although members were pretty
equally divided, and they might decide by
a majority of one or "two to send a suggestion to another place, on reviewing the
subject he had come to the conclusion that
they would approach "another place with a
certain degree of weakness. They were not
united. He had not changed his view on
the question, but he was afraid they would
approach another place with a certain degree of w~akness. He bore in mind the
remarks of Mr. Tait, the Chief of the
Railways Commissioners, who said that he
could not recommend the construction of
ten miles of that line unless it were carried to Walhalla. The work had been
commenced, and he believed some £6,000
had been spent on it. Having regard to
the powers of this House, it was not fair,
just, or proper for the Government to commence this work without the sanction of
this House.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-The line was
passed and sanctioned.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said that
Parliament authorized the construction of
the line four years ago. There was a sum
of £30,000 set down in the Bill for a portion of the work, and this Chamber was
asked to sanction that expenditure j but
before they could do so the work had been
commenced. "Tas that fair? Thev were
asked to give their consent, but h h;d been
anticipated. He did not think the Mini·
ster of Public Instruction could uphold the
"Government in this position. Supposing
" the whole £30,000 had been spent, what
would be the use of coming to this House
for its consent? This Chamber had co-ordinate powers with another place j on all questions of finance they had the right, if they
disagreed with the views of the Government, to send a suggestion to another place.
He did not intend to withdraw his proposition, but he would like to see an
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jnfiuential majority in favour of it. . He
would, therefore, ask the Chairman to put
the question for a suggestion being sent to
another place to omit this item from the
schedule.

Bill.

He movedThat it be a suggestion to the Legislative
Assembly that all the words after the word
" Treasurer" be struck out, and the following
words substituted-" into a fund to be dealt with
as Parliament may hereafter direct."

He said that honorable members ·would see
that if this money got into the Trust
Funds, Parliament could not afterwards
deal with it, if the Council's suggestion
was accepted by the other place. Honor12
Ayes
able members might be dissatisfied with the
12
Koes ...
decision the Committee had arrived at, and
after obtaining further information, they
AYES.
might wish to have item 6 agreed to. If
Sir Henry Cuthbert
Mr. Manifold
the money was p"ut into a fund to be dealt
Mr. Edgar
Mr. McLellan
with as Parliament might afterwards direct,
Dr. Embling
Mr. Miller
Mr. Harwood
the money would be available.
Mr. Irvine
Tellers.
The Han. E. MILLER remarked that
Mr. Little
Mr. Aikman
he could understand the £30,000 being
Mr. Luxton
Mr. Evans
carried forward to a fund, but he underNOES.
stood that there would be an excess of the
Mr. Baillieu
Mr. Pitt
surplus to the extent of some £20,000 or
Mr. Brown
Mr. Rees
£3 0 ,000, which he hoped was going to be
Mr. Crooke
Mr. Sachse
paid to the Trust Funds.
If, however;
Mr. Cussen
they agreed to this motion, it would mean
Mr. Davies
Tellers.
Mr. McBryde
Mr. Melville
carrying forward the whole of the balanc·=
Mr. Pearson
Mr. Payne
of the revenue.
They should deal only
with the £30,000 that they were now sugThe ACTING CHAIRMAN (the Hon. J. gesting should be struck out of the Bill.
BALFOUR).-The Committee being equally
The motion was agreed to.
divided, I am bound, in accordance with
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT called atparliamentary usage, to vote with the ayes, tention to clause 5, which was as folin order to give an opportunity for further lows : consideration. The ayes therefore have it.
The Treasurer may, without any authority
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that, other than this Act, apply the said sum of Three
hundred and ninety thousand two hundred and
this motion having been carried, it would five
pounds towards the cost of the works specibe necessarv to make amendments in clauses fied in the schedule to this Act.
4 and 5· .
He said that an amendment was also reo
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT called atten- quired in this clause.
He begged to
tion to paragraph (b) of clause 4, which was moveas follows:That it be a suggestion to the Legislative
The Committee divided on the question-

That a message be sent to the Legislative
Assembly, suggesting the omission of item No.6,
"Towards ·Walhalla Railway, £30,000."

The sum of Three hundred and ninety thousand
. two hundred and five pounds shall be appropriated
to or towards the cost of the works specified in
the schedule to this Act to the amount mentioned
in such schedule.

He movedThat it be a suggestion to the Legislative Assembly that the word "ninety" be struck out,
and the word "sixty" substituted.

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES called attention t<? paragraph (c) of the same clause,
which was as follows:The balance of such excess not appropriated
or used for the purposes aforesaid shall be paid
by the Treasurer to the trustees under the Trust
Funds Act 1897 towards payment of the amount
for which the Treasurer is by such Act authorized
to issue bonds.

Assembly that the word "ninety" be omitted"
and the word "sixty" substituted .

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was reported with suggested
amendments.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the Bill be recommitted for the reconsideration of clauses 4 and 5, and of the schedule.

Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-Do you mean
this evening?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said yes.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT remarked
that he had thought they were about to see
finality. After the last division, when the
Acting Chairman voted with the ayes, he
(Sir Henrv Cuthbert) thought that the Attorney-Gerieral would have been perfectly
satisfied with the Acting Chairman's ruling,.
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and with the decision of the Committee.
But now it seemed that the Attorney-General was not satisfied, and that he wanted
to re-open the whole question, which honorable members had been debating night
after night.
What was the honorable
gentleman's' object?
Did the honorable
gentleman think that he could obtain a majority by discussing this question again this
evening? Surely, after the decision that
the Committee had arrived at, and the report that had been made to the House,
honorable members might have been satisfied with what had been done.
He trusted
that the House would not allow this Bill
to be recommitted. They had· passed every
The other
item with the exception of one.
69 items had been passed.
They were
.now asked to re-open the debate, and go
Honinto the matter again this evening.
orable members ought to remain firm to
their convictions, and be satisfied' with what
was done.
Although the forces were very
equal on each side, it would remain with
the Acting Chairman to again give his
casting vote in the way in which he had
already.
The" Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-He had to do
that as a constitutional act.
Sir HE NR Y CUTHBERT said that the
honorable members on the Government side
must be satisfied that the Acting Chairman
ha d acted' very properl y , efficientl y , and
well, and that the honorable member made
a~1 admirable Chairman.
He trusted that
th("~ honorable member would remain in the
chair during the whole of this discussion,
and that he had no idea of taking French
leave again. Every honorable member would
like to see Mr. Balfour in the chair, because of the admirable way in which he performed his duties.
As to this new posi.
tion that the Attorney-General had taken
up, it was to be hoped that the House
would' not· agree to the debate being renewed. They had all made up their minds,
and nothing that could be said could influence honorable members in the slightest
degree.
He regretted that his colleague,
Mr. McDonald', was not present this evening, because that honorable member was
a sfrenuous supporter of the views which
he (Sir Henry Cuthbert) and others held.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-There is Mr.
Stuart absent on our side.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said that
l\1r. McDonald was in the House at about
balf-past 4 o'clock, and if the honorable
member had been present at the division he
would have relieved the Acting Chairman
from any embarrassment.
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The Hon. W. H. EMBLING stated that
he regretted the position that the AttorneyGeneral had taken up.
They had been debating this question for many d'ays, and
everyone knew that the House was evenly
divided, and that one vote would turn the
scale.
To ask that the Bill be recommitted was simply with the idea, apparently,
that if there were a straight vote of all the
honorable members on the other side, they
could reverse the decision.
He could assure honorable members that he and' others
were honestly and conscientiously opposing
this line, because they were not convinced
by the arguments used in its support
that it would be a good work. He
wou I d also point out to the House that
sending this suggestion would not do away
with this railway.
It would merely give
the Assembly time to reconsider their decision.
That the Council should do this,
was their right. They were not interfering
with the powers of the other House.
The Council was merely saying that they
were so evenly divided on this question that
they thought the Assembly should have a
chance of reconsidering the matter, in order
to see whether their former decision was
right. To recommit the Bill would re-open
the whole question, and it would mean another night's debate. He thought the Attorney-General should accept the position,
and allow the other House to reconsider
their decision. If the other House sent back
word that, after reconsidering the whole
question, they thought the railway ought to
be built, then the Council would have to reconsider their own decision.
The House divided on the motion for the
recommital of the BillAyes
13
Noes ...
13
AVES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

BaiIlieu
Balfour
Brown
Crooke
Cussen
Davies
McBryde

I

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Melville
Pearson
Pitt
Hees
Tellers.
Mr. Payne
Mr. Sachse

NOES.

Mr. Aikman
Sir Henry Cuthbert
Dr. Embling
Mr. Evans
Mr. Harwood
Mr. Irvine
Mr. Little

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Luxton
Manifold
McLellan
Miller
Tellers.
Mr. Abbott
Mr. Edgar

The PRESIDENT.-The House being
equall y: divided, it is my duty to vote
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with the Ayes, for further consideration.
I, therefore" declare the motion carried.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved-,- .
That the Hon. \V. H. Embling take the chair
as Acting Chairman of Committees.

Sir HENRY CUTHBERT movedThat- the Hon. D. Melville take the chair
as Acting Chairman of Committees.
'

The PRESIDENT.-The question is,
that the Hon. Dr. Embling take the
chair as Acting Chairman of Committees.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-Cannot you
take an amendment, :Mr. President?
The PRESIDENT.-I have to put the
name of the Hon. Dr. Embling first.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said he
wished to stat'e his position.
The PRESIDENT.-I am afraid I
must interrupt the honorable member. He
is not yet elected to the position.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said that
he wished to expJain his position before
the question was put to the vote.
The PRESIDENT.-I will lirst ask
if any honorable member wishes to propose
any other honorable member?
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said he had
already intimated that it was his desire to
nominate the Hon. D. Melville for the position of Acting Chairman of Committees. Mr.
Melville was a man of very great experience,
and knew more about railways than most
honorable members, having been connected
with the Railways Standing Committee
since its inception.
He trusted that a
majority of honorable members would vote
for Mr. :Melvil.le.
The Honse divided on the question that
the Hon. W. H. Embling take the chair
as Acting Chairman of CommitteesAyes
14
Noes
13
Majority for Dr. Embling
AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Balfour
Brown
Cussen
Davies
McBryde
Melville
Payne
Pearson

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Pitt
Rees
Sachse
Sternberg

Tellers.
Mr. Baillieu
Mr. Crooke
NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Sir
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.

Abbott
Aikman
H. Cuthbert
Edgar
Embling
Evans
Harwood

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Little
Luxton
McLellan
Miller
Tellers
Mr. Irvine
Mr. Manifold

I
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The House then went into Committee
for the reconsideration of clauses 4 and
5, and item 6 in the schedule, "Towards
Walhalla Railway, £30,000 "-the Hon.
W. H. Embling in the chair.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES drew attention to item No. 6 in the schedule, "Towards Walhalla Railway, £30,000," and
moved~

That the resolution suggesting the omission of
item No. 6 be rescinded.

Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said he
thought honorable members would have
heard some fresh argument from the At·
torney-General in favour of this pet item
of his.
By hook or by crook the honorable gentleman wanted to have this item
passed without a sugges60n being made to
another place, but he (Sir Henry Cuthbert) thought, as honorable members were
so equally divided, that it would be well
to give another place an opportunity of
considering all the evidence that had bee!'}
taken in this Chamber in connexion with
this proposed railway, and the arguments
that were adduced by Mr. Crooke and the
Minister of Public Instruction, who delivered two magnificent orations in support of this line. He had never heard
either honorable member to greater advantage.
He would not say that -they
got up for the purpose of shortening the
discussion on the subject, but in order
to give the Committee local information
with respect to the proposed railway. He
would like to know if l\ir. Crooke would
be prepared to take many shares in
this project if a syndicate was formed to
construct the Walhalla railway?
He was
afraid the honorable member would look
at the proposal in a different light as a
private individual from the light in which
he viewed it as a public representative. Of
course, the honorable member was bound
to regard the line from his constituents 1
point of view,
and
he was not
at all surprised that Mr. Crooke supported the views of his constituents. If he
(Sir Hem,y Cuthbert) resided in the Walhalla district, and represented it in the
Legislative Council, he supposed he would
be very much inclined to take the same rosv
view of improvements that would probably
occur if this line were constructed.
The Hon. E .. J. CROOKE.-The Walhalla
people offereCl security.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said he
thought the Council should allow another
place to have an opportunitv of reconsidering this question. Betweeri now and next
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Walhalla might gr.eatly improve, as far as
mining was concerned, and the present Government might still be in office then. If
this project were meanwhile postponed, the
£30,000 would not be foolis.hly spent, but
left in the hands of the Treasurer of the
day and if the Railwavs Commissioners,
aft~r inspecting the route of the proposed
line, could assure Parliament that it was
likely to be a paying line, no one would be
more delighted to cast a vote in favour of
its construction than himself. The debate
and discussion of this question had been
carried on with good humour on each side
all through, not an unpleasant word having
been said by any honorable member. ~he
Attorney-General was probably depend1l1g
in a great measure on the assistance ?e was
likely to obtain from the representat~ves of
the Bendigo district, in support of hIS proposal on the present occasion.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR expressed the
opinion that Sir Henry Cuthbert must
really feel great satisfaction at the deliverance he was going to get through the
Legislative Council being saved from takin 'Y up an undignified position. Personally,
heo was perfectly certain that honor,able
members who had voted against the Walhalla line had done so under' the conviction that they were taking the right course.
They did not want this railway to be made,
because they believed its construction would
not be wise, and would be a mistake. On
the other hand, honorable members would
recollect the speech of Sir Henry Cuthbert
to-night, when he refused to withdraw J?lS
amendment, but said he regretted exceedingly that it should be passed by such a
small majority that it would not carry
weight in another place. When Sir Henry
Cuthbert found that it was only carried by
a majority of one-and that the Chairman's
casting vote-he must have' come to the conclusion that there was no chance of the first
suggestion of the Legislative Coundl be.ing
sent to another place, backed up by sucn a
majority.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-No.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he was
sure he had correctly interpreted the honorable gentleman's real feeling in the matter.
One-half of the Council present thought the
'Valhalla line should be constructed, while
the other half thought it should not j but as
honorable members were so very evenly
divided would it be to the advantage of
this Chamber to send a suggestion to another place, the first time they had

•
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the opportunity of doing so in connexion with a Money Bill, backed up
by a majority of one?
Would it
not be undignified?
\Vould the Cmmcil
not be certain to get this item back again,
and would not their action produce a very
•
bad effect?
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-A very g()od
eff.ect, I should think.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he was
surprised to hear that interjection. Whichever side he might have been on, he certainly would not have liked to see the Council's first suggestion under the new Constitution in connexion with the proposed expenditure of money sent to another place on the
casting vote. of the Chairman, and he
thought Sir Henry Cuthbert should consIder
it a sort of godsend tha·t his amendment
would not be carried now, even with the
casting vote of the Chairman.
The Hon. H. W. H. IRVINE stated that
he could not agree with the remarks of Mr.
Balfour. He did not see that there would
be anything undignified in doing what Sir
Henry Cuthbert proposed.
Those honorable members who were opposing the construction of the Walhalla line were taking
that course because, in their honest and
conscientious opinion, the construction of
the line would be a serious mistake. Many
of the younger members of the Council had
had a lesson in tactics to-night, and also
last week, in connexion with this item.
On this occasion those honorable members
who were opposing the line were defeated.
He would ask the Committee whether, on
calmly reviewing the matter as business
men, they thought it was right to support
the construction of this railway? If they
did not think it right they should oppose
it.
Was there any business man who
would spend one cent of his own money on
this railway? Was there a single honorable member who would put his own money
into, the line with any expectation of getting it back?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he rose
to a point of order.
The honorable member had just said that there was not one
honorable member who, if he put his
money into this railway; would expect to
get a cent of it back again.
The inference was that honorable members were
voting against their judgment when they
supported the line.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
W. H. EMBLING).-I do not see any point
of order in that statement.
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The Han. J. M. DAVIES said that Mr.
Irvine had implied that honorable members
were voting against their judgments.
The Hon. H. W. H. IRVINE said he
was only contendirig that commercial men
would not put their money into this undert"aking.
In the same way he believed that
honorable members would object to put their
own money into it, although they were willing to put into it the money of the State.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he must
again object to the remark of the honorIf it was not an imputaable member.
tion on the honesty of honorable members
he (NIr. Davies) did not know what was.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
W. H. EMBLING).-I do not think the honorable member was referring to any particular members of the ,Committee.
I think
he was speaking generally.
The Hon. H. W. H. IRVINE said he
had been about to add, when the AttorneyGeneral interrupted him, that though honorable members would not put their own
money into this undertakin!! they-were willing to put in the money of the State, with
the view of developing the resources of the
State at a later period.
He (Mr. Irvine)
believed that honorable members were quite
conscientious in the position they took up,
but he still believed that they would hesitate before putting in their own money.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I deny that.
The Hon. H. 'W. H. IRVINE said it
He himself
was a matter of opinion.
would not do it, because he could not see
any likelihood of the line paying working
expenses or the interest on the outlay.
Looking at the matter from the point of
view of the interests of the general taxpayer he was totally opposed to the construction of the line at the present time, because he did not believe it was a good thing
for the country.
The Committee had
heard the evidence at Mr. Black, who, he
(Mr. Irvine) considered, gave his evidence
in the most straightforward manner.
Several HONORABLE MEMBERS.-Oh!
The Han. E. J. CROOKE.-You must have
a strange i,cea of straightforwardness.
The Hon. H. W. H. IRVINE said that
Sir Henry Cuthbert asked Mr. Black as
to the character of the land, for five miles
on each side of the line, and the witness
gave straightforward answers in a very intelligent manner. He said that all the first
class land was gone, and he did not believe
the second and third ·class land would be
selected, because the selectors could not afford to have that landt loaded. If any evidence was worth anything, surely it was'

the evidence of an officer like Mr. Black.
Then the Committee had the opinion of the
Chairman of the Railways Commissioners
that if the line was to be stopped at ten
miles it would be better to leave it alone
altogether. Mr. Tait looked at the matter
as a business man, and he wanted the line
to pay, not only working expenses, but also
interest on the cost. In addition to that,
the Engineer of Existing Lines said that it
would cost £60 per mile per annum to keep
the line in repair, and at the expiration of
ten years it would require £100 per mile
for renewals. As Sir ~enry Cuthbert had
pointed out, the Premier intended to charge
the Commissioners 4~ per cent., so that the
annual loss on the line, instead of being
£700, as estimated !by the Railways Standing Committee, would be £2,000 per annum, without taking into ,account the cost
of keeping the line in repair afterwards.
Honorable members were told that at the
present time one coach a day was sufficient
to convey the passengers to Walhalla. Mr.
Pearson said there were private vehicles as
well, and at odd times two coaches. I3ut
even if it took three coaches per day to
carry the passengers, that would not justify'
a loss of £2,000 per annum in the working
of the line. As to the mining prospects of
the district,. it was well known ~hat the
Walhalla district had been exploited in
every direction for many years. It was true'
that it was a wonderfull v auriferous country, but if there were many bonanzas there
some of them would have 'been discovered,
It was not at all likely that
long ago.
the railway' would attract much population
to that part of Gippsland, and he could not
agree with those who thought that the line
would derive much revenue from either the
passenger or the goods traffic. It was well
known that the mines obtained their firewood>
by means of their own tramways, and 'he,
was informed by an honorable member who
had a good know ledge of the district that
within the last six months these tramways
had been extended, and the mines had their
own trucks and locomotives at work. It was
well known that with good management a
private company was able to convey firewood
by means of its own tramways at a cheaper
rate than could be done by the Government.
The Han. W. PITT.-At 345.. a cord.
The Han. H. W. H. IRVINE said it
only' cost from I8s. to 22S. a cord, and
that ,vas not exorbitant in that part of the
State.
He wanted now 'to consider the
question from another point of view.
There had been' a lot of talk about forest
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conservation, and about weeding out the bad
timber and keeping the good timber. ~1r.
Melville had spoken about trees that were
worth £4 an acre, so that the timber on
60,000 acres would be worth £240,000.
In connexion, however, with the Ballarat
waterworks reserves, which were planted
between thirty and forty years ago, the
timber was now worth £270 or £280 per
acre.
If such a large quantity of valuable timber existed near "Yalhalla, why
should it not be conserved as a natiomil
asset, instead of being thrown open for
selection?
The first thing the selector
would do was to ring the timber and deThis land was not suitable for
stroy it.
closer .;;ettlement, and the timber upon it
should be preserved in the interest of
future generations.
As a business man;
he would oppose the construction of the
line, and would use every endeavour to
prevent such a was~e of public money. The
Council was now a reformed House under
an amended Constitution, and honorable
members had been returned there in the interest of economy and wise administration.
"Vas it wise administration to spend money
like this?
His own opinion was that it
was utterly wrong to allow the Bill to be
recommitted in connexion with this item.
He had no doubt that the numbers were
against those honorable members who
thought with him on the subject, but he
wishe'd to enter his protest against the proposal, because he was satisfied that it ,~as
not for the public good.
He spoke with
a genelal knowledge of what it would cost
to clear land and to open up country like
that which was to be found along the proposed line. As the experts told the Committee last week, the construction of the
line would not mean the settlement of
many more families.
It might mean an
extra population of 200 or 300, or it might
mean a lot less.
With the present prices
of produce this land was not suitable fOT
stttiement.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-Have you
ever seen it?
The Hon. H. "Y. H. IRVINE said he
had travelled over every part of it. Some
of it was good, and the bulk of it was fair,
but it was not country that was fit for
settlement at the present time. In other
words, though this was a district with
gre3.t possibilities, the time was not cpportune for a railwav of this kind.
\Vhen
the proper time came he would be quite
ready to support the line, because he fully
recogniserl th:1t the people residing in the
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district should have a railway if ClfClll1lstances warranted it. At present he was
decidedl y of the opinion that circumstances
did not warrant it, and, therefore, he
hoped that the item would be struck out.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR expressed the
opinion that honorable members had given
the fullest consideration to this important
proposal. It seemed to him that there was
a lack of sincerity in the position that had
been placed before the Committee, as to
the paying of this particular line, and its
reproductiveness to the State. A considerable amount of light had now been thrown
upon the proposal, and there had not been
on'::! argument advanced which, in his
opinion, would justify him in supporting
the construction of the line. The facts
and figures put forward had not been such
as to warrant such an undertaking in the
interests of the State. One fact that had
influenced him very considerably was that
Mr. Abbott, who had been a member of the
Railways Standing Committee when the
line was considered by that body, was decidedly opposed to the construction of this
railway. As a new member, he (Mr. Edgar)
was greatly influenced by the attitude
which an honorable member of Mr. Abbott's
experience had assumed.
The Hon. E. J. CRooKE.-What about
Mr. Melville?
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said he understood that Mr. Melville was a Minister of
the Crown at the time, and ,\,as not a member of the committee when this line was
considered. The Council had placed upon
Mr. Abbott the responsible duty of dealing
with the question as a member of the Railways Standing Committee. That honorable
member had brought his wisdom and long
experience to bear upon it, and he was
absolutely opposed to the construction of
the line. Then the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners had been brought to
the Bar of the House. That gentleman had
been imported at tremendous cost to manage our railways. If honorable members
had a mar!ager or a foreman, would they
thrust upon him some undertaking which
he, with his better know ledge, considered
would not be in the best interests of his
employers?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-Mr. Tait
gave no opinion.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR .said that Mr.
Tait gave a very strong opinion.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-In what
way?
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The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said. Mr. tained that that gentleman was an honest
Tait had stated that he had not seen the witness, and gave a sincere and genuine
country, and knew nothing about it, but he opinion.
also said that he would not recommend the
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE.-Mr. Black
construction of the first ten miles, which, said the line would pay.
.
in the opinion of honorable members, was
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said Mr.
the portion of the line that was most likely Black stated emphatically that the land
to pay.
would not bear loading up to 30s. an acre.
The Hon. E. J. CRooKE.-Unless the
The Hon. D'. E. McBRYDE.-He said it
line T{aS continued.
would pay.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said that
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-Yes, if new
surely Mr. Tait should have something to populatIon was brought there; but the bulk
say about such an important proposal affect- of the land in that district was fit onlv for
ing the railways. He should be able to say grazing purposes.
whether he was in favour of having this
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Mr. Black said
line t.hrust upon him. He (Mr. Edgar) it was fit for agricultural settlement.
believed that if this line were constrlucted
The Hon. "V. H. EDGAR said that the
Mr. Tait would take it upon himself to whole trend of Mr. Black's evidence supclose it up again, as he had done in many ported his (Mr. Edgar's) contention.
It
other instances.
was well known that there were other areas
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-He could not in this State which were more likely to atdo that.
tract population than the Walhalla district.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said that if The Government were endeavouring now
Mr. Tait did not have that power it was a to settle people on the land, and there were
great pity. He understood Mr. Tait's evi- advantages to be derived within a reasondence to mean that in his opinion and a.ble distance of Melbourne, without going
the opinion of his officers, the line should nght away to Walhalla, where there seemed
not be constructed.
The Committee had to be very little prospect of successful
He believed that the whole
also heard the evidence of an expert from settlement
the Lands Department, and that evidence conviction of the officers of the Railway
was in direct opposition to the evidence Department, and of Mr. Black, was against
He UvIr. Edgar) this line.
given by the Premier.
would ask honorable members whether thev
The Hon. R. B. REEs.--':"'They have no
.
did not consider that the Premier ha~i convictions.
painted a very rosy picture of this line?
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said they had
The Hon. H. W. H. IRVINE.-He did. opinions, and he thought those opinions were
There
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said that was backed up by honest convictions.
about the kindest thing that anyone could seemed no likelihood whatever of the line
That paying as the result of carrying passensav about the Premier's evidence.
evidence ha.d not been supported one iota gers. The miners themselves were not in
at position to travel much.
by the expert evidence of Mr. Black.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-That is a matThe Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Yes, it has,
so far as rega:rds the increased population. ter of opinion.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said the only
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said that: if
railway lines were to be built on the anti- opportunity that the farmer or the miner had
cipations of increased population in that of travelling on the railways was by means
particula'f district, he was afraid that the of special excursions, when the fares were
results would be altogether disappointing. considerably reduced. Looking at the matter impartially, after having weighed the
The Hon. VV-. PITT.-What was the line evidence and having listened to the reto Ballarat built for?
marks of those who were competent to judge,
The Hon. ¥l. H. EDGAR said that he was unable to see that this line was likely
when that line was built, there were almost to repay interest on the cost of construcas many people at Ballarat as there were tion. Therefore, he was unable to nail
to-dav. To his mind, the effect of rvfr. his colours to the mast, and say that he
Black's evidence was that, in the interest could conscientiously vote in favour of the
ot the State, the Walhalla line sho"uld not construction of the line. In view of the
be constructed.
It was true that Mr. present financial outlook of the State, it
Black was a little confused, but he main- behoved honorable members to consider the
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posItIOn very' carefully when a proposal
came before them to expend £129,000 upon
a line of railway.
The Han. R. B. REEs.-You voted for the
huge expenditure at Flinders-street.
The Han. W. H. EDGAR said he did
not regard that as a huge expenditure. It
was an expenditure that was justified by
the Railways Standing Committee, and it
had been pointed out that the undertaking
would pay full interest on the outlay. He
. would like to ask Mr. Rees whether he
saw any prospect at all of this line paying
interest?
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Most certainly
I do, besides opening up a splendid tract
of country.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said that if
he were convinced that it was a splendid
tract of country, he would vote for the line.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Mr. Black's evidence shows that.
The Han. W. H. EDGAR said that, in
his opinion, Mr. Black's evidence was quite
the other way.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Mr. Black said
there were 60,000 acres of first class landforest I and.
The Han. W. H. EDGAR said it was no
use for him to take up much further time.
These were his convictions, based upon the
opinions of experts.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-And they
are subject to alteration.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said that he
did not see how they could be subject to
alteration unless the matter was referred
back to the Rail ways Standing Committee.
It was far better for the Council to halt
and to satisfy themselves fully before they
agreed to the expenditure of this amount
of money. If it was possible for the Government to accept the proposal to refer
the question back to the Railways Standin,tr, Committee, in order that further light
might be thrown upon it, he believed the
country would be better satisfied, as well as
the Council.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-The Railways
Standing Committee carried the line by s"ix
votes to two.
The Han. W. H. EDGAR said that that
occurred Lur years ago, and circumstances had considerably altered since then.
A reformed House had been elected, there
was a new Railways Standing Committee,
there were new Railways Commissioners,
and the whole of the circumstances of the
district itself had changed. The Committee
should look very closely into the question
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of cost, and examine the reports of the
Railways Standing Committee. The report
on the Colac to Beech Forest railway, issued 1st December, 1898, contained the
following: In the report of the 18th August, 1896, on the
question of selecting localities for the permanent
survey of narrow-gauge lines, the committee
stated that" the Beech Forest is a district where
an experiment might be made with a 2ft. 6in.
gauge railway to open up the country, and to
enable the selectors who have taken up land in
the forest to utilize the very valuable timber on
their holdings instead of destroying it by ringing,
as is done at present." After very careful inquiry, and several visits to the district to inspect
the various rival routes advocated, the committee
recommended that the permanent survey should
start from Colac, and that the line should terminate near Gardiner's, in the forest; the direct
route, adjacent to the present road, being followed between Colac and the proposed terminus.
The permanent survey has since been completed,
and the railway has been remitted to the committee in pursuance of the previous recommendation. The line, as surveyed, is 29'8 miles in
length; ruling gradient, I in 30.

The matter was carefully considered by the
Railways Standing Committee, and Mr.
Trenwith movedThat the committee recommends the construe.
tion of a 2ft. 6in. gauge railway from Colac to
Beech Forest as the last of the trial narrow-gauge
lines, provided the cost shall not exceed £60,000,
and, provided further, that special rates be
charged on the railway until it pays working expenses and interest on the cost of construction.

This was something for honorable members
to think over.
The Railways Standing
Committee recommended the making of
that line a distance of about 30 miles for
£60,000, or about half of what it wac;
proposed to spend on the Moe to Walhalla
line.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-That cost was
doubled afterwards.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that
statement about the Colac to Beech Forest
line costing double what the Railways
S'tanding Committee estimated had been
repeated more than once, and it ought to
be corrected. The total capital cost of the
line up to T902-3 was £68,000, of·which
£6,000 was due to the increase of the pay
of the men from 6s. 6d. to 7s. a day. The
Railways Standing Committee reduced the
great expenditure that the officers of the
Department proposed for the Colac to
Beech Forest line to £60,000.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFoLD.-They have
had to spend it since.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said the honorable member was mistaken in saying that.
The capital cost of the line had not been
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more than £68,200 or £68,300, of which
£,6,000 was due to the cause he had
stated.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said that evidently disposed of that point~ for M.r.
1\lelville, who was a member of the RaIlways Standing Committee, gave it as his
straight-out opinion that the Colac to
Beech Forest line had not cost more than
£68,000.
Therefore that line was constructed at a cost of about £,2,000 per
mile.
Why, then, the Walhalla railway
was to cost double the amount was something that the light of the Railways Standing Committee should be let in upon.
The Hon. J. H. ABBOTT.-It is more
difficul t country.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR asked if the
country was 50 per cent. more difficult?
Honorable members who favoured the Walhalla line had dwelt particularly upon the
mining development oof the place. He was
not going to underrate the value of mining
in that district, but he did not see that the
prospects of th€ ,mines there were sufficient
to warrant an outlay of £'129,000. How
could Mr. Melville reconcile his support of
this proposal with his attitude on the Railways Standing Committee that the Beech
Forest line should be constructed for about
£,2,000 per mile? There was a very wide
and marked discrepancy which called for
close investigation between the figures in
these two cases.
He trusted that honorable members would pause before they allowed that discrepancy to be overlooked,
and that they would give the Railways
Standing IComrr:ittee an opportunity of
throwing further light upon it.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN expressed the
. opinion that this new House was making a
very bad rule indeed.
He was sorry to
see the Government taking up the position
they were taking up over this Bill. The
other night when there was a decided majority against the line, deliberate "stonewalling" was indulged in by both sides.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Is it right to
refer to honorable members" stone-walling"?
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
W. HI. E,MBLING).-I do not think the
honorable member referred to any particular member.
I think he referred to the
whole Committee.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said it was
a blot on the Government policy of this
session that they were sticking to a proposal which they must know full well was
not in the interests of this country, that was
going to show an enormous loss, and that
had nothing in its favour whatever.
The
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estimated cost of the Beech Forest line was
£,60,000, and partly through an increase
of 6d. per day in the men's wages, another
.£8,000 was put on to that, making the
total of £68,000 for 30 miles. How were
the Government going to reconcile that with
spending .£1,30,000 on about 26! miles of
t his line to Walhalla with an increase of
12~ per cent. on top of that, as Mr. Norman told the Committee the other night?
Honorable members were told that this line
would open up the country, and put some
hundreds of families on to the land. Mem·
bers of the Council were supposed to be
reasonable business men, who understood
a little bit about finance, and who would
legislate in the interests of the ,vhole country, and yet they were being asked now to
spend the whole of that money on a decreased popUlation.
The only point worth
arguing about was the advantage the line
would give to the enormous mining country
of Walhalla, and yet he found that if the
one mine that the WalhaIla people had
there now was going to strike die gold, the
other mine would lose it, so that they could
never get two mines paying there at one
and the same time.
He had that on the
very best authority.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Both
°mines have been working the same make
of stone for some time.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he could
prove his statement, ana. would challenge
Mr. Baillieu to disprove it. The stone was
just on the boundary, and if it had gone
down a little more, the other mine would
The other night Mr. Crooke
have lost it.
ma,de a ma.gnificent speech, one of the
very best speecI1es he had heard in this
House.
I t was full of matter that deserved the weightiest consideration, but
underneath the whole of it honorable members could s~e that 1\-1r. Crooke had an unconscious bias.
The honorable member
had lived theJe, and knew all parts of the
country, and he naturally wanted to see a
railway to the place in which he had taken
such a very great interest.
Yet he was
positive that if Mr. Crooke took honorable
members over that land, and showed them
that rough country, and was asked what
was going to be raised from it, and the
stock that could be kept there, the honorable member would admit that although
he would like to see a railway line built
there, he could not see what advantage
The
it was going to be to the country.
Government were putting the young members of this Bouse in a most unfair posi-
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tion.
Those young members were more
than anxious to do everything they could
to push on the Government policy, and to
strengthen their hands as a first-class Government with backbone, who were going
to give work to the workless, and to put
the country into the position which it ought
to have occupied for a long time.
Yet the
Government deliberately put the young members oJ the House into what they c£!.lled
opposition.
They deliberately said to him
late the other night, when he asked that
progress be reported-and this waS the
first time that he had ever made that
request - that they would not agree
to
it,
and
that
no
fresh
information would be given.
Why was this?
It was because the Government were going
to snatch a chance victory, because they
knew that some members who were opposed
to the railway had gone away, thinking that
there would be no division. The Government were going deliberately to snatch a
victory,. knowing that the public and
the majority of the members of the Council
were against the line. The position was
exactly the same to-night. ~lthough members were away whose presence would. completel y turn the scales, the Government
were going to snatch a victory, and it
would go forth to the country that the Government had won by one vote. Vias that
a fair thing for the Government of the
day to do, particularly when this line was
going to be paid for out of the money that
had been earned by the people of this
country?
The Hon. J. ~L DAvIEs.-If all the
members were here there would not be a
majority against the item.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he would
like to have the names. The list that had
been shown to him was quite different. Why
not postpone this question to a full House,
and have it decided on its merits? If the
Government agreed to that he would SIt
down at once. Those opposed to the line
wanted to have the matter discussed fully
and fairly, but they found all sorts of intrigues going on, which were a disgrace to
a legislative body like the Council. Such
things never happened in a little sulburban
or up-country council, and yet in a big
legislative body like this, where the members were sent in to save the monev of the
country, and to watch over the 'interests
of the people, thev found the Government
moving that Dr. Embling should take the
chair in order to take a vote awav from
the other side. Was that a fair position to
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put honorable members in, and was that
doing justice to this great country, which
had now got seventeen railways closed up
because they were not paying?
The Hon. R. B. REES . -You are not
doing justice to it.
The Hon. J. G. AIKi\1:AN asked why
Mr. Rees was supporting this line, that
he knew in his own heart and his own soul
must result in a loss, when he had such a
vast amount of country in his own district
where the settlers had crops and could not
get them to market?
The Hon. R. B. REES.-YOU do not
know my heart or my soul.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he
thought he could read the honorable member as well as any honorable member here,
and he thought he had a good estimation of the honorable member's character, and of the honorable member's
opllllOns about this line.
There were
thousands of people in the honorable member's own district who could not get their
produce to market, and yet the hononble
member was going to vote for this line, because the Government said the land would
be taken up. How could Mr. Rees justify
that position? How could the Government
say that they were going to build a line to
put people on to this land when there were
alread y thousands of acres of better land
with railways nearer to it, where the settlers
could not get proper facilities for sending their produce to market.
The J:Ion. W. L. BAILLIEU.-It surery
proves that 1\1r. Rees is not here to wheel
his own barrow for his own constituency.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said Mr.
Rees was here to do his best for the whole
country. A great cry had been made that
a couple of hundred men would be thrown
out of work if the Council did not pass
this line. I f the Government were really
sincere in that statement, why did they
send ..(20,000 to England for a sandpumping dredge, while the people in Williamstown, South Melbourne, and Port
Melbourne were starving in hundreds?
The Hon. W. PITT.-How much would
they get out of the construction of that
dredge? Half of it would be imported stuff.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said the
same argument as applied to the dredge
applied to the Walhalla line.
The Hon. W. PITT.-There are IS0
men there at work clearing the way for the
line.
The Hon. J. G. AllC'MAN said IS0 men
would be benefited bv the construction of
the dredge in Melbou~ne.
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The Hon. W. PITT.-There would be
about ten employed on it.
The Han. J. G. AIKMAN said that Mr.
Pitt must know better than that. He would
pit his knowledge against that of the honorable member on this subject. He had
had experience in the building 6f dredges
in this country, and he knew the same
dredge could be built here, and built better,
and give employment to our own artisans.
Yet the Government had deliberately sent
that money out of the country, and now
told honorable members that if they did
not pass this railway to-night all these
men would have to be discharged. If the
Council had to pass a line which was going
to cost £130,000, with I2! per cent. on the
top of that, to enable 1,500 people to reach
town when they wanted to, when the line
was going to show a loss of at least £2,000
a year, in order to give employment to
about 150 men for a few months in the
year, then it would be better for Parliament to be shut up altogether. How could
:Mr. Melville reconcile his vote for this line
with his attitude on the Railways Standing
Committee towards the Beech Forest line?
In Tasmania, in exactlv the same kind of
district, 31 miles of the Dundas railway
was built for under £60,000, and in Victoria 30 miles of the Beech Forest railway,
of exactly the same character, and in exactly the same kind of district, was built
for ,1:60,000. "\Vh". then, was £5,000 a
mile to be spent on this line to Walhalla?
The Hon. W. S. MANIFoLD.-We are going to build it safe. The Beech Forest
was not safe.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said that Mr.
Melville had stated that the Beech Forest
line had not cost more than £68,000 altogether. . Why should the Walhalla line
cost £5,000 a mile? .
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-You have
been told over and over again.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he had
not been told the reason. He had never
been to Walhalla, but he had taken the
greatest interest in rela'ding up this question, he had seen the maps and he had seen
people who lived in the district, but he could
not find a single one who recommended the
line. Some honorable members with mining instincts were going to vote for the line,
because it was to go to a mining town. He
would like some member of the Railways
Standing Committee to give further information On the matter. He trusted the Government would refer this matter to the
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Railways Standing Committee again, so
that further evidence might be taken.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Mr. Melville
knows the country, and has been over the
line.
The Hon. J. G. AIKlviAN said that if
Mr. Melville, after further inquiry as a
m~mber of the Railways Standing Commlttee, recommended the line, he would
vote for it. He hoped the proposal would
be a'djourned for the present, for he and
others who desired to have it adjourne'd had
nothing to gain personally.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-The honorable member opposed the motion to report
progress the other night.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-Why was
that?
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-Because you
were in a majority.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said that
when the Attorney-General moved that the
Hon. Dr. Embling take the chair, he (Mr.
Aikman) saw what was on, and moved
that Mr. Melville take the chair. He naturally thought that the amendment would be
put first, but he was outdone. He did not
want to see any chance division taken.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Not when
you are in a minority.
The Hon. J. G. AIK:MAN said his only
desire was to see the best thing done for the
country, and it was with the utmost reluctance that he opposed a Government
measure, because he recognised that the present Government were doing the iJest they
could for the country. . He could not
blindly vote for a proposal that was going.
to be such a fiasco as this. Honora bie
members should be given another opportunity to vote on this question, and th(:re
was plenty of other business to go on wit~L
He therefore hoped that this matter WOllld
be postponed for the present. It was exceedingly objectionable to have to refer to
anything of a personal nature, but it '.vas a
fact that members were not present r.cm'who ought to be, and one me'mber "'lS not
present now who was in the Chamber this
afternoon.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he wished
to explain that when it was proposed to
t.ave narrovv-gauge railways, the idea was to
cut down considerablv the cost which was
involved in constructi'ng broad-gauge railAfter a good deal of trouble,
ways.
particularly in this House, the Government were enabled to make' a test.
In connexion with the Beech Forest proposal, lhf; Railways Standing Committee
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took the trouble to go to Tasmania to see
the Dundas railway, which was constructed
When the
for about £1,9°0 a mile.
committee returned they insisted on having
the Railwav Department's figures set
aside, and fixed the price for the Beech
Forest line at .£60,000.
That line of
lailway had to be constructed for £60,000,
Or else there was to be no railway.
In·
stead of being opposed to cheap narrowgauge railways, he had always b€:en one
of their principal advocates on the Railways Standing Committee and in this
House. The Railways Standing Committee insisted that narrow-gauge railways
were not to be constructed at broad-gauge
prices. The railway to Beech Forest was
made.
The Hon. W. S.MANIFOLD.-It is a
very dar.gerous one.
The Han. D . MELVILLE said there
was no danger at all, and that it was a
paying line.. It was suitable for the
traffic, and the traffic was now double \vhat
the Railways Standing Committee estimated.
The other question was a more
serious one.
He did not know why the
Walhalla railwav was authorized at
cost
of £129,000. - iHe had already interviewed the Premier on this question, and
that very night he was to see him for the
purpose of asking him to look into the
matter before it was finallv dealt with. The
Moe part of the line was 'very simple, and
w0uld not cost more than £1,5°0
mile.
The Government might construc't the line
cheaper than any railway yet constructed.
He believed thoroughly in the necessity of
cheap railways, and he had such confidence in the Premier that he considered,
when the honorable gentleman tackled this
question, he would get over the difficulty
of extravagance.
He was not on the
committee when this line was passed, but
he believed that in the hands of a Government that was fairly alive to the necessity for economy, there was no fear whatever. He believed that the Premier would
not all 0 v,' the Railway Department to have
control of the money.
The Railways
Standing Committee might yet have to
The necessity for
deal with this matter.
opening up the country and getting timLer was so urg,:nt that nothing would cause
him to stand in the way of the construction of this railwav.
If it were not constructed, the Government would be compelled to acquire private lands.
At' the
present time, as he had stated on a previous occasion, 50,000 tons a year was
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carried on 3S-lb. steel rails.
The Premier was a progressive man, and he was
satisfied to intrust the honorable gentleman with the carrying out of this work
either bv contract or dav labour, and h~
was satisfied the Premier would make
great reductions in some of the details.
The Hon. vV'. H. EOGAR.-·Is that not
the work of the Railways Standing Committee?
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said it was
not in this case. This railway had be~n
authorized, and once a railway was authorized~ it would be repudiation to repeal
th~ law.
The public faith was involved
in such
a case.
Land had been
bought, improvements had been made,
and all kinds of things had been
d011e since this line was authcrized.
If one selection had been taken up under
that Act, where were they then? He was
speaking now to Sir Henry Cuthbert, who
would not dispute what he was stating.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
W. H. EMBLING).-The honorable member
will address the Chair.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that he
was addressing the Chair, but he had to turn .
round to these honorable gentlemen to
quieten them. If one selection was taken
up the public faith was pledged, and he
thought the vote on this matter should ~e
unanimous. If he was correct in his view
he would challenge any honorable member
to say that, the Act having been passed
four years ago, they could now repudiate
their good faith with the people who had
acted upon it.
They could not repudiate
one iota of this Act, and at the same time
keep public faith.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-The AttornevGeneral says that no Act of Parliament can
tie the hands of honorable members.
The iHon. D. MELVILLE said that
they could repeal an Act of Parliament,
but while the Act remained it had to be
complied with, and that was what the Attorney-General meant to convey.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-That is the
point Mr. McLellan made.
The 'Hon. D. MELVILLE said that
while the Act remained, it must be observed. He had only risen to make this
explanation, which he hoped\ Iwould !be
satisfactory.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD stated
that allusion had been made, he thought bv
Mr. Aikman, to the absence of certain honorable members.
In justice to his colleague, Mr. Ritchie, who happened to be
one of those who were absent, he would
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like' to inform honorable members that Mr.
Ritchie was in a private hospital, having
undergone a somewhat painful operation.
The doctor had promised to let him get
up by to-day, but unfortunately was unable
to let him come away.
The Hon. E. MILLER expressed the
hope that honorable members would pay
much attention to what Mr. Melville had
just told them, for Mr. Melville had
pointed out many facts that should receive
very careful attention. He (Mr. Miller)
thought that they might bring out fresh information regarding this line, four years
after the passing of the original Act, and
he and other honorable members were in
hopes that this new information would receive the consideration, not only of this
House, but of another place. In calling
witnesses to the Bar to give information,
the evidence was not for this House alone,
but for Parliament in general, and should'
be considered by Parliament in general.
That was one reason why he and others
had wished to refer this matter back to
The other House might
another place.
take notice of many of the speeches-not
all of them, but some of them-which had
been delivered here on this question. He
referred in particular to the speeches of
the honorable members who had not only
dwelt in the district, but been brought up
in the district, such as Mr. Pearson and
Mr. Crooke.
The latter honorable member delivered an exhaustive speech, which
was full of interest, and he had read it with
the greatest pleasure, after having listened
to it. That speech wound up not very much
in favour of the line, for the honorable
member's main argument was that in
making the line they would save the money
being expended on main roads.
That
might be an argument in favour of the line,
but it was not an argument that should convince them that the line should be Duilt.
After listening to what Sir Henry Cuthbert had stated' to-night, he thought they
should, consider the position before proceeding further in the matter. Sir Henry Cuthbert said that they had not a very strong
case to send to ,another place.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-I did not say
"not a strong case;" I said "not a strong
majority."
The Han. E. MILLER said that there
Honorable
was not' a strong majority.
members must recollect that if this suggestion went back from this House, with
honorable members so equally divided, it
would not receive full consideration. For

Bill.

these reasons he thought honorable members
It
should be careful what was done.
seemed that they had' discussed this measure quite long enough.
As the division
upon it had been such a close one, it seemed
better that they should grant the request
of the Government.
The Committee divided on the question
that the resolution suggesting the omission
of item 6 be rescinded'Ayes
IS
Noes
II
Majority for rescinding the
resol ution
...
.. .

4

AYES.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

,

Baillieu
Brown
Crooke
Cussen
Davies
McBryde
Melville
Miller

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Pay'ne
Pearson
Pitt
Sachse
Sternberg
Tellers.
Mr. Balfour
Mr. Rees

NOES.

Mr. Abbott
Mr. Aikman
Sir Henry Cuthbert
Mr. Evans
Mr. Harwood
Mr. Irvine

Mr. Little
Mr. Manifold
Mr. McLellan
Tellers.
Mr. Edgar
Mr. Luxton

Item No.6, "Towards Walhalla Rail·
way, £30,000," was then agreed to.
The-Hon.

J.

M. DAVIES moved-

That the resolution suggesting an amendment
in sub-clause (b) of clause 4 be rescinded.

The motion was agreed to.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said that a resolution was passed suggesting an amendment in sub-clause (c) of clause 4, to the
effect that the words "trustees under the
Trust Funds Act 1897, towards payment of
the amount fof' which the Treasurer is bv such
Act authorized to issue bonds," be ;truck
out, and the words" into a fund to be dealt
with as Parliament may hereafter direct," be inserted.
He did not propose to make any alteration in that,.
suggestion.
There would be a surplus,
as Mr. Miller' said, in excess of
the amount appropriated, but there
was a question of going on with
the Tocumwal line, which would be'
referred to the Railways Standing Committee to-morrow. If that was passed, the'
Treasurer wished to have money available,
instead of having to borrow money towards'
that.
Whatever surplus there might be
could go towards that line.
He would'
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move, however, that the other suggestion
which had been resolved upon should be
He begged to moverescinded.
That the resolution suggesting an amendment
in clause 5 be rescinded.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was reported with a suggested
amendment, and the suggestion was considered and adopted.
A message was ordered to be sent to the
Legislative Assembly, asking their concurrence in the suggested amendment.

Amendment Bill.
time pressing for a reply. On the 13 th
November, 1902, the following letter was
sent by the Premier to the Prime Minister : On the 16th ult. I wrote to the Hon. Alfred
Deakin, inquiring whether the Federal Government would be willing to continue the sale for
the State of Victoria of adhesive duty stamps,
and, if so, upon what terms. I have also now
to point out thaCpostmasters have hitherto acted,
in many instances, as electoral registrars for the
State. On the other hand, I forward herewith
a statement of the work done by the Victorian
police for the Commonwealth; and I shall be
glad if you will be so good as to inform me
whether it would be agreeable to your Government to set off, against the work of selling stamps
and the electoral duties above mentioned, the
work now performed by the police.

STAMPS ACTS A~lENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. J. M.. DAVIE S moved the
second. reading of this Bill. He said that
honorable members perhaps were aware There was a reply on the 14th November,
that when the Post-office "vas under tEe con- from the Prime Minister, as follows : trol of the State Government, every postI have the honour to acknowledge' the receipt
master and postmistress throughout the of your letter of the 13th inst. with further referState sold certain duty stamps, and he ence to the continuance of the sale by the Federal
Government of adhesive duty stamps on behalf
thought that during that time there were no of
the State of Victoria, and inquiring whether
complaints about any difficulty in getting it would be agreeable to this Government to set
duty stamps. After the Commonwealth off against the work of selling such stamps, and
was established, the Commonwealth con- the electoral duties performed by certain postal
officials, the work now performed by the police
tinued that work for a time. He believed on behalf of the Commonwealth, a statement of
they made a charge, for of course certain which you furnish with your letter. In reply, I
officers were employed in connexion with the beg to inform you that the matter is receiving
work that was involved, but they subse- attention.
quentl y thought that they' ought to throw On the 16th December another letter was
the duty of selling stamps upon the State. received from the Prime Minister, stating
T here was a great deal of correspondence that he trusted to have "the pleasure very
between the Federal Government and the shortly of communicating with you again on
State Government, and the Federal Go- this subject." On the 3rd February, 1903,
vernment ultimately became rather pressing the following letter was received : in their determination that the' State should
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of
take over this dutv. It was then considered your letter of the 2nd inst., No. 211, requesting
that the post-offices were the best distribut- a reply to your communications of the 16th Octoand 13th November on the subject of the sale
ing medium,. because the State had not a ber
by the Commonwealth Government of adhesive
staff of officials throughout the State such duty stamps, and, in reply, beg to inform you
as the postmasters, and the terms upon that the matter will receive early attention.
which the Commonwealth should act for the He merely read these letters to show the
State became a matter of correspondence. delay that had occurred. Then, on the 21st
The correspondence was rather long. There February, the following letter was received
was a letter from the then Premier to the from Mr. Deakin:Acting Prime Minister, on the 16th Octo'Vith reference to your letters, dated respecber, 1902, as follows:tively 16th October, 20th October, and 13th NoI have the honour to ask that you will be so
good as to inform me whether the Federal Government would be. willing to continue the sale
for the State of adhesive duty stamps, and, if so,
upon what terms. Hitherto the stamps referred
to have been sold at the various post.offices
throughout the State, and also by licensed vendors
who have obtained their supplies from the Postal
Department. This practice has been found to.
be convenient, and I hope it can be continued, as
much trouble would be occasioned by the adoption of any new system.

It fook some time to get a reply, and a
number of letters were sent from time to

vember, on the subject of the sale by the Federal
Government of adhesive duty stamps for the
State of Victoria, I have to inform you that the
Postmaster-General has approved that the officers
of his Department should sell duty and revenue
stamps on behalf of State Governments, subject
to the Department being allowed a commission
of 2! per cent.
My colleague further informs me that there is
no objection to the adoption of the proposal of
the Collector of Imposts (paragraph 4 of his
memorandum of 18th September, 1902), that on a
date to be fixed, an account be taken of all unsold adhesive duty stamps, and stamped promissory
note forms and drafts, or other impressed (duty)
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stamped material in the hands of all officers of
the Postmaster-General's Department throughout
Victoria.
\Vith respect to the system of set-off proposed
in your letter of the 13th November, I have to
ask your concurrence in deferring consideration
of that matter for some little time, inasmuch as
it is desirable, if any scheme of set-off is to be
arranged, that the question should be dealt with
in a comprehensive manner, and on lines which
would be applicable to all the States of the Commonwealth.
The Postmaster-General is prepared, should you
so wish it, to authorize his officers to undertake
the sale of the stamps at once, leaving the question of the manner of payment to be settled subsequently.

The memorandum of 18th September was
as follows:-

Amendment Bill.

without delay to the State Comptroller of Stamps.
After verification, the stamps, &c., as shown by
that account, on that date, may be regarded as an
advance by and a debt to the State until otherwise adjusted.
5. Thereafter on requiring any supply of adhesive duty stamps or stamped promissory note
forms, the Deputy Postmaster-General shall reo
mit the value of such supply, less discount or commission, to the State Comptroller of Stamps.
On the 24th April, 1902, I wrote suggesting
that a conference should take place between the
Minister administering the Stamps Acts and the
Postmaster-General of the Commonwealth to ar·
range for the sale and distribution of duty stamps
by the Postal Department.
I have the honour
to suggest that any arrangement should cover the
matters more fully set out in this letter.

What. he wanted to show was that what

Re transference of duty stamps from Common- was contemplated and was accepted was
wealth to State, I have the honour to suggest that that the State should supply the Deputy
early steps be taken by the Government of the
with stamps, and
State of Victoria to enter into a contract with the Postmaster-General
that
the
Deputy
Postmaster-General
Commonwealth Government to the effect : I. That the Deputy Postmaster-General at Melshould sell them through the postbourne shall undertake, on behalf of the State, the offices all through the State, and should
sale and the distribution of adhesive duty stamps
a commission not exceeding 2~
and stamped promissory note and draft forms get
But on the 19th March, 1903,
throughout Victoria by the officers of his Depart- per cent.
ment, as provided in section 37 of the Stamps Act. a further lette.r came, intimating, with re1890, and supply persons duly licensed to deal in ference to the sale of adhesive, duty stamps,
stamps (sections 38-44 same Act), as heretofore.
2. That the Deputy Postmaster-General shall that the Postal Department would not underobserve and carry out the provisions of the Stamps take the distribution of duty stamps to postActs and the regulations thereunder heretofore masters or anything else, beyond the sale.
guiding his Department; and such regulations as thereof.
This letter also stated that the
may be made by the State Government affecting
the sale and distribution of adhesive duty stamps, 2~ per cent. proposed to be charged fo the
the licensing of persons to deal in stamps, and State did not include the £505 commissupplying the same, the sale and distribution of sion to vendors.
This letter made the difstamped promissory note and draft forms, the ference that the State had to deal with every
allowances to be made for commission, for
spoiled stamps, and the repurchase of adhesive postmaster separately, and to keep an account with eve.ry postmaster-to supply
duty stamps.
3. The remuneration to be paId by the State each postmaster separatel y and pa y the
Government for the foregoing services.
postage on every remittance, and' yet was
Note.-In my report, dated 29th August, 1902, to pay the
per cent. to the Commonfrom information obtained at the General Post
Office, it was shown that in the year 1901-1902 wealth.
the amount of adhesive duty stamps sold was
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-And also the
£84,525, and the amount of promissory note £505 comm~sion.
forms, &c., sold was £13,592, together amounting
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Ana also the
to £98,117, at a cost, as far as ascertainable, in
salaries, &c., of £1,540, or about I~ per cent. commission to every licensed vendor. If the
The commission allowed to licensed vendors was Commonwealth had taken this duty upon
not included in the figures supplied, and must
be reckoned in counting the cost of distribution. itself as was proposed, and was accepted in
I was told it was 2! per cent. on adhesive duty the first instance, then every officer of the
stamps, but no discount was allowed on promis- Commonwealth Postal Department, includsory notes. As the sale by the Postal Department ing
the contract
post-offices,
would
of adhesive duty stamps and promissory notes
to sell these stamps. It
impressed with stamps exceeding 20S. in value have had
to do
may be materially affected by regulations to be would be part of their duty
made under the Sta.mps Acts, I am of opinion so, just as they did for the State before
that the remuneration should be commission, not the Commonwealth existed.
When there
exceeding 2~ per cent., in preference to any fixed
was no Commonwealth, contract postmasters
sum or other method of payment.
4. That the Deputy Postmaster-General shall and postmistresses sold these duty stamps
arrange for an account to be taken on (a date to in the same way as ordinary postal stamps,
be fixed) of all unsold adhesive duty stamps and as part of their work.
But when this arstamped promissory note forms and drafts or rangement, as modified, came into force,
other impressed stamped material in the hands
of all officers of the Postal Department through- only those postmasters who were officers of
out Victoria, the re~ult to be communicated the Commonwealth were bound to sell duty
H on. 1. M. Davies.
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stamps j and contract post-offices, which he
believed exceeded the otlier in number, were
not bound to sell them. He believed that contract post-offices received the same payment
from the Commonwealth as the,y did from
the State, when it was part of their duty to
sell duty stamps.
'However, not being
officers of the Commonwealth in the sense of
being on the staff, it was considered that
there was no security that contract postmasters or postmistresses would properly account for the stamps to the Comptroller,
and therefore the Comptroller declared that
they must either pay cash for the stamps
they received, or else give security, and the
great majority of the contract post-offices deHe was explaining this matter to
clined.
honorable members, because this was what
had caused all the complaint on the part
of bhe public as to their inability to get
stamps. He had obtained a return, from
which he found that the number of official
post-offices supplied with duty stamps and
promissory notes for sale in Victoria was
17 I, and the number of contract and allowance post-offices licensed and selling stamps
was 201, making a total of post-offices selling stamps 372. The number of postoffices licensed to sell stamps but not selling them was 213.
The number of postoffices which were not licensed, and the postmasters of which had either declined to sell
duty stamps, or had taken no notice of the
circular sent to them, \vas about 1,100. The
other licensed vendors selling duty stamps
numbered 23 I, and the licensed vendors not
selling duty stamps numbered 1,092.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Who are
the licensed vendors outside the postoffices?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said there
were tobacconists, booksellers, chemists,
and various other kinds of people. It was
thought that the difficulty might be partly
overcame by making an arrangement with
the Railways Commissioners that at every
rail way st,ation in any place where there
was no one selling duty stamps, the stationmaster should sell them, and that arrangement was brought about. The Railways Commissioners, of course, had to be paid for
doing this work. The number of railway stations supplied with duty stamps for sale
was 277, and the number of railway stations
in course of being supplied was 148. Then
there were complaints made by some people
that they could not get stamps 'at courts,
and therefore four clerks of courts were
n(lw licensed to sell stamps.
Again, it
was thought desirable that certain officers
should be made not only vendors of stamps,
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but also distributers, so that other people in
the district would be able to get the stamps
to sell straight from those distributers in
the same way as from the Comptroller.
Three recpivers and paymasters-one at
Bendigo
and two at other tbwnswere made centres of distribution. He
might mention that recently there had
been some correspondence with the ,Commonwealth with reference to enabling contract post-offices to sell stamps, and it
would be arranged almost immediately that
contract postmasters and postmistresses
would be supplied with stamps without having to pay for them in advance, which was
the great objection.
Their contract with
the Federal Government would be such
that it would be their duty to sell stamps,
~nd, if necessary, the guar.antee to the
IFederal Government would be slightly increased.
Therefore he expected that
shortly all the contract post-offices would be
vendors of stamps.
The object of this
Bill was to enable the Minister to appoint
any person in the Public Service to sell and
distribute stamps and forms impressed with
stamps at any place within the appointThe Comptroller of Stamps might
ment.
also autnorize ftny persons or class of persons in the Public Service to sell and
distribute stamps, subject to the consent
of
the ' Minister
administering
the Department in which the person
so
authorized
was
employed.
The Minister might, pursuant to any arrangement made with the Government of
the Commonwealth, authorize any persons
in the service of the Commonwealth to sell
and distribute stamps, and it was also proposed that any manager of a bank or branch
bank, and any barrister and solicitor, or
any other person might sell and distribute
stamps if so authorized by the Minister. As
to solicitors, it was the practice now for a
solicitor, when a document was to be executed, to produce the stamp, and either
ask the cash for it then, or else to put the
amount in his bill of costs j and he (Mr.
Davies) thought it would be better that barristers. and solicitors should be properly
authOrIzed. The Stamps Act provided that
settlements might be stamped within a month
after execution. A settlement was made
and it wa~ sent to the Comptroller of Stamp~
to ask hIm the amount of stamps which
wou1d have to be put on, and there was a
month allowed for this purpose.
But all
transfers and conveyances and documents
o.f that sort had to be stamped on execu~IOn: Now, th~re were a great many obIn the first place a
JectIOns . to ' thIS.
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(2) In the case of such instruments as ~re
solicitor might have to put on a duty stamp
with ad valorem duty, the followmg
of £100 or more, and then have to send the chargeable
provision shall have effect:document up the country to be signed by
(a) The instrument unless it is written upon
some one, and the stamp cancelled. Someduly stamped material shall be duly
times, in these cases, the stamps had been
stamped with the proper ad valorem duty
before the expiration of one month after
missing, and solicitors did not .care about
it is first executed, or after it has been
sending documents by post wIth stamps
first received in Victoria, in case it is first
which were practically the same as bankexecuted at any place out of Victoria, unnotes on them. Then, it was quite a
less the opinion of the Comptroller of
Stamps or the Collector of Imposts with
common thing for stamps to. be spoiled i.n
respect to the amount of duty with which
cancelling, and he (Mr. Davl~s). had apphthe instrument is chargeable has before
cations every day for the re~lss10n of fines
such expiration been required under the
in connexion with the cancellmg of stamps.
provisions of the Stamps Acts.
It was thought that it was a great deal There was no chance of any 10ss to the
better, in the case of all documents in con- revenue, because these instruments were
nexion with which there could be n'O eva- onl y operative on registration, and they
sion of duty, as they had to be reg!stere?, could not be registered unless they were
that they should be dealt WIth 111 stamped. The clause got over all the diffithe same way as settlements-produced culties and at the same time saved the
to the Comptroller within one month Minister s~gning his name 400 times a
after execution, and then be stamped. month. Then, at the present time, of course,
In fact, S'O general had been the promissory notes must have an impressed
impression that this was the law at pre- stamp on them at the time, and this could
sent, that he found when he first took office net be altered afterwards, but there was a
as Solicitor-General that there was a prac- provision in the case of receipts that a retice that the Collector of Imposts should ceipt could be stamped within a certain time
stamp all those documents preset;ted to him on the payment of a certain penalty, and
within one month after executIOn.
there was no power for the Comptroller of
Sir HJ!.NRY CUTHBERT. --- Without any Stamps to remit those penalties. There were
fine?
over thirty cases a month in which these
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Without any matters came before the Minister to be dealt
fine. This had been the practice for many with. This Bill w'Ould enable the Compyears. Whenever the Collector of Imposts troller to deal with receipts relating to docudid that, he had to stick on the documents ments of title. There could be no loss of
a rubber stamp impressing the words revenue in enabling the Comptroller to
"Penaltv remitted by direction 'Of the allow mortgages, for instance, to be
l\1inister.°"
This was not a nice thing to stamped within one month.
Documents
put on every conveyance and every trans- were often cancelled, say, by both mortfer. As a matter of fact, the penalty was gagor and mortgagee, and sometimes by
remitted first, and then the Minister had mortgagor, mortgagee, and witness, someto rrive his sanction to the remission.
The times 'by mortgagee alone, and sometimes
con~equence was that, since he (Mr. by witness alone. He might state that,
Davies) had been in office, he had had to although there was not the slightest intensign his name about 400 times every month tion to defraud in any of these cases,
to the remission of these penalties, and he (Mr. Davies) had made it an invariable
this was a burden. One of his predeces- rule never to reduce the fine below 2S. 6d.,
sors did not like this burden, so he had a because he considered that the Collector of
wbber stamp made, and authorized the clerk Imposts was put to 2S. 6d. worth of trouble,
to put it on, but he (Mr. Davies) did not and he did not believe .in the State paying
care about doing that. Clause 4 of the Bill for other people's mistakes. If this Bill
contained the following, provisions : was passed it would enable the Collector
(I) Save where other express provi~ion is .made to deal with cases of this kind without havin the Stamps Act, any unstamped or msufficlently ing to send them to the Minister with a
stamped instrument may be stamped af~er the
execution thereof on payment of the unpaId duty long explanation.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said he
and a penalty of Five pounds, and also by way
of further penalty where the unpaid duty ex- thought it was a great pity that the Federal
ceeds Ten pounds, of interest on such duty at the authorities and the State authorities could
rate of Eisht pounds per centum per annum from not have arranged between themselves
the day upon which the instrument was fi~st executed up to the time when the amount of mterest such a simple matter as the sale of duty
stamps. There had been a great deal of
is equal to the unpaid duty.
•
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correspondence on the subject, but one
would have thought that in such a trifling
matter the exercise of a little common sense
would have been sufficient to have !brought
about an arrangement.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-This Bill
would have been necessary in any case. I
only mentioned that matter for the information of the House.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said that, as
the Minister considered that the Bill was
necessary, he did not see any reason for
objecting to it. As to the stamping of instruments after execution, he thought that
the provisions in the Bill were a great improvement. People were in some cases very
uncertain, especiaU y in the case of settlements, as to the amount of duty that bad
to be paid. After the deed was executed
it was sent to the Comptroller, who certified
as to the exact amount of the dutv, and after
that the stamp had to be put on" within one
month.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.~It has to be
sent to the Comptroller within one month.
It may go back any time.
Sir HEKRY CUTHBERT said that in
the interests of the public the Bill would
be a great convenience, and it would relieve
many people from disabiJiti~s which they
now suffered under. As had. been pointed
out by. the Attorney-General, it was very
undesirable that documents with stamps to
the value of £50 or £100 should have to
'be sent up the country, as the stamps might
be mislaid or lost. He thoroughly approved
of the Bill, which he thought would ue a
useful and practical measure.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG stated that
he regretted that the Comm0awealth Government had not seen their way to fall in
with the wishes of the State Government in
connexion with H:e sale of duty stamps. In
view of the explanation of this Bill which
had been given 'by the Attorney-General, it
was a measure which would receive his (Mr.
Sternberg's) warm support. The difficulty
to which the honorable gentleman had referred had been felt very greatly in the
northern part of the State tl:rough the persons who previously sold duty stamps declining to continue to 1310 so. In fact, a deputation came down to Melbourne from the
Bendigo district on the subject, which was
introduced by him (Mr. Sternberg), and
they conclusively showed the gentleman in
charge of the administration of the Department that something of this kind was absolutely necessary. He was very glad to find
that the Attorney-General had stepped into
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the breach and prepared a Bill, which, with
some slight alterations, would meet all the
requirements of the State for some time to
come.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time
and committed-the Hon. W. H. Embling
in the chair.
Clause I was agreed to.
On clause 2, providing for the appointment of sellers of duty stamns,
The Hon. W. L. -BAILLIEU said he
would like to ask the Attorney-General why
it was considered desirable to limit the
sale of stamps to persons who were
" authorized" to sell them? ,Would there
be danger to the State if anybody was allowed to sell stamps? What harm would
arise if any person holding stamps was
allowed to sell them to his friends?
The Hon. J. :M. DAVIES remarked that
if any person was allowed to sell stamps
without authority junior clerks and other
persons who were intrusted with stamps
would have no difficulty in getting rid of
them. At present no person was licensed
to sell stamps without having given some
reasonable credentials of honesty, but if
anyone could sell stamps tl: ere was nothing
to prevent a lad in an office who might have
the control of stamps from stealing them
quietly and getting rid of them.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-He might
o;;teal. a sovereign.
The Hon. J. 1\1. DAVIES said it had
never been the practice under any Stamp
Act in any part of the British dominions
to allow the sale of stamps by unlicensed
vendors.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-l admit
that, but I doub,t if it is a good custom.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said it was
a very good and very proper custom, that
only licensed persons should be allowed to
sell stamps.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I think the
State would be better served by the other
arrangement.
The Hon. J. H. ABBOTT asked the
Attorney-General whether it was really a
misdemeanour for a private individual who
was not license1d to sell stamps?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-It is.
The Hon. J. H. ABBOTT said he was
afraid a great many people had been guilty
of that offence.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN remarke'd that
country auctioneers and cattle salesmen had
to carry stamps with them, and either to
make a present of the stamps they used
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to their clients, or charge them for the
same. Some persons would not be under
the compliment, but wou~d rather pay for
the stamps. If the auctIOneers a?d cattle
salesmen did not carry stamps It would
cause very great inconvenience.
The Hon. J. 1\1. DAVIES stated that
section 16 of the Stamps Act 1890 provided that no person other than the distributer of stamps shouIa vend ~r deal
in stamps in Vlctoria without havmg obtained from the Minister a licence for that
purpose, and that any 1?e.rson se}ling
stamps contrary to that provIsIon was hable
to a penalty of £20.
The clause was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 4, providing as to the stamping of instruments
after execution.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN observed that
sub-clause (I) was as follows:-
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The Hon. M. CUSSEN said that in
view of the trouble a farmer or other
countryman might have to go through in
connexion with this matter, he begged to
moveThat"

£5"

be omitted from sub-clause (I) and

" £1 " inserted in lieu thereof.
Farmers and others who innocently offended bv insufficiently stamping instruanents wo~ld pay a fine of .£1, and say no
more about it, but £5. was too much for
them to pay.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT remarked
that there was a provision in sub-clause (3)
to the effect thatThe Minister may if he think fit at any ti:~.e
after the first execution of any instrument ?lItIgate or remit any penalty payable on stampmg.

That would' meet the cases Mr. Cussen
had in view.
The fine in the original
Act
was
£5,
and
if it was reduced to £1
Save where other express provision is made
in the Stamps Acts, any unstamped or insuffi- people might become careless. The adopciently stamped instrument may be stamped aft~r tion of the amendment would therefore be
the execution thereof on payment of the unpaId a great mistake.
.
duty and a penalty of £5, and also by way of
The Hon. J. STERNBERG s~id h.e
further penalty where the unpaid duty exceeds
£10, of interest on such duty at the rate of ~8 took an opposite view to that whIch SIr
per centum per annum from the day upon w~Ich Henry Cuthbert had just expressed. If a
the instrument was first executed up to the hme farmer insufficiently stamped any dOcywhen the amount of interest is equal to the unment innocently, the Comptroller fined hIm
paid duty.
£5; but did not fell him .he. could appeal
Many farmers gave a bill with only a to the Minister for a remISSIOn or .reducIS. ISd. stamp on, when it should have had
tion of the fine, and consequently 1t was
a 2S. stamp, and where that was not done in- paid. If the fine was only £1, the farmer
tentionally, a fine of £5 was excessive.
would pay it and trouble no more about
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that the matter.
the Comptroller of Stamps had to impose
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
the penalty provided by the Act, but there this Bill gave the farmer a month to put
,vas an appeal to the Minister, who was the matter right.
The present Act proauthorized to reduce the penalty, or remit it vided that a document must be stamped on
entirely. He (Mr. Davies) got applications execution, and if it wa~ insufficiently
almost daily for such remissions. He proposed stamped the offender was lIable to a fine
in this Bili to take greater power than had of £5. 'If the amendment was c~rried he
been given to the Minister in the past. T~e might just as well drop the BIll.
He
power of the Minister to reduce or remIt would not dream of asking his colleag'ues to
these penalties was limited to twelve months submit it to another pl'ace. It was rather
within the time of the execution of the in- hard tha.t people should be forced to put
strument. If more than a year had elapsed, stamps on blank documents and send them
the amount remitted had to be put on the about the country, because the stamps mi&,ht
Estimates, and passed by Parliament. He be lost and it was also hard on the Mmwas taking power in this Bill to enable ister t~ ask him to sign 400 signatures a
the l\Iinister to deal with such matters, even month for the remission of penalties. This
though twelve months had elapsed. There- Bill was intended to do away with both
fore, that was equivalent to inserting the
those anomalies.
words "not exceeding" before the pen~l
The Hon. M. CUSSEN said that after
ties provided for in this clause. Whenever such a penalty was imposed there was the explanation of the Attorney-General, he
always an application for its remission, a~ld begged to withdraw his amendment.
in every case he decided the matter on l:S
The amendment was ~ithdrawn, and the
merits.
clause was agreed to.
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The Bill,- having been gone through, was
reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
DAVIES, the Bill was then read a third
time and passed.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1903
AMENDMENT BILL (No.2).
The Hon. W. PITT moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said that for the
pro:tection of those \w~~ lent mo.~ey to
municipalities, the mUl1lclpal counCIls had
to purchase Government stock. to form .a
sinking fund for the redemptIOn of theu
loans when thev became due. 'Vithout such a
provision, some of the municipalities would
have a difficultv in floating a loan. The
municipal coun~ils could buy the debentures over the Treasury counter at par, or,
if the debentures were at a discount, as
some of them were now, as low as 9 I, the
councils could . purchase them in the local
market. "Vhen the Local Government Ac~ of
last session was passed, a clause was inserted
which provided that if any municipality
handed in Treasurv bonds toO the Treasury,
the Treasurer was" bound to pay into the
• bank to the credit of such municipality
the amount of those debentures at par. The
Treasurer thought that provision very un. fair, because the municipalities were now
purchasing debe.ntures in the open market
considerably under par, as low as 91, and
it was hardly fair that they should ask
the Treasurer to pay them par for such deThis Bill provided that the
bentures.
Tre~surer should only pay par value for
such debentures as were bought from the
Treasury at par, and that he need not recognise any stock bought in the open market, until those debentures became due.
If the municipal councils thought they
could do better bv purchasing stock in the
open market, they would have to take the
responsibility of selling it in the open market or holding it until it became due.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN said he would
draw the attention of the House to the preGovernment
sent position of the matter.
Those mUl1lCIdebentures were at 91.
palities who had already borrowed money
were called on by the Local Government
Act to create a redemption fund, and jt
was wrong for the Government to repudiate
their own paper, and interfere with the
market price of Government debentures, as
they would do if this Bill became law.
There was a profit to be made on some
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occasions by purchasing the debentures in
the open market, but a loss at other time.s.
The' Hon. T. C. HARWOOD observed
that the municipalities who borrowed money
were required to inves~ a cer!ai~ percentage every year to proVide a smkmg fund,
by purchasing Government debentures. If
they bought from the, Government, they h~d
to pay par, or whatever price the Government fixed. A section of the Local Government Act made the Gove,rnment liable to
pay any municipality par for their sto~k.;
but when the stock fell to 91, the mUl1lCIpalities did not buy from the Government
and pay 100, but bought in the open market at 91. Having done that, they must take
the risk of the market when they wanted
to realize, or else wait until the debentures were due, when they would get par
from the Government for them. The Government would pay par for any debentures bought from the Treasury at par, but
not for those bought in the market. So far
as he knew, the municipalities were perfe.ctly
satisfied with the Bill.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD stated
that when this Bill got into Committee he
would certainly ask the Minister in charge
of the measure to explain one matter. He
was not a financier.
He was informed
that these debentures could be bought at
the Treasury at 94, whereas in the open
market they were at 91. If a municipality sent a contribution towards its sinking fund to the Treasurer,. and that mon~y
was im'ested at 94, the Bill would be fau
if it provided that the municipal~ty ~hou!d
be repaid at 94, or at whatever pnce It pald
to the Treasury.
Why limit it to par?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU asked the
Minister in charge of the Bill if a municipalitv bought Government debentures in
the m~rket, and held them until they were
due, would it not then receive par from the
Government?
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-Certainly.
The Hon. J. ·H. ABBOTT expressed the
opinion that the provision in this Bill ,~'~s
an exceedingly faif' one.
The mUl1lCIpality of which he was a member lost £700
over a transaction in Government debentures which was a very serious matter inHe believed that with this amenddeed:
ment the law would give great satisfaction
to the municipalities.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed-the Hon. V\T. H. Embling
in the chair.
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On clause 2, which was as follows:In paragraph (b) of subdivision (I) of secti?n
377 of the Local Government Act 1903 after the
word " par" there shall be added the words " for
all stock for which the Treasurer was paid par by
the council but no other,"

The Hon. 'V. S. MANIFOLD said he
would like to know, if a municipality invested 'its sinking fund in Government debentures at 94, why should it not be repaid
at 94, when the loan became due?
The Han. W. PITT stated that the municipalities could buy their stock and sell it
in the open market if they chose, but if the
municipality went to the Government and
bought the stock at par, then it must pay
par to the Treasurer when the loan was
due, or wait until the stock matured.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he understood that the Government were prepared to
supply debentures to the municipa.lities at
par, and that the municipalities would then
ha ve the right to come in and demand par
at any time the money was required.
The Hon. W. PITT.-Yes.
The Bill, having been gone through, was
reported without amendment, and the report
was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. W. PITT,
the Bill was then read a third time and
passed.
I~STRUj\IEKTS

ACT FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the
second reading of this Bill, the object of
which, he said, was to amend the Instruments Act in three particulars. Section 61
of the Instruments Act providedWhen a bill, payable to order on demand, is
drawn on a banker, and the banker on whom it is
drawn pays the bill in good b.ith, and in the
ordinary course of business, it is not incumbent
on the banker to show that the indorsement of
the payee or any subsequent indorsement was
made by or under the authority of the person
whose indorsement it purports to be, and the
banker is deemed to have paid the bill in due
course, although such indorsement has been
forged .or made without authority.
~ow,

it had been held in a case in England-Gordon v. London C. and M. Bank
(I9C2), I ICB. 242-that a draft drawn by a
branch bank on its head office was not a
bill within the meaning of that section, because it was not indorsed by one person to
another. Clause 2 of this Bill, therefore, pro·
posed that for the purposes of section 6I
of the principal Act a banker who carried
on the business of banking at more than
one place should be deemed to be a separate and independent banker- at each of
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those places. It. was only reasonable, if
one bank drew on another and the bank
was protected, that when a bank drew
upon its branch it should be protected in
the same way. The second point arose
under section 83 of the principal Act. That
section provided that'Where a banker in good faith and without
negligence receives payment from a customer of
a cheque crossed generally or specially to hi.mself and the customer has no title or a defectIve
title' thereto, the banker shall not incur any liability t.o the true owner of the cheque by reason
only of having received such payment.

It had been held that when a person p;:tirl
a cheque to a banker, if the banker allowed
him to draw against that cheque before
it was collected, the banker was not collecting for the customer, but for himself. He
(Mr. Davies) supposed it would be exactly
the same if the person who paid in the
cheque happened to be overdrawn.
Of
course, it would be very inconvenient if the
bank were always to say-" We won't let
you draw a farthing against this cheque
until it is cleared."
That procedure
would make the bank perfectly safe. The
customer would then have to pay in all
cheques as though they were bills for collection, and he would not be credited with
the amount until the cheque was collected.
Sir HENRY CUHIBERT.-What IS the
practice now?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the practice now was to pay in the cheques with an
ordinary pay-in slip, and if the customer
kept a book the teller immediately initialed
it with the amount. It was true the bank
generally said that a customer was· not
to be entitled to draw against a cheque
until it was cleared,. but in practice the
customer very often did so, and it was very
desirable for the public that that practice
should be allowed. It was, therefore, proposed by clause 3 of this Bill that a banker
should not be deemed to be disentitled to
the benefit of the 'provisions of section 83
of the Act "by reason onl v of -the fact
that before receiving payment for a customer of a cheque crossed either generally
or speciallv to such banker, he has credited the ;ccount of the customer with
The
the amount of such cheque."
third matter dealt with in the Bill was
with regard to crossing cheques.
Honorable members who were business men knew
that they could cross a cheque generally, or
they could cross it specially, and those were
the only crossings that were authorized by
the Act.
But people of late years had
taken to the adoption of all kinds of fancy
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crossings.
Sometimes the drawer of the
cheque would put inside the crossing some
such words as these-" Payable to the account of John Smith only, at the Bank of
Australasia."
Now, how on earth could
the bank that paid that cheque know that
the amount of the cheque was credited to
John Smith at the Bank of Australasia?
In such cases questions had arisen as to
what the liability of the bank was-vl'hether
it could refuse to receive such a cheque
for collection or refuse to pay it, or whether
it must follow up the direction given by
that crossing.
It was, therefore, proposed
to deal with the matter by clause 4 of the
Bill, by providing that when a cheque was
crossed in any such manner the banker
might disregard the added words. It would
be necessary in Committee to make an
amendment in the wording of the clause,
but tqe principle of the clause was that
the only crossing of a cheque that would
be recognised was a general or special crossing, as contemplated by the principal Act.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed--the Hon. W. H. Embling
in the chair.
On clause 4, which was as follows:'Vhen a cheque is crossed either generally or
specially, and any words are added to the crossing other than such as are recognised by Part I.
of the principal Act as forming part of an
authorized crossing, any banker may refuse to
receive such cheque for collection,

The Hon. J. M. DAVIE S movedThat the words" refuse to receive such cheque
for collection" be struck out, and the following
words inserted-" disregard such added words,
and shall have no liability with respect thereof."

The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD.-What is
the difference between special and general
crossing?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that
,,"here a cheque bore across its face the
addition of the words ." and company," or
any abbreviation thereof, between the parallel transverse lines, either with or without
the words "not negotiable," or two parallel
transverse lines simply, either with or without the words "not negotiable," then that
addition constituted a crossing, and the
cheque was crossed generally.
Where a
cheque bore across its face the addition of
th.~ name of a banker, either with or without the words "not negotiable," that addition cO:1stituted a crossing, and the cheque
was said' to be crossed specially to that
banker.
The Han. J. G. AIKMAN expressed the
opinion that something should be· done to
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protect the public in connexion with the
payment of accounts by means of crossed
cheques.
A great deal of trouble was now
caused to traders through these cheques,
and he thought that instead of helping the
banks, something should be done to help
If a cheque was taken to a
the public.
bank for inquiry, the bank would give no
more information than that the man who
signed the cheque had or did not have an
account there.
So long as the man had a
few shillings to his credit he could not be
prosecuted for giving a valueless cheque.
A case came under his own notice the other
day.
A well-known solicitor gave a
cheque for £5 on a trust account.
He had given other cheques of the same
kind, and none of them were any good. A
trader would take a cheque on a trust account more readily than on any other, especially from a solicitor.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I do not know
what the honorable member wants.
The Hon. J. G. AIK:l\IAN said he
wanted something to protect the trader in
cases of this kind, and he also wanted the
advice of the Attorney-General. When the
cheque of a particular individual had been
dishonoured several times the bank' should
close the account.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-I have no
doubt the bank would be only too anxious
to close an account of that kind.
The Han. J. G. AIKMAN said the
banks did not do it.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Would you make
it a criminal offence for a man to write a
cheque when he had no money to meet it?
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he would
make it criminal if the man did it repeatedly.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I think it is
criminal now.
The Hon. T. C. HARwoOD.-It is if a
man gets credit by it.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said that the
man usually said that he expected that the
money would be there to meet the cheque.
The Hon. T. C. HARwooD.-But perhaps the justices would not take that excuse, and then he would be sent
to "chokey."
The Hon. T. G. AIKMAN said that the
magistrates did not seem to adopt that
course. They usually accepted the excuse.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that nothing could be done in connexion with this
Bill to meet the views of the honorable
member.
.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was passed.
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The Bill was reported with an amend.
ment, and the amendment was considered
and adopted.
On the motion of the Han. J. M.
DAVIES, the Bill was then read a third
time and passed.
MELBOURNE HARBOR TRUST ACT
AND MARINE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
The Han. W. PITT moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said that when
the Harbor Trust first came into existence it made special arrangements that
the Customs Department should collect wharfage rates at the same time as
it collected Customs duties. This was a
great convenience to the me.rcantile community, because by signing one entry they
could pay wharfage rates and Customs
duties at the same time.
Had this agreement not been entered into, the mercantile community would have been obliged to
exhibit entries and pay duty at the Custom
IHouse, and then they would have had to
fill in another entry for wharfage rates,
and go to the Harbor Trust offices in order
to pay. them. For this reason the Harbor
Trust was anxious that the Customs Department should still continue to collect the
rates. About the end of March last the
'Harbor Trust received from the Collector
of Customs, under the authority of the Minister of the day (Sir William Lyne) notice
that the Department would cease to collect
wharfage rates on and after the 1st of
April, if the differential rates were still kept
in existence. The Customs Department also
notified their own officers in Melbourne to
cease collecting these rates on the I st April
unless those differential rates were abolished.
On receiving this communication
from the Collector of Customs, he (Mr.
Pitt), on behalf of the Melbourne Harbor
Trust, interviewed the State Premier, and
the Premier wrote to the Minister of Customs, asking him to go on collecting wharfage rates in the usual way, until a Bill
could be passed by the State Parliament
dealing with the matter.
The Customs
authorities had therefore continued to collect the rates, and had agreed to do so up
till the end of this month.
The necessity
of abolishing the differential rates of wharfage was brought about by section 99 of the
Commonwealth Constitution Act, which
provided thatThe Commonwealth shall not by any law or regulation of trade, commerce, or revenue give
preference to one State or any part thereof over
another State or any part thereof.
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At the present time the Harbor Trust collected no wharfage rates whatever upon
goods that were landed in Melbourne from
other ports within the State of Victoria. On
the other hand, it collected wharfage rates
on all goods coming from other ports in
Australia outside Victoria.
According to
the section he had read this was now illegal,
and it was to be remedie.d by this Bill.
Amendments were proposed. in sections 110
and I I 1 of the Melbourne Harbor Trust
Act, to give the Harbor Trust power to·
levy wharfage rates on all goods landed in
Melbourne from ports within the State of
Victoria, and also to make a more just
tariff by substituting a maximum rate of 5s.
per ton for the varying maximum rate contained in the 7th schedule to the Act. The
wharfage rate on goods landed in Melbourne from other States, where those goods
were of the same class as those that were
free of wharfage rates when landed from
ports in our own State, such as potatoes,
onions, barley, bran, peas, maize, wheat,
The trust now
oats, &c., was 5s. a ton.
proposed to reduce this rate to IS., so as
to make the rate uniform with regard both
to the ports within Victoria and the ports in
Australia outside this State. This would penalize the ports within Victoria to the extent
of about £1,000 a year, but ho.t;1orable members would see that this would not involve
any very great hardship, considering the
The
number of ports that were dealt with.
ports that would be most affected were Geelong, Warrnambool, Portland, Port Fairy,
Bairnsdale, Sale, and Phillip Island, so that
the whole hardship would amount to only
about £100 for each port. By reducing the
rate from 5s. to IS. upon goods from other
States, the Harbor Trust would lose revenue
to the amount of about £3,000, but on the
other hand it would gain a revenue of about
£1,000 by enforcing the IS. rate on goods
from our own ports, making a net loss to the
trust of £2,000 a· year.· He might mention that the whole of the revenue which the
Harbor Trust· derived from wharfage rates
0 .•1
goods from ports outside Victoria
amounted to something like £60,000 per annum. .The trust did not propose to reduce the tonnage rates on all goods coming
to Melbourne from outsid~ ports. The reduction applied principally to those goods
which we produced ourselves, and which
were shipped to Melbourne from other
Victorian ports, and in that case it was
proposed to reduce the wharfage rates from
5s. to I s. For instance, potatoes coming
from Warrnambool would be charged IS.
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per ton, whilst the same rate would be
charged on potatoes coming from Tasmania instead of the present rate of 5s.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said that it
was necessary to deal with a message from
the Legislative Assembly with respect to
the Surplus Revenue Bill. He begged to
moveThat the debate be adjourned.

The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
, adjourned until the following day.
SURPLUS REVENUE BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Assembly with a message intimating
that they had made the amendment suggested by the Council.
The House went into Committee of the
whole to consider the message-the Hon.
W. H. Embling in the chair.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES drew attention to clause 4, and stated this was the
first time that the Council had made a sugThe Assemgestion in a Money Bill.
bl v h 2c1 assented to that suggestion. He
begged to move-That clause 4, as amended by the Legislative
Assembly, stand part of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. J. l\f.
DAVIES, the Bill was then read a thil\.l
time and passtci.
The House adiourned at twenty-fiT~
minutes to eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, August 30, 1904.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock p.m.
ARTIFICIAL MA~URE TRADE.
SPECIAL BOARD.
Mr. LE~fMON asked the Minister of
Labour if, as The Special Board for the
A; ~ificial :JIanure Trade had refused i.O
aIr;::!, :,he determination referred back to the
board by the Minister, he would state \vhe'
ther he would gazette the board's determinativn j and, if so, when such gG.zertal
would take place?

Railway Departl1zent.

Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-The determination of the Artificial Manure Board
My honwas gazetted on the 26th inst.
orable friend put his notice on the paper
before I had received intimation of the
action of the board. However, the deter·
mination has been gazetted.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
SUNDAY VVORK-SPENCER-STREET
STATION.
Mr. HAX:\" AH asked the Minister of
Rail ways if it was a fact that the Commissioners of Railways proposed to compel
porters and others who worked on Sunday.:;
to takl~ corresponding time off thrcugh the
week?
Mr. BENT.-The answer of the Ch~ir
man of the Railways Commissioners is as
fo11ows:In order to obviate dispensing with the services
of a number of trained men, who will be required at country stations as soon as the busy
season commences, arrangements have been made
to utilize these men for relief purposes, and limit
the work of certain employes within the suburban
area to an average of six days per week.
Men
obliged to work on Sundays will be paid for the
actual hours so worked.

Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) asked
the :Minister of Railways the following
questions: I. If it is a fact that, notwithstanding the erection of a new passenger station at Flinders-street,
the whole of the country passenger traffic, with
the exception of that from Gippsland, will still
continue to arrive at and depart from Spencerstreet?
2. If so, is not an up-to-date new station a
necessity at Spencer-street; and, if so, is he prepared to say when plans for same will be invited?

Mr. BEKT.-The answers of the Chairman of the Raihvays Commissioners to
the honorable member's questions are as
follow:I. It is not at present the intention to use the
new Flinders-street station for any country passenger trains in addition to those now running
out of the present Flinders-street and Princesbridge station~, viz., the trains for the Healesville,
Warburton, Gembrook, Stony Point, Mornington,
and Gippsland lines.
2. In their report, dated 31st March, 1904, the
Commissioners made the following statement in
reference to the Spencer-street passenger station:
-"The present station is inconvenient for the
public, insufficient for the traffic, and discreditable both to the Department and the State, but
in view of the large outlay involved in the construction of a suitable new station, and the rearrangement and improvement of the hacks
which would be required in connexion tl1erewith,
the Commissioners fed that the work should not
be undertaken until there is a considerable improvem~nt in the finances, and the work when
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undertaken can De carried on to completion without interruption, and they have not, therefore,
made any provision in Appendix NO.3, for the
improvement of the accommodation for the passenger traffic at this station."
The provision of
a suitable new station and the re·arrangement
and the improvement of the tracks in connexion
therewith are highly desirable, but may be delayed.

Petitions.

l\f.urtoa,
and
Minyip,
Lubeck,
and
Warracknabeal j by Mr. KEOGH, from residents of Bairnsdale, Paynesville, Bengworden, and Lindenow, and Stratford,
Gippsland; by Mr. LANGDON, from residents of Donald and Inglewood; by Mr.
LEMMON, from residents of \Villiamstown
and Newport; by Mr. LEVIEN, from residents of Newtown and ChilweU, Geelong j
CASH CREDIT BALANCE.
by M1'. LIVINGSTON, from residents of
Mr. GRAY movedRosedale, Flynn's Creek, and Denison;
That there be laid before this House a return by 1\1r. MACKEY, from residents of Drouin j
showing the total cash credit balance on the 30th by Mr. MCGRATH, from residents of Scarsday of June, 1904, the name of each bank, and d~le; by Mr. McKENZIE,' from residents
the amount held to credit of the Treasurer therein, and the Treasurer's cash in hand at the same of Echuca North; by l\f.r. MURRAY, from
residents of Warrnambool, members of the
date.
Presbyterian Church in W arrnambool~ anrl
The motion was agreed to.
residents of "Voodford; by Mr. OMAN,
from residents of Darlington and DunPETITIONS.
donnell; by Mr. ROBERTSON, from resiPetitions, praying that the Assembly dents of Bulla (including districts of Epwould give effect to the expressed wish of ping, Woolert, Woodstock, and Thomasthe electors in reference to Scripture les- town), Little River, and \Verribee; and by
residents
of
sons in State schools, and that a complete 1\1r. SWINBURNE, from
anal ysis be made and published of the Auburn.
voting at the referendum on the introduction of Scripture lessons into State
COLD STORAGE AND FROZEN
schools, were presented, by Mr. ANSTEY,
EXPORTS.
from residents of Moreland; by Mr.
Mr.
MURRAY,
in compliance with an
ARGYLE, from residents of K yneton j by
order
of
the
House
(dated I7 th August),
Mr. BAILES, from residents of Bendigo;
presented a return, showing the receipts
by Mr. BEARD, from residents of Fairfield and expenditure of the Agricultural DePark and Alphington, Jika, Northcote, North
partment in connexion with cold storFitzroy, and Preston; by :Mr. H. S. BENage and the export of frozen produce, for
NETT, from residents of Ballarat; by Mr.
the year ending 30th June, 1904.
BENT, from residents of Mentone, Mordialloc, Cheltenham, and Carrum; by Mr.
CLOSER SETTLEMENT BILL
A. A. BILLSON, from residents of Ovens j
(No.2).
by Mr. J. W. BILLSON, from residents of
The House went into Committee for the
Fitzroy and North Fitzroy; by Mr. BowSER, from residents of Wangaratta; by consideration of this Bill.
Mr. CARLISLE, from residents of Lake
Discussion took place on clause 3, which
Rowan; by Mr. COLECHIN, from residents was as follows : of Geelong; by Mr. DOWNWARD, from reNothing in this Act' shall apply to or affect
sidents of Outtrim and J umbunna, Somer- lands comprised in the MaJlee country or Mallee
ville, Mornington Junction,
and Sor- border.
·rento; by Mr. ELMSLIE, from residents
Mr . GRAY observed that the honorable
of South Melbourne; by Mr. FAIRBAIRN, member for Glenelg had given notice of
from residents of Armadale j by :Mr. FOR- his intention to move the omission of this
REST, from residents of Apollo Bay and clause.
In the absence of the honorable
Inverleigh; by Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT, from member, he (Mr. Gray) begged to moveresidents of :Melbourne; by Mr. GRAHAM,
That clause 3 be omitted.
from residents of Numurkah, Shepparton,
and W'unghnu j by Mr. GRAY, from resi- There was no necessity to exempt the l\laldents of Hopetoun, Mildura, Sea Lake, lee land from the application of this meaBerriwillock, Mildura, and the elec· sure, or the 'Mallee people from the benefits
torate of Swan Hill generally; by Mr. it would give.
Honorable members would
HUNT, from residents of Mansfield and notice that clause 6 did not agree with this
Bonnie Doon; by 1\1r. HUTCHINSON, from clause.' Clause 3 declared that nothing
residents of Beulah, Roseber)" Boru!1g, in this measure should apply to or affect
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lands comprised in the Mallee country or
Mallee border, whereas clause 6 provided.
inter alia, thatFor the purposes of closer settlement under
this Act the board may in the manner hereinafter
provided acquire and take for the Crown either
by agreement or compulsorily blocks of private
land in any part of Victoria.

He saw no reason why portions of the Mallee country should be prevented fro~
obtaining the privileges conferred by thIS
Bill.
A large number of people were employed at Mildura intermittently during the
fruit season, and if they had an opportunity they might be very glad to obtain small
agricultural allotments of two or three
Surely these people should not be
acres.
debarred from the opportunity that was
offered to working men in other parts of
the State to make homes for themselves.
Mr. H.UTCHINSON said he would
support the proposal to omit this clause
and leave the board quite untrammeled in
the selection of land for purchase under
this Bill.
He freely confessed that the
Mallee land, generally speaking, was n~t
suitable for closer settlement.
The light
character of the soil and the very light
rainfall would not allow of the Mallee
country being cultivated in that close
and continuous fashion that was possible in
the case of heavier land blessed with a
Then, too, even
more generous rainfall.
if it were possible to make use of this land
for closer settlement, the present Mallee
Act had provided against the aggregation
of large estates.
Therefore, there were
no large estates in the Mallee that could be
repurchased by the Crown.
Reverting to
the statement that the Mallee was not generally suitable for closer settlement, the exceedingl y dry seasons that had been recently experienced proved that the men who
made the most successful cultivators ,in
the l\:lallee were those who had sufficient
land to divide it into thirds-to crop th(!
land one year, to turn stock on to the stubble
and natural grass in the second year, and
then to fallow the land in the third year.
The farmers who did that in the Mallee
had found that even in the most disastrous
}ear of drought, they were able to get a
crop, by reason of the fact that the land
had received two years of moisture~ and, although it was only a small quantity that
was poured into it, it proved sufficient to
But because the :Mallee
produce a crop.
land generally was unsuitable for closer
Sft tlement, and included no large estates
that could be repurchased, it did not seem
to matter very much whether this clause reSe~8ion 1904.-[ 45J
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mained in the BiB or not.
The Crown
still had in its own possession the larger
portion of the Mallee country" and apart
dltogether from the operation of this Bill,
it could take this land and do what it liked
with it. There were two reasons, however,
why he would like to see the clause struck
The first was that the most permanout.
ent and pronounced success under closer
settlement that Victoria could show to-day
was the :Mallee settlement of Mildura.
IHildura had proved what had been
proved all over the world, that-to use
the words . of Professor Hilgard, the
A gricultural Director of California-arid
countries were always rich countries when
irrigated. He (Mr. 'Hutchinson) was satisfied that l\Iildura had shown, and that
other parts of the Mallee would yet show
that if they could be irrigated they 'rDuld
respond as readily, and yield as satisfactory
results as any other part of Victoria. l\IiIdura had alreadv done that on the banks
of the ?\:[urray, and other irrigation settlements could be established in suitable spots
along that river with better land, and land
that would be more accessible to the markets, and more desirable in every way.
These spots of land cquld be made available for closer settlement later on.
His second reason was that some davit
might be found desirable to establish w~rk
men's homes or agricultural labourers' allotments in the vicinity of some Mallee
town, or town in the ~lallee border; and
if ever that time came round he did not
want the working men in that part of the
country to feel that they were fenced off
from the privileges that were given to
workmen in other parts of the State.
The CHAIRMAN.-I may point out
to the honorable member for Swan Hill,
and, to other honorable members who wish
to have this clause omitted from the Bill,
that their proper course is to vote against
it.
Mr. LEVIEN expressed the opinion that
the Committee would like to hear from the
Minister of Lands the reasons why the
Mallee was to be excluded from the operation of the Bill.
At present he (Mr.
Levien) could see no reason whatever why
it should be excluded.
l\1r. MURRAY stated that the Mallee
was excepted from the original Closer Settlement Act for what were considered sufficient reasons at that t~me-reasons that had
been very abl y stated by the honorable
member for Borung, namely, the uncertainty of the climate, and the comparative
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poorness of the soil, which rendere'd it unsuitable. for the purposes of closer settlement. The State did not wish to purchase
land, the future of which would be so extremely doubtful as would be the ~ase
with land in the Mallee country. It mIght
be said, however, that the board would not
purchase land unless it could see substantial reasons why land should be resumed
He did not think it matin that district.
tered much whether this clause was omitted
or not because he did not think it at all
likely 'in the near future that any land in
the -:l\-Iallee country would be taken for
closer settlement.
Mr. GRAy.-But land might be taken for
workmen's harnes.
Mr. MURRAY said that mjght be done,
but he 'would point out that at present
sufficient occupation could be given . to
labouring men upon the Crown lands whIch
remained in that part of the State.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 4 (interpretation),
.
Mr. PRENDERGAST called attentIOn
to paragraph (d), which was as follows : " Lease" means a conditional purchase lease,

and movedThat the words" a conditional purchase lease"
be struck ')ut, and the words "lease in perpetuity" be inserted.
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tern, and the minority which was opposed to
that system had been fading aw~y on e~ch
occasion. Nevertheless, the PremIer of New
Zealand, like all wise men who felt strongly
in a particular direction, was willing to consider fully the opinions of the minority.
1\1r. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).Becaust it has been forced upon him.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he failed to
Set:,; how the question could be forced upon
Mr. Seddon at the present time, seeing that
at the last two elections it had been made
a test question by the Tory Party. The
majority of the farmers' unions in New
Zealand had declared in favour of the
leasehold principle, and the only people
who had declared in favour of the freehold principle had been those in districts
where freeholds predominated, and where
the settlers had lived for a long 6me under
that system. He would sho.w the Committee - where meetings had been held in
New Zealand and with what result. Two
or three months ago, at a meeting which
was held at Kaitaia, one of the oldest freehold settlements in North Auckland-a
settlement on which there was not a single
Crown tenant-a re'solution was adopted,
declaring freehold to be th~ only satisfactory tenure. That resolutIOn was passed
as the conviction of a number of men who
had been living under the freehold system
in an old settled district, and who were
determined, if they possibly could, to retain
the svstem under which they had themselv,es
growi-t up, and to whic.h they were accustomed, and to try to Impose that system
upon other portions of New Zeal an? He
would now read the report of a meetmg that
was held in another part of New Zealand,
according to the New Zealand 1-1 era.ld,
which could not be suspected of havmg
radical leanings. In fact, it had been a
Tory paper all through its history, and was
mostl y opposed to the Seddon Government
-at least as far opposed to i~ as it dared
to be. The report appeared in that paper
on the 3rd August instant, and it referre.d to
a meeting that was held on the prevIOUS
day at Waikakahi, near Timaru. The report stated-

Hp, said his object in moving this amendment was to test the question of leasehold
against freehold. This was the first place
where any reference was made to the tenur~,
and if the amepdment were adopted It
would necessitate considerabl e al terations
in other parts of the Bill. He had entered
very fully into this question in his speech
on the second reading of the Bill, and also
in his speech on the Address-in-Reply. The
system of perpetual leaseholds,. notw~th
standing all that had been sa'ld .agamst
it, had been proved to be successful m N.ew
Zealand. So far had it become a portIOn
of the policy of the people of New ~ea
land that although the last two electIons
in that Colony had been fought on the
question of the abolition of the leasehold
system, which was attacked by the conservative section of the commumty, the numbers of that party, instead of increasing, had
been fading away at each election.
.
The meeting did not see eye to eye with the
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The Prem1er local
land board. A proposal was submitted apof New Zealand, the other night, promised proving of the optional purchase. system un~er
that he would appoint a commission to in- which a tenant would have the nght to acqUIre
. the fee simple estate in his lan<;ls if he so desired,
quire into the question.
the motion was promptly re]ec.ted. An amendMr. PRENDERGAST said that the Pre- but
ment declaring that "the meetmg upholds the
mier of New Zealand had spoken on many present system of leasehold" was then put and
occasions in defence of the leasehold sys- carried.
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Mr. MURRAY.-Who held that meeting?
Mr. PRENDERGAST said it was a
meeting of seleqtors who were working
under the leasehold system.
These were
instances of meetings - held on both sides
of the question. Now, one main point in
connexion both with the freehold and the
leasehold system, which must be considered
"from the farmers' point of view, was that
it did not cost the farmer so much 'under
the leasehold svstem to obtain land for the
purposes of se'ttIement, and to improve his
land, in order to get good results from it, as
it did under the freehold system.
Mr. LANGDoN.-You must improve your
selections.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST said that was
quite true; but he was pointing out that
it cost more to improve land under freehold than under leasehold.
Mr. LANGDoN.-Whv?
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he was
about to explain why. First of all, under
the freehold principle, the State was bound
to charge as much for the land, without paying off any of the capital, in 'order to obtain revenue to pay the interest" as it would
derive under the leasehold svstem. If it
borrowed the money at 4 per cent., it would
have to charge 4! per cent., and in addition to that, under the freehold system it
would have to charge something more for
the freehold value of the land.
Mr. 'VATT.-That does not affect improvements. I t does not cost more to improve freehold land than leasehold land.
Mr,' PRENDERGAST.-No.; But it
would cost more for the farmer to get it
under freehold than under leasehold. Under the leasehold system the farmer could
get the land for a sum equivalent to the
interest on the freehold value of it, whereas, under the freehold principle, he would
have to pay, not only interest on the money,
but instalments of purchase money as well.
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-But he is getting the
land for himself in the one case, and not
in the other.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the farmers
in New Zealand had stated that thev were
able to spend more money on improvements
when they purchased the land under the
leasehold principle, because they had less
to pay to the State. As Mr. Seddon himself stated in one of his speeches, the purchase of all this land under the freehold
principle would mean a difference of
£7,000,000, and if the farmers commenced
to get the freehold at the present time they
would have to pay that additional amount
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as compared with what they had to pay
under leasehold. On this subject he would
like to quote from the book of Mr. H. D.
Lloyd, on Newest England, in which he
gave a report of a trip to New Zealand.
Speaking of the leasehold principle, he
saidOne of the issues put to the fore by the Opposition in the recent election of 1899 was the substitution of the freellOld for the leasehold. The
Opposition promised the people that if elected
it would allow them to convert their State leaseholds into freeholds, but evidently the people did
not want the privilege, for they returned the
Seddon party to power with a larger majority
in Parliament than before. "The end of the
freehold system," Premier Seddon told the
voters, "is that the mortgagee gets the farm, and
the farmers get the road. If we repeal the leasehold law we will prevent the poor man from
getting any land."

These were the words uttered by Mr. Seddon himself. Since then another election
has been fought upon this question, and
the conservative minority had been still
further reduced.
Mr. WATT.-Was that the only issue
at the last election?
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that the
only issue in New Zealand was between
tory and, radical. That was the only issue
at any election in New Zealand or elsewhere.
Unfortunately, the result in Victoria had not been satisfactory.
Mr: J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).And If Mr. Seddon had promised to give
the land for nothing, he would have got
more votes still.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that Mr.
Lloyd went on to say"The State, as a landlord," Premier Seddon
has said, "will be more liberal than the money
lenders who foreclose." The State is the uniqufil
sort of landlord that reduces rent when it finds
itself making ~ profit. In his Budget speech in
1899 the PremIer announced that out of its gains
~he .State was able to lower its rents, as well as
Its Interest on advances to settlers, one-half per
eent. a year, or one-tenth.

l\Ir. 1\1 URRA Y.-That was done just before
an election, I suppose.
Mr. PRE~DERGAST.-No, it was just
after an electIOn.
Mr. Lloyd continued'The Minister of Lands has declared in a public
speech that he "would like to see the time when
all the lands of New Zealand were nationalized."
And Mr. 'Vm. Rolleston, the most authoritative
figure of tl~e Cons:rvativ:s, certain I y as regards
!~ncl questIOns, saId dun.ng the last .campaign,
We shall n~ver have .naho.nal prose.enty in New
Zealand untIl we natIonalIze every foot of its
land."

This was what a Conservative said in New
'Vhat did the Conservatives in
Zealand.
Victoria ·say?
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Mr. WATT.--\Ve have no Conservatives
here.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-No; we had a
lot of opportunists who were neither Conservative nor anything else-neither flesh,
fowl, nor good red herring. Another point
was that the Government proposed under
this Bill to borrow money.' He (Mr. Prendergast) was sorry to see that principle introduced into the measure, and he had
alread y protested against it.
1\1r. MURRAY.-What do they do in New
Zealand, then?
.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said it was quite
true that the New Zealand Government borrowed money for this purpose, but there
was no reason why we should follow NeW'
Zealand in everything.
Mr. l\[URRAY.-Thev borrow to purchase
the l,and in New Zeal~d, and they do not
provlde any means of repaying the money.
l\lr. PRENDERGAST said the difference was that in New Zealand they did not
part with the security, because the land remained the property of the State. Under
this Bill tte Government proposed to borrow
the money, and to part with the security
altogether.
.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-Not
until the land is pa'id for.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that as soon
as the land was paid for, the security would
be gone. In New Zealand they propooed
to keep the land as security for eve'r.
1\1r. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).- The
land there is never paid for.
1\1r. PRENDERGAST said that New
Zealand had prosperous settlers, who had
not . been bled' to death in the process of
gettmg on to the land, or in the process of
working it.
The Opposition had always
declare?-they ~ec1ar,ed here- they we"re
never tIred of relteratmg, that they did not
believe in confiscation.
Nobody among
the?1 wanted to take from any man that
',7hlch belo!.1ged to that man.
Noone
wanted t? take away a right that any man
had obtamed under the law, without givinathat man compensation equivalent to tha~
right or to any value that might have
accrued to it by the title that had
been granted to him by the Crown .
. If the State had retained the ownership
of the block of land in the citv of Melbourne embraced by Collins-street, Bourkestreet, ~wanston-street, and Queen-street,
the publIc revenue would be receiving now
nearly £300,000 per annum in rents from
it.
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Mr. J. ~A1\rERON (Gtppsland East).--I
can show you tens of thousands of acres in
townships in this country where you would
not get what you originally paid for the
land.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said there were
very few parts of the State where people
could not get for land what was originally
paid for it.
There were millions of acres
in the Western District that if they were
sold over again to-day would' fetch ten times
as much on the average as the Crown got
for them in the first place.
The block,
bounded by Bourke-street, Swanston-street,
Collins-street, and Queen-street, was sold
originally by the Crown for £r,073, less
one. block, on which no price appeared, but
that would not bring the price of the whole
of this area of city land above £r,roo.
Mr. WATT.-Are you quoting from Max
Hirsch's pamphlet?
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he was quoting from the brains of anybod'y who would
prove useful to his purpose.
He hoped
he was not accused of quoting anything
with the deliberate intention of misleading
the House. The block bounded by Bourkestreet, Elizabeth-street, Little Collins-street,
and Queen-street was bought originally for
£ 268.
The block bounded by Queenstreet, Little Collins-street, Elizabeth-street,
and Collins-street was bought for £32 r,
less one block, upon which no price appeared.
The block bounded by Bourkestreet, Elizabeth-street, Little Collins-street,
and Swanston-street was originally sold by
the Crown for £237, while the block
bounded by Elizabeth-street, Little Collinsstreet, Swanston-street, and' Collins-street
This was 57 or 58
was sold for £247.
years ago.
Mr. GRAHAM.-Batman bought it for very
much less than that.
nir. PRENDERGAST said that Batman did not get his purchase ratified in a
Court of Law. He tried to buy the land
for a few glass beads, and a few tomahawks. The original purchasers of the area
of city land that he had outlined, paid
£r,073 for a privilege which was now saleable at the sum of £5,331,000.
Mr. WATT. - Saleable !
You mean
estimated value.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said it was saleable at that price, or rather it was saleable
at even a bigger price than that, for that
was an estimate of three years ago, and
was considerably under the price to-day.
For some property in Collins and Swanston streets, the rents had gone up 75 per
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cent. in that period. One shop that was
let for £7 a week was to-day fetching £21
a week.
P remises in one place in the
Howie Estate that were fetching £156 a
year were now let for £350'
That was
so throughout the whole of these city premises. There was a man who had a shop
in Collins-street, and who the other day
was an extreme Tory.
He had been in
one shop, and was ordered to leave. He
then went to another, and was told he
must go out again. He (1vIr. Prendergast)
asked that man what remedy he had got,
and the reply \vas, "I am a Tory, but I
believe that it is necessary to-day to have
a rent court to protect me from the rapacity of private landlordism in this country."
~Ir. MlJRRAY.--And you want to continue the landlord?
~Ir. PRE~DERGAST said he wanted
to prevent the rapacious private landlord
coming along and hunting a man out of a
value which had been created by the whole
community, but upon which the community
was not asking to-day for a fair return.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-If
Geelong had been selected instead of Melbourne for the capital, would that land
have been worth so much?
~1r. PRENDERGAST said it would be
just about as relevant if he were to ask
whether the moon would have been worth
as much to-day, or more, if it had been
selected as thecapital. He had looked in vain
for a ratification of some of the figures used
by the honorable member for Toorak in his
speech on the second reading on 27th July,
especially those relating to the question of
the distribution of wealth. It was a very
difficult matter to prove anything by figures,
for so man y factors had to be considered'
-and those factors were continuallv discovering themselves to a speaker during
the course of h1S 0\\,11 argument-that it
seemed very difficult after all to arrive at
a satisfactory conclusion, unless all agreed
to the same basis of argument. The honorable member might not be wrong in the
'figures he gave, but upon the question of
national wealth he had hunted up Coghlan
to compare the figures.
The honorable
member for Toorak said that Victoria had
£261 of wealth per head of 'population,
New South Wales £266, South Australia
£260, and New Zealand £246. According to Coghlan's last summary of the figures
Victoria had ,£, 2.~4 of national wealth per
head and New Zealand £229, sh'Owing a
difference of only £5 per head.
According to the New Zealand Year-Book, the
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wealth per )1ead of ,New Zealand was
nearly £40 more than that of Victoria. The
compiler of the New Zealand Year-Boo>!?'
arrived at his figures on quite a different
The New Zealand
basis from Coghlan.
system, which seemed the fairest method of
judging, was to take the number of deaths
in the State for a certain period, and the
wealth left behind by those deceased
people, and then average the wealth over
the whole population. That seemed a very
reasonable method of arriving at a satisfactory conclusion.
.
Mr. ·WATT.-That is preposterous.
The
bulk of the people who die are old.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST said the honorable member for Essendon was very positiYe about everything he said, but that did
not alter the accuracy of the figures he (Mr.
Prendergast) quoted, no matter how positive the honorable member might be on the
other side.
Mr. ARGYLE.-What about the public
debts?
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he desired
to deal only with one question at a time.
The honorable member could elaborate on
that question, and on his own figures. He
was not using this argument to contradict. anybody.
,He did not even
care about taking the figures of the
Toorak into
honorable member for
consideration, and he was merely pointing
out these discrepancies because the honorable member's figures had been a:ccorded
special promiGence in certain publications,
That
notably the Pastoralists' Review.
was why it struck him first of all that inquiry into the honorable member's figures
This was a queswould be of some value.
tion upon which several authorities could
be found, and he had come to the conclusion that the national wealth of New Zealand per head was very much larger than
the honorable member for Toorak assumed
it to be.
Another very strong point to
consider in this connexion was that Victoria
had a decreasing population, whereas the
New Zealand population was increasing.
Further, the very latest figures that could
be obtained from month to- month were always available in regard to population,
wherea~ the figures relating to wealth would
be at least tw"O years old. Therefore, in New
Zealand, with an increasing popUlation,
the wealth per head would show a decreasing average, because the larger population
divided into the old figures relating to
wealth would give a smaller quotient.
If, on the other hand, Victoria's decreased
population of to-day was divided into the
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wealth that existed here two years ago, the
result would be a larger average than would
have been got two years ago from the population figures that were available then.
Mr. MORRISSEY.-The fewer people you
have in the country, then, the more apparently wealthy you make them?
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that was so
if the old figures as to wealth were taken.
While the figures as to wealth were at least
two years old, for they took a great deal of
preparation, the figures as to the population
of all the States of Australia could be arThe
rived at exactly up to a month ago.
national wealth could not be arrived at
exactly up to a month ago, it could only
b~ surmised, and that surmise was never
The very latest inmade by anybody.
formation on the question of wealth \vas
to' be got in Coghlan's book for 1902-3·
Therefore" even although he had cited these
varying figures, it seemed that the only
thing he could prove was that the.re was ~
great deal of difficulty in arriving at finality
on this question at all to the satisfaction
of anybody.
He would like to know the
authority of the honorable member for
Toorak, for he had shown that reliance could
not be placed upon the honorable member's
figures.
According to the latest figures the
population of Victoria was now 1,206,000,
and that of New Zealand 863,000. This
was up to the last possible point. The populatIOn of New Zealand, according to the
figures he quoted, when he last addressed
the House on this subject, was 834,000, but
now, including Cook Island, the surrounding islands, and the whole of the Maori
population, the total was 863,000, or a difference of 343,000 in favour of Victoria.
In connexion with the figures which the
honorable member for Toorak used to show
that Victoria was so much ahead of New
Zealand, in the matter of dairy cows, for
instance, if the honorable member wanted
to prove anything at all, he should prove
that the difference in anything of that sort
between the two States was greate.r than the
pe.rcentage of difference in popUlation. That
should be proved before the honorable member could prove that Victoria was in advance
of New Zealand.
The honorable member
said that Victoria had 521,612 mil~h cows,
as against 428,773 in New Zealand, or a
difference of 93,000 in favour of Victoria;
but that difference \"ould not be as great
per cent. as the percentage difference between a popUlation of 863,000 in New
Zealand and a population of 1,206,000 in
Victoria. Therefore, the question of the
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difference in population would have to be
considered in discussing the wealth or possessions of the two countries, in order to
prove anything detrimental to one or the
other.
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-YOU want to compare
your cows with the acres available, and not
with the men.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that was not
the question at all, and he could not see that
it affected the matter one way or the other,
so long as one basis was agreed on in considering the proposition. In considering. the
relationship between the available products
of this country and of New Zeal and, there
must be considered, first of all, the number
of people settled upon the land and cultivating the land, in order to arrive at the
amount of produce that each was getting,
and the proportion per head of popUlation
of the wealth produced by the industry of
e\:erybody in the country. Supposing that
343,000 peopl)e, representing the present
advantage of Victoria over New Zealand
in population, were to go away from Victoria, then, as the acreage was very nearly
the same, the two countries could be compared hand for hand, and if Victoria had
500 ,000 odd cattle against New Zealand's
4 00 ,000 odd, it could immediately be said
that Victoria was very much the richer
country, because per head of popUlation Victoria carried so much more stock than New
The honorable member for
Zealand.
Toorak did not assert that New Zealand
had so much less population, but asserted
that Victoria had 'so much more stock,
whereas, to prove that Victoria had an advantage in wealth, the honorable member
would have to show that Victoria had a
. greater amount of stock than New Zealand
in proportion to the population. The honorable member would give him credit for
having no desire to brush any of his figures
aside, for his whole object was merely to
find out their relative value.
New Zealand had 28 per cent. less population than
Victoria, and therefore the honorable member would have to prove that Victoria had
more than 28 per cent. more stock than New
Zealand, in order to show conclusivelv that
New Zealand was in a poorer positio~ than
Victoria.
IHr. HUTCHINSON.-No; we have more
stock per acre than New Zealand.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes; but Victoria would require much more stock per
acre to prove the honorable member's contention. If a man had a family of nine
to feed, and only had one loaf of bread~
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which was enough only for six, he would not
have enough bread in the house, but if he
only had six to feed with the same loaf, he
could feed those six. That was the exact
position as between these two countries.
New Zealand required less to make
it wealthy, because it had a smaller population; and yet, according to the figures
he had quoted, he was sorry to say that
New Zealand was in a better position than
Victoria to-day. According to Coghlan, the
percentage of incomes from private sources
per inhabitant was 43' 7 per cent. in Victoria, and 46' 5 per cent. in New Zealand.
This, again, showed an advantage in favour
of New Zealand, which was not acknowledged in the figures used by the honorable
member for Toorak. Upon the question of
leasehold, there were numbers of people in
Victoria who owned land to-day, and who
were using it for settlement purposes, and
they were in a position to acknowledge today that there was an active demand for land
for leasehold. If there was no desire on the
part of the State to say that those private
owners must sell their lands to their tenants,
then there should be no desire on the part
of the State to part with its lands to its
tenants unless it got as much value for
them as a private owner demanded. There
were honorable members on the Ministerial
side of the House who were wealthy by the
immense amount. of land they owned.
:Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland E~st).-The
land-owners are on that (the Opposition)
.
side.
\lr. PREXDERGAST.-No j the Opposition, like the Macgregors, were landless.
While those members on the Ministerial side
were fighting tooth and nail to-day to get
the freehold for the tenants of the State,
they were at the same time doing their level
best to prevent the adoption of a proper
system of compulsory purchase, in order to
prevent the tenants of private freeholders
outside from obtaining the freehold' themselves. The Pastoralists' Review of I6th
August said, referring, to VictoriaThere is n. very active demand for land to lease,
but comparatively few holders are prepared to
let.
Further portions of the western plains have
been let for wheat-growing, which will consider:ably increase the area put under crop next year.

While members on the Ministerial side were
insisting' that the only tenure that people
·ought to be asked to take in this country
from the State was freehold, and while
they were arguing that every man would
demand the ownership of his little home,
they were prepared to allow the people of
the State to get only the leasehold from pri-
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vate owners, who had got their land for next
to nothing, and to permit the private tenant
to be bled to any extent that the landowner desired. Yet those honorable members were prepared to kick up an everlasting row in this House, to get the people the
freehold from the State, and to prevent the
State from letting its land on a perpetual
leasing system. If it was good that every
man who acquired land from the State
should own the piece of land on which he
worked, then it was also good that the
same right should be given to the tenants
of private land-owners.
i\1r. MURRAY.-Do you argue that it is
not good? You are arguing that tenancy
is a good thing.
~Jr. PRENDERGAST said he was arguing that tenancy under the Crown was
a good thing, because the Crown was a
decent landlord. A man did not get into
the hands of the monev lender or the
sweater if he held a te;1ancy u;lder the
Crown. He got a chance to show his bona
fides, whereas the agreement he read to the
House the other night-a form of agreement which was adopted by nearly every
landlord in the country - showed that
the slightest lapse from the conditions of a man's lease under a private
landlord resulted in the landlord's seizing,
not only the man's implements, but
his crops, and even his household effects,
and turning him out upon the street.
That kind of thing did not occur
under the Crown ownership,. and it was
because that kind of thing did take
place under private ownership that the
Opposition were proposing that Crown
ownership should supplant private ownership. The Opposition acknowledged that
the system proposed by the Government
was a step in the direction they desi-red to
get. The preventing of a man from doing
what he liked with his freehold was something different from anything that had been
applied in this country before, except under
mining conditions. The Opposition knew
that that was an advant:e, but they also
knew that this merely tentative step' taken
by the Government was not going far
enough in the direction of proclaimmg that
the State itself shoiJld be the only person
that held any land, and that the onl v title
to land in this countrv. should be the title
",'hich came from the ~use of the lanel, and
that any man who used the land to the best
advantage of himself and family should
have the benefit of that land for himself
and his heirs for ever, without being
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obliged by a private landlord to create
private wealth for the benefit of the landowning section of the community. This
question that leasehold should take the
place of freehold, and that all land users
should become tenants of the Crown, was
one of the principal planks in all the
labour platforms.
Mr. LEVIEN.-How are you gomg to
acquire your land?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-What did the
honorable member want to acquire land
for?
Could it be acquired to-day from
Even in this Bill,
private landlords?
clauses of a semi-compulsory nature had
had to be introduced to dispossess men who
had got too much land, in order to allow
other men who had no land to have a show
to live. Honorable members on the Ministerial side acknowledged to-day that they
were s'upporting the principle of compulsory purchase, and they were fighting
half in line with the Opposition on that
subject.
Although some honorable members on the Ministerial side did not in their
hearts believe in this Bill, they knew they
dared not vote against it. l\{embers hau
anI y to look at the history of the last
week or two to see that the shadow was
growing. It made members on the Government side of the House very uneasy.
Mr. COLEcHIN.-And yet they smile.
~1r. PRENDERGAST said that they
were told in connexion with this matter,
and the matter of purchase, that sufficient
revenue would not be got. He had in his
hand a paper that had be~n circulated concerning the cry of the fat landlord in Collins-street abO\ut the poor farmer being
killed by a land tax. The figures he
intended to quote were from our own statist's office, and he was glad of the opportunity to pay a compliment to Mr. McLean,
who ~ad charge of the officeThe value of land in private possession, all
improvements being deducted, is, inclusive of
mines and city franchise, in round numbers
£145,000,000.
This value is approximately distributed as follows :-Cities, towns, and boroughs,
£60,000,000 equals 41'4 per cent. ; stations, mines,
country townships, &c., £69,000,000 equals 47'6
per cent. ; farms, orchards, &c" £16,000,000 equals
1 1 per cent.

A rate of 2~d. in the £1 on the capital
unimproved value of the land in
town and country would yield the sum of
£1,510,420, and to this sum the farmers
would contribute 11 per r.ent., which would
amount to £r66,146. That was all the
owners of the small areas would pay in
land taxation. The cry was raised that it
was the farmers who would have to pay
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the tax, whereas it was well known that
the tax would be paid principally by people
like those who owned over £5,000,000
worth of property in the city of Melbourne.
A cartoon was given in this circular, and
underneath appeared the following:Farmer-" What are you crying for my little
man ?"
Rich City Land Values Owner-" For the poor,.
poor farmer, who will be ,ruined by the tax on
land values."

Poor chap! The poor fellow who was
working from daylight to dark, who did
not walk in Collins-street with an umbrella over his head-this poor individual,
who had to work, would have to pay 1 1 per
cent. of the land taxation, but was compelled to believe that he would have to pay
about 90 per cent. of it. He was strongly in
favour of the leasehold system, for the
State should hold all the land of the community. Under a leasehold system, the
State would be able to give a man security of tenure, which would enable him
to have sufficient land to live comfortably
on, and to take all the results of his own
toil, after providing for the deduction of
such portion as was necessary to pay the
taxation to carryon the government of the
country.
It would give him a tenure
which would make him secure from now
till the day of Judgment; that security of
tenure the mortgagee could not seize. He
wished to keep these men from the
money lenders; and it was the banks and the
money lenders who were cr;ying out for the
freehold system, because it was only under
that system that they could get possession
of the land. In America there was a combination of the farmers '\vho had been dispossessed b'y the mortgagee and the money
lender. The major portion of their working hours were consumed in meeting the
greed of the mortgagee. H'is party would
provide the settlers with the Credit Foncier,
and with still further opportunities to get
money cheap. They would provide them
with land to cultivate, and would see that
they were able to cultivate it. His party
"'ished to provide all the sons of the soil
and all the sons of toil with land,
and to enable them to make a comfortable living, and improve their social
position. It was those who lived in the
cities upon the toil of the producers who
were crying out all the time that the poor
farmer would be robbed by land taxation.
Those who opposed his proposal wished to
provide security for the man who lent
money, but his party did not want to have
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the farmer in the position of giving security
to any private -individual. His party would
provide a bank for him to get his money
from, and would provide him with land
that he and his heirs and assigns could live
on for ever. His party wished to open up
the land for every man in the community
who desired to be a producer, and wished
to do so under the most favorable circumstances.
'Mr. MURRAY said it would be somewhat difficult for anyone to reply to the
speech of the leader of the Opposition. The
honorable member had a most peculiar process of argument, which sometimes resulted
in his proving exactly the contrary of what
he desired to prove. There was no questioning the honorable member's earnestness j he was most emphatic and earnest at
all times, but he (Mr. Murray) had never
heard him more emphatic, more earnest,
and less impressive than on the present occasion. The honorable member seemed to be
fighting a forlorn hope-to have a despera.te case-for he had very little hope of
making any converts amongst the sensible
men of this Chamber.
M r. PRENDERGAST .--Among your own
followers, of course.
Mr. MURRAY said there was no use
slaying those who were already slain.
There was no use trying to convince
those who sat in the corners and behind the Government in connexion with
a proposal that was not in the best interests of those who intended to occupy the
The honorable member stated that,
land.
despite the fact that the population of Victoria was greater than that of New Zealand, if the wealth of both places were
divided equally among ~ the respective
peoples, the people of Victoria would have
a slightly smaller amount than the people
of New Zealand. That did not appear to
the honorable member's mind to be entirelv
satisfactory, and then he made out a case
which told somewhat in favour of New
Zealand, and that was as to the number of
-cows possessed by those two places. The
working of tfie human mind was extraordinarv, and somewhat inscrutable. He dared
to say that it was an ancestor of the honorable member who was speaking, and not the
honorable member himself. It was an ancestor led awav back to the aboriginal and primitive condition of our ancestors, when the
wealth of a man consisted in his herds, and
the true teist of his position was the number
of cow:; he possessed. Whether there was
more wealth to go round in New Zealand
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or Victoria, or whether New Zealand had
more cows, was somewhat beside the que1stion. He did not propose to go into figures.
He did not think that the honorable memb~r's statement that the millionaire was priVileged to wear patent leather boots was a
very witty argument to advance against
the proposal in the Bill. He had only a
pC1J3sing acquaintance with millionaires, and
had never noticed that they were distinguished by wearing patent leather on their
feet.
The millionaire ,vas generally a
pletty level-headed fellow, who liked to be
comfortable in all things, and he could not
imagine a millionaire being comfortable in
patent lea.ther boots, especially if they
were a SIze or two too small.
The
most distressing and painful experience
his little tootsie wootsies had had was due
and
to wearing patent leather boots
he disca:d~d t.hem years ago, although not
yet a mIllIonaIre.
When the Government
end~avoured to put under the
perpetual
leasmg system the settlers on the land
at ~acchus Marsh and Warmambool they
decll11ed to have anything to do with it.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-When was
that?
Mr. MURRAY.-Within the last eighteen
month,,). Although New Zealand had been
cited, there was an agitation going on there
to get the fee-simple of the land. The
Crown tenants found out after all that there
were very strong obje'ctions to the system
tmder which they held their land. There
was a system of land taxation in New Zealand (hat we had not got he're. In New
Zealand the individual never had his rent
raised under the perpetual leasing system,
but there was a land tax.
Mr. BEARD.-Wr.y should it not be
raised?
.
Mr. MURRAY said that it was periodically revalued for the purposes of taxation.
He was not there to plead for the landlord j
he would never have made this proposal in
the Bill if he believed in landlordism. Did
the man who occupied the land in New
Zealand get the reward of his labour and
if we adopted the New Zealand s~stem
would the man on the land get it here?
What inducement was it to a man to improve his land, when he knew it would in.
crease his burden of taxation?
'Mr. COLECHIN.-Can you give us an instance where the State is as wicked as the
private landlord?
Mr . MURRAY said he believed the
State would be a better landlord, but
probably
a
very
weak one.
The
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leader of the Opposition stated that when
a man got the fee-simple of the land
it would get into the hands of his creditors.
The tenant, as well a·s the owner, frequentl y got into the hands of his creditors.
Did the honorable member wish him to assume that he desired the Crown tenant not to
pay his just obligations, or to be able to
escape from any obligation he might incur,
and thus defeat his creditors?
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Certainly not. I do
not want him to get into the hands of pawnbrokers.
Mr. MURRAY said that then he did
not escape from his creditors.
The Government provided certain restrictions to
prevent the aggregation of these estates
again. The honorable member admitted
that the proposal of the Government would
meet the difficulty of the Government having to repeat the process of resuming the
land after it had been bought and distributed. He expected to find New Zealand
cited, and one would think that the tenants
there were perfectly satisfied with the existing condition of things, according to the
honorable member. But it was found that
the farmers throughout New Zealand were
agitating for an alteration of their tenure.
:Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-I gave an instance
where they passed a resolution against it.
Mr. MURRAY.-Would the honorable
member accept one of the Ministers of
Lands in New Zealand as an authority?
That man was a statesman-like man, and
'did a lot for the people of New Zealand
-he meant the late Mr. McKenzie. The
farmers in New Zealand were agitating
for the freehold tenure. He would quote
Mr. ' Duncan, who was now Minister of
Lands in New Zealand, and was a member
of the Seddon Government.
The Hon.
Richard Seddon was recognised as the
uncrowned king of New Zealand, and this
was what one of the·members of his Cabinet
stated :-.
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~he j\finister of Lands got good suggestIons even from the leader of the Opposition.
Mr. WATT.-In New Zealand.
Mr. . ~f()~RA Y said the leader of the
OppOSItIOn here never quoted the leader of
the Opposition in New Zealand-

and to bring in legislation providing for its disposal. under the homestead system, which grants
the ~pft of ~~e freehold to inteJ.?ding settlers OD
certam condItIons.

Probabl y the very conditions embodied in
this Bill.
. Although Mr. Duncan declares that he is not
m favour of permitting holders under the lease ID
perpetuity to acq~ire .the freehold, he plainly
foresees th~t the tllne IS coming when it can no
long~r be ~Ithheld from them, and he accordingly
~uahfies hIS declaration by the statement that
If the Cro,,:n tenants were dissatisfied, and
the peoI?le decIded that reverting to the freehold'
was deslIable, then in justice to the country the
land must go into the open market."
,

The Government did not propose to go as
far as that. The Trades Hall had been
alluded to, and it had issued its platform.
That platform was the text on which the
lead~r o~ the Opposition preached.
He
had In hIS hand the platf~rm issued by the
Trades Hall, or. rat1:er by the political
~ody connected WIth It.
It was divided
mto several planks, and ran pretty well
throug~ the letters of the alphabet. Plank
H, whIch was one of the principal planks,
wasTh.e sustaining of village settlements, and the
creatIOn of small .land-h~ld~rs under a system of
perpetual lease WIth penodlcal valuations.

When a man had land that he had made
more valuable, and on which he had made
two blades of grass to grow where but one
~ad grown previously, and of which he had
Increased the fertility by his labour and
by the sweat of his brow, then in came the
valuator, and appraised the land for the
purpose of taxation.
That was what the
present proposal would do.
It would
The Hon. T. Duncan has stated that he will mean that the man would not work for himintroduce in the coming session a Tenants Right
Bill, providing for the payment of compensation self, and that he would not . receive the
for improvements effected by holders of leases, fruits of his industry, but that the taxand that he has expressed himself as being " dis- gatherer would come along and scoop it
tinctly in favour of allowing those who took up up.
certain land which necessitated great trouble to
Mr. BEARD.-You know very well that
clear or drain to obtain the freehold."
the
improvements are exempt.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is from the
Mr.
MURRAY said that he would like
great liberal journal, the Pas'toralists' R eto know what then was the use of review.
val uing the land?
That showed that the
Mr. MURRAYhonorable member could make a suggestion
In regard to other lands, Mr. Duncan states that he (Mr. Murray) was totally unable to
that he intends to adopt the sys.tem advocated by
understand.
Mr. Massey, the leader of the Opposition,--
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Mr. HANNAH.-You have not studied it pitiful tale the honorable member told about
dosel y enough, or you woul d never state the position of the men who had to meet
such a thing.
the demands of rapacious landlords.
The
Mr. MURRAY said that of course there Govern~ent wanted the landlord to disapThe pear entIrely, and the place that once knew
was a financial reason advanced.
honorable member had said something him to know him no more. He did not bea.bout the financial methods of New lieve in a lease in perpetuity at all.
If
Zealand, which did not commend them- they took the full value of the land from
sel ves to this country.
In New Zea- the m.an, the man would not gain anything
land they let the occupier have the land by thIS system.
If the State charged as
on perpetual lease, and there was no pro- hIgh rental as the individual landlord, and
vision in the way of a sinking fund with the man saw no prospect of ever terminating
which to pay the debt incurred for his liability-for the State to do that was
the purpose of purchasing the land. That foreign to ~he genius of our people, and
indebtedness remained upon the State so was somethmg which he certainly did not
far as the laws on this matter in New Zea- like.
The man who proposed that was
land were concerned,' and the debt must not a friend' of the settler.
Boiled down,
remain a burden upon the people, or the the prospect every man would like to have
whole of the State.
Very properly, under would be that at some distant date he would
that system the whole of the State was be able to make the land absolutely his
responsible. But in the system ",..hich the own in fee simple.
Government proposed, there was to be
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You do not propose
an end to the period during which to do that in vour Bill.
payments were to be made, and there
Mr. BROMLEY.-They cannot do it in
would be a period when the money Great Britain.
borrowed would no .longer be a burden upon
Mr. MURRAY said that it would be a
the State.
They sa'w a period when the freehold, for the time would come when
demand upon the lessee would cease..
It all payments would cease.
was a somewhat long period-3ri yearsAn HONORABLE MEMBER.-He would not
but during that period the payments were ha ve the right to sell.
not of an oppressive character, if the land
Mr . MURRAY said that it would be a
was we.ll bought.
The lessee would pay restricted' freehold.
6 per cent. per annum; of that 4! per
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-All the difference in
cent. would be for interest, and r! per cent. the world.
for sinking fund. In fact, the Government
Mr. ]\IURRAY said that it was a restricproposed to make it easier for the ted freehold, with this very important
occupier here than in New Zealand, for at feature, that all the improvements that the
the end of 3 r! years the occupier would get man made, and all the increase in value,
rid of the entire burden, and be a free man, whether the result of his exertions or not
and be able to say "This land is mine." would belong to him and to nobody else:
Under the honorable member's proposal the and the State would have no claim on the
occupier could never make the land his own. land as a landlord. The honorable member
W as that an inducement to a man to do knew, in the country from which the honthe best he could?
orable mem}:>er's forefathers came, the curse
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-What do you call o.f landlordIsm. A man got the land' some(' his own"? Are you giving him the right tImes at a low enough rate, but there was
~o enc?uragement .for him to improve, and
to sell?
Mr. MURRAY said they were giving the ImmedIately he dId improve up went the
The more productive the man made
man something more than that. They were rent.
giving the man the prospect of attaining to the land, the more he had to pay.
Mr. WATT.-The rent went out of the.
the condition when the footfall of the taxgatherer and rent collector would not be countrv.
That was not a sweet . Mr. ~ MURRAY said that thev had an
heard on the land.
sound.
After that period, these visitors instance of landlordism in its ,;orst form
would cease from troubling him. The man in Ireland.
would' have made the land his own. Would
l\-Ir. PRENDERGAST.-Worse in nothing
honorable members begrudge the poor else than in respect to the absentee landfarmer, of whom they were posing as such lord.
friends, if he did enter into the enjoyment
Mr. MURRAY said he could not underof a little unearned increment? It was a stand the honorable member condemning
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that system in Ireland, and then in another
breatl; advocating the system of landlords
here.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-One-seyenth of the
whole of the land is owned by absentees.
Mr. MURRAY said that that had nothing to do with the question. He truste.d
that the Committee would not accept thIS
proposal, which he did not think would lead
to success in the attempt the Government
were making in this Bill t<:> settle ~eople
on the land. He did not thmk that It was
the form of tenure that the people they
would get on the land would desire to
He believed that the prospect of
have.
obtaining the freehold sooner or later would
be an additional attraction. As far as he
knew, the object of every man, in w.orking
the land, was to have a farm of hIS own
some day, and that was what was proposed
in this Bill. He did not think it would
be in the best interests of the settlers
themselves if the honorable member's proposal were accepted.
Mr. HANNAH stated that he recognised
that they had now arri~ed at on~ of ~he
most important clauses m conneXlOn WIth
the Bill. He trusted that honorable members would weigh well without prejudice
the full importance of what this proposal
meant to the future of Victoria. He had
listened very carefully to the remarks of
the honorable gentleman in charge of the
Bill and while that honorable gentleman
was' able to twit the leader of the Opposition with having a great deal of earnestness, but no facts, he (Mr. Hannah) did
not think that the honorable member had
in any way improved his position. He did
not think that the honorable gentleman
had advanced one solid argrn:nent from his
stand-point, which was not the one
from which the honorable gentleman
He (Mr.
recentl y -viewe-d the matter.
Hannah) had just been in a district that
the honorable gentleman was well acquainted with, and he had met a good many
who had voted for that honorable gentleman in the past, but who now said they
would never vote for John Murray again.
Why was that? Because, not only in connexion with this matter, but in connexion
with many others, the honorable gentleman
had seen reason to change his opinions. He
(Mr. Hannah) would not condemn a man
for changing his opinions when the proper
time arrived; but in some people's cases
the occasion for changing their opinions arrived very often. In the district the honorable gentleman came from, from Gee-
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long well on to Warrnambool, the land today was entirely in the hands of a few.
Were they going to perpetuate for all
time the evils that their fathers were not
able to ayoid? He was anxious to see the
Closer ;Settlement Bill effective, and if
they were going on simply in the old way
that Parliament had gone on in the past,
parting \vith the lands on one hand, and
then in a few years wanting to take them
back on the other, that would be simply a
waste of time and an expenditure of money
which he thought would be useless. It was
the Emperor Napoleon, he believed, who
said, and in saying it he left to- all progressives throughout the world a very important message-" Empires generally die
of indigestion, through having swallowed
too much territory."
That was WPrlt '\"as
the matter with many people to-day, who
did not wear kid gloves, but were able at
least to walk Collins-street with patent
leather boots, and able, also, effectively to
hold in the hollow of their hand the great
mass of the workers who were upon the
lands to-day.
The _question which was
confronting honorable member.; now was
how they were to secure the best lands of
this country.
They were told that if th~y
secured valuable land, and cut it up into
small allotments, and handed it, over to a
large number of men, we should soon be
on the way to compete with New Zealand.
He believe_d, after having travelled, that
in Victoria we had as great facilities for
the production of wealth per head of tht~
population as they had in New Zealand.
The proposal of the Bill was that they were
to hand over the land to a large number of
smaller owners.
Verv often a crisis occurred, and the land '~Tould again get into
the hands of those who at present had such
a grip upon the whole of this country, aneT
we should be again in as bad a position as
we were to-day. He would ask the honorable member to recollect that not only in
Ireland, but also in Scotland and England
as well, the evil to which he referred existed.
What would be the position to-day if the
people in the old country could get rid effectively of the landlord? They would be absolutely living in a state bordering upon what
was often spoken of as a workers' para-dise. But honorable members knew what
a great evil the system of the existing
tenure was in the old country, and not only
there, but in every civilized country in theworld. Like a cancer that system had also
eaten into our Constitution in Victoria.
Fancy, within 50 years of the establishment of Victoria as a State, our crying out
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about losing population! Some I 16 m~n
~Ir. WATT .-Are you prepared to prove
owned and controlled between them 5~ mIl- the other statement that some of these people
lions of acres of land. He was upon a look- have no titles to their land?
out yesterday, 100 feet high, erected to the
Mr. HANNAH said yes j the honorable
memory of one of those who were once
member would know that there were men in
able to get on the highest hill in the disthis country who were challenged by Francis
trict, and with a glass look upon all the
Longmore, and that the challenge had never
surrounding territory as far as the eye
yet been taken up.
could reach, and say, "This is mine." If
Mr. MURRAY.-They still have the land.
they were only to go into the early records
of those times-and he had given the matMr. HANNAH said that a challenge was
ter close attention-many of those gentle- made that a Royal Commission should go
men could not show a title to the lands into the matter as to how certain individuals
which they said was theirs to-day. He was were able to dummy land in the early hishoping that if this proposal was not car- tory of Victoria. This House had -never
ried, the Bill would be lost.
taken that step yet, and if the honorable
Mr. W ATT.-Do you make that state- member for Essendon would assist him, he
ment about those II6 men?
would be very pleased t'O go into that
Mr. HANNAH said that he was making question.
the statement that II6 men, and their faMr. MURRAY.
Do you believe Longmilies, owned between them 5:1 millions of more's statement?
acres of land, according to Coghlan.
}Ir. HANNAH said that ,,,hat he
Mr. WATT.-And cannot show a title?
wished to come to was this.
In dealing
Mr. HANNAH said that the honorable with this important question, he wanted to
member for Essendon was once a land- see that they did not perpetuate the evils
taxer, and he had heard the honorable mem- of the past, not only of this country, but
One gentleman.
ber debating seriously on a public platform of every other country.
.1gainst parting with the lands of this coun- Mr. Max Hirsch, when he talked about
try, and handing them over to private' in- the land question, was not taken up by
dividuals.
To-night the honorable mem- very many people who were now paying, him
ber was taking the part of the squatter and great respect, and who were prepared now
the land-owner, and of those who held to give him a certificate as to his statethem to-day in the hollow of their hands. ments against Socialism.
But when that
Mr. WATT.-You are not game to repeat gentleman was not with the Conservative
Partv, honorable members On the other
that other statement.
(the "Ministerial) side of the House looked
Mr. HANNAH said he had heard the upon him as one of the confiscators, because
honorable member speaking very eloquently he said that they should not only pay a
from the public platform, enlightening penny in the £1 as a land tax, but that the
hundreds of men upon this question, and tax should go on increasing in order to get
those people were still thinking over what the full value of the land without paying
should have been done years agp.
They to the poor squatter a single pound.
The
should insert in every piece of l~gislation honorable member for Essendon and others
like this a provision that no further aliena- were now using the same arguments that had
tion of the Crown lands of this country been used against the land tax two or three
should take place. When he saw the honor- years ago when they stood for Parliament.
able member On the side of squatterdom,
:Mr. WATT said that he rose to a point
and on the side of the House that believed
in monopoly, he would leave the honorable of order. He had been in favour of a land
member to himself and his constituents. He tax all the time, and was still, but the honhoped that while he (Mr. Hannah) was orable member, consciously or unconsciously.
here he would be able to talk as well and was misrepresenting his views.
inteliigently as the honorable member, ~nd
Mr. HANNAH saia that he would not
without his pompousness. He was gomg misrepresent the honorable member for the
on to state, for the information of the hon- world.
orable member, that there were some four
Mr. MURRAY. - Withdraw the word
individuals in tbls country who owned be" pompousness."
tween them just about 1,000,000 acres. Was
Mr. HANNAH said that he knew that
the honorable member prepared to disprove
the honorable member could not help that.
that statement?
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The Minister of Lands, when speaking on
this question, said that when two areas of
land had been cut up-one at Bacchus
Marsh, and the other at Warrnambooland had been offered to those in search
of land, they would not take it, because
they were only offered the land on a system of perpetual leasing. Now, he (Mr.
,Hannah) would like to ask the Minister
was that offer advertised in Victoria, to the
honorable gentleman's knowledge? Was
there an opportunity given to those who
were anxious to get upon the land? He
rather thought, so far as his memory served
him, that there were no facilities offered,
even under the system the Minister had
mentioned. Having travelled all over Victoria in connexion with his. election contest,
together with his colleague in the representation of the Railways Service, they made
this a burning question, and after every
public meeting, even when discussing the
question with farmers, and with those
anxious to get on the land, they found t.hat
if those men had facilities to get the use of
land on a perpetual lease they would even
prefer it before the system of being able to
get the title to the land. He would point
out that in New Zealand, after the question
had been given fair consideration) and the
Government started to resume land in connexion with the Cheviot estate, the people
there preferred the perpetual le3se to the
freehold. He thought that fact was an
argument against the statement of the Minister of Lands, with regard to the particular
districts the honorable gentleman mentioned.
He (Mr. Hannah) held in his hand a very
important report, which was signed by two
former members of this House-one the
then l\'[inister of Lands, l\Ir. Best, and the
other Mr. Trenwith-who had paid. a visit
to New Zealand.
This was what they
saidvVe made personal inquiries from the settlers
to ascertain how they regarded the prevailing
tenure-the lease in perpetuity.
While the
majority seemed perfectly content and satisfied,
others naturally made no secret of their feelings
that the rentals might be credited to the ultimate
purchase of their holdings in fee simple. Yet
the success of the settlement must, to some extent, be attributed to the tenure. While the
farms offered in fee simple for cash and terms
on the conditions already set forth, found no purchasers, those under lea'se in perpetuity were
rushed. The lease was regarded by the tenant as
a sufficiently secure tenure, while it enabled him
to turn his limited capital to profitable account.
There is this distinction between lease in perpetu·
ity and perpetual lease that is often overlooked:
the former is not subject to any variations of
rentals, owing to recurring re-assessments, to
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which the latter system is subject. While the unimproved value of his leasehold may increase
enor~ously., the less~e of t.he lease in perpetuity
has Immumty from mcreasmg rentals. That the
State will reap considerable advantages from the
system judiciously administered seems a foregone
conclusion. Cheviot is paying 5! per cent. on the
present state of its account for purchase and improvements, and in time the State should recoup
the whole of its expenditure in connexion therewith.
.

This seemed to him (Mr. Hannah) a very
comprehensive argument, and one that
would combat any that had been put forward by the Minister in charge of this Hill.
But this was nothing new. If we went back
to John Stuart Mill, we found that a no less
profound an economist than that gentleman
advocated the system of perpetual leasing
years ago, and since then men like Wa.llace
and others had absolutely demonstrated to
the world that it was the onlv wise course
for any people to adopt. The honorable
member for Gippsland E~st, in answer to
the honorable member for N or'th Melbourne,
spoke about some of the people who had
taken up land not being able to aet the
price which it cost them from the Crown.
~Thile that might be so in some particular
mstances, he would ask the honorable membe~ was there one instance in 500 in
whIch men would be willing to sell their
land for what they gave the Crown for itmen who had got two-thirds of the land of
the State? Would the Manifolds, or the
~hirnsides, part with their land for anything
lIke the amount they gave the Crown for it?
Therefore, that argument of the honorable
member did not hold water, even though
some men might have been dumped upon
·poor land that would never pay. The real
question now before the Committee was,
who was to reap the value given to the land?
Was it to be the people, or was it to be the
individual? He (Mr.. Hannah) said the
people every time. The honorable member
for North Melbourne, that evening, referred
to one or two blocks of land in the city of
Melbourne, and he (Mr. Hannah) could go
further and produce a copy of the first land
sales held in Melbourne, with the names of
the original purchasers of each block of
land. Taking the block bounded by Victoriastreet, Spring-street, Flinders-street, and
Spencer-street, he found tha.t that land was
originally parted with bv the Crown for the
sum of £252,000,. yet {n the year I899 the
value of the land in that block exclusive
of all, improvements and buildings thereon,
had mcreased to no less a sum than
£8,5 00 .00 0. Here was a clear £8,2.5 0 ,000
of added wealth given to that block of land.
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And what had giv,en this value? It had been
society which had given this value to the
land; it had been the expenditure of public
,money, including the building of railways.
H,= heard the honorable member for Waranga interjecting, but he would remind that
honorable meniber that, as to the lands
• in the district which he particularly represented, after an enormous amount of public
money had been expended in giving added
value to those lands all along the Goulburn
Valley, and when we had pledged our credit to the old country for that money, the
land-owners came down to this House and
got rid not only of the responsibility of
the money which they had borrowed from
the State, but also of the interest upon it,
which had now been handed on to the Government. He held in his hand a return in
regard to the moneys that had been expended
throughout the length and breadth of
Victoria.
He found that out
of
£52,000,000, which we had borrowed,
no less than £38,500,000 had been spent
in building railways through th.~ lands
of those people who owned them to-day.
When railways had been built through the
'Western District, had not an enormously
increased value' been thus given to the
land of the squatters in Camperdown,
and all through that district?
So
far as the leasehold system was concerned,
if we had only been wise in our day and
generation, when the land which was
occupied by the City of Me.lbourne alone
was parted with, we would be free from
taxation to-day.
The eight and a quarter
millions of additional value that had been
given to the block of land to which he
had previously referred, would have freed
us from taxation if we had only leased
the land in perpetuity, as honorable members on that (the Opposition) side of the
House were asking should be done in connexion with the lands dealt with in this
The same principle was recognised
Bill.
in connexion with the Federal capital, which
was to be built.
The men who framed
the Federal Constitution were supposed to
include the brightest intellects that could be
brought together in Australia, and those
men clearly said-and the Federal Parliament had affirmed-that so far as the
Federal capital was concerned, the value
that would accrue from the increase of
wealth produced as the result of the expenditure of public money, and of the fact
that population would reside there, would
If it
belong to the people of Australia.
was a good thing for the people of Aus-

tralia thus to provide for the future, must
it not be a good thing for the people of
Victoria also to provide for the unearned
increment that was now going into the
pockets of men like the :Manifolds, Chirnsides, and Clarkes? He admitted that there
were some sCJuatters who were fair and broadminded men, and he was glad to see thE'
honorable member for Prahran in the Op
po-;itinn corner.
Althougi1 the hon,)rable
member was a squatter, he belie.ved he was
an honest and up-to-date squatter, although
he was sorry to say that there were not
very many squatters sailing in the same
Howboat with that honorable member.
ever, he must give the honorable member
credit even if he was the only squatter of
that kind in the House, and the honorable
member's approval of the unimproved land
value tax showed the width, depth, and
There were a large
breadth of his mind.
number of men who believed that the value
which had been given to the land had been
given because they had run sheep or cattle
on it.
This was shown by the remarks
of the honorable members for Toorak and
Dandenong the other night, when they were
speaking with regard to the, increased wealth
that had been produced in New Zealand,
and the prosperity that had come over that
country.
They seeme.d to think that the
prospe.rity of New Zealand was because so
many sheep had been exported from that
country, and another reason given for New
Zealand's prosperity was the Boer war.
Years before
Now, what were the. facts?
the Boer war, the bonds of New Zealand
had fallen from par as row as 92, and
the position of that country was simply lamentable.
It was the wisdom of men like
Ballance, McKenzie" Seddon, and others
that had brought about the prosperity of
New Zealand. They said, "What we want
is to alter the present system, so as at least
to make room for human beings to occuPY
the land which the squatters who own it
only run sheep and cattle upon." The result
was the application of the unimproved land
value tax, w'hich brought about a very large
amount of voluntary purchase, apart from
the system of compulsory purchase, which
'was also adopted.
Instead of the prosperity of New Zealand being the result of
the Boer war, or of the production of shee.p,
it was due to the fact that producers, the
real workers, were enabled to get on the
land, and this was what they on that
(the Opposition) side of the House were
contending for in Victoria.
As he said
before, he would not give twopence for this
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Bill if they were. going to perpetuate exactly
in the future what they had done in the
past.
He would like to think that the
Minister in charge of the Bill was voicing
his own opinions, but he was afraid the
honorable gentleman was really voicing the
opinion of the caucus-a thing to which
some honorable members on the Ministerial
side of the House seemed to object very
He noticed the honorable memstrongly.
ber for Essendon smiled when he mentioned the 'word caucus. but he. could inform the honorable member that they were
never afraid of the caucus, because the majoritv in their caucus rule.d j but very often
the ~inority ruled on the Ministerial side,
and especiail y in the case when separate representation was imposed on that side of
the House.
He was told by honorable
members on the Ministerial side that there
were not more than two members of the
Government, and only' about five or six
members on the Ministerial side, who honestly believed in the principle, of separate
representation. The honorable member for
Essendon was one of those who did not beHe
lieve in it, but who voted for it.
(Mr. Hannah) believed that if the Minister
in charge of the Bill gave effect to his
honest convictions, he would speak and vote
on this que,stion in the same way as he
did before he entered the Ministry. But
he knew there was a great weight around
the honorable gentleman-there was the
heavv influence of the Premier in the Govern~ent who might possibly have caused
the l\:[inister of Lands to support what was
not his own hone,st opinion.
But he would
seriously ask honorable members on the
Ministerial side of the House were they
really going to throw themselves so far
behind what was a recognised principle,
not only in other parts of Australia, but a
principle which had been recognised in the
British House of Commons to-day? Surely
those honorable members on the other side
with intellects were not going to be weighed
down, because. they represented perhaps
This was a
a farming constituency.
time when we should be progressive enough
to depart from the evil courses of
the past,
and to go in for a
new and better \Va y in the future.
He was urging this because he recognised
that if this Parliament did not do it the
Federal Parliament had the power to' do
it. The Federal Parliament had the power
under the Commonwealth Constitution Act
not only to' take over the whole question
of the taxation of the lands of this State,
Mr. Hannah.
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or any State, but also to carry out the principles they were now carrying out in con
nexion with the Federal city that was to
be built. Under the heading of "Powers
of the Parliament," they found it provided
in section 51 of the Commonwealth Constitution Act thatThe
tution,
order,
wealth

.

Parliament shall, subject to this Consti· •
have power to make laws for the peace,
and good government of the Commonwith respect to-

.

.

(II) Taxation, but so as not to discriminate between States or parts of States.

Section 87 provided thatDuring a period of ten years after the establishment of the Commonwealth and thereafter till
the Parliament otherwise provides, of the net
revenue of the Commonwealth, from duties of
Customs and Excise, not more than one-fourth
shall be applied annually by the Commonwealth
towards its expenditure.
The balance shall, in accordance with this Constitution, be paid to the several States, or applied
towards the payment of interest on debts of the
several States taken over by the Commonwealth.

Honorable members \vould see that if this
Parliament did not do it the Federal
Parliament could, and he believed they
He stood for one
would step in and do it.
of the Federal seats, and made this a leading plank of his platform_
ML MURRAY.-That is why you were
defeated.
1\1r. HANNAH said he got a very la~ge
vote from those who believed in the prmciple, and it was only a question of time
when the people throughout the country
would s~y that the Labour Party were not
only right in connexion with industrial and
other matters, but absolutely on safe ground
when they urged that there should be no
further parting with the lands of this country in future.
Several men waited on him
at Camperdown, tenants of Mr. Manifold,
and said', "Look here, Hannah, there is
one thing we would sooner see than anything else in connexion with this question,
When
and that is the leasing system."
the leader of the Opposition was speaking
the other night the honorable member for
Essendon interjected that the honorable
member did not know exactly what fie was
talking about, because Mr. Manifold was
now parting with his land.
Well, Mr.
Manifold was cutting up some of his land,
but he was certainly not parting with it.
He was absolutely handing .over to the
tenant farmers the payment of his own income tax-compelling those men to pay, besides what they were paying, income tax
that was levied by the State.
,,"'.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Hear, hear.
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HANNAH said that if provision for
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members believed in the old pernicious

th~ le'asing principle was not made ~he land' principle of the freehold system j but there
that was cut up would, after a tIme, get
back into the hands of the large landThe honorable member for
owners again.
Waranga had been instrumental in. the cutting up of 28,000 acres of land ]use-over
the border, on a very liberal scale, but he
would point out to that honorable ~ember
and the Committee that after a penod of
two or three years the men who took up. portions of that land might have to get nd of
their holdings, in which case the land w~uld
probably fall back into.the hands of a fe~v,
as thousands of acres m the Western DIStrict had' done.
The Minister of Lan?s
knew that at one period the Western DIStrict was studded all over with small selections, but as time went on those small
holdings fell back into the hands of the
squatters, until now one owner held land
that used to belong to some hundreds of
families.
In passing this Bill, he hope?
the Committee would not perpetua~e the eV1I
of the freehold system, which honorable
members had been trying to remedy for so
many years.
He knew that this Bill would'
have a hard time with regard to compulsory
purchase in another place, but he would
sooner see the Upper House absolutely
block the possibility of the repurchase of
land on the old system if that land was to
be resold on the old lines. It would be
they
should wait until
better that
the members of another place had to go to
the country, so that his party could sweep
the polls, and put somebody else in .their
places. Therefore, if they had to walt for
a few years, it would be ve~y much better
to do so in order that they mIght put before
the cou~trv such a case as. would win the
support of a majority even in the Upper
House.
Mr. MURRAY.-They will pass the Bill
after thev hear of your speech.
Mr. HANNAH ~aid that, if he thought
the Upper House would pass this :Sill w~th
the compulsory purchase and leasmg prmciples in it, he would sit down at once j
but he was afraid that the Minister knew
as well as he did, that another place was
no~ going to pass the Bill with the compulsory purchase principle, or even with
some of the other principles already in it.
~Ir. MURRAY.-I do not think they would
pass the Bill you would send up.
i\Ir. HANNAH said he did not think
they would. But he did not think the other
House was going to pass this Bill. He
could quite understand that some honorable

were members on the Ministerial side of the
Chamber who belleved that land monopoly
was a curse .. and the old system was a curse.
There fore if they only dared to voice their
honest cO;1Victiori's in connexion with this
matter they would be as strong on the
quest,i~n as he and other honorable members
were.
~Ir. WATT.-Do not bother about that.
'Mr. HANNAH said that, if the honorable member for Essendon had had
enough of the discussion, he coul~ always
go outside.
He was glad to thmk that
there were honorable members who were
ready and willing to listen attentively to
the discussion of this question, because it
was the pivot on which the whole Bm
would revolve. It was the kernel of the
whole question. He told the Minister that
he would forego his speech on the second
reading, in order to get the Bill into Committee, and get to real business. He was
watching it with a good deal of eagerness
and feeling on this particular question. If
they were going to perpetuate the system
of land alienation, future Victorians would
not have cause to rejoice oyer the fact that
there were sent into this reformed P arliament . men who were going to take the same
line in the future in regard to the alienation of Crown lands as had been taken in
the past. He tr'usted, however, that this
Chamber would support the views of the
Labour Party on this question. It mattered
not how strongly members of that party
presented a case j it mattered not how
clearly. they showed that they were right,
because members on the other side of the
Chamber soon showed them that the
numbers were up, and, under the system
of machine politics, those members were
rea'dy to follow their leader, because the
whip was cracked over their heads. He
hoped, however, that on this occasion honorable members would express their strong
opinions, and show that they were on the
side of progress. He was going to give
the Committee a quotation from a speech
delivered by one whom he believed to be
an idol of some honorable members on the
Ministerial side of the Chamber, the late
Premier (Mr Irvine), 'who was responsible
for a great deal that he (Mr. Hannah) and
others did not believe to be right.
The CHAIRMAN.-I would like to call
the honorable member's attention to the
fact that the question is that certain words
be omitted from clause 4.
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Mr. HANNAH said he was just trying fore it was quite relevant for the honorable
to show that certain words should be member to show that there was a means of
omitted from the clause, and other words getting the money in.
The CHAIRMAN.-I have given my
inserted with the object of preventing what
some members had been advocating. The ruling, and I feel certain the honorable
leader of the Opposition, and the Minister member will not stray away from the quesin charge of the Bm, travelled over a very tion before the Chair.
Mr. HANNAH said he would not stray
wide area, and touched the question of how
they should provide for the ilnancial part away from the question. The quotation
of the scheme. One of them even dealt conc1udedwith the patent boot industry, but he (Mr.
The Government had set up their standard, and
Hannah) had not got quite so far from the it was based on principle. That was perfectly
He hoped honorable members clear. Let them stick to their guns, and he could
subject.
assure them that they would gain continually inwould pay particular attention to the quo- creasing
support from the whole nation.
tation he ,vas about to make. The late
He
wanted
to show that if honorable memPremier (Mr. Irvine) had moved an amendment in connexion with the imposition of bers would stick to their principles and
sugar duties, to the effect that there should convictions, they would do what was right,
be a tax on the unimproved value of land, notwithstanding that they might represent
constituencies which for the time being
and he saidmight be to some extent in favour of the
He had moved this amendment in absolutely
He (Mr. hannah) did nat
good faith, and he entreated the Government to old system.
be true to their principles in this case.
He asked believe that anything like a majority of
those who supporte<;l the land tax not to palter the constituencies were in favou:- of the
with the truth of their principles, and he urged the old system. If any honorable member went
Government not to make a bargain with people
who insisted on getting some so-called relief that to Ballarat, Bendigo, Castlemaine, or any
meant utter ruin to the principle of the Govern- of the large farming centres, and pnt the
ment proposal.
He appealed to them not to leasing principle thoroughly before them, it
make an iniquitous bargain with those who were would meet with approval. The majority
getting up a great agitation for the purpose of would be found on the side of the party
working on the feelings of the community, in
order to roll a block in the way of the Govern- with which he was associated, the party that
ment, and prevent them getting the money they was determined, if possible, to reSf.rr-= the
required from the taxation proposals which the land of Victoria for the future inhabitants
Treasurer had brought in.
Those who had ad- of Victoria.
They were totally against
vocated large exemptions would have to justify
their action in some other way, and by stating parting with the fee simple of the land.
that they were prepared to support the Govern- He knew that some honorable members
ment.
He could not help thinking that it was honestly believed that if the occ~pier of a
an attempt to block the Government, and a strong piece of land got the fee simple, it would
Government-and he hoped this Government
would show itself to be a strong Government- give him a greater incentive to work that
land to the best possible advantage; but
would stick to their principles.
'Mr. WATT said he was loath to rise he would ask even the honorable member
to a point of order, but he would like to for Essendon, who knew so much more than
know whether the whole question of land any other member of the Assembly on every
taxation was to be discussed on this amend- question--Mr. W ATT.-Except you.
ment. He submitted that such discussion
was entirely out of order.
Mr. HANNAH said he would ask the
The CHAIRMAN.-There is no doubt honorable member to bear in mind that the
that the honorable member is now begin- hundreds and thousands of men who had
ning to stray a good deal from the ques- gone on the land in New Zealand during the
tion before the Chair.
last ten years, under the perpetual leasing
Mr. PRENDERGAST expressed the system, had at least qemonstrated that they
opinion that in advocating the introduction had security of tenure,and were able to
of the perpetual leasing system it was neces- produce from the land the wealth honorsarv to show how it would affect the finan- a.ble members all wanted to have produced
from the land here.
If this Chamber
cial position.
Mr. WARDE- observed that the Minister would follow the principles for which he
in his reply to the leader of the Opposi- and his party were fighting they would
tion dwelt particularly on the fact have cause to rejoice in the future. If they
that the Government would not be only protected this fair-haired girl of the
reimbursed without
some means of Minister of Lands, as he and other honorgetting certain money in, and there. able members were trying to do, and also
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added another ringlet to her tresses, they
would all be proud of the measure, because
it would reserve for the people who occupied the land of this country the right to
use the land, but not the right to the unearned increment, which properly belonged
to the State.
?dr. FAIRBAIRN stated that, as the
figures he produced, with considerable
effort, in his speech on the second reading
of this Bill had been challenged by the
leader of the Opposition, he would like to
inform the honorable member that those
figures were entirely obtained from official
records--the Victorian figures from the Victorian Year-Book and the New Zealand
figures from Mulhall. He (Mr. Fairbairn)
did not know that those figures were going
to be challenged to-night, or he would have
had his authorities there. If the honorable
member would call at his office any day he
,,,ould be very happy to show those authorities to him.
Mr. HANNAH.-The figures were from the
Pastoralists' Review.
~.fr. FAIRBAIRN.-No, he got them
entirely from the official records he had
mentioned.
Those figures had challenged
attention by reason of the fact that they
had knocked the bottom out of the stock
argument that New Zealand's prosperity
was entirely due to the land laws and
labour laws of that country.
He (Mr.
Fairbairn) conclusively proved that the prosperity of New Zealand was almosf entirely
due to its export of frozen meat. In fact,
the sheep men were the backbone of the
community, as he had always believed them
to be.
They had proved themselves to be
the backbone of New Zealand's prosperity.
With regard to this perpetual leasing system, he would like to read an extract from
a newspaper called the Weeklv News, of
the 20th July last, a New Zealand paper,
printed, he believed, in Christchurch. It
described a deputation from the Farmers'
Union to the Premier of Ne,v Zealand,
Mr. Seddon, on this perpetual leasing ques- .
tion.
Honorable members all knew that
the settlers on the land in New Zealand
were agitating very much to have perpetual
leasing changed to the freehold system.
The article statedTime was when the Farmers' Union would have
had to make its convenience suit that of the
Premier, and the fact that Mr. Seddon left the
Shops and Offices Bill to Sir Joseph W:lrd in the
House on Friday week, while he himself received
a deputation from the union, may be taken as an
indication of the growing influence of that body.

Mr.
that?

PRENDERGAsT.-What

union

is
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Mr. FAIRBAIRN said that was the
Farmers' Union.
Mr. Seddon used to
pooh-pooh them, and put them on one side.
Mr. MURRAy.-Now, they are likely to
put him on one side.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN said that was quite
possible.
Mr. WARDE.-They have been doing it
for the last eight years.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Mr. Seddon has
been most generous in his desire to meet
everybody in New Zealand.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN said the article went
on to describe the position of the farmers,
as follows : As it is, the tenure handicaps the tenant
severely by compelling him to pay more thal\ the
freeholder for the money he has to borrow.

That was the point. The man who had
only a leasehold to offer could not get
money as cheaply as the man who had a
freehold to offer as security.
:Many honorablc- members might say-" Oh, that is
only the private money lender."
But
what did this article sayCases were mentioned where lessees-in-perpetuity have had to pay as much as 8 and 9 per cent.
for loans, simply because their land was not freehold. The Premier the other day, in speakina
in defence of the leasehold, asserted that th~
cry for the freehold was a cunning device of the
money lender.

The article in question proceeded as follows : It was to get the farmers out of the hands of
the money lenders that the Advances to Settlers
legislation had been passed, to give them cheap
money. The remarks of some of the Crown
tenant delegates at the conference are a curious
commentary on Mr. Seddon's statement. Thev
kno\w something of the methods of the Advances t~
Settlers Department, and have found, to quote
the words of the speakers, that it "won't touch
the lease-in-perpetuity," and that" only the freeholders can get cheap money there." .

The Advances to Settlers Department
charged those lease-holders 8 and 9 per
cent. for advances, which was a great drawback to the perpetual system.
Mr. WARDE.-Have not banks frequently
charged more than that on freeholds in
Victoria?
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-Yes; and those
who borrowed the money used to make
money in those days.
·Mr. PRENDERGAST .-Since the Credit
Foncier was introduced, the interest has
come down to 4 and 5 per cent.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN said that the Credit
Foncier had been extremely well managed,
on commercial and' individualistic Jines.
Had that money been lent on socialistic lines
to men with poor security, at the same rate
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as to men 'with good security, there would
have been a pretty fair mess by this
There was another argument he
time.
would like to reply to.
Several honorable members had picked out the eyes of
the city, and stated that that land was
originall y sold at a price, compared with
which its value to-day showed an immense
increase, which they alleged was entirely
due to the popUlation.
Of course, there
must be some plums in every line of investment, and that was one, no doubt.
The
land referred to was what the Premier
called " Puppy-dog Corner."
There was
no doubt that was the cream of city investments, but if the land had been held under
the perpetual leasing system, it would not
have increased in value at all, because intending settlers would have said-" Here
is a country that has got a bee in its bon·
net about land matters, and we won't go
thele."
That was about what would have
happened.
Something of the same kind
was happening now. People abroad seemed
to think tInt the people here had got a bee
in their bonnet about the State taking
everything a man could earn.
Mr. MURRAY.-The present policy is not
to let intending settlers in if they do come.
:r...rr. PRENDERGAST.-The same old stock
argument.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN said another point
was about providing the means to put these
settlers on the land. At first he was rather
in favour of the unimproved land values
tax, because it seemed to him that
the present land tax was very unfairly adjusted indeed. It was levied almost entirely on country lands. He had taken
out a few figures on that tax, as follows:The land tax paid on land in the I st clas~;
amounted to £7,000 per annum, tax IS.
per acre; the land tax paid on land in the
2nd class amounted to £14,000 per annum,
tax 9d. per acre; the land tax paid on land
in the 3rd class amounted to £28,000 per
annum, tax 6d. per acre; the land tax paid
on land in the 4th class amounted to
£46,000 per annum, tax 3d. per acre; or
a y~arly total of £95,000. Now that was
exceedingly unfair, because poor land was
taxed so much more than the richer land.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That is the present
land tax, a most iniquitous tax.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN said it was a most
iniquitous tax, and ought to be put right.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Well, we will help
you to put it right.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN said he would take
as an example of the unfair way in which
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this tax' worked out in practice the following case: -An estate of 640 acres of
land, worth £40 per acre, was worth
£25,600; but as the Act fixed £4 an acre
as the highest value to be put on any land
for land tax purposes, it was valued at
that figure, and taxed as follows :-640
acres, at £4, £2,560; deduct exemption, £2,500; leaving £60, the tax on
which was 15s. Suppose now the same
amount of money was put into land at £1
per acre, £25,600; and they deducted exexemption, £2,500; it would leave for
taxation £23,100, the tax on which was
£288 15s., at 3d. per acre.
Mr. MURRAY.-I knew an estate worth
£60 an acre which paid no tax.
Mr. J. 'V. BILLSON (Fitzroy) rose to
a point of order. He said that when the
honorable member for the Railways Service (Mr. Hannah) was discussing the question of taxation, the honorable member for
Essendon rose to a point of order, and the
Chairman gave his ruling against the
speaker. The honorable member for Toorak
was discussing the question of taxation,
and he submitted that the honorable member was not in order.
The CHAIRMAN.-I recognise that
this is the crux of the whole Bill, and have
allowed a good deal of latitude all through.
Mr. PRENDERGAST expressed the
opinion that the objection taken by the honorable member for Fitzroy seemed to be
taken on the same ground as the objection
that was raised by the honorable member
for Essendon, but he (Mr. Prendergast)
thought the. fullest discussion should be
allowed for the purPQse of enabling honorable members to thoroughly understand
the question.
The CHAIRMAN .-1 am allowing a
fair amount of latitude. I allowed the
honorable member for the Railways Service
a good deal of latitude, and only stopped
him when he was out of order.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Then the honorable
member for Toorak is out of order.
The CHAIRMAN.-I will not allow
the honorable member to talk to the Chair
in that way. I will not tolerate it for one
moment. I hope the honorable member will
be very careful in future about his remarks
to the Chair.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I did not mean it in any
way offensive.
1Hr. FAIRBAIRN said he was discussing
the ways and means of providing revenue
when the point of order was raised. The
figures he had quoted showed the absurdity of the present land tax. A man with
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an estate small in area, but big in value,
paid only ISS. a year, whereas a man with
a large estate of poor land of the same
That
total value had to pay £288 ISS.
seemed grossly unfair.
But one had
to look at these matters in a broad way.
He hoped before very long the Ministry
would submit legislation to remedy that
anomaly. The late Premier (Mr. Irvine)
promised several times that the land tax
should be put on more scientific lines, and
the desired improvement might come in a
year or two. But when he thought of the
idea of a tax on town lands, it seemed to
him that it would strike a number of people
in very poor circumstances, and possibly
ruin them altogether. As the people had
become accustomed to the present tax, it
would be perhaps as well to leave it for
a year or two, until the townspeople had
got their heads a little above water again.
The Minister of Lands had fully replied
to the arguments against the freehold system, which was merely a system of tenure,
as the leasehold system was, because the
land was always there for taxation.
Mr. MORRISSEY stated that he ventured to disagree with the majority of his
friends on the Opposition side in the view
they took with reference to the clause
now before the Chamber. Judging by the
remarks of the leader of the Opposition,
the ideal of land legislation entertained by
that honorable member and those who
thought with him was lease in perpetuity,
land taxation, and )the compulsory purchase of land. If those three principles
were embodied in this Bill he believed it
would be regarded by those honorable
members as the most perfect system of
land legislation on earth. He might say
at the outset that he disagreed with each
and all of those principles, but he would
now de a) only with the amendment that had
been moved by the leader of the Opposition, for the adoption of the lease in perpetuity. He (Mr. Morrissey) would ask of
what value was a lease in perpetuity, assuming it was given. Would it place the
person who got the Jand in anv better position? Would it place the State, which
would be the landlord, in any better position than the State would be in if it purchased the land and sold it again to the
settler? He could understand the adoption of the lease in perpetui~y, assuming
that we were starting de novo, with all the
lands still in the possession of the State.
It might then be thought desirable that
the perpetual leasing system should be
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adopted, so that the State might for all
time derive a territorial revenue from the
lands. But the fact was that the lands still
remaining in the hands 6f the State were
of such small concern as to value, no matter what might be said in the press from
time to time to the contrary, that if they
were made available for lease in perpetuity, very few people would be found
ready to take them up. It would be found
that if the Crown lands were to be disposed of at all, it could only be done by
adopting the old-time practice, of allowing
the selector to uTtimatel y obtain the fee
simple. It was proposed under this Bill
to expend about £500,000 per annum in
the purchase of private lands for closer
settlement, and the object of this amendment was that that land should be leased
That meant
for all time to our people.
that whatever was paid for the land would
be placed for all time as a burden on the
shoulders of all the people. It would r~·
main a standing obligation on the whole of
the people in the State, including the artisan, and those who did not come into contact with the land at alL The Government proposal was to sell the land, and
then at the end of 31 years that land
would be paid for, and would become the
property of the man who complied with the
provisions of this measure. Would the
State be in any worse position if that
eventually took place?
Would not the
owner of these small holdings be as valuable to the State as a whole as producers
and wealth-earners as they would be if
they held the land undeJ.1 perpetual lease?
He could not see the slightest difference in
that respect, whilst at the same time the
State, as a whole, would be relieved of the
obligation arising from the borrowing of
the money with which to purchase the land.
For these reasons he felt disinclined to aid
the amendment in any way whatever. It
was urged that the perpetual leasing system
had been tried in New Zealand with success, but honorable members knew the
clamour that had 'been raised by those who
had acquired land in that way, and who
now wanted to get the freehold. Again,
if the State acquired land and leased. it in
perpetuity, the corollary must be appraisement and re-appraisement.
Mr. BEARD.-Hear, hear.
Mr. MORRISSEY said he would ask
what that meant? Did it not mean that
the State would tax the improvements?
Mr. BEARD.-We do not appraise the
im provements.
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Mr. MORRISSEY said he did not know
Mr. MORRISSEY said he supposed the
honorable member me'ant land taxation.
how to draw the line.
Mr. BEARD.-In New Zealand, in putting . Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Yes.
on a land tax, they make a distinction beMr. MORRISSEY said he believed that
tween the land and the improvements.
the method by which the Government proMr. :MORRISSEY said that in New posed to raise the money was the right one.
South Wales land was being disposed of The money would have to be borrowed, and
in the way proposed by this amendment, he believed that that money would be easily
but the e'ffect of the system in that obtained, even if it were true that at the
State had been practically nil. It was found present time our borrowing powers were conthat people would not take up the land siderabl y restricted. In his opinion, when
under that system, and a movement was we could indicate to the investor abroad that
now on foot for the lease-holders to get we intended to make a better use of the
tr.e fee simple of their land. Not a soli- illimitable areas we possess, so as to increase
tary argument had been advanced by the settlement and production, all the money we
leader of the Opposition to show that his wanted would be readily available.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-How do you make
proposal would benefit either the man who
was placed on the land or the State itself. that out, when we propose to sell the
It was provided in this Bill that each security?
Mr. 'MORRISSEY said it was true that
allotment of land was to be worked as one
holding. He understood that eacr. holding the Government proposed to sell the land,
would be of sufficient size to give a man a but the repayments it obtained from the sale
decent living. If the man who originally of that securitv would be ear-marked on beselected the land desired to dispose of it half of the c;editor. To propose anything
He
it might be handed over to another man, else would be most unbusinesslike.
but that man would have to comply with· took it that these repayments would not be
exactly the same conditions. He (Mr. Mor- allowed to go into ordinary revenue, but
rissey) did not altogether agree with the would be ear-marked for the redemption of
proposal of the Minister of Lands teat no the loans obtained for this purpose.
one man should be allowed to hold more
Mr. MURRAy.-The money will be placed
than one of these holdings, and he intended in a special fund.
to move an amendment in clause 45 that
Mr. MORRISSEY said he would unafter a certain time-six years or ten years hesitatingly support the amendment, if it
-each lease-holder should have the right would benefit either the State or the indivito acquire one more area. He proposed this dual, but he' could not see that it would
for two reasons. The first was tt at the have the slightest effect on either.
value of land arose from the competition
1\1r. DOWNWARD expressed the opinion
for it. Under the provisions of this Bill that the primary object of this Bill was to
there would be a limited competition-the induce settlement. It was a matter of comcompetition of those people only who were plaint that three-fourths of the people in
eligible to take up the land.
this State resided in the cities and towns,
Mr. MURRAy.-Are you speaking of an and it was desired to popularize settlement in
amendment vou are going to propose?
the country. If honorable members were to
Mr. MORRISSEY said he was making secure that end they must give a tenure that
a passing reference to it, but perhaps he wa., popular with the person who was going
had better confine himself to the question 0:1 the land. The perpetual lease was found
before the Chamber. The Committee, he to be extremely popular with people who
thought, were justified in refusing to sup- did not go upon the land, but he did not
port the amendment of the leader of the think that the Committee had to consider
Opposition. In about ten or fifteen years' those people in this matter if they wanted to
time we would have contracted an enormous make a success of land settlement. What
debt at the rate of £500,000 a year, and, they wanted to do was to 'make it popular
according to the honorable member's pro- for those who sought to go upon the land.
posal, that debt would remain a burden on One little experience of the lease in perthe shoulders of the people for ever.
petuity-or rather an attempt to lease land
l\h. PRENDERGAST.-You forgel that I in perpetuity-had occurred at Koo-wee-rup
stated at the opening of my speech that I swamp.
Several thousands of acres we're
regretted the proposal to borrow the money. made available there under two forms of
I would prefer that the Government should tenure. One was the perpetual lease r and
get the money by taxation.
the other was the conditional purchase.
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The perpetual lease was on the same lines
as that of New Zealand. I t had all the
advantages that could possibly be obtained
from that particular form of tenure-that
was to say, it left the little capital of the
settler perfectly free for working the land,
and he was cha!ged 4 per cent. If the
block was worth £100, the settler was
charged £4 per annum. There was certainly a condition that the land should be
subject to re-appraisement at the end of
ten years, exclusive of improvements.
Therefore, if at the end of that time, the
capital value was found to be £200, the
annual payment would be £8 instead of
£4. That was as fair as any such system
could be made, yet there was not a single
applicant, for the land under per\petual
lease-not one. Those who wished to obtain the land found that by paying 1~
per cent. more per annum they could pay
off the principal, and ultimately relieve
themselves or their families from the obligation of paying any rent after a period of
31 years. They all preferred to pay the
additional amount, and he believed thatl any
man would do the same.
IVIr. BEA'RD.-That is only natural.
Mr. DOWNWARD said that the next attempt to apply the perpetual leasing system occurred later' on in connexion with
4,000 acres in the Koo-wee-rup swamp.
Mr. Taverner, who was then :Minister of
Lands, seemed to rather exceed his powers
under the Land Act on that occasion, although a closer reading of the Act might
show that he had the power. At all events,
Mr. Taverner did not give the option, but
he put the land up for perpetual lease
under the same cunditions as were previously imposed. When people found that
they could not get the land under any other
tenure" there were a few who took it up
under thE! perpetual lease; but those few
settlers afterwards threw up the land, which
had since been taken up under conditional
purchase.
There was another case to
which he would like to draw the attention
of honorable members.
The Council of
Agricultural Education had a reserve of
4,000 acres in what was called the Blackwood country in Gippsland.
This land
had been cut up into blocks of about 100
acres. The council did not require people
to reside upon the land, but they simply
leased the land for fourteen vears at a nominal rent. The lessees were ;equired to have
all scrub and logs cleared off the land, and
to sow it with grass. Some of the lessees
were not residents; but there were about
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eighteen men who did reside on the land.
Those men had now been on the land for
about seven years, and had made nice improvements. They had cleared the dense
hazel scrub, and laid down the land with
artificial grass, and had become attached
to their homes, and now they were beginning to be concerned as to what would be
their position at the end of the fourteen
They already heard of people livyears.
ing in the vicinity who were ready to give
rents for that land which the settlers knew
they could not pay themselves, and they
expected that the Council of Agricultural
Education, while prepared, no doubt, to
give them the preference. would require
them to pay the full market value of the
land before they were granted another
lease.
The result of that was that those
eig~teen r~sidents sent down a deputation,
,,~hIch he mtroduced the other day to the
Premier, asking that they might be brouo-ht
under the provisions of' this Bill for clo~er
settlement, so ~hat they might have an
opportunity of getting the land under the
~ondition~l purchase system.
Therefore,
It was eVIdent that the leasing system was
not popular with the men who went upon
the land.
I t was easy to understand how
the experiment in New Zealand had been
made somewhat popular.
In the New
Zealand Year-Book there was a description
of these tenures.
The writer said!n New Zealand this tendency to State ownershIp has taken a more pronounced form than in
any of the ~ustT:llian States. In point of fact,
most of the r~rown lands are now disposed of for
999 years. I he rentals are based on the assessed
yalue of the land at the time of disposal, without
mcrease or. recurri~g valuations. Under this system there IS a fiXIt~ of ~enure practically equal
to f~eeho~d, ~nd whIch, lIke freehold, necessarily
carnes Wlt~l It ~h~ power of sale, sub-lease, mortgage, or dIspOSItion by will.

Mr. HUTCHINsoN.-In that Year-Book it
goes on ~o show that when people got the
~pportumty to take up land under conditIOnal purchase, more took it up in that
way than under the perpetual lease.
Mr. DOWNWARD said the writer went
on to sayThe values placed on the Crown lands are, as
a rul~, low, for the State does not so much seek
to raIse a revenue directly therefrom as to enco~rage the o.ccupation of the la~ds. by the people;
thIS occupat~on secures an mduect increased
revenue, beSIdes the other adv.antages resultincr
from a numerous rural population.
.
b-

It cO,uld be unders~ood t~at where a 999
years . lease was 'gIVen WIth no recurring
valuatIons, that would practically amount to
a freehold. If the Council of Agricultural
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Education had the power to give the settlers
in the Blackwood reserve a lease like that
tbe settlers would be perfectly satisfied. But
notwithstanding the extreme fairness of the
lease in perpetuity under those conditions,
and the fact that in New Zealand it was
made as tempting as it could possibly be
made, what was found in that Colom'? The
Year-Book said•
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in New South Wales, but the selectors there
were showing a great desire to return to the
old freehold tenure.
There was not the
same reason for interference in this direction now, as there was some years ago. The
reason why so many selectors threw up
their land at one time was because we had
no export trade, and their produce and
stock were practically not worth sending to
Under existing conditions, where the price at market.
The result was that they allowed
which land is ofl'ered is fixed for ever, and where the large land-owners to buy them out. But
choice of selection is by ballot, every would-be
settler has. the same chance, and may hold under ever since the export trade had afforded a
means of getting rid of surplus produce,
the Crown an equal area of land. The quantity
that a selector may hold is so fixed as to enthe aggregation of estates had ceased) and
courage the class of moderate farmers, for up
the segregation of estates. had set in. Now
to the statutory limit the amount he may select
this Bill proposed to aid in that closer set·
is left almost entirely to himself. The Act defines the amount of land anyone may hold at 640 tlement movement. By increasing settlement
acres of first class, or 2,000 acres of second class on the land, it would also increase the proland. These limits apply to lands which are
duce and passenger traffic to be carried
thrown open for optional selection; but in some'
over
our railways.
The result would be
cases, where the quality of the land is very good
that many of the railway lines 'would beand the selectors many, the limit is by regulation
made smaller.
come more profitable, and the country would
It would be seen that in New Zealand, not be relieved of a certain amount of taxaonly were the terms exceedingly liberal, tion in that direction.
At the same time,
but the area which each selector was al- too much should not be expected from the
lowed to take up was also much more adoption of this policy.
The Minister of
liberal than was the ca~e under this Bill. Lands stated that 375 land-owners in Vic·
Kow, what were the results under the New toria held 5,000,000 acres.
According to
Zealand system? It was statedthe experience that had been gained in N e'X
The present laws have been in force since the
Zealand, where the average holding of each
1st November, 1892, and, therefore, the returns settler under the closer settlement scheme
of the Department of Lands and Survey for the
was about 200 acres, it would need 500,000
year ending the 31st March, 1903, in respect of
acres to supply 2,500 settlers, or 1,000,000
lands, the tenure of which is optional, will give
a fair idea of that tenure most favoured by the
acres to supply 5,000 settlers, so that even
public. The figures areif the whole of that 5,000,000 acres, to
I. Cash, 134 selections, 16,747 acres.
which the Minister referred, was obtained
2. Occupation with right of purchase, 403
for closer settlement, it would not provide
selections, II8'557 acres.
3. Lease in perpetuity, 285 selections, 108,065 for more than 25,000 settlers, no matter
how liberal the conditions were made. Supacres.
It would, therefore, be seen that, in spite posing that only half of that area was
of the liberal terms that were given in K ew made available, and the average size of the
Zealand under the perpetual leasing sys- holdings was 200 acres, provision would
tem, and without any re-appraisements, only be made for 12,000 or 15,000 settlers.
twice as many people took up land If the whole of the 5,000,000 acres was relast year under the freehold tenures, as sumed at the present average cost of about
those who took up land under perpetual £ 7 per acre, it would mean a total burden
It was inlease.
That showed unmistakably what on the State of £35,000,000.
was the desire of the people who went on tended, however, to utilize Crown lands 'as
What then was the use of our well as private lands for closer settlement.
the land.
starting out in Victoria to give a tenure Some of the areas that were held by the
that was unsatisfactory?
Thev were not Council of Agricultural Education were
There was
doing it in Canada, and it had not been well fitted for this purpose.
done in the United States.
Those were, 8,000 acres of that land in his own consticomparatively spE.aking, new lands, whidl tuency which would fetch from .'£7 to £8
had done all they could to attract popula- per acre at the present time, and it was let
tion.
New Zealand had only adopted in large blocks. Some of the lessees did
He did not
nerpetual leasing as one of several options. not live on the land at all.
The svstem had been tried in Victoria on a know the value of the land held bv the
small ·scale, and had proved to be an abc Council of Agricultural Education in ·other
solute failure.
They were trying it now districts, but he felt sure that those lands
Mr. Downward.
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would be occupied if they were made available under a freehold tenure.
No other
tenure would be satisfactory.
Some honorable members, and the leader of the Opposition in particular, seemed to think that
certain people were entitled to the unearned
increment, other than those who went upon
the land. Now, in the case of the Fumina
country. the Government were finding a
difficulty in getting anyone to take up the
land.
Experienced settlers were heard to
say that they would not go on that land at
all, because it would be 25 or 30
years
before
it
would
support
a
family.
But, suppose a man did go on
that land and buried himself there for
25 or 30 years, who ,,,as rightly
entitled to the unearned increment-the settler himself or the men in "Melbourne, who
had never done anything for the land at all?
The man who would go out there now would
render this country a great service~ if he
would take up 200 or 300 acres of that
land. If he was ready to immure himself
there for 25 or 30 years, and. bear all the
hardseips incidental to a pioneering life
for that period, he would be entitled to all
the unearned increment, whatever it was.
That applied to large areas in Gippsland
and other parts of the State.
Mr. WARDE.-Does it apply to Melbourne?
Mr . DOWNWARD said there were not
many capital cities like Melbourne. Certainly there were not many in Victoria. At
the time the lands of Melbourne were sold
at that price it was never known that there
was going to be a great city there, or they
would not have been sold at teat price.
Another evil of the leasing system was that
men would not improve the land unless
they had the freehold. There was evidence
of that in many cases. He knew an estate
in his neighbourhood which was .sold by the
old Sydney Government when Victoria was
a portion of New Soutl:' Wales. It consisted of 4,000 acres, and 'belonged to the
late Sir William Clarke. It had been let
for fifty years, and at the present time no
one would give £300 for all the improvements on it, although the owner was a
very good landlord. He had heard the
tenants say that the late Sir William Clarke
was one of the best landlords that a man
could wish to have. Yet while all the properties round 1: ad good and desirable improvements on them that property remained
with its old log fencing and its little bit
of wire fencing, and with only just the
buildings necessary for carrying on the
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work of occupation. No interest was taken
in the property at all, and it formed a
striking contrast to all the lands outside.
Although some of the lands outside were
inferior lands, they had nice buildings and
good and substantial improvements on them.
This showed t1: at a man upon leasehold
land did not feel any interest in it, and
it would be a great mistake if in passing
this Bill Parliament were now to give a
form of tenure which might be very popular indeed with those who were not going
upon the land, but which would be felt as
an everlasting grievance by the men who
did go upon the 'land.
}1r. WARDE stated that most honorable members were aware that this proposal
for leasing the land of the State was not
a new proposal sprung upon the House.
During t1:e whole period that Parliament
had from time to time dealt with various
phases of land settlement in Victoria, the
question of leasing had always been debated
when Land Bills had been before the
House. He believed it was somewhere in
1855, or 1856, that the first agitation was
set on foot in Victoria to secure leasehold
tenure for the State lands instead of the
freehold tenure which had been in existence.
The arguments that had been used by some
honorable members were not a fair comparison with the proposals made by those
who favoured leasing under different conditions entirely from those which had hitherto
prevailed. Most of the speakers, in discussing the possibilities of success under a
leasing system, had drawn comparisons
principally with England. The Minister
of Lands dealt with some phases of leasing
01' reming of land from private landlords
in the old country; but it must be most unmistakably understood that the proposal of
the leader of the Opposition could not be
compared for one moment with any of the
systems of landlordism or rental, such as
had been known throughout the British dominions. Under the svstem of leasehold in
England, when a ten~nt left the land he
left also the whole of his improvements without any compensation whatever to enrich the
landlord. Professor Caird, in a lecture delivered in England, said that the improved
value of the lands of Great Britain,
from 1850 to 1871, was over £200.000,000,
only £60,000,000 of whr-ch was due to the
improvements made by the tenant farmers,
showing that the vast bulk of the enhanced
value of the land was what was described
by all land legislators as the unearned increment, or something that· had been added
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to the value of the land by the action of the
community itself, irrespective of the action
of the tenant or the owner. It had been
pointed out to-night that if in the earliest
inception of land legislation in this country,
th~ leasing system had been adopted, it was
quite possible that to-day the State of Victoria would be enabled to carryon its system
of government and administration without
the taxpayers being asked to find one
penny of the money. It might not go the
whole way towards that, but it would go
a very long way. The honorable member
for Waranga had said that he could quite
understand the leasehold pninciple being
accepted if it had been introduced in the
earlier stages of this community.
?\Ir. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Or if we
were starting' de n07)O.
Mr. WARDE.-Yes. What honorable
member of this House, if he had been a
spendthrift, and had parted with the larger
portion of his fortune, v,rould not wisely
pull himself up and say, "As much as I
have remaining I intend to conserve for my
future necessities"?
31r. 'MORRISSEY.-It is all gone; we have
spent the lot.
Mr. WARDE said it was not all gone.
He agreed that, to a very large extent, the
best lands of the State had been parted
with, and that such as remained were of a
very broken character. It was difficult to
get continuous sections of land that could be
put to use, but this proposal was to buy
back land that was fit for cultivation. It
was to take back the better quality land of
Victoria, so that people could be placed on
it in advantageous circumstances with a
possibility of working it successfully for
the benefit of themselves and the community as a whole.
Mr. MORRISSEY.-Give them the option
of leasing or purchasing.
Mr . WARDE said he preferred to conserve the interests of the people themselves, by seeing that all those things which
tended to improve the value of land 'became the property of the nation which
gave the land that unearned value. An
illustration could be found in the district
of the honorable member for Waranga,
where the State had been spending a large
amount of money in the construction of a
basin for the purpose of eventually, by
channels, supplying water to that arid region. He was told on very good authority
that since the expenditure of that public
money 111 that district, the lands within
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reasonable access of this new irrigation area
had doubled in value.
Mr. MORR1SSEY.-Not so much.
Mr. WARD E asked if the honorable
member would admit that they had very considerably increased in value.
Mr. MORRISSEY.-Five per cent.
Mr. WARD E said that under a leasing
system that value would belong to the people
who created it.
The irrigation system
connected with the Goulburn Valley could
also be quoted. The land there had doubled
in value through the expenditure of
£1,250,000 of public money in irrigation
schemes.
Mr. IV1oRRISSEY.-We are paying for the
money.
1\1r. WARDE.-Since when?
Mr. :MORRISSEY.-Since we borrowed it.
Mr. WARD E said he had been ,under
the impression that £1,250,000 had been
written off there, and that there was to be
a proposal eventually to make the honorable
member's con'stituents return something for
that huge expenditure.
Mr. MORRISSEY.-I do not know anything about that.
1\1r. WARD E said he was very much
aflaid the honorable member would know a
good deal about it if it ever came before the
House, or the honorable member's constituents would want to know why the honorable member did not know something about
it. Most of the political economists who
had written upon land questions were
thoroughly in favour of the leasing system.
The person who set out with the view of
securing land would not, in the main, favour
the proposal for leasing, because the cupidity
of human nature was such that wherever
there was the possibility of reaping a monetary advantage without rendering any services in return for it, the great bulk of the
community were there looking for those
profits.
Mr. MURRAY.-Do you expect to get men
without any human nature in them to take
up the land?
Mr. WARD E.-Not at all. But the
duty of honorable members as legislators
was to protect the interests of the whole of
the people against those individuals who
wished to intercept the profits that the whole
community created.
Mr. MURRAY.-YOU want to run contrary
t') human nature.
Mr. WARDE asked if the honorable gentleman ·would not admit that public expenditure on the construction of railways, and, in
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fact, in all directions, added considerably to
the value of land? Was it unreasonable then
to ask that those profits, created by public
energy, and by the expenditure of public
money, or that the biggest portions of those
profits, should be reserved for the Treasury
itself ?
~fr.
BENT.-You are after my own
heart.
nIr. WARDE said he was going to draw
attention to the fact that the Premier only a
few years ago supported in this House the
leasing system, as against the disposal of
land under the old system. The honorable
gentleman was then bracketed with men like
the late Chief Justice Higinbotham, in
looking after the interests of the people, and
h= was very sorry to see that the honorable
gentleman was so far fallen from grace as
to be at the head of the Government that
intended to do this injustice to the people.
Mr. WATT.-That was twenty-nine years
ago.
ivI r . WARD E said that the honorable
member was then in very good company.
He was in company with the Argus newspaper, which was one of the strongest supporters of the leasing system from 1855 or
1856 up to 1871, that it was possible to
have in the community.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-How do you
know he is against it to-day?
Mr. WARDE said he did not say that
the Premier was not in favour of the leasing system to-day; but, owing to the infernal caucus system of government in this
country, it was impossible to tell what the
individual views of Ministers were. Members on the Ministerial side were governed
by machine politics, and there was no finding out their individual opinions.
:Mr. BENT.-How often have I told you
that I am a progressi ',:e liberal?
Mr. WARD E said a good many people
held that the honorable gentleman was a
progressive euchre liberal, and there might
be a good deal in that suggestion.
He had
not the slightest do'ub~ that the vast majority of those applying far the land would
much prefer to have the freehold tenure.
The previous history of land settlement in
this State had shown that all that those
who applied for land desired, \vas to secure the right to barter their land, and that
when they did secure that right, they had
bartered it, thus leading to aggregation of
large estates;. and tha~ then they had gone
out of Victoria into New South Wales and
Queensland, and other places, to become
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selectors:, in order to play the same game
over again.
~ofr.
MCCUTCHEON.-They cannot do,
that under this Bill.
Mr. WARDE said he was perfectly
aware that the Minister had taken precautions in this Bill to prevent any man from
getting more than one of these blocks. He
quite believed that in New Zealand there
was a very fair agitation on foot amongst
those who were under the perpetual leasing system, to get the freehold of their land,
because it was quite possible that it had
considerably increased in value since they
had taken it up, and it was only natural
that those men should desire to get something which they were not entitled to, and
which they had never paid for. There' was a
settlement about five or seven miles out of
Adelaide, on what were known as the
Edwardstown homestead blocks.
'Vhen
the land was originally purchased by the
South Australian Government, it was let to
settlers under perpetual lease j but no
sooner had a settlement sprung up around
Edwardstown, and land which was worth
so much per acre at the time it was p'urchased was gradually becoming worth as
much per foot, than an agitation began, and
was carried on for many years, to secure
He did' not know whether
the freehold.
that agitation had been successful, but he
did know that strong endeavours were made
bv those who went on to the land under
the perpetual leasing system to get the value
of t.hat land into their own private pockets.
The Minister of Lands also stated that it
was the desire of the Opposition, under this
perpetual leasing system, to keep continually piling on taxation, so that those who
took up this land would have no possible
opportunitv of doing any good for themselves. He unhesitatingly said that, so far
as the Labour P arty were concerned, they
had never yet proposed to increase the burden on any man who had given any value
to land by his own expenditure or his own
The Minister of Lands had shown
labour.
by his utterances that he had given great
consideration to the New Zealand system.
New Zealand was not only an object -lesson
to the Opposition side of the House, but,
judging by the speech of the Minister of
Lands, and the speech of the honorable
member for Toorak, it was an object lesson
to members on the Ministerial side also, because it was more advanced. It was evident that those honorable members recognised that the legislation in New Zealand
was very advanced, because they were con-
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tinually trotting: it out, and using as arguments what the people of New Zealand were
doing.
Under the land tax system of
New Zealand, which would apply to perpetual 'leasing as well as any other system,
every improvement was free from any taxation whatever. Such improvements included
fencing, the sowing of grass and the
ploughing of land.
In fact, everything
was carefully defined under the section of
the Act which dealt with improvements.
The proposal of the leader of the Opposition did not provide for revaluation. He
Uv.Ir. Warde) believed in revaluation at
stated periods, but the proposal of the
leader of the Opposition did not carry that
system with it.
l\.Ir. MUl~RAY.- The perpetua'l lease does
carry that with it.
:Mr. WARD E said that one honorable
member quoted from the New Zealand YearBook about a perpetual lease for 999 years
without any revaluation.
1\1r. MURRAY.-That is a lease in perpetuity.
'
Mr. WARD E said then he understood
there was a distinction betwen the two. The
main point, however, was that in connexion
with the proposals for revaluation, and
also in connexion with the proposals for a
land tax, there was no desire on the part
of the Opposition to take one penny from
the result of a man's energy. The Minister
asserted that the Opposition desired to tax
a man because he had improved his Ianddone good work! on it.
They desired
nothing of the sort. They would exempt,
as was done in New Zealand under the
Land Tax Act, everything that could possibly be designated as all. improvement. He
found, on looking up the section of the New
Zealand Act, that it gave the very broadest
interpretation to improvements-far broader
than anything he had ever heard in any of
the discussions that had taken place upon
unimproved land values taxation in this
House or on the public platform, for it exempted even the clearing of the land and the
sowing of it with grass.
Mr. MACKINNON.-There is the same definition in New South Wales.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-Tr.is
amendment does not propose the New Zealand system.
Mr. WARDE said the amendment simply
laid down that the land should be leased
instead of sold, and' therefore it was
a proposition which, if carried, would
entail a lot of alterations in other
Even though
clauses of the Bill.
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members on the Government side of
the House beiieved in the freehold
tenure of their land, it had been demonstrated in the past that that system had been
an absolute failure in this community, so
far as the promotion of settlement was
concerned.
The very fact that it had been
a failure was demonstrated by the Minister
of Lands introducing this Bill, because the
best lands of the community had fallen
into a few hands.
The trains were passing almost empty through millions of acres
of the best agricultural land of Victoria.
I f a system of tenure could be devised
",;hich would give to the State the unearned.
increment, it would be a just thing in view
of the great privileges which were being
M.ost sections
offered to these pe.ople.
of the House agreed with the Government
in the desire to have this Closer Settlement Bill brought into operation as
speedily as possible.
The Opp.osition
hoped, with the Government, that it would
be the success which they all looked for;
but, notwithstanding that, there were 'blots
on the Bill which it was the duty of tqe
Opposition to remedy as far as possible.
They considered that the parting 'with the
freehold was one of the blots.
One honorable member had stated that the Ministerial side of the House were not to be con"erted from the position which they had
taken up, but that was a matter for those
honorable members to consider for them·
selves.
So far as the Opposition side of
the House were concerned, this was one of
the principal planks in their platform. This
was not a measure which had been brought
down to be forced through as a party meaThe :Minister, in his second-reading
sure.
speechb was very fair, for he said he was
prepared to accept amendments if he
thought they would, to any extent, improve
The leasing system would,
the measure.
at all events, protect the interests of future
generations of Victoria, and it would do no
injurv to the honest man who went on to
the land for the purpose of working it.
One honorable member had pointed out
that, by the leasing system, the State would
not get back the money which was borrowed to pay for the land, but it was immaterial to the State whether that mane)
was got back or not, for if the land was
leased at a 5 per cent. rental upon the value
of the land, which was a reasonable rental,
what did it matter to the taxpayers, so
long as the land remained there, and so
long as the interest was paid upon the
money borrowed for its purchase, even if
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the State did not get it bv land taxation?
It was like the railways, in which
£38,000,000 was invested.
What did it
matter to the taxpayer, so long as the railways could earn 4 per cent. to pay the interest to our creditors, provided that the
working expenses were paid also, seeing
that the people got the advantage of the use
of the rail ways?
There was not the
slightest necessity to bother ourselves about
getting back the £500,000 a year. If the
Act was properly administered, the Department would take fine care that the properties of the State were kept in proper
order, and that those who had to pay a
certain percentage on the capital value
paid that amount, or means would be taken
in a proper manner to compel them to do
so.
In these circumstances he felt that
the Opposition were only doing that which
was right, and in the best interests of the
community.
Although they rr:ight be defeated in this endeavour to get what they
wanted, still he believed, with Mr. John
~lorley, that, irrespective of success or defeat, a man should fearlessly express in
He C~lr.
debate the views which he held.
Warde) had always favoured the leasing
principle as against the freehold, and when
it came to a division he would certainl v record his vote in favour of the prin~iple
which he believed was for the best advancement of the communit,".
:\lr. :McKENZIE expressed the opinion
that what the Committee had to consjder
was what class of people were likely to
participate under the provisions of the
Bill.
The leasing system in New South
'Vales had practically only been useful in
fayoured districts-that was in regard to
land thrown open around towns, and' so on.
The New South Wales Goyernment could
not dispose of land in re~ote districts
under the perpetual leasing system. The
Jeader of the Opposition laid great stre~;s
upon the fact that the freehold syste;n
would be playing into the hands of mortgagees, but he (~Ir. :\1cKenzie) had failed
to learn yet that the mortgagee was an objection.
If a man had to mortgage the
whole question was what rate he could get
If it was a bad chss of
his money at.
security it meant that he must pay a higher
rate of interest.
The leasing system
would certainly not prevent mortgaging, but it would
mean a higher
rate of interest to the borrower.
In
these circumstances the State must endeavour, once the people were on the land,
to keep them there, and if the State could
not give them a title that would induce
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them to avail themselves of the land, the
whole Bill would be a failure. He could
not see what objection there could be to
a freehold' tenure, so long as the saving
clause that the residential conditions must
be fulfilled was placed in the Crown grant.
If one man sold, another man purchased,
and therefore the evil that had been experienced in the past could not be repeated.
If the l'.iinister gave wayan this point it
would impair the Bill entirely. The system of leasing in perpetuity would not offer
nearlv as much inducement to men to avail
them~el ves of this class of land selection
as the freehold system would.
Victoria
also had to compete with other States which
were inducing the people to settle on their
lands. There were even lecturers in Melbourne to-night who were endeavouring to
induce people to go to Western Australia,
where the State was offering the freehold
of 160 acres, and giving settlers a balance
of so much at lOS. an acre, with twenty
years to pay for it.
Therefore, all these
things must be taken into consideration, and
the people of Victoria must be offered the
title which would be most acceptable to
them.
Mr. l\1URRAY stated that the Premier
'desired to get on with some other imHe therefore begged
portant business.
to moveThat progress be reported.

The motion to report progress was agreed
to, and progress was reported accordingly.
STATISTICS COLLECTION BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Council with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with an
amendment.
The amendment was ordered to be taken
into consideration forthwith.
Sir SA~IUEL GILLOTT stated that
the amendment of the Council was in
paragraph (e) of clause 5.
This paragraph provided that the occupier of land
should furnish to the Government Statist
information concerning "any other matter or thing relating to such land,
or
to
the
cultivation
or
produce
thereof,
or to the stock thereon."
The other Chamber proposed to omit these
words and to insert the following:"Any matter or thing relating to the information required by any of the forms. which may be
sanctioned by the Governor in Council."
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That was virtually the same, and probably
might give enlarged powers. He begged,
therefore, to moveThat the amendment be agreed with.

The amendment was agreed with.
JURIES ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Council ;,vith a message intimating
that they insisted on their amendment, with
which the Assembly had disagreed.
The message was taken into consideration
forthwith.
Mr. MACKEY said that when this Bill
was before the Assembly, when first received from another place, a new clause
was inserted providing that justices of the
peace should be exempt from serving as
jurors. When the Bill went back to another place the words "if and whenever
they so desire" were inserted. The effect of
these words would be that justices' names
must be placed upon the roll, and that the
justices must attend at the court in the
usual way when they would have the privil~ge, if they liked, to apply for the exemptIon. The ;House refused to accept this
addendum, on the ground that it was an
absurd exemption to make, as justices might
have to travel miles to attend the court.
The desire of this House was that justices
should be exempt in return for their services, and as completely exempt as any
other of the numerous classes mentioned
in the schedule He thought there was no
hope of another place agreeing to the omisHe begged,
sion of this amendment.
therefore, to propose the following amendment on the amendment of another place-Provided that on the application of any justice
of the peace personally, or by writina, a Revision Court shall omit his name from th~ list then
being revised.

The effect of that would be that when the
Revision Courts were making up the rolls
justices could write a letter to them
asking for the omission of their names:
when the request must be granted.
He
had reason to believe that this amendment
would be accepted. If any. justice failed
to write a letter to the Revision Court he
would still be able to go to the Sup;'err,e
Court and ask for exemption.
Mr. DOWNWARD said this House
should not accept the amendment of another place. It was an extraordinary thing
to put j~~tices to the trouble of writing to
the ReVISIOn Court. Some of them in the
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country would not know when the Revision Court was going to sit, and they would
be subjected to inconvenience.
.
Mr. PRENDERGAST remarked that
he would prefer the clause in its oriainal
form, but it seemed that they had either
to agree to the amendment of another place
or lose the Bill. It would be just as well
to pass the amendment of another place,
so that the blame would be thrown on the
proper shoulders.
Mr. MACKINNON said he did not approve of justices being exempted. Of all
the people in the community justices ought
to sit on juries to pick up a little know ledge
of the court proceedings. This House and
another place had, however, decided otherwise. He thought the amendment proposed
by the honorable member in charge of the
Bill was as satisfactorv as could be arrived a t . '
Mr. COLECHIN said he hoped the
honorable member for Prahran did not
think that justices were going to teach the
Puisne Judges how to act. As the honorable member in charge of the Bill thought
the Bill would be lost if the amendment
were not agreed to, he (Mr. Colechin) did
not think it would be asking the justices
to do too much to write to the Revision
Court if they wished to be exempted. He
admitted that the justices might learn something by attending the higher courts.
Mr. GAUNSON observed that when
this Bill was before the Chamber he was,
unfort~na:tely, ill in bed, otherwise he
would have strenuously opposed it. The
Judges determined the law, and the jurors
were called upon to determine questions
of fact, and it was absolutely necessary
for the administration of justice to have
a good class of jurors-men who knew
their rights equally as well as the Judges
knew theirs. The two functions were really
distinct. Jurors were required who knew
it was not the function of a Judge to play
the part of the unsworn foreman of th£
jury, lay his hand on the place where
his heart ought to be, and practically deliver the verdict. That was a horrible and
frightful state of things that we had to
watch. The exemptions from service on
the jury were alarmingly great in this
country, and the result was that the
jury system had been in imminent danger
of being regarded by the community at large
as something that would have to be taken
in hand. Parliament had done its best to
degr.ade the system by eliminating from the
serVIce of their country certain persons,
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and some of them the most intelligent
people in the community. Members were
elected to serve certain districts.
I twas
true they were paid for it, but so used
Members of Parliament to be paid in
England, and could still insist on
compelling their constituents to pay their
wages.
The exemptions from service on
juries was an alarming and growing evil,
and this House would do well to take it in
He would exempt only litigating
hand.
la wyers, as they we.re not proper persons
In matters. of life and
to serve on juries.
death in the old country, and especially in
Sydney, they used to permit butchers to
sit on the jury in capital cases.
The SPEAKER.-I think the honorable
member should have made this speech on
the second reading.
:Mr. GAUNSON said that as the Speaker
had indicated that he was not strictlv in
order, he would not pursue these recondite
illustrations any further, but he hoped the
Bill would be thrown out for the reasons he
had mentioned.
He would be sorrv to see
justices have the liberty of sending.la letter
to get off the trouble of serving their country.
They were lifted above the rank and
file, and ought to do a little for the service
of their country.
The amendm-'ent was agreed to~ and the
Rill was ordered to be returned to the
Legislative Council with a message intimating the decision of the House.
SURPLUS REVENUE BILL.
This Bill was returned from the LegislatiYe Council with a message acquainting the
Assembl y that the Council suggested an
amendment in which they, desired the concurrence of the Assembly.
The message was taken into consideration
forthwith.
Mr. BENT said that the amendment
suggested was in clause 4, paragraph
(c), for the omission of the following
words :-" the trustees under the Trust
Funds Act 1897, towards payment of the
amount for which the Treasurer is bv such
Act authorized to issue bonds," and for the
insertion of the words "into a fund to be
used as Parliament may hereafter direct."
I t was the intention of the Government
that any balance not appropriated should
be paid into a trust fund, and that the
House should determine what was to be
done with it.
He therefore begged to
moveThat the amendment be agreed to.

Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-What is the amount?
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Mr. BENT.-We cannot tell till after
to-morrow.
Mr. MACKINNON said that this meant
practically getting away from the Trust
Funds Act of 1897.
There was a provision in that Act that the surplus was to
be disposed of in a particular way, but now
if there happened to be a balance, it was
The
to be brought up in a separate Bill.
effect of the amendment would be to give
the House an extra chance of dealing 'vith
any extra surplus.
1\1r. BENT.-Yes.
Mr. MACKINNON said that the Treasure.r did not tell members what the object
was of getting away from the Act of 1897.
:Mr. BENT said that this was an error
on the part of the Treasury Department.
It was intended that the whole of the money
should be dealt with in the wav indicated
in the Bill.
He had promised about
£19,000 towards the Tocumwal railway.
Mr. MACKINNON said that it was evident that we were to have another Surplus
Revenue Bill.
Mr. BENT.-Yes.
Mr. :MACKINNONsaid that the Treasurer had stated this was due to an error,
but the wording was very much the same as
usual.
There might be a little more
money, and it might be necessary to pass
another Surplus Revenue Bill.
Mr. BENT.-It was never intended to do
it any other way than as the House directs.
The amendment was agreed to.
CARRUM ADVANCES BILL.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT presented a
message from His Excellency the Governor, recommending that an appropriation be
made out of the consolidated revenue for
the purpose of a Bill to enable seed and
manure to be advanced on certain terms to
cultivators of land within .the Carrum Irrigation and Water Supply Trust.
The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration forthwith.
Mr. MACKINNON said he would like
to know if the previous message was 111
proper form.
The SPEAKER.-We have disposed of
that.
The House having gone into Committee,
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT movedThat it is expedient that an appropriation be
made from the consolidated revenue for the
purpose of a Bill to enable seed and manure to be
advanced on certain terms to cultivators of land
within the Carrum Irrigation and 'Water Supply
Trust.
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The motion was agreed to, and the resolution was reported to the House, and
adopted.
Authority being given to Sir Samuel
Gillott and Mr. Bent to introduce a Bill
to carry out the resolution,
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT brought up a
Bill "to enable seed and manure to be advanced on certain terms to cultivators of
land within the Carrum Irrigation and
Wa~r Supply Trust," and moved that it
be read a first time.
The motion was agreed to. and the Bill
was read a first time.

l\.fr.

REAL PROPERTY BILL.
~IACKEY moved-

That the order of the day for the consideration
of the report on this Bill be discharged, and that
the Bill be recommitted.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was recommitted.
Mr. MACKEY called attention to clause
I, dealing with the short title, commencement, and extent of the Act. He said that it
was entitled the Conveyancing and Property
He thought it would be a great
Act I904.
convenience it the Act were called simply
the Conveyancing Act, and he, therefore,
begged to moveThat the words "and Property" be omitted.

The amendment was agreed' to.
Mr. MACKEY said it was proposed that
the Act should commence and take effect
from and immedia~ely after the first day of
March, I905.
The Government desired
that it should come into operation as soon
He, therefore, begged to
as possible.
moveThat "October" be substituted for "March"
and "1904" for "1905."

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was passed.
Discussion took place on clause 4, providing for the application of stated conditions of sale to all purchases.
:Mr. BAILE S called attention to the first
paragraph of the clause, which was as follows : In the completion of any contract for sale of
land made after [the commencement of this
Act] and subject to any stipulation to the
contrary in the contract, recitals, statements,
and descriptions of facts, matters, and parties
contained in deeds, instruments, Acts of Parliament, or statutory declarations twenty years old
at the date of the contract, shall, unless and except so far as they shall be proved to be inaccurate, be taken to be sufficient evidence of the
trut.h of such facts, matters, and descriptions.
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He movedThat after the word "contract" the following
words be inserted :-" or for the purpose of an
application to bring land under the Transfer of
Land Act 1890."

He said it was hardly fair that the Crown
should compel a purchaser to accept a
title which its officers were permitted to reject when the purchaser applied for a certificate of title.
Mr. MACKEY stated that he could not
accept this amendment.
As already
pointed out, this Bill dealt with conveyancing, and this was a proposal to make it
deal with a very different matter. In the
Bill certain covenants were to be understood without being expressed in the conveyance, but the parties were at liberty in
the conveyance to negative what this Bill
referred to. In this particular clause, it was
said that unless the parties stipulated
otherwise documents twenty years old
were to be taken as conclusive. The
object of the amendment was that
when the owner ar alleged owner
of land applied to bring his land
under the Transfer of Land Act, and
asked the Crown to give him a statutory
guarantee that he had a good title, the
Crown was not to have the right that a private individual had, to say that it would
not accept his statement.
The Commissioner of Titles said that this was a dangerous amendment, and was against the interest of the State and of land-owners.
Mr. :MACKINNON remarked that he
was afraid the honorable member for Bendigo East was asking them to do something
which they should not do. It was very desirable when starting a new title, which
was to last for all time, that precautions
should be taken to see that it was a thoroughly sound title.
Nothing should
be slummed, or overlooked, and the
Titles Office should make it its business
to inquire fully into the state of the title
before it issued a certificate guaranteeing to
the world that a certain person was owner
of tr.e land. For that reason he thought
it undesirable to make this amendment.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. BAILES remarked that he had a
series of amendments throughout the Bill.
He did not presume for one moment to
think that any arguments which he could
advance in support of them would outweigh
the arguments of the Minister in charge of
the Bill. If the honorable gentleman would
intimate whether he would accept the
amendments or not, te would not take up
time in pressing them.
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Mr. MACKEY.-I will accept the
one.
Mr. BAILES moved-

next

That after the word" inaccurate" the following
words be inserted :-" or to be inconsistent with
any statutory record of any dealing."

Mr. GAUNSON remarked that if the
Minister would say that he had considered
and would accept this amendment he was
prepared to follow.
Mr. PRENDERGAST stated that from
advices he had received-he did not profess to know much about the matter-this
Bill was on the lines of English legislation. If any departure was made from the
English legislation in this matter, there was
a possibility of increased legal work in
connexion with titles. This Act had been
very carefully prepared in England, and
the ?Iecisions in connexion with it were very
~rohfic, and had exactly defined the position. If they altered the wording taken
from the English Act we should immediately have to commence to create, Iby
means of law proceedings, fresh decisions,
for the purpose of ascertaining the position
under this Bill. It seemed very desirable
to avoid that in connexion with this measure. He was of the opinion that they
should introduce no amendment into the
Bill which would interfere with the Transfer of Land Statute at all.
Mr. BAILES said that he thought he
had m~d~ his position clear. Anything t1:at
the l\~mIster accepted could be put into
the BIll, but anything that the Minister
objected to would be at once withdrawn.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. BAILES said that he had another
amendment, to insert the following subclause at the end of the clause:(12) Condition 6, of table A, in the Twenty-fifth
Schedule to .the Transfer of Land Act 1890, is
hereby substItuted for condition 10 in the Sixth
Schedule to the Real Property Act 1890.

Mr. MACKEY remarked that he could
not accept that, as it was too harsh already.
Mr. BEAZLEY moved the following
amendment : That the following words be added at the end
of t.he clause-" When a property is sold by
:\Uchon the contract shall not contain a clause calll?g upon the purchaser to pay perusal or production fees."
H~ said that, purchasers of property by
pnvate contract could make their own arr~ngements, but the purchaser at an auctIon was unknm~n until after the property
was sold, and It was only fair that he
Se.~.~ion
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should not be called on to pay for looking
at the title of the property he had bought.
Mr. MACKEY.-You must allow a man
to make his own bargains.
Mr. BEAZLEY said that the purchaser
was not known at the time..
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.- It does not
matter. It is the condition of sale, although this is not done in England.
Mr. BEAZLEY said that the Minister
stated that the person who 12.urchased at
auction had an opportunity of making his
own agreement with the vendor; but that
was not absolutely the case, because the
purchaser was not known at the time the'
contract was read over. The conditions of
sale were read over to a number of
people. There might be a man present
who had no intention of buying, but who
bid because he found that the property would suit him; but if this purchaser
had known that the conditions of sale required him to pay perusal or production
fees, he would have objected to that condition. It seemed unreasonable that when a
man bought a property he should have to
pay two guineas to examine his own title.
He believed that a charge could be made
up to six guineas, but certainly charges of
!hree guineas and four guineas had been
Imposed.
Mr. BENT remarked that the auctioneer
always stated that one had to pay perusal
fees.
Consequeritly, the purchaser had
notice that it was necessary to pay the
fees. He (Mr. Bent) always looked out
that he would not have to pay perusal
fees.
Mr. BROMLEY.-Why should he pay?
Mr. BENT said that the purchaser had
to pay, because that condition was stated
bv the auctioneer.
- Mr. BROMLEy.-But why should he have
to pay it?
Mr. BENT.-Because he agrees to do it.
1\1r. BROMLEY.-Do away with that agreement.
. Mr. COLECHIN stated that he agreed
"nth the proposed amendment.
He had
been called on to pay these fees. b~t had
refused to do so. If this amendment was
carried, it would do a great deal of good.
In r~ading out the conditions of sa1e, some
au~tIOneers seemed to practise speaking in a
VOIce th~t was not understood, and many
people dId not know that the condition with
regard to this fee was included, and they
only found it out when too late. Thev were
pr~c~ically forced to pay what, l~ his
opmlOn, was an unfair charge.
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Mr. MACKINNON observed that the might buy property without knowing what
position really was this. The honorable were· the conditions of sale, as the cont'ract
member, of course, was aiming at contracts was read over, not to him individually, but
relating to land. In contracts relating to to a number of people who were assembled
land, all the terms must be in writing. It around the auctioneer. He intended to ask
did not depend on what the auctioneer for a division on the amendment.
:Mr. GAUNSON said that this was a
announced, for the auctioneer only announced what was in writing. The condi- maLter where he thought that the Committee
tions were printed, and they must be avail- would derive some benefit from a statement
able to the purchaser, in order that the pur- by a practising lawyer like Sir Samuel
chaser might be bound by them, and he was Gillott, who had had much experience in
not bound to pay perusal fees unless they conveyancing ma,tters of this kind. He
were expressl y stipulated for in the condi- could not follow the reason given by the
tions of sale. It was not as if the pur- honorable member for Abbotsford, because,
chaser was bound to pay unless he stipu- upon reflection, it wo'uld seem to be lacking
lated to the contrary. In the case of con- in all the essentials of a true reason. The
tracts that were utterly unreasonable, honorable member said that the purchaser
Parliament in the past had properly refused was not known at the time the conditions
to allow persons to be bound by them, but were read over. But it did not matter a
the matter of paying two or three guineas brass farthing whether he was known j the
was not a sufficient inducement to this House vendor was known, and he said, "These
to say that the parties should not be bound are my terms, and I announce my terms
by the terms agreed to. In this Bill there through the mouth of my auctioneer." The
were ce'rtain clauses which were very oppres- Premier, with his large ~mount of practical
sive on mortgagors, but in the matter under knowledge, was right, for the purchaser,
notice, only a couple of guineas were at or his agent. could say that he would not
stake, and in such a small matter it was take the property on those terms, although
hardly worth while the House interfering he might bid twenty times.
Mr. COLECHIN.-The deposit would be
with the freedom of the parties to make bar.
gains with one another. As the parties had collared.
Mr. GAUNSON said that the deposit
to a.gree before anything was put in writing,
he did not see that there was any great was not collared before the man bought.
He would like to know what the Chief
grievance.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-They have to Secretary's opinion was on this matter. He
(Mr. Gaunson) was rather inclined to say
pay up to six guineas.
that these fees were a ' tax which
Mr. MACKINNON said that there might in justice the vendor ought not to be
be a clause to prevent a charge of an extor- permitted to place upon the shoulders of
tionate nature, but there was a remedy for the purchaser, although the. reason given
that in getting the matter taxed. The mat- . by the honorable member for Abbotsford,
ter here was not of sufficient importance for in favour of abolishing this charge, was no
the parties to l;le interfered with in ma~ing reason at all in his opinion .. He thought,
their own agreements.
however, that the honorable member had got
Mr. BEAZLEY said that he would still hold of the right pig by the tail. It did
contend that the parties were not known at not matter whether the reasons were sound
the time the auctioneer read over the condi- or unsound,. so long as the thing was correct.
-lions. He had' sold a good deal of pro- 'Vhy should a purchaser be compelled to
pertY, both by private contract and by auc- pay perusal fees, very often to the solicitor
tion, and the conditions of sale at auction of the vendor?
were all on the side of the vendor, and
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT remarked that
against the purchaser.
it was a common element in everv contract
Mr. MACKINNON.-You were acting for of sale that the production of deeds not in
the vendor.
the vendor's possession should be obtained
1\1r. BEAZLEY said that he was now by. the purchaser. He would suggest that
'iVhen a the amendment sho'uld be limited to perusal
acting for the general public.
man purchased a small property, these fees fees. He had always thought it unfair that
The
were a big tax, and it was his duty to pre- they should be included in contracts.
ven,t these fees being charged.
In the practice did not exist in England j it was
case of sale by private contract, the pur- purel y a colonial practice. He thought the
chaser knew that he intended to purchase, honorable member was to be commended in
but, in the case of sales by auction, a man bringing this question forward.
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:Mr. BEAZLEY.-Could you have it so that
he would. no~ have to pay if the deeds were
in the vendor's hands or the vendor's solicitor's hands?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said that the
vendor had to produce all deeds in his
possession, and no contract was ever prepared to limit that, but the deeds not in the
vendor's possession were to be obtained by,
and at the expense of, the purchaser. That
was the usual condition, and they must not
interfere with that.
Mr. BEAzLEY.-Make it "if 'in the possession of the vendor."
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said that he
had never seen a contract providing that the
purchaser should pay for the production of
deeds in the possession of the vendor.
Mr. GAUXSON said that that would be
as much as saying that the purchaser should
be fineld by the vendor for. paying the
amount of the purchase money.
Mr. OUTTRIM. -- He cannot charge for
deeds in his own possession.
Mr. GA UNSON said that the vendor
must produce his deeds. He would suggest
that the absurdity, if it existed in practice,
of the purchaser being compelled to pay
for the production of the title that had become his should be wiped out by special
lang,uage, and that the payment of the fees
should only be required in the case of the
production of a title which was not in the
possession of the vendor or under his control. That, he would imagine, would meet
all difficulties.
The Minister might take
that into consideration, and introduce an
amendment to that effect on the third
reading.
Mr. MACKEY said that the Chief Secretary had suggested that the new clause
should read as follows:-

never be required. The real grievance was in
the case of perusal fees, in respect to which
a practice had grown up here, different from
that in England. The fees were not
charged in England. He would suggest to
the honorable member that he should not
disfigure the clause by something that was
perhaps unmeaning,.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-It cannot refer to the
Transfer of Land Statute; this is only for
the old Act.
Mr. MACKEY said that under the
Transfer of Land Act, a man paid half-acrown and could see wha'tever he wanted.
Mr. BEAZLEY remarked that he still
thought that the vendor should produce the
title to the purchaser. He would, however,
accept the alteration suggested by the Chief
S'ecretary.
Mr. MACKINNON stated that the
amendment should be at the end of subclause (6), dealing with somewhat similar
matters.
:Mr. :MACKEY.-I was more concerned
,,-ith the substance of it. Make it a new
sub-clause after sub-clause (6).
Mr. BEAZLEY stated he would adopt
that suggestion.
The amendment was agreed to.
Clause 4, as amended, was agreed to.
On clause 5, empowering the Court to
make provision for the discharge of incumbrances on sale,
1'1r. DUFFUS drew attention to subclause (3), which was as follows:n

After notice served on the persons interested
in or entitled to the money or fund in Court, the
Court may direct payment or transfer thereof
to the persons entitled to receive or give a discharge for the- same, and generally may give
directions respecting the application or distribution of the capital or income thereof.

He said he begged to move-

No contract of sale by auction relating to land'
shall contain a clause stipulating for the payment
by the purchaser to the ver-dor, or his solicitor,
of any costs of perusal of the conveyance, or of
obtaining execution thereof.

That after the
such terms as to
other documents,
Court thinks fit,"

The desire had been expressed to exempt
the purchaser from the payment of production fees, and it had been pointed out that
the conveyance or documents might not be
i',1 the possession or under the control of the
vendor. The desire was that the purcha~er
should be exempt from the payment of the
fees when the documents were in the vendor's possession or under his control. But·
he did not think that the honorable member"
knew of a case where such a charge haa
been made, and the Chief Secretary stated
that to put such a clause in an Act of P arliament would be ridiculous, as it would

Mr. MACKEY said he had drafted the
amendment for the honorable member.
In
the case of a mortgage, provision was made
for the mortgagor, to pay the money into
Court, if he wanted his land free of the
mortgage, and the inortgagee was out of the
State, or could not be found, but there was
no provision in the clause to enable the
mortgagor to get his titles.
The object
of the amendment was to give the Court
power to impose terms as to the delivering
up of deed's or other documents of title as
a condition precedent to obtaining the money
from the Court.
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word "same" the words "on
the delivering up of deeds or
or on such other terms as the
be inserted.
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The clause was verbally amended and
agreed to.
On clause 14, providing in sub-clause
(IA) as follows:In the completion of any contract to grant
or assign a term of years, whether derived or to
be derived out of a freehold or leasehold estate,
the intended lessee or assign shall not be entitled
to call for the title to the freehold,
Mr. MACKEY movedThat after the word "years," the words " in
land" be inserted.
He said a recent decision rendered' this
amendment necessary to make our law' the
same as the law of England.
The amendment was agreed to.
The clause was consequentially amended,
and was agreed to.
On clause 15, relating to restrictions on
and relief against the forfeiture of leases,
and providing in sub-clause (2) as follows : Where a lessor is proceeding by action or
otherwise to enforce such a right of re-entry or
forfeiture the lessee may, in the lessor's action, if
any, or in any action brought by himself, apply
to the Court for relief, and the Court may grant
or refuse relief as the Court having regard to
the proceedings and conduct of the parties under
~Ir. MACKEY said that he had not, the foregoing provisions of this section and to all
heard that this trouble had arisen in Eng-' the other circumstances thinks fit, and in case of
land.
relief may grant it on such terms, if any, as to
The amendment was adopted, and the costs, expenses, damages, compensation, penalty,
or otherwise, including' the granting of an inclause, as amended, was agreed to.
junction to restrain any like breach in the future
On clause 6, providing as to general . as the Court in the circumstances of each case
words in conveyances of lands, buildings, thinks fit,
fences, &c.
Mr. MACKEY said he proposed to lnake
nIr. BAILE S stated that he had cir- some amendments in this clause that were
culated an amendment for the insertion in not found in the English Act. The provisub-clause (I) of this clause, after the word sions in this clause were designed to give a
" fe.nces," the words "walls and rights of tenant relief in the case of forfeiture by a
party walls."
harsh landlord.
Where a landlord pronIr. MACKEY.-Do not propose the amend- posed to enforce his right of entry, the
ment. It will introduce a very difficult pro- tenant might stop him and obtain relief. If
bJem.
a tenant had allowed a landlord to enter
~Jr. BAILES said that, as the Minister peaceably, he had no remedy at all j but he
would not agree to the amendment, it was . proposed to give the tenant the same
n0 use proposing it.
'. remedy as he might have had if he had
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The effect of that put the landlord to the trouble of bringing
amendment is contained in sub-clause (2).
an action.
He begged to moveThe clause was agreed to.
That after the word "enforce" (line 2) the
words" or has enforced without the aid of any
On clause 9, relating to the production court" be inserted.
and safe custody of title deeds,
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. BAILES remarked that he had given
Mr. MACKEY stated that he had
notice of his' intention to move an amend- an amendmen"t to move in sub-clause (2),
ment to b,ring this clause into conformity which was consequent on a hardship that
with the Transfer of Land Act.
. had been pointed out by the English
Mr. MACKEY.-I ask the honorable mem- Courts.
Here relief was given if the
ber not to propose his amendment.
lessor was bringing an action, but thi~ case
Mr. BAILES said he would not propose happened.
The lessor was proceedmg to
anything the Minister objected to.
turn a tenant out, and laid siege to the

Mr. MACKINNON said he did not know
whether the insertion of the amendment
would make very much difference, but he
agreed with the leader of the Opposition
that they ought to depart as little as possible from the wording of the English Act.
The words of this amendment seemed' innocuous, but if there. was the slightest
alteration in a section all sorts of new
theories might be ventilated in the .Courts
on the strength of it, and some person
might be put to very great expense arid
suffer very great disappointment therefrom in connexion with a lawsuit.
He
did not want to see any more changes made
than could possibl y be helped.
~-Ir. MACKEY said he had fully recognised the dangers the honorable member for
Prahran had pointed out, and' had, therefore, left the whole matter to the discretion
of the Court.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Will it not lead to extra
expense?
~lr. MACKEY.-No j it would save expense.
Mr. MACKINNoN.-Has this trouble ever
arisen in England?
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place.
The tenant took out a summons
before a Judge to get relief, and it was .decided that, under the words of the sectIOn,
he must commence the action, as we would
say in Victoria, in the Supreme Court. He
{l\.[r. i\[ackev') proposed now to put in the
words "or ~pon summons."
That would
.allow the tenant, within twenty-four hours
to get relief at the Court-a very cheap and
He begged to
expeditious procedure.
moveThat the words' "or upon summons" be i~;
serted after the words "brought by himself
(line 4).

The amendment was agreed to.
On the motion of Mr. MACKEY, consequential amendments to insert a.fter the
word "Court," wherever occurrmg, the
words" or Judge," were agreed .to.
Mr. MACKEY drew attentlOn to subclause (7), which provided, inter alia, as
follows : This section does not extend(I) To a covena~t or co~ditio~ again$t the
:assigning, underlettmg, partmg with the possession, or disposing of the land leased; or

and movedThat the following paragraph be inserted : (IA) To a covena.nt or con~ition against d~ing,
()mitting, or suffenng anythmg .whereby, .01 by
means thereof either alone or with other Clfcumstances, any li~ence under the Licensing Act 1890
shall, or may, be endangered, or shall, or may, be
liable to expire or be forfeited, suspended, taken
:away, or refused.

He said that the previous sub-clauses 1)£
-clause IS provided for giving a tenant a
right to certain delay. where he had committed a breach of hIS tenancy.
In the
case of licensed houses here, this might
work a difficulty in certain cases.
In:l
case where the lease contained a condition
that, on two convictions, the landJord should
have the right to determine the lease, three
convictions might cause not only the
tenant but the landlord to lose the licence
Clearly, if a tenfor that House.
ant
had
sold liquor twice
on
a.
Sunday, and thereby imperilled the landlord.'s property, it was only fair t1-~at the
landlord should be allowed as expeditiously
as possible to put him out to save his licence.
The meaning of this amendment was that
.as regarded these matters the law was to
remain exactly as it was at present.
Mr. PRENDERGAST remarked that
this amendment was introducing into the
Bill a principle that dealt with sectional
interests entirely. An amendment of the
Licensing Act was promised to the House,
and the proper place· to bring forward an
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amendment of that description was in that
Bill. The pr·esent law tad Ibeen good
enough up till now, an~ it w.as g~d en~)Ugh
to wait for the amendmg Llcensmg BIll to
deal with anything in the ~icensing Ac~.
I t would be better to 'let thIS matter walt
until that Bill came on.
Mr. MACKEY.-That is what I propose
to do.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said then it
should not be inserted in this Conveyancing
Bill.
Mr. M.ACKEY stated that he proposed
to allow the law as it existed at present
to remain until the new Licensing Bill was
brough forward. He proposed that this
Bill should make no change in the existing
la w. This amendment was not a change
in the law. If that were its object its proper place would be in the new Licensing
Bill.
Mr. BAILE S said he had understood
the Minister to say that he proposed this
amendment with a desire to afford the owner
of hotel property a better oppo~tunity of
getting rid of a tenant who, by tWIce offending. against the law, had made the owner
incur the risk of the licence being taken
away from the hotel altogether.
Mr. MACKEy.-Oh, no.
Mr. BAILES asked then what was the
object of putting it in at all? The Committee had no right whatever to give any
more favorable consideration to the owners
of these licensed premises, who knew
thoroughly well the character of the tenants
they had got in, and the class of business
that was going on. Instead of continuing
to run the risk of losing the licence
of these premises they should exercise a
greater amount of discrimination in choosing the tenants they let in.
Mr. M~ACKINNON remarked that,
prima facie, he did not think there was very
much harm in this amendment, because it
came in as a separate sub-clause, and he
did not think it would complicate the clause
in its interpretation. The point raised as
to whether the Committee were going to
allow the landlord to prevent a tenant from
availing himself of the provisions in the
clause for relief against forfeiture in such
cases was another matter.
All those cases
which were barred from the operation of the
clause were desirably barred, but whether
it was right that the landlord' should be
saved from having his tenant coming at him
in cases under the Licensing Act was another matter.
What the leader of the Opposition had said involved an important
question of principle.
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Mr. MACKEy.-I agree tho,roughly with
what the leader of the Opposition said, that
no change in the law on this subject should
be made in this Bill.
Mr. MACKINNON said that he understood no change was being made in the law.
All it did was to exempt this class of breach
of lease from the beneficial action which
was available to tenants und'er the earlier
portions of the clause.
It left the law
exactly as it was.
No doubt the Chief
Secretary would be able to enlighten the
Committee as to whether it was desirable
that landlords should be saved from this
relief, which might be granted to tenants
under the other portions of the clause.
Mr. GAUNSON stated that he was perfectly certain that no tenant seeking the assistance of any Judge of the Supreme Court
or Full Court would get or deserve to get
the slightest relief if he had wilfully
broken the covenants of his lease,
and if there was a danger of the
licensed premises being absolutely closed
and of the owner's property in them
vanishing.
He did not think this
amendment ought to go in at all.
If an
oppressive landlord sought to enforce a
forfeiture, or what might appear to be a
forfeiture, the most desirable thing in the
world to that class of tenant more than any
other class of tenant, was to give him an
opportunity of going stq.ight to a Judge
of the Supreme Court against his landlord.
The greatest curse in this community was
the oppression of landlords upon their tenants in connexion with hotels, and the Sunday trading business was wholly and solely
caused by the need' Ior making up the oppressive rents that landlords charged theil
tenants.
Otherwise there would be no occasion for Sunday trading at all. He hoped
the Minister would not press this amendrr..ent, which was not in the Englisn Act,
for this relief applied in England to all
leases-leases of public-house property, as
weil as of all other property.
He tr1)sted
that the remedial benefits that were promised by this legislation would not be frittered away by this amendment. He thoroughly agreed with the leader of the
Opposition in his objection to this
amendment, which would be highly
dange.rous and injurious to the welfare of a
body of tenants that wanted relief more
than any other tenants he knew of.
Mr. MACKEY observed that he \"'(j",.Ild
be sorry if the Committee was not in favour
of t~is amendment. It ,~ould work against
the Interest of tenants If this paragraph
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was not inserted. If this provision was not
made, it would mean that, if the us~1a1
agreement was made that the landlord
should have the right to put a tenant out
after the second conviction the tenant
would, in future, be allowed' to delay the
landlord until he could pay the land·
lord out by. having a third conviction
registered against the premises. One effect
of that danger would be that instead of the
tenant being allowed two co~victions by his
landlord, future agreements would provide
that ~he landlord should be allowed to reenter after a first conviction. In that wav
tl;e landlord mu~t be allowed to safegua;ci
lumself, and so It would be against the interests of the tenant. An innocent tenant
~10t wishing to violate the law, often did s~
Innocently, and the first conviction resulted
and it would mean that if this amendment
",as not made, the landlord would then be
able .to turn him out. He (Mr. Mackey)
",.as m the hands of the Committee, and
dId not propose to press the amendment
unduly.
~1!. PRENDERGAST expressed the
oplmol~ tha.t the Minister had placed the
CommIttee .In a very extraordinary position.
It. ,,:as ~esITable that there should be some
MIl11ste:I~1 responsibility. in this matter.
The Mlmster must either insist upon the
am~ndment being made, or agree absolutely
to. Its b~ing negatived j but the Minister
sa!d he dId not care, and left it to the CommIttee.
Mr. MACKEY.-I do care.
This is v~ry
important.
.Mr. PRENDERGAST said the CommIttee had granted certain relief in this
clause by allowing a tenant to a ppl y to the
Court upon summons. His lay mind did
not teach him if an agreement between
landlord and tenant could be bro'ught up
for review by the Court. He understood
that any tenant could ask the Court for relief if anything oppressive was being done
by the landlord.
Mr. MAcKEY.-In case of a breach, ves.
. Mr. PRENDERGAST said then· the
Minister wished to provide that the benefits
of this clause should not applv to tenants
of public houses.
.
Mr ..MACKEy.-It does apply to them t
except In cases of certain breaches.
Mr. PRENDERGAS'T said he would
prefer that this matter should remain exactly a~ it was at present, pending the introductIOn of new licensing legislation. If
there was anv provision in the Convevancing Act to enable tenants generally to ~void
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having harsh conditions placed upon them, He said that the honorable member for
there should be no reason to exempt the Prahran had called attehtion to the redunTo make it
tenant of a public-house from applying for dancy of this sub-clause.
relief to the Court the same as any other clear, he begged to movetenant.
If the Committee were assured
That the following words be omitted : that this measure would leave the matter
" The assignment or transfer reciting such conexactly as it was at the present time, and sent and the lessor has signed the assignment or
that it would effect no amendment of the transfer in verification of such recital." .
law, then, even although the law was harsh,
The amendment was agreed to.
it would be better to do that than to give
Mr. BEAZLEY said he would like to
more power to the present landlords of pub- have an explanation of paragraph (2) of
lic-houses: There were landlords and land- sub-clause (7). The word "insolvent" di1d
lords. There were some landlords who did not mean the same thing here as in Engnot do dishonest actions, and who, although land, where the word "bankrupt" was
they were strictly business-like in their pro- used.
ceedings, dealt fairly with their tenants;
Mr. '~IAcKEY.-In Engliand they haye
but there were a number of sharks who " bankrupt" for traders and " insolvent"
owned public-houses, and these men, es- for non-traders. 'Ve have the same word
peciall y in North Melbourne, when they for both.
saw a prospect of being able to get
Mr. BEAZLEY said that a man might
compensation, were now inviting their ten- be insolvent, thought not declared so. Did
ants to leave the premises so that they this confer a benefit on a man who commight seize, not only the owners' profits, promised or made an arrangement with ris
but the tenants' profits also. He would creditors? A man who paid a penny in
like to see legitimate relief giyen in all the pound ought not to have an advantage
cases of oppression.
over a man who had gone through the Inl\1[r. MACKEY said the Bill did pro- sol veney Court.
Mr. MACKEy.-This Bill does not ~ffect
pose a change in the law regarding licensed
victuallers. At present they could not get that.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
relief in any case, but if this amendment
were accepted, they would get relief in
Mr: MACKEY called attention to clause
nine cases out of ten, and in the tenth case AA, which was as follows:it was not proposed to give relief.
It
Where a lessor is proceeding by action or otherwould confer most material advantages on wise to enforce a right of re-entry or forfeiture
licensed victuallers. As to these. particular under any covenant, proviso, or stipulation in a
the court may, on application by any permatters, it left the law as it was at pre- lease,
son claiming as under-lessee any estate or interest
sent.
in the property comprised in the lease or any
part thereof, either in the lessor's action (if any),
Mr. MACKINNON.-They will get more or
in any action brought by such person for that
advantages.
purpose, make an order vesting for the whole
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MACKEY called attention to paragraph (c)-" A house used or intended to
be used as a public-house," and movedThat the words "licensed premises under the
Licensing Act 1890" be inserted, instead of the
words "a public-house."

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MACKEY called attention to subclause (8), which was as follows:When a lessee has assigned or transferred the
lease with the consent of the lessor, the assignment or transfer reciting such consent, and the
lessor has signed the assignment or transfer in
verification of such recital, the insolvency of the
lessee, after such assignment or transfer, shall
not work a forfeIture or determine the lease unless
the condition for forfeiture or insolvency contained in the lease be therein expressly extended
to insolvency of the lessee after the date of such
assignment or transfer.

term of the lease or any part thereof in any person entitled as under-lessee to any estate or interest in such property upon such conditions as
to execution of any deed or other document, payment of rent, costs, expenses, damages, compensation, giving security or otherwise as the court
in the circumstances of each case shall think fit,
but in no case shall any such under-lessee be entitled to require a lease to be granted to him for
any longer term than he had under his original
sub-lease,

and movedThat after the word "court" in each place
where it occurred, the words " or Judge thereof"
be inserted, and that aft~r the words "for that
purpose" the words "or upon summons" be inserted.

Mr. BROMLEY said he thought it was
extremely unfair to bring down a Bill of
this character at that hour of the night. It
contained important proposals bearing on
great industries. Several honorable members had told him privately that they did
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not understand the purport of the Bill, and
members had not had time to master it.
Very material alterations were being made
by the amendments.
The amendments were agreed to.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
~fr. MACKEY called attention to clause
C, which was as follows:A lessor or lessee or their re}?resentatives respectively may at any time or (imes and from
time to time apply in a summary way to a Judge
of the Supreme Court in chambers in respect of
any question arising out of or under or connected
with the lease (not being a question affecting the
existence or validity of the lease), and upon such
application either party shall have the· right to
call viva voce evidence on giving notice to the
other parties to the summons of intention so to do,
and the Judge shall make such order upon the
application as to him shall appear just, and shall
order how and by whom all or any of the costs
incident to the application shall be borne and
paid.

He said that this clause was inserted at
t'he instance of the honorable member for
the Public Service to allow of disputes
between landlord and tenant being rectified
in a summary way by a Judge in chambers.
He begged to moveThat after the words" in respect of," the words
"any claim for damages or" be inserted; that
the word "any" be substituted for "either";
that the words "viva voce" be omitted; and that
after the word "evidence," the words "either
orally or by affidavit" be inserted.

Mr. MACKINNON said he did not
think this clause should have been inserted
at all, for it meant that special privileges
were to be given to all disputes between
landlords and tenants. Of all classes of
litigation, these were the most troublesome
and he did not see why they should b~
put on a special basis.
The amendments were agreed to.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
Mr. DUFFUS called attention to clause
21, which was as follows:(I) A mortg~gor as long as his right to redeem
subsists shall by virtue of this Act be entitled
from time to time at reasonable times on his request and at his own cost, and on payment of the
mortgagee's costs and expenses in this behalf, to
inspect and make copies or abstracts of or extracts from the documents of title relating to the
mortgaged property in the custody or power of
the mortgagee.
(2) This section shall have effect notwithstanding any stipulation to the contrary,

and movedThat after the word" behalf" the words "by
himself or his solicitor or agent, duly authorized
in writing," be inserted.

He said the clause provided that the mortgagor might inspect title deeds, and make
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copies of certain documents. The amendment provided that the solicitor or agent
of the mortgagor might do this.
Mr. MACKINNON stated that he
really thought that the Committee should
have some explanation with regard to these
alterations.
The Act had been in force
since I88r in England, and for all practical purposes this clause was a reproduction of the English section.
Here they
were shoving words into it. An Act like
this was not drafted in a haphazard way
in the old country, but was drafted by
perhaps the most skilful lawyers in Great
Britain. He believed this Bill would lead
to a great deal of litigation, if care was
not taken in connexion with these amendments.
Mr. MACKEY said that the mortgagor
was entitled to make conies. If the mortgagor lived 100 miles -away, the amendment would enable his solicitor or agent
to do this. The mortgagor might have a
son or a brother on the spot.
.
Mr. PRENDERGAST remarked th~t
the principle of the amendment seemed
perfectl y reasonable, if it carried out what
the Minister in charge of the Bill stated.
It would enable the mortgagor to have this
work done cheaply, and prevent it having
to go through a solicitor's office.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
Clause, as amended, was passed.
On clause J, providing that foreclosure
extinguished right of action for the mortgage debt,
Mr. MACKEY called attention to subclause (2), which was as follows:Nothing in this section shall be construed to
prevent the mortgagee or any other person claiming through him flom exercising any right to fore.
close any other security for the payment of the
said money.

He movedThat sub·clause (2) be struck out.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MACKEY called attention to subclause (3), which was as follows:In the case of mortgages of land under the
Transfer of Land Act 1890 effected by instruments
of mortgage under that Act" order" includes an
order for foreclosure under the hand of the
Registrar when entered in the register book.

He movedThat the word" absolute" be inserted after the
word" order" in line 3.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was passed.
On clause L, relating to provisions of
wills made after "the first day of March,
19 0 5,"
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moved~

That the words" the first day of March, 1905,"
be struck out, and "after the commencement of
this Act II inserted.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was passed.
Discussion took place on clause 23, prescribing the powers incident to the interest
of the mortgagee.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)
called attention to paragraph (i.), which
was as follows:. A power when the mortgage money has become
due to sell or to concur with any other person
in selling the mortgaged property, or any part
thereof, either subject to prior charges or not, and
either togethel or in lots, by public auction or
by private contract, subject to such conditions
respecting title or evidence of title or other matter as he (the mortgagee) thinks fit, with power
to vary any contract for sale, and to buy in at
an auction, or to rescind any contract for sale,
Ilnd to resell without being answerable for any
loss occasioned thereby , [with power to make such
roads, streets, and passages, and grant such easements of right of way or drainage over the same,
as the circumstances of the case may require and
he shall think fit], and that the expenses of so
doing shall be a charge on the mortgq.ged property, in addition to the mortgage money, and
with the same priority, and with interest at the
same rate, as the mortgage money.

He said he would suggest to the Minister
that they should strike out the words between brackets, commencing with the words
"with power."
Mr. MACKEY stated that the honorable member called attention to what he
(Mr. Cameron) deemed an oppressive
power. However, he disagreed with the
honorable member on that.
Mr. BAILES remarked that he had distributed an amendment in this part of the
clause, providing for the insertion of the
words "and is wholly or partly unpaid"
after the word" due" in the seormd line.
Mr. MACKEY said that the amendment
would give the mortgagee too much power.
The section in the English Act, which
was copied here, said that the mortgagee
should have these powers when the principal was unpai'd j but the proposal of the
amendment was that the mortgagee should
have the powers if a portion of the interest
was unpaid.
Mr. BAILES stated that he had already
intimated that any amendment which the
Minister opposed would not be pressed.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)
moved the following amendment:-
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perty in addition to the mortgage money, and
with the same priority, and with interest at the
same rate, as the mortgage money."

Mr. MACKEY said that he would not
obiect to this amendment.
'The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was passed.
Mr. BAILE S remarked that he had a
lot of amendments yet to propose in the
Bill, and he desired to know whether they
were acceptable.
Mr. GA UNSON stated that if an honorable member had other amendments, and
did not understand their purport, he should
be hanged.
Mr. BAILES stated that he did understand them, and was prepared to explain
them j but he had already announced that
if the Minister would intimate how he intended to deal with them he would accept
He had submitted
the Minister's decision.
these amendments to the Minister a week
or so ago, so that the honorable gentleman
might have ample time to go through them.
Discussion took place on clause 29, prescribing the form 'Of statutory mortgage in
the 2nd schedule.
:Mr. GRAY called attention to the last
paragraph of the clause, which was as
follows : That if the mortgagor on the stated day pays
to the mortgagee the stated mortgage money, with
interest thereon, in the meantime, at the stated
rate, the mortgagee at any time thereafter, at the
request and cost of the mortgagor, shall re-convey
the mortgaged property to the mortgagor, or as
he shall direct.

He said' that he desired to insert an amendment at the end of this paragraph to provide that the mortgagor should not be called
up'On to pay any other costs or charges. It
had come under his notice on several occasions that the mortgagors had been
charged extra fees on the death of the
mortgagee. It did not seem right that the
mortgagor should be called upon to pay
more than the interest and principal, because he was not responsible f'Or the death
of the mortgagee. A man might be called
upon to pay three mortgage fees before he
got rid of his debt, and it was only fair
that the mortgagor should be released from
that disability.
Mr. MACKEY said that if the amendment were limited to the class of cases
where costs were incurred owing to the
transfer of the interest of the mortgagee
by Courts of Law he would accept it. He
would, however, prefer to see the amendment
after it was drafted.
That the following words at the end of the subMr. BAILES remarked that the Minisclause be struck out :-"and that the expenses of
so doing shall be a charge on the mortgaged pro- ter in charge of the Eill did not seem
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to be inclined to be courteou.s to him, and
"Mr. MACKEY proposed two new clauses,
state whether he would accept any of his which he said were taken hom the English
proposed amendments. He begged to move- Act, the first relating to restriction on constructive notice, and the second providing
That progress be now reported.
IV[r. MACKEY stated that he had been that any contract relating to a lease should
'
fired at with amendments from several not form part of the title to the lease.
The clauses were agreed to.
quarters, and if the honorable member
:Mr. MACKEY proposed the following
would intimate what the amendments were.
as each clause came up, he would deal with new clause:In section 21 of the Married Women's Property
them. He had a lot of other matters to
1890, in line three thereof, after the word
attend to in connexion with these clauses. Act
" property," there shall be inserted the words
The motion for reporting progress was "real or personal," and in line five, after the
negatived without a division.
word "such," there shall be inserted the words
Mr. GAUNSON remarked that it would " property including any."
be only courteous if the Minister would He said the object of the clause was to
say that he had read all the amendments cure an anomaly which had been pointed
the honorable member for Bendigo East out in the Married Women's Property Act.
had given notice of, and that he could not If a married woman owned property in her
accept anyone of them.
own name, she could dispose of it as she
Mr. BAILEs.-He did accept one.
chose, but if she was a trustee or executor,
Clauses 29 to 40 were agreed to.
she had to get her husband's consent, even
On clause 41, providing, inter alia, that although he might be away in England.
" freehold land or a thing in action may be
The clause was agreed to.
conveyed by a person to himself jointly with
Mr. MACKEY proposed the following
another person,"
new clause : }Ir. MACKEY movedThat the words" freehold land or" be omitted,
and the words" property real or personal including" be substituted.

In the construction of the will of any person,
who may die after the commencement of this Act,
a general direction (whether to his executors or
not) that his debts (or that all his debts) or that
his funeral, testamentary, and other expenses, or
any of them, shall be paid shall not (whether real
estate is devised or not, and if devised whether to
his executors or not) be deemed to charge the
same upon his real estate or any part of it unless
an intention so to charge the said debts or all the
said debts or the said expenses shall be further
declared in such will expressly or by necessary
implication.

He observed that this would cure an anomaly in the Act, which had been pointed
out by the authorities.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was passed.
Mr. BAILES asked if the honorable gentleman intended to accept the amendment of
which he (Mr. Bailes) had given notice?
The clause was agreed to.
:Mr. ]VIACKEY said that the honorable
Mr. MACKEY proposed the following
member proposed to make the clause renew
clause:trospective, as to conveyance by a husband
Where there is a person entitled to land for
to a wife. This introduced an element of an (I)estate
in feet or for a term of years absolute
very great dangtlr, and he could not accept or determinable on life, or for term of life, with
the amendment.
an executory limitation over on default or failure
On clause 42, providing in sub-clause (I) of all or any of his issue, whether within or at
any specified period or time or not, that executory
as follows:In a deeo it shall be sufficient in the limitation
of an estate in fee simple to use the words in [fee
or] fee simple without the words heirs,

Mr. MACKEY movedThat the following words be added to subsection (I) :-" or to use the words in tailor in
tail male or in tail female, without the words
heirs of the body or heirs male of the body or
heirs female of the body."

limitation shall be or become void and incapable
of taking effect, if and as soon as there is living
any issue who has attained the age of twenty-one
years, of the class on default or failure whereof
the limitation over was to take effect.
(2) This section applies only where the executory limitation is contained in an instrument
coming into operation after the commencement of
this Act.

He said this clause was taken straight from
He said that under the present law it was the English Act.
The clause was agreed to.
necessary to use exceedingly technical terms
for the conveyance of fee-simple, and this
Mr. BAILES asked if the Mi 1ister
would allow almost anv words to be used would accept the clause of which he (Mr.
that expressed the intention.
Bailes) had given notice, relating to th~ re.The amendment was agreed to, and the gistration of deeds? The object was to
clause, as amended, was adoptee.
enable a duplicate to be put in.
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Mr. MACKEY said he thought the 00ject of the amendment was very desirable,
but this Bill was not the proper place for
it. In the law of the other States they
had a somewhat similar provision, that was
to say, instead of having a memorial registered, they allowed a duplicate to be registered.
The Government had Ullt ler consideration the introduction of a Bill to
make the law in this State similar in this
respect to the law in the neighbouring States.
The honorable member's clause, however,
was not properly drafted, and he could not
accept it.
The Bill was then reported with further
amendments.
ORDER OF BUS1NESS'.

Mr. BENT moved by leaveThat to-morrow the Orders of the Day relating
to private members' business be suspended so as
to enable Government business to take precedence.

He said that he wished to devote the whole
of the following day's sitting to Govelll·
ment business, with the exception that he
intended to allow the honorable member
for the Public Officers, in accordance with a
promise ,he had made, to bring forward his
motion with regard to confining appointments to residents of this State. The object of proceeding with Government business during the whole of the next sitting
was that there might be an adjournment
over Thursday, to enable honorable members 'to visit the Royal Agricultural Show.
Mr. PRENDERGAST asked what business the Government intended to go on with
next day?
Mr. BENT stated that thev intended to'
go on with the Closer SettlemJent Bill until
the refreshment hour, and afterwards with
the Mine,s Acts Amendment Bill.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he wanted
to impress on the Premier the necessity of
going on with one Bill at a time, until it
had passed through the House. At present
the Mines Acts Amendment Bill was nearest
to another place, and if the Government
went on with it to-morrow until it was
dealt with, it might be sent to the Legislative Council at once.
Mr. BENT.-If you like, I will take the
Mines Bill first.
Mr. OUTTRIM. - I think it will go
through in an hour.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
to midnight.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
'Wednesday, August 31,1904.
The PRESIDENT took the chair at twelve
minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read the
prayer.
PETITIONS.
Petitions, praying that the Council would
give effect to the expressed wish of the electors in reference to Scrioture lessons in the
State schools, and that -a complete analysis
be made and published of the voting at the
referendum on the introduction of Scripture lessons into the State schools, were
presented, by the Hon. W. H. EMBLING
from residents of Lancefield, Gisborne and
Whittles~a; . by the Hon. W. PEA~SON,
from reSIdents of Drouin and Monbulk; by
the Hon .. J. H. ABBOTT, from residents of
Castlemame; by the Hon. H. W. H. IRVINE, from residents of Beaufort and
Avoca; by the Hon. D. MELVILLE, from
residents of Carlton and Preston; by the
Hon. T. J;.UXTON, from residents of South
Melbourne and St. Kilda; by the Hon. W.
H. EDGAR, from residents of Port Melbourne; by the Hon. T. C. HARWOOD
from residents of Geelong, Queenscliff,
Rokewood, and Bo?C Hill j by t.he Hon. W.
LITTLE, f 10m reSIdents of E uroa, Mansfield, Tungamah, Alexandra, and Youarang; by the Hon. W. S. MA'NIFOLD from
residents of Cobden, J ancourt, South Ecklin, and Cobrico; by the Hon. R. B. REES,
from r~si~ents of Rupanyup, Lubeck, Murtoa, . MlllyIp, Warracknabeal, Borung, Wimmera, and Dimboola; by the Hon. M.
CUSSEN, from residents of Rochester
Rochester East, Cosgrove, Congupna, Ka~
tandra, Yarroweyah, and Dookie; by
the Hon. J. STERNBERG, from residents
of
Long Gullv,
California
Gullv
Eaglehawk; by
the Hon.
and
\L DAVIES, from residents of Parkville;
by the Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU, from residents of N agambie and Kerang j by the
Hon. A. O. SACHSE, from residents of
Wodonga, Tallangatta, Fre.eburg, Avenel,
and Seymour; and by the Hon. J. BALFOUR, from residents of Camberwell, Hawthorn, East Kew, Canterbury, Dromana
Red Hill and Boneo, &c., and Armadale.'

f

JURIES ACTS AMENDMENT BILI.:.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Assembly with a message intimating
that they did not insist on disagreeing with
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the amendment of the Council on the amendment of the Assembl v to insert new clause
A, but had now agreed to the said amendment, with an amendment in which they
de,sired the concurrence of the Council.
The message was ordered to be taken into
consideration on Tuesday next.
PROPOSED PARLIAMENTARY VISIT
TO THE RIVER MURRAY.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE asked the Attorney-General if the Gove.rnment would
make arrangements for any member of the
Victorian Parliament to be driven from
Swan Hill to Tooleybuc during the next
fortnight to see the River Murray in flood
at that place, and the quantity of water now
running to waste which could be utilized
to water the northern Mallee at a small
expense?
He said he thought it was advisable that the, members of both Houses
of Parliament should have an opportunity
of seeing the Murray in flood. This was
an exceptional time.
The snows were
melting, and there had been rain, so that
the rive.r would be seen at its best.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Honorable
members, of course, must understand that
when notice of a question is given one day
and an answer is expected ,the next, I
have no time to go running about discussing
the matter.
The answer to this question
that has been given to me is, " No."
POLICE.
CONSTABLE ROGER TREWICK.

'fhe Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU asked the
Attornev-General if he would lay before
the 'Ho'use the pape.rs relating totheremoval of Constable Roger Trewick from
the police force?
He, said he made this
request in consequence of repre.sentations by
people who thought the officer in question
had been badly treated.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-A matter of
this sort generally takes the form of a
motion j but I 'will answer the question in
the affirmative, and will lay the papers on
the table.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
NEW REGULATIONS re EXCURSION TRAINS.
The Hon. J. 'H. ABBOTT called the
attention of the Attorney-Gene.ral to the new
regulations regarding excursion trains, and
asked if he would endeavour to arrange for
a return to the regulations previously in
force? He said the tendency of railway
management for some time past had been
to sacrifice the country to a certain extent to
the town.

Railway Department.

The Hon. J. M. DAVIES asked if the
honorable member was doing right in introducing debatable matter when asking the
question? Other honorable members would
want to be allowed to discuss it.
The PRESIDENT.-The Honorable
Abbott is beginning to discuss the matter in question somewhat. The AttorneyGeneral objects, and asks for my ruling on
the point.
Well, it has been the practice
of this House-whethe.r it is the best practice or not, I will not say-if an honorable
member gives notice that he will call attention to a matter and ask a question, to
allow a certain amount of discussion, a
little more than would be allowed in me.rely
asking a question.
If the honorable member restricts himself to a short statement
explaining his views, it is the practice, of
this House to allow him to do so.
~ir.

TheHon.J.H.ABBOTTsaidhe hoped he
had not yet transgressed.
He observed in
an advertisement of the Victorian Railway
De,partment in regard to the Royal Agricultural Society's Show, that excursion tickets
by all trains to 'Melbourne from the 25th
August to the 3rd September inclusive,
would onlv be available for return 'from the
29th Aug~st, so that country people coming
into town on the 25th would have to stop in
~:[elbourne four days, whether it suited them
or not.
No doubt it suited the Melbourne
people to have the. country people here not
less than four days, but what about thecountry people who did not desire to remain in Melbourne four days?
Such a
thing had never been attempted before in
Victoria.
Excursionists had been generally able to get back as soon as they liked.
Some explanation of the change was ne.cessary. The Railways Commissioners might
be able to show good reasons for it. Then
again, he wanted to know why excursion
trains were not to be run from Me.lbourn~
to country districts, such as Bendigo, when
the Annual Agricultural Show was being'
held, to give the Melbourne people an opportunity of attending? The Railways'
Commissioners insisted on full fares being'
paid, so that, instead of improving the management of the railways, they were makingthings harder for the country people.
All
the farmers' and other excursions seemed'
to be laid out from the Spencer-street point
of view.
He would ask, the Attornev, General for some information as to why up-country districts were, not given a chance ir.
comparison with Melbourne by the Railway'
Department.

Railway
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The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-When :].n
honorable member calls attention to something, and then asks a que,stion, and discusses the railway management, it is impossible to anticipate all that he desires to
know.
I have here an answer se.nt by 'Mr.
Tait, the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners, who endeavours to answer what
he thought was in the mind of the honorable
The
member in framing the question.
memo. is as follows:It is assumed that the question relates to the
issue of tickets at excursion rates in connexion
with country shows, race meetings, &c., and a
copy of a memorandum, which has already been
furnished on the subject, is therefore appended
for the information of the Honorable the AttorneyGeneral : " A very large number . of shows, race meetings,
and similar gatherings take place in the State
in the course of a year, and if tickets at cheap
rates are issued from Melbourne on all such
occasions the Department will suffer considerably
in revenue.
"The number of passengers travelling from
Melbourne on such occasions to the places affected
by the low fares, who are travelling on ordinary
business, largely exceeds the number travelling
speciall y for the purpose of ?-ttending the show,
&c., and as the Department IS unable to charge
the former a higher rate than the latter, a very
serious unnecessary loss in the revenue would be
sustained by the extension in such cases of the
holiday fare area to Melbourne. It may be pointed
out that not only do the cheap fares in such a
case affect the revenue of the Department from
passengers going to the place at which the show,
&c., is being held, but also the revenue from those
going to all stations beyond there, because such
passengers are able to purchase tickets at the reduced fares to the place of gathering, and then
re-ticket from there. The cheap fares also, to
some extent, affect the revenue to stations contiguous to but short of the place of gathering
when such fares are less than the ordinary fares.
"The Commissioners therefore are compelled
to confine the concession to the area from which
a majority of the passengers will be travelling
solely for the purpose of visiting the show, &c.
"A liberal view of the matter is taken, and
every encouragement is given to such gatherings
by means of cheap fares from the stations from
which experience teaches the increased traffic will
increase the revenue of both the shows, &c., and
of the State railways."
,

The Hon. J. STERNBERG said he
'desired to move the adjournment of the
House for the purpose of enabling honorable members to discuss the question of
the new regulations regarding excursion
trains.
Six honorable members having risen in
their places (as required by the Standing
Order) to support the motion,
The Hon. J. STERNBERG said this
was a rather important question to the
country districts particularl y, and he
thought the Chairman of the Railways
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Commissioners had not given the centres of
population in the country the same fair
consideration as he had given to metroIn the past Melbourne
politan centres.
people had had the opportunity of attending country shows, and travelling at holiday excursion fares.
The Commissioners
ought to extend to the country people the
same privileges as were given to the people
of Melbourne. That custom had been in
vogue for a great many years, and he would
like to know the reason for the change.
The Chairman of the Railways Commissioners stated that a great deal of revenue
would be lost if what country members
desired was granted, but he ~entured to
differ from that opinion. Whatever was
applicable to Melbourne ought also to be applicable to country districts. The country
was the backbone of the State, and "'ithout the inland centres of population where
would Melbourne be? Melbourne was a
petted, pampered, and favoured protege of
every Government. There seemed to be a
power behind the throne which prevented
country people from getting justice from
the Railway Department.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.--vVhat does
the. honorable member mean by "a power
behlI}d the throne"?
The Hon. J. STERNBERG said he
meant that this question had not been considered in the proper way, and that those
who had advised the Railwavs Commissioners had not urged them to extend to
the country people the same facilities and
privileges as were given to the people in
the metropolis. The 'country people ought
not to be placed at a disadvantage in regard to railway travelling, but should be
allowed to enjoy in future the same rights
and privileges as they had enjoyed for
many years past.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING stated that
he desired to emphasize the new and radical
change in the regulations referred to by
Mr. Abbott, that when a country man came
to Melbourne on an excursion train he
must stop here for four days. He could
not understand the reason of that arrangement, and honorable members would observe that the same rule did not apply to
Melbourne men visiting the country districts. At the proper time he would refer
to a number of other matters, in connexion
with the Railwav Department. affecting his
own province. The Attorney-General might
get the Minister of Railwavs to ask the
Commissioners the reason for the new regulation compelling country men who came
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by excursion trains to l\lelbourne to remain
in the metropolis four days, whether they
wanted to do so or not.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-Country
people always want to stop in Melbourne
four or five days at show time.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said that
was not the question.
A man from the
country might see all he wanted in a day
or two. Probably the Railways Commissioners had a good reason for what they
had done" but honorable members would
like to hear it. He did not go as far as
Mr. Sternbierg, who thought that there
was "a power behind the throne" in the
Railway Department, because he did not
believe it.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU observed
that honorable members felt a deep sympathy
with the Commissioners in their desire to
make the railways pay j but he thought the
new regulation compelling country people
who came to the metropolis by excursion trains
to stop in Melbourne four days, was wrong
in principle, and he questioned v~ry much
if the Commissioners could defend it. Most
of the country excursionists would probably
remain here four daYs, but that was hardlv
a sufficient warrant for such a high-handed
regulation, which took the form of the
deepest kind of centralization. He thought
honorable members were entitled to ask the
Attorney-General to confer, or get the Minister of Railwavs to confer. with the Commissioners on this particular point. Honorable members must recognise the difficult position the Railways Commissioners were in j buE he agreed with Dr.
Embling that there was no " power behind
the throne" in the Railway Department.
He did not think the Government were responsible for this objectionable regulation.
The Chairman of tlhe Railwavs Commissioners was a reasonable man, and the new
regulation might be softened, or even rescinded, if the matter was properly laid
before him.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN remarked that
it was acknowledged in the country districts that Mr. Tait, as a transport
The
manager, could not be beaten.
people in the country distpicts had
loyally support'ed the Railways Commissioners in their endeavour to make
They 'had subthe railways pay.
mitted to drastic reductions in the railwav
service, increases of freights and fare;,
and great all-round inconvenience.
No
people in the State had borne the drastic
changes made in the Railway Department
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better than the country people, who had
done everything a patriotic people could be
expected to do to aid the Commissioners to
achieve their object of making the railways
pay. If the Government would properly
represent these matters to the Chairman
of the Railways Commissioners, no doubt
they would be remedied. He believed Mr.
Tait would ultimately become a very valuable man for the management of the passenger
as well as of the goods traffic of the Railway Department. In his CMr. Cussen's)
dis~rict, whenever they asked for a special
tram they planked down £50 or £100,
according to requirements, as a guarantee
that the special train, would pay, and allowed the Department to draw on that
money if the train rlid not pay. As the
local agric'ultural show was the great
event in each country district, the Railway Department ought to provide facilities for bringing the to\vnspeople and the
country people together on those occasions.
He would be very glad if the AttorneyGeneral would bring this matter before the
Minister of Railways and get an alteration
of the pre::ent drastic arrangement.
He
desired to enter his protest against the present intention to curtail the little privileges
of the country people, inasmuch as they
were always willing to pay for them.
The Hon. R. B. REES stated that he
would like to add his quota of complaint
so far as concerned the province he represented, with regard to the action of the
Commissioners in this matter.
A large
portion of the North -Western Province was
supplied by the Adelaide to Melbourne express.
A man under ordinary conditions
would be able to leave Horsham or Dimboola or Nhill or Murtoa during the night,
arrive in Melbourne, see the show, spending
only two days in Melbourne, and then
return home, practically only losing two
days from his business or his farm.
The present regulations really compelled a man to remain in Melbourne
four days, which was absolutely unnecessary in many cases. A farmer constituent of his from the north-west was
telling him to-day the hardship he was
under.
He had to pay full fare because
be onlv came down this morning, and had
to return to-morrow night. He had to pay
full fare simply because he could not take
advantage of the excursion train as heretofore, and he could not afford to remain in
Melbourne until Saturdav. He (Mr. Rees)
joined with other honorable members in protesting against the new regulations, and also
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on the general question of the c?ncentration
of traffic in :Melbourne, as agamst country
The amount of money that the
shows.
Bendigo Agricultural S~ciety had spent on
the improvement of. theIr groun~s and on
developing the BendIgo Show entItled them
to consideration at the hands of the ,Commissioners so far as carning passengers
right awa~ from iV1elbourne' to Bendigo was
concerned.
He could not see why the Department should only issue excursion fa.res
for a part of the journey.
From travellll1g
by these excursion trains from ~1elbourne
to Bendigo formerly on BendIgo Show
dav he knew that a large number of people
availed themselves of the excursion facilities for going up to Bendigo during the
show week.
If Mr. Tait curtailed those
facilities he was actually losing revenue.
Even supposing half-a-dozen people who
would have to travel on business in any
case on those days to Bendigo or stations
beyond did take advantage of the excursion, so as to be able to travel for a fe.w
shillings less than they would if they paId
full fare, that loss was not comparable with
the amount of money the Department
would derive from people who would· travel
to Bendigo owing to the excursion, but who
would not travel at all but for the excursion
fares. He would not like to pit his opinion
against that of Mr. Tait and his officers, but
the view pre'sented itself to him that Mr.
Tait was really losing money when he curtailed the excursion fares to Bendigo and
Ballarat and other centres. By so doing he
\yas curtailing the volume of traffic, and
therefore necessarily curtailing the revenue
of the Department. He might be losing 5s.
on the reduced fare of certain commercial
men who would have to travel anyhow, but
he would be gaining £1 through increased
traffic, owing to running the excursion train.
On that specific question he would like to
add his protest.
The Han. J. 1\'1. DAVIES observed that
he did not propose to discuss the general
question at all, because he disapproved of
going into a discussion in which general
charges were made without being able to
refer those charges to those best able to deal
with them, and getting exact information
before replying.
One statement, however,
that he thought the House was under a mistake· about, was that anyone coming down
to Melbourne to the Royal Agricultural
Society's show had to remain in :Melbourne
four days. He had spoken to Mr. Abbott,
who had pointed out a certain part of an
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advertisement in proof of that statement.
This advertisement saidRoyal Agricultural Soci~ty's S~ow.- Tickets at
'holiday excursion fares WIll be Issued from all
stations, suburban excepted, to Melbourne by all
trains, express included,. frOl~ the }5 th A:ugust
until the 3rL1 September mciUSlVe. . I hey wdl be
only available for return by all .trams from 29 th
August to 7th September mclusIve.

It was quite true that anyone coming. to
Melbourne on 25th August by excurSIOn
could not go back by excursion until 29 th
August, but the first 'day of the ~how was
30th August so that anyone commg down
to the show' on 25th August could even go
back before the show began if he wanted
to, so there was no great hardship in that.
Anyone coming down on 26th, 27th, 28th,
or 29th August could go back on the 29 th )
and anyone coming to Melbourne after those
dates could return on any day between
29 th August and 7th September inclusive.
Therefore the statement that anyone com·
ina-b to th~ show would have to remain in
'Melbourne for four days was not borne out
by the very document that was put in as
e~jdence of that fact. It "vas quite possible
that there would be as complete an answer
to every other charge. There were some honorable members of this House, each of whom
thought that he was able ~o manage t.he
railways better than. Mr. Talt, and to pomt
out that 'l\h. Tait was making a loss when
)lr. Tait ,,"as expecting, to make a profit.
The Hon. J. H. ABBOTT observed that
even now the Attorney-General had proved
that there were four days on which a man
who ventured to Melbourne on the 25th
could not go back.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-To see the
show.
The Han. J. H. ABBOTT said he could
not go back for four days if he had an excursion ticket. Was there nothing else he
could come down for besides the show?
Why were the rights and privileges of
a citizen to be restricted in this way?
Why did the Department insist on
his stopping four days in Melbourne?
Would
they
also
insist
on
his
That
stopping four days in Bendigo?
would be only fair. He did not think the
Attorney-General had made any point, because the advertisement bore out what he
(Mr. Abbott) said. The Department spoke
about the immense injury to the revenue
that \yould occur through people g,oing from
Melbourne to country shows, but they said
nothing whatever about any injury to the
traffic through people coming from the
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country to Melbourne.
It was just as
likely to work injury one way as the other;
therefore that was no answer at all. The
whole affair should be left as it was, and
if a man ventured, on the strength of the
advertisement, to come down on the 25th,
he should be allowed to g,et home when he
wanted to. Honorable members were all
of opinion that Mr. Tait was in a position
where he must make the best he could of
the rail ways, and he was very happy indeed
to belieye that Mr. Tait was doing, perhaps, better with the railways than had
been done before. He did not, however,
want to see it all done at the expense of
the countrv. If it was true that the Government •were desirous of encouraging
settlement in the country, they should, at
least, give some sort of a chance to upcountrv settlement, and to the people who
had done so much to advance the producing
interests of Victoria.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE stated that
this advertisement was headed" Royal Agricultural Show.-Train Arrangements."
That meant special train arrangements made
for the Royal Agricultural Show only.
People could come down by the ordinary
trains any day ttey liked on ordinary
tickets, and g'O back any day they liked
on ordinary tickets. They had not got to
stop four days on ordinary tickets.
The Han. J. H. ABBoTT.-There is no
favour in that.
The Han. A. O. SACHSE said a special
favour was given in these trains for people
up country to see the sh'Ow at a specially
low rate, and it was the height of meanness for people up coun'try to take advantage for other purposes of a special consideration which was given for that one
particular purpose. The people who came
down on the 25th received a very great consideration, because the Commissioners said,
" We won't only allow you to come
down on the da y the show starts,
but we will even allow you to come
down for four days before it." But the
Commissioners were not going to allow
people to use these excursion tickets wrongfully, so as to avoid buying ordinary tickets
in the proper way. If people came down
by a sort of backstairs passage at a cheap
fare for their own business purposes, the
Commissioners were not going to allow them
to go back before the show took place. If
people wished to go back on excursion
tickets thev must wait till the show took
place, and "then they cEmld go back 01) those
tickets any day after the sr.ow haa been
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opened. This clearly showed that those
excursion tickets were issued specially for
the show, and not to be used to " diddle"
the Railway Department out of their proper
full fare.
The motion for the adjournment of the
House was negatived.
ASSENT TO BILL.
The Hon. J. M. D A VI E S presented a
message from the Governor, intimating
that, at Gover:nment House, on August
26, His Excellency gave his assent to the
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2).
CONSTITUTION ACT I903
lAMENDMENT BILL.
Tl-.e Han. W. J. EVANS moved the
second r·eading of this Bill. He said he
thought the object of the Bill was pretty
well known. It was to endeavour to place
civil servants and railway servants in the
position which they occupied prior to the
passing of the Constitution Act 1903, containing the provisions for separate representation. I t was stated that those provisions were introduced owing to the civil
servants and railway men having obtained
positions whict were not in accordance with
the interests of the country, and using political influence at election times and in the
lobbies by interviewing members of both
Houses, and thereby obtaining concessions
in the shape of increments and privileges,
to the detriment of the interests of the
country. There was no doubt that at that
part~cular time feeling was very high
against the public servants, but things tad
cooled down considerably since then, and
the last election showed quite clearly that
the people were not in accord with the taking away of the political rights of the civil
servants and railway men.
The last
elections proved conclusively that the
had
not
possessed
civil
servants
in the past the influence they were supposed to possess. In some instances certain districts returned members in spite of
the disfranchisement of the civil servants
with larger majorities than those members
had when the civil servants were allowed
to vote. Those electorates had previously
been pointed' out as cases where the civil
servants exercised an undue influence.
From a return published at that time showing the number of civil servants in the
different electorates, he took the following
figures, which would show how small was
the influence they could bring to bear. In
Essendon there were 793 civil servants, and
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the total electors numbered 6,472 ; in \Villiamstown, there were 599 out of 3,141 j in
Richmond, 370 out of 0,495; Hal iarat
West, 229 out of 6,038 j Anglesey, 253 out
of 3,693 j Ararat, 205 out of 2,055 j East
Bourke Boroughs, 597 out of 10,026 j. and
Carlton, 277 out of 2,643.
Those were
the constituencies with the largest numbers
of civil servants and railway men. ~o one
could say, looking at those numbers, that
the public servants possessed anything like
the amount of influence thev were said to
possess. As to their family' influence, honorable members should recollect that they
still possessed that influence-the influence
of their uncles, cousins, and aunts-just
as in the past.
Consequently the point was
,rhether there were sufficient numbers of
public servants in the electorates to influence elections when they took place. Tf
it was true. as had been said, that they did
use undue influence in interviewing Members of Parliament, and getting concessions
which they had no right to obtain, then
that showed that the Members of Par1ia~
ment at that particular time were weak in
giving way, if they did give way, to those
requests. Honorable members would, no
doubt, have noticed that there had been
a certain amount of delay in introducing
this Bill. It was not that he in any way
wished to stave it off at all, but, if the Bill
was passed at the present time, and became
law as soon as the King's assent was given
to it, he had found out that his constituents
would be disfranchised for the rem:;tinder
of this Parliament. To get over that difficulty, he proposed to introduce a provision that the measure should only come into
operation on the expiration or dissolution
of the Legislative Assembly, whichever
should first happen. Consequently, in the
ordinary course of things, that would reduce the term of his seat from six years to
three. A statement was also being made
that the civil servants were gradually getting accustomed to separate representation,
and that, in course of time, they would
look upon it as a boon. Theoretically, it
might be so, but at the same time
it was regarded by the civil servants
and the railway men as a stigma
on them that they were not politically in a
similar position to other citizens of this
State. In that light it was regarded as a
considerable hardship. Although it might
be theoretically better for them to have a
special representative to place before Parliament their grievances, or the matters
they desired to have discussed, it was felt
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that that was much more than counter-·
balanced by the stigma placed on them
in inferring that they had not as great
an interest in the general welfare of the
community as any other section of the
people. He did not think anyone would
say that the Civil S·ervice of Victoria, as
a whole, would not compare favorably with
any other Civil Service in the world, and·
he did not know of any other Civil Service in the world that had been treated in
this particular fashion. Taking individual
instances, it was monstrous to think that
men such as IVlr. Tate, the Director of Education, and other heads of different Departments, were not allowed to have a vote
like the ordinarv citizen. Even such a
man as the Ch i~f Commissioner of Railways, who was brought out here as a man
supposed to have expert knowledge, was
in the same position. He thought he was
right in saying that 1\:[r. Tait was in the
same position as any other civil servant
in the matter of voting. He was not positive of that, and if he was wrong he would
be glad to be corrected.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-He will be
when the next election comes, unless this
is altered.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he thought
Mr. Tait had been in that position at the
last election. It seemed a most peculiar
position to take up, that the Chief Commissioner of Railways, who was brought
out here as a specially skilled man, and
also his brother Commissioners ,,'ere deprived of the political rights of ordinary
citizens. Surely those men, and the heads
of the Departments, and even the officers of
the Departments, had not done anything in
any way to justify anyone for one moment
in saying that they were not capable or fit
to exercise the power, or that they would
abuse the power, if tbey possessed it, of
voting in the same way as any other section of the community. The man who had
brought up a family certainly did not,
when he entered the service of the State,
barter away any of his political rights, and
so far as he knew he had not committed any
political crime which would justify Parliament in depriving him of his ordinary
civil rights. Take the instance of the
father who had lived an honorable life in
the serv"ice of the State, and who had
brought up a family. He found that his
eldest son, who had just arrived at the age
of twenty-one, was entitled to a vote, and
to take an interest in ordinary elections the
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same as any other individual; but although
he had brought that son up and educated
him, and although he was respected by
every other section of the community, yet
he was not able to be placed politically on
a level with his own son. That was a
most humiliating position to place any man
in, and he thought the civil servants had
not done anything in the past to justify the
taking away of their electoral rights. It had
been said that they had exercised undue influence, and made themselves a nuisance in the lobbies of P.arliament.
Probably that would be correct in a few
isolated instances. He would confess that
he himself had been in the Queen's-hall
interviewing honorable members and endeavOUl'ing to have legitimate grievances remedied.
If, owing to the condition of
affairs, it became necessary to interview
hor.orable members, those honorable members were able to investigate the different
matters that were placed before them and
come to an honest conclusion, and he could
only say that they showed themselves to be
particularly weak if they allowed themselves to be influenced in a manner in which
they should not have been. But if officers did commit this indiscretion, were they
the only ones who used undue influence? It
,vould be generally admitted that every sec·
tion of the community had used undue in·
flue nee in their turn. Did not honorable
members find that the Water Trusts
brought influence to bear, and had had certain debts and the interest on them wiped
off the State ledger? Was not that using
undue influence?
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-That was a
legitimate case.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that the
honorable member represented a country
constituency, and thought that quite right
and proper. Ifitwas right and proper in that
i:1stance, could they take exception to the
action of the civil servants when thev en·
deavoured, not to get legitimate debts and
interest charges wiped off, but to have injustices remedied? He did not think that any
member of a Government would say that
the Public Service, during his period of
administration, had been wholly free of injustices. It was impossible that that should
be so in connexion with a large body of
men. Did not they find in the past that
the banking institutions had used undue influence, when an Act :!,vas passed to lock up
the people's money, particularly in CC)flnexion with current accounts? That money
did not belong to the banks, and they used
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their influence in that matter, because th~y
said it was for the benefit of the State.
They could see the same thing all round.
r f they worked the thing out to a logical
conclusion, and allowed every section of the
commun.ity to use that iil1iuence, what
would be the result? It would be somethinb,
like what had happened in connexion with
the Federal Parliament.
The Governor
would be sending for the leader of the
Opposition in the Assembly to form a
Labour Government. He knew that honorable members of the Council would not like
that sort of thing.
The ,Hon. W. H. EMBLING. - Very
much.
The Hon., W. L. BAILLIEU. - When
the time comes, we will submit, whether we
like it or not.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that the
civil servants had had to submit to separate representation, but ·they did not like
it, and had taken the necessary steps to
try to get rid of it.
As their representative in the Council., he must admit that, so
far as he was personally concerned, he
thought that this Chamber was a nice and
comfortable place, and he had not met with
the treatment that it was thought he would
meet with when he came into the House.
The Han. W. H. EMBLING.-YOU are a
good represeFltative here.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that that
depended upon results.
His constituents
would be satisfied with his representation of
them if he could only get this Bill passed,
and some grievances which he knew to exist
in the two services remedied. 'He would
be only too glad if Dr. Embling would assist him, and he believed the honorable
member would assist him, when these grievances were placed before him.
Whether
he could command the honorable member's
support in this matter, he woul d not know
until a vote had been taken; but he thought,
notwithstanding the statements that were
made when separate Jrepresentation was
embodied in the Constitution, that that principle was wrong, and undemocratic, because
it had never been referred to the people.
He was satisfied, from the results of
the last election in connexion with another
place, that the people were not with those
who supported separate representation. As
far as separate representation itself was
concerned, he had already stated that there
were certain members of the service who
thought it would be a good thing to have
some one to explain their grievances. Others
regarded the matter from the democratic
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point of view, and felt the humiliation in
<.:onnexion with it.
The men who were
appointed as teachers of the State schools,
and the men who were appointed to the
highest positions in the State, were admittedly fit for those positions, and every
Minister who left his Department generally made a minute to the effect that he
recognised them to be good and true servants of the State.
That being so, could
anyone say that they were a danger to the
State? He did not want to take up too
much time, but he hoped that this Bill
would be passed, and that there would only
be one repreStentative ever sent to this
House on the separate representation principle, and that this Parliament would see
the end of this particular provision.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
he thought it would be time enough to deal
with this Bill in the third year of the
present Parliament. It was decided only
a verv short time ago that there should be
separate representation, and it was only
right and fitting that separate representation should have a fair trial,
even at the hands of those honorable members who did not approve of the system.
He wished it to be distinctly understood
that he was not going to depreciate the
Public Service or the Railway Service in any
way.
There were officers in the Public
Service who were as good as any officers
who could be obtained, and in many cases
he thought they were receiving salaries less
than their services were worth.
On the
other hand, there were a great number in
the
Public Service who were not
worth, in some cases, more than half of
their salary, and in other cases not more
than two-thirds of their salary, and
he thought that one of the evils was
that the indifferent and the careless man
seemed to rise in the same proportion as
the most capable and painstaking officers.
That was one of the faults of the service.
As to political influence in the past, he
thought that there could be no doubt that
the public servants had exercised a great
deal too much political influence. Those
honorable members who had had anything
to do with any Bill amending the Public
Service Acts, or dealing with them in any
way, would remember how they had been
seized upon by public servants to do everything possible to advance the interest of
the Public Service, in a great many cases, regardless of the true interests of the State.
Originally~ there was a Public Service Act,
No. 160. Under that Act the public ser'\"ant was entitled to a pension on retire-
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ment, if he was in the service more than
ten years-a pension equal to one-sixtieth
of his salary, on the average of the last
three years of his service, for each year
of service, but not exceeding forty-sixtieths
in the whole.
So that any officer who had
been in the service for forty years could
retire on a two-thirds pension for the rest
of his life.
Then there was a provision
that any officer who retired from the service having less than ten years' service
might be granted a gratuity not exceeding
nine months' pay. At that time there were
not a great number of persons in the Public
Service. Under pressure of the public servants the provision "may receive" came
to mean "shall receive," and the words
"gratuity not exceeding nine months' pay,"
were read to mean" equal to nine months'
pay."
Consequently, in every case the
public servant retiring after less than ten
years' service claimed, and got, as a matter
of right, a gratuity equal to nine months'
pa y.
That provision related only to those
who had not been in the service ten years.
Other officers were entitled to a pensionnothing more nor less than a pension. The
officers who had been in the service
twehty or thirty years on retiring,
at their election, instead of a pension, to
whiCh they were entitled, claimed and got
the nine months ' pay. Of course they only
got it in those cases where they were not
certain. to live to get half a year's pension.
Then it went a little further. People were
held to be entitled to resign when they were
dying. On the day of their death they" were
allowed to resign, in order to get nine
months ' pay, although they had been in the
service twenty or thirty years. Then the
principle was extended further. When an
officer died without resigning, an amount
was put on the Estimates for the nine
months' pay, so that it might go to the
widow and children. But in the case of
the Railway Service, it was extended still
further. In the case of an officer resigning,
or dying without resigning, one month's pay
was given for every year of service, without
legal warrant whatever. That was the practice until last March twelve months, when
the Government decided that they would not
take away any of the legitimate rights, but
would prevent: officers from obtaining what
they were not entitled to. That showed
honorable members how the ri,!!.,hts grew and
grew, even without warrant by Act of
Parliament. When a railway servant died,
nine months' compensation came out of, he
thought, a special appropriation, and the
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rest was placed on the Estimates. If honorable members looked at the Estimates,
they would see thirty and forty months'
pay, sometimes amounting to thousands of
pounds, going to the widows and children.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-All the railway employes do not participate in that.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that it
applied to those who were in the service
before the abolition of pensions, and it
was a strange thing that the abolition of
pensions in the Railway Service came a year
or two years later than in the Public Service. But this pension system did not matter a great deal when the number of officers
was limited. In 1883, when the Act was
passed, the late Mr. Service, in introducing
the Bill, said that in the year 1882 or 1883
there were 571 classified officers-these
people were entitled to the pensions and
gratuities-and 2,432 unclassified officers in
the service, exclusive of the Public Instruction and Railway Departments, so that there
were between four and five times as many
unclassified officers as classified. These unclassified officers were not entitled to pensions or gratuities, but by that Act they were
all brought in, with the exception of those
who were appointed after 1881. All those
appointed before 1881 were brought under
the Public Service Act, and became entitled
to pensions, not from that date, but from
the date of their first entry into the
<;etvioe.
That was what had caused
the chief part of the trouble in connexion
with the pensions under the Public Service
Act. It might be said that when an officer
entered the Public Service under an Act
which gave a pension, that was a bargain, and that he was entitled to it. It
might be said that the officer took his salary
looking forward to the pension, but what
right had these 2,432 people to these pensions, dating back to years in the past? It
was making them an immense present.
That was done through pressure. There
was no doubt whatever about that. There
was no merit whatever in it. That was in
regard to the Public S'ervice. Then an the
teachers came in, and they all became entitled to pensions. He did not know how
manv of them there were, but there was a
very hrge number. Then the Railway Service
came in, and all became entitled to pensions.
The public servants now had a certain
number of representatives, and it was said
that before that the public servants could
not have had much influence witt the
greater number of members. I f they had
not much influence, then they would be
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quite content now witt three representatives in the Legislative Assembly and one
in the Legislative Council. There was no
doubt that before that they did influence
the return of a much larger number of members. It was not so much where they
actually influenced the return, but it was
the influence they exercised through what
candidates might expect from their support. He· supposed it was a well-known
fact that where there were a number of elettors all in the same interest, and who were
willing to support a candidate under certain conditions, the candidate knew that if
he got their support he would not lose the
support of as large a number of the other
voters through favouring that particular interest. The candidate might g,ive offence to
some of the general voters, but he would not
lose S'O many as the Public Service vote in
hi5 constituency would represent. The candidate would know very well that if they were
against him, they would be against him
pretty solidly, and that everyone of them
would vote, and also that, although they
were not allowed to be active agents in connexion wite. the elections, the relatives of the
public servants would also be affected. In
some cases the candidate consequently did
what he could to conciliate the public servants.
The Han. W. H. EMBLING.-Human
nature.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said that it
was human nature. Look at what Parliament did just before Federation, at about
three o'clock in the morning. It passed an
Act saying that all the officers taken over by
the Commonwealth in the Post-office and
the Customs Department-he believed it
was in ('onnexion with those two Departments-sG.ould be entitled to a salary equal
to the highest salary paid to officers in corresponding positions in any State of Australia. Ho~v many thousands of pounds
was that gomg to cost the State, and would
that have been done if it .had not been for
the Public Service vote? In his opinion,
there ought to be a great many changes
made in the Public Service Acts, and he
thought tGat those changes could be more
efficiently made while there was separate representation. He had already referred to
the position of the indifferent officer, as
compared to that of the capable officer.
!here were officers in his Department, who,
If they were employed temporarily, as some
of the officers were, would have no chance
whatever of getting their employment renewed. People W[.o were employed tem-
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porarily had to have their engagement renewed every six months. All those temporary persons were good men, but those
who were not efficient were in the permanent
employ of the State.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Cannot you
deal with diem?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that it
was absolutely impossible to deal with them.
He had impressed upon some of the subheads of the Departments that it was their
duty to report any officer who did not do his
work properly, and he had 'been told that it
was no use doing that unless they could
make a specific charge of misconduct against
the officer. He now had a case where the
permanent head would not certify to a subdivisional promotion, and although he (Mr.
Davies) had nothing to do with the matter,
he was satisfied that the permanent head
was right.
There was an appeal to the
Public Service Commissioner, and the Commissioner issued a certificate for promotion.
He (Mr. Davies) refused to pass it on.
Then he (Mr. Davies) had wanted an officer
in his Department, and, it being a Law Department, he wanted capable officers. An
officer was sent to him by the Public Service
Commissioner. The reference from the
head of the Department in which the officer
was employed, was that the officer was
more attentive to his work, and less
troublesome-it was something like that
-than he was some years ago, and
that he was now an excellent clerk,
and did his work well. That was an officer
who came into the general service. He (Mr.
Davies) did not want an officer who some
years ago was indifferent as to his work, but
the Public Service Commissioner saw no
reason why that officer should not be sent.
Under the present system, it seemed to him
that every officer, except in one or two cases
where there was real gross misconduct, would
get a subdivisional promotion as soon as he
was eligible for it, whether I-.is conduct was
indifferent or excellent. There was a great
desire and a great claim practicall y
for automatic promotions. He would like
to say something on the question of increments and promotions, because there was a
good deal of misunderstanding about that.
There were certain increments, called long
service increments.
These increments the
public officer was entitled to as a matter
of right, unless he was deprived of
them for some kind of misconduct.
These increments were not kept back.
Then there were certain positions where
there was a maximum and minimum salary
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fixed. Officers appointed at the minimum
were eligible for increments from the minimum up to the maximum, at certain intervals, but were not entitled to these increments as a matter of right. Before the
Patterson Act came into operation there
was a certain class~ and when an' officer
was promoted to that class, he was entitled
to increments at certain fixed periods as
a matter of right, until he got to the top
of his class, unless deprived of them by the
permanent head through misconduct, when
there was an appeal to the P'ublic Service
Commissioner. The Patterson Act altered
that, and took away all these increments
as a matter of right~ Subdivisional promotions were made, but the Act provided that
no officer was eligible for a subdivisional
promotion until he had been at least one
year in the lower subdivision; and if there
was any question in promoting, as between
two officers, then merit was to be taken
into consideration,; and also length of service. That showed clearlv that it was not
N ot'~ithstanding this,
to be automatic.
every officer claimed that he was entitled to
subdivisional promotion every year, until he
got to the top of his class. That was
utter nonsense; the promotions were not
due at all. He held that the State ought
not to pay for the services of the State
in on~ year more than it paid previously,
assummg that the previous payment was
fair, for the same work. If there was extra work, extra officers were needed and
if the :work was of a higher class, an ~fficer
of a hIgher class was required to do it but
for the State to increase the amount fo~ the
same work was, to his mind, simply out:ageous. He read a return yesterday, showmg that the subdivisional promotions of
last year would cost this year about £8,000
a year, and that if the subdivisional promotions, in respect to which Mr. Evans
asked a quesfion, were given now, the cost
would amount to an additional sum of
about £16,000.
Then there would be
another batch next year. A great many
of the qfficers who were getting these subdivisional promotions were all raised a
class, especially in his Department. He
thought t?ere were about seventy clerks of
courts raIsed a class by the Anomalies
Board.
That was a board appointed to'
inquire into anomalies in the Public Service. That board went and examined the
work done by each officer, and fixed the
class that the officer doing the work should
hold. The effect of that was, that no one
was reduced, although the successors of
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some officers would get a lower salary on
being promoted to those positions.j. but a
large number of officers got an mcrease.
Whenever there was a change in the Public Service, it was all up, and nothing down.
He admitted that ,the Patterson Act reduced the salaries all the way down;
but that did not reduce. any person's salary.
It seemed to him that it was impossible
with due economy, with fair economy,
to work· the Public Service if all the
employes were to get automatic promot~ons,
irrespi:ctive of merit, as a matter of nght.
Notwithstanding the Patterson Act, the
promotions were continued, and it showed
the power Ihe public servants had in Parliament.
The promotion of teachers
amongst other things depended upon the
school.
If a school were of the fifth
class and had a fifth class teacher, and the
attendance went up sufficient] y to make it
fourth class, the teacher jmmediately be·
came foUl th class, although the increase in
attendance might be due to an increase
in population, caused, perhaps, by a
Six months afterwards
mining rush.
the population might go down again,
and the school went dowr., but the
He thought that was
teacher did not.
altered now,. and, in fact, he had altered it. Sometimes there was a change
of the teachers. There might be one who got
90 per cent. bv results.
The teachers had.
a salary, and- they received an additional
sum, equal to half that salary, if they got
100 per cent. by results.
There might be
a school that got 90 per cent., and an(Jther
school that got 70 per cent.
The teacher
who got the 90 per cent. carried his percentage with him, and that was right and
fair; but the teacher who got 70 per cent.
on going to the 90 per c.ent. school was credited with 90 per cent.
So that between
the two they turned the 70 and the 90 into
two nineties.
I t was sickening to come
There were
across matters of this kind.
certain positions in which officers got. promotions and when promoted to a hIgher
class through being under old Acts their
salary v,ras higher than the minimum of the
class' to which they were promoted. The?
,yere in the position of what was called
« markinO' time"; they kept their higher
salary a~d went on by subdivisional promotions - until they reached it.
As soon as
the v got beyond it they got a higher salary,
so that it was all going up and nothing down.
An HONORABLE l\tIEMBER.-Is that owing
to the undue influence of Members of Parliament?
Hon.

J. M. Davies.
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The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that these
things needed remedying, and it would be
im possible to remedy them unless Par liament was free from the votes of the public
That was the position he took
servants.
up.
There were officers in the Public Service who deserved higher salaries than they
got, and there were some not wOlth half
what they received. He knew of a case where
an offic~r was r:harged by his. junior with
excessive drinking. The officer was brought
l'cfore a board. ,md the board dismissed
the charge, but. one of the members of the
board added a rider stating that he approved of dismissal, as the gentleman
drank more intoxicating liquor than was
necessilrv for refreshment.
That officer
charged 'the junior with receiving small sums
of money from time to time, and not accounting for them until a long time afterwards.
There was one instance where a
sum was not accounted for for one month,
although the sums had to be accounted for
Some of the charges were
everv da v.
pro;ed, ;nd the decision was that this
officer should be deprived of leave
of
absence
for one month.
Seeing that practically every member of the
Public Service was deprived of leave of
absence for about eleven months-because
they got three weeks' leave-there was n<;>t
much punishment in that.
The PublIc
Service Act provided that the Minister
might grant to the public servants leave of
absence not exceeding three weeks in any
year.
Letters were constantly coming in
stating" I beg to apply for the three weeks'
leave of absence to which I am entitled."
The maximum was always mentioned.
There had been very little trouble for some
little time past, but it might arise if the
public servants were allowed to vote in tbe
usual way. Whenever any member spoke
to him he stated that he was absolutely
powerless, that he could not promote any
one, that he could not transfer anyone,
and that anyone who wished to be promoted must get the certificate of his permanent head and of the Public Service
Commissioner. That also applied to transThe Minister was almost all autofers.
maton.
The only exception was where the
Government put its foot down, and said it
would not make promotions bf'C.'lLlSe the
State finances would not justify its doing
so.
He thought it. was better to allow
separate representation to remain as it was
for some time-until it had been proved to
be unjust and unfair.
The public servants were well represented in both Houses,
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and, judging from the matters brought forward from time to time by their representatives, he did not think the public servants
had any need to fear.
He was totally
opposed to the Bill.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said that he
rose to support the Bill because he believed
that separate representation was class
legislation, arid to that he was altogether
opposed. The party to which he belonged
were against class legislation.
Separate
representation made an invidious distinction between citizens of the State.
We
might as well legislate s~ecially for the
farmer, the business man, or the doctor, or
any other section of the community as for the
public servants, who were now placed on a
different plane from other members of the
community. The advocates of separate representation implied by their advocacy that
the public' servants were not honest, and not
conscientious enough to use their votes for
the general welfare of the community, and
that they voted selfishly.
Which of them
did not vote selfishly? If honorable members knew that a certain policy was going
to affect them adversely, would they not
vote against it ? Yet members found fault
with those who might vote as members knew
they would vote.
Members went further,
and said, "We will punish them by denying to them the rights of ordinary citizens."
'"''Ie· were inclined to boast of our British
liberty and justice, and yet we denied to
our fellow countrvmen that which we were
prepared to give Chinaman if he became
naturalized.
He knew that there were
some people who would like to encourage
Chinamen because they were cheaper, more'
pliable, and more submissive than Europeans. He did not think there would have
been any outcry for separate representation
had the public servants been as submissive and humble as the Chinaman.
If the public servants had been prepared to
submit to all sorts of indignities without
protest there would not have been an outcry for .,se,p'arate irepresentation. It was
rather amusing to hear some of those who
supported the Boer war, and gave as their
reason that the Boers refused to give the
franchise to the Outlanders, now advocating
legislation which in a great measure denied
the franchise to their own countrymen. He
migI-.t be told that the interests of the
public servants were not identical with, and
that they were opposed to the interests of,
other sections of the community. Were the
interests of other sections of the communitv
identical? Would honorable members say
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that the interests of protectionists were
identical with the interests of free-traders?
He did not think they would say that. How
could anyone say it? The protectionists
would say that free-trade was detrimental
to tI-.. e best interests of the country, and,
following out the argument that they voted
for separate representation because they believed that the exercise of the franchise !by
the public servants was not in the best interests of the country, they ought to vote,
to be consistent, for free-traders having
separate representation. The temperance
people, on the same ground, would argue
that the interests of those in the liquor
trade were inimical to the best interests of
the country, and they therefore would advocate separate representation for those engaged in the liquor traffic. Instances of
this kind might be multiplied indefinitely.
These instances showed that members
might as well advocate separate representation for any of these sections as for the
public servants. He had been assuming
that the public servants possessed an influence out of proportion to their numbers,
but he thought the reply to that was given
by Mr. Evans when he said that the Irvine
Government, that came into power :1S a
reform and retrenchment Government-that
Government, which was more hated and
detested than any otI-~er Government-came
back with a large majority, proving conclusively that the public servants had not
the power attrilbuted to them. An old
Scotchman up country, manager of a
bank, and a very logical gentleman generally, but on this occasion a little illogical,.
said, "What would you think if our accountants, clerks, and employes wished to
come to our meetings of shareholders and'
take part in the election of the directors
and the management of tl:e institution gene- .
rally?"
That idea was preposterous. If
these employes were shareholders in the
conc:rn they wou[d be entitled to go to the
meetmgs and take part in the election of
directors and in the management of the
institution.
Tliere were members in the·
House connected with banks, and they
would say that even if a man who was employed was a shareholder he would be entitled to take part, just as any other shareholder. He claimed that the public servants were shareholders in the State, and'
were therefore entitled to take their part
and exercise the franchise and their in~
fluence in ~hatever way they thought fit.
He was entItled to the franchise as a citizen, and if he entered the Public Service
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to-morrow, next month, or next year, would
he not be as honest or conscientious then as
he was now-? He thought members would
admit that he would use his vote just as
honestly and conscientiously then as he did
now. The party to which he belonged did
not oppose separate representation because
they believed that they were losing anything by it as far as the num'bers of the
party were concerned, but they opposed it
because they opposed all class legislation.
Many of those who supported separate representation in the past did so on the
ground that the public servants exercised
too great a power. Yet these same gentlemen
told them that the public servants were better off now than they were before. As these
honorable members 'said that the public servants had too much power before, and that
they had increased power now, he thought
to be consistent,' thev should vote for the
repeal of separate representation at once.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE remarked
that this debate had been to some extent
sprung upon honorable members this evening. It was an important constitutional
question, and should be fully considered.
He therefore begged to moveThat the debate be adjourned.

The motion was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until Wednesday, September 14.
POLICE OFFENCES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
On the order of the day for the House
to resolve itself into Committee on this
Bill,
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said that he
found on the notice-paper of the Legislative Assembly of that day the following
notice : Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT: To move, That he have
leave to bring in a Bill intituled " A Bill to provide for the care, control, and treatment of
inebriates. "

He had been himself a member of a deputation which had urged the Chief Secretary
to take steps in this direction, and he was
delighted to ~ee that that honorable gentleman was now introducing a Bill for this purpose. Under these circUtIllstances he thought
it would be wise for him not to proceed
further for the present with the Police
Offences Act Amendment Bill, which really
dealt with the same subject, until he saw
,,-hat were the provisions of the Government measure. It might be possible either
to accept that measure altogether, or to
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incorporate in it some of the provisions of
this Bill. He therefore begged to moveThat this order of the day be postponed until
vVednesday, September 28_

The motion was agreed to.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
HOURS

OF LOCOMOTIVE

ENGINEMEN.

The debate (adjourned from August 10)
was resumed on the motion of the Hon. W.
J. EvansT.hat the excessive hours worked by locomotive
engmemen, and the method adopted in computing
the day's work, are of such a nature as to demand
the earnest and prompt attention of the Government.
.

The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that he
had desired to refrain from speaking upon
this motion until he could get a quantity
of information with reference to the statements made by Mr. Evans in moving it.
He now had a rather lengthy statement
signed by Mr. Tait, Chairman of the Railways Commissioners, and he thought it
desirable that it should be read to the
House. It dealt with each particular allegation in detail, and he thought it would
give much valuable information to honorable members. The statement was as
follows : Concerning the notice of motion of the Honorable W. J. Evans that
"The excessive hours worked by locomotive
enginemen, and the method adopted in computing the day's work, are of such a nature
as to demand the earnest and prompt attention of the Government;"
and the request that a statement be furnished
showing" The total hours worked in the month of June,
1904, by the locomotive engine-drivers and
firemen on the suburban running, the actual
hours paid for, and the hours worked in
excess of those paid for, counting all time
worked from signing on to signing off
duty,"
the Commissioners have the honour to submit the
following statement in regard thereto for the information of the Honorable the Attorney-General.
In order to insure a full and correct understanding of all the questions involved in the
notice of motion, the Commissioners consider it
necessary to fully state the principles which
govern the rates of pay and allowances, and the
hours of duty under Regulation No. 41, as contrasted with those formerly in force, especially
with reference to(I) System for promotion and increase in wages.
(2) Number of hours worked for a day's pay.
(3) Limitation of hours of duty.
I.

System for Promotion and Increase in Wages.

Prior to Regulation No. 41, which took effect
in July, 1903, the promotion of engine-drivers
and firemen from the !?west to the highest class
was purely automatic, irrespective of the responsibility and character of the duties performed by

Railway
the men; but under that Regulation the relative
importance of the various classes of service have
been taken into consideration, and the respective
rates of pay have been fixed and are paid accordingly, i.e., the men are paid according to the
duties they perform, and not according to their
length of service in the Department. Promotion
from one class to another is now governed by relative merit, ability, suitability, and past record,
and when everything else is equal the senior man
is promoted.
2.

Number oj Hours Worked jor a Day's Pay.

Department.
allowed for the time so booked off, unless such
allowance will give them more than the equivalent
of 8 hours at full pay while away from the home
station, in which event only sufficient time, if
any, at half-pay is allowed while so booked-off
t0 make the equivalent of such 8 hours at full pay.
If the question of payment for engine time be
disregarded, the 8 h9urs basis always gives the
men more money for overtime worked than the
9 hours basis did, because the number of hours
worked is, under the former basis, divided by
eight, and under the latter basis by nine, to determine the number of days to be paid for on
account of overtime. Indeed, wnen over 13 hours
are worked in a day the men receive more on the
8 hours basis, although not paid for engine time,
than they would receive on the 9 hours basis.
In shifts of 14 hours and over the men are relieved of the duty of putting their engines away,
and in these cases the total of the time, exclusive
of a maximum of 45 minutes in preparing the
engine and getting it on to train, is paid for on
the 8 hours basis. The men thus receive 1'67
days for 14 hours' duty, as against 1'56 days under
the old Regulation, when all engine time was •
paid for.

Prior to Reguhtion No. 41, nine hours, generally speaking, constituted a day's work for
enginemen, which included an allowance of one
and a" half hours (whether worked or not) for
engine time-made up approximately as follows:
-30 minute!; for getting the engine ready, and
15 minutes for getting it on to the train before
the trip, 15 minutes for taking it from the train
to the depot, and 30 minutes for putting it away
after the trip-thus leaving a minimum of 7 hours
and 30 minutes for actual running.
Under Regulation No. 41, the basis of a day's
work for enginemen has been fixed at eight hours
actual running, and no engine time is allowed
before or after the trip. This is equivalent to
3. Limitation oj Hours oj Duty.
an increase of half-an-hour per day in the case
Prior to the enactment of Regulation No. 41 the
of trips or shifts on which the running time is
eight hours, and in connexion with which one hours of duty were not expressly limited, but since
and a half hours engine time is worked. In many the establishment of that Regulation relief is, as
instances, however, one and a half hours engine far as practicable, granted to men who have been
time is not worked, and in such cases the working on duty for 14 hours, inclusive of the time occuhours per day have not therefore been increased pied in preparing their engine, and, in addition,
by even thirty minutes. Indeed, in some of these men who are required to work that number of
cases, as, for instance, on some of the suburban hours are relieved of the duty of putting the
runs, there is no engine time before the trip, and engine away.
Every endeavour is made to afford men on long
in the case of others after the trip; whiJe in the
case of some there is no engine time" either before journeys relief from the strain of continuous
or after the trip. The average engine time worked duties, and, as above stated, men on shifts of 14
in the whole of the suburban running is 45 minutes, hours or over are relieved of the duty of putting
and not one and a half hours per shift as has been their engines away. If necessary, relief c~ews
are sent as passengers, so that the men on the
stated.
On many shifts the actual running time is less, engine may be relieved after they have done a
and on some considerably less, than 8 hours; reasonable day's work. The original crew return
but such shifts alternate with longer ones so as to their home station, whenever practicable, by
to maintain the average of 8 hours. On the passenger trains, and are allowed half-pay for
suburban running the average of the whole of the time occupied in so travelling. In other cases
the straight and broken shifts is 7 hours 48 minutes, extra crews are placed at intermediate stations
including an allowance of I hour at break of to relieve the original crew; and in every possible
shift in broken shifts, for which the men are wa y effort is made to curtail the hours to within
reasonable limits. It will be obvious that, in some
paid 8 hours 2 minutes per day.
The average actual running time of men en- instances, in goods services it is not possible to
gaged in the country and main line passenger determine beforehand the exact hours the men
service is 6 hours 20 minutes, for which, owing will be on the road, but in order to lessen, as far
to the wages for these runs being computed on as practicable, the practice of long hours, the men
a mileage basis, the men are paid the equivalent are encouraged to direct attention to such cases,
of 10~ hours, and are actually only on duty, in- and imperative notices have been issued directing
cluding the engine time before and after the trip, that enginemen who may have reason on any portion of the journey to believe that their hours
on an average of 9 hours and 9 minutes.
In the branch line and cross country trips, the on duty will be excessive to wire their foreman
average running time is 6 hours 51 minutes, for for relief, and if at all possible the relief is prowhich, consequent on the wages on many of these vided.
lines being computed on a mileage basis, the men
The limitation of the hours of duty is receiving
are paid the equivalent of 9~ hours, but are actu- close and constant attention, and men seldom
ally on duty, including the engine time before work excessive hours without relief being afforded.
and after the trip, on an average of only 9 hours Of course, in the event of a breakdown, or other
and 27 minutes.
accident, by which trains may be blocked, it is
All the time worked in the goods train service, impossible to relieve the crew, but the men are
after getting the engine on to the train, and up relieved on arrival at their depot, and are not
to the time of leaving the train at the home depot, again booked on duty until they have had a suffiis paid for on the basis of 8 hours at full pay, cient interval for rest.
except when men are booked off duty away from
The following concessions, which have not
their home stations; in such cases half-pay is hitherto been enjoyed by enginemen, have been
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brought into operation since the establishment of
Regulation No. 41 : In every case in which the total tim~ occupied
in running the engine from the engine depot to
the tr'ain, and from the train to the engine depot,
anu for docking and shunting, exceeds 30 minutes,
the time in excess of such 30 minutes is taken
into account in computing the day's work.
In
many instances the time required to bring the
engine from the engine depOt to the train, and
from the train to the engine depot, and for docking and shunting, exceeded 30 minutes, hut only
30 minutes were allowed for it.
Three hours at full pay have been fixed as the
minimum time which shall be allowed men who
actually do any running on any trip or shift,
irrespective of the time actually occupied in such
running. If an engine man be required to get his
engine ready and on to the train, and take it to
the shed and put it away more often in any month
than on an average of once for every 8 hours
actual running time in that month, he is allowed
pay for I hour and 30 minutes for each occasion
on which he is so required in excess of such aver• age. This principle is not, of course, applicable
in respect of the break of shift on broken shifts,
in respect of which pay for one hour is allowed,
as hereinafter explained.
In order to facilitate comparison, and afford a
ready appreciation of certain phases of the subject, the rates of pay and allowances, &c., which
were in operation prior to the establishment of
Regulation No. 41 in July, 1903, and since the
date of the operation of that Regulation are set
out hereunder : RATES OF PAY.

Drivers, prior to the enactment of Regulation
No. 4I.-5th class drivers, lOS. ; 4th class drivers,
lIS.; 3rd class drivers, 12S.; 2nd class drivers,
13s.; 1St class drivers, 14S.
As prescribed by Regulation No. 41.-6. Goods
work and switching: First grade, 12S. per day;
second grade, 313 days driving at lIS. per day.
5. Specified suburban, second grade, from lIS.
to 13S. per day. 4. Specified branch line and
cross country runs, from lIS. to 13S. per day . .3.
Mixed, 13s. per day. 2. Suburban passenger, first
grade, 13s. per day. I. Country passenger, 14S.
per day.
Prior to the enactment of Regulation No. 41
the minimum rate of pay of drivers was lOS. per
day, at which rate they were required to serve
313 irregular days prior to entitlement to lIS. per
day. Junior drivers did not get regular driving,
and when they were not so employed they acted
as firemen, and only received the pay of senior
firemen, viz., 9s. per day. Consequently, it frequently took three years, anG', in some cases,
longer, before a driver became eligible fOI promotion to lIS. per day. After drivers received
lIS. per day, advancement to the maximum pay
of 14S. per day became automatic (irrespective of
whether they then worked as drivers or firemen),
that is, two years at lIS. per day, then to 12S.
per day, and after three years at that rate, 13s.
per day, and then to the maximum of 14S. per
day after the completion of nine years from the
date they received lIS, per day. The result of
this system was that a great many drivers at 14s.
per day were employed on unimportant lines,
where the work and responsibility were entirely
disproportionate to the rate of pay received by
them.
H on. 1. M. Davies.
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Since the enactment of Regulation No. 41 the
minimum rate of pay of drivers has been liS.
per day instead of lOS. as was !ormerly th~ case;
but junior drivers are, as preVIOusly, req~lTed to
serve 313 irregular days before bemg .entltled t.o
advancement to 12S. per day. Assummg that It
now takes a junior driver just a,s long to complete
the 313 irregular days as it did under t~e old
Regulation, he will reach 12S. per day m two
years less time than formerly. Be~ond 12S. ~er
day increments cease to be automatIc, the vanatioD. from the former practice being that m~n. ~re
now paid according to the class and respon~IbIhty
of the work they perform, instead o~ as preVIOusly,
according to their length of serVIce ,m the De-'
partment. Promot~on ~n.der R.egu~a.tlOn No. 41
is governed by ment, abIlIty, sUltabIhty, and past
record; where everything else is equal the man
senior in the service is promoted.
FIREMEN.

Prior to the enactment of Regulation No. 41,
works 156 irregular days, and then classified as
firemen at 7s. 6d. per day; then six months at 7s.
6d. per day; then one year at 8s. Rer day; then
one year at 8s. 6d. per day; and then to the
maximum pay of 9s. per day.
As prescribed by Regulation No. 41.-6. Goods
work and switching; Second grade, 313 days firing at 7s. 6d. per 'day; first grade, 8s. per day. 5.
Specified suburban, second grade, from 8s. to 8s.
6d. per day. 4. Specified branch line and cross
country runs, from 8s. to 8s. 6d. per day. 3.
Mixed, 8s. 6d. per day. 2. Suburban passenger,
fint grade, 8s. 6d. per day. I. Country passenger, 9s. per day.
Prior to the enactment of Regulation No. 41
firemen were selected from cleaners, and whilst
still employed as cleaners they did occasional
trips as firemen; but prior to promotion to firemen they were obliged to serve 156 irregular days,
which frequently extended over a period of from
one to two years, and while so employed were
paid at the rate of 7s. 6d. per day. On completion of this period they were classified as firemen, and thence forward were entitled to automatic increases without regard to their ability or the
importance or the responsibility of the service on
which they were employed, the rates of pay being
six months at 7s. 6d., twelve months at 8s., twelve
months at 8s. 6d., and then to the maximum pay
of 9S. per day.
'
Since the establishment of Regulation No. 41
every fireman, before being classified as such, is
required to do 313 irregular days' firing, and during that period he receives 7s. 6d. per day. On
completion thereof he receives an automatic increase to 8s. per day, subject to his passing an
ey,amination to show that he is qualified for the
permanent appointment. Advancement from 8s.
to 8s. 6d., and subsequently to 9s., per day is, as
in the case of the drivers, dependent entirely on
vacancies occurring in the higher classes; the
men being selected for the positions on their relative merit, ability, suitability, and past record,
and where everything ei:ie is equal the senior man
in the service is promoted.
COUNTRY PASSENGER TRAIN RUNS PAID F0R ON A
MILEAGE BASIS.

Prior to enactment of Regulation No. 41,
originally 124 miles were reckoned as the basis
of a day's work, but for some years prior to the
enactment of Regulation No. 41, 100 miles were
regarded as the basis.
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As prescribed by Regulation No. 41, enginemen
on regular country passenger train runs also are
allowed time as specified hereunder, unless time
at 8 hours per day will give them mo~e, in which
event time is allowed them on that basIs :-Up to,
and inclusive of, 120 miles, 1 day; over 120 and
up to and inclusive of, 135 miles, Ii day; over
135 a~d up to, and inclusive of, 150 miles, I! day;
over 150 and up to, and inclusive of, 165 miles,
Ii day; over 165 and up to, and inclusiv~ of, ~80
miles, 1~ day; over 180 and up .to, and mcluSlVe
of, 195 miles, Ii day; over 195 and up to, and
inclusive of, 210 miles, Ii day; over 210 and up
to, and inclusive of, 225 miles, Ii day; over 225
and up to, and inclusive of, 240 miles, 2 days;
over 240 and up to, and inclusive of, 255 miles,
2! days; over 255 and up to, and inclusive of, 27 0
miles, 2* days.
The allowance in time for the mileage of some
of the principal passenger runs is as follows : Prior to enactment of Regulation No. 41, Melbourne to Bendigo and return, 20It miles, paid
as for 2 days; Melbourne to Ballarat, 148 miles,
I! days; Melbourne to Seymour, 122! miles, I
and 1-6 days; Melbourne to Benalla, 242! miles,
2~ days.
As prescribed by Regulation No. 41, Melbourne
to Bendigo, and return, 201! miles, paid as for Ii
days-actual time worked, including 2! hours for
engine time, I I hours 35 minutes; Melbourne to
Ballarat, 148 miles, I! days-actual time worked,
including 24 hours for engine time, 7 hours 42
minutes; Melbourne to Seymour, 122! miles, I!
days-actual time worked, including 2! hours for
engine time, 7 hours 58 minutes*; Melbourne to
Benalla, 242! miles, 2! days-actual time worked,
including 2! hours for engine time, 9 hours 17
minutes.
Prior to Regulation No. 41, a driver on the
Melbourne-Bendigo passenger run made a 10und
t:~ip on three days per week, and on the other
three days of the week he was entirely relieved
fr .. m any running duty, but was required to Le
on duty at his depot for from two to four hours
to carry out any necessary engine requirements.
For such service, on the basis of 14S. per day,
he received £4 4s. per week, and 6s. expenses,
although the actual running time only occupier!
25* hours Fer week; while under Regulation 41,
a driver orl the run makes a round trip three dap
per week, and is otherwise employed for a portion of ;:he fourth day, and on the other tw')
days is entirely relieved £10m any duty.
For
such service, b'lsed on the same rate of pa)" h~
receives [4 .ts. per week, which is equivalent t.)
pay for' 5ix days, although the actual running
time onl f occupies 35 hours per week.
Lik~wise :t driver on the Melbourne-Benal h
run, prior to Regulation No. 41, made a round
trip three days per week, and on the other three
days he was entirely relieved from any duty.
For such service, on the basis of 14S. per day,
ht" received £4 18s. per week, and 6s. expenses,
although the actual running time only occupied
24l hours per we~k; while under Regulation No.
41, he makes a 10lmd trip on three days per
week, and on the other three days is entirely relieved from :tny duty.
For sud'. service, based
on the same rate of pay, he received £4 9s. 3d.
per week, which is equivalent to the pay for
6i days, 8.11hough the actual running time only
cccupies 27 hours per week.
* This man stands by daily for up and down
express for 4 hours.
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It cannot but be admitted that, in view of the
5bort hours worked by the drivers on these runs,
and the length of time they are completely relieved from duty-for instance, including SU'ldays, on the Mdbourne-Bendigo run-three clea r
days per week, and on the Melbourne-Benalla
run four clear days per week, that they are
excellentl.), paid.
The allegation of 1\1 r. Evans that ~len are obliged to do two days' work in one day, has reference, apparently, to the pass~nger runs between
Melbourne and Bendigo, and between Melb('·urn:!
and ]3:::nalla.
These runs have been in force
for a great number of years, and there has been
no reduction in the number of men alloHed to
!hem, and, therefore, no increase in their working hours.
It is presumed that 'doing "two
dO-Ys' work in one day" refers to these men
making a round trip on the" one" day, but they
layoff at home the next day.
In South Australi;.t 130 miles is reckoned as the
basis of a day's work on passenger trains, or 10
miles more th.m in Victoria; while in New South
Wales, altl::ough there is no fixed principle, the
basis there is from 120 to 160 miles per oay,
which, on an ~verage, will be considerably in
extess of the Victorian b:1sis.
MIXED TR4.INS ON BRANCH LINES AND CROSSCOUNTRY SERVICES.

Prior to the enactment of Regulation No. 41,
the men on these trips were usually paid day for
day, but in some cases they were paid for the
hours worked, and in others 0'1. a mileage basis.
As prescribed by Regulation No. 41, the prnctice is substanti:>.lly the same as prior to the
enactment of Regulation No. 41, so that in runs
paid day for day, the engine time d<?es not affe.ct
the questic.n, and on those runs whIch are paIr.
on :1 mile:lge basis, the hours worked do not
entitle the men to receiv-e as much time as the
mileaG~ basis gives them.
There are very few
runs paid on the basis of the hours worked.
GOODS TRAIN RUNS.

Prior to the enactment of Regulation No. 41,
the men were paid for the hours worked, inclusive of an allowance for engine time of I! hours
(whether worked or not), and 9 hours were reckoned as the! basis of a day's work.
Since the adoption of Regulation No. 41, 8
hours per day are reckoned as the basis of a
day's work, and the men are paid for the hours
actually worked, exclusive of engine time. :Men,
however, who work long shifts up to and over q.
hours per day are not obliged to put their engines away, and in such cases, as we~l
as when men are relieved on the journey,
there is no engine time worked at the end of the
trip.
PILOTS.

The ,,;amc principle is operative since, as be·
fore, the enactment of Regulation No. 41, and
the men engaged on the pilot. service do not, ano
for many years have not receIVed any allowance
in time for engine requirements, but are paid for
the h0urs worked, computed on an eight-hours'
basis.
OVERTE\IE.

Prior to the enactment of Regulation No. 41,
all the overtime was paid for on the basis of
nine hours per day.
Thus, a man who worked
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24 hours' overtime in a month, would be entitled
to two and two-thirds days' pay in respect of such
overtime_
As rrescribed by Regulation No. 41, all the
overtime is paid for on a basi~ of eight hours
per day.
The result of this i~ that a man who
works, say, 24 hours' overtime in a month, would
be entitled to three days' pay in respect of such
overtime, as contrasted with two and two-thirds
days' pay ~nder the former practice.
STANDING TillIE.

Passenger Trains.-The interval the men stand
at the (,ut ·station was not, prior to Regulatioll
No. 41, taken into consideration in the computation of the men's time, because they were paid on
a mileage basis, and the same practice is operative under the present arrangement.

Mixed Trains and Cross-Country Rlms.-In
these services the men received a fixed payment
for the d~ly'S work, except when they were pdd Oil
a mIleage basis.
An allowance for standing
time was not, thereiore, given, and the same
principle is still observed.
Goods T,,·ains.-The men on goods trains were
paid full time without any deduction in respect
of standing time, and it is the practice to pay
them for standing time under the present Hegulation.
Pilots.-No deduction was made for standing
time under the previous arrangement, and that
principle is still observed under Regulation No.
41.
EXPENSES.

Prior to the enactment of Regulation No ..41,
men absent from their home station runnmg
trains and on duty over ten consecutive hours,
v. ere allowed IS. for a meal, provided they were
not paid for overtime, while if they were on duty
and absent from the home station beyond 12
hours, they were paid overtime and expense';;,
meals, IS.; beds, JS.
Men were required to take
Qne meal with them.
As pre:;cribed by Regulation No. 41, men away
from the home station and not under pay (either
full payor half-pay) are allowed IS. for each
meal, and IS. 6d. for a bed.
Men are required
to take one meal with them.
j~"GJN~:r.IEN

REQT:IRED TO REPORT I'OR DUTY
vVHOSE SERVICES MAY NOT BE REQTJIRED_

I./nor tc (be enactment of Regulation No. 41,
men so required wer·~ granted a minimum allowance of one and a ha.lf hours on full pay.
As prescribed by Regulation No. 41, rnen s..
lequired .He granted a minimum allowance of
three hours at h.,tlf-pay.
ALLOWANCE DI TIME TO MEN ON BROKEN SHIFTS_

The same principle is observed since, as prior
to, the enactment of Regulation No. 41, and the
time occupied in putting the engine away at the
break of shift and preparing it for the second
portion of the shift, amounting to one hour, i3
paid for.
MI~Dru~[ ALLOWANO: MADE TO

MEN vVor:N:INQ

"ODD SHIFTS."

Prior to the enactment of Regulation No. 41,
the actual time worked was paid for.
Thus, if

Hon.

7.

M. Davies_

Department.

the men were required for only two hours, including engine time, they would only be paid for
two hours.
As prescribed by Regulation No. 41, the men
are now paid a minimum of three hours. Thus,
if only two hours, including engine time, are
occupied, the men ;He paid for a minimum of
three hours; but if the hours exceed the minimum
allowance, the engine time in excess of that minimum is deducted.
The statements which were subsequently made
by the Honorable Mr. Evans, in the Legislature,
have been dealt with hereunder seriatim : The arrangement of shifts is entirely governed
by the time-table, and \vith a service such as that
now in force, in which provision has necessarily
to be made for a larger number of trains between the hours of 7 and 9 a.m., and between
4 and 7 p.m., than during the rest of the day, it
is evident that the only possible way in which
such service can be worked is to allot a certain
number of the men to the continuous shifts, and
utilize the balance. on the broken shifts.
In the
suburban running there are 79 continuous or
straight shifts, 23 broken shifts, and four odd
sets; the latter only being brought out for odd
trips that cannot be otherwise arranged for.
In
framing the roster, every endeavour is made to
avoid working the men on any shift an excessive
length of time, and as a general practice, the
men are wIHked round on the shifts so that they
may have their share of the morning and evening
shifts alternately, and gene raIl y the men are not
on anyone shift more than a week at a time.
In framing the roster, every consideration is
given to the men, as far as the exigencies of the
service will admit, and suggestions from the men
1ikel y to result in the more equal distribution 0 f
tce work are always given careful ccnsideration
r.nd frequently adopted.
Some two years ago accredited representatives
of the men were permitted to re-model the departmental roster, but the result of their efforts
did not prove any more acceptable to the men
than that ismed by the Department.
" The figures here given were apparently
amendecl by the additional return that had been
furnished lV-night, .md which, he undeJ~toorl,
showed that the actual hours of work, including
time before and after, ran into an average of
somewhere about nine and a quarter hours." (Mr.
Evans, p. 459.)
This statement i~ correct, p_rovided that the
time befor;! and after is included, so far as it relates to the single straight shifts and broken
shifts only, but on double shifts the actual time
does not exceed 8~ hours.
There are 56 sets
workmg double shift, and 44 sets on single,
straight, and broken shifts out of a total of 100
sets, -:-xclusive of the odd £.et'l or men who are
only brought on to run odd trips, which cannot
be run by the regular crews, and which number
only four.
The detailed statement hereunder discloses the
manper in which the roster is worked : Each group is a combination in itself, and all
the men work round in their own group and
maintain the daily average, and exclusive of
engine time, all the time in excess of eight hours
i3 paid for_
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PORT MELBOURNE DEFOT.

NORTH MELBCURNE DEPOT.

Group 1 (14 crews).-Double shifts, 30, 33, 35,
45; single straight shifts, 34, 44, 46; broken
shifts, 34, 44, 46.
The average for all time,
exclusive of the time occupied in preparing the
engine before the shift, and putting it away
after the shift, and including the allowance at
the break of shift on broken shifts, is 7 hours
38 minutes.
Group 2 (4 crews).-Double shifts, nil; single
straig~t shifts, nil; broken shifts, 25, 28, 29,
47. The average on the same basis as No. I
is 7 hours 56 minutes.
Group 3 (14 cr(O'ws).-Double shifts, L.H .. ;
single straight shifts, M, N, 0, P, 31; broken
shifts, K.
The average on the same basis as No.
I is 7 hours 58 minutes.
Group 4 (8 crews).-Double shifts, nil; single
straight shifts, R. U.; broken shifts, part of V
and G, and S, T, and W.
The average on the
same basis as No. I is 8 hours 9 minutes.
Group 5 (8 crews).-Double shifts, 26, 27, and
G; single straight shifts, nil; broken shifts, part
of 32 and 26, GA.
The average on the same
basis as No. I is 7 hours 41 minutes.

The whole of the shifts are worked in one
group by thirteen c~ews. There are three straizht
shifts and ten broken shifts, the average of which
on the same basis as that quoted above, is 7 hours
39 minutes.
It may be mentioned that, on the double shifts
worked, either from th-e depOts or from the out
stations, the men who prepare the engine are not
required to put it away, and those who put it
away are not required to prepare it.

The above includes all shifts Wvrkc:d out of the
Port Melbourne Depot.

The radius for calling men is fixed at I~ miles
from the depOt, and many men live just within
this boundary, while others live beyond it.
\Vherever a number of men have to be called
c"ery morning, it will be readily understood that
the caller-up has to start early in order to insure
every o'-l.e being called in time, and the further a
man lives from his work, the earlier he may havt!
to be called.
There is no obligation on the De·
partment to call the men at all, but it is recognised that the men appreciate the benefit it is to
them, and the Department has so far been willing to incur the expense involved.
Any trifling
inconvenience that some may suffer by being
called early is unavoidable.
The particulars of "R" shift a.re as follow ; -

--------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Shift.

Time men
sign onduty.

Period on duty before
train time for which
they are not paid.

I

I

Time men
sign off
duty.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Total Hours.
Period on duty after
train finishes its run I -----------------and for which the 'Exclusive of I Inclusive of
men are not paid.
. t'
I II t'
________________ eng-me line.. a nne.
1
1

I

Morning shift
Afternoon shift

6.35 a m.
4.12 p.m.

45 min.
Nil.

4.12 p.m.
12.45 a.m.

Nil

45 min.

,
II

H. l\1.

I,

8

112

7

48

!

H.

l\1.

8

33

9

37

This shift, however, does not stand by itself,
mentioned, the morning men have not to put the
but is w~rked in conjunction with other shifts, . engine away, and the afternoon shift have not to
which bring the average hours of the group to prepare it, so that the men are only required to
8 hours 9 minutes per day, and all time over devote 45 minutes to the preparation or putting
the 8 hours is paid for.
away of the engine, instead of the I~ hours menIt will be observed that, in the particular shift tioned by the Hon. Mr. Evans.

"U" SHIFT.

Time men sign on duty.

Period on duty
before train time
for which thcy
are not paid.

Time men sign
off duty.

Iafter
Period on duty I
Total Hours.
train finishes
------its run, and fOl' I
which men are
Exclusive of
Including all
engine timc.
time.
I not paid.
I

-_._--------- ------- ------Morning Shift.
4.10 a.m.
Afternoon Shift.
3.50 p.m.

-- -----l\1.

H.

l\1.

45

2.48 p.m.

30

9 .23

10

38

30

12.33 a.m.

45

7 30

l\JINS.

l\UNS.

This shift, however, does not stand alone, but
is worked with a number of other shifts, and the
:1verage of the group is 8 hours 9 minutes, and
the men are paid for all time in excess of eight

H.

8 43

hours.
If the time before and after is included,
the time worked is 19a- hours, but the shift is
worked by two sets of men.
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"V" SHIFT.

Time men sign on duty.

Period on duty
before train time
for which they
are not paid.

Time men sign
off duty.

1I1INS.

5.35 a.m.
12 Noon

45

Period on duty
after train finishes
its run, and for
which lllen are
not pfl.id.

Total Houl's.
Exclusive of
engine time.

IT.

IIUNS.

9.30 a.m.

-

Including all
time.

H.

111.

3 10

8.5 p.m.
45
7 20
(Of this portion 4 hours are on Pilot.) This is a broken shift.
The interval for rest on the first-mentioned shift is 2~ hours.

This shift is admittedly a heavy one, but the
same men are only employed on it three days in
every six weeks, and the average of the group is
8 hours 9 minutes, and the time in excess of the
eight hours is paid for

"Vif" SHIFT.
The men on this shift sign on at 4.50 a.m., and
sign off for the first portion of the shift at 9.30
a.m., and have then a clear interval of 7 hours
for rest. They sign on for the second portion
of the shift at 4.30 p.m., and finally sign off
duty at 7.49 p.m. The actual time on duty, inclusive of all time preparing engine and putting
it away, is 7 hours 59 minutes. This shift is one
that is worked with the shifts previously mentioned in Group 4.

"T"

SHIFT.

The men on this shift sign on at 6.5 a.m., and
sign off for the first portion of the shift at 10
a.m., and then have a clear interval for rest of
6 hours 35 minutes. They sign on for the second
portion of the shift at 4.35 p.m., and finally _sign
off at 9.2 p.m., and their total hours, inclusive of
all time, is 8 hours 22 minutes.

lI:I

3 55
8

5

Group 4.-Average hours, 8 hours 9 minutes.
(Group No. 4 is that quoted by Mr. Evans).
Group 5.-Average hours, 7 hours 39 minutes.
In juxtaposition to the shifts which have been
quoted, the hours of the following shifts are indicated, but, like the others, they do not fairly
represent the average of the whole of the shifts : Hours on duty.
Sruft.

Including Exclusoive
all engine' of engine
time.
time.
H.

lI:I.

No. II. Broken shift

7 11
35. Double shift {~ 305
"
14. Broken
... 7 45
" 32 and part of
"
36 worked as

straight single
shift
" W." Broken
'"
No. 28. Broken
...

..

7 37
8 2
7 57

H.

111.

5 45
6 20}
5 45
6 15

6 52
6 32
6 27

Interval
for rest
break
of shift.

H.

lI:I.

6 37
Nil

7

7

Nil

6 57
6 55

"S" SHIFT.

The men on this shift sign on at 5.50 a.m., and,
NYORA TRAINS.
sign off for the first portion of the shift at 9· 7
The hours which the men were on duty in cona.m., and have then a clear interval for rest of
4~ hours.
They sign on again for the second nexion with th::se Nyora tmins for the month of
portion of the s~ift at 1.40 p.m., and finally sign July are as under : Enginem{:n travelling;1s
off at 7.30 p.m., and inclusive of all time, the
passengers and. paid
men are on duty 9* hours.
Enginemen on
half-pay for travel.
The first portion of the shift occupies 3 hours
foot-plate.
ling time.
17 minutes, then there is an interval of 4~ hours,
and the second portion of the shift occupies 5
9·35 A.M.
hours 51 minutes.
Hours.
July.
Hours.
On the assumption that engine time is included,
the time quoted for these shifts (R, VV, T, S, U,
2
and V), by th~ Honorable Mr. Evans is·approxi3
mately correct, but these shifts are selected from
4
a group in which the average working hours are
5
the longest of the whole suburban service, and to
6
that extent do not fairly represent the hours of
7
the whole of the men, and for that reason cannot
8
fairly be accepted as a criterion.
9
For instance, the averages of each group are
10
as follow, exclusive of time for Breparing the
II
engine at the commencement and putting it away
12
6
at the finish of the shift i but inclusive of engine
]3
7
time at the break of shift on all broken shifts : 8
14
Group I.-Average hours, 7 hours 38 minutes.
IS
Group 2.-Average hours, 7 hours 56 minutes.
16
Group 3.-Average hours, 7 hours 58 minutes.
17
H on. ,. M. Davies.
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NYORA TRAIKS-( Col1tinued).

Enginemen travelling as
passengers and paid
Enginemen on
half-pay for travelfoot-plate.
ling time.
9.35 A.M.
Hours.
Hours.

July.
18
7~'
6
19
6
20
21
8
22
23
II
6
24
25
IV1
6~
26
10~
5!
'Where blanks are shown the train did not run.
The month of July has been quoted, because it
covers the latest available information.
It is
correct that in previous months when relief crews
were not sent on these trains the hours were as
long as alleged, but it scarcely ever came to one
man to run the shift more than once in a month
or five weeks.
The hours cannot now be said
to be excessive, as the same man is not on the
train more than once during the month.
In the
period named the 12.30 p.m. train did not once
lun, and at no time during the last twelve months
has it been n. regular train.
" But when the men were relieved there was no
train by which they could get home, so that the
men in front of the train were merely transferred
into the \'an at the end of the train, and were
paid half-time while they were travelling. Therefore, actually they had to put in the same number of hours, but were part of the time working
on the engine and part travelling as passengers."
(Mr. Evans, p. 461.)
Generally, this statement is correct; the relief
crew go down nightly by the passenger train leaving Melbourne at 6.35 p.m., and on arrival at the
crossing station they at once take their position
on the footplate, and the original crew ride in
the van and rest, unless they are able to catch
the passenger train from Port Albert, or the
suburban train at Dandenong; but they rarely
ever do so; consequently, as there are no other
means of getting home, there is no option but to
come as passengers in their own train.
" Those men were actually putting in the long
hours he had mentioned, but would not receive
the same pay as they did before when they were
in charge of the train right through.
There was
this advantage, however, that the travelling public would not run the same amount of risk when
the trains in charge of those men ran through
the suburban area in the morning hours." (Mr.
Evans, p. 461.)
This is correct, as once they become passengers
they are free from all responsibility and work,
and may, if they so wish, occupy the time in resting as far as travelling in the van will admit.
These men, as previously explained, are paid halfpay for all time travelling as passengers.
It will be readily admitted that it is not possible
to arbitrarily limit the hours of work of each
engineman to 8 hours per day; but, as far as
practicable, the work is so arranged as not to exceed an average of 48 hours per week during each
month, exclusive of engine time.
The responsibility is not placed on the eng1 ne men, because they have no option but to notify
their foreman in every case in which the hours
are likely to exceed 14 hours per day, inclusive of
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the time required to get the engines ready, and
relief is then provided as promptly as the circumstances will admit. Of course, it is not always
practicable to afford relief immediately on the
expiration of the 14 hours, but no avoidable delay
is incurred in sending a f.resh crew to take up
the work. The matter is carefully watched, and
men who neglect to observe the instructions will be
disciplined for such neglect, and every care is
exercised to obviate excessive hours.
" One honorable member asked a question about
overtime, so he would read for his information
a memorandum dated the 23rd inst., giv'ing are·
cord of one man's day's work.
That man signed
on at 2.15 p.m., travelled to Williamstown by
the 2.47 p.m. tr3.in, relieved a man at ''Villiamstown at 3.15 r.m., and worked until 7 p.m. He
put the engine away at 7.45 p.m., travelled by
the 7.50 p.m. to North Melbourne, arriving at the
shed at 8,30 p.m.
He left the shed again at
8,40 p.m., relieved the passenger pilot man at
9 p.m., and worked till 12 o'clock midnight, signing off at·12.30 a.m.
That man. was on duty
from 2.15 p.m. to 12.30 a.m., a total of IOi
hours.
How much should a man be paid for
doing that?
Honorable members would expect
that the man would get a day's pay, at any rate,
but under the departmental computation he would
be paid for 7~ hours, or slightly less than a day's
pay.
It was easy to understand men being dissatisfied when they put in such long hours, and
were not paid for the time they were on duty.')
(Mr. Evans, p 462.)
The full particulars of the case are as follow:The driver signed on at 2.17 p.m. for pilot work,
but as he was required for duty on another train
at 'Villiamstown, he travelled there by the 2.47
p.m. train, relieved another driver at 3.15 p.m.,
and worked until 7 p.m., and after putting his
engine away at 7.45 p.m., returned as a passenger
by the 7.50 p.m. train, and arrived at North Melbourne at 8.14 p. m. He was then ordered to stand
by until 9 p.m., when he was sent out to relieve
on the passenger pilot, and worked until I 1.55
p.m., and finally finished at 12.45 a.m. His time
was computed and paid for as follows : H.

M.

Travelling time, and getting from depOt to
train-actual time 1 hour, for which he
was allowed half-time.
o 30
At work at 'Villiamstown, 3. 15 p.m. to 7
p.m.
3 45
Travelling from 'Williamstown to depot, I
hour, for which he was allowed half-time o 30
At work at Spencer-street from 8,30 p.m.
till midnight
3 30
For which he was paid
The above does not in~lude engine time
Total time

8

15
30

9

45

It will, therefore, be seen that the driver was
paid for 8 hours 15 minutes, and not 7 hours 45
minutes, as alleged, and it may be explained that
cases of this character are not of frequent occurrence.
"Here was another instance of the way in which
men's time was computed.
A man who worked
a total of 249 hours 56 minutes in a month was
paid for 214 hours and 30 minutes, so that he was
not paid for 35 hours and 26 minutes. . That
man's daily averge was 10 hours and 25 mmutes
on duty." (Mr. Evans, p. 462 .)
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The driver referred to worked 236 hours during the month of June, inclusive of the engine
time, and was paid for 206~ hours; while under
the old basis of computation he would have been
entitled to payment for 227* hours out of i236
hours worked, the difference between the 206!
hours and the 227! hours is the period occuRied
in engine time, which, it will be seen, was an
average of 52 minutes for each of the 25 days he
ran, instead of l-k hours, as is so often alleged.
It will be observed that the engine time for which
he was not paid was 29! hours instead of 33
hours, as stated, and if compared with the former
practice the time is, as before stated, reduced to
21! hours.
This case affords an illustration of the oeeration of the new regulation of not paying for
engine time.
The result, expressed in money, is as under : [, s. d.
Present practice, 206! hours' work,
exclusive of engine time, gives the
driver for the month ...
15 9 9
If paid under the old Regulation, and
paying for all engine time, the
amount received would have been ... 15 18 0
The difference is spread over twenty-five days'
work, and is equivalent to 4d. per day. On the
other hand, had the hours of the driver been

Total
hours at
work,
inclusive
of
time from
signing on to
signing off.

-

Engine-drivers

...

A verage per Driver per
day
Firemen
...
..
Average per Fireman
per day

longer, the advantage to him of having his time
computed under the existing Regulation would
have resulted in his receiving more money than
if computed on the basis of the former practice.
"A man must work Id hours in Victoria before he could claim relief.
No
time was paid for before the train started if a
man was going to relieve. If a man was compelled to sign on at Port Melbourne he had to
travel in his own time to Flinders-street, and in
some case .. as far as Hawthorn, getting nothing
for it. Things were very different in New South
\Vales."
(Mr. Evans, p. 462.)
It is prescribed under the provisions of clause
9 of Regulation No. 41 that enginemen travel·
ling on duty shall be paid half-time for
the time so occupied, and consequently if a man
has to go to Hawthorn to relieve, he i .. entitled
to have half of the time whilst travelling as a
passenger computed as part of his day's work.
As previously explained, enginemen are entitled to relief :lfter the expiration of 14 hours,
inclusive of the time required to get the engine
ready.
Particulars of the total hours, &c., worked in
the month of June last by the engine-drivers and
firemen employed in the suburban runnin& as
c:llled for by the Honorable Mr. Evans, will
be found hereunder : -

Total hours at work,
inclusive of all time, except
forty-five minutes for preparing
engine and getting on to train
at commencement of shift, and
forty-five minutes for getting to
shed and putting engine
away at finish of shift.

26,486!

Department.

23,513
11'1.

H. 1\1.

H.

8 47

7 48

Total
time
paid for.

24,229l
H.

M.

8

2

21,9611:

22,6591

H. M.

H. M.

H.

8 49

7 50

8 5

24,7281

The explanation of the payment on the average
of 14 minutes more than the time actually
worked, i.e., the difference between 7 hours 48
minutes and 8 hours 2 minutes, is that it was
not rea.;onably practicable to work off some of
the overtime worked by men at out-stations, and
it was therefore paid for.
THOS. T AIT, Chairman.
The Honorable the Attorney-General.

Of course this document would be better
understood by honorable members when they
read it in Hansard.
Mr. Tait had endeavoured to meet every case mentioned by Mr.
Evans.
He did not know in what way
Mr. Evans, according to his motion, wished
the Government to act.
I t must be remembered that, by Act of Parliament, the
railways were placed under the Commissioners for the Commissioners to work. The
Hon. 1. M. Davies.

M.

Total time
worked over
hours
paid for.

2,257t
MillS.
45
2,068!
:Mins.
44

object of that was to exclude all political
influence.
The honorable member's proposal was that one House should bring
some pressure upon the Government, so that
the Government might bring some pressure
upon the Commissioners.
I f this House
~ight do that, another House might do the
same, and might bring pressure that
this House would not approve of. If Parliament was not satisfied that the Commissioners should have these powers, or not
satisfied with the way in which the powers
vested in the ,Commissioners were executed,
then the proper course was for Parliament
either to alter the law by fresh legislation
or get rid of the Commissioners. I t seemed
to be improper when Parliament, by Act,
had clothed the Commissioners with certain
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authority that either House of Parliament
should endeavour to influence the Commissioners in the performance of their duty.
The proper way was to alter the law altogether, if it was working unsatisfactorily,
;and to say that either House of Parliament
should be able to pass a resolution, and that
the commissioners should be bound to obey
'Such resoluticn.
That was the only way
to do it.
Mr. Tait was not the kind of
-Commissioner to yield to improper pressure, and it would not be proper pressure
for this House to bring upon him. It ought
'Only to be brought upon him by Parliament
making a change in the law, and he trusted
that honorable members would see their way
to reject this motion.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE stated that he
had listened attentively to the' document
read by the Attorney-G~neral, and he must
sa y that it showed that a very great deal of
labour had been bestowed on it to show
exactly the management of the railways in
these particulars.
At present, so far as
he could understand the subject, he could
only say that surely Mr. Evans could not
have understood the position when he intro-duced this motion.
This statement, which
he had no doubt was absolutely correct,
showed how frail a, case the honorable member had made out simply on the strength of
the fact that same men had had to work a
few extra hours to carry out a system. What
appeared to him remarkable was that the
Commissioners had accomplished the purposes' of Parliament so completely.
The
policy of the country was that no man should
work more than eight hours a day in anything that the State had anything to do
with, but no one could ever expect that
principle to be carried out where it was
absolutely impracticable to do so.
From
the impression the document had made on
his mind, he felt that the House should not
attempt to go any further with the motion.
Judging from what :Mr. Davies usually was
when rather a costly work was suggested by
any honorable member, he was rather surprised that the honorable gentleman
had agreed on this occasion to obtain from the Department so complete a statement.
In fact, it was so
complete an answer in every detail that,
in the absence of Sir Henry Cuthbert, he
-could only say on behalf of the House that
the House owed it to the Department to
acknowleoge rhe indebtedness of the House
for this sincere effort made by the Department to enlighten honorable members and
the whole country on this matter.
Prob·
abl y no country on the face of the earth
Session 1904.-[47]
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could show a statement so favorable to the
men.
He could not help noticing, considering the number of employes dealt with
there, the admirable way in which they were
all matched, so that if they did wqrk a few
hours extra in emergencies, they were
treated handsomelv in return in the matter
of time.
.
The Han. W. J. EVANs.-That is not
correct.
.
The Hon. D. :MELVILLE said that was
If the honorable memhow it struck him.
ber found that there was anything incorrect
in the statement, he hoped he would have
an opportunity to correct it; but he (Mr.
Melville) and other honorable members
could not but feel that it would be difficult
to point to any other part of the world
where anything like so favorable a statement could be made as to the position of
t.he workers on the railways. He had taken
the trouble to investigate English methods
as far as he could investigate them in the
Library. He found that nine hours a day
was exact..ed by all the English companies
about whIch he had any particulars, and
that the average wages in England did not
appear to run from more than 22S. 6d. to
25S. a week for the average work.
The Han. W. J. EVANs.-It is a wonder
you don't quote China.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he was
speaking of Englishmen and Englishmen'3
rights, and he was proud to-night to be able
to acknowledge that there was not a blot
that he could lav hold of in the whole of
that statement j; connexion with the Victorian railways.
With that impression on
honorable members' minds, he hoped that
prejudice would not be allowed to come in
He challenged Mr.
to influence them.
Evans, or anyone who h.ld investigatec! this
matter, to p~int to any private company
anywhere, which gave to the worker treatment like what this document showed.
The Hon. 'V. J. EVA~;s.-Yes; better
treatment with the Silverton Company.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said Mr.
Evans was now coming down to a single
Australian company. This statement seemed
to bear the impress of the liberality and the
handsome.ness in the matter of money, and
also so far as possible in the matter of
hours, with which the Australian worker
was treated. If M.r. Evans could produce
a case either in England or America where
so many employes were at work, and where
better arrangements were made for them,
he would be glad to see it.
There were
dozens of occupations where it was
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absolutely impracticable that mel) should
not v,rork more than eight hours.
No doubt
that applied in many cases to work on an
engine. Members should not expect impossibilities.
He did not 'want this document
to be read in Hansard without his also con·
,;eying the idea that the House was perfectly satisfied with the clear statement
which had been prepared by arduous work
in ·the Department to enlighten honorable
members.
The' Hon. W. J. EVANS observed that
he had no desire to obtain anything but the
truth; but he unhesitatingly said that there
were statements in that document, concise as
they appeared and nicely as they were put,
that were totally at variance with the truth.
The ,Han. J. G.· AIKMAN movedThat the debate be now adjourned.

He said that if there was going tn be :t
dis'cussion he would like t'0 be able to continue the debate next week.
The Hon. W. H. El\iBLING stated that
he:' would second the motion for .the adjournment of the d~roate, as he would like
to read carefully in Hansard the statement
read by tr.e l\1inister before he spoke on it.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES observed that
he had been in expectation of getting the
,Mines Acts Further Amendment Bill up
from the Assembly to-night, and he desired
to see' this debate continued until he ascertained definitely whether that Bill was coming up.
If SO, it could be read a first
time to-night, and the second reading could
be moved next Tuesday; but if the House
adjourned now, the Bill would not come up
till next Tuesday.
.
The PRESIDENT.-Perhaps the honorable member will withdraw the motion for
.the adjournment of the debate now, and
allow othe.r honorable members to go on.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING stated that
his reason for wanting the debate adjourned
was that it would be almost impossible for
honorable members to discuss intelligently
what they had heard to-night without an
I twas
opportunity of reading it in print.
not fair t,o expe.ct Mr. Evans to continue
the debate on this question with half knowledge.
The Han. J. G. AIKMAN said he understood that Mr. Pitt had the Bill relating
to the Harbor Trust to bring on.
I twas
a very thin House, and honorable mem-.
bers might not get any chance of discussing
that Bill at all toO-night.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS expressed the
opinion that it was the earnest desire of
·everv honorable member to get at the truth
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of this matter.
He had put in a good!
deal of time in this business, and he knew"
irom practical experience, that it was impossible for honorable members to get a fair'
grasp of the document which had be.en
read to-night without time for consideration ..
It was due to himself and other members.
that they should' have an opportunity of
perusing the document, and .of pointing out
how much truth there was in it, and how
much was not altogether correct. He wanted'
an opportunity of placing before the House'
the actual. facts, and in justice to himself
and to the House, and to the people who·
were interested in this matter, the adjournment 'of the debate ought to be granted.
The motion for tpe adjournment of the·
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, Septemroer 6.
MELBOURNE HARBOR TRUST ACT
AND MARINE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
The Han. VV. Pitt's motion for the'
second reading of this Bill (the debate on.
wh:ch had been adjourned from the previous, day) \~laS agreed to..
The Bill w~s then read a second time,.
and was afterwards passed through its remaining stages.
The· House adjourned at eight minutes',
past nine o'clock, until Tuesday, September 6.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
TVedncsday, August 31, 1904.'

The SPEAKER took the chair ,at halfpast four ?'clock p.m.
NEWSPAPER TRAINS.
Mr. H. S. BENNETT (Ballarat West)
asked the Minister of Railways if he would'
inform the House as to the amount paid by
proprietors of certain metropolitan newspapers for the conveyance of their papers
by early country trains?
Mr. BENT.-I have received the following reply from the Chairman of the·
Railways Commissioners :-Prior to 1St July, 1903, the Department
received the sum of £2,500 per annum forthe carriage of parcels of tne Age, ArRus,
Leader, and Australasian newspapers, whichincluded a service by goods trains from
Melbourne to Bendigo and Ballarat, for the'
purpose of delivering the newspapers in Bendigo
and Ballarat between nine and ten o'clock.
The'
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'pres'ent Commissioners, shortly after their ap,pointment, looked into the que.;tion of the adequacy of the remuneration received for the services performed by the Department for the
newspapers, and came to the conclusion that it
was insufficient.
After some negotiations with
the represent~tives of the newspapers, the amount
to be paid for the services rend~red during the
y<,:ar ended 30th June last was fixed at £3,320,
subject to review at any time after the end of
that year.
A few weeks ago the representatives
of
the Age and Argus' newspapers
expressed a desire to have their papers delivered
in Ballarat and Bendigo at or before 7 a.m., and
asked the Commissioners to give the matter consideration, and name the terms on which such
deliveries could be effected, undertaking on their
part to deliver the newspapers to the Department
at Melbourne 30 minutes earlier than in the
past.
It will be seen that this involved. the
shortening of the running time of the goods
trains on which these newspapers for Balrarat
and Bendigo are conveyed by approximately
two hours, and a consequent reduction in the
tonnage of these trains to permit of the ne.cessary
acceleration in speed, which, however, wIll continue to haul a good load, and will be of convenience to the Department and its patrons for
the early morning delivery of peris~able freight,
merchandise, &c., loaded or receIved at Mel-'
bourne on the previous afternoon.
After going
into the matter carefully, the Commissioners
fixed the sum of £125 per month as the additional re.muneration to be paid to the Department for the improved service, subject to the
condition that the Commissioners would be at
liberty to utilize the trains for any other .traffic
they may wish to put on them, and that 111 the
event of the trains being made use of for the
'carriage of newspapers other than the Argus
and the Age, the Commissioners would be
entitled to make a fair charge therefor, and retain the full revenue therefrom.

Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Does the farmer gee
his produce carried at that price, or at near
it?
Mr. BENT.-I saw the Chairman of the
Railways Commissioners this afternoon. I
had h;ard that he was taking the newspapers at a loss, but he says that he gets a
profit, and that the service does not cost him
as much as he gets from them.
Mr. BROMLEY.-We will follow it a bit
further, and see where the profit comes
from.
MARKET FOR HAY AND.
COMPRESSED FODDER.
Mr. ROBERTSON asked the Minister
of Agriculture if, in view of tl:e glut of
hay in the State, he would immediately
take steps to thoroughly test the British
and other O'\'ersea markets for first-class hay
and compressed fodder; if so, would he
instruct :\f r. Taverner to make any necessary arrangements 'before he returned to
Victoria?
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Mr. MURRA Y.-I would ask ·the honorable member to postpone this until Tuesday
next. Some of tl:e papers are in the possession of an officer who is present at the
agricultural show.
INFORMATION IABOUT CROWN
LANDS ..Mr. HANNAH asked the Minister of
Lands if he would facilitate land selection
in Victoria by' issuing free to all institu~
tions and public places -and individuals
maps showing where at present Crown lands
fit for selection were to be obtained'; also
if he would issue with same a small ~jJam)
ph let similar to that issued in Western Ausitralia?
.. " .
:l\fr. MDRRAY.-When special areas·are
available, plans containing full informatiOn
are published, and are posted at the' railway stations, post-offices, and othe'r place$.
It is not deemed practicable to publish
plans showing the fragmentary areas o.f
third class land now available in all parts
of the State. There are some 3,000 parishes,
I believe, in the State, and the honorable
member would see that it would be absolutely impossible to pubEsl: plans showing
the lands, which may be of different descriptions, that may be available in these various
areas. A pamphlet giving a digest of the
whole of the laws relating to Crown landis
in the State has been issued. I may. say
that a departmental pamphlet, with a
descri ption of the lands other than theit
classification, and particularizing furtl:er
than that, might be misleading to intending
settlers. It is always deemed advisable that
they should inspect the land for themselves,
and they usual I y do so. .

THE PUBLIC WORKS ARCHITECT.
STATEMENT ABOUT DAY LABOUR.
Mr. HANNAH asked the Minister of
Public Works the following questions :_
I. If his attention has been directed to
the
statements made by Mr. Marsden, the Publir.
\,yorks Architect, re d!1y labour versus contract
in New South 'Vales, at the Builders and Contractors' dinner, and tore these statements avaiTa ble for inspection?
2. 'Vill he permit any other officers to attend
similar functions and to express their opinions,
&c. ?

Mr. E. H. CAMERON (Evelyn).-My
attention has been directed to the statement
in question, and, I have received an explanation from Mr. Marsden to the effect that at
the dinner referred to he, in reply to a
toast, 'did say that as the result of inquiry

Public "Works Architect.
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Surplus Revenue Bill ..

in another State in connexion with the erec- ridor between Mr. Speaker's chambers and the
unless accompanied by a.
tion of buildings by day lalbour the cost Assemblyor Chamber,
an officer of either House.
was about 50 per cent. above similar work member
2. That after the hour appointed for the meet·
carried out by contract. This information, ing of the House (that is within half-an-hour of
I understand, is publicly known. As that the actual meetiag), no ~tranger be permitted to
does not appear to me to have any con- remain in the main Assembly corridOJ', or the
corridor between Mr. Speaker's chambers and the
nexion with political matters, I am not Assembly chamber, or to enter any part of the
going to take any further steps.
Parliament House set apart for the use of memMr. PRENDERGAST.-Do you think of bers.
3. That the Serjeant-at-Arms shall act on such
making him pay for the bungles about the
directions as he may receive from Mr. Speaker,
"construction of this House, for which he in order that effect" may be given to the fore.was responsible?
going resolutions.
Mr. HANNAH said that he desired to
Mr. ELMSLIE movedknow whetr.er the Minister would permit
That the report be adopted.
other officers to express their opinions similarly?
The motion was agreed to.
The SPEAKER.~The honorable memSURPLUS REVENUE BILL.
ber is out of order, as there can /be no
Mr. BENT stated that the House would
debate upon a question.
Mr. HANNAH.-He has not answered be pleased to learn that the Surplus Revenue
Bill having been passed last night, the Go"satisf actoril y .
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.--:-We can move the vernment had been enabled to get on with
the works authorized bv that measure. He
adjournment of the House if he does not.
had given directions that the works in 'connexion with the Elwood swamp, and in conPORT MELBOURNE LAGOON.
nexion with the siding at Angliss' Meat
Mr. SANGSTER asked the Minister of Preserving and Refrigerating W~rks, and
Health if he intended to do anything in the Collingwood and Whittlesea railway
the near future to have the nuisance caused lines should be at once proceeded with.
by the Port Melbourne Lagoon Dock abated,
Mr. HANNAH.-And the Central Railway
or did he intend to wait until the new Station?
dredge arrived from abroad, which honorMr. BENT said that not a quarter of an
able members were now informed would hour ago he had impressed upon Mr. Tait
be in about nine or ten months, and not in the absolute necessity of doing that rapidly.
eicrht weeks, as reported by his Department
toOthe Port Melbourne Council?
PETITIONS.
Mr. E. H. CAMERON (Evelyn).-No
Petitions, praying that the Assembly
steps so far have been taken with reference would give effect to the expressed wish of
to this matter. It is under consideration, the electors in reference to Scripture lesand the most that can be promised is that sons "in State schools, and that a complete
it will be done before the summer comes analysis be made and published of the votin. That seemed to be satisfactory to Port ing at the referendum on the introduction of
Melbourne.
Scripture lessons into State schools, were
Mr. SANGSTER.-The last reply was not presented, by :Mr. BROMLEY, from relsidents
"
satisfactory.
of Carlton; by Mr. MURRAY (on behalf of
the SPEAKER), from residents of Box Hill,
ADMISSION OF STRANGERS.
and from residents of Canterbury; by Mr.
Mr. ELMSLIE (on behalf of the MURRAY, from residents of South Ecklin
SPEAKER) brought up the first report froml and Cobrico, from residents of Cobthe Joint Committee on Parliament build- den,
from residents of Port Campings. He movedbell, and from residents of Allansford; by Mr. BAILES, from residents of BenThat the report be read.
digo j by lVIr. HUNT, from residents of
The motion was agreed to, and the report Euroa, Alexandra, and Mansfield, and 'from
was read by the Clerk as follows:residents of Avenel and Mangalore; by Mr.
The Committee have considerecl the question of A. A. BILLSON (Ovens), from residents of
the frequent intrusion of strangers to those parts Myrtleford, from residents of Freeburgh,
<If the House set apart for the use of members,
and from residents of Wandiligong and
and have agreed to the following resolutions : Bright; by Mr. FAIRBAIRN (on behalf of the
I. That no stranger be permitted to
pas~
through the m3.in Assembly corridor, or the cor- SPEAKER), from residents of Camberwell
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and&wthorn j by Mr. FAIRBAIRN, from
residents of Armadale and Malvern j by Mr.
LAWSON, from residents of Castlemaine; by
Mr. ROBERTSON, from residents of Gisborne, from residents of Campbellfield,
Glenroy, and district, and from residents of
Bacchus Marsh and Melton; by Mr.
HOLDEN, from residents of Steiglitz j by
Mr. CRAVEN, from residents of Tallangatta, and from residents of Wodonga; by
Mr. SANGSTER, from residents of Port Melbourne j by Mr. E. H. CAMERON (Evelyn),
from residents of Whittlesea, and from residents of Healesville j by Mr. MCGRATH,
from residents of Grenville, and from residents of Rokewood j by Mr. McKENZIE,
from residents of Rochester; by Mr.
OUTTRIM, from residents of .n..voca; by Mr.
MCCUTCHEON, from residents of Balaclava j
by Mr. BEARD, from residents of Preston j
by Mr. MACKEY, from residents of Drouin j
by Mr. MORRISSEY, from residents of Nagambie j by Mr. DUFFUS, from residents of
Dunkeldand Penshurst; bv Mr. GRAHAM,
from residents of Congupna, Cosgrove,
Katandra, Youanmite, and Dookie; by Mr.
DOWNWARD, from residents· of Dromana,
Redhill, and Boneo j by Mr. CULLEN, fram
residents of Kerang j
and by
Mr.
TOUTCHER, from residents of Ararat.
MALLEE RAILWAY EXTENSION.
·NORTH-EAST OF LAKE TYRRELL.
Mr. BENT movedThat th~ questio!l of connecting the Mallee
country to the north-east of Lake Tyrrell by
means of a railway with the existing railway
!.'ystem, and e,f loading the land which will be
t·nhanced in value by the construction of the railway, be referred to the Parliamentary Standint:!
CommIttee on Railways for consideu:.tior-. :lll-l
report.

:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Will that include
the city land also, for it will be enhanced
in value?
Mr. BENT.-When i bring up a proposal to make a railway line in the city,
I shall be happy to inform the House with
regard to that. This is a proposal for the
construction of a railway line from Ultima
We have
on towards the Murray.
thousands of acres of Mallee land in
that country, and I understand that
we are making
proVISIOn to supply
This proposal is simply
it with water.
to send on the general ql1estion to the
Railways Standing Committee. The line
will open up a great country--a very large
area of very good country.
:Mr. HANNAH.--Will you lease it, or sell
it?
-

Mr. BENT.-I can see clearlv that honorable members on the OppositIon side of
the House intend to support this, and,
therefore, I will not take up any further
time.
Mr. MORRISSEY.-I should like the
Premier to inform the House as to the
length of the line it is intended to submit
to the Railways Standing Committee. The
honorable gentleman tells us that it will
make Jlvailable for settlement a large area
of country that under existing conditions is
inaccessible.. As I understand, provision
has already been made in the .MaBee for its
settlement. I feel that we have more railway lines there now than are necessary, so
far as the settlement already effected is
concerned. The lines there at present can,
under existing conditions, enable an immense area of countrv to be settled
on, and I question -the wisdom of
spending more money there, until the
House is satisfied with the absolute
necessity of going on with further
railway
extension
in
the
Mallee.
I do not wish to underrate the importance of the :MaBee, but until we have exhausted the railways already there, it is
a mistake to embark in further railway extension in that part, particularly as it is
well known that there are one or two other
places in the State capable of great development with the expenditure of a few thousand pounds on railway communication.
Until these places have been provided, no
consideration should be given to further
railway extension in the Mallee.
The motioil was agreed to.
WATER ACTS CONSOLIDATION
AND AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. BENT (in the absence of Mr. SWINBURNE) movedThat this House do now resolve itself into :l
Committee of the Whole to consider the expediency of consolidating and amending the laws
relating to the conservation artd supply of water,
and of making further provision for the levyin!,!
and collecting of water rates and charges for tl.le
supply of water.

The motion was agreed to.
The House having resolved itself into
Committee,
Mr. BENT movedThat it is expedient to consolidate and amend
the laws relatin-g to the conservation and supply
of water, and to make further provision for the
levying and collecting of water rates and charges
for the supply of water.
.

The motion was agreed to, and the resolution was reported to the House and
a4 opted ..
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Authority being given to Mr. Swinburne
and Mr. Bent to introduce a Bill to carry
Gut the resolution,
Mr. BENT (in the absence of Mr.
SWINBURNE) brought up a Bill to "am'end
the laws relating to the conservation and
supply of water, and to make further provision for the levying and collecting of
water rates and charges for the supply of
water," and moved that it be read a first
time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time.
I.NEBRIATES BILL.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT moved for
leave to introduce a Bill to provide for the
care, control, and treatment of inebriates.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read a
first time.
REAL PROPERTY BILL.
On the order of the day for the consideration of the amendments made in Committee
in this Bill,
1\1r. PRENDERGAST said he did not
expect that this measure would have come
0'1 to-day.
There was no special reason
why the amendments should be considered now.
A great many amendments
had been made, :md he wished to ascertain fully the effect thai they would have.
He had made inquiries concerning the
amendment in regard to licensed victuallers, and he had come to the conclusion
that there was no necessitv .for it. That
came under clause 15, and it appeared that
the object was to place one set of landlords and tenants in a different position
from other landlords and tlenants.
Mr. BENT.-Was that not an amendment moved bv the honorable member for
the Public Se~vice?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Ko, that honorable member opposed it last night, taking
up the same attitude as he (Mr. Prendergast) did. Some time should be given for
the proper consideration of the amend-,
ments.
Mr.' BENT.-I must get on with the
work.
'
~fr. PRENDERGAST said that the
matter was one, of great importance,' and
a number of amendments were made yester- ,
day of which no notice was given.
Mr. MACKEY.-Full notice was given of
this amend.ment.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he admitted
tl~at. He was, just-' as anxious as the G'overnment were to get through as much work
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as possible, and the numbe'r of 'times that
the Opposition had granted leave, showed
that it was their desire not to interrupt the
business at all.
, Mr. BENT.-We will let it stand over
until half-past eight.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he would
be satisfied with that.
Consideration of the amendments was
therefore postponed. '
CONSTITUTION ACT 1903.
POWER OF SUGGESTION IN MONEY BILLS.
Mr. MACKINKON said he wished to
dra w attention to a matter of privilege.
Last night,' a message came down from
another place, desiring an amendment in a
Bill relating to the surplus revenue of the
year ended on the 30th June, 1904, and acquainting the Assembly that the Council
suggested an amendment in the Bill in
which they desired the concurrence of the
Assembl y. At the time the message was
read he did no~ catch the exact tenor of it,
but after it had been dealt with 'he raised
the point as to whether it was in the proper form. He now took this early opportunity of objeceing to that form of message.
It was the. proper form for ordinary Bills
in connexion with which the second Chamber
had co-equal power with this Chamber j
but it was not the proper form in conne.xion
with a Money Bill returned to this
Chamber by the other House.
The matter had been dealt with, but as it was the
first occasion on which such a message came
to this House, he thought it would have
been right that those in charge of this
House should have drawn attention to it.
Hie conceived it to be his duty to draw attention to it now, because ie 'was a matter
of very great importance, At the initiation of the new departure, it was necessary
that this Honse should know its exact
pOSItIOn.
The second Chamber did not
stand in anything like as strong a position
in this Parliament as the Senate did in the
Com'monwedth Parliament.
He thought
it must be wrong that a message which
was intended to secure an amendment which
another place was entitled to make in
an ordinary Bill should be practically in
the same form as a message dealing with,
a Bill in which another place had the power
onl y to make three several suggestions. HE'
protested against that form of message,
and ["e thought it got through by inadvertence. He did not desire to make any suggestion as to the form to be adopted, but
in view of the great importance to this
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lIouse' of preserving its dominant position
in regard to the expenditure of money, it
was desirable that attention should be called
to a mistaken message, which was not justified by the position of the second
Chamber.
, The SPEAKER.-I may say that when
,the message came from the other Chamber
I noticed that it was not strictly in order.
Another plaoe suggested an amendment,
which was perfectly in order, and the only
matter that seemed to me out of place was
the asking of the concurrence of this House
in it. It is debatable that that may possibl y be a means of asking this House to
carry out the suggestion of the other
Chamber.
I did not think that it was
worth while objecting to the form of the
message, but the motion was put strictly in
accordance with the Constitution Act.
I
afterwards saw the Pre.sident of the Legislative Council, and pointed out to him that
the message was not strictly in accordance
with tpe Constitution Act, and we agreed
then that we should, in order to prevent
friction, decide on the form of message
to be used in the future, and that this message was not to be taken as a precedent.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said he
was glad that the honorable member for
Prahran had raised this question.
The
Government were responsible for the conduct of business.
In addition to the point
raised by the honorable member for Prahran, there was the other point that by the
acceptance of that message this House had
set aside a principle of the Constitution
Act that received a great deal of consideration some time ago in Parliament.
Honorable members had virtually accepted an
amendment by another place by which the
balance of the surplus, whether little or
great, after the closing of the accounts toda y could not be devoted to reducing the
funded debt.
It was not a question of
the amount, but of the principle.
The
leader of the House should have called attention to the point raised by the honorable member for Prahran, and to the full
effect of the action of the House.
Mr. BENT.-The Speaker saS's it was
strictly in order.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-So it
was.
He learnt from the newspapers this
morning that another place had suggested
the amendment.
It was doubtful whether
the message was in the right form, as the
Speaker stated, and the subsequent action
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taken by the Speaker in interviewing the President showed that the honorable member for
Prahran was entitled to the thanks of. the
House.
The amendment provided that if
there was any balance from the surplus,
after providing for all the items in the
schedule to the Surplus Revenue Bill,
instead of going into the Trust Funds,
as provided by Act of Parliament, it
was to be dealt with as Parliament might
determine, and the Premier had, according
to the newspapers, virtually under cover of
that, made a promise that the money
should be utilized towards the Tocumwal
line.
i\Ir. BENT.-I said that in this House.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
that he thought the Premier-The SPEAKER.-The honoracle member is not now speaking to the question of
privilege.
I do not think there is anything
before the Chair.
I allowed latitude on
this m'Hter, although the honorable member for Prahran did not wind up his speech
I took action the mowith anv motion.
ment I saw the message.
I did not think
it was wise that this House should reject a
message from another place, particularly a':)
it was the first message under the new
T
power given by the Constitution Act.
directe'J. that the motion dealing with the
amendment should be put in a certain fnrrn,
so as to comply 'with the law and the usages
of this House.
When the Bill comes back
the message will be that the Legislative
Council has agreed to it without amendment.
MIKES ACTS FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
The amendments made in this Bill in
Committee were adopted.
:Mr. 'McBRIDE called attention to clause
M dealing with licences to occupy machinerv sites. He said that when this clause
w~s introduced, there was some doubt as to
the effect of it.
He rook objection to it
then, and he still objected to it. It did not
work on the same conditions as the lease..
When the lease became void, the machinery
site did not become void with the lease,
that there would be throughout the country
machinery sites and shafts sunk that would
beoome of no use to people who, by-and-by,
had to work out the claims.
Under the
present Act there was no power to grant ~.
machinery site at all. This was found to·
be occurring under the by-laws in the dif·

so
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ferent districts, and there had always been avoid more than another it was placing in
great difficulty in connexion with such by- the hands of unscrupulous individuals the
laws.
He did not suppose that he would power to close down their mines at any
gain anything by dividing the House now, moment they thought fit. When the Mines
judging by the support he got previously. Bill was before the House in the last ParWhen quartz reefs were discovered puddling liament he gave the figures from a number
sites were held sacred.
He had p~esented of balance-sheets taken indiscriminately,
a petition to the Minister of Mines from and not selected for the purpose, and
working miners, asking that they should be showed that in almost every instance thecfJl1sidered, and that the Mining Boards mine-owners expended considerably more
should not have power to make by-laws de- upon their lease in the half-year than any
priving them of the puddling sites.
But, Minister would be likely to call upon them
instead of having a by-law now, a claus.:! to do. If, when the Minister had fixed a
was embodied in the Bill so that the miners certain s.um that must be expended as an
alternative to labour covenants, the minewould be in a worse position than before.
owners
chose to spend double that amount
~Mr. McLEOD called attention to subclause (3) of clause 13, the sub-clause being within the six months, they would be quite
within their rights, if this sub-clause were
as follows:passed, in closing down the mine for the
The pe~dency of any application for the re- ensuing six months.
The result of that
new~l of a lease or licence shall begin with the
receIpt of such application by the Minister, and would be that the miners would be sent
There was already a scarcity of
shall continue until the Governor in Council grants adrift.
or refuses the same, or declares the same aban- first-class miners in Victoria, and yet the
doned,
miners thus sent adrift would be - compelled to go to other States in order to oband movedtain employment. Not only that, but the
That the following words be added, "and until sub-clause would put it into the power of
notice of such granting refusal or abandonment is
an unscrupulous combination of minepublished in the Government Gazette."
owners to ~ombine and arrange for an expenditure of twice the amount fixed by
The amendment was agreed to.
the Minister, and then at the end of the
Mr. BAILE S movedsix months they would be able, under the
terms of this sub-clause, to close down their
That sub-clause (3) be omitted.
mines for the ensuing six months, prefacing
He said that honorable members would that with a demand that the miners should
At predoubtless recollect that when the Minister accept lower rates of wages.
was making his second-reading speech, and sent the lalbour covenants were a great prosubsequently in a speech in Committee on tection to the miner against any unfair atthis clause, he led the House distinctlv to tempt to reduce wages, but by this subunderstand that the alternative money pro- clause that protection would be taken away.
posal was to be applicable to cases where He hoped the House would agree with
companies were in the initial stage of sink- him in having the sub-clause struck out.
ing a shaft, or boring a gutter, or at a later The interests of the lessees were fully preThe
stage, if there were special difficulties in served bv sub-clauses (2) and (4).
carrying on operations, or from exhaustion cry that had been raised that the tenure
of capital. Even if the provision was to be was unsafe had been fully met, and the
confined purely to cases such as he under- tenure was made quite perfect under those
stood the Minister to refer to, it was ob- sub-clauses, so that there was no necessity
jectionable. If a company was in such a whatever for sub-clause (3). The effect of
financial position that it was able to con- that sub-clause, r.e contended, would be
tinue work and to expend a greater sum of to create a great deal of unrest in the minds
money than the Minister called upon it of the workers, and an opportunity would
to expend, it had no right to any con- be afforded to the shepherder to carryon
sideration for an extra exemption, nor to his dubious practices to a far greater extent
shut down the mine for a correspond- than he did now.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK stated
ing period in the succeeding six months.
It seemed to him that sub-clause (3) could that he was quite aware- that some people
be applied to any lease during the whole had put it before the miners that if this
of its currency, and if there was one dan- sub-clause were carried the possibilities were
ger that the mining community needed to that mines might 'be shut down. But if
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honorable members looked at sub-clause (3)
they would find that it dealt with cases in
which the mine had been a going concern.
One had only to ask himself two questions
in connexion with the sub-clause. In the
first place, was it likely that a body of
shareholders who had
spent
several
thousands of pounds upon their mine, would
ask for a suspension if the.y could possibly
help it, and thus allow their capital to lie
idle, and delay the period when it could be
Secondl)T, the honorused to advantage?
able member for Bendigo Eas.t and other
honorable members who were in doubt about
this sub-clause, had forgotten the fact that
application had to be made to the Minister.
There se.emed to be a fear in the minds of
some persons that this power 'would be used
unfairly.
The honorable member for
Grenville, for instance, seemed to think that
this money cove,nant might be used as a
lever for reducing wages.
But was it to
be supposed that the Minister would enter
almost into collusion with the mine-owner,
and would grant a suspension when it ought
It must be. rememnot to be granted?
bere,d that the Minister would always be responsible to this House with r~gard to any
As
act of administration of this kind.
he (Sir Alexander Peacock) had pointed out
when the Bill was in Committee, still more
liberal provisions had been adopted in the
sister State of Western Australia, where
the lessee was entitled to a suspension for
six months if he had spent £1,500 on the
lease, nor was there any limitation as to
the total period of suspension that could
be granted during the currency of the lease.
Personally, he thought it was a mistake to
limit the total period to two years, as was
done under this Bill, because it was impossible to apply such a provision uniformly
throughout the State.
What was possible
in one district might not be possible in anThe experiment of having a money
other.
covenant had been tried in Tasmania, with
the result that there had been a large influx
of English capital into the mines of that
State.
It was well known that if Tasmania were dependent entirely on local support for its mining industry, it would still
be the sleepy hollow it was many years ago.
In Western Australia within the last eight
years legislation had be.en passed that was
three times more liberal than the provisions
of this clause.
Mr. McLEOD remarked that if the.re was
one clause in the Bill that had been thoroughly thrashed out in Committee, it was the
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clause now under consideration.
On that
occasion he fully explained the objects of
sub-clause (3), and he believed that the
fears which had been so freely expressed
with regard to it we.re absolutely groundless. . As the honorable member for Allandale pointed out, it was not likely that any
company would spend a large amount of
money on a mine and then stop ..
Mr. BAILES.-Then why do they ask for
the exemption now?
Mr. McLEOD said that the Minister
would have to be satisfied before any
exemption was granted under the money
covenants.
The matter was not to be. left
to the companies themselves.
Mr. BAILEs.-There will be no difficulty
in showing that they have expended the
money.
That is all you want.
Mr. McLEOD said the same argument
would apply to the granting of any exemption.
The honorable member's experience
must teach him that there was no greater
fallacy in connexion with mining than to
suppose that the rigorous enforcement of
labour covenants would tend to increase the
employment of miners.
Every company
put its money into mining in the hope of
making something out of it, and it was not
likelv that after they had spent their money
they would suddenly cease operations in
They were
order to in jure the miners.
desirous of getting on as rapidly as possible.
The object of this clause was to induce
the fuller and freer investment of capital
in mining in Victoria.
The :privileges:
which it was proposed to give. mining companies were not equal to those that were
given in other States, and with excellent
results.
The House divided on the question that
sub-clause (3) be omittedAy~

25

Noes

29

Majority for the sub-clause
AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Anstey
Beard
Beazley
H. S. Bennett
A. A. Billson
J. W. Billson
Bromley
Colechin
Elmslie
Hannah
KIrkwood
Lemmon
Mackinnon

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

McGrath
Oman
Outtrim
Prendergast
Sangster
Smith
Solly
Toutcher
Warde
Wilkins
Tellers.
Mr. Bailes
Mr. Lawson
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NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
'Sir
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Argyle
Bent
Bowser
Boyd
E.' H. Cameron
J. Cameron
Carlisle
Cullen
Downward
Duffus'
Fairbairn
Samuel Gillott
Graham
Gray
Holden

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Sir
Mr.
Mr.

Hutchinson
Keogh
Livingston
Mackey
McCutcheon
McKenzie
McLeod
Morrissey
Murrav
AlexaII~ler Peacock
Robertson
Swinbume
Tellers.
Mr. McBride
Mr. \Vatt

~Ir. McLEOD stated that when this
.clause was under considerntion in Committee, he promised to accept a suggestion
that had been made by the honorable member for Allandale, to' require the Minister
to lay on the table of the House a list of
all suspensions granted each year.
He,
therefore, begged to move the addition
to the clause of the follo,ying new sub-clause : -

(5) It shall be the duty of the Minister as
soon as pr.lcticable after the end of each year, to
lay on the table of the Legislative Assembly
a return setting out the number of every mining
lease in respect of which one or more suspen'sions of the labour covenant thereof have been
,granted during such year, the names of the
lessee or lessees, the period for which such
suspensions were granted, and the reasons for
'granting the same.

The amendment was agreed to.
Jfr. BAILES drew attention to clause
19, amending section 34 of Act Ko. 15 1 4.
He said that clause contaIned the following
proviso : Provided that, if in the opinion of the Minister
the matter may be adequately dealt with by the
Minister, he may, in lieu of submitting the matter for the determination of the Governor in
Council, determine it himself, and may order
,the lessee to pay such penalty as the Minister may
in, his discretion think fit, and in the event of
such penalty not being paid the Governor in
Council may declare such lease void.

He begged to moveThat the proviso be omitted.

The object of this amendment was to prevent the lVIinister from obtaining the power
of imposing a fine instead of forfeiting the
lease, where the lessee had not' complied
with the covenants. If this proviso were
adopted, it would on}y offer another premium, and a very big premium, to the shepherder. If the shepherder found, as he often
did fino, under existing circumstances, that
he coul~ successfully dodge the labour covenants, beat the Warden, and, if unsuccessful in defeating the Warden, that he could,
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bring such arguments to bear on the ,Minister that the lease was not forfeited, he
would hail with delight the additional
chance he would have under this proviso of
abstaining from complying with the labour
covenants, and simply paying a fine when it
W2.S satisfactoril v demonstrated to the Minister that the labour covenants had not been
complied \vith.
Mr. McLEOD observed that this question had been very fully discussed in Committee. He 'had explained that this proviso was in operation in anot~er State,
and was found to act very well indeed. So
far from offering another inducement to the
shepherder, he believed it ,,"ould add another terror to that individual There might
be circumstances under which the Warden
would not care to recommend the absolute
forfeiture of the lease, or else he would
recommend it to the Minister in such a halfhea'rted way that the Minister would be unable to order the forfeiture.
Under this
clause, however, the Minister might say-" I do not think this is a case for absolute
forfeiture, but I am satisfied that the lessee
has shown such neglect that I am justified
in fining him."
The whole clause had
been adopted by the Government after due
consideration, and had also been fully considered by the House. He would, therefore, ask honorable members to adhere to
their former decision.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. McLEOD called attention to clause
23, relating to the constitution of Mining
Boards. He said the clause was originally
drafted for a differeat board from that which
had been decided upon in Committee, and
several consequential amendments were now
necessary. He, therefore, begged to move
the adoption of those amendments.
The amendments were agreed to.
Mr. McLEOD stated that sub-clause (3)
of clause 23 provided who the members of
the Mining Board were to be, viz., an inspector of mines, two representatives of the
mining companies, two repres~ntatives to be
elected by holders of miners' rights, and
two representatives of the Amalgamated
Miners' Association. It was necessarv to
make better provision as to the mode of
election in the case of the representatives of
the Amalgamated Miners' Association. He,
therefore, begged to moveThat all the words after "representatives"
where it last occurs to the end of the sub-clause
be struck out, and the following inserted :-" to
be elected for a period of three years by the
members of the Amalgamated Miners' Associa-'
tion residing within such district, such election
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t.o b'e conducted by the branch or branches pf
such association existing in such district at the
time of such election.
The Governor in Coun:cil may in the event of any failure to elect
representatives as hereinbefore mentioned fill
any vacancies so caused by the appointment: theret<> of suitable persons:"
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orable members were in favour of retaining the present Mining Boards. The Minister's proposals would not improve the position of the mining industry. Owing to the
large districts the members of the boards
would have a great deal more work to do
for less pay. The Minister had not said
what remuneration he was going to give
Did the honorable gentleman inthem.
tend to ask miners to give up a certain
amount of their time, and visit extensive
areas of country, without saying how the
Government were going to recompense them
for their services? Honorable members
were asked to take a leap -in the dark.
I f the supporters of the Government followed the' Minister's lead, they would subyert the principle of local government to
a great extent in connexion with the mining
industry.
The Minister's desire was to
provide for separate representation.
He
was giving two members to the Amalgamated
~Iiners' Association to placate that body,
two to the holders of miners' rights,
and two to the mine-owners to placate them.
Soon there 'would be special representation
in this Chamber for farmers, merchants, and
other monopolists, including the butter gang.
He (Mr. Toutcher) was strongly against
separate representation in any form, and
desired to see the democracy represented
in as wide and broad a manner as possible. No convincing information had been
given to show the necessity for this proposed change, and when the new system
was put to the test, it would not be sustained by practical experience. The general opinion of the mining community was
dead against the Minister's proposal.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK stated
that he was very sorry to have to differ
from the honorable member for Stawell,
who had not observed that the Goyernment
had recognised the principle that the
miners who worked for other people were
just as entitled to have representation as
The
those who worked for themselves.
honorable member claimed that the present
boards ,,-ere absolutely perfect, but they
represented only the holders of miners'
rights, a large proportion of whom were
not miners. The great bod y of miners now
working in the big quartz and alluvial
fields were not represented on the present
boards.
'Mr. TouTcHER.-Thev can ce if they
take out miners' rights.-

Mr. BAILES asked if the :Minister of
Mines did not see that he was proposing
to give to a very large number. of persons
the right to vofe for two different sets of
representatives?
I have
Mr. McLEoD.-Certainly not.
considered that. It will be provided for
by regulation under the next clause.
Mr. BAILES said the Bill should provide that the holders of miners' rights, who
voted for miners' rights representatives,
should not be entitled to vote for representatives 'of the mining companies.
:Mr. McLEoD.-We have not lost sight of
that.
Mr. BAILES said the Minister might not
have lost sight of it'l but he had carefully
covered it up from the view of honorable
members.
Mr. TOUTCHER said he could not see
how there was to be any harmony resulting
from the adoption of the Minister's proposals. There was a branch of the Amalgamated Miners' Association, numbering
some hundreds of members, in Stawell j but
there was no branch in Ararat, where there
was a great number of miners, some working for companies, but mostly in' alluvial
ground on their own behalf. Those miners
wanted to know how Ararat was going to
be represented.
Mr. McLEoD.-The representatives will
be elected bv the members of the Amal. gamated M(ners' Association throughout
the whole district.
i\lr. TO UTCHER said the Ararat
miners would not have the same representation as the miners of Stawell, and other
The Minister was making imparts.
mensely large districts for the boards.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-They have
npthing to do.
:Mr. TOUTCHER said in that case,
why not absolutely wipe them out?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Hear, hear.
Mr. TOUTCHER said the boards had a
great deal to do, and their work was calcul:;tted to benefit the mining industry. The
Minister ought to have given the Committee
more information with regard to these·
boards. The honorable gentleman's proposals were not approved by the people
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
of his electorate, where there was great the honorable member would put those
dissatisfaction. The large majority of hon- miners to an expense of 2S. 6d. a year each
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for the privilege of voting for representatives on the Mining Boards, although they
got their votes for parliamentary representation for nothing at all.
Mr. TouTcHER.-They ought to get the
miners' rights for nothing.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
the honorable member was changing his
ground. Since the division last Wednesday niO'ht, several miners had told him that
they w~re pleased the Legislative Assembly
had recognised that they ought to have a
say in the election of the board that dealt
with the suspension of the labour covenants, the persons chiefly affected by which
were members of the Amalgamated Miners'
Association. There were not 50 miners
holding miners' rights in his electorate, where
there were 500, or 600 miners who had
no say in the election of the Mining Board
which dealt with the question of whether
the labour covenants should be suspended.
There was very little shallow alluvial ~n
his district. Of course that remark dId
not apply to Beechworth and Gippsland
East.
But take Ballarat, for example,
where miners' rights were chiefly held by
persons who desired to secure homes for
themselves, and after two and a half years
get the Crown grant of their residence areas.
He sincerel v hoped that honorable members
would not ;everse in the House what they
had done, after the fullest consideration, in
Committee.
The amendment was agreed to.
ThE! clause was verball y amended and
agreed to.
Clause 24 was consequentially amended
and agreed to.
Mr. BAILE S drew attention to clause
4 1 , containing the general rules, and providing, inter alia, in sub-clause (3 8),
thatEvery steam boiler coming into use after the
commencement of this Act shall be provided with
a proper steam gauge and two water gauges provided with brass guards around the glasses to
show respectively the pressure of steam and the
height of water in the boiler, and with two proper
safety valves, one to be locked.

He said he begged to moveThat a fkr the word "locked" the words
"and even high-pressure boiler shall be provided
with gauge glasses of unbreakable glass" be in·
~crted ..

Even with low-pressure boilers, the enginedrivers ran very great risk.
Only last
Saturday one lost his eyesight through a
glass bursting, which was a common occurrence. Of course, the risks were still greater
in connexion with high-pressure boilers,
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which were now coming more and more intO'
use. There were glasses that were absolutely safe, and he understood they werenot very mu~h dearer than the ordinary
glasses.
Mr. McLEOD said he was prepared to.
meet the honorable member as far as he
possibly could, to in~ure the safety of the'
engine-drivers, but a great difficulty might
be created if they inserted the words "unbreakable glass" in an Act of Parliament.
W as any glass really unbreakable?
If
the honorable member for Bendigo East
would withdraw his amendment, he would
move the insertion of the word" approved"
before the words "water gauges."
That
would enable the inspector to say whether
the glass was satisfactory or not.
Mr. Bailes' amendment \vas withdrawn.
Mr. McLEOD movedThat the word "approved" be inserted before
the words "water gauges," in sub-clause (38).

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. BAILES called attention to clause'
46, which he said dealt with the vexed
question of the employment of certificated
er:.gine-drivers. When this clause was last
before them he' submitted a proposal, which
met with the approval of both the Mine'
Owners' Association and the Engine Drivers' AssociatiDn. It was passed by the'
Committee, and included in the Bill. When
they were discussing the clause the Minister accepted the principle of his (Mr.
Bailes') argument, and said he would insert
certain words, but those words did not go·
quite as far as he (Mr. Bailes) desired.
In lieu of the clause now in the Bill, he
proposed to substitute the clause that was
jn the Bill of last year, altered so as tabring it into line with the amendments inserted by the Minister when the clause was
before -t,he Committee. He begged to'
moveThat clause 46 be amended to read as follows : 46. For section 143 of the Mines Act 1897 thereshall be substituted the following section,
namely:143. After the coming into operation of this.
Act any person who is not the holder of a certificate of competency as an engine-driver under
this Act, or the holder of a certificate of competency or of service as an engine-driver under
the Principal Act, or who is wholly or partially
deaf, or whose sight is defective, or who is subject to fits, giddiness, or any other infirmity
likely to interfere with the efficient discharge of
his duties, and who takes charge of machinery
in which steam is used as motive power, and'
every other person who employs any such ,person as aforesaid, shall be guilty of an offenceagainst this Division of this Part of this Act.
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.All machinery driven by electricity, water, oil,
.gas, or air (not, used for raising - or lowering
men), air winches, winches fixed on dredges with
.a. certificated engine-driver in charge, sinking
pumps and boring machines, or puddling engines
when fixed on an elevated puddling brace, shall
not be deemed to be "machinery" within the
meaning of this section.
Provided that where
men are being raised or lowered by an air winch
fixed underground, a permit from an inspector
·of mines must first be obtained before any person can take charge and drive such air winch,
and no person under the age of eighteen years
shall be allowed to take charge of an air winch
underground when men are being raised or
lowered.

'This would not prevent uncertificated men
,being in charge of electrical machines, except where men were being raised or lowered. The other night the Minister said
there were no winding machines driven by
.electrical power in Victoria at the present
time.
Mr. ',MCLEOD.-I said that men were not
ibeing raised and lowered by electrical
:machines.
Mr. BAILES said the Minister was
labouring under a very great mistake. Men
were being raised and lowered at 1\10010rt
to-da y by electrrcal power.
Mr. BENT.-VOU are mentioning the
'onl y one in the country.
Mr. BAILES said that electricity was
,going to become one of the great powers
utilized in the mining industry. Any man
of common sense could drive an electrical
machine, because he had merely to put the
handle to the indicator, and the power was
let go into the driving apparatus.
An
uncertificated engine-driver should not be
allowed to have charge of an engine by
which men were raised and lowered. Personally, he did not care who had to give
the certificate, because if it was shown
that an accident had resulted through
'a certificated man not being quali1ied to
drive the engine, the Government would be held responsible.
The Government would, therefore, take
care that only men who were qualified
should be appointed to issue those certificates. There was great responsibility on
the driver of an engine used to raise and
lower men in mines, because the driver
could
see
absolutely
nothing,
and
had
to
depend
entirely
on
the
knocks given by those who desired
to be raised or lowered in the mine.
The engine-driver had to exercise great intelligence and common sense to determine
whenever the slightest hitch occurred
whether it was an accident or not. The
lives and limbs of miners must not be placed
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in the hands of men who, altr.ough they
might be the most competent electricians in
the world, were absolutely ignorant of the
surroundings of a mine. He 'did not propose to interfere with the dtrivers of electrical engines, but simply desired to provide that a man must not be placed in
ch~rge of machinery where men were being
raIsed and lowered unless he had the certificate.
Mr. SMITH stated that he certainly
supported the proposition of the honorable member for Bendigo East.
He
could speak with some little authority
as ~o the necessity for having duly
quahfied men in charge of winding
machinery. Electrical machines worked so
sweetly that it was almost impossible to
tell if they had a load on or off. In the case
of ordinary winding machinery, the practical driver got to know by ear just exactly'
how the load was, and he could tell to a
nicety precisely what amount of power was
required to lift a load from the bottom or
from any intermediate stage. This amendment ~vould not in any way affect those
who WIshed to use electrical machinery for
any other purpose, while it \vould give the
miners a safeguard, which was duly recognised by the issue of a certificate, that the
men in whose hands they placed their lives
time and again were thoroughly competent
t~ attend to such machinery.
He recognIsed that members on the Ministerial side
wer~ )ust as anxious as mem'bers of the OppOSItIOn to conserve the lives and limbs of
miners, and he could as'sure those honorable members that no injustice in any shape
or form would be created by the issue of
a certificate under such conditions.
Mr. McBRIDE said he understood that
on. the ~ast occas:on when this subject was
b~mg dlscusse.d the Min~ster agreed to provId~ for certIficates bemg issued by the
ChIef Inspecto.r of :Mines to men who were
engaged in raising or lowerin rr miners by
means of electrical machines. b He thought
that would meet the case.
Mr. BOVD observed that he took it that
where steam engines or electric motors or
~ir wind.es were used for hauling or pumpmg. and where the lives of men were not
endangered, the honorable member for Bendigo East did not require that the driver
should possess a certificate.
Mr. BAILEs.-That is all provided for
in this clause.
. :Mr. BqVD said that if that was the
mterpretatIon he certain I y would recommend
the Ministe.r to accept the amendment.
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is all right; that settles

it.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK remarked that he was glad the Government
were going to accept the amendment, but
he would point out that if the driver of
this machinery was partially deaf, or his
sight was defective, the amendment provided
that he should be guilty of an offence. Now,
in view of the fact that recently a Victorian
pilot ran a great ship on to the, rocks
owing to a sudden seizure that came upon
him, it was an important ~uestion whether
there should not be periodical examinations
of the holders of these certificates.
Of
course that could not be provide'd' for now
'at this sta.ge, but the Government should
seriously consider whether those who were
in charge of this very valuable machinery,
where men's lives were at stake, particularly considering the great depths of same
of the Bendigo mines, once they had got
their certificates when in nerfect health.,
should not be periodically re-examined. He
remembered a case that happened when he
was a lad, where an engine-driver died
from heart disease sitting in his chair, in
which he had. just 'leant back after landing
some men.
:Mr. KIRKWOOD expressed the hope
that the Minister would agree to this amendment, which was a very necessary one. Boys
under eighteen should not be allowed to
raise or lower men in a shaft.
This had
been done in many cases, and men had actually refused to go down when boys were
in charge of the machinery.
Mr. :McLEOD remarked that he was
sorry he could not accept the amendment
as it stood now, because he was informed
that it would render the clause practically
meaningless, as it declared 1that certain
things were not to be considered machinery
The other
which were not machinery now.
night he promised to make provision in regard to electrical machinery for a permit
of some kind being given, and he was quite
willing now to meet the honorable member
as far as he possibly could. It w01!ld be
a fair compromise if the honorable member
withdrew the amendment, and he (Mr.
McLeod) would then move the addition of
words to sub-clause' (2) to provide that
where men were being raised or lowere.d by an electrical machine or air
winch fixed underground the driver
must have a permit.
A competent
driver had to be in charge of the boilers
and engines which drove the electrical machines, but at present there was no board
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appointed, and no regulations made for
testing drivers in a knowledge of electricitv.
This amendment would mean the
creation of a . fresh board, and a
fresh set of regulations. If this duty
was put upon the inspector, he would have'
to take means to satisfy himself that the
person working an electrical machine had
sufficient knowledge to be permitted to raise
or lower men.
He (Mr. McLeod) could
not accept the amendment as now worded
in the face of information that he had received from the officers of the Department
that, as drawn, it was in conflict with a
preceding portion of the clause.
~lr. BAILES said the wording of this;
amendment with regard to certain machinery
not being held to be machinery within the
meaning. of the Act, was exactly the wording that the Minister had got in his own
clause in the Bill, with some little additions.
Mr. McLEOD.- The little additions make
all the difference. Does' not what I now
propose meet all that the honorable member wants?
Mr. BAILES.-Ko. A permit might be
issued by any person. I f the House did not
pass tbis provision, either in this form or
in some other form, so as to safeguard the
lives 'Of the miners, it would be guilty of
one of the greatest offences that any bod"
of men could be guilty of.
This was a
matter that had stirred up the whole of the
mining community. Parliament had legislated time after time to safeguard the lives
of the miners. The severest penalties were
imposed upon the men on whom the responsibility rested of raising and lowering miners
in safety, and Parliament insisted on those
men having first-class certificates j but now,
by a scratch of the pen, it was proposed
to put any nincompoop in a position to be
able to send miners up and down 4,000
feet. It would be the greatest blot possible
upon this House to allow the clause in the
Bill to pass as it stood. His amendment
was well considered by the officers of the
Mines Department months ago, and had received their approval. It had also received
the approval of the mining investors, and
of the engine-drivers themselves, and the
only objection offered to it at all was the
objection of the Engine-drivers' Association., th::tt it did not go far enough.
Still,
they were quite satisfied to accept it as far
as it went, and the miners themselves would
accept it, even though it was only a modified system, rather than run the risk of placing their lives in the hands of any incompetent man that anybody might .choose to
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,appoint. As for giving' a permit, that made
no difference whatever.
..n.l1V individual
who might be in authority for the time
being might give a permit, but he dared not
give a certificate that the driver was competent, because then he and the GO\"ernment would be responsible.
Mr. McLEOD remarked that there was
no necessity to wax very hot about this
matter. He was most anxious to meet the
honorable member in every possible point
to safeguard the lives of men. He had alread y pointed out to the honorable member
that there was no board and no regulations
at present for examining the drivers of
electrical machinery. He had offered to
'put in an amendment to provide that any
-one who drove an electrical machine by
which men were raised or lowered should
be subject to th.e. same provision as had
already been made in regard to an airwinch. This offer was a very fair compromise. The Inspector of Mines would take
'care to satisfy himself that the person in
charge of the machine had qpalifications
sufficient to justify him in issuing that permit.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK remarked that it could not be controverted
that there was no board of examiners in
existence for drivers of electriGal machines,
and he would suggest that the honorable
member for Bendigo East should accept
the offer of the .Minister. He was a great
believe! in responsibility, and by the ·Minister's suggestion the onus of giving the
certificate would be cast on the Inspector of
~1ines. A company with which he was connected had one of these electrical plants,
which would be starting in four or five
weeks. One of the conditions was that
certain monev which was lodged in trust
should not be paid over until the machine
had been running for twelve months. Some
of the old employes of the company-engine-drivers-claimed that they were able
to work the machi'ne, and the company were
anxious to meet their wishes, but the contractors objected that these men had no experience of working an electrical plant.
and pointed out that the machine was still
their property until it had given complete
satisfaction. They said that with all due
respect to th'e Board of Examiners of Engine-drivers, the Board did not know anvthing about electricity, not having been
trained in it, and they (the contractors) were
not going to allow the risk to be run. Under
the Minister's proposal, however, it would
be possible f(\r the Inspector of Mines to

examine these men. He really believed
that· some of those engine-drivers would
have been perfectly competent to undertake
the work. The Minister's proposal would
go a long way to meet what the' honorable·
member for Bendigo East required, and
would be far better than the present system, ,under which there was no responsibility at all.
Mr. BAILES asked if the Minister
would agree to add to the clause in the
Bill a provision that no person should be
allowed to take charge of electrical machinery where men were being raised or lowered
without a permit from the Chief Inspector
of Mines? He knew an Inspector of Mines
who knew no more about mining than he
(Mr. Bailes) did about the law.
. Mr. McLEOD.-I am willing to' .accept
"Chief Inspector" all througli. the clause.
1\1 r. BAILES stated that in that case he
would withdraw his amendment.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. McLEOD said he would now move
amendments to meet the honorable member's wishes. He be'gged to moveThat sub-clause (2) be amended to read as follows : 'Vhere men are being raised or lowered by
any electrical machine or by an air winch fixed
underground, a' permit from the Senior Inspe~tor
of Mines must first be obtained before any person not being the holder of a certificate of compe~ency as an engine-driver can take charge and
dnve such electrical machine or air winch. Provided that no person under the age of eighteen
years shall be allowed to drive an air winch or
electrical machine while men are being raised or
lowered.

Mr. McBRIDE observed that there was
no necessi,ty for a certificate from the Senior
Inspector of Mines with regard to an airwinch. The ordinary inspector was in a
very much better position to judge the capabilities of these young fellows who drove
air-winches at the mines.
If the permit of the Senior Inspector of Mines was
made necessary every young fellow working an air-winch, even in a shallow winze,
would have to come to Melbourne to see
the senior inspector.
.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-The senior
inspector will issue the permits on the re..
commendation of his inspectors.
Tl-,e amendments were agreed to.
Mr. McLEOD drew attention to clause
4 8 , which provided that an accurate plan
and sections of every mine should be
deposited in the office of such mine not
of the year
, and
later than the
moved~

That the blanks be filled by the insertion of
"30th day of June" and" 19°5."
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The amendments were agreed to.
why the amendment was not practicable.
Mr. ANSTEY drew attention to sub- A tribute was let to work out a certain porclause (J) of clause 52, which was as fol- tion of ground. When that time was up
lows :~
of course that ground was worked out.
lVIr. OUTTRIM.-Is that so?
Every agreement for the working on tribute
of n.ny mine, whether held under lease or otherMr. McLEOD said it might be so. The
wise, and whether Crown lands or private lands, amendment would introduce an element of
or any part thereof, shall by metes and ~ounds
describe the land to be let, and shall specIfy' the very great complication into the matter, bemaximum and minimum number of men to be cause it provided that the men should be
kept employed by the tributer or tributers, and entitled to a renewal, no matter what the
the period for which such an agreement shall existing conditions might be. The condioperate, and shall as fully as possible set out
the term·s and conditions of such tribute, and tions under which the tribute was granted
shall be signed by the parties to be bound there- might have ceased to exist altogether, and
by.
Provided always that no tribute shall be quite an opposite set of conditions might
let for a lesser period than twelve months,
exist. The amendment might simply create
a position that it would be impossible to
and moved~
That the following words be added :-" with carry out. He was willing to accept anyright of renewal on terms and conditions of exist- thing at all in reason, but he could not
ing agreement."
accept an amendment which would make
He said that his reasons could be found in the clause unworkable.
existing reports on gold tributing.
This
Mr. OUTTRIM said there was no
was one reporttrouble in the district he came from, beYour committee, from its inquiries, found that cause all tributes there were let on metes
in no instance were tributes let until it had been
proved to the satisfaction of the directors of and 'bounds, and the tribute was not detercompanies that the ground would not pay if mined until the ground was worked. out.
worked by themselves, and they also found that But in the Bendigo district they took trithere were large areas of ground at present butes for a specified time, say for a year.
unworked that would be prospected by tributers
if more liberal terms and greater security of They might start on a fairly soft reef, and
afterwards get into a hard patch, when pertenure were granted to them by the directors.
All the arguments through- this Bill were haps three-fourths of the time would be
that greater security of tenure should be taken up with dead work. He admitted
given, and he desired that tributeh should that the Minister hadl made arrangements
have the right of Ienewal after they had so that companies would have to pay half
worked for tte period mentioned.
One the cost of the dead work of the tributers,
case, taken out of the Mines DeRartment's but nevertheless he would impress on the
report, seemed ample to prove his conten- Minister the desirability of doing something in th;e direction proposed by the
tion. It was as follows:Bonanza Mine is owned by English share- r.onorable member for Brunswick. The honholders, who, on taking over the property, car- orable member only desired to see placed
ried on prospecting work for some little time, in the Bill some clause which would insure
when they decided to ere:t machinery.
They
have a very complete plllnt, consisting of 10- to the men who took a tribute that they
head battery by Tangye, with Wiifley table; also would have the benefit of their labour, and
Tangye winding plant on main shaft.
The this was only fair. 'He would suggest that
ore then opened up falling off in quality, oJ2era- the Minister should make some proposal bv
tions were partially suspended, and for the
greater part of 1903 the mine has been on tribute. which, in the event of men who took up
Stone crushed by tributers yielded one ounce a tri'bute under certain metes and bounds,
per ton.
It is reported the company have de- say, for twelve months, finding at the end
cided to resume wqrk on wages; the prospects of that time that they had not worked out
at present are most promising.
The lode is
from 6 inches to 18 inches wide, and appears to their claim, the tribute should be extended.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).have a permanent appearance.
He desired that men, after they had opened Suppose they do not make an effort to do
up the ground and got 'On to gold, should it, how are you to get over that?
have an opportunity of reaping some reMr. OUTTRIM said the company took
ward for their labours.
good care that the tributers must fulfil the
Mr. McLEOD remarked that he regretted labour covenants. The tribute party must
that he could not a:ccept the amendment. continuously employ so many men, or else
Quite possibly when a tribute terminated the tribute was forfeited. All that was
the ground was worked out. Perhaps sus- desired was the assistance of the Minister
pension might be applied for for want of ·in seeing that tributers should have the
capital. In fact, there were fifty reasons beneflt of their labour. He felt that the
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very much return for his 'labour, he had no'
difficulty in getting the other six months,
but if he struck on anything remarkably
good, the company honoured their promise
more in the breach than in the observance.
The tributer was compelled to keep the full
complement of men at work, or else the tribute was very quickly terminated, and,
therefore, he (Mr. Bailes) thought that so
long as a tributer complied with the labour
conditions there should be no limit as to
the ti~e he might take to work out the
block of land. It was utterly impossible
to tell what the character of country that
would be met with from week to week might
be. As the honorable member for Maryborough pointed out, the tributer might first
ha ve some nice easy country, and then he
might get into some bad country, where he
could not make any headway at all. He
And provided also that when from any un- (Mr. Bailes) had a case now before his mind
foreseen or unavoidable cause any tributer or in which the company was insisting upon the
party of tributers are unable to finish working tributers doing some dead work, which was
the ground which is the subject matter of such absolutely unnecessary, and which could
tribute within the time specified therein, such
While
tributer or tributers shall have the right to con- only be beneficial to the company.
tinue working under the provisions of such tri- the tributers were doing that dead work,
bute until such ground is worked out.
, of course, they would not b~ able to break
That was to say, supposing a party took any stone. It might take them six or seven
up a piece of ground by metes and bounds months, and if there was only a twelve
for a time specified, and they' became un- months' tenure, this would be so much time
able from causes over which thev had no lost. The Bill, in his opinion, would provide
control-suer. as an outburst of w'ater, or a ample protection for these cases, but there
break-down in the machinery-to work the was a chance that from some unforeseen cause
ground out within the time, then under this such as a breakdown in the machinery, triamendment they could go on until they, did buters might be delayed in their work, and
work out the ground. The company could it was only right that there should be some
not stop them, provided they had honest~ y provision to enable the tribute to be kept
He
carried out their agreement with regard to alive under such circumstances.
working, and were unable bv some unfore- thought the suggestion of the Minister
seen or unavoidable cause to work out the would meet the case.
Mr. McBRIDE said he was glad the
piece of ground which was the subject of
the ~rib~te.
He :thought this proposal Minister had adopted the system which -he
(Mr. McBride) had advocated for many
would meet all reasonable requirements.
Mr. ANSTEY intimated that he would years, of letting tributes in blocks. There
withdraw his amendment in favour of that was, however, a provision in the clause
which he thought would not work in the
proposed by the :Minister of Mines.
Mr. BAILES remarked that he was very interests of the miner. It was provided
glad the honorable member for Brunswick that no tribute should be let for less than
had accepted the 'Minister's proposal, be- twelve months, and if this provision was
cause he was afraid that if the honorable adopted it would mean that, in many cases,
member insisted on his own amendment and tributes would not be let at all. In many
the Committee inserted the words which the instances there was not twelve months' work
honorable member proposed, it 'would re- in the tribute.
Mr. McLEoD.-The Assembly inserted
sult in no tributes being let at all. Unfortunately, the system that had existed so far that last session, and I have accepted it.
Mr. McBRIDE expressed the opinion
in Bendigo had been to have no agreement
beyond a verbal one. It had been the cus- that the Committee should strike the protom to give a six months' tenure, with a pro- vision out. . He had known many tributes
mise that it would be extended for another which it had not taken three months to
six months. If the tributer was not getting work out, and by this provision the companies
Session 1904.-[48J

Minister was sympathetic, and perhaps the
honorable gentleman was prepared to make
some proposal that would carry out what
the honorable member for Brunswick desired.
Mr. McLEOD stated that he had had a
conversation with the honoralble member for
Brunswick. He was very anxious to meet
the view which the honorable member was
desirous of providing for, but at the same
time he pointed out to the honorable member that there were very strong objections
to the amendment which he proposed. In
fact his clause, as it was drawn, was unworkable. The Bill provided, already that
every tribute should be by metes and
bounds, and if the honorable member would
withdraw his amendment he (Mr. McLeod)
was prepared to move the following addition to the sub-clause:-
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would be put in th~ position that they could
not let such ~ributes, although in nearly
every case they were profitable for the
mine.r.
If the provision was inserted the
only effect would be to stop good tributes
that might be let, and worked out within a
He hoped the Minister would
short time.
agree to strike out the period of twelve
months.
Mr. ANSTEY remarked that not being
able to get all he wanted, he was quite prepared to take what he could get, and therefore he had accepted the Minister's amendment as a substitute. for his own.
He
desired, however, to make a brie.f reference
to something that was said by the honorable
member for Bendigo East.
The honorable
member stated that if he (j\fr. Anstey) had
secured all he desired, the result would be
to stop tributes altogether.
Mr. BAILEs.-I said it might lead to
stopping a good many tributes.
Mr. ANSTEY said that companies had
to _work mines either by tributing or bv the
wage system.
The Select Committee on
Tributing, of which the honorable member
for Bendigo East was a member, furnished
a report in which they statedYour committee found that the tributers'
labour had frequently been the means of leading
the companies on to t.he working of stone from
which large sums in dividends had been paid
to shareholders, and in many instances that the
percentage received from tributers had been
sufficiently large to enable the companies to sink
shafts, drive levels, &c., without making calls
upon the shareholders.

In another part of the report they statedThe evidence given before your committee
disclosed the fact that the earnings of tributers
vary considerably; but the general opinion was
that tributers do not, on an average, earn more
than £1 per week, and in many instances that
they have to pay the working expenses out of
their own pockets.

Under that system if they we.re not prepared to pay wage labour, then the only
other thing he asked was that they should
em.ploy tribute labour under faiT, conditions.
He said that the men ought to be
enabled to work out the whole of the ground
they had taken up.
In the Bonanza mine,
to which he had previously referred, the
men worked for eighteen months on poor
ground, and as soon as they got on goldabout an ounce to the ton-the company then
declared, "You are back on wages." That
was distinctly unfair.
What he (Mr.
Anstey) had tried to do was to see that
men working under such conditions should
have the right. to get a further block
on good gold after they had been working
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on bad stone j but not being able to get
all he wanted he was glad at having been
able to secure something.
Mr. Anstey's amendment was withdrawn,
and Mr. McLeod's amendment was agreed
to.
Mr. McLEOD said that when the Bill
was in Committee previously, another ma,tter
was brought under his notice by the honorable member for Brunswick, which he had
promised to look into. There were a number of cases in which, in order to evade
the lease conditions, ground was taken up
under miners' rights, which were afterwards
consolidated and forrried into large holdings
without being subject to the lease conditions.
In order to meet these cases, he begged to
move the following addition to the clause : It shall not be lawful after the commencement
of this Act to assign pr let any lands held for
mining purposes by v'irtue of any consolidated
miner's right or let a tribute in regard thereto, without the sanction of the Minister.
Provided that nothing in this section contained shall
prevent any bona fide mortgage charge or incumbrance in the ordinary way of business. But
in all cases one general permission to let on
tribute shall be sufficient for the term of twelve
months.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. BAILES drew attention to clause 55,
providing, inter alia, that the percentage or
proportion to which the owner and the tributer were respectively entitled should be
calculated upon the "gross" value of the
gold or minerals obtained, and movedThat the word "gross" be omitted, with the
view of inserting the word "net."

He s~,id the honorable member for Brunswick had just quoted some remarks from the
report of the Tributing Committee.
That
report was drawn up by him (Mr. Bailes),
and what he knew then to be true, he knew
to be true also to-day. As a matter of fact,
the tribute,r was not allowed into any mine
until the proprietary had thoroug,hly satisfied themselves that they could not work
the stone with profit themselves. Therefore, it seemed grossly unfair that when a
man was permitted to go in and work what
the company knew they could not work
profitably themselves, he should be charged
a percentage on the gross yield of the gold.
It was only a fair thing that the percentage
should be on the net yield. The other day,
in conversation with the chairman of directors of one of our successful mining companies, that gentleman asked him if it was
possible in this Bill to introduce any amendment altering the present system that was
adopted by freeholders in extorting. royalty
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The House divided on the question that
from mining companies.
The gentleman
gave him, as an instance, the fact that his the word " gross" be omittedown company had paid some thousands of
Ayes
pounds to property-owners on whose prol\oes
perties they were mining, and said it was all
the same whether the company were getting
Majority against the amend2 OZS. to the ton, or 2 dwt. to the ton, those
ment
4
property-owners extorted the 10 per cent.
AYES.
royalty. At the present time the company
were getting 2 ozs. to the ton, and this meant Mr. Beard
Mr. McGrath
Mr. Oman
a very handsome thing to the property- Mr. Beazley
Mr. Outtrim
owners. He (Mr. Bailes) said to the gentle- Mr. H. S. Bennett
Mr. Prendergast
Mr. A. A. Biilson
man, "I am pleased to know that you have Mr. J. W. Billson
Mr. Sangster
come into line with me on my views with 1I1r. Bromley
Mr. Smith
Mr. Solly
regard to tributing."
The gentlem~ll1 Mr. Colechin
Mr. Toutcher
asked him, "How is that?" and he CUr. Mr. Elmslie
Mr. Warde
Mr. Hannah
Bailes) replied, " I have advocated for yea:s Mr. Lawson
Tellers.
that the percentage should come out of the Mr. Lemmon
Mr. Anstey
Mr. Bailes
net earnings, and not the gross earnings. Mr. Mackinnon
Now, it is quite evident that you can see
NOES.
that it is a proper thing that royalty should
Mr. Kirkwood
I\'lr. Bent
be paid to property -owners on the net, Mr. Bowser
Mr. Livingst('n
and not on the gross, yield, and' Mr. E. H. Cameron
Mr. Mackey
Mr. McBride
therefore I think you ought to admit the Mr. J. Cameron
Mr. McCutcheon
same principle as applying to the tributer." Mr. Carlisle
Mr. McKenzie
Mr. Cullen
He (1\Ir. Bailes) had ventilated this subject Mr. Downward
Mr. McLeod
times out of number in the Assembly during Mr. Fairbairn
Mr. Morrissey
Mr. Murrav
the last eighteen years, but, unfortunately, !v1T. Fortest
Sir Alexancler Peacock
although he had the sympathies of honoral;le Sir Samuel Gillott
Mr. Robertson
Mr. Graham
members, whe.} they attempted to pass legis- Mr.
Tellers.
Gray
lation dealing with the subject there had ~.rr. Harris
Mr. Boyd
Mr. Duffus
always been some hitch on account of the . Mr. Keogh
immense amount of formalities which the
PAIRS.
language of the Act was robed in.
Mr. Gaunson
\ Mr. Hunt
If the word "net" was inserted in place Mr. Wilki~s
Mr. Argyle
of the word "gross" he would venture
~Ir. BENT remarked that it was arranged
to say. that all complaints ought to disappear, and he believed the tributers would last night that this Bill should be finished
be quite content to take their chances as by half-past eight o'clock. They had had
to what the percentage might be.
The division after division, and he was not
honorable member for Kara Kara could see going to take any risks, in view of the
v.ery little difference between the applica- fact that some of. his supporter's were away.
tIon of these two wOIds when the tributer After so close a division as twenty-three
was making a rattling good cheque, but to twenty-seven, he was not going to allow
when the tributer was on starvation stone the Opposition the opportunity, by some
it was a matter for serious consideration. ' chance, of beating the Government on this
Bill.
:Mr. McLEOD stated that he had hoped
Sir ALEXANDER PEACoCK.-We have
that some of these amendments which had
already been discussed and settled would nearly finished it now.
~h. BENT said that he was not going
have been dropped. They only had halfan-hour this evening to get the Bill through. to risk it. It was well known that some
He could not accept the amendment. If of the Government supporters were away,
they inserted the word "net" it raised a and he was not going to risk being beaten
very serious question as to what should be on a thing like this.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
deducted. If they retained the word "gross,"
every company and every miner knew that, as one who had followed the Bill
exactly what the amount would be. Every closely, he could inform the Premier that
miner knew exactly what gold he got, and the next clause was one on which the Hou.,e
would know his proportion of the gross would be almost unanimously with the Minister of Mines.
yield.
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Mr. PRE!NDERGAST stated that it
might be assumed that there was some compact. He could inform the Premier that
there was no compact with himself (Mr.
Prendergast), and without being egotistical,
he could say that no compact could be made
He stated last night
with anyone else.
that the Bill should be gone on with to a
conclusion this evening, but no time was
He had been endeavouring to
mentioned.
help the Premier.
Mr. BENT.-Very fine help! There have
been more divisions on this Bill than any
other.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he hoped
the honorable gentleman did not want
to stifle discussion. Honorable members
on the Opposition side of the House wanted
to do their duty to the country, and they
were determined to do it, and it made no
difference what attitude the Premier took
up.
The SPEAKER.-There is nothing before the Chair at present.
Mr. McLEOD called attention to clause
56, containing the sludge provisions, subclause (6) of which was as follows:-
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as to the quantity of sludge matter in water
was not raised by any other honorable member.

Mr. BOWSER said that when this clause
was discussed in Committee tl::ere was a
considerable an10unt of doubt in the minds
~f honorable members as to what 1.0,)0
grains in the gallon meant. If hono~able
members would look at Hansard they would
s>.;e that the whole question was in suspeme
for some time. If honorable members knew
what I,OOO grajns to the gallon really
meant, he felt quite sure they \vould hesitate before passing this sub-clause.
Mr. TouTcHER.--It will stop all sluicing and dredging.
Mr. BOWSER said that he would ask
honorable members to look at the two
samples which he held in his hands, and
they would see at a glance what the Minister really meant by his proposal. Both
samples of water had been taken from the
same tank, and in one sample, comprising
a pint of water, there was 125 grains of
silt taken at the Ovens bridge at Wangaratta, 65 miles, counting the turnings in
the river, below the point at which the,
(6) For the purposes of this section water shall sludge was brought in.
be deemed to be polluted which contains in soluMr. PRENDERGAsT.-Which side of the
tion any poisonous or injurious matter in the. House is this opposition coming from?
total proportion of more than seventy-five grains
Mr. BENT.-I do not care what side;
to one gallon, or which contains in suspension
any earth or mineral or any earthy or other it will happen as I said.
insoluble mineral substance jn the total proporMr. BOWSER said that he thought it
tion of more than one thousand grains to one
would be admitted that this was a matter
gallon.
of such vital interest to the State-to the
He said that he had given consideration to
great agricultural and producing interest,
the question raised in connexion with the
use of the word" injurious," and he pro· as well as to mining-that it was necessary
posed to amend the sub-clause, so as to that honorable members should see what
He had, therefore,
they were doing.
remove any doubts or fears whatever. H~
brought
this
object
lesson
before them for
begged to movethe purpose of clearing up the doubts in
That the words "or injurious" be omitted,
and that the following words be inserted after honorable members' minds as to the meanthe word "gallon," line 5 :-" or other noxious ing of 1,000 grains of silt to the ganon. The
matter in such quantity as to be injurious to silt in the water which he was exhibiting,
public health."
had come down the river the distance he
The sub-clause would then read as fol- had mentioned, and all the slimy and
lows:poisonous matter that had been contained
(6) For the purposes of this section water shall in the silt was already deposited in the
be deemed to be polluted which contains in solu- channel. Honorable members would see,
tion any poisonous matter in the total proportion
of more than seventy-five grains to one gallon, by the sample containing the silt, exactly
or other noxious matter in such quantity as to be what the people in this State, who depended
injurious to public health, or which contains in on the Ovens River for their water s'upply,
solution any earth or mineral or any earthy or \vere being asked to drink.
other soluble mineral substance in the total proMr. BAILES.-Is the river ever like that?
portion of more than one thousand grains to one
The honorable member shook the bottle up
gallon.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) stated that to give it that appearance.
Mr. BOWSER said he would ask the
he was more interested in this clause, I.Jerhaps, than any other, but in order to expe- honorable member whether the water in
dite business he would not speak in con- the river was not shaken up during the
nexion with this matter at all, if the question floods?
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Mr. BROMLEY.-It is to be well shaken regarding the operation of this clause. It
was all very well for the honorable membefore taken.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Before exhi- ber to exhibit a bottle of water, containing
a certain quantity of sludge, but in order
bited.
Mr. BOWSER said that this was a very to carry out th~ honorable member's arguserious question, affecting the reticulation ,ment, the quantity of polluted water going
of tfue water supply for domestic purposes. into the river would have to be equal to
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-This should the amount of water already in the stream.
The point of contamination of the water
come up on a vVater Supply Bill.
Mr. BOWSER said that if honorable which would form the subject of a prosemembers would allow him to proceed, it cution would b~ the point at which the
would be more in accord with the wish stream from the mine enteied the river. The
of the Premier, and of the majority of greater part of the sludge would be dehonorable members. What he desired to posited, and the proportion of polluted
ask was that, before the measure in its water that came into the river would be
present form was passed, consideration small in proportion to the whole amount of
should be given to the effect upon the water water in the river. Supposing twenty men
supply, of allowing 1,000 grains of sludge were sluicing, and that the water from'
to the gallon.
If they took the gaug- twenty sluice heads entered the river, which
ings of the Water Supply Department already contained water equal to that which
as to the quantity of water which would come from 200 sluice heads, perpassed the bridge throughout the year, and haps only one-fifth or one-sixth of the polif they allowed 1,000 grains to the gallon, lution would be denosited in the stream.
with 6! gallons to the cubic foot" they I t did not follow that because they were
would have 33,000,000 tons of sludge pass- fixing a statutory limit, they were going to
ing that point, and deposited along the allow sluicing in rivers which were now
course of the river. It was, therefore, :l
nure, such as the Goulburn and the 'Murray.
matter of considerable importance to all
Thev were not going to a110w sluicing there.
concerned.
In this clause, they were 1aking precautions
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - What does
in regard to rivers in which sluicing was
the honorable member suggest?
now carried on. The board would make reMr. BOWSER said that he would merely
gulations
for settling pits and dams to catch
ask from the honorable member for Allandale, and other honorable members, the the marser particles. The Department stood
courtesv of attention while he addressed in the position of holding the scales of jushimself to this question, which he thought tice fairly betwe~n the miner and the agriculturist, and he did not believe that there
was one of considerable importance.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You did not W:lS anything antagonistic in these two interests if fair provisions were adopted. He
help me much when I was discussing it.
Mr. BOWSER said that the honorable thought the Government were making promember for Allandale did not help him visions which would fairlv protect the
much last year when he introduced his rivers, and yet not put a stop to mining.
amendments in connexion with this matter. In any prosecution for polluting the river,
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Yes, I sup- the water would have to be taken at the
point at which it entered the stream. He
ported you.
'Mr. BOWSER said he would ask the was as anxious as the honorable member to
Ministe'r to reduce the 1,000 grains to 800' protect the rivers, and he considere!d that
grains, so as to be on the safe side. He this was a fair compromise. He would ask
would urge the Minister to consider that the honorable member to accept it, and
point before including in the Bill and allow the clause to go through as the Gomaking part of an IAct of Parliament vernment proposed.
a proposal the definite result of which
Tr.e amendment was agreed to, and the
What
was the clause, as amended, was passed.
they did not see.
use of passing legislation to proMr. McLEOD said that the matter of
tect the channels of rivers and irrigation works, and domestic and other water guaranteeing that the men employed in minsupply, if they left power in the clause by ing would have some security for their
which the pollution at present carried on wages had been brought before him by the
honorable member for Brunswick.
The
was to be allowed to be continued?
honorable
member
had
prepared
a
clause,
:Kir. McLEOD expresse(d the opinion that
there was a great deal of misapprehension but he (Mr. McLeod) was inclined to think
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that it did not go as far as the clause which
he himself proposed to insert.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-He will withdraw his.
Mr. McLEOD said that he had distributed the new clause, which he proposed
to add to the Bill in place of that suggested
by the honorable member for Brunswick.
He begged to moveThat the following new clause be added to
the Bill : AA. (I) All wages or salary for any period
not exceeding two months and not exceeding in
amount the sum of fifty pounds due to any
mining employe, whether over or under the age
of twenty·one y':ears, by any registered mining
company, mine·owner, or mining co·partnership
in respect of services rendered in conn ex ion with
mining operations for such mining company, mineowner, or mining co-partnership, shall be a first
charge upon aI1' plant, machinery, and effects
used in connexion with such mining operations,
the property of such mining company, mineowner, or mining co-partnership, notwithstanding
that such plant and machinery be mortgaged or
charged to secure the payment of any moneys,
or that there may be any lien upon the same.
The claims for wages and salary as aforesaid
shall rank equally among themselves, and shall
be paid in full, unless the proceeds of the sale
of such plant and machinery be insufficient to
meet them, in which case they shall abate in
equal proportion between themselves.
For the
purpose of this section the words "mining employe II shall include any clerk, mine manager,
under manager, handicraftsman, miner labourer,
workman, or servant in the employ of any registered mining company, mine-owner, or mining
co-partnership, and the words "mining copartnership II shall mean and include any cooperative party, syndicate, or body of persons
carrying on mining operations and not registered
as a company.
.
(2) A sheriff, bailiff, or other officer in execution of any process against a registered mining
company, mine-owner, member, or members of a
mining co-partnership sha"il, in the first instance,
seize for the amount of the judgment debt and
costs, and on such seizure shall forthwith require
and' receive from the legal manager, public
officer, or person in charge of the operations of
such company, or the manager or person having
the charge of the mining operations of such
mine-owner or co-partnership, a full and correct
statement of the wages due up to the date of
such seizure to the mining employes of such company, mine-owner, or co-partnership, and thereupon such sheriff, bailiff, or other officer shall
enlarge his seizure so as to seize and sell sufficient to satisfy all the aforesaid moneys annearing to be due for such wages for a period not
exceeding two monfns, and not exceeding in the
case of any such mining employe the sum of fifty
pounds, in addition to the judgment debt and
costs, and such other charges as are allowed by
law to such sheriff, bailiff, or other officer, and
out of the proceeds of such sale shall, after the
payment of his own costs and expenses, but
before paying the judgment debt and costs, pay
to the nearest clerk of petty sessions the amount
of 3uch wages, whose receipt shall be a sufficient
discharge for the same, and who shall distribute
the same to the persons entitled thereto.
Any
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person required by this section to supply information as to the amount of wages owing as pro·
vided herein and refusing to furnish the same
shall on conviction be liable to a penalty not
exceeding twenty pounds.

The new clause was agreed to.
Mr. McLEOD said that with regard to
the proposed new clause circulated by the
honorable member for Brunswick, with regard to the register of mortgages, charges,
&c., he had spoken to the honorable member, and had pointed out to him that the
clause would be out of place in this Bill.
The Government had a Bill partly in print
in connexion with companies, dealing with
fraudulent representations and other matters, and that would be the proper place
for the honorable member's proposed new
clause.
Mr. ANSTEY stated that he desired
the registration of mortgages. 'Vhile the
concessions made by the Minister were
very good to the extent they went, they
would not meet such cases as that which
occurred at Ballarat, where Mr. Agar
Wynne and Mr. Pearce went to court, and
said the plant was theirs. What was done
was to put on a plant and charge a peppercorn rental, and when the men came on the
company for their wages the company said
the plant was not theirs. As the Minister
stated that this matter would be dealt with
in an amendment of the Cqmpanies Act, he
would not now press this new clause.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK sard
he desired to know whether the Government
had determined to carry out the promise
made by Mr. Irvine when Premier, that
there should be an amendment of the comnanies law dealing with mining companies?
The machinery for dealing with comr''1nies was the necessary corollary of this
Bill.
Mr. McLEoD.-I have stated that some
cl:luses have been printed, and that a number more have been drafted.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
that if the Government proposed to bring
in a Bill, as stated, he was satisfied.
'Mr. BENT.-Do not take that for granted.
Mr. LAWSON said that he had circulated a new clause, but he had altered it
from the form in which it was circulated
by striking out certain words, in order to
make it apply in connexion with wages,
and wages alone. He thought that would
meet the objections that the Minister had
to his proposal. The principle of his new
clause was already embodied in other legislation, and this was such a fair and reasonable proposal that he could not see any
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tangible objection to incorporating it in the
mining law. He hoped that the Minister
would accept his proposal in its modified
form, and allow it to become a part of
the State law relating to mining.
1\1r. BENT.-We have had a division already on it.
Mr. LAWSON said he wanted the Government t'O accept it in the form it was
now submitted.
Mr. BENT.-Physically we could, but
morall y we cannot.
Mr. LAWSON said he did not understand the distinction in this particular case.
The proposal was previously beaten only
by two votes, and a number of honorable
members had refrained from supporting it
out of l'Oyalty to the Government.
The
Minister of Mines might see his way to
concede this point now. He begged to
move the following new clause:D. (I) In the event of any dispute with respect
of wages occurring between the owner or owners
of any mine or mines and the miners employed
by him or them therein, such dispute may be
inquired into and determined by a board, consisting of a chairman, who shall be a "Varden
appointed by the Minister, and of six other persons, three of whom shall be appointed or elected
by such owner or owners, and three of whom
shall be elected by the miners employed in such
mine who are party to such dispute.
(2) The Governor in Council may, pursuant to
the provisions of section seventy-seven and
seventy-eight of the Principal Act, make regulations for the conduct of elections of members
of such boards.
(3) In the event of the owner or a majority
of the owners or of a majority of the said miners
being dissatisfied with the determination of such
board, such owner or majority of owners or
majority of miners may require such determination to be referred to the Court of Industrial
Appeals constituted under the provisions of the
Factories and Shops Act 1903, and such determination shall be referred by the Minister accordingly.
(4) The provisions of the Factories and Shops
Act 1903, with regard to determination of
Special· Boards referred by the Minister to the
Court of Industrial Appeals, shall, as nearly as
practicable, apply to determinations referred by
the Minister to the court under the provisions of
this section.
(5) Any person who contravenes or who does
not comply with any determination under the
provisions of this section made by a board or
by the Court of Industrial Appeals shall be
guilty of an offence, and shall be liable to a
penalty of the same amount, and which may be
enforced in the same manner as for an offence
against the provisions of Division 1 of Part III.
of the Mines Act 1897.
(6) No reference to the Court of Industrial
Appeals of a determination of a board constituted under the provisions of this section shall
have the effect of suspending or delaying the
operation or such determination. '
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Mr. ~lcLEOD remarked that the matter
had already been fully discussed in Committee, and he had nothing to add to what
had been stated before. He would have
liked to see his way clear to accept this, but
there was a strong objection to dealing
with legislation piecemeal, by legislating
with regard to one occupation, and leaving out all the others, especiall y in the present state of the arbitration and conciliation
proposal. The Government could not accept piecemeal legislation in regard to this
matter.
The House divided on the new clauseAyes
26
Noes
25
Majority for the clause
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

1

AYES.
Anstey
Mr. M<-rrissey
Beard
Mr. Oman
Beazlev
Mr. Outtrim
H. S. 'Bennett
Sir Alexander Peacock
A. A. Billson
Mr. Prendergast
J. W.· Billson
Mr. Sangster
Bromley
Mr. Smith
Colechin
Mr. Solly
Elmslie
Mr. Toutcher
HanniJh
Mr. Warde
Harris
Lemmon
Tellp,rs.
Mackinnon
Mr. Bailes
McGrath
Mr. Lawson

I

NOES.
Mr.
Mr. Bent
Mr. Bowser
Mr.
Mr. E. H. Cameron
Mr.
Mr. J. Cameron
Mr.
Mr. Carlisle
Mr.
Mr. Cullen
Mr.
Mr. Downward
Mr.
Mr. Fairbairn
Mr.
Mr. Forrest
Mr.
Sir Samuel Gillott
Mr.
Mr. Graham
Mr. Gray
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. Hutchinson

Keogh
Kirkwocd
Levien
Livingston
Mackey
McCutcheon
McKenzie
McLeod
Murray
Robertson
TellerJ.
Boyd
Duff~s
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Mr. Caunson
Mr. McBride
Mr. Wilkins

I Mr.

Hunt
Mr. Thomson
Mr. Argyle

Mr. SMITH proposed the following new
clause : In workings where the temperature exceeds
eighty degrees no person shall be employed
for more than thirty-six hours in any week nor
for more than six hours in any day.

He said he would read a state.ment which
had appeared in the Bendigo Advertiser. It
was the experience of a man who had inquired into the conditions of the working
miner : A gloomy chamber, illuminated by candles,
with its floor covered by water which reached

·
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over our knees, and inhabited by men clothed
onl~ in trou~ers and boots, who squatted uE to
theu necks m the water to cool themselves-as
th'ey ,enjoyed, or r~ther sufferec.I, a brief respite
from work. The nOIse of a commg truck reached
us, and I looked out with interest for the newcomer.
On the truck came, raising, like a
mmlature liner, a swell on the water, while the
chest and face of the trucker glistened in the
candle light.
It was with a sigh of relief that
?e gave th.e truck a final. push, and sinking down
mto the duty water, whIch was greasy with the
drippings of plany candles, and smelt as " underground" as it could smell, enjoyed its apparent
coolness after his exertions in the drive.

That was a condition of affairs that some
miners had to contend against on account
of the temperature in which they worked.
He had heard of miners smothering their
bodies with anti-friction grease to prevent
their own perspiration scalding them.
In
order that men should work under something like rational conditions, if the conditions could not be immediately improved by
reducing the temperature" Parliament ought
to shorten the hours during which men had
to endure such abominable conditions.
He
thought that a provision of this kind in the
Bill would meet with the satisfaction and
the gratitude of many miners, e,specially
in the Bendigo district. Some of the mines
had already adopted this practice and found
it to their advantage.
'He trusted that
those mine-owners who we.re not disposed
to adopt it from humane motives would be
compelled by Act of Parliament to do so.
Mr. McLEOD said he thought the honorable member should not expect that a clause
of this nature, of which only one day's
notice had been given, and which would revolutionize the working of the,:mines, should
be adopted.
He thought it was obvious to
honorable members that such an important
clause should not be sprung on the House
at the last moment.
He was strongly opposed to it.
The House divided on the new clause.Ayes
23
Noes
28
Majority against the clause
AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
.Mr.

Beard
Beazl~y

H. S. Bennett
A. A. Billson
J. W. Billson
Bromley
Colechin
Elmslie
Hannah
Harris
Kirkwood
Lemmon

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mackinnon
McGrath
Outtrim
Prendergast
Sangster
Smith
Solly
Toutcher
Warde
Tellers.
Mr. Anste)
Mr. Baile9
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biii.

NOES.

Mr. Bent
Mr. Bowser
Mr. E. H. Cameron
Mr. J. Cameron
Mr. Carlisle
Mr. Cullen
Mr. Downward
Mr. Fairbairn
Mr. Forrest
Sir Samuel Gillott
Mr. Graham
Mr. Gray
Mr. Hutchinson
Mr. Keogh
Mr. Levien

Mr. Livingston
Mr. Mackey
Mr. McBride
Mr. McCutcheon
Mr. McKenzie
Mr. McLeod
Mr. M'Hrissey
Mr. Murray
Mr. Oman
Sir Alexander Peacock
Mr. Robertson

Tellers.
Mr. Boyd
Mr. Duffus
PAIRS.

·Mr. Gaunson
Mr. Lawson
Mr. Wilkins

I Mr.
Hunt
Mr. Langdon
Mr. Argyle

Mr. SMITH proposed the following new
clause:.
It shall be' compulsory on the part of the
mine-owner to allow tributers the right of entry
to any part of the workings of any mine held
by the said owner on lease if in such workings
no work has been done by the said owner for a
period of three years, providing always that such
entry shall in no way interfere with the working of the mine.
'

He said that during the discussion on this
Bill members had heard a great deal about
the value of the tributer to the mining industry. He desired, by this clause, to
make some extra provision for the tributers
-a provision which had not hitherto appe,ared in any Mines Act.
In the district
in which he lived there were numbers of
places where tributers might, if allowed,
earn a living, and as all members were apparently eager to have work provided for
unemployed men, he contended that this
clause would open the door to allow of such
being done. He did not wish to intrude
to any great extent on the domain of the
mine-owner. As a rule the mines were
only thrown open to tributers when the
owners were satisfie.d that they could not
m~ke them pay.
Although a company
mIght fulfil the whole of the' labour covenants, it was possible that there was room
in the mine to allow a number of tributers
to earn a living without in any way interfering with the working of the mine, or with
the privileges of the owners.
He knew
that this was a very knotty question, because
the word "compulsory" came in.
He believed there were honorable members who
objected to this word in any shape or form,
and they would no doubt oppose it now.
Mr. BENT.-Hear, hear.
Mr. SMITH said that he thought he
made sufficient. provision in the clause to
meet any' objection on the part of the
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owners by the words "providing always cculd not be any danger of the tenant claimthat such entry shall in no way interfere ing an absurd right against the landlord,
with the working of the mine." Therefore, because he would have to appear before the
he did not think that it would inflict any Judge, who would take into account all the
great hardship on any lease-holder. See- circumstances, and would do justice to the
ing that the lease-holders did not always landlord.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-The only thing is
work the ground themselves, they should not
be allowed any longer to maintain the atti- that, while this application is being made a
third offence may be committed, and the
tude of the dog in the manger.
licence
then ipso facto comes to an end.
Mr. McLEOD observed that the clause
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that the
would have no effect if it were passed.
Minister in charge of the Bill proposed that
What was the good of the right of entry?
there should be an immediate application
The clause provided that the tributers were to the Court, and if that were done it would
to have the right of entry "to any part of not affect the transfer of the licence. Not
the workings of any mine held by such only that, but when the tenant applied to
owners." There were many parts of the the Court he would be required to carry out
mine that might be in full work, while there fully his original agreement with the landwas no work being done in other parts. Ac- lord. ICompensation might be given to him
cording to this proposal, if the mine em- in connexion with the furniture in the house.
ployed the full number of men, and they The agreement itself would probably give
happened to ,be engaged in one end of the the landlord full rights over the whole
mine the tributers should be allowed to go place, and practically hand over the tenant
into ~nother part. He was opposed to it.
to him, body and soul, without allowing the
The clause was negatived.
tenant any compensation whatever, simply
A consequential amendment was made in because he had signed an agreement which
he did not thoroughly understand.
The
the schedule.
On the motion of Mr. McLEOD, the Bill Minister in charge of the Bill had stated
that he would allow sub-clauses (2), (5), and
was then read a third time.
(6) to apply to these cases, but that he did
ASSENT TO BILL.
not intend to allow sub-clause (I) to apply
The application of those subMr. BENT presented a message from to them.
the Governor, intimating that, at Govern- clauses would be of some advantage, but he
ment House, on August 26, His Excellency would like an explanation why it was not
gave his assent to the Consolidated Revenue thought desirable to make sub-clause (I)
apply also.
Bill (No.2).
1\1r. MACKEY said that sub-clause (I)
provided that before taking any action in
REAL PROPERTY BILL.
Court-as, for instance, for ejectment-the
1'I1r. MACKEY moved-landlord must serve a written notice upon
That the House agree with the amendments the tenant specifying the breach that had
made in Committee in this Bill.
been committed, and requiring him within
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that an a reasonable time to remedy that breach, if
I twas
amendment was made in clause 15 last it were ,capable of being remedied.
night, and it seemed to him, as he evident, however, that where a licensee had
had
stated
earlier to-day,
that it allowed two convictions to be registered
was not desirable to have one set against him he could not 'remedy that
of landlords and tenants in a different breach in the same manner as he would be
position from other landlords and tenants. able to remedy a breach of covenant to reThe amendment made a distinction by pro- pair or build; neither was it a breach that
viding that the clause was not to extend to c.ould be assessed in the way of compensaOn a third conviction the licence
landlords and tenants under the Licensing tIon.
Act, in reference to the covenant that ap- became absolutely lost to the landlord.
plied to the lease.
There might be two In such an event no tenant was likely to
convictions against the house, and they pay the landlord any compensation 'that
The Minister in would be adequate. If in cases of that
might affect the lease.
charge of the Bill had pointed out that kind it were provided that the landlord
money compensation could not meet a case must give notice to the tenant before takof that kind, and that therefore it would ing action to forfeit the tenancy. it was
be unfair to apply this sub-clause to cove- obvious that the only effect would be to
nants in a lease held by the licensee. There cause delay.
Session 1904.-[49]
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MI. MACKINNON.-You give time for the
nllschief to 'be done.
Mr. :MACKEY said that was really the
point. The tenant knew that he must go
ultimately and whether he went at once or
in a weel~"s time made no substantial difference. The leader of the Opposition had
previously pointed '011t that where there had
been a second conviction against the
licensee, a third conviction might be brought
about in some way by the landlord himself
on purpose to get rid of tr.e tenant.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Surely not.

Bill.

Mr. :MACKINNON called attention to
clause I, which provided, inter aliaThis Act shall commence and take effect from
and immediately after the first day of October,
190 4,

and movedThat" October, 1:904," be struck out, and
"January, I9os,"inserted.

Mr. BENT.-I shall oppose that. It is
of no use going on with the Bill at all, if it
is to be put off until next January.
:Mr. MACKINNON said that this was,
no doubt,a rather important BiB, and' if
the date at which it was to come into operation was put off for two or three months,
it would give the legal profession more time
to become acquainted with it.
Mr. BENT.-It is a'll the profession-nothing but the profession.
Mr. MACKINNON said it was often
a pity that things were not dOlJ e more pr~
fessionaHv. As the clause stood now, It
was prop~sed to bring the Bill into operation in a month's time.
There might be
some reason for bringing it into force immediately j but he could not conceive what
that reason was from the point of view of
the public. He did not care very much one
way or the other.
Mr. BENT.-Make it November, if you
like.
Mr. MACKINNON said he would adopt
the Premier's suggestion.
By leave, he
begged to withdraw his previous amendment, and to move-

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I know of an 111stance where it was done.
Mr.MACKEY said that even under the
present law the landlord practically could
not re-enter without taking court proceedtings. The only effect of this clause was
when those court proceedings were taken,
to enable the ten'ant t6 ask for relief. Now,
he did not see any objection to that. If
the tenant had committed a second breach,
and there was noth.ing to be said in his
favour, there would be no hope of the Court
giving him any relief. All he (Mr. IVIackey)
asked was that in a case that was not
bona fide the tenant should not have the
right of delay by means of 'a provision that
the landlord must give him this notice. It
was not a notice of action, hecause that
notice must be given in any case, but it
was a notice asking him to remedy what
was irremediable. His own suggestion was
that the new subdivision (IA) of sub-clause
That "October" be struck out and "N ovem(7) should be inserted as part of sub-clause ber" inserted.
(I) of clause 15· It would then read that
The amendment was agreed to.
sub-clause (I), which prescribed this notice,
Mr. MACKEY caned attention to clause
should not apply to this class of cases, and J 5, and said he had alr.eady indicat~d his
then the landlord might proceed with his intention of moving an amendment WIth reaction of ,ejectment. The. tenant, however, ference to subdivision (IA) of sub-clause
would still have' any right to re1ief which (7). He begged to movehe could hope to get from the Court, but
That subdivision (IA) 'of sub-clause (7) be
in 99 cases out of 100 no such relief would st:ruck out, with the view 'of i"nserting it imbe given. "Vherever the licensee had a mediately after sub-clause '(I),.
bona fide case for relief the Court would
The amendment was agreed to.
be able to grant it as fully as in the case
Mr. MACKEY proposed the insertion of
of any other tenant. The only effect of the following sub-clause, to follow subthe alteration would be to sa y that the clause (1)landlord need not give this notice, which
This sub-section does not extend to a covenant
was ,only of value to the tenant for pur- or condition against doing, omitting, or sufferposes of delay.
ing anything whe~eby or by. means whereof
The SPEAKER.-I would remind the
honorable mem'ber that we cannot make that
amendment before we decide the question
before the Chair, which is thai the House
agree with the 'amendments made in
Committee.
The motion was agreed to.

either alone or WIth otTler cIrcumstances any
licence under the Licensing Act 18 90 shall or
may be endangered or shan or may be liable
to expire or be forfeited, suspended, taken away,
or refused.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MACKEY dr.ew attention to clause
21, empoweriIilg a mortgagor, as long as
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his right to redeem continued, to "inspect
and make copies or abstracts of or extracts
from the documents of title relating to the
mortgaged property," and movedThat after the words " documents of title)) the
words "or other documents" be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. LAWSON calIed attention to subclause (2) of clause 22, which was as follows : (2) This section applies only if and as far
as a contrary intention is not expressed in the
mortgage deeds or one of them.

He said he begged to moveThat sub-clause (2) be omitted, an.d the following sub-clause inserted in lieu thereof;"This section shall have effect notwithstanding
any stipulation to the contrary.))

This amendment would bring the general
law into conformity with the Transfer of
Land Act.
Mr. MACKEY stated that he would accept the amendment. It was proposed in
order to make the general law exactly the
same as the Transfer of Land Act.
The amendment was agreed to.
Clause 43 was consequentially amended.
l\1r. GAUNSON drew attention to clause
R, which was as fonows:The term "month" when used in any conveyance, mortgage, lease, under-lease, agreement
for a lease or under-lease, contract of sale, or
any document or transaction relating to property,
shall be deemed to mean calendar month, unless
the circumstances otherwise require.

He said the word "month" in all Acts of
Parliament meant "calendar month," but
in all documents of every kind, unless the
parties to those documents otherwise expressly provided, it meant "lunar month,"
or twenty-eight days. He . suggested in
Committee that it would be well to have
the law made uniform, and the Minrster
had seen his way to adopt that suggestion.
Mr. MACKEY stated that the honorable member for the Public Officers mentioned this matter in Committee. According to the Bill, the word "month" in all
transactions relating to property meant
calendar month. The honorable member
desired an amendment, making the word
" month" in all documents mean "calendar
month."
To effect that purpose he (Mr.
l\1ackey) begged to moveThat the clause be amended to read as follows;
--The term "month)) "[hen used in any conveyance, mortgage,. lease, under-lease, agreement, contract, or any document or transaction
whatever, whether relating to property or not,
shall .be deemed to mean calendar month, unless
the Clrcumstances otherwise require.

The amendments were agreed to.
[49]
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Mr. LAWSON called attention to subclause (2) of clause 56, which was as follows : (2) Any notice required or authorized by thi-s
Act to be served on a lessee or mortgagor shall
be sufficient although only addressed to the lessee
or. mortgagor by that designation without his
name or generally to' the persons interested without any name, and notwithstanding that any
person to be affected by the notice is absent under
disability, unborn, or unascertained.

He said this provision was frightfully
He did not know that the subvague.
clause was required, and he begged 1'0
moveThat sub-clause (2) be omitted.

Mr. MACKEY stated that frequently in
mortgage deeds it was provided that the
notice to be served on the mortgagor should
be sufficient, if simply addressed, "The
Mortgagor, Grand Hotel," if he lived
there, although the person sending such
notice knew the name .of the person it was
meant for.
This provision was frequently
inserted in mortgage deeds, and for that
Ieason it was introduced into the English
He agreed, however, with the honAct.
orable member for Castlemaine that an Act
of Parliament should not sanction a notice
of that kind. The parties might agree to
it1 if they liked to do so, with their eyes
open.
It. was a most oppressive p.rovision.
An Act of Parliament ought not to say that
this power should be implied. The parties
must agree to it, and it must be expressed
in the document, if they wished it.
For
these reasons he would accept the amendment.
Mr. PRENDERGAST stated that in
transfers: of property deeds were sometimes
lost, and the names therein were not known.
In such cases there was a difficulty in ascertaining the names. If it was provided that
sub-clause (2) of clause 56 should only
apply under certain conditions, that would
be better than excising the sub-clause altogether.
Mr. MACKEY said that under the
Transfer of Land Act there was no difficulty, and under the general law the mortgage deea with the names of the parties was
registered, so that there was no difficulty
there.
The amendment was agreed to.
The clause was consequentially amended,
and agreed to.
On the motion of Mr. MACKEY, the
Bill was then read a third time.
The House adjourned at twenty-seven
minutes past nine o'clock, until Tuesday,
September 6.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, September 6, 1904.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at ten
minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read the
prayer.
PETITIONS.
Petitions, praying that the Council would
give effect to the expressed wish of the
electors in reference to Scripture lessons in
State schools, and that a complete analysis
be made and published of the voting at the
referendum on the introduction of Scripture lessons into State schools, were presented, by the Hon. F. STUART, from residents of Essendon, Fairfield Park and
Alphington, Jika Jika, Broadmeadows, and
North Fitzroy; by the Hon. R. B. REES,
from Hopetoun, Mildura, Wycheproof, and
Corack; by the Hon. T. C. HARWOOD,
from residents of Colac, Leopold, Moolap,
East Geelong, Curlewis, St. Albans, Marcus Hill, Mannerim, Ocean Grove, Geelong, Moorabool, Gormandale, Drysdale,
Werribee, Portarlington,' Birregurra, Grenville, and Horsham j by the Hon. W. PITT,
from residents of :Melbourne East Province
and Burnley j by the Hon. J. M. PRATT, from
residents of vVimmera, Inglewood, M ysia,
Bmung and Korong Vale, Donald, J eparit,
Goroke and Lowan j by the Hon. T. H.
PAYNE, from residents of Elsternwick (two
petitions) j by the Hon. D. E. McBRYDE,
from residents of Evelyn, from residents
of Outtrim and J umbunna, from residents
of Brighton, and from residents of Brighton and Elsternwick j by the Han. W. S.
MANIFOLD, from res.idents of Casterton,
from residents of Port Campbell and Warrnambool, from residents of Mortlake
(two petitions), from residents of Balmoral
and neighbourhood, from residents of Wimmera, from residents of Terang, and from
residents of Casterton and Glenelg j by the
Hon. A. McLELLAN, from residents of Collingwood j by the Han. vV. H. EMBLING,
from residents of Day lesford, from residents of Alexandra, and from residents of
Whittlesea j by the Hon. R. B. RITCHIE,
from residents of Portland, and from residents of Dunkeld and Penshurst; by the
Hon. W. H. EDGAR, from residents of
Flemington (two petitions); bv the Hon.
1\'1. CUSSEN, from residents of'MoQroopna,
from residents of Tatura, Mooroopna, and
Toolamba; by the Hon. J. D. BROWN,
from residents of Dunolly; by the Hon.
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D. MELVILLE, from residents of Fitzroy
(two petitions), from residents of Clifton
Hill and North Fitzroy, from residents 'of
Collingwood and Clifton Hill, from residents of North Fitzroy (two petitions), and
from residents of N ill umbik ; by the
Han. J. BALFOUR, from residents of Box
Hill, from residents of Caulfield and Elsternwick, from residents of Kew, from residents of Hawthorn West, and from residents of Hawthorn (two petitions) j by the
Hon. T. LUXTON, from residents of Prahran, from residents of South :Melbourne,
from residents of East St. Kilda, from residents of Windsor, and from residents of
St. Kilda West j by the Hon. W. L.
BAILLIEU, from residents of Violet Town,
from residents of Shepparton and Goulburn Valley, from residents of Euroa,
from residents of Murchison,
from
of Nagambie,
from
resiresidents
dents of Gunbower, from residents of'
Shepparton, from residents of Kyabram
(two petitions), from residents of Elmore
and Toolleen, and from residents of Cohuna;
by the Han. J. H. ABBOTT, from residents
of Bendigo West, and from residents of
Laanecoorie, Woodstock, and Shelbourne;
and by the Hon. A. O. SACHSE, from residents of Wangaratta.
MINES ACTS FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. J. M. DAVIES, was read a first time.
REAL PROPERTY BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Assembly with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same, with.
amendments.
The amendments were ordered to be taken
into consideration on the following Tuesday.
JURIES ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.
The message from the Legislative Assembly, intimating that they did not now
insist on their amendment in this Bill, and
had agreed to the Council's amendment,
with an amendment, was taken into consideration.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said' that the
amendment of the Legislative Assembly was
the addition of a clause, which practically
carried out the desire of this House, that
justices should only be excused from attendance if and when they should so desire.
The Assembly said that justices should be
permitted to express that desire to the

Local Government Act 1903

Revision Court, which would then omit
their name from the list of jurors. He
begged to moveThat the amendment be agreed with.

The amendment was agreed with.
WILD DOGS ACT 1901' REVIVAL
AND CONTINUANCE 'BILL.
The Hon. W. PITT moved the second
reading of this Bill, which, he said, was to
revive the Act passed in 1901. The Act of
1901 was limited to three years, and expired
on 31st July last. It had proved a useful
measure, and had done all that was claimed
for it at the time it was originally passed.
I t had been the means of destroying a large
number of dogs, and allowed of floGks of
sheep being run on land oli which that was
hitherto impossible, because of the ravages
of the dogs. The payment per head for the
dogs was I os., and no greater amount than
£ 500 was to be expended in anyone year.
The total amount expended in anyone yeal
under the. original Act did not exceed
£300, and something like 600 dogs were
destroyed for that amount in the different
municipalities which were troubled with this
pest. The Act had been the means also of
enhancing' the value of Crown lands, and it
was now intended to make the measure permanent.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR stated that he
concurred in all that the honorable gentleman said in support of the Bill. When the
original Act was passed there was considerable discussion on the question. Everyone
was now sat'isfied that the Act had proved
satisfactory to a large extent.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time, and
was afterwards passed through its remaining stages.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1903
AMEKDMENT BILL (No.3).
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE moved the
second reading of this Bill. He said that
it was an extremely simple Bill, its object
being to enable a few corrections to be made
in the Local Government Act, so as to permit of a shire, under certain circumstances,
becoming a borough. Amongst other things
it dealt specially with the Shire of Coburg,
and to a lesser extent with the Shire of
Caulfield and the Shire of Malvern. The
measure was quite technical, and it involved
no change of principle so far as the Local
Government Act was concerned. It enabled
a shire to become a borough without material alteration in the personnel of its council, and validated what had been done in
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the past, but which 'had been discovered to
That provision, he underbe irregular.
stood, applied to the Shire of Caulfield, and
to a lesser extent to the Shire of Malvern.
At a later date Coburg practically became
a borough, but that step had to be retraced,
and this measure would make matters right.
An amendment was to be proposed in the
Bill by 1\1r. Balfour. The amendment seemed
to come under the regis of. the meaning of
the Bill, and he would certainly have no
objection to it.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR remarked that,
as the Minister had explained, this Bill
would enable a shire in certain circumstances to be made a borough. Hitherto the
Local Government Act had not allowed that.
A part of the State of Vic'toria could,
under certain circumstances, be constituted
a borough, but there was no power to turn
a shire into a borough. That was technically illegal. This measure rectified that,
and would validate what had been done in
the past. In the future any shire which
complied with the conditions of the Act
could be proclaimed a borough. The amendment which he intended to propose was
simply to enable the Shire of Camberwell
and Boroondara to be made a borough.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE stated that
he made a promise to one of the municipalities that if he had an opportunity he
,,,ould get a clause introduced into the Local
Government Act to protect the trees which
were planted in the different municipalities
from being destroyed by goats. The municipalities were required to get rid of stray
dogs, and he would like to have a similar
clause introduced into this Bill with reference to Lhese other animals. School teachers
had told him that the trees they planted in
the school grounds were destroyed by wandering goats, notwithstanding the protection of tree-guards.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-Is not that
punishable now?
1 he Hon. D. MELVILLE said that
bands of from 40 to 60 goats rushed into the
grounds, and destroyed the trees, even when
they were protected by tree-guards, and the
owners of the goats conld not be found;
but in regard to stray dogs, the local council was compelled to see that they were
cleared away. A clause could be inserted
in this Bill making it mandatory, as it was
in Melbourne, that the municipalities should
see that this nuisance did not exist.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT remarked that
the second paragraph of clause 2 set out
what was to constitute a new borough. The
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area was not to exceed nine square miles, the council in moving this amendment, for
and the population was not to be less than the council had passed a resolution asking
500 people; and with a rate of I s, in the that the amendment should be made.
pound there was to be a revenue of not less
The Hon. J. M. PRATT movedthan £300.
Such a sum as that would
That " £300 II be omitted with the view of inhardly pay the official salaries, and it serting "£500."
seemed that the Bill was going outside pro- He said he thought £500 was low enough.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-Will that be
per public policy in encouraging this sort
retrospective?
of thing.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said he was
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time, not making it retrospective by his amendand committed-the Hon. W. H. Embling ment. There were some boroughs whose
revenue was so small that they might just
in the chair.
Discussion took place on clause· 2, which as well be wiped out..
The Hon. J. STERNBERG remarked
was as follows:In addition to the powers conferred by sec- that he considered the amendment a' very
tion sixteen of the Principal Act the Governor in important one. It was. only fair that exCouncil may also from time to time make orders, isting boroughs 'should have an opportunity
exercising, the power conferred in the following of considering this proposal,. which was
paragraph, which shall be inserted in the said
section immediately following paragraph (13) : - sprung upon the Committee as a surprise.
(14) To declare any shire in Victoria not ex- He did not say whether it was desirable
ceeding in area nine square miles and having no or not that the alteration should be made,
point in such area distant more than six miles but he contended that the amendment should
from any other point therein, and containing a
population of inhabitant householders of not less be printed and circulated, i~ order that it
than five hundred, and containing rateable pro- might receive proper consideration.
perty capable of yielding upon a rate not exceedThe Hon. A. O. SACHSE said he had
ing One shilling in the pound on the annual value no objection t'O' Mr. Balfour's amendment,
thereof estimated under the provisions of this Act
but no one had asked for the amendment
a sum of £300, a borough.
•
proposed by Mr .. Pratt. It would be hardly
The Hon. J. BALFO DR movedfair to introduce the proposal of Mr.
That the following words be added to the
Pratt into this Bill.
clause : " Provided that it shall be lawful for the GoThe Hon. D. MELVILLE observed that
vernor in Council to declare the Shire of Camber- it was not fair to multiply Acts of Parwell and Boroondara a borough notwithstanding
He could see
that its area exceeds nine square miles, and that liament for small affairs.
in such area there are points distant more than no reason for rushing this Bill through, and
six miles from other points therein."
it certainly should not be rushed through
He said that all the other conditions, with in one night unless there was some urgency
the exception of those mentioned in the for it.
The Hon. A. O. SAcHsE.-It has been on
amendment, were rather more than complied with by the Shire of Camberwell and the notice-paper for weeks.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that
Boroondara. There was a population of
there was really no reason for hurry. He
9~200, whereas the population necessary
under the Bill was 500. The valuation was begged to moveThat progress be reported.
£100,4,)1, and with a rating of IS. Iod. in
the pound there was a revenue of £10,818.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that this
1 here were 2..450 ratepayers, which was Bill had been before the Assembly, and
far more than was necessary for a borough. that the public had had an opportunity of
The difficulty was that this shire was 6! expressing their views upon it. It had
miles from one point to the other, instead also been on the notice-paper of this House
of not more than 6 miles; the limit in for some time. Some honorable members
regard to area under this Bill was 9 thought they would like to have amendsquare miles, whilst the shire had an area of ments made, and wanted to have the Bill
12t square miles. It was therefore neces- postponed. I t was the almost invariable
sary to make an exception in the case of this practice of the House in connexion with
shire to enabJe it to become a borough. The small Bills to take the second reading, and
reasons for which this power was claimed then pass the Bill through Committee; but
were that the shire was within the metro- that was certainly not rushing legislation.
politan area, and was under the jurisdic- The Bill only proposed to correct what
tion of the Melbourne and Metropolitan was regarded as a slight enor in the Local
Board of Words. He had the authority of Government Act-an error which he thought
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had only lately been discovered. The Local' the whole of the money might be absorbed
Government Act provided that the Governor in paying medical fees.
The Hon. R. B. REES said he was in
in Council might make ordersTo constitute any portion of Victoria, not ex- favour of Mr. Pratt's proposal to increase
ceeding in area nine square miles, and having the amount, but he certainly thought prono point in such area distant more than six miles gress should not be reported.
Some few
from any other point therein, and containing a years ago a Bi'll was passed by Parliament
population of inhabitant householders not less
than five hundred, and containing rateable pro- preventing shires from being created on a
perty capable ·of yielding upon a rate not ex- small revenue. It had been the practice to
ceeding One shilling in the pound on the annual create municipal bodies the greater porvalue thereof, estimated under the provisions of tion of whose revenue was absorbed in adthis Act, a sum of Three hundred pounds, a
There was an Act passed
borough; but not so as to constitute any portion ministration.
of Victoria comprising portions of different providing that a shire should not be created
boroughs a borough.
unless it had a revenue of £1,500, which
It was thought that that provision enabled was a considerable increase on the revenue
the Governor in Council to declare any required previously. The amount was not
portion of a shire coming within these par- increased in regard to boroughs, and the
ticulars a borough, and that power had been amount of £300 had remained ever since
acted on as if it was the law. It seemed the Local Government Act came into operanow that the interpretation of the words tion.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
"to constitute any port~on of Victoria"
was that they meant a portion that was W. H. EMBLING).-The question now is
not at present a shire. Portions of two or that I report progress.
three shires had been constituted boroughs,
The Hon. R. B. REES said he was :",rand had been acting as if boroughs, but guing that it was not necessary to report
that was supposed to be illegal. The Bin progress. Honorable members were thomerely validated that. A shire was neces- roughly capable of dealing with this matter
sari I y a portion of Victoria, and one would at once. This Bill, being a small one, had
have thought that the original Act was suffi- not been before the municipalities, as the
cient for that purpose, but it seemed not Attorney-General had stated, and no great
to be so. There had not been a single com- discussion had taken place on it. He knew
plaint in regard to the matter proposed by that many people were talking about the
~fr. Pratt until this moment.
He thought futility of creating boroughs and shires when
no member except Mr. Pratt had ever heard the revenue would be absorbed by t1he adof a complaint. If it was desired to amend ministrative office.rs.
the Local Government Act it should be done
The motion to report progress was negain another way; but to put the amendment tived.
in this Bill would not take away the right
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said that after
of declaring any shire a borough.
Mr. the statement of the Attorney-General, he
Pratt's proposal could be dealt with on a would withdraw his amendment.
future occasion. He did not think they
Mr. Pratt's amendment was withdrawn.
were justified in dealing with the conditions . Mr. Balfour's amendment was agreed to,
under which portions of Victoria might be and the clause, as amended, was passed.
constituted boroughs. There was no eviThe Bill was reported with amendments,
dence of any desire on the part of the and the amendments were considered and
municipalities for this amendment. There adopted.
was not the slightest necessity to report
On the motion of the Han. A. O.
progress to enable Mr. Melville to move SACHSE, the Bill was then read a third
an amendment.
time and passed.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT remarked that
what the Attorney-General had stated
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
might be correct. When the original Local
HOURS
OF LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE-MEN.
Government Act was passed the policy of
On the Order of the Day for resuming
the Legislature was to encourage local bodies
to form themselves into boroughs or shires, the debate (adjourned from August 3 I) on
so that they might have local government, the motion of the Han. W. J. Evansand deal with the expenditure of money.
T.hat the excessive hours worked by locomotive
His argument was that the sum of £300 eng me-men, und the method adopted in computing the day's work, are of such a nature as
was altogether too small, and especially if to
demand the earnest and prompt attention of
a fever broke out in a municipality, when the Government,
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G. AIKMAN moved-

That the debate be adjourned until Tuesday,
September 13.

He said tthat some seventeen columns of
Hansard were covered by the report from
the Railways Commissioners on this question,
and he had not yet had time to peruse it.
The Government was a long time getting the
information ready, and should not object to
the debate being adjourned.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he would
remind honorable members that this was
the only business left for this evening.
It
would be unfair to country members to
adjourn the debate.
He wished to get
this matter off the notice-paper as quickly
as possible.
:Members would have the
Mines Bill before them very soon, and
that would take up a good deal of time;
and probably t'ne Closer Settlement Bill
would come up next week, and that would
be follmved by the Water Acts Consolidation
and Amendment Bill.
It seemed to him to
be a great mistake not to dispose of this
matter when honorable members were all
present.
I t ought to be disposed of with
very little discussion indeed.
If Mr. Aikman was not ready to resume the debate,
some other honorable members no doubt
could do so.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG remarked
that in fairness to members sitting opposite
the Government, the debate should be adj~urned, so that full opportunity would be
gIven to read the report from the Railways Commissioners. A considerable amount
of time was occupied in preparing tthereport, and members should have a fair
amount of time to digest it.
It was alleged
that the report was not correct, and that
was a further reason why those members
who held that opinion should have full time
to deal with the matter.
The 'Hon. W. H. EMBLING observed
that it would be most unwise to adjourn the
debate. He had read the Comm'issioners'
report right through, and had studied it
very carefully.
Honorable members had
ha.d plenty of ~ime to study it.
HIS reason for opposmg the adjournment of
the debate was the same as that of the Attorney-General. Towards the end of each
session the Council was overloaded with
work, and if this motion were delayed any
longer it would interfere with the consideration of the important Bills that were to be
brought forward, especially the Mines Bill,
the Water Bill, and the Closer Settlement
Bill.
As to the allegations made in the
motion, the Railways Commissioners said

])epartment.

one thing and the employes said another.
Honorable members could not possibly decide the question. They were not called
upon to .act as judges, but simply to listen
to both sldes and to form their own opinion.
For his own part he could not see that any
goo~ could be accomplished by carrying the
motIon, but he hoped that the matter would
,
be dealt with to-night.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said that
he also hoped that this matter would not be
further postponed.
Honorable members
had had ample time to go through the
figures that were laid before them last week
~nd if or?inary members who had no speciai
mterest . m the Railway Department had
fo~nd tIme to do that, surely they might
fauly expect that those who had a direct
a?d p~rsonal interest in the railway serVIce mIght have found time to do the same
thing.
. The Hon. W. J. EVANS stated that he
hlI~self had gone through the report of the
RaIlways Commissioners very carefully but
at the same time it had taken the Department a long time to frame that reply and
it was only fair that those who had t; deal
with it should be allowed a little time also.
There were certain details as to which he
desired to fortify himself with information
an? . he had. to obtain. that information b~
wntmg for It to the dIfferent depots in the
Departm.e?t, whereas the railway officials
could utIhze and no doubt had utilized the
~hole of their staff in preparing this partIc~,I1ar d~cument.
He thought he might
faIrly ~lqIm that ..?e should have every oppartumty of provmg the assertion which he
made unhesitatingly, that some of the statements in that document were grossly inaccurate. He asked honorable members to
give him this opportunity, so that he might
place the employes' side of the question
fairly before the House.
The Hon. D. :MEL VILLE said it was
he supposed, about six weeks since thi~
extraordinary motion was placed on the
paper. S'urely it was now about time that
it was disposed of one way or the other.
It seemed to him that the main object of
the honora?le member representing the Railways SerVIce was to keep this charge constantly printed. The reply furnished last
week by the Railways Commissioners appeared to him (Mr. :i\1elville) to completely
answer the charges that had been made
and to continue to keep the motion on th~
notice-paper would be a punishment in
itself.
It was a reflection not only upon
the Government, but on certain officials who
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Department.

The Hon. A. McLELLAN expressed the
could not come here and reply for themsel ves. A statement of this sort should be opinion that it was only reasonable that
dealt with forthwith in fairness to those the request made by Mr. E vans should be
impIicated.
He (Mr. Melville) regretted granted. It had been stated by Mr. Melthat Mr. Evans should not have the utmost ville that the motion had been on the noticeopportunity of obtaining information, and paper for six weeks, but 'it must be rememhe voted last week in favour of postponing bered that three or four wee'ks of that time
were occupied in obtaining the information
the question until to-day.
The Han. J. BALFOUR expressed the which the Attorney-General wanted to get
opinion that the House should go on with from the Department.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said he
the debate. If" after the debate had proceeded for some time, any honorable mem- hoped the Attorney-General would agree to
ber wishe,d to be given time in order to the adjournment of the debate. If that honobtain further information, it would be for orable gentleman pressed the matter forthe House to say whether he should ·get ward, Mr. Evans would be. able to say that
that time. Surely there were some honorable he (Mr. Evans) was unable to place
members who were ready to go on with the before the House certain information wrhich
debate. It was a pity to adjourn at so early he could have obtained if a postponement
an hour when, as had been pointed out, had been granted.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE observed trhat
there wouId be so much business to do very
honorable membe.rs should not overlook the
soon.
The Han. M. CUSSEN stated that he fact that the re.ply of trhe Railways Commiswould like to give those people who had sioners had now been before them for a
complained about the treatment of the rail- week.
The Han. J. G. AIKMAN.-We only got
way men every opportunity of proving their
My only object is
assertions. He had carefully read the reply Hansard on Saturday.
given by the Railways Commissioners as to save time,.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said that in
reported in Hansard, and it was certainly
a very expIicit one.
The Commissioners past years a number of important measures
themselves acknowledged that certain in- had been placed before the Council at the
justices were done to the engine-drivers, fag end of the session, when everyone was
and that they were obliged to work long tired out, and honorable members were
Very valuhours. He (Mr. Cussen), however, had not always complaining about it.
yet heard of any remedy being suggested able measures were often rejected because
by the men themselves, and the Commis- there was no time to consider them in detail.
sioners appeared to have done all they The present Government were endeavourpossibl y could under the circumstances. ing to remedy that state of things, and
At the same time the Commissioners' state- several very important Bills would come
ment was so long and intricate that it be.fore the Council within the next few
He thought, therefore, that honseemed onI y reasonable to allow time for weeks.
the preparation of a reply. If honorable orable members should try to help trhe Gomembers did not grant an adjournment of vernment by disposing of the motion now
the debate they would be accused of before them.
forcing the matter on without giving a fair
The Han. E. MILLER ·said he cerBritish right of defence.
tainly thought that the House should go
The Han. F. STUART remarked that on with the debate. The Attorney-General
he should be inclined to vote for the ad- read the whole of the Commissioners' report
journment of the debate if an undertaking last Wednesday, and since. then it had been
were given that the matter would be brought publisrhed in If ansard.
If Mr. Aikman
forward as promptly as possible.
was not ready to go on with his speech,
The Han. W. LITTLE stated that as a some one else might take his place.
The 'Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said he
country member he would SlJpport the adjournment of the debate.
He considered would plead with honorable members to
The honorthat the report of the Railways Commis- allow the debate to go on.
sioners was very expIicit, and he was satis- able member Tepresenlting the Railways
fied that no injustice had been done, but it Service had had since last W ednesda y to
There seemed to be
was only fair to the men whom Mr. Evans compose his reply.
represented that the question should be no possibility of securing finality in the
If Mr. Evans intended to conthoroughly thrashed out and dealt with one matter.
tradict some of the statements made by t!he
way or the other.
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railway officials, those officials would demand to have the opportunity of .making
another reply, and thus the thing would go
on ad infinitum.
He did not know whether other honorable members were as tired
of this railway business as he was, but it
seemed to him that questions affecting the
railway service would absorb the whole of
tthe time of this Chamber.
When a member like himself was obliged to spend two
days in travelling up to town and back again,
it was surely unfair that the House should
sit for an hour or two and then adjourn
for a ~re.ek or a fortnight.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES stated that by
leave he would suggest that any honorable
member who wished to take part m the
debate could speak to-night, and tIlen if
it were found later on that there was some
reason for adjourning t'ne debate, some progress at all events would have been made.
Honorable members knew that private members' business took precedence on Wednesda ys, and he objected to have the Wednesdays used up by a motion of this kind,
when the time was wanted for much more
important work.
The Han. J. G. AIKMAN said he had
moved the adjournment of the debate simply
to facilitate the business of the ,House.
There was no reason why an important matter like this should be rushed through. He
was not interested personally in the question
in any way whatever. There were a great
many engine-drivers in the province he represented, and many of them had come to
him and had asked him to go into the matter. He told them that they had a special representative in the Council.
The Han. J. 1\1. PRATT.-A very good
one, too.
.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-Yes, an excellent one.
He promised i1hose men that
he would assist in ventilating the subject.
They had asked him to inquire into certain matters, and if this debate were not
adjourned, he would be obliged to ask the
Attorney-General for certain information.
'He was not an obstructionist in any sense,
but was as anxious as any other business
man could be to get the session closed. If
the debate were adjourned until next Wednesday, he thought it might be disposed of
that evening.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was negatived.
The PRESIDENT was proceeding to put
the main question, when
The Ho-n. E. MILLER said he thought
Mr. Aikman had something to say on the
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mot'lion. He did not understand that the
question was to pass now without debate.
The PRESIDENT.-It is open nO'lv to
any honorable member to address the House
on this question. Then, after the debate
has continued for a certain time, it is quite
open for the House to adjourn the debate.
I am putting the question now to see whether any honorable members wish to address
themselves to it.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said it appeared, under the circumstances l that there
was a sort of conspiracy of silence on the
matter.
.
The PRESIDENT. - The honorable
member is not in order in saying that. He
is entitled to reply on the motion he has
made.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS stated that he
would withdraw the remark that there was
a conspiracy of silence. A few minutes a;p
honorable members stated that they desired
to go on with the debate, and allow the adjournment later on. Sureln, in those circumstances, they did not want to put hirn
in the position of replying now merel~,' to
i he one speech that had been made.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR remarked that,
when he voted against the adjournment of
the debate, he certainly thought there must
be some honorable members prepared to
continue the debate; in order that the House
should not lose time; but he said that if,
later on, after a certain number had spoken,
there was still a desire for adjournment,
and if Mr. Evans still wanted to get further
information, it would be only reasonable to
grant the adjournment of the debate. He
did not want to do an injustice now, and if
he had not thought that there were some
members ready to speak he would not' have
voted against the adjournment of the debate.
It would be only fair to grant the adjournment of the debate if no one was prepared
to speak to the motion now.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG observed
that one reason why he asked for the adjournment of the debate was to allow honorable members an opportunity of becoming
conversant with the details of the matter
submitted to the House. He ~gain appealed
to the representatives of the Government to
recognise the consistency of the representations made by honorable members on the
other side, and to grant the adjournment of
the debate.
The PRESIDENT.-There is nothing
now before the House but the main question. It is open for any honorable member
now to address himself to that question.

